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FOREWORD

Montessori in the public schools is a rapidb, expanding phenomenon. Magnet school experts
cite Montessori as the most offered choice in the "schools of choke" reform movement. Public
school Montesozi currently includes one hundred schools sen ing about 14,000 children with five
to ten districts beginning new Monte:soli programs each year. Over half of the public school
programs now in existence have been founded since 1980.

When we refer to "Montessoii in the Public Sector," there is sometimes the implication that
the public school Montessori pedagogical experience should be different from that of the private
seam Even though there is a range of practice in both the private and publk sector some
conservative, some reformed, some piecemeal, some not defined at all good Monte:sori
education remains the same in any sector. No matter w hat ianguage is chosen to cksciibe
Montesson, there is no substitute for visiting a good Montessori program fur several days and
observing children interact vithin a scientifically prepared trivironment and with Ault, v ho are
trained and experienced in working in that prepared environment.

Montessorians resTonsible fur Montessoii implementation in the public sector must look at
the physical, administrative, and psychological changes that precede curricular change. The
district standards, desegregation, the office and school forms, the financials, and marketing are
factors having litde to do with Montessori pedagog; but which need to be aligned with Mon-
tessoii philosophy. Thus, this volume contains document: which, for the most part, do not capture
Montessori in its philosophical essence, but which demonstrate how Montessoii is r2presented Ii
bureaucratic and research terms. These terms, in their reductionism, can diminish the subtk
vision of Montessori. The :sensitivity to the child, the spiritual and mural values. of the Montessori
philosophy, the intensity of the cosmic task, etc., have a vernacular and meaning which are
essential to authentic Montessori but are to be distinguished from the reporting, testiog.
researching, and general idiom of modern public schools.

In some districts, Montessori exTertise is not available. A good fifth of these existing schools
do not have certified Montessoii teachers. More than half do not have Montessoii supervision.
Two-thirds are starting children after age three. One-third show random or non-existent multi-
age groupings. Montessori is at greatest risk during its imOementation stage, w hen know ledge of
the method and source material is weak. New Montessori programs without proper foundations
have diminished chances of surviving as alternative models because th* often drift from their
initial Montessori goals.

It is the conviction of the North American Montessoii Teacher:: Association (NAMTA) that if
there is a clear definition of Montessori curriculum, then Montessori can he accomplished in its
fullnees even when initial prevailing conditions are not alwit s sympathetic to Mcatessori educa-
tion. The potential for quality education in the public schools is greatbr enhanced if the Montessori
curriculum tradition insists on knowledgeabie imOementation built on a child-tested, time-provei
set of practices. The long-term gain resulting from a careful construction of Montessoii is that the
pedagogy remains intact, the child receives a coherent educational experience, and the Mon-
tessorians have a framework in w hich to continue the Montessoii dialogue. Thorough implemen-
tation of Montessori means that the school diqiict, as it establishes its various "schools of choice,-
will be able to advance a Montessori model that is recognized by part nts as an t.stziblished and
unique program for their children.

As Montessori moves into the public arena and as the outside world makes its as:sessment of
the Montessori communit; there is a new level of cwperation necessaQ, to deal with the
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FOREWORD

increasing size of the movement. As an outgrowth of NAMTA public school research and
documentation, the Nienhuis Corporation has funded the establishment of a Montessori Pubhc
School Consortium located at Cleveland State University, under the direction of Dr. Mary
Boehnlein. This consortium ha.s received the encouragement uf both the Association Montessori
Inteniationa!e and the American Montessori Society, and is an effort to consolidate and dissemi-
nate Montessori information as it pertains to Montessori public schools. It is hoped that Mon-
tessori public education will be developed without compromise to its original spirit and without
losing sight of Dr. Montessori's desire to help all childmn, regardless of sucio-economie and
cultural backgrounds. Montessori in the public sector would then affordan opportunity to achieve
our highest aspirations in a new initiative which, if successful, would provide a professional
environment with adequate resources and institutional stability tu bring Montessori into the
twenty-first century.

David Kahn,
Editor

2
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THE MONTESSORI MISSION

MONTESSORI MAGNET SCHOOLS

MONTESSORI AND THE CHILD AT RISK

This historical and social overview of Montessori schools :it the public sector provides
an understanding of the usefulness of Montessoripedagogy as a means of national
public school reform. Although Montessori is not a panacea, it is seen by many as a
successful educational alternative for children of low socioeconomic backgrounds.
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MONTESSORI MAGNET SCHOOLS AND
CONTEMPORARY SCHOOL REFORM

by David Kahn

The Montmori magnet schools find their mots in alternative education. The fin-mative period for alterna.
lice, everimental schools coincided with the formative period of federal court-ordered desegregation
plans ra, America's urban centers.
Montessori magnet schools are expanding at an increasing rate; their successes can be measured in terms
of cost, desegregation impact, educational quality, and thematic cohesiveness.
Montessori is vaked for ik instructional uniqueness as a whok pedagogy. A comprehensive curriculum
gets comprehensive results.
The Montessori child-centered curriculum is in keeping with national educational trends.

INTRODUCHON

The Monte:sori model of education has been in existence since 1907. The A&,ociation Monte:sori
Internationale %vas established fur the safeguarding of the methud in 1929, and alonte:suri has been rooted
in the American alternaZhe education tradition since 1959. Although introduced in Americaas earb as 1910,
the popularity of Muntessud education has emerged udmarily in the last thirty years. In 1989 various forms
of Monte:sod are implemented in almost 3,000 private :.chools and in 100 public school projects of varying
scales and implementation st., les. About on...-third of the Muntes.sod public :awls were estabiished as
"magnet schools" to redistribute racial and economic imbalances, one fuurth were founded by Montessori
teachers and parents wanting their Munte:sori xuedence tu be supported by public funds, xith the
remaining balance supported by a variety of motivations aimed at combined educational reform and
voluntary desegregation (Kahn. Boehnlein, Villegas, 19871

MONTESSORI MAGNETS A COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATIONAL REFORM

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the usefulne:s of Montessori education, not <Inly as one
tool to assist in desegregation in the context of magnet schools, but also as a comprehensive educational
reform which is compatible with today's magnet school mikzion.

To gain insight into the emerging importance of Montessori magnets, it is important to look at the
evolution of both the Mont. --ori and magnet schod movements, how they differ and how they coincide.

Magnet School Beginnings and Montessori

Montessori magnets find their roots in alternative education. Fantini states that the first alternative
education models were outside of public education (Fantini, 19721 This holds true for Montessori, v. hich
began in the private sector and added about tifty private schools a year between 1960 and 1970. It is no
wonder that by the late sixties Montessori books were on sale ith those of Neill, Kozol, Dennison, Herdon,
Holt and Goodman. Small, private experimental schools reached a new status in the early seventies,
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likewise Montessori schools were operated by a handful of teachers and parents "w orking around the cluck
for sub-standard wages trying to run a school on a shoestring" (Fantini, 1972).

This formative period fur alternative, experimental schools coincided with the formative period uf
federal court-ordered desegregation plans fur America's urban centers. Russell and Haw ley (1981) reported
that court appointed officials and urban school boards belies ed they had learned an important lesson about
desegregation during this time: w hen the issue was busing fur deseg..-egation, blacks would ride the bus, but
significant numbers of w hites would flee or actually fight to stay off. Orfield (1981) noted that a quarte:
century after the Bruton a Board of Education court decision, desegregation policies had little impact un
big cities, and a growing number of them were reaching the status uf virtually all-minority s...-houl
populations. He was concerned that policies were urgently needed w hich could successfully mduce
segregation in metropolitan centers.

As a result, the increasingly minwity public school population and the racial violence which sur
rounded mandatory busing fur desegregation, as exemplified in the Bu.ton, Little Rock, and Pontiac school
systems, lead desegregation planners tu seek methods hich uukl attract children to desegregation
schools (Coleman, 198)). Since the desegregation schools were meant to attract children, they were called
magnets.

In the early seventies, magnet schools were being set up un a small scale in Michigan and Minnesota.
By the late seventies, a provision uf the federal Emergency School Aid Act called fur the spending uf $25
million in 1977 and $50 million the following year fur planning and operating magnet schools (FbIlington,
1988). Magnet schools were seen by some as a serious solution fur desegregation to be supported by federal
funds. By offering specialized and unique curricula, it was hoped that magnet schools %%odd attract students
of all races and economic levels on a voluntary basis.

Montessori Curriculum Merges with Magnet Concepts

By 1978 the Montessori model had already become prominent in the earb childhood ement as part
of the "war un poverty." Fbrthermure in the seventies, Montessori private .chuuls were expanding their
Montessori curriculum through the .i.xth grade. An estimated 100 tu 200 classrooms nationw ide repre-
sented a developed and self-safficient alternative education model with its own materials, time-tested
curriculum and pre-trained teachers. In keeping with the Brunerian "curriculum spiral" proposed in the
late fifties, Montessori programming provided an interconnected, internally cun,iAent model, easily put in
place as lung as trained teachers were available. It is nut surprising then that the eighties saw a 500 percent
increase in the number uf Montessori magnet ..,chuul.. Their successes ci,ere measured in terms of cost,
(lesegregation impact, educational quality, and thematic cohesiveness.

Schools of Choice: The Problem of the Match

In die seventies, the "schools of choice," as magnets are sometimes called, were revered for their ability
tu provide options according to the personal interests uf teachers, students, and parents. The dynamic of
choice created competition among the magnet schools hich insured a higher level uf fitness and accoun
tability within each program (Joy and Clow ell, 1988). Until recentb, magnet schools were ecaluated on this
basis to hold and attract (Frey; 1988). Both Fantini and Fbllingtun write that fundamental tu choice is the
school objective of "talent identification and cultivation' (Fullington), v hich suggests that (Aer:, per.un can
develop a talent which will ultimately evulke into a career. The choice of school deals %cith the pnAle in of t

match. The general assumption is that the magnet school must offer specific interest areas to match specific
needs of children.

The medical, legal, and arts communities along Ix ith libraries and museums, interacted w ith magnet
schools to provide "enrichment" components. Community partnerships suggested a variety of themes.
There could be a business magnet, an arts academy, a health professional curriculum, compuL-r magnets,
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humanities, world studies, second language, etc. Each specialty magnet offered a cure curriculum which
included a special focus or subject area (Joy and Clewell, 1988).

Schools of Choice: The Comprehensive Curriculum

Recentb, however, particularly at the elementary level, the locus has shiftel from the cuniculum
z,pecialty schools. Dentler's 1988 criteria fur w hat makes a magnet school indicates a shift from the emphasis
on Choice uf unique "special" offerings tu that uf instructional uniqueness. A magnet school, says Dentler,
has "a distinctive curriculum based un a special theme ur method uf instruction." Magnets still maintain
their role in desegregation, their consumer choice option, their open cteCeJJ to sci awl enrollment beyond the
neighborhood zone, but the "alternative" curriculum as a unique delivery system is coming to the forefront.
Dentler :,tates that even specialties are included as part uf "prog:-..ssive and alternative pedagogies
embracing self-paced or age-mixed groups" (Dentler, 1988).

Another report accents once again choice, nut uf specialized programs such as computer and foreign
language, but rather uf instructional style. Instructional styles are characterized as two extremes "the
fundamental schools with an emphasis un basics had a mow structured, disciplined atmosphere and the

More than ever magnet schools are playing a major role in the educational reform
movement, delving deeper than previously into pedagogical schools of thought.

gifted and talented schools vith experimental, flexible curricula were mure relaxed and informal" (Joy and
Clewell, 1988). This shift suggests that more than ever magnet schools are playing a major rule in the
educational reform movement, delving deeper than previously intu pedagogical schools of thought. As soon
as this shift becomes more evident, school districts will have tu pay mure attentiun tu the pedagogical
principles that communities are beginning to discern.

Montessori: A Well Rounded Education

As the demand fur Montessori magnets increases, it is important tu indicate that although the
Montessori model has some unsurpassed results, it operates with well-defined program strictures v hich are
unique tu Montessuti and very different from the original "schouh, uf choice" rationale. The Montessori
premise is that it works fur ex et-y kind of child when the conununity, tJu school staff and the administrator
and pare nts are in agreement with the tenets uf Montessori philosophy. Those looking tu magnets tu develop
a specific talent will find that Montessori curriculum activity deals with a well rounded view of human
potential w hich it assumes is present within every child. Fur example, the Montessori magnet might nut
pro% ide an optimum facility fur instrumental music as would a music magnet school, but it %%mild endeavor to
develop music universals appropriate tu human development. The unb specialization in the classroom is
initiated by the child's choice of activity. But the te......her, v hu is the enlightened generalist, will at the right
time endeavor to interest the child in all subject areas.

Comprehensive Curriculum Gets Comprehensive Results

"Piecemeal reform measures beget piecemeal efftas, if any" (Sciencefor All Americans, 1989). When a
distict chooses a comprehensive approach such as Montessori, it is dealing with many levels, the prepara-
tion uf teachers, the content uf the learning materials, testing methods and evaluation technique, and the
very organization of the school. Creating a Montessori magnet requires careful planning of curriculum
sequence, reallocation uf material resources, and careful delineation uf teacher career paths within the
schools. Failure tu establish planned priorities fur hule curriculum system may leave the students worse
uff than before Montessori programming was adopted. Waplanned Montesson programming means a

12
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lasting school alternative with a process that is clean Such a process can respond to change within a stable
framework.

Teacher Education is Essential

The starting point is telcher education. Alternative teachers need preparation fur new structures and
approaches. If a teacher has been teaching in a lock step, skill drill fundamental program, he or she needs to
know how to substitute new strategies fur old. Teachers need to see clearly how curriculum must be adapted
to the child, nut the child to the curriculum. A matter of word and deed, educational reform must go tu the
philosophical roots of the teacher's methodology. This can only be dune with thorough know ledge of a chikl's
de% elopmental timetable. In addition, teachers need educational tools w hich are designed to acquaint the
child with the independent explorations of subject areas through manipulation, writing, reading, guided
discovery, etc. Montessori teacher training reorients the teacher to new levels of undefstanding. Methodol
ogy and content come after a philosophical view of the child has been established. It is definitely a difficult
path to take, but Montessori teacher training can activate a restructuring of the teacher's w hole approach.

Montessori training may offset w hat George Frey has pinpointed as resistance to change in teachers
and administrators. "They are afraid of losing power or control...the new concept means more work. On
perhaps ll-ey feel changing negates the value of their past work...." (Frey, 1988). Strong knowledge of
curriculum vkilosophy, scope, sequence, and methodology helps teachers predict change and treat change
as a "process and nut an evenC kFre; 1988). The change process is based on personal experience imbh ing
growth of knowledge integrated with a change of personal philosophy. This special formation is exactly w hat
good Montessori training is about. Montessori teacher training includes observation in an established
Montessori classroom in order to observe the new philosophy and methodology at work. This is followed by a
practicum in two or more established classes so trainees may' experience implementation in action.

Montessori Education Inspires Family Commitment

Montessori's philosophy attract:, and holds families fur the extent of the school's gradespan and beyond.
Parents learn a new way of seeing their parenting rule w hich can last a lifetime. Monteosori sustains
parents, and it in ites them from the beginning to embrace its principles of childrearing, the prepared
environment, the will to belong, the rule of movement, etc. If a program starts at age three, the intimacy and

The Montessori premise is that it works for every kind of child when the community,
the school staff and the administrator and parents are in agreement with the tenets of
Montessori philosophy.

involvement of parents is higher; parents become loyal to the school community and to the :cry philosuphi
cal roots of the pedagogy involved. Preliminary research (Villegas) is beginning to demonstrate le
extraordinary impact that Montessori parent education has had on the retention and success of children
enrolled in a Montessori school. It is the philosophy of child development that bringi, both parent and
teacher into a deeply felt commitment to the Montessori educational program. Why? Because Montessori is
seen as an "aid to life w hich begins at birth. Hume life is considered indispensable to learning because
children are learning well before mandatory school age. When the parent commits to Montessori, the parent
commits to more than an educational idea. The parent relates to the N ital process of human development

hich is clearly presented in the Montessori philosophy. Monte:soli brings to magnet s,chools w hat Frey
considers to be a primary magnet school characteristic "a unifying sense of purpose felt by the staff,
students and parents" (Frey, 1988).

INEINNEIMIM
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The Child-Centered Curriculum A National Trend

Frey and others have hinted that "magnet sch .uls, in th forefront uf innovation and change, have
created blueprints fur u by those w ho are now starting tu restructure comprehensive schools." This
mewls that those magnet schools w hich ha,. undergone true cur riculuin reform, such as Montessori, will be
enlisted to help with the larger educational 1,forms uf the futux. It is clear that the public is demanding
education.2 rels isiun and new directions which place the child in an active learning rule. The April 17, 1989
Newsweek a. r Stu!), entitled "How. Kid;, Learn," called for a child-centered curriculum involving
movement, ma,..f. dation and discovery The educational main.tream is ready fur a more humane and
engaging child-centered curriculum. Montessori magnet schools _!an play a major rule in the improvement uf
child-cenkred education fur the following reasons. An extemi x history of uperation,s, a well-developed
teacher training support, curriculwn depth, and parent involvement. As magnet concepts are being
re iew ed fur their educational integrity, Montessori magnets will be a Ntell-rebearched and in-depth
curriculum option, ready fur all kinds uf learners in a variety uf settings. As school reforms continue tu be
national trends, a well-organized Montessori body of work may provide the nation with a process uf
education i.hich can help every school district meet inereasingly high expectation... Such schools provide
quality alternatives that really work and match theory with results.
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SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING AND AT-RISK STUDENTS:
SAN LORENZO REVISITED

by Christopher M. Harris

Rmdamental changes in how we assist at-risk students and their families must become a nationalpriority.
Education ofat-risk students must change from a pedagogy of minimal basic skills to that of learning what
is critical, diagnostic, adaptable, and longlasting.
School-based decision making can improve learning.
Whatever changes are made in our educational system, the overriding concern must be to improve
learning for all children, especially those at risk of school failure.
The Montessori model of education has been used successfully with at-risk children.
Magnet schools hold the potential for both positive and negative impacts on children, particularly those at
risk of later failure.

EDUCATIONAL REFORM

In the late nineteenth and ear13, twentieth centuries, education in the United States N vas influenced
the Progressive Movement NI, hich criticized the nation's schools for pro% iding most students with an
education that was rigid, passive, and rote-oriented, resulting in learners unable to think criticall; to
synthesize and transform, or to experiment and create. This movement was followed b ont NN hich stressed
standardimtion of learning. The 1920s saw w hat educational historians call the Efficienc, MoN ement. Man.\
readers will also recall the teacher-proof curricular reforms of the 1950s and the "back to basics" movement
of the 1970s.

In the last two decades, efforts to change the educational system of this countr3, have been collectivel3
described as being part of the educational reform movement, or inure precisel), as part of one of sewral
"waves," of educational reform (Piphu, 1988. ) The product most writers cite as the lightning rud of educational
reform in the 1980s was the federal report, A Nation At Risk (National Commission on Excellence in
Education, 19831 That report and the other reports released soon after by a N irietv of blue-ribbon
commissions helped to bring increased attention to the pressing need for changer., in how children in the
United States were being schooled.

An enormous amount of activity in the effort to reform education has occ:urred since the publication of
those reports. Federal, state, and local education agencies as well as foundations and corporations all ha% e
become involved in the discussion, design, and implementation of changes in the educational *stein. The
states have emerged as the most N isible actors in these various reforms (Brow n, 1987, Doyle and Hartle,
1985), The National Governors Association report, nme for Results (NGA, 198(3), received considerable
atteotion and indicates how active governors have become in the area of educational reform. State
legisLeares, too, have dramaticA increased their attention to education. State-leN el action has included
the formation of over 270 state task forces and commissions as wed as the enactment of more than 700

Christopher Harris is a Project Associate at the Council of ChiefState School Officers' Resource Center on Educational
Equity in Iiieshington, D.C. There he euvrsees and assists conned activities to meet the educational needs (f at rid,
students. He also works closely with stak departments of education, education as.oeudion.s, and advetu 9
groups on polwy development, legislatwn. and implementation qf Conned programs alleetiny childrenand youth at
risk to school success.
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statutes between 1985 and 1987 to direct educational reform. Between 1970 and 1981, twenty-eight

states reformed their school finance systems (Flirhman, 1982).

Recommendations for refoim in this period have focused on educational "excellence," including
increased graduation requirements in the form of additional course work or exit examinations. Other
reummendations resulthig from the excellence w ave have involved increased teacher salaries, new teacher
assessment and certifkation tests, as well as merit pay and career ladders. The recommendations are varied
and sometimes contradictory. .7)r instance, increasing graduation requirements for high school students
without pro\ iding additional assistance to those students at risk of school failure can serve tu encourage
those same students to drop out instead of improving their education. Likewise, poorly designed and biased
exams that keep minority teacher applicants from certification help ensure that the seriously dwindling
supply of minority teachers will diminish even further (Alston, 1988).

CHILDREN AT RISK OF SCHOOL FAILURE

Many argue that the reform movement of the early 1980: did little to help those students at risk of
school failure. A decade of federal social policies, since 1980, w hich reduced assistance to low income families
coupled with state and local edinational reform pu1ick hich offered limited assistance to at-risk children
and youth have taken their toll. There is a growing consensus among policymakers, national education
organizations, and child advocacy groups at all levels, that fundamental changes in how, and substantial
increases in how much, we assist at-risk students and their families must become a national priority.

Even a cursory glance at current economic, social, and educational indicators leaves the reader with a
sense of emergency and a clear recognition that responsible peopk must move now to ensure the provision
of necessary and high quality social, economicind educational z.Nervices to children and their families.
Consider the following statistics reported by the Children's Defense Fluid (1989):

If current trends in child poverty continue, between now and the year 2000, all of the growth in our
child population will consist of poor children in the year 2000 one in four of all American children
will be poor an increase of three million from 1987;
Among all children (up to 18 years of age) in America, one out of five is poor; among infants and
toddlem younger than three, one in four is poor;
Among black children, nearly one out of every two is poor;
By the year 2000, the total number of minority children ill increase by more than twenty-five
percent and will constitute one-third of all children, the number of hite, non-Hispanic children w ill
increase by one twotenths of one percent;
Regardless- of race, poor youths are almost three times more likely than their well-off peers to drop
out of school;

According to the U.S. Department of Education, only a small minority of the millions of students
with limited English pmficiency are currently receiving adequate bilingual education services,
.-pproximately one-fourth of all students fail to graduate from high school; in some urban areas w ell
over fifty percent fail to graduate; and
More than half of the new jobs created between 1984 and 2000 will require some kind of education
beyond high school, with almost one-third requiring four or more years of college.

These statistics, of course Ire not simply numbers, they are people and they are predominantlywomen
and children. Since 1980, this nation has chosen to spend just under two trillion dollars on the defense of a
s ystem that not only permits but creates the poverty, racism, and sexism w hich these statistics rather coldly
outline. In this same period of time, w e haw seen cuts of forty billion dollars made in programs for low
income chiklren and families.

Unconscionable injustices have resulted from policies in tbis country that peimit pregnant young
women to go ithout proper prenatal care, young children to liNe through infancy ith inadequate nutrition
and without necessar immunizations, and school-age children to attend schools in dilapidated, dangerous
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buildings with inadequate materials and inappropriately trained teachers. Earlier e :Hs for improved
educational and related services for at-risk children and youth based in justice and ckimpassion have
gone largely unheeded.

More recently, a number of prominent people outside the field of education lithe called for improved
education for masons of international economic competition. The demographer, Harold Hodgkinson (1086),
explains that in the early 19506 every American retiree was supported by seventeen active 1% orkers, hile in
the 1990. eaeh retiree w ill only have three werkers for support. More than one-third of those workers will be
minorities. Business leaders in organizations like the Committee on Economic Development (1987) argue
that the soundest ins estment in America's ecanowy is the pros ision, at public expense, for high quality
early childhood and family education and related sem, ices for those at risk. While some may question the
seriousness of the interest business leaders have expressed in at-risk students, at least their rhetoric focuses
public attention on the current onmet needs. Whatever the source of recognition, the problems remain.

In an optimistic joining of these two points of view of social justice and economic self-interest
Marian Wright Edeleman, President of the Children's Defense FImd (CDF), has written, "In the waning
years of the twentieth century; doing what is right and doing 1% hat is necessary to save our national skins
have converged. I see the 1990s as a marvelous opportunity to rev'talize and strengthen our democracy."
Edelman goes on to spell out in detail what the national agenda for children should be.'

Educators of all stripes have a particular responsibility in meeting the needs difficult and complex as
they may be -- of at-risk youngsters. Research shows clearly that low income students, minority students,
and students with limited English proficiency are many times more likely to attend schools with inadequaW
facilities, work with low (!uality materials, and receive an unchallenging and inappropriate education. What
is m:ssing is not knowledge. We know now to teach all children. We know that different individuals learn in
different ways and at different times. Absent is the universal commitment at the national, state, and local
levels to ensure that students at risk are provided an effective and appropriate education.

SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING

For all students, but especially for at-risk students, to become responsible citizens and productis e
workers in the next decades, the nature of %%hat is meant by "effective learning" must change fundamen
tally. The attainment of basic skills or minimal competencies alone is nut adequate pi cparation for life.
Schooling must develop and support the ability to think critically and creatively, to be flexible and raced% e ,
to engage in respectful dialogue, to make ethical judgements, and to develop w hat early childhood expert
Lilian Katz calls 'a disposition fur learning." The end result of instruction must be much more than basic
literacy and numeracy it must be improved student comprehension and thinking. Almost linix
schooling for at-risk students has stressed the former rather than the latter. The education of at-risk
students must change from a pedagoa of minimal basic skills to a pedagogy of learning that is critical,
diagnostic, adaptable, and long-lasting (CCSSO, 1989).

It is abundantly clear that young people in the 1980s and 1990s must graduate at least from high school
in order to have access to an economically secure life. Continuing failure of the schools to adequately sem e
and appropriately educate at-risk students, and c..Anographic trend data that show that these same y oung
people are quickly becoming a much larger percentage of our future work force haw, together, forced a
growing number of people to agree that changes hi schools of a inore fundamental or structural imat um arc
necessary in order to have schools be successilil with all students. Calls for schools to be "restructui
have come from numerous sourcos (and of course mean different things). Tilt Carnegie Forum ui E ducatioi
and the Economy (1986), the National Governors' Association, the National Association of Ads ways for
Students, The Council of Chief State School Officers, the National Association ot otate Boards of Education,
as well as the American Federation of Teachers and the National Education Association have all publicly
s:ated the need for fundamental, not just marginal, school change for school restructuring.

At the same time there have been indh idual proposals and projects to restructure seliouls including
Ted Sizerl; Coalition of Essential Schools, Mortimer Adler's Paideia Proposal, Henry Les inis Accelerated
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Learning Schools, Robert Slavin's Cooperative Learning, and Johnson and Johnson's study, to n.iie five.
While the details of each of these proposals differ, they all agree that the current way a school is organized
and how students are taught fmluently hinder rather than encourage changes \ hich might improve
students' learning.

The goals and elements uf these and other restructuring proposals vary widely. Ted Sanders, the
current U.S. Under Secretary uf Education, wrote as the past president of the Council of Chief State School
Officers in his 1988 working paper to that organization:

In the abseme of a coherent and unifying structure NN hidi makes apparent theil relaConships to one another
and to the impro,ement of schools in general, there appears *o 62 a supermarket filled %NM interestiat-
products, allowing one to pick a teacher mform here, a structural reform there potentially ignoring the ia,ed
for comprehensiveness in approach (Sanders, 1988).

Despite this ruiety uf "products" in the restructuring market, four major education variables ur
elements frequent1 appear in research and discussion about school restructuring

1. School Governance resulting more often in the decentralization of authority tu the school site,
thus allowing those closest tu the student the flexibility u design the most appropriate educational
setting and practice.

2. Nature and Organization of Curriculum and Instruction changed in ways that provide a
creative, flexible, and challenging education fur all students, especially fur those at i isk, nut rote
learning of discrete facts and an emphasis solely on basic skills.

3. New Professional Roles for Educators permitting professional educators at all levels to focus un
Aucational success fur all students and pros iding all the necessary support fur education success,
focusing on critical and higher order thinking skills, rather than emphasizing comijaince with
procedures and regulations.

4. Accountability emphasizing performance-based outcomes uf a kind that suppo . t a penagugy uf
thinking and active learning instead uf dri ing an education uf minimal competencies WCSSO, 1989).

Among the must commonly discussed elements uf attempts tu restructure public zehAs is that uf
greater sehoul-site management and autonomy the decentralization uf decision-making from district
office personnel to school-based teachers and other staff. Increased participation in ...thud decision-making,
it is argued, is necessary in order tu pros ide the flexibility and variety required tu appropriately restructure
the learning environment. Teachers know the needs and constraints of their individual schools and, as
professionals, can best organize the school-site ariables uf time, place, personnel, budget, and pedagogy as
they relate tu the students' learning. Changes that permit teachers tu assume much more responsibility at
the building level fur how the school operates, free them tu act more like professionals tu innovate, tu
experiment, tu construct different arrangements of all sorts ir their effort to improve learning based on
their knowledge of teaching and their familiarity with their individual school community:

Several schools in Miami (Dade County), Florida, fur example, are experimenting w ith school-based
management and school based decision making. One school copied the business sector's use uf "quality
circles" and now, ss ith district encouragement, members uf the staff meet in several groups tu discuss, plain
an .1 implement a broad range uf activities formerly decided by the district office ur by the principal.
Both teachers and principal report much greater creatis ity in problem-solving and draunatic improvement
in teacher morale and sense uf professionalism. Dade County is nut alone in this effort. A growing number uf
school districts across the country are piloting and experimenting w ith school based decision-making of
various sorts. Rochester, New York has received considerable publicity fur its new teacher contract which
abandons traditional union demands uf seniority, fur example, for dramatic salary incr abet., (more than 40(A
over three years) tied to the Career in Teaching Program which can take new teacheis from Intern tu
Resident tu fully licensed Professional. Lead teachers in this sy stem take un added responsibilities and work
with thosc students with the most complex needs.

Hammond, Indiana a former steel town, hit hard by a turndown in that industry' instituted its
"School Improvement Process" w here a growing number of de6sions are now 'n the haads uf school site
committees made up uf teachers, administrators, and commutilty fepresentatives. Several s...houl teams
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have re.arranged blocks of time to allow greater concentration on reading or mathematics. One higl- school
has established a vohmtary teachementor program to improve the quality of teaching.

The Chicago school system (the n ition's third largest) is beginning what could be the most dramatic
and comprehensive restructuring of governance, management and accountability that any district has faced
in recent memory A 112 page piece of legislation dissolves the current Chicago board of education and gives
unprecedented influence to parent-led councils at each school. The central a(lministration has been cut
dnunatically and schools will receive lump sum budgets to be arranged as school councils decide, subject to

state and federal laws and collective bargaining agreements. Forty-six million dollars has shifted from the
control of the central office to the local school councils who now decide how best to spend it.

The notion of parental choice has drivea several districts, and now whole states, to develop systems of
student assignment to schools based on the choice uf the parents. Districts and states which develop school
choice plans must face difficult and complex equity issues as they design their programs. As schools are
restructured, other equity concerns must be solved. How, for example, will schoolsincorporate categorical
programs into new arrangements of time and teacher assignment? Are magnet school progrims equally
accessible to all students or do they discriminate based on race and income (e.g., wealthier families
generally have access to more information about program availability and can arrange transportation where
necessary)? Are the needs of language minority students adequately considered in restructured schools
needs which are more complex than simply pros iding instruction in English? What assurances of quality
services will there be fur students in special education if waivers for regulations are permitted by the
district office? Ingrid Draper, Director of Special Education for the Detroit Public Schools, has given careful
thought to this last question and has designed an innovatise and effective educational pmgram in that city
but others have not been as successful.

Another critical issue in the discu. oion of school restructuring is accountability. If school-site staff and
other educators up the hierarchy are to be held accountable for student learning, w hat sorts of assessment
tools should be pot in place? Can district or statewide standardized achievement tests co-exist with school
based decision making? Sizer's Coalition of "Essential Schools has developed a performance portfolio for
student evaluation. Vermont is currently implementing a similar evaluation procedure, recognizing that an
over-reliance on multiple choice, single correct-answer tests frequently drives a similar sort of teaching.
Some states and districts differ widely on the types of assessment systems they use, yet the discussion
about appropriate testing is heated and widespread.

UNANSWERED CONCERNS

A centrally important question which must be asked repeatedly is, "What is the purpose of restructur
ing the school?" Harold Howe II, former U.S. Commissioner of Education, has criticized the economic
argument that largely drives the current reform movement. At a 1987 symposium at Harvard Universky on
excellence and equity in education he noted:

It demands that schools produce excellency among the children uf the poor fur the sake of the nation's econumit
health. It wastes little time with concepts of equity, ur of our nation's need fui independent minded citizens to
make a democntey and complex society workable. Lip service is paid to these latter concepts, but after
appropriate rhetoric has been supplied, school reform is back to the serious business of rescuing uur
corporations from Japanese competition. Wry little has been said, in defining school reform's goals,about
developing among youth an interest in international understanding.

Is the purpose of restructuring schools merely to rearrange the players but to do little to change
learning? In a restructured school this writer visited in Dade County Florida, the use of "quality circles" for
school-based management by the entire staff had dune much to improve the teachers' morale and upgrade
the physical plant. Both had deteriorated substantially and so this was a significant improvement. School
spirit was reported as having improved by a se* large margin. Yet, despite these important changes, the
pattern of teaching while somew hat improved needed much more work. Except for a few "critical
thinking" programs for children already doing 1, ell ss ith classwork, must schoolwork was still based on a
model of knowledge transmission, lecture and recitation of minimal standards and basic skills. Test swres
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had risen and student writin had improved, but are they the sole and appropriate measure of a successfully
restructured school?

How schools are governed, how curriculum and instruction are organized and presented, how educa-
tors relate to children and youth and their families, and how educators and students are assessed musta 11 be
driven by one overriding concern improving the learning of all children, particularly those considered at
risk of school failure. To do otherwise is both unjust and short-sighted. Montessori education offers an
important model that has been used successfully with at-ritic children.

MONTESSORI MID SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING FOR ATRISK STUDENTS

The Montessori method provides the adult cvith both a clear understanding of children's development
and a detailed and varied pedagogy to support that development and thus aid learning in its largest andbest
sense. That Montessori classrooms and whole schools are appearing increasingly in the public education
sector bodes well for the schools and for the expansion of the Montessori movement. Of course die most
important question, as Maria Montessori so often stressed, has to du with the children. Her experience with
the children of the San LorenzJ slums in Rome underscores her concern for at-risk children and youth.
What, then, is the effect of the expansion of the Montessori method in public schools for at-risk students?

Given the current climate and trend: in education in the United States, Montessorians ean provide
significant assistance to improving the education of disadvantaged children in at least three major ways:
action in the debate on early childhood education, support for restructured curriculum and instruction, and
carefully designed assistance with the expansion of specialized programs and magnet schools. The last two
are directly tied to the debate about improved learning for at-risk students. The first, though not necessarily
an element of school restructuring, has much to do w ith later educational success for at-risk children
and youth.

Early Childhood Education

This is an historic moment in the effort to ensure the provision of high quality early childhood and
pzu-ent education and related services for young, at-risk children and their families. Senators and members
of Congress on both sides of the aisle, a Republican President, business leaders, and irtually every national
educational organization, are calling for new and expanded federal support for child care. There has never
been such a consensus on this critical social need. While the various actors mentioned above support very
different proposals, before this time they have never all agreed on the need. The combination of inofe
women in the workforce, more adults in poverty (meaning more people working at very low wages), and
more children in poverty work together to create a dramatically increased need for good childcare services.
Organizations like the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) have prepared
detailed guidelines of program quality Their work, influenced in no small part by the work of Montesson,
spells out what is required for "developmentally-appropriate" practice.

New coalitions have been formed in support of expanded childcare. The Act for Better Childcare (ABC)
bill, currently before Congress, is the result of difficult work by hundreds of people.2

Montessorians have access to unusually well-developed inethodolo* and materials for early childhood
education. While the early childhood movement is in virtual universal agreement about the importance of
"developmentally-appropriate practice," many childcare workers need assistance in how to make that
notion concrete. Montessurians can play an important rule in this national movement by becoming active in
the political drive to support legislation like the ABC bill. Montessorians should join with the NAEYC,
CDE and other child advocacy groups for political action in that regard. Also, Momessoriansshould seek
local daycare providers and offer to share know ledge about child development and educational practice.
These connections should be genuine sharing, w ith each participant actively and honestly interested in
learning what the other has to offen There is much out there that is valuable for all to learn. Maria
Montessori frequently emph.Lsized the need for adult humility w hen working with children. That humility
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tempere'' with concern foi the well-being of all chihlren, should influence relations w ith other educators
worV.ag with young children.

Restructured Curriculum And Instruction

Of the four major elements found in the various proposals to restructure N.hools noted :ibovc, one has to
do with fundamental changes in the nature and organization fc.rriculum and instruction. It is in this area
that Montessorians, pauticuli4 at the elementa* school le\ el, can provide substantial assistance in the
effort to improve public education. Traditional schooling is Lased on deep-seated beliefs about the
a rrnge of educational variables. In fact, these beliefs maintain that the components of education are
anytning but \unable. Common educational practices regarding the structure of know ledge (e.g.. bask
skills \ s. higher order thinking skills); instnictionni actit ities (e.g., passive, receptive learning vs. engaged
activity); the size and composition of the group; and the arrangement of time (e.g., learning "perio(ls,"
instructional day and year) are usuak ter:, Linked. And yet this list is cinnposed of educational "variables'.
which, by definition, means that they are changeable. The current range, hierarch, composition, and
organization of these educational variabies are the result of identifiable historical circumstances man of
which are no longer relevant (e.g., the agriculturally.based school year w hich permits summer farm work
appears arbitrary in urban Phihalelphia, and the organization of schools thatfolltm s a liith centu* facto*
model is wholely mappropriato for students w ho will live in the 2/st centur O'her educational practices
are actually damaging the w idespread practice of tracking, w hich research shows reflet ts race and
social class far better than innate ability to learn).

Educators in many places are not ont beginning to examine the content of the curriculum \ \ hich still
too often projectsb.:ases regarding gender, race, social class, language, and ethnicit ) but are also examining
the structure of the know ledge to be presented. Should students learn minimum comptencies and bask
skills (as district and state tests emphasize), or should they learn critical thinking skills and what Rexford
Brown of the Education Commission of the States calls "thoughtfulness"? (Brown, 1988).

Time is too often used as if it were a fixed restauve that students must learn within, instead of time
being something flexible, pliant and asymmetrical that conforms to the students' learning needs. Ibr
example, many at-risk high school students must work at part time jobs to support families, and teenage
parents need t/.. cary, Air their children, yet most schools ha\ e rigid hours of operation and set times for
learning periods. The Fontrailictions here are et ident. Schools need to loosen the year's schedule, the dak
schedule, and the structure of timed learning. Teaching and learning 1iotlm become restricted and limitedb
the current structure of time. Mans educat,rs realize the diffic* which results from such organization,
and some are experimenting with different arrangemtn its of time, group size and composition, instil it tiobal
activities, and structure of know ledge, but typicalb, schools function as tho have for two centuries.

Montessori elementary teacliers could offer a great deal to the publit school educators who arc ;met oh ed
in experiments w ith new arrangements of schooling and, in particulai . with those w ho ,tre struggling to
nnprove curriculum. Likewise, current school restructuring eftbrts regardhig got ernai ice skim. _and I I hised
management, could give much to Montessoriai is w liose t rainim ig offered few models of scliool mat iagemei it. If
approached in a spirit of true respect mid serious interest hi learning, partnerships and exchattgesbetwecii
Montessori and public school teacht.rs and administrators could prove to be \ e* useful particularl in
areas with high coi icentrations of at-nsk st ui lents. NALiTA members or staff at theWishingtoi I Montessori
Institute and staff of the American Federation of Teachers' Center fur School Restructuring if tho hat..
not yet should discuss how each could help the other in the effort to pro\ ide effecth e and awropriate
education and related sen ices to at-risk students and their families. n...lest. sorts of com ersations and
meeting's could and should occur :it the district level a well. Both the opportunit. to learn from each other
and the serious needs of at-risk staik.nts are too important to let preconcei \ ed imutionsttfw hat the other does
get in the way of useful dialogue. These con \ ersatioi is ha \ e begun in se \ eral cities but need to become n hire

widespread and systematic.
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Magnet Schools

There is a rapidly growing national di.cussion about parent.' abilit3 to t.hoose the dmtil their chilihyti
%yin attend. President Bush has emphasized :school choice as the main pillar of his education whet. One
frequently used method of pnw iding school choice is the dewlopment of magnet ...chools schooh, with
.pecialized progran . w hie!: are supposed to attract :Audents based tin their interest in such piligrams.
Maple' ...dux :Is are perhaps best Imown front their use in the 1970s a.. to::ls for voluma* or court ordered
desemgatitm. Disnicts hich have ir.cori it:rated magnet ...chools for de-,egregation ha% e had varying
success. Nonetheless. mant current pnponents for school choice point to magnet st.hools as one w* to
allow parents to choose their children's school.

A. the USe of magnet schools tor alternative pn:grams ithin school.i has spread. se% eral dist net., ha% e
cPeated Montes,ori :1)ol.:, as legitimate alternati% es in the imblic .tem. On it s face this is a latulable iritAe
and one which deserves inceeased support. A large part of this boek dt al:, with important aspects of the
design and implementation ef such programs.

A very important caveat must be expivssed, how er, regarding uncritical aml erb entlmsiastic
acceptance by Montessorians of these programs. While ans ering the longheard call to incorporate the
Mortessori Method int the public schools, the development of Montessori magnet program:, and schools
deserves very careful scrutiny, especiallt with regard to the educational outcomes for at-risk student..
Public education in the United State. h.. a %er3 pttlitictl endea or, and Yr.ontessorians need to understand

While answering the long-heard call to incorporate the Montessori Method into the
public schools, the development of Montessori magnet programs and schools deserves
very careful scrutiny, especially with regard to the educational outcomes for at-risk
students.

well the policy issues inVolVed. School choice, in particular, is a much-debated, complex notion with mant
possible outcomes. Magnet schools hold the potential for both positke and negathe impacts on children,
particularly for those at risk to later failure. Montessorians nt be aware of thenulge of possible outcomes
and ensure that those children and youth traditionallt ed poorlt b3 public scl ooh.. are not harmed lit
decisions to implement Montessori programs in the schools. The Hippocratic oath for pin ...icians states that
they shoult], at very least. do no lumn. This huh Is true for Monte....sorians as well.

There are several important conshlerations regarding equit3 in the use of magnet schot:Is. Iii districts
where magmet schools are used to provide choice, a number of critical questions must be answered. In
theory, choice is supposed to force school... to improve school:, will earn their enrollments, encourage a
wider range of educational options, and push Im qualitt schools towanl self-impnwement. 'Thoseschools
which do not meet parental preferences will be face: I with declining enrollments and t, ill either ].mprove or
be forced to close.

This market model has produced success and failure in New York Citt, for example, w here "choice"
been available for some time. Conununitt District 4 (East Itaienit is frequentlt cited as a success story
regarding choke. Yet it must be pointed out in strong terms that choice works well in District .1 because it is
part of ar overall school improvement process that has been underwat for fifteen3 ears. Choice was not the
motive force for change: it was an ingredient along with mant other ingredients. Teachers and administra-
tors over considerable time developed program:, in their schools. create.] smaller. more personal units
within the school, crafted an exempla* parent information .3 stem, and worked to impnwe the counseling
efforts in their feeder elementary schools. Onit late in this eff.:rt was parental choice added. Also, the
district is densely populated and all schools are reasonablt a: cessible. Probleras remain, how tw en For
example, the districts bum nal sc..h oo.I . and .pecial education !A:grams remain segregated from its schools
of choice (Bastian, 19S9). Trre is also concern that low incoiae children still do mit reach achievement le% eis
:IS high as thek. more advantaged peerS.
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District .1 has received much publicity as a positive exainple tic:Mee. Yet, the city of which it is a part also
has a systemwide high school magnet plan. New York City's choice plan has magnet schools compeLig with
comprehensive neighborhood high :schools and demonstrates unsurprising results. Researchers have
noted that, over time, four tiers of schools developed based on a strict hierarchy of resources and
upportumties. On the tup are elite academic high schools, folloed by specialized theme -hods, vocational
schools, and at the bottom are the neighborhood high schools. Magnet schools are generally integrated, but
neighborhood schools are reported tu be entirely segregated with low income minolity students and
have access to feu resources. Dropout rates in these schools for black and Latino students range from fifty
to eighty percent. Ann Bastian, of the Neu World Foundation, hasstudied these schools and notes that New
York provides an example of "false choices" because not all options are equal (ibid., 1989).

Programs uf choice, if nut carefully planned tu suit the specific circumstances of the local community:
can have a range of negative impacts. One frequently cited criticism is that certain schools will skim off the
high achieving students and good teachers frequently adopting screening and sorting mechanisms
draining resources from pourer schouls.1 Civil rights mandates (i.e., bilingual education, special education,
desegregation) may be eroded as in the example of New York City when resources are redirected to
magnet sthools thereby encouraging re-:segregation. An overemphasis on test scores as "proof" of magnet
school success in their competition fur students can serve to erode further a pedagogy of critical thinking
and development of the w hole child while encouraging teaching tu the test. Differential access to informa
tam (i.e., middle class and wealthy parents get tu "aloe more about school options than du low income
minority parents) about =wet programs assures differential access to those schools.

In a :iystematic and detailed :study, of high :"chool admission and promotion policies in fourmajor cities
Neu York, Chicago, Boston, and Philadelphia Donald Moore and Suzanne Davenport (1989) describe

senous inequities occurring in magnet school programs in those cities. Their report, "The New Improved
Sorting Machine," examines placement and labeling practices used in high school admis:sion, withinschool
tracking and grouping, and pnictices employed in promotion from grade to grade.

Moore and Davenport note that :school systems (and any large organization) operate with a othplex set
of placement and labeling systems. In schools, the results uf these practices over time have become
controversial. The authors note four areas with implications for educational equity:

Magnet schools and programs within :schools have increased dramaticalb in all four :school :systems
and have been praised by proponents of educational choice as a potent means fur impmving
educational quality Yet other researchers and analyst:, have argued that the Amissions practice of
many of these magnet :schools are stacked against the average urban student and have crcated a set
of virtually private schools within public school systems.
Tracking and ability grouping within schools have beer1 defendol as way s of gi% ing the most talentcal
:itudents, especially capable minority and low-income :students, access to a challenging academk
curnculum that will prepare them fur college. Yet such grouping has been cnticized kacing Io\i r
track students with a school experience characterized by low expectations and rote learning.
Special e(lucation has been expanded dramatically and advocated a:, a means fur meeting special
needs uf students heretofore neglected by public schools. Yet its critics charge that zsi)ecial etlucatiun
often needlessly, separates students from ti e mainstream educational program and that many of the
placement and labeling decisions made about students hu are suppusedb mildly handicapped are
capricious and do not lead to improved student performance.
Many school systems have declared social promotion tube a root cause of poorly prepared high :,thoi,1
graduates and have instituted stricter promotion policies, basing promotion filth gra, k to grade
standardized tests measuring progress through :system-wide curricula. Yet critics of retention
conclude that there is decisive evidence that increased use of retention fails to impnw e student
achievement and greatly increases the likelihood that students will drop out.

Their re.fearch offers a rich review of often :subtle, unseen, and unintended practices w hkh :.erve
foster inequities w ithm the educational :system, particuhirly, within magnet pn)gram,. Monks:, aians
wish to ensure educational equit,y, and who are concerned about the quality uf schooling fig :..tadents
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Asidered at-risk, would du w ell tu review Moore and Davenport's report. Muntessurians who are inn& ed

in preparing magnet programs can learn frum the equity problems found in design and implementation uf
similar programs in these four cities.

All educators must be concerned with the provision of high quality education fur all children and youth.
Those considered at risk du nut have access to the quality of programs available to their w ealthierpeers. The
rehabilitation of inner-ck and rural :Awls, the lowering of class size, the rebuikling of decaying physical
plants, the recruitment and appropriate training uf a talented and representative teacher eurps, the
improvement of curriculum and instruction to be challenging and flexible, the access to arange of necessar.
social and health services. are all central and fundamental needs v hich must be met if educatorsare to be
responsible to their ixofession and the at-risk children currently served pourh b that profession.

Bastian states the problem well:

Optimallt. choice will follow from a restructuring pn4,,ram that ensures that all student. haequa1it tlternatie.
from which to choose, all families will be ful4 informed of their option., till ,tdff.-. vill be engaged b3 and tr.uned
for their school mission, and ever3, participant will hme equal amt., both pht ica1 and culturalacce,.s. to the
school of choice.

In the absence of ideal conditions, there are a number of potential problem. to a&-,est. in e.tabli.hing an, choice
plan. First and foremost, we should be concerned about the potential fur the further segregation of Audent.
along the well-entrenched line of class, race, gender and handicapping condition. This it. not A an i.sue of
whether choice plans are non-selective, or randomly accept non-m4dent applicant. (Bastian, 1989).

Montessorians should continue to help improve the quality uf education uf all children in the public
schools, 'aut must be particularb cognizant of the zpecial situation facing dildren and youth at risk and work
doubly hard to ensure that these young people are appropriately served. Magnet schools, in p.,rticular
instances, might be appropriate tools to use in the endeavor tu meet the educational needs of at-risk
students, but Montessorians must be diligent and ensure that the concerns noted aboveare addres..,ed, and
not be accomplices irk perpetuating educational segregation. Rather, Monteurians Must be a voice in
%wird and action for at-risk children and youth as was Maria Montessori decades ago in San Lorenzo.

FOOTNOTES

'Every reader of this chapter should have on his or her desk a 4.-t vpy it the CDF k. .11. A 17,.-otn Anninea:s Fote, An Agenda _for
the mos: A Chddren's Defense Bredget, and shoal re-mad it frequently:

?At this writmg. that bin has been held up by c. amittee. kpik. hm ing been passed by both the House and Senate. The pntduct of
an unproN!olented coalition cf more than a hundret I eiluatlon and childrn:- groups, the ABC bill offers hope fitr thousands of ion
income childrn am l their families. Hopefully that bill will become law by the time this bot)kgo:s to print.

The pmcez.s it skimming has not been adequately rc.searched. A re% iew iteducatiiinal literature relatedto slamming and magnet
'schools can be found in the unpulnished dissertation. "The impatt of minselecthe magnet :411()(11:. n a petit munately Bhtei,
community" (Tim Duax. University of Wisconsin Milw au: 19,Nic::Icimming is a ciimphcated phenomenon in school sy :gem, with
magiwt programs whicf. has been more talked about than zzotlictl. Those A ho write of skimming refer mow often to :AutIi es. hich
compare public and parochial schools stusile :. demonstrating th., M:uil daz..., us related to %Au& .:. and attitudes tteaard education
or simply write 01 skimming in an format nithr than citing ext.:once of what actually I:. taking phice in cities with magnet
school program-.

Often researchers have not been dear in defining the typv :. of magnet nograms they are writing about. tZelectue magnet
school, (using formal or informal :wlection criteria tn.i num....let:the magnet sehooi. accepting all :.tudent z. wri a iotuy basist are
ittn bleniled together in genendized discussion.

Recent research by Don.0.1 Moore and .1:.-ociates whkh xamined high NC11.101:. .n four lame ones ;t4i dui not distinguk.h
selective. from remsdective programs. His condi isions are tautoli igkal sdismils with selectii entena do mile. i select tskim oft\
His research also gathered no data on elemntary schools. Other eitks haw attempted nonselecti%e magnet school pnignmis:
Minneapolis. St, Paul. Milwaukee, :;t. Louis. and Deriver
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INTRODUCHON

CURRICULUM RESOURCES

MONTESSORI CURRICULUM RESOURCES

AND SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION

by Jean K. Mille); Ph.D.

THE PREPARED ENVIRONMENT

OVERVIEWS

ACTIVITY SUMMARIES

MONTESSORI EQUIPMENT SUMMARIES

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY

OTHER MATERIALS TO MAKE

MONTESSORI SUPPLIERS

The Montessori school has a specific curriculum with specific materials which form an
interrelated whole with many cross references. The following series of lists and
outlines serves several purposes. The introduction to the "prepared environment"
establishes a Montessori philosophy and attitude as a way of understanding the
psychological use of the materials. The lists describe the necessary equipment needs
for any Montessori school. The outlines are not definitive, but they give the non-
Montessori trained administrator a sense of curricreum scope and sequence and of the
comprehensive nature of the program. The lists of materials provide a minimal
expeckdion of what should be included in a Montessori classroom.
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TIIE PREPARED ENVIROMVIENT

by Jean K. Miller, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION

The prepared ern ironment is an important aspect uf Muntessuri. Its purpuse i tu provide the best
pussible cunditiuns fur the uptimum functiuning and develupment uf the children fur w hum it is provkled.
Muntessuri is particularly cuncerned with the optimum develur- .ent of infants, children and adulescents.
Observatiun of develuping human beings with:n prepared emironments in many different cuuntries uf the
wurld has enabled Muntessurians uver the years to develup and refine the cuncept uf thL prepared
environment in urder tu better serve the universal needs uf children. This increase in awareness uf universal
needs and the resulting rise in cunsciuusness abuut huw to meet thuse needs is a never ending process
part uf the continuing develupment hich is an uutstanding characteristic uf the Muntessuri muvement.

UNIVERSAL NEEDS

The universal needs w hich are tu bt. served by the prepared :-.nvironment include buth physical and
psy chic needs. Of the tu, the phytical needs are the must easily delineated. They include feud, cluthing,
shelter, mu,vment in space, self-preservatiun, and a secure physical territory in hich tu develup. The
psychic needs include culture, belief bysterm.,, adurnment (by means uf NN hich membership ith une's sucial
group is achieved), a good self-image, luve, and a secure emutiunal territory in hich to develup.

HUMAN TENDENCIES

Human beings are enduwed with universal, innate tendencies hich serve to satisfy their vital needs.
Human tendendes are aided in the fulfillment uf the vital needs by the sensitive periuds. These periuds are
times when children exhibit an intense interest in muvement, language, urder, etc. Human tendencies
include muvement, urientatiun, exploratiun, urder, wurk'actiN ity, exactness, repetition, cuntrul uf une's uwn
error, self-control, sellperfectiun, mathematical mind;abstractiun, creative imaginatiun, cummunicatiun,
and independence.

Meeting the Nee& and Tendencies in the Life of the Child

When cunsidering how these needs and tendencies are tu be met in the lives of young children, it is easy
to see how the Muntessuri setting is an addition tu, nut a replacement uf the hume. The need fur food,
duthing and transpurtatiun IS met primarily by the hume, NS hile both places provide shelter and uppur-
tunities fur muvement in space. Defense against disease and variuus dangers is alsu a functiun uf buth. In the
Muntessori setting adherence to health law s, a safe environment secure from intruders and the
establishment uf ground rules serve to pry ide a proteethe environment fur physical develupment. In the
preschool environment the ground rules are set by the teacher w hile in the elementdry classes they are
formulated by the children.

Dr. Miller is currentl y Curriculum I mplementor ut Greenfield Montessurt School tn Milicauke(,1Visconson. She hu.s
Mader's and Ph.D. in Educalkm and is a lecturer in Montessori music, certi.fied by
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The Task of the Child From Birth to Age Six

At birth children have the potentiality of becoming a member of any culture. By the age of six they have
become an identifiable member of their culture w hether it be American, Asian, European, etc. The t.ask of
each child from birth to age six is to construct a human being. In this process of construction children are
oriented tu their environment in their time, place k.nd culture. Again, the home is the primary source of the
raw material for this self-construction by children. The Montessori env ironment throws light on and
thereby helps children to discover and focus on aspect: of their societies culture. For this reason the
preschool Montessori env irunment provides practical life materials appropriate to the culture, uses botatii
c.1, zoological and geographical examples from the children's own surroundings and offers the best
examples of music, art, etc., so that the children can accomplish this self-construction Nvit h the help uf the
best building materials the culture has to offer. Montessori elementary env irunments build on that w hich
was begun in the preschool so children are helped tu continue their development on a higher level.

Belief Systems

The belief system ur religious form w hich a child's spiiitual needs take is determined primarily by the
home. Some private Montessori settings address themmlves to a particular form.

Nature and Interdependence

Montessori env irunments should aid children in the development of an awai-eness, appreciation and
sensitivity towards nature, and an understai niing of the interdependence of all living and non-living things
in the universe.

Clothing

For the younger child, the home determines the type of clothing and adornment v hich clearly indicate
the parent.t.;' social group or the social group to NV b i eh they aspire. Older children show their own tat.t.e anti
social identification by the clothing they select.

Self-Image

The self-image of a child is strongly con,litioned by the home. The Montessori preschool works towards
.irengthening a good sellimage by preparing an ein ironment ltere a dill(' can develop competelaies

hich, in turn, build confidence and independence. These competencit, ,:re fostered by paralM anti
sequential materials hich an clearly presented by an adult w ho ha oboen ed the child's needs and level of
development. The adult adheres to the adage, "Help by demonstrating and clarifying, not by correcting";
in order to protect and preserve the young child's developing feeling: of competency. Materials anti
procedures are pro\ ided which foster independence. Various activ ities in the Practical Life area develop
skills in :..elf-eare, arid the exercises of grace and courtesy give the child confidence in social :..ituations. B uilt-
in control of error in materials makes it possible for children to figure things out for themselves rather than
referring to an adult. Of course, if there are tou many adults in the emirunment, the children are tempted to
ask for help unnecessarily and remain unduly dependent.

The Importance of Love in the Environment

Love :..hould be an important and powerful reality in any environment. Studies ofN ell-cared-fur infants
in BritiA orphanages during the Second World War showed that the love of a significant other w as
necessary for infants to preserve the w ill tu live. Without love, they died. The love of the child for the parent
and the love of the parent for th- child are necessary for the true inner development of self-control in the
child. In the Montessori preschool the em irunment is prepared with love fur the child w ho will liv e in it. The
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love of the Wacher fur the child is not the same as parental lose, nor should it ever try to take the place of
parental iove. It is instead the love and ,:oncern of adults w hu v ish to provide the best possible conditions for
the chihl's optinmm functioning and development w ithin the Montessori setting. This care and concern
carries over into the environment of the elementary school.

Emotional Climate of the School Environment

There are many ingredients in pros iding a secure, emotional territory in w hich children can des clop.
There is the prm ision of a safe, 11113 sical ens ironment. There is also the intangible quality of the "tone" of the
prepared environment w hich is set by the principal fur the w hole school and by the teacher for his or her
individual classroom. This "tone" may be either positive ur negative in relation to the w hole group or in
relation to indis idual children. The teacher can choose tu address himself or herself to either the best or the

orst in any gis en child and by su doing "feeds" that part of the chi1'!. The correct choice for a Muntessurian
is tu pros ide positive support su that the good ithin each child can gm and develop. Montessori said,
"Never speak ill of a child in his presence or in his absence...," because she understood that even speaking ill
of an absent child would set up a feeliiig tune that w ould be sensed and responded tu by the child ss hen in the
presence uf those people w Ito harbored an ill opinion of him ur her. The prepared environment should
support a posithe emotional climate among the children by providing essential ground rules, the essence uf

hich is that one is nut free to harm oneself or others, ur to disturb others or their work. The exercises of
grace and courtesy are lessons in posithe, social interactior.s which pros ide the means for interpreting and
carrying out the ground rules in a positive manner.

Exploration

ust as the ens ironment is Kepared tu meet the unisersal needs uf children, su is it prepared to
accommodate the universal tendencies w hich enable children to fulfill those needs. One uf those tendencies
is exploration. The ens ironment is set up to enable children to explore arious es eryday tasks, tu explore
qualities of materials, to explore language and mathematics, tu explore social relationships, etc. The
tendency to orient oneself is helped by isolating qua:'-ies of things and, on the basis of sufficient experience,
crystallizing those qualities w ith appropriate %surds. This gh es children more possibilities for recognizing
and labeling qualities in any ens ironment in w hich they find themseh es. The study of mathematics,
geography, botany, etc., also aids children's orientation to the wider environment outside uf the Montessori
classroom.

Order

The tendency for order allow s the human mind to put things into relations:lips. It is the basis of
eunstructhe actis ity, language, sequential thought and planning. The prepared ern ironment is an orderly
ens irunment. Related materials are grouped together and within each grouping is a logical, orderly
sequence. Each material has its uss ti place. The external order of the ells ironment pros ides children ss ith a
secure framework. The external %AA ironment also helps children develop and become increasingly ass are of
their internal, mei ital order. Wien this has reached a certain level, the external order is nu longer so vitally
in !portant fur children. How est 'ince this happens at different times fur different cliildren, the orderliness,
intactness, and completeness of the Montessori ens ironment must be maintained, particularly fur the sake
of the children w ho still need the external order fur the development of their mental clarity. In the
elementary class w here must children have or w ill soon have achieved a mental order, the external order is
still important for the ease of functioning of the whole class.

Communication

Conununkation. both serbal and non;serbal, is another tendency of human beings. The prepared
ens irui intent allow s for the free interaction of the children, limited only by the ground rules, and it aids the
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development (leach child's self-exixession through many activ ities and exercises. Virious materials isolate
parts of the child's language in order to bring clarity to the child's mind concerning the effective use of

language.

Abstraction, Creative Imagination, Memory, Mathematical Mind

le human mind has a tendency for abstraction. This requires the exercise of memory, creative
itm talon, and the mathematical nature of the mind. Specific exercises within the prepared em ironment

1.aa mobilize and thereby aid the dev elopment of memory include games associated with the sensorial
materials, and commands xv hich gradually increase the number and complexity of actions to be acted out.
Imagination is fostered through the acquisition of a fund of real information during the years before six. This
fund of facts serves as the basis for a real flowering of constructive imagination after the age of six. The
mathematical mind is developed h a logical, orderly vvIly xvith the help of the Montessori mathematics
materials. These materials aid the understanding uf various mathematical processes in such a xv ay that the
chiklren come to an understanding of the processes themselves if the materials La e been properly
presented and if the children are Oven the opportunity to work with the materials to their satisfaction.
Besides building real comprehension, the actix ities enable the children tu memorize many of the arithmetic
facts without the feeling of drudgery usually associated with this task.

Repetition, Perfection, Augmentation

Spontaneous repetition with interest is another tendency w hich enables humans to take an item ur idea
and xv urk it over and over until the item \yin exactly fit its purpose. This repetition is for the sake of
perfection, not for the sake uf repetition. Within the prepared em ironment the materials need to be exact so
that the quality or concepts they have to reveal will be most readily discernible. Exactness in materials
encourages the repetition necessary fur this discernment to take place and corresponds to a truly human
tendency and need. Incomplete, imperfect, and ill-maintaine(l materials discourage repetition and even
prevent choice fur many children. While repetition can take v arious forms in the preschool, during the
elementary age it often takes the form of augmentation of the xvork, rather than simply doing an activ ity the
same way over and over.

Self-Perfection, Evaluation of Work

Moving toxvards self-perfection is the human tendency that enables the child to work as lung as is
necessary to approach the goal of perfection in movement or w hatever the child needs to perfect. Sell
control (the ability to be master of oneself, to do w hat one needs to do rather than be the prisuller of IS hims)
aids the development of self-perfection hile the human tendency to look foi a control of error enables the
person to realize w here performance is less than perfect. During the preschool years, materials and
exercises ith a built-in control of error, utilized in em ironments w here teachers allovv mistakes as mudi as
possible to be a private matter, help children look at mistakes as important pieces of information vx hiell they
can use to improve their performance without embarrassment. In elementary classes, children meet weddy
or biweekly w ith their teacher for indix idual conferences in which they are CU-e%aluaturs uf their ow it vvork,
thus developing both judgment and a feeling of ownership about their work.

PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Thus fai; the prepared environment has been considered in terms of hov, it meets the ul ersal needs
and tendencies of human beings. Now specific aspects of the envirunment till be considered.
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Classroom Size

Ideally the classroom environment should be 1500 square feet. This allows adequat, space fur the
inclusion of all necessiiQ, areas as well as adequate space fur freedom uf movement fur a class ,; 35 children.
'With fewer children, the shelves min be ,u arranged to block off extra space. The environment fur three to
six year olds should feel "homey" Tuu large a space makes the chikiren feel lust. That feeling undermines
conetaitration and orderl) behavior. For elementary classes W here the cohesion uf the social group is vitall
important, rooms that are too large fur the number of occupant. contribute to a loss of that cohesion.

Classroom Shape

Mon tes.ori recommended polygonal room. hexagonal ur octagonal in shape. The t.ides of such spaces
lend thenisele tu inunediateb adjacent, open side ruums and provide much more interest. When that is
nut possible, square urliearl, Nuare rooms are preferred over long, narrow rectangular rooms or a series uf
rooms where visibility of the whole class is limited or impossible.

Large and Small Motor Control

he environment itself should provide a control for children's movements. If there is nu need tu be
careful, nu consequence fur careless movement, then there is no need to further refine mutur control. Noise
dampening flouring such as carpeting, immu: le furniture, rubber tipped let.,7. un furniture, and unbreak
able object:, do not foster this development. Tht use of furniture that is light in weight, a tile or wood flour
and a number uf breakable objects call fur the development of finer and finer motor control. This is especiall),
important at the preschool level W here children are refining and perfecting their movements.

Child-Size Rirniture

The furniture and furnishings hould, uf eo1ue, be aiTropriate in size fur the children using them.
Stair should be deep enough so that ver) young children can step with both feet un meh step. The height uf
each step a. el 1 os the height of the banister should be appropriate fur children. Dour handles should be low
and easily manipulated; drinking fountains, sink, and toilet should be of appropriate size and height. Since
there are three ages uf children in the ern ironment, there should ideall, be several sizes ut tables and chairs.
Bodil discomforts, Lau.ed b.) such things a:, elbow s ndsed tu meet the table or dangling feet that cannot
touch the floor, can be critical factors in shortening periods of concentration.

Tables, Chairs and Working Mats in the Preschool

At the preschool level there need nut be a table fur each child, but tables should be for indi: idual use
(not fur two ur more Lhildren). In addition tu the indh idual tables there should be one large circular table
W hkh has space for six children, ur two semicircular tables, or two trapezoidal tables W hich may be put
together for group work. The latter would pnMde more flexibility in arrangement. Chairs for the circular
table could include three regular chain and three with arm.. The total number of working spaces, counting
both tables and working mat., should add up tu a few more than there are children hi the class. Tables and
floor spaces should be interspersed with one another so there is both greater challenge uf movemnt and
more privacy available at the work spaces.

Tables, Chairs and Working Mats in the Elementary School

The elemental%) classroom ha the opposite arrangement a. far as tablet., chair and working mats are
concerned because the children are now \er sociable and their discussion uf their work is iinpurtant in
aiding the development uf the reasoning mind. Therefore, the tables are mainly fur groups of two tu six
children whu are working together A few indh idual places are available fur children W hu choose to work
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alone from time to time and for the child v ho has difficulty concentrating w hen other children ace around.
Mats are available for work that lends itself to working on the floor.

Colors of Rirnishings

In the preschool classroom, the tables should be painted in attractiw colors hich easily show dust and
dirt and thus invite cleaning by the children. For both the preschool and the elementary, pastel colors
provide a pleasing background on w hich to place the materials, hile brightly colored backgrounds,
t!specially intense yellow, cause eye fatigue and thus shorten the period of concentration. Working mats
should also be plain colors so that w hen materials are placed on them the eye naturally rests on the materials
and does not have to strain to separate the materials from a busy background. This principle of providing a
plain background so that the materials stand out shouki be followed in the walls, shelves, flooring and even in
tht dotlung selected by the adult w ho will be demonstrating materials. Soft, muted colors in the furnish-
ings, flour, walls and ceilinp promote a feeling of calmness and relaxation.Since bright colors are contained
within the materials, the materials are what attract the eye and focus the attention of the children.

Wooden Rirnituie

Wooden furniture and sheh ing are much preferable to metal and laminated plastic. The latter gives a
very harsh feeling to the room w hile wood contributes a warmth to the ambiance of the em imminent. Wood
also provides increased opportunities for the child to become involved in its care,

Lighfing

Natural lighting is much preferred to artificial. When artificial lighting is necessiiD, it is best not to
have florescent lights. The stvad3 buzz contributes to fatigue and the iapid flickering and glare causes
headaches in some people. If florescent lighting is required b; state or local regulatiens, then use "full
spectrinn" light bulbs so that all the colors in natural lighting %al be present. The best solution is, of course,
to have adequate window kpacu to let in natural light. The window s should be low enough so that the
children may have a view of the outdoors.

Display of Materials

"The cupboards and shelves should...be placed so as to give prominence to certain materials. Some of
them, fur instance the pink tower, the broad staii; the lung rods and the number rods, desene a s.pecial place

hich makes them stand out.% The materials on the shelves should be arranged in such a way that there is a
dear delineation between one material and the next. This nftiillS that the shelves may not be too enaded

ith materials and that the materials must be neatly arranged, not olie on top of behiml the other. Tlw
s.helves should be low enough SO that the children may reach the materials without difficulty Since materials
are to be taken from the shelves for use, the bells and the tone bars, which are usualh to be played w here
they are displayed, should be on their own special cabinet which is dearly not a shelf.

Plants

Living plants are to be included in the prepared environment. Some of the plants should cleafh
illustrate the parts of a plant, w hile the leaves of various plants should provide lh ing illustrations of forms in
the leaf cabinet. Flowering plants pro ide nwans to sttah tile parts of a flow different forms of corollas,
etc. Real exi)erience with live plants pi-ecedes the nomenclative material for the study of phmts.
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Animals

The same is true for animals. Real expelience with live specimens precedes work with the nomencla-
ture cards. There should be animals to represent each of the in e classes uf vertebrates (fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals), as well as representative:. of the phyla of insects. If the classroom em iron-
ment Is smallth of these animals and insects need nut be in the en \ irunment at the same time. Provision fur
proper maintenance may be made by including such em ironments as an aquarium, aquaterrarium,
ternuium, insectarium, etc.

Display of Children's Work

A display could be available so that the childreo can share their work if they choose.

The "Line" For Movement

The prepared environment should include a line on the fluur large enoughsu that all the children can
walk, march, skip ur run together un it in time tu musical accompaniments. There should be lung straight
sections going the length uf the en% ironment. The ends of the lung sections may be connected b, a gently
curving line, never by broken straight lims. If necessary, the line may w ind around permanently fixed.
obstacles such as shelves, however, the turns should not be tuu abrupt fur rapidly moving children tu
maneuver Ntfely In the preschool class a smaller ellipse ma be provided inside the larger line fur the
smallest children whu tend to walk very slow ly at first. Fur both preschool and elementary classes it is
important to remember that the line is for moNement, it is Hever flit- sitting. The line itself need nut be w ider
than three quarters of an inch and it must be a soft cdur for it is to be onl a faint indication uf w here the feet
are to go, rather than a visual distraction in the room.

Whole Class Meetings

In the preschool there need nut be an area in the room where the w hole class can sit dm n together. If
this is needed, the environment is rearranged for this temporary purpose with the help of the children.
Elementary children du need to sit together fur class meetings, discussions, reports, etc. There may be an
open area for this purpose, or the furniture may be rearranged as necessary

Delineation of Work Space

The prepami environment provides children with clearly delineated work spacesas another w ity to aid
concentration. The edges of the table tops and uf the work mats show theareas within v hich the materials
are to be contained and thus give focus to the children's concentration. Wall to wall carpeting dues not
facilitate this kind of delineation as a working mat un tup of a carpet dues not make as clear a definition of the
work space as does a working mat on a wooden or tile floot

Mirrors

To help the children develop a concept uf their ow n bodies and as a means to support self-care, a full
length mirror could be provided as well as sewral smaller mirrors, each of w hich may be used in various
grooming exercises.

Optimum Visual Stimulation

The overall appearance uf the room should express Montessori's stress un limitation tu hat is
necessary and sufficient. Too many things in view fractures concentration, too few things fail to stimulate
interest. Displays on walls should be limited to une picture ur object fur each section of a wall and should
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isolate one thing at a time, e.g., one composer, t one reproduction of a great paint:ng, one piece of sculpture,
une picture fivin nature, etc. These beautifiil artifacts, prints, etc., should be at the children's eye le% el and
should be rotated periodically. Alphabet cards, v ith tor without imictures, balloons, clowns, etc., shoult I not lie
placed on the Mills.

Environmental Assistance for Self-Development

E. M. Standing sums it up very well: "In this em iromment only those things are allowed to be present
hich w ill assist do eh opment. Out of it must be kept anything that would act as an obstacle not least a Limo

interfering adult. Ewn such thing:- as are neutrid or irrelevant should be rigorously excluded. The
constructive ps;% chiL owl.* granted by nature to the child for building up his personalit;% is limited,
therefore Nte must do everything we can to see that it is not scattered in activities of the wmng kind."'

ELEMEMRY ENVIRONMENTS AND THE PURSUIT OP KNOWLEDGE

The ein ironment of the elementary class is not confined to the school building. One of the important
acti% ities of the elementary age is research on a variet;% of topics. The resources available for this research itt
the cla.-.sroom are deliberatck restricted so that the students w ill ha\ e to go out of their classroom to rind
more. The school librar;% must also prow to be incomplete so that there w ill be a reason to search further,
Children may go in small groups w ith a responsible adult to a public laira*, a museum, a courthouse, etc., to
get the information they desire. They also go out of the building to get supplies for special patiects, food 01
other necessities for animals and plants in their elm srooms, etc. The more the;% stretch them: eh es to get
the information or supplies they need, the more erk able it .teelTi.'" to be. Not wily mho the students leant lit At
to find the information the;% want, the;% also associate good feelings with this pursuit of know ledge.

THE TIME ENVIRONMENT TIIE WORK CYCLE

One of the interesting aspects of Montessori education is that Montessori set up an ein immanent foi
children in m hich the3 revealed characteristics m hich did not appear under other circlinIstalicez,. One of
these characteristics is the ability to work for long periods of time in conceitt rated acth its. For this to toecur,
it is necessary that there be a minimum of three hours of unbroken tinw. The following illustration t of a work
cycle show s a -Primitive curve of ordered ork" during a class session that lasts three hours.

Great Work Period

false fatigue

The straight line, w hich represents the three hours, is a base line of lit I act h it. The line abt t illustrates the
length and depth of im oh ement in constructn e acth it. Thc numbered comments beim correspond to the
numbers in the illustration.

1. Many children N% ill enter the class and cho-Jse something Math ely simple and st.t e. ith it a short thin ,
almost as if they are re-establishing feelinp of competence.

2. Their next activity is generally more difficult and they stay with it longer.

3. This is follmed l.);% "fltlse fatigue," a time w hen many children have put their work aw ay and lune not as
yet selected another activity:

.1. If the teachcr alloNs the children to take the time they med to experience the restlessness of the Use
fatigue, they will soon settle into their most difficult work choice of the cy cle and sta v ith i the longest

(7* r)
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period of time. During this time their concentration is the deepest and they make the greatest strides in
the development of skills and in the acquisition of know ledge. Montessori called this the great work
period.

5. As the cycle nears its completion, the childru, put away their work and they appear to be refreshed and
relaxed as they talk with one anothen

When the time available is less than three hours, the great work period does not occur and the w urk
cy de does not complete itself To protect themseh es from the frustration of ha\ ing their great %writ period
interrupted, the children either do nut choose ally work after the false fatigue or they choose something that
involves only superficial involvement.

Teachers who are faced with a time frame that does not allow for a full work cy, de in the presehow,
generally respond by shortening the children's work time to the approximate length of time that .)ccurs
before false fatigue. This is achieved by ha\ ing the children begin and end the class session with low group
times. Montessori believed that children of this age learn best through indh iduai work that involv es the
sensorial manipulation of objects, therefore, these large group times do not follow Montessori principles. Ilk
addition, children w ho have difficulty sitting still may begin to feel like failures because they cannot manage
those long group times.

In the elementary class, children unable to finish their A% ork cy cle may exhibit their frustration by
showing an unwillingness or a disappointment in having to put their work away.

Rw additional .nformation on the Work Cycle, see Spmdawmis Activity in Education 1_), Maria
Montessori, pp. r to

THE CURRICULUM AS A CONTINUUM IN RELATION TO INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT

In describing the activ ides and materials of the Montessori preschool and elementary levels, it is
difficult to drim a distinct line between them. First, all the various parts of the curriculum 'N% hich are
interrelated) are part of a continuum. Second, even under ideal Montes:iri circumstances, there is still a
great deal of variation in the achievements of children, all of w hich fall into a normal range. hu of the
Montessori philosophy is that children treated as individuals and are not compared to each other. Some
factors which affect achievement are listed below:

1. Age of child entering Montessori. Children entering at age five will miss most of their sensitive
periods for certain kinds of development and will, therefore, not achieve as close to their potential
for development as a child who enters between the ages of two and one half and three.

2. Consistency of attendance
:3. Training of the teacher
4. Willingness of the teacher to do Montessori
5. Length of school year
6. Length of school day
7. Age at which children begin to stay all day (age 5 at the latest)
8. Environments used for one group of children per day (no dcuble sessions)
9. Protection of the work cycle from interruptions and time encroachments. (See description of the

work cycle above.)
10. Willingness of the administration 1...a allow the conditions necessary for Montessori to happen.
11. What the child bring:" to the situation. A child w ho comes from a home siLuation w here the language

used is not the same as the language used at school Nvill be "at a disadvantage" as Nal the child w ho
comes from a home situation that is unstable. chaotic or abusive.. The earlier these children begin
Montessori and the longer they stay in Montessori, the more chance there is that Montessori can
make a difference.

Whatever level of achiev ement has been reached by a child at any given time is the right level fur that
child, given the circumstances of his oi her life and the conditions v hich existed in the class or classes
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previously attended. It is important to take each child t% hene he or she is and to help him or her progress
onwards from that point. Using labels, such as "remedial work," %%ill only make the children feel that they
are inadequate. Since children are ery good at fulfilling the "prophecies" projected upon them, this could
jeopardize their futune achievement because they ma3 come to believe that they are low achievers.

The following pages give a short introduction to the 11trioth, areas found in Montessori classrooms and a
listing of the materials necessary for equipping a classroom.

FOOTNOTES

1. Errors and Their Correction by A. M. Joosten (out of print)
2. The Environment, Its Arrangement and Maintenance and House of Children, Its Anctitm and

Requirements by A. M. Joosten (out of print)
:3. "aria Montessori: Her Life and lihrk by E. M. Standing, page 267, Mentor Books

PUBLICATION SOURCES

The Absorbent Mind by Maria Montessori, Kalashetra PublicatiGns Press, Madras
The Discovery qf the Child by Maria Montessori, Kalashetra Publications Press, Madras
The Secret of Childhood by Maria Montessoii, Kalashetra Publications Pre&s, Madras
The Montessori Method by Maria Montessmi, Schocken Books, New York
Spontaneous Activity in Education by Maria Montessori, Schocken BooL, New York
The Human Thndencies and Montessori Education b3 Mario M. Montessoii, Association Montessori

Internationale, Amsterdam
Maria Montessori: Her Life and Iihrk by E. M. Standing, Mentm; New York
Errors and Their Correction by A. M. Joosten (out of print)
The Environment, Its Arrangement and Maintenance by A. M. Joosten (out of print)
The Montessumi House (f Children, Its Minction and Requirementsh. A. M. Joosten (out of print)

LECTURE SOURCES

Eleanora Honeggen Centro Internazionale Studi Muntessorianni. Bergamo, Italy
Margaret E. Stephenson, Washington Montessori Institute, Nirashington, D.C.
Mary Raudonis, Montessori Institute of Cleveland, Cleveland Heights, Ohio

AlliM....1.2=111111
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PRACTICAL LIFE

INTRODUCYION

Practical life is he first area children see when entering the Montessori preschool classroom. The
materials and acti% ities of the praLtical life area, w hich are already familiar because many of them are seen
at home, help children make the transition from hume to school. Practical life is divided into five areas.;

Preliminary exercises help prepare the children tu function independently in the classroom.
Exercises fur care of the person help children gain independence in their self-care.
Exercises fur care of the en% irunment help children gain independence in the environment.
Exercises of grace and courtesy (social relation.) provide lessons un how to interact with others in
one's culture.

Control of movement exercises help children gain conscious control of their movements.

Qualities of Practical Life Materials and Exercises:

The materials must be an appropriate size for children.
The materials and exercises must be appropriate for the culture in which the child lives.
The maerials are color coded amt placed on shelves. The color coding gives a clear indication of hich
items belong together in the exercise. The spacing (nut crow ding) on the shelves pro% ides for visual
separation of materials fur different exercises. Because kis easy for the children to get the materials
they need by themselves, this facilitates the development of independence.
The materials must be attractive so that children are enticed to use them. In addition to being
aesthetically pleasing, they must be clean, complete, and in perfect repair.
The materials must be real rather than toys.
The materials must have an observable application within the classroom environment. This is a very
important, subtle psychological puint. Sooner or later the child willsee that this work is purposeful
and has dignity: Practical life activities are not "make-work" projects or time fillers. Rather, practical
life is real work and, as such, is an aid to life.
Some materials must be breakable so that there is a reason tu move carefully and thus develop
greater control over one's movements.

Many materials and exercises will fulfill the above criteria. Others will not. An exercise that has
Lhihlren placing dress makers' pins it, the holes of a salt shaker or une where children use tweezers to place
beads on the small suction cups of a soap holder du not fit because these are nut activities that we do in this
culture and they have no observable purpose in the classroom environment. Theseare examples of "dead-
end" time fillers.

Demonstrations of the exercises are given slowly and deliberately so that the children have the
possibility of seeing and absorbing the movement.. In preparation fur the demonstrations, the teacher must
analyze all the essential and minimal movements in an exercise and praeticft them extensively. When the
teacher has a thorough knowledge of an exercist., he or she is free to focus on the child's response. The
teachei is, Owl Jure, more able to adapt the presentation in an appropriate manner to that individual child.
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Pinposes of the Practical Life Exercises:

Development of problem solving skills. This is dune through exercises that give children the
opportunity to work in an orderly, sequential %ray %vith materials which form a complete whole in
themselves. Some evidence seems to s.uggest that cognithe le is set by the time the child turns four years
of age. If this is IA), then help in its formation needs to come before that age. The practical life exercises help
children develop a cognitive style fur approaching complex tasks. They give both "global" and "linear" style
thinkers something to w hich they can attach themselves in any given exercise and the opportunity to
strengthen the other style of thinldng through interaction with the materials.

Coordination and refinement of movement. Carrying and manipulating the materials provides for

ever increasing precision of movement which benefits both large and small motor coordination.

Concentration and increased complexity of tasks. The exercises proceed from simple to complex. or
from exercises with few steps to exercises with many steps. This progression leadsfrom short tails which
may be repeat( I over and over to tasks w hich take much longer to complete. This prepares children for
academic work with many, complex Aeps which require that the children be able tu concentrate for a
relatively long peliod of time in order to bring the task to a successful conclusion.

Independence. The activities are designed to help free children from dependence un adults. The ability
to make a choice of one's activity is part of being an independent person. This is a skill that grows over time.

Positive self-anage. Confidence in oneself and one's abilities is built naturally Nvith practical life
activities for there are, almost literally: no wrong wav s. to do them, only better and bater ways.

Increased social responsibility. Completion of the exercise is part of the practical life routine. The
exercise is complete w hen it has been put back in its, place on the shelf and has been made ready lbr the next
person. In addition to establishing the habit uf completing one's:. tasks, it helps tu develop consideration for
other members of the class.

Willingness to accept a new challange. "Points uf interesC vithin a particular exercise are designed
on the spot by the teacher to fit the needs of a particular child. The teacher must assess the child's
performance on a task, pick one aspect that could be improved (making sure that it is within the child's
capabilities), and then present it in an enticing manner. "This time w hen you wash the table. let's see if you
am do it with no drips coming off this side of the table." The "points of interest" help children bee( nne rnre
conscious, and, therefore, more in control of their movements.

Improved judgement. The exercises of practical life help children build up judgement and unify their
physicA and mental energies. The result is harmony and joy. These exercise:, provide the foundation on
which the rest of the activities in the environment are built.

Initially; children engage themselves in the exercises of practical life fur the pleasure that comes from
peiforming the activities. As the chiidren mature and become more and more aware of the little society that
exists in their classroom and their responsibility to be a contributing member uf that society. they begin to
do these exercise cur the sake of the class and that society. For exampk, a younger child may have spilled a
large quantity of water on the floor. Children v ho have arrived at this new level of social consciousness come
to the child's aid and help mop up the spill.

During the ekmntary years, children engage in a general cleaning of the room and the materials. and
in making order as part of their responsibility to their class/10m :,ociety. At first, the tasks that need to be
done are decided upon by the class as a w hole and the respon:sibility is divided among theclass members.
How often the assigned task, change is, again, a decision that is made by the class. Sometimes a chi., %OH

amve at the highest level of re:ponsibility hich is keeping the class clean and in order without assigned
tasks.

Jean K. Miller
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PRACTICAL LIFE FOR THE PRESCHOOL
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. PRELIMINARY EXERCISES
Preparation for Using Water:

Operating a Faucet
Pouring Rice:

pitchers, small, glass
rice, long grain
tray, small, colored (5"xT)

Exercises for Using Water:
Pouring Water:

cloth, small
containers, small different shapes & sizes
cup and saucer, small
funnel
glass, small
markers to indicate plant has been watered
pitchers, small glass
plants
sponge, small
tray, small (5" x 7")
vases, clear, opaque
watering can

Ring a Pitcher:
pitchers, glass, beautiful
pitcher, heavy, metal

Etc.
Exercises in Carrying:

Carrying a Chair
Carrying a Tahle
Carrying Apparatus
How to Carry, Roll and Unroll a Mat:

1.640.00-1.644.00 carpets
(red, green, blue, gray, brown)
1.650.00 stand for 5 carpets

Carrying Sharp Objects:
7.701.00 scissors w/rounded point 10.4 cm
7.708.00 six scissor storage block
knives
Etc.

Exercises kw Polishing:
Making a Cotton Applicator
Operating a Dropper
Etc.

Exercises in Opening and Shutting:
Doors
Windows
Boxes
Bottles and jars
Etc.

Exercises in Folding:
Napkins
Dusters
Towels
Etc.

Exercises in Cutting:
Scissors and Paper

5.678.00 cutting exercise sheets
7.701.00 scissors w/rounded point 10.4 cm
7.708.00 six scissor storage block

Knives with Rounded Points
Etc.

II. CARE OF THE PERSON
Dressing ar.d Undressing (dressing frames)

0.001.00 buttoning frame, small buttons
0.002.00 buttoning frame, large buttons
0.003.00 bow tying frame
0.004.00 ladng frame
0.005.00 hook and eye frame
0.006.00 safety pin frame
0.007.00 snapping frame
0.008.00 zipping frame
0.009.00 buckling frame
0.010.00 shoe buttoning frame
0.011.00 shoe lacing frame
0.012.00 velcro closure frame
1.632.00 stand for dressing flames

Polishing Shoes:
4.009.00 dust/polishing cloth
4.014.00 shoe polishing brush set (Also

included in 4.027.00)
4.047.00 basket for shoe polishing

applicator
apron
basket
brush, soft, hard
buffer
cloth, duster
paper, large, white

polish: black, brown, neutral
Combing Hair:

chair
comb for each child
dressing table with mirror
wall hanging case to hold combs
waste basket

Washing Hands:
4.013.00 nail brush
basin, glass
dish, small
fingernail brush
pitcher, glass
soap dish
soap
spor.ge, small
towel, small, hand
tray

Hanging Up Clothes:
clothes hanger or clothes rack

Cnecking Overall Appearance:
full length mirror

Etc.
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III. CARE OF THE INDOOR ENVIRONMENT oilcloth
Folding: orange stick

basket or tray in which cloths may lie flat silver polish
4 square cloths with stitching, approximately Sewing:
10x10" or 12x12" 7.701.00 scissors with rounded point 10.4 cm

Dusting: 7.708.00 six scissor storage block

4.009.00 dust/polishing cloth basket
4.010.00 basket for dusters buttons
4.011.00 dust brush, soft cloth
4.042.00 dust brush, hard container to hold buttons

apron needle
Washing a Table: pin cushion

4.005.00 floor cloth thread
apron Sweeping:
basin, circular 4.027.00 stand, practical life material, com-

brush, small, scrubbing plete (shoe polishing brush set, 2 brooms,
pail with spout and handhold underneath floor mop, rug beater, dust brush,
soap dish dustpan)
soap, small piece confetti or sawdust
sponge, small container for chalk
two quart pitcher container for confetti or sawdust
wash cloth for drying sponge, small

Polishing a Table: tray
apron Arranging Flowers:
basket 7.701.00 scissors with rounded point 10.4 cm
caster or butter pat dish 7.708.00 six scissor storage block
cloth for applying polish apron
cloth for rubbing in the polish basin
cloth for final polishing bucket
place mat doilies, paper
polish drying cloth
polish dispenser, small funnel
spoon, small oilcloth

Polishing Metal: pitchers:
4.033.00 set brassware, containing 8 different medium sized

miniatures (Items for polishing must be large

used elsewhere in the room. They do not sponge

sit with the materials for polishing. The trays

items in this set could have a decorative0
vases

function.) Washing Cloths:
4.034.00 Brasso brass polish basin:

apron circular
basket rectangular
brush, small basket for cloths
cotton balls clothes pins and line or drying rack
dish, small pail with pouring lip and hand hold
metal polish (glass wax) pitcher
objects to polish oilcloth
oilcloth scrub board
orange stick soap
polishing cloth soap dish

Polishing Silver: Ironing:
apron ironing board
basket iron
butter pat dish Preparing Food:
cloth, small apron
cotton balls bowi
dispenser bottle brush, vegetable
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chopping knife
cbth, small
cutting board
potato peeler
small sponge
small cloth
towel
trays

Setting a Table:
dishes
flowers
glasses
napkins
pitcher
silverware
table cloth
vase

Clearing a Table:
same as for setting a table

Crumbing a Table:
crumber set

Etc.

IV. CARE OF THE OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT
Sweeping Steps:

4.027.00 stand, practical fife material, complete
(shoe polishing brush set, two
brooms, floor mop, rug beater,
dust brush, dustpan)

trash receptacle
Picking Up Debris In The School Yard,

trash bags
trash container

Raking Leaves:
container or compost pile for leaves
rake

Planting Flowers, Vegetables:
fertilizer (organic preferred)
garden tools

seeds
Etc.

V. EXERCISES OF GRACE AND COURTESY
Blowing ones nose
Covering one's mouth for a sneeze or cough
How to yawn
Opening a door to receive someone and inviting

them to come in
Shaking hands
How to talk softly but audibly
Offering an object to someone
Passing an object from one person to another
How to ask for something
How to accept
How to refuse
Thanking someone
Accepting thanks
Excusing ones self
How to apologize
Passing behind so as not to disturb others
How and when to interrupt
Sitting down
Standing up
Etc.

VI. CONTROL OF MOVEMENT
Walking on the Line

(Note. The line is to be an unobtrusive indication of
where to put the feet It should be no more than three
quarters of an inch wide and should be a color which
almost blends into the floor. A light tan is preferable.
Initially, the line is for walking. Later it is for marching,
running, skipping, etc., in time to appropriate music.
Therefore, it should be as large as the room permits it to
be. Since it is for movement, the children should not
associate it with the sedentary activity of sitting.)

Silence
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0.001.00
0.002.00
0.003.00
0.004.00
0.005.00
0.006.00
0.007.00
0.008.00
0.009.00
0.010.00
0.011.00
0.012.00
1.632.00
1.640.00
1.641.00
1.642.00
1.643.00
1.644.00

PRACTICAL LIFE FOR THE PRESCHOOL
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

buttoning frame, small buttons
buttoning frame, large buttons
bow tying frame
lacing frame
hook and eye frame
safety pin frame
snapping frame
zipping frame
buckling frame
shoe buttoning frame
shoe lacing frame
velcro clusure frame
stand for dressing frames
red carpet (2) (see language)
green carpet (2) (see language)
blue carpet (2) (see language)
gray carpet (2) (see language)
brown carpet (2) (see language)

1.650.00 stand for 5 carpets (2) (see language)
4.005.00 floor cloth (5)
4.009.00 dust/polishing cloth (2)
4.010.00 basket for dusters
4.011.00 dust brush, soft
4.013.00 nail brush
4.014.00 shoe polishing set (also included in 4.027.00)
4.015.00 small dust brush
4.027.00 stand, practical life material, complete

(includes stand, dustpan, broom, etc.)
4.033.00 set brassware, containing 8 different

miniatures
4.034.00 Brasso brass polish (2)
4.042.00 dust brush, hard
4.047.00 basket for shoe polishing
5.678.00 cutting exercise sheets
7.701.00 scissors with rounded point 10.4 cm (12)
7.708.00 six scissor storage block (2)
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PRACTICAL LIFE FOR THE PRESCHOOL
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY

In addition to the materials available from Nienhuis, the
Montessori manufacturer, Practical Life materials are
available from:

aprons, vanous sizes, fabrics & colors with various
fasteners

basins, various colors and shapes
baskets, various sizes and shapes
bowls, various sizes
brushes:

hard, for shoes
scrub
soft, for shoes
other sizes, shapes and degrees of firmness

buffer, for shoes
buttons in container
caster or butter pat dish
chopping knife
container for chalk
doths, small, various colors
comb for each child
confetti or sawdust in container
containers, different shapes and sizes
cotton balls
cutting board
cup and saucer, small
dish, small
dust cloths
finger nail brush
floor cloths, variot .; sizes and colors
folding cloths
funnel
glasses, various sizes
handkerchief
markers to indicate plant has been watered
mirrors:

full length
vanity

needle
oilcloths, various colors
orange sticks
pails w/ spout & handhold underneath, various colors
paper doilies
paper, large, white
place mats, various colors
plants
pin cushion
pitchers:

beautiful glass
heavy metal
small glass
two quart

polish dispenser, small
polish, various kinds, as non-toxic as possible (Not to be

used by children who still put things in their mouths.)
potato peeler
rice, loog grain
scisscrt
scrub board
shoe polish:

neutral
brown
black

soap
soap dishes, various colors
sponges, small, various colors
spoons, small
tissue
thread
towels, vanous sizes and colors
trash bags
trash container
trash receptacle
trays, various sizes and shapes
vases:

clear
opaque
etc.

vegetable brushes
wall hanging case for conibs
wash cloths, various colors
waste baskets
watering can
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SENSORIAL

INTRODUCHON

All children, nu matter %%hat their backgruund, haw accumulatA thousands of seribUr impressiuns
the time they enter a Muntessuri env irunment. The purpose uf the sensorial materials avaihible in the
Muntessuri classroom is to help them sort out. clarify, and classif'y those impressiuns. In order to du this the
sensorial materials have special qualities Y%1.li are important and should be used tu guide the selection uf
materials when equipping a Montessori env irunment. Those, along Yvith some uf the other qualities uf the
sensorial materials, are listed below

Isolation of the Concept Each sensorial material isolates only one quality ur concept. Therefore
children focus un une idea at a time, manipulate the concrett. representation uf that idea, abstract it and
then, finally, apply the concept in other situation It is important that the materials truly isulate a concept.
Fur example, the pink tower must be a solid color rather than natural wuud. The solid culor enables the
children's eyes to focus un the shapes uf the pieces and their relatiunships to une anuther. A tuwer y%huse
finish reveals the natural wood pm% ides a disti action in that the wuud grain draY% s attention cOklt from the
shapes and their relationships.

Aesthetic Beauty The beauty of the material invites use by the children.

Precision The materials must be precise in order that the shapes and their relatiunships reveal
themselves to the children and their interrelatiunships may be discuvered (e.g., the corresponding dimen
sions of the pink tower and the broad stair).

It is important to maintain the aesthetic beauty, completeness, and precisiun uf the materials. This is
dune first thruugh the mudeling uf careful handling un the part uf the adult in the envirumnent, second
through insisting that the children handle all materials carefully and third, through touch-up painting as
necessary (Item 0.321.00, First Aid Kit, contains extras uf the must often lust pieces uf material. Items
9.500.00 through 9.509.00 are touch-up paints.) When materials have lust their precision and aesthetk
beauty and it is nu longer possible to repair them, it is time to purchase ney% ones. Schools should have st
category in their budget fur replacement uf materials. The frequency uf replacement %%ill depend un the
standard uf handling set by the adults in the Children's Huuse env irunments. Items incurporating absolute
precon (pink tower, bruad stair, red ruds, red and blue rudt., binomial and trinumial cubes) shuuld nut need
to be replaced mure uften than every five years. Usually Cley %%ill last much lunger but only with careful,
respectful handling.

Limited in Number Since the purpose uf these materials is to help children clarify and classify the
sense impressions thq already have rather than introduce them to ney% unes, it is impumuit that the
materials be limited in number. If there are toy) many materials their very quantity Yvill ubscure the clarity
sought by the children. If there are too few areas %%here clarity is needed will be skipped. The materials
listed in this section represent an amount that is just right for a Muessori preschuul class.

Systematic Each material builds un the concepts discovered in previuus materials (i.e., primary
colors are given first, secondary colors next, followed by tints and hues.)

Designed For Auto-Education The materials act directly un the child and the child acts directly ()I
the materials. Once a child krim% hoY% tu use a material, he ur she is free tu Yvurk withuut the teacher, to
explore and to discover w hat is inherent in that material. Since there is nuthing extraneuus ur superfluous iii
the material, there is only the essence of the concept waiting to reveal itself to the child.
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Control of Error There are three different kinds uf control utilized in the sensorial materials. The
first is NS ithin the material itself. A perfect example is the e linder blocks v., here each e limier %AI fit
preciseV into on1;\ one hole in its block. The second is ithin the child. Fur e.xample, from the first dikN a child
enters a Montessuii preschool dass he ur she sees and absorbs the regular seriation of the pink tower. When
the child is introduced to the use of the pink tower. he or she has alreial built an internal guide hich helps
the child "know w hen the tower hits been built ,:urrectl. The third control is in the adult ur another chikl.
This i used w I en the child is unable tu detect his ur her error or lack uf know ledge. A good example of NS hen
outshie help is needed is for naming the geometric solids.

Jean K. Miller
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SENSORIAL MATERIALS FOR THE PRESCHOOL
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

0.012.A0 rough and smooth boards
0.014.00 rough and smooth tablets
0.014.B0 empty box for fabrics (3)
0.015.00 smelling bottles
0.016.00 sound boxes
0.017.00 baric tablets
0.017,A0 blindfold (6)
0.018.00 thermic bottles
0.018.A0 thermic tablets
0.019.00 cyhnder block (increase in height and

diameter)
0.020.00 cylinder block (increase in diameter. height

constant)
0.021 00 cyhnder block (decrease in height, increase in

diameter)
0.022.00 cyhnder block (Increase in height. diameter

constant)
0.023.00 knobless cylinders
0.024.00 pink tower
0.025.00 broad stair
0.026.00 red rods
0.037.01 geometric cabinet (empty)
0.037.02 contents. geometric cabinet
0.038.00 demonstration tray for geometnc cabinet
0.038.A0 contents. demonstration tray
0.039.00 cards for geometrical cabinet
0.040.00 cabinet with 6 compartments tor the cards or
0.040.A0 box with 3 compartments for geometnc cards
0.040.A0 box with 3 compartments for the botany cards
0.041.A0 botany cabinet (empty)
0.041.A1 contents of botany cabinet
0.043.00 leaf cards
0.044.00 cabinet with 3 compartments (for leaf cards)

0.045.00 squares, circles, triangles for superimposed
figures

0.048.00 geometrical solids
0.048.A0 bases for solids
0.048.B0 basket for geometrical solids (2)
0.049.00 constructive triangles
0.051.00 color tablets. box 1
0.052.00 color tabfets. box 2
0.053.00 color tablets, box 3
0.063.A0 bells (26) with 2 mallets and 1 damper (see

music)
0.063.B0 two keyboards for bells (see music)
0.063.00 wooden staff board with circles for the notes

(see music)
0.063.D0 two wooden staff boards (see music)
0.063.E1 box with musical signs (see music)
0.063.F0 bell striker (3) (see music)
0.063.GO bell damper (see music)
0.064.00 mus'ic strip boards (see music)
0.131.00 binomial cube
0.132.00 trinomial cube
0.186.00 table of Pythagoras
0.;;21.00 first aid kit (replacement pieces) (one'school)
1.615.00 cabinet for bell material
9.500.00 pink touch-up paint
9.501.00 red touf,h-up paint
9.502.00 yellow touch-up paint
9.503.00 green touch-up paint
9.504.00 dark blue touch-up paint
9.505.00 clear touch-up varnish
9.506.00 thinner for repair paint
9.507.00 brown touch-up paint
9.508.00 black touch-up paint
9.509.00 hght blue touch-up paint
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bowl, small
cups, small
fabrics
grains of different kinds
jars for tasting (10)

SENSORIAL MATERIALS FOR THE PRESCHOOL
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY OR MAKE

mystery bag with selection of objects
pitchcrs
spoons
towel, terry cloth, small
trays
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INTRODUCTION

Language is an important part uf the entire Montessori curriculum. Its treatment as a separate subject
comes only at the points at which it is necessary to give clarity to thechildren's minds that is, to give them
conscious awareness of their language SU that they may be able to use it more effectively. Once children have
an understanding that writing is a graphic form of their language and are secure in using written symbols
themselves, these special points center around spelling, word study, penmanship, grammar, punctuation
and capitalization. The real experience in reading and writing comes through the children's work in other
areas of the curriculum such as geography', history, botany, etc. In the elementary, overviewsuf curriculum
are given through the use of the "Great Lessons." The Great Lessons provide a framework to the
information the children gather as they read and research various topics of interest to them. The Great
Lessons enable them tu see relationships among the various pieces of information and how those pieces fit
into the overview and lend excitement and interest as they discover more and more about the world through
the integrated curriculum. Language is a tool fur these discoveries. This is very different from the basal
reader approach where expository reading selections present disjointed pieces uf information and contrh ed
stories, used to meet a particular skill, which has little or no redeeming literary value.

If the various aspects of language are made available to children at the appropriate sensitive periods,
those aspects are eagerly seized upon and studied with fervor. If they are presented later, there is less
interest, and more ingenuity must be employed to make the information attractive to children. Before age
six, children erkjoy the study of language fur its own sake. Elementary age children w ant language as a twl

both for self-expression and for obtaining the information they want.

When language is properly approached in the Montessori preschool, writing usually comes before
reading. Preliminary exercises help the children acquirt the components necessary fur writing to take
place: control uf pencil through work with the geometric forms of the metal insets, lightness of touch
through wurk with the sandpaper touch boards and the sandpaper letters, association of sound, symbol and
the muscular motions necessary fur producing the symbols through work with the sandpaper letters, and
practice in word aria'A.v bib with the cutout pieces of the moveable alphabet. Children combine all of these in
their own way and in their own thne w hen they begin handwriting. They' may' write fur several month.:
before discovering that they can read back their own writing. This leads to the realization that they can read
other people's writing. Reading is thus attained through the children's ow n creative writing.

When children age five or older approach reading and writing fur the first time, the two phenomena
generally occur simultaneously: It is important that the children be given the opportunity to establish the
habit of expressing themselves in writing. This is a delicate process during w likh the teacher must refrain
from correcting the children's work as they become comfortable with written expression. Invented
spellings, lack uf punctuation and capitalization are fine at this stage. At the appropriate moment the study
uf spelling and gra; nmar follows, as dues word study' and conscious reading. The latter is aided by the use uf
command cards. Instead of asking children to read aloud, they read a (..ard and then act out the command. It
is easy tu see if the children have understood w hat they. have read. The commands begin w ith une word erb
commands and progress to sentences requiring une action, then two, then more. They may be dune
individually ur in small groups in the form uf charade:. The children may also write commands fur each
other. The addition uf adverbs changes the commands into interpretive readings. Fur example, "Shut the
door," may become, "Shut the door happily;" or "Shut the door fearfully:" This may progress into little
dialugties, small plays and, finally, big productions. The latter may be taken from good literature and
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adapted ley the children, or they may illustrate something the children are studying. such as the crossing of
the land bridge from vv hat is present -dity Russia to Alaska by the original inhabitants of North America, the
re-establishment of the bow Aries of farmer's fieids through the use of geometry after the annual flooding of
the Nile River, or any other theme the children may wish to dramatize.

Classified nomenclature or vocabulary study in w rit ten form w ithin other areas of the curriculum mity
begin as soon as a child krow s the sounds of indiv idual letters. The child has already worked w ith these
vocabulary cards in a verbal naming process so the names for the objects pictured are already a part of his or
her speaking vocabulary. The three-period lesson may be used to introduce the written words to the child.
When the child works alone, he or she may sound out the initial letter of a word and intuit the rest of the

or(1 according to the accompanying picture. This material is prepared in the 11:ltal manner of picture cards,
labels, definitions and booklets. It also pro ides an opportunity for chilth-en, ho learn more easily by sight
than by phonics. to greatly increase their reading vocabulary.

The reading tb r 110.6_00..s much experience % ith reading classification, commands and puzzle words.
The first books are simple and short and the subject must be familiar to the child. The child %%ill be able to
read these little books one after another, thus deriv ing a great dual of pleasure in this first encounter ith
the reading of books. This expands to reading in all areas of the classroom, literature and poetry (including
the study of meter), and an introduction to the use of the library and reference works.

The study of grammar begins with the study of individual words, first in an experiential study w ith
games in the preschool and later in Jre formal manner in the elementary v% ith the more structured
experiential exodses in the gramn. es. This expands t a study of the functions of groups of w ords and
a specialized iundy of verbs. Related c tills is a study of the child's own sty le of writing and the sty le of older
authors, comparison of grammatical arrangements of different languages, and an historical study of the
development of the language spoken by the hildren. At some point in the elementary; children begin to use
Aeveral different grammar texts. Since ).yrammarians do not agree on all classifications of words, lively
discussions may result. With this, the children gain experience in gathering the opinions of so eral
grammarians, making up theii own minds about a word classification, and then defending their opinion
during their discussions with their classmates.

Composition is begim by the children even before they ore abk i.o write %% ithieencil and pallier. It is done
orally first through the practice of logical (erganizat: n and augmentation w ith the quest:ongame. Witte it
composition begins as :,001141:, they are able to sow t.!. out wonls w it h the movable alphak t. The% may set out
their own thoughts with the movable alphabet, first in words, then phrases, sentences, dialogues, para-
graphs and stories. Punctuation and capitalization m.,y be introduced in this stage but spelling is not
corrected (unles:; the child insists) because nothing is to get in the way of the child's flow of ideas. Spelling is
studied separately, and as the study progresses the spelling in the compositions automatically improv es. The
same is true for gramman The reason fel. stud', ing spelling and grammar is to help the child in his or her
creative self-expression.

Etymology is important in the ek.mentary years. Ii addition to helping w ith comprehension and
spelling, it is one w ay to keep language attached to historical development. Language contributes to the
development of societies and cultures and it grow s and changes as those societies and cultures grow and
change. For this reason, children are also exposed to the story of the development ;if language in human
culture. This keeps the study of language dynamic and alive.

Computer work, beginning with keyboard skill:, is initiated w hot children enter the elementary. One
or t wo computers in the classroom env ininment make the practicing of this skill available for the children':
choice, just as are all other parts of tilt curriculum. A computer lab in a separate room is unnecessary and
should be avoided because of the disruption that would create in thc work cy de. Programs that do clop
keyboard skills should be straight key board programs ithout "entertainment" aspects stwh as grenkis
that devour letters if thq are not typed fast enough. Children are generally interested in learning keyboard
skills and do not need extraneous entertainments. It is recommended that the computer lee regarded as a
useful tool rather than as a toy. One of the important disco cries of Montessori was that know ledge or skill
practice did not have to be "sugar coated" in order tu be attractive to children if the know ledge or skills
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are offered to children when they were interested in acquiring them. Recommended use of computers in
Montessori classes includes word processing and logo. The latter rria be used as a complement to geometry
work in the elementary years.

Jean K. Miller
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LANGUAGE FOR THE PRESCHOOL
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. EXPANSION OF LANGUAGE 7202.00
A. Enrichment of Vocabulary - Spoken Lan- 7203.00

guage:
(Parallel activities - no special order)

7204.00
7.211.00

1. Objects in the environment 7.304.00
2 Sensorial apparatus (qualities) 7.305.00

5 559.00 positive, comparative, superlative 9.157.00

(This written form comes later.)
3 Classified cards:
5.634.00 phonetic pictures and labels, print
5.634.10 phonetic pictures and labels, curswe

B. Language Training:
(Parallel activities - no special order)
1. Story telling (true information)
2 Poetry
3. Seliexpression
4, The Question Game

II. WRiTING
A. Sound Games:

objects in the environment
B. Sandpaper Letters:

0.054.84 sandpaper letters, cursive. U.S.A.
0.054.A0 box for sandpaper letters
set up for preparing fingertips:

1 tray
1 small bowl
a supply of small terry cloth towels
1 small pitcher
sandpaper letters grouped according to

similarity of beginning stroke on a green
lined background which shows placement
on a fine

double sandpaper letters which show joining
of letters

C. Movable Alphabet:
1 640.00 to 1.644.00 carpets in 5 colors (2 of

each color)
1 650.00 stand for 5 carpets (2)
0.059 A4 large movable alphabet letters only.

cursive, U.S.A. (3 sets)
0 059 A3 large movable alphabet letters only,

print. U.S.A.
o 059 Cl box for large movable alphabet.

cursive. U.S.A. (3 boxes)
0 059,C3 box for large movable alphabet, print,

U.S.A.
D. Metal Insets:

0.046 00 metal insets
o 047 00 stands for metal insets
1 (330 00 wall frame for insets and supphes for

inset exercises
5 679.00 inset paper, bulk, white, 6 reams (2)
7 023.00 paper box for 14x14 cm paper

(5-112x5-1/2") (2)
7 201.00 12 color/gross inset pencils

dozen red inset pencils (5)
dozen dark blue inset pencils (5)
dozen dark green inset pencils (5)
dozen black inset pendls (5)
pencil holders (5)
set of 11 colored pencil holders
rubber desk top pad 5.5" x 5.5"

(backing for metal inset paper)'
cardboard or poster hoard cut to

same size as metal inset frame
supply of paper in pastel colors

51/2 x 5 1/2" in box
supply of white paper 5 112 x 5 1/2" in

box
trays (5)

E. Small Metal Insets:
0.114.00 fraction circles (see math)
0.114.A0 stands for fraction circles (see math)
0.115.00 squares
0 116.00 triangles
1.666.00 small cabinet to hold circles, squares,

triangles
compass
paper, 8-112 x 11"
pencils:

colored
regular

protractor
ruler

F. Handwriting:
0.054.A0 box for sandpaper letters
0.054.B4 sandpaper letters
0.059.A3 large movable alphabet letters only.

print, U.S.A. (3 sets)
0.059.A4 large movable alphabet letters only.

cursive, U.S.A. (3 sets)
0.059.C1 box for large movable alphabet,

cursive, U.S.A. (4 boxes)
0.066.00 greenboard, blank (4)
0.067.00 greenboard, single lines (3)
0.068.00 greenboard, double lines (3)
1.635.00 stand for ten greenboards
5 360.00 to 5.665.00 writing paper, blue lined
5.666.00 to 5.669.00 writing paper, green lined

chalkboard, preferably at a slant, on
the wall

pencils
sandpaper letters grouped according

to similarity of beginning stroke
on a green lined background
which shows placement on a line

III. READING I
A. Phonetic Object Game:

5.636.00 object box labels
box containing objerts whose names

are phonetic (change regularly)
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(available from Montessori
Services)

box containing printed takets for the
objects

pencil
slips of paper

B. Phonetic Reading:
5.633.00 phonetic flash cards
5.634.00 phonetic pictures and labels. print (2)

andfor
5.634.10 phonetic pictures and labels,

print (2)
5.635.00 phonetic reading cards, print
5.635.10 phonetic reading cards, cursive
5.649.10 first books

C. Phonograms: (See 5.674.00 Word Lists for the
American English Language)

5.636.00 object box labels (as above)
5.637.00 phonogram booklets
5.638.00 phonogram cards
5.639.00 key spelling sorting cards
5.649.10 first books (as above)
0.060.A3 small movable alphabet, letters only.

print. red (two or three)
0.060.A7 small movable alphabet, letters only.

print, black ( two or three)
(yellow, blue & green are also
available)

0.060.C2 box for small movable alphabets (2)
box for labels
box of phonetic objects with one

unphonetic object
pencil
slips of paper

IV. READING 11
A. Word Study:

charts with printed lists of words
1. suffixes
2. prefixes
3. word families
4. compound words

movable alphabets, four or six, small.
each a different color (see above)

B. Puzzle Words:
0.060.A4 small movable alphabet, yellow
0.060.C2 box for small movable alphabet
5.648.00 puzzle words

boxes or baskets
C. Reading Classification:

5.634.00 phonetic pictures and labels. print (2)
(as above), and/or

5.641.00 labels for Montessori apparatus
5.642.00 labels for fabrics
5.643.00 labels for fruits
5.644.00 labels for indoor environment
5.645.00 labels for vegetables
5.646.00 labels for herbs, seeds. etc.

5.647.00 labels for Montessori math materials
5 659.00 positive, comparative, superlative

labels
D. First Books:

5.649.10 first books (as above)
5.650.00 easy reading booklets
5.651.00 illustrated poems

V. FUNCTION OF WORDS
A. Nouns:

0.249.06/0.249.07 farm
1.625.00 table for the farm
5.657.00 noun labels for the farm

B. Article:
5.655.00 grammar games - Set 1

box of small articles
box with printed tickets
pencil
slips of paper

C. Adjective:
0.110.00 plastic grammar symbols with box
0.111.00 grammar symbols
0.112.A0 grammar symbols box. 10 compart-

ments
5.658.00 adjective phrases for the farm

box of printed slips describing each
object

objects related to each other (i.e. -
farm)

pencil
scissors
slips of paper

D. The Logical Adjective Game:
0.111.00 grammar symbols (as above)
0.112.A0 box for grammar symbols (as above)

box
card material (handmade)

E. The Detective Adjective Game:
0.045.A0 detective adjective triangle exercise
0.111.00 grammar symbols (as above)
0.112.A0 box for grammar symbols (as above)

paper
pencil

F. Conjunction:
0.111.00 grammar symbols (as above)
0.112.A0 box for grammar symbols (as above)
5.655.00 grammar games Set 1 (as above)
5.656.00 conjunctions and prepositions

articles, 3 or 4. having a relationship
with one another

farm
ribbon
pencils, red and black
printed tickets
slips of paper

G. Preposition:
0.111.00 grammar symbols (as above)
0.112.A0 box for grammar symbols (as above)



CURRICULUM RESOURCES

5.655.00 grammar games - Set 1 (as above)
5.656.00 conjunctions and prepositions

articles. 3, having a relahonship with
one another

box or vase
farm
prepared tickets (have several

different sets)
red and black pencils
ribbon
slips of paper

H. Verb:
0.111.00
0.112.A0
5.653.00
5.654.00

I. Adverb:
0.111.00
0.112.A0

grammar symbols (as above)
box for grammar symbols (as above)
simple phonetic commands Set 1
simple phonetic commands - Set 2
boxes (2)
farm
pencil
Jips of paper

grammar symbols (as abcve)
box for grammar symbols (as above)
adverbial commands (handmade)

(supply of commands for chang-
ing the contents of the box pencil)

slips of paper
J. The Logical Adverb Game:

0.111.00 grammar symbols (as above)
0.112.A0 box for grammar symbot=. /os above)

box
card material (handmade)

K. Continuation of Commands:
0.111.00 grammar symbols (as above)
0.112.A0 box for grammar symbols (as above)

slips of paper
commands

VI. READING ANALYSIS
A. Simple Sentences:

0.111.00 grammar symbols (as above)
0.112.A0 box for grammar symbols (as above)
7/01.00 scissors with round point 10.5 cm.
7.708.00 six scissor storage block

box
chart of prepared sentences
paper arrows:

black
red

pencil
printed sentence slips chosen from

good authors. giving the chdd the
possibility of interpretation

slips of paper
B. Simple Sentences - Stage of Arrows with

Questions:
0.108.01 reading analys s (use first chart and

box)
circles, unmarked:

large red
medium black
small black

first analysis charts
C. Simple Sentences with Extensions:

0.108.01 reading analysis: two charts and four
boxes

two sets of printed sentences (1 for
control)

D. Simple Sentences - Attributes and Apposi-
tives:

0.108.01 reading analysis. two charts and four
boxes

two sets of printed sentences (1 for
control)
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LANGUAGE FOR THE PRESCHOOL
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

0.045.A0 detective adjective triangle exercise
0.046.00 metal Insets
0.047.00 stands for metal insets
0.054.84 sandpaper letters, cursive, U.S.A.
0.054.A0 box for sandpaper letters
0.056.84 double sandpaper letters, cursive. U S A.
0.056.A0 box for double sandpaper letters
0.059.A3 large movable alphabet letters, print, U.S.A
0.059.A4 large movable alphabet letters, cursive,

U.S.A. (1 set)
0.059.C1 box for large movable alphabet, cursive,

U.S.A. (1 box)
0.059.C3 box for large movable alphabet, print, U.S.A..
0.060.A3 small movable alphabet, letters only, print, red
0.060.A4 small movable alphabet, letters only, print.

yellow
0.060,A7 small movable alphabet, letters only, print,

black (yellow, blue and green are also
available)

0.060.C2 box for small movable alphabets (3)
0.066.00 green board, blank (4)
0.067.00 greenboard, single lines (3)
0.068.00 greenboard, double lines (3)
0.108.01 reading analysis. two charts and four boxes
0.110,00 plastic grammar symbols in box
0.111.00 grammar symbols
0.112.A0 grammar symbols box, 10 compartments
0.114.00 fraction circles
0.114.A0 stands for fraction circles
0.115.00 squares
0.116.00 triangles
0.249.06/0.249.07 farm
1.625.00 table for the farm
1.630.00 wall frame for metal insets and all supplies for

metal inset exercises
1.635.00 stand for ten greenboards
1.640.00 to 1.644.00 carpets in 5 colors (2 of each

color)
1.650.00 stand for 5 carpets (2)
1.666.00 small cabinet to hold circles, squares.

triangles
7.023.00 paper box for 14 x 14 cm paper (5-1,2x5 1,2")

(2)
7.201.00 12 color/gross inset pencils (3)
7.202.00 dozen red inset pencils (5)
7.203.00 dozen dark blue inset pencils (5)
7.204.00 dozen dark green inset pencils (5)
7.211.00 dozen black inset pencils (5)
7.304,00 pencil holders (5)

7.305.00
7.701.00
7.708.00
9.157.00

set of 11 colored pencil holders
scissors with round point 10.4 cm. (12)
six scissor storage block (2)
rubber desk top pad 5.5" x 5.5" (5) (backing

for metal inset paper)

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5.633.00 phonetic flash cards
5.634.00 phonetic pictures and labels, pnnt (3)

and/or
5.634.10 phonetic pictures and labels, curswe (3)
5.635.00 phonetic reading cards, print
5.635.10 phonetic reading cards, curswe
5.636.00 object box labels
5.637.00 phonogram booklets
5.638.00 phonogram cards
5.639.00 key spelling sorting cards
5.641.00 labels for Montessori apparatus
5,642.00 labels for fabrics
5.643.00 labels for fruits
5.644.00 labels for indoor environment
5.645.00 labels for vegetables
5.646.00 labels for herbs, seeds, etc.
5.647.00 labels for Montessori math materials
5.6 0.01 labels for environment
5.648.00 puzzle words
5.649.10 first books
5.650.00 easy reading booMets
5.651.00 illustrated poems
5.652.00 story of writing
5.653.00 simple phonetic commands Set 1
5.654.00 simple phonetic commands - Set 2
5.655.00 grammar games - Set 1
5.656.00 conjunctions and prepositions
5.657.00 noun labels for the farm
5.658.00 adjective phrases for the farm
5.659.00 positive, comparative, superlative labels
5.660.00 writing paper blue lined 2" x 8.5" (2)
5.661.00 writing paper blue lined 4" x 8.5" (2)
5.662.00 writing paper blue lined 4.24" x 5.5" (2)
5.663.00 writing paper blue lined 215" x 7" (2)
5.664.00 writing paper t.Lie lined 7" x 8.5" (2)
5.665.00 writing paper blue lined 8.5" x 11" (2)
5.667.00 writing paper green lined 4" x 7" (2)
5.668.00 writing paper green lined 7" x 8.5" (2)
5.669.00 writing paper green lined 8.5" x 11" (2)
5.679.00 inset paper, bulk, 6 reams (2)
5.674.00 Word Lists for American English Language
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LANGUAGE FOR THE PRESCHOOL
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY

baskets for language cards
books
bowl, small (for set-up for preparing fingertips)
boxes:

for object box exercises
for language cards
for preposition exercise

chalk
compasses
erasers for chalk boards
objects:

for object boxes
for article exercise

paper:
long slips for writing examples in front of the chdd

pastel colors 5.5" x 5.5" (for metal inset work)
pencils, regular
picture sources for language cards
pitchers, small (for set up for preparing fingertips)
protractors
ribbon
rulers
towels, terry cloth (for set-up for preparing fingertips)
trays:

for set-up for preparing fingertips
for metal insets
for small metal insets

vase
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LANGUAGE FOR THE PRESCHOOL
MATERIALS TO MAKE

arrows, black
charts:

sandpaper letters grouped according to similarity of
beginning stroke

suffixes
prefixes
word families
compound words
prepared sentences for reading analysis

circles:
red
black

commands:
adverbial
one action, two actions. more actions, etc.

sentences for reading analysis
tickets:

article exercise
logical adjective game
logical adverb game
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7-CURRICULUM RESOURCES

LANGUAGE FOR THE ELEMENTARY
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. HISTORY OF LANGUAGE
A. Written Language (Great Lesson: The Story of

Communication in Signs) Includes pre-
alphabetical signs, the alphabet, development
of different "hands," development of the
printing press. etc.

5.652.00 story of writing
charts (handmade)
other materials at teacher's discretion

and choice
B. Spoken Language

1. Theories of the beginning of speech (in story
form)

2, The development of languages throughout the
ages to present day English

charts (handmade)

II. GRAMMAR AND SYNTAX
A. Word Study

1. Affixes
a. Suffixes

0.060.A3 small movable alphabet letters,
red. USA

0.060.A4 small movable alphabet letters.
yellow, USA

0.060.A5 small movable alphabet leiters.
blue. USA

0 060 A7 small movable alphabet letters,
black. USA

0.060.C2 box for small movable alphabet
(4)

7201.00 12 color/gross met pencils
7.304.00 pencil holders
7.305.00 set of 11 colored pencil holders

charts (handmade)
colored inks
dictionaries
grammar books - for upper

elementary work
b. Prefixes

0.060.A3 small movable alphabet letters.
red. USA (as above)

0.060.A4 small movable alphabet letters.
yellow, USA (as above)

0.060.A5 small movable alphabet letters,
blue. USA (as above)

0 060 A7 small movable alphabet letters,
black, USA (as above)

0.060.C2 box for small movable alphabet
(4) (as above)

7.201.00 2 color/gross inset pencils (as
above)

7.304.00 pencil holders (as above)
7.305,00 set of 11 colored pencd holders

(as above)
chart (handmade)
colored inks (as above)

dictionaries (as above)
grammar books - for upper
elementary work (as above)

2. Compound Words
0.060.A3 small movable alphabet letters,

red, USA (as above)
0.060.A4 small movable alphabet letters.

yellow. USA (as above)
0.060.A5 small movable alphabet letters.

blue. USA (as above)
0.060A7 small movable alphabet letters.

black, USA (as above)
0.060.C2 box for small movable alphabet

(4) (as above)
7.201.00 12 color/gross inset pencils (as

above)
7.304.00 pencil holders (as above)
7.305.00 set of 11 colored pencil holders

(as above)
chart (handmade)
collection of objects (Le.. different

types of boxes)
colored inks (as above)
dictionaries (as above)
grammar books - for upper

elementary work (as above)
3. Word Families

0.060.A3 small movabli. alphabet letters.
red, USA (as above)

0.06G.A4 small movable alphabet letters.
yellow, USA (as above)

0.060.A5 small movable alphabet letters.
blue. USA (as above)

0.060.A7 small movable alphabet letters.
black, USA (as above)

0.060.C2 box for small movable alphabet
(4) (as above)

7.201.00 2 color/gross inset pencils (as
above)

7,;)04.00 pencil holders (as above)
7305.00 set of 11 colored penal holders

(as above)
chart ;handmade)
colored inks (as above)
dictionaries (as above)
grammar books - for upper

elementary work (as above)
4. Synonyms (after verb grammar box)

verb command cards
5. Antonyms
6. Homonyms
7. Possessives
8. Contractions
9. Abbreviations

B. Parts of Speech - General plan of work includes.
oral commands. grammar boxes. printed
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commands. classification charts and work. com-
position. research, grammar books. The set of

material for the grammar box work Includes.
0.102.01 grammar boxes
0.103.01 filling boxes
0.104.01 set of printed grammar cards

(includes a105.C1) andior
0.104.A0 set of unprinted grammar cards

and
0,105,C1 printed command cards com-

plete
0.105.02 grammar box material outline
0.105.A1 set of command boxes
0.110.00 plastic grammar symbols (for

work with grammar boxes)
0 111.00 paper grammar symbols.

complete set (for children's own
work) (2)

0.112.00 box for 15 grammar symbols (2)

In addition, extra grammar symbols should be
ordered for the parts of speech most frequently
used in the children's work.
0.111.A0 noun symbol per 100 (5)
0.11LBO article symbol per 100 (5)
0.11LCO adjective symbol per 100 (5)
0.111.E0 verb symbol per 100 (5)
0.111.F0 preposition symbol per 100 (4)
0,111.GO adverb symbol per 100 (4)
0.111.H0 pronoun symbol per 100 (4)
0.111.10 conjunction symbol per 100 (3)
0.111.J0 interjection symbol per 100 (2)

1. Noun
0.102.01 article-noun grammar box (as

above)
0.103.01 noun filling boxes (as above)
0.110.00 plastic grammar symbols
0.11t00 grammar symbols
0.112.00 box for 15 grammar symbols
5.620.00 animals and their homes
5.622.00 animals arid their young
5.623,00 animal names
5.624.00 animals and their groups
5.655.00 grammar games. set 1

booklets for plurals (handmade)
card materials (handmade)
collection of objects of the same kind
grammar books - for upper elemen-

tary work
noun charts (handmade)
pyramid (handmade)

2. Adjective
0.045.A0

0.102 01

0 103.01
0.110.00
0.111.00
0.112.00
5.612.00

detective adjective triangle
exercise

adjective grammar box (as
above)

adjective filling boxes (as above)
plastic grammar symbols
grammar symbols
box for 15 grammar symbols
detective adjective exercise

labels

5.655.00 grammar games. set 1 (as above)
5.658.00 adjective phrases for the farm (tor

beginning readers)
5.659.00 positive, comparative, superlative

adjective charts (handmade)
card material (handmade)
grammar books - for upper elemen .

tary work
3. Verb

0.102.01 verb grammar box (as above)
0.103.01 verb filling boxes (as above)
0,110.00 plastic grammar symbols
0.111.00 grammar symbols
0.112.00 box for 15 grammar symbols
5.621.00 animals and their sounds

charts (handmade)
commands (handmade)
grammar books - for upper elemen-

tary work
pyramid (same pyramid listed under

noun)
red ball

4. Preposition
0.102.01 preposition grammar box (as

above)
0.103.01 preposition filling boxes (as

above)
0.110.00 plastic grammar symbols
0.111.00 grammar symbols
0.112.00 box for 15 grammar symbols
5.656,00 ccnjunctions and repo.zitions

grammar books - for upper elemen-
tary work

5. Adverb
0.102.01 adverb grammar box (as above)
0.103.01 adverb filling boxes (as above)
0.110.00 plastic grammar symbols
0.111.00 grammar symbols
0.112.00 box for 15 grammar symbols

grammar books - for upper elemen-
tary work

6. Pronoun
0.102.01 pronoun grammar box (as above)
0.103.01 pronoun filling boxes (as above)
0.110.00 plastic grammar symbols
0.111.00 grammar symbols
0.112.00 box for 15 grammar symbols

charts (handmade)
card material (handmade)
grammar books - for upper elemen-

tary work
7. Conjunction

0.102.01 conjunction gramma box (as
above)

0.103.01 conjunction filling boxes (as
above)

0.110.00 plastic grammar symbols
0,111.00 grammar symbols
0.112.00 box for 15 grammar symbols
5.656.00 conjunctions and prepositions

card material (handmade)
grammar books - for upper elemen
tary work
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8. Interjection
0.102.01

0.103.01

interjection grammar box (as
above)

interjection filling boxes (as
above)

0.110,00 plastic grammar symbols
0.111.00 grammar symbols
0.112 00 box for 15 grammar symbols

grammar books - for upper
elementary work

9. Aspects of the Verb
card material (handmade)
charts (handmade)
grammar books

10. Summary Exerdses
charts (handmade)

C. Reading Analysis
General materials for reading analysis include.

0108.01 reading analysis complete
0.108.B1 reading analysis chart A

1. Simple Sentences
0.108.01 reading analysis complete (box

two and box three)
0.108.B1 reading analysis chart A

grammar books
2. Compound Sentences

paper
pencils (regular and red)
scissors
small labels (handmade)

3. Complex Sentences
analysis chart B (handmade)
analysis chart C (handmade)
clause boxes 1 and 2 (handmade)
paper
pencil
scissors
small labels (handmade)

Ill. WRITTEN LANGUAGE (COIAPOSITION)
A. Free Expression

1. imaginative
2 Factual (history, geography. biology, music,

art, etc.)
3. Descriptive

B. Practice
1. Form and Content
2. Punctuation
3. Spelfing
4. Capitalization
5. Handwriting

0.046.00
0.066.00
0.067.00
0.068.00
1.635.00
5.660.00
5.661.00
5.662.00
5.663.00
5.664.00

metal insets
greenboard, blank (4)
greenboard, lines, squares (3)
greenboard, double lined (3)
stand for 10 greenboards
writing paper blue lined 2"x8.5"
writing paper blue lined 4"x8.5"
writing paper blue lined 4.25x55"
wnting paper blue lined 2 75"x7"
writing paper blue fined 7"x8.5"

5.665.00 writing paper blue lined 8.5"x 11"
5.667.00 writing paper green lined 4"x7"
5.668.00 writing paper green lined 7"x8.5"
5.669.00 writing paper green lined 8.5"xl 1"
7.023.00 box for 14cm x 14cm paper
7201.00 12 color/gross inset pencils (5)
7.202.00 dozen red inset pencils (5)
7.203.00 dozen dark blue inset pencils (5)
7.204.00 dozen dark green inset pencils (5)
7.211.00 dozen black inset pencils (5)
7.304.00 pencil holders (5)
7.305.00 set of 11 colored pencil holders

colored inks
feather quills
ink blotter, small
pencils, regular
pen holders and nibs
pen wipers
pens

6. Illustration and Decoration
C. Functional Cursive Writing
D. Taking Notes
E. Written Reports
F. Letter Writing
G. Diary
H. Journal
I. Poetry

J. Drama
K. Dialogue

0.061.R1 small printed alphabet. blue
0.061.R2 small printed alphabet, green
0.061.R3 small printed alphabet, red
0.061.C1 box for small pr'nted alphabet (3)

L. Essay
M. Biography
N. Autobiography
0. Editing

IV. SPOKEN LANGUAGE
A. Speeches
B. Debates
C. Discussion
D. Repoth
E. Recitation
F. Dialogue
G. Drama

V. LITERATURE
A. Articles and Books read by the children silently

1. Class library
2. Public library

B. Stories and Poetry Read by the Teacher
C. Biographies of Writers
D. Literature Time Lines
E. The History of English Literature
F. The History of American Literature
G. The History of Children's Literature

VI. STYLE
Materials used for the study of style have already been
listed above under the parts of speech work.
The materials include:

0110.00 plastic grammar symbols andfor
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0.111M0 paper grammar symbols
0.112.00 box for 15 grammar symbols

A. Child's Own Writing
B. Writing of Others
C. Comparison of Style
D. Recognition of Style

VII. INTERPRETIVE READING
All materials for interpretive reading are handmade

by the teacher.
Vill. RESEARCH

A. Skills for Researching
B. History of Languages
C. History of Writing
D. History of Literature

NOTE: All above go parallel.

IX. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Study of Paragraphs (main idea, topic sen-

tence, supporting details, etc.)

B. Story Grammar

C. Literary Phrases (idioms, colloquialisms, meta-
phores, similies)

D. Other Materials (not listed above which are
frequently needed):

7.701.00 scissors with round point 10.4 cm (12)
and/or

7.702.00 scissors with sharp point 10.4 cm (12)
7.708.00 six scissor storage block (2)

boxes, clear plastic (for handmade card
material) (6)

small trays, as necessary
strips of paper or adding machine tape
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PRESCHOOL MATERIALS SOMETIMES USED IN ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

These materials are essentially preschool materials, but
they may be found in some elementary classes.
According to Dr. Montessori's advice, preschool materi-
als should not be presented to elementary children
except for very specific pieces which are to be given in
such a way as to help fill any gaps in knowledge.

0,054,B4 sandpaper letters. cursive. U.S.A.
0,054.A0 box for sandpaper letters
0,105,B0 command box, natural finish (may be used

for storage of 5.634.00 or 5.634 10.
5.635,00 or 5.635.10, 5.638.00. 5.639,00,
5.641.00. 5.642.00. 5.643.00. 5,644L0.
5.645.00, 5.646.00. 5.647.00. 5.647.00.
and 5.648.00) (13)

5.633LO phonetic flash cards
5.634.00 phonetic pictures and labels. pnnt (group into

classified sets) andfor
5.634.10 phonetic pictures and labels. cursive ,group

into classified sets)
5.635.00 phonetic reading cards, print andfor
5.635.10 phonetic reading cards. cursive
5.636.00 object box labels
5.637.00 phonogram booklets
5.638.00 phonogram cards

5,639.00
5.641.00
5,642.00
5.643.0
5.644.00
5.645.00
5.646.00

5,647 00
5.647,01
5.648.00
5.649.10
5.650,00
5.651.00
5.653.00
5.654.00

key spelling sorting cards
labels for Montesson apparatus
labels for 60 fabrics
labels for 60 fruits
labels for indoor environment
labels for 60 vegetables
labels for 60 herbs. seeds. spices. nuts and

grains
labels for Montessori math apparatus
labels for environment
puzzle words
first books
easy reading booklets
illustrated poems
simple phonetic commands. set 1
simple phonetic commands. set 2

In addition to the above curriculum support
materials, the 6 to 9 year old class may either borrow
these items from a preschool class. or have its own.

0,249.06 base with fences for the farm
0249.07 farm. or

house environment
1.625.00 table for the farm
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0.045.A0
0.046.00
0.060.A3
0.060,A4
0.060.A5
0 060.A7
0.060 C2
0.061.C1
0,061.R1
0.061.R2
0.061.R3
0.066,00
0.067.00
0.068.00
0.102.01
0.103.01
0.104.01
0.104.A0
0,105.02
0.105.A1
0.105.B0
0.108.01
0.10831
0.110.00
0.111.00
0,111.A0
0.111.80
0,111.00
0.111.E0
0.111.F0
0.111.GO
0,111.1-10
0.11110
0.111,J0
0.112.00
1,635.00
7.023.00
7,201.00
7.202.00
7.203.00
7,204.00
7.211.00
7.304.00
7.305.00
7,701M0
7/02.00
7108,00

LANGUAGE FOR THE ELEMENTARY
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

detechve triang'e game
metal insets
small movable alphabet letters. red. USA
small movable alphabet fetters, yellow. USA
small movable alphabet letters, blue. USA
small movable alphabet letters. black. USA
box for small movable alphabet (4)
box for small printed alphabets (3)
small printed alphabet, blue
small printed alphabet. green
small printed alphabet. red
greenboard. blank (4)
greenboard. lines. squares (3)
greenboard. double lined (3)
grammar boxes
filling boxes
set of printed grammar cards
set of unprinted grammar cards
grammar box material outline
set of command boxes
command box. natural finish (up to 20)
mading analysis complete
reading analysis chart
plastic grammar symbols
grammar symbols, complete set (2)
noun symbol per 100 (5)
article symbol per 100 (5)
adject, e symbol per 100 (5)
verb symbol per 100 (5)
preposition symbol per 100 (4)
adverb symbol per 100 (4)
pronoun symbol per 100 (4)
conjunction symbol per 100 (3)
interjection symbol per 100 (2)
box for 15 grammar symbols (2)
stand for 10 greenboards
box for 14cm x 14cm paper
12 color/gross inset pencils (3)
dozen red inset pencils (5)
dozen dark blue inset pencils (5)
dozen dark green inset pencils (5)
dozen black inset pencils (5)
pencil holders (5)
set of 11 colored pendl holders
scissors with round point 10,4 cm (6)
scissors with sharp point 10.4 cm (6)
6 sdssor storage block (2)

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5.612.00
5.620,00
5.621,00
5.622.00
5.623.00
5.624.00
5.636.00
5.639.00
5.641.00
5.642.00
5.643.00
5.644.00
5.645.00
5.646.00

5.647.00
5.647.01
5,651.00
5.652.00
5.653.00
5.654.00
5.655.00
5.656.00
5.657.00
5.658.00
5.659.00
5.660.00
5.661.00
5.662.00
5.663M0
5.664.00
5.665.00
5.667.00
5,668 00
5.669.00

detective adjective exercise labels
animals and their homes
animals and their sour ds
animals and their youno
animal names
animals and their groups
object box labels
key spelling sorting cards
laoels for Montessori apparatus
labels for 60 fabrics
labels for 60 fruits
labels for indoor environment
labels for 60 vegetables
labels for 60 herbs. seeds, spices. nuts and

grams
labels for Montessori math apparatus
labels for environment
illustrated poems
story of writing
simple phonetic commands. set 1
simple phonetic commands. set 2
grammar games. set 1
conjunctions and prepositions
noun labels for the farm
adjective phrases for the farm
positive. comparative, superlative
writing paper blue lined, 2" x 8-1/2" (2)
writing paper blue Imed. 4" x 8-1/2" (2)
writing paper blue lined. 4-114" x 5-1/2" (2)
writing paper blue lined, 2-3,4" x 7" (2)
writing paper blue lined. 7" x 8-1/2" (2)
writing paper blue lined. 8-1,2" x 11" (2)
writing paper green lined, 4" x 7" (2)
writing paper green lined. T x 8-1'2" (2)
writing paper green lined, 8-1'2" x 11 (2)
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LANGUAGE FOR THE ELEMENTARY
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY

ball. red (should bounce well)
boxes, clear plastic
dictionaries
feather quills (2)
grammar books, one each from several different

publishers
house environment

ink blotter. small
ink, packet with 8 bottles of colored inks
paper, roll of adding machine tape or strips of paper
pen holders and nibs
pencils, regular
pens
tray, white

6
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LANGUAGE FOR THE ELEMENTARY
MATERIALS TO MAKE

booklets for singular and plural
card materials
charts
circles, about 15 in a box
clause analysis - 2 boxes
collection of objects oi the same kind

commands
house environment
penwipers - circular in shape
pyramid, 3 dimensional, black
squares, about 30 in a box
verb materials

I
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MATHEMATICS

INTRODUCIION

Montessuii materials are useful as self-teaching tools because the concept ur fact tu be studied is
isolated ith each uf the materials. In Montesswi terminology this is called "isolation of the difficulty.- Tu
giv c aI iaitial concept, the material should focus un only the concept ia question. For example, to introduce
the kk 4 of cube, ct plain wooden cube vvould be used rather than a cube-shaped object such as ajack-in-the
box. The idea uf a jail in-the-box would overpower the idea uf a cube and, thus, introduce an idea very
different from the desired concept. Montessori felt it was better tu use a material with little ur nu
persuihility of its ow i w her. introducing new concept.. Fur this reason numbers are introduced vith colored
nods rather than with kittens, ducks end birds. Introducing animals into the lesson brings an extraneous
idea that div erts attention from the concept of number. When th. concept is firmb established it can be
applied to other thino such as countirg kittens, ducks and birds.

Eu h 'lifiicult is also isolated in turn in a graded _,:quence. Various aspect. of mathematic., many uf
hkh run parallel to each other and each of which haw their own graded sequence, include:

1. Perception of differences
2. Perception of similarities
3. Sensorial experience of a graded series (eriation)
4. Rote counting
5. Quantities and :winbols for zero to ten
6-a. Overview and functioning of the base ten system from 0 to 9999
7,-b. Linear counting to 1000
7. The idea of the four operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division

Memorimtion of the facts for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division
9. Abstraction of various mathematical processes

While 6-a is generall introduced first, 6-a and 6-b proceed in parallel fashion. Once a child has a firm
tundaGni of ctintrete experience using operations in number 7, work may begin with memorization of fact.

for thelwration, and ...:ther materials may be used w hich will help mute the child towards abstraction of the

In(!ezkS.ortier for details to be seen in their relationship tu the w hole rather than in meaningless isolation,
initial vocabulary, and concepts w hich make possible a view uf the w hole system are given as soon as
to-ibk. After a lel% of the whole, une can proceed tu the details. In the case of mathematic., there is first
pert eptiun ofIliffert and similarities and seilsorial experience vvith the concept, of a graded series. Then
thei t i. the intruduttion of the initial vocabulary and concepts of zero to LAI. If a chit ' knows the numerals
from iet tA) nine, he or she know all the numerals used in our dtcimal number system. This makes possible

iew of the w hole number sy :stem hich is then given. This w hole view gives the idea of place value and the
function ..of exchange. Whefl the child has lp-asped this, addition, subtraction, multiplication and div isiun
ma,,, be preseihed using large watititiets with concrete materials. The understanding of the four processes
comes through the manipulation of wncrete materials. At th6 point writing un paper in an abstract fas:iion
would not be appropriate.

Without memorization of the facts children would be bound forever tu the materials or to eakulaturs.
The facts (2 2 = 4,7 + 8 = 15, etc.) are a. important fur work in higher mathematics as the letters of the
alphabet are fur reading. While calculators have taken much of the tedious, repetitive computations out of
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math work, knowledge (A:operations and processes, and how diet work is essential if children are to be given
the opportunity to think creatively with mathematics.

'There are mant materials and exercises fur memorization of math facts. This need nut be a dull, drt
process. With various activities and new points of into est, this can be accomplished relativelt easily if
undertaken at ages four, five and six.

In the memorization process it is important to have the answers available at all times N, that the
children need nut count or guess to find the answers. Thet have alreadt understood the processes and
:hould now focus on the facts. Their thinking processes should be 7 + 8 = 15 rather than 7 + 8 1, 2, :3, 4, 5.

6. ts. 9.10. 11, 12, 1:3, 14, 15. It is the repetition of correct inf. wmation that aid: the process of memorization.

When children have reached this stage, thet ime all the tools and :kills necessary fur reaching
abstraction. Thet understand quantity and symbol, the number system (place value and the function of
exchange), the idea of the four processe s, and the facts. Rather manipulation of concrete materials lea( is the
childt-en to make their own abstractions. When children reach abstraction, their mental in-ocessesgener4
work so fast that they cannot be bothered with the time it takes to manipulate the materials.

When a proper Montessori situation has been pro% ided (children enter bt age three, environment is
properly equipped, teacher is properly trained and fully implements Montessori, work cycle is respected.
etc.) then, by the end of the preschool, must children will have worked through the first seven steps of the
mathematical sequence. This means that they will have a concrete understanding of the processes of
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Thet will also have begun the memorization of facts and
they will be working with materials that w iIl help lead them to abstraction. These materials include the bead
frame (addition, subtraction and multiplimtiont measurement, long division material anu fractions (all four
processes). These materials overlap into the elementary as nece.s..sart. The sensorial experience at the
preschool level provides children with an internalized understanding of process as w ell as great pleasure and
joy in their understanding of mathematics.

When children enter the elementar y. mathematics is put into an historical per:Teethe with the telling
of the Story of Numbers. This :tort is une tithe five great lessuns w inch are given at the 'oeginning of each
school year in order to set the stage for the drama of cosmic education. Fur the technical aspects of
mathemati, hands-on use of materials continues in the elementart. Each new process is presented with
material: so that the children proceed from sensorial experience to abstraction in a series of steps carefulb
constructed so that they are able to make their own (iscoveries and abstractions. Careful, precise
preparation. both of the teacher during his or her Montessori training and by tLe Montessori teacher as he
or she prepares lesl:ons for the children, is essential in this guided-discovery approach.

Jean K. Miller
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE PRESCHOOL
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. NUMBERS TO TEN
A. Number Rods:

0.027.00 numerical rods
B. Sandpaper Numerals (Figures):

0.028.14 sandpaper figures. curswe. U.S.A.
0.028.A0 box for the sandpaper figures

C. Number Rods and Cards:
0.027.00 numencal rods (same as above)
0.033.04 printed figures. cursive. U.S.A.
0.033.A0 box for printed figures

D. Spindle Boxes:
0.032,04 spindle boxes. curswe. U.S.A.
0 032.B0 box for loose spindles
0.032.A0 extra spindles (10)

ribbons or rubber bands
E. Memory Game of Numbers:

5.580,00 numerals 0 to 10
basket

F. Cards and Counters:
0.033.04 printed figures. cursive. U.S.A
0.033.A0 box for pnnted figures (2)
0.034.01 plastic counters. red

II. THE DECIMAL SYSTEM
A. Introduction to Beads:

0.074.00 individual wooden hundred square
(order at least 12)

0,075.00 individual wooden thousand cube
(order at least 12)

G.076.M0 box with 45 golden ten bars. individual
beads

0.077.M0 plastic box containing 100 unit beads,
like individual beads

0.081.00 wooden tray with unit cup (order 5)
0.084.AM one golden bead square
0.085.M0 one golden bead cube
0252.A1 introduction decimal system. tray

alone
B. Introduction to Cards:

0.072.00 large number cards 1-9000. pnnted
on plastic

0.069.A0 box for large number cards
C. Formation of Complex Numbers with Beads

and Cards:
0 069.A0 box for large number cards
0 069.00 large number cards 1-1000. printed

on plastic
0 081 00 wooden tray with unit cup (order 3)
0.081 AO units cup. golden color
0 252.M0 introduction decimal system. individ-

ual beads
bowl

D. Collective Exercises - Chanpl ig:
0.074,00 indwidual wooden nundred square

(order 99)
0 075 00 individual wooden thousand cube

(order 9)

0,076.M0 box with 45 golden ten bars. individual
beads (order 3 boxes)

0.077.M0 plastic box containing 100 unit beads.
hke individual beads

0.081.00 wooden tray with unit cup (order 1)
bowls. 2, for up to 99 unit beads

E. Collective Exercises: (Order one set of each of
the following for a class of 25 children, two sets
of each for a class of 35 children.)
0.069.A0 box for large number cards
0.070.A0 box for small number cards

(order 4 for each set)
0.070.00 small number cards 1-3000. printed

on plastic (order 3 for each set)
0.071.00 small number cards 1-9000. printed

on plastic
0.072.00 large number cards 1-9000. printed

on plastic
0.074,00 individual wooden hundred square

(order 50 for each set)
0.075.00 individual wooden thousand cube

(order 12 for each set)
0,076.M0 box with 45 golden ten bars. individual

beads (order 3 boxes for each
set)

0.077.M0 plastic box containing 100 unit beads.
hke individual beads

Note. If there needs to be two sets. divide the
beads into two containers, so there are 50 beads
for each set.
0.081 00 wooden tray with unit cup

(order 3 for each set)
0.260.00 box with wooden signs for addition.

subtraction. multiplication,
division. etc.

5.580.00 numerals 0 to 10 - cut to sire
(order 2 for each set)

bowls. 2. for up to 50 beads
boxes, plastic. 2. for up to 50 beads
boxes. plastic. 4. kit small number

cards (5.580.00)
ribbons for division. 18 green bows. 9

blue bows. 9 red bows
trays. large, 2

F. The Stamp Game:
0.082.00 stamp exercise
5.582.00 stamp exercise paper. 6 problems
5.583.00 stamp exercise paper. 15 problems
5.506.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x6"
5.597.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x11"
5.598.00 quadrille paper 3,4" sq, 5.5x8"
5.600,0U quadrille paper 3,4" sq 8.5x11"
5.603.00 quadrille paper 1 2" sq. 8.5x11"
Note: Choice of paper depends on manual skill
of each child. Use small numeral cards from the
golden bead material until a child can write the
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numerals easily and correctly.
pencil, regular
ruler, 6 inch

G. The Dot Game:
0.050.01 dot exercise andfor
0.050.AO dot exercise sheets (5)

markers, washable:
black
another color (not green, blue or

red)
pencils:

black, another color lnot green,
blue or red)

H. Word Problems:
Note: These are handmade by each individual
teacher.

III. TEENS AND TENS
A. Teen Boards:

0.030.AM box with bead stair 1-9 and 10 ten
bars, individual beads (2)

0.030.03 Seguin boards and numerals. print.
U.S.A.

felt mat
B. Ten Boards:

0.031.03 Seguin boards and numerals. print.
U.S.A..

0.031.AM box with 9 ten bead bars and 9 unit
beads, individual beads

felt mat
IV. LINEAR COUNTING

A. 00 and 1000 Chains
0.086.130 20 boxes with arrows
0.086.M0 complete set bead material (cubes.

squares. chains). individual
beads

1.666.M0 frame for complete bead material
B. Skip Counting:

0.086.B0 20 boxes with arrows (as above)
0.086.M0 complete set bead material (cubes.

squares. chains), individual
beads (as above)

1.666.M0 frame for complete bead malenal (as
above)

V. MEMORIZATION
A. Addition

0.092.00 addihon strip board with stnps
0.142.A0 addition charts with the blank chart

and box of answers.
four boxes with plastic chips
snake game. addition. individual

beads
addition tables booklet 1. per 40

(order 2)
addition tables booklet 2. per 40
addition tables booklet 3. per 40
beginning math paper
chart problem paper
circle problem paper
quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x6"
quadrille paper 314" sq. 5.5x8"

0.142.F1
0.290.M0

5.595.21

5.595.22
5.595.23
5.586.00
5.587.00
5.588.00
5.596.00
5.598.00

5.601.00 quadrille paper 112" sq. 3x5.5"
baskets, red rimmed. 4, for problem

tickets
felt mat for snake game
pencil, regular
problems, folded tickets, on red card

stock, 4 sets
B. Subtraction:

0.092.A0 subtraction Strip board with strips
0.142.B,, subtraction charts with the blank chart

and box of answers
0.142.F1 four boxes with plastic chips
0.291.M0 snake game. subtraction. individual

beads
5.595.31 subtraction tables booklet 1, per 24

(order 3)
5.595.32 subtraction tables booklet 2, per 40
5.595.33 subtraction tables booklet 3. per 40
5.586.00 beginning math paper
5.587.00 chart problem paper
5.588.00 circle problem babe.
5.596.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x6"
5.598.00 quadrille paper 3f4" sq. 5.5x8"
5.601.00 quadrille paper 112" sq. 3x5.5"

baskets. green rimmed, 2. for
problem tickets

felt mat for snake game
pencil, regular
problems. folded tickets. on green

card stock. 2 sets
C. Multiplication:

0.076.00 box with 45 golden ten bars. con-
nected beads (5 boxes,

0.087.00 multiplication board. cards in box. 100
red beads in box

0.142.C4 multiplication charts with the blank
chart and box of answers

0.142.F1 four boxes with plastic chips
0.186.00 table of Pythagoras (borrow from

Sensorial)
0.190.M0 box with 55 bead bars from 1 to 10.

individual beads (2 boxes)
5.595.41 multiplication tables booklet 1. per 40

(order 2)
5.595.42 mulhplication tables booklet 2. pe; 40
5.595.43 multiplication tables booklet 3. per 40
5.586.00 beginning math paper
5.587.00 chart problem paper
5.588.00 circle problem paper
5.596.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x6"
5.597.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x11"
5.598.00 quadrille paper 3,4" sq. 5.5x8"
5.599.00 quadrille paper 314" sq. 8.5x8.5"
5.600.00 quadrille paper 3/4" sq. 8.5x11"
5.601.00 quadrille paper 1/2" sq. 3x5.5"
5.602.00 quadrille paper 1)2" sq. 5.5x5,5"
5.603.00 quadrille paper 1/2" sq. 8.5x11"

basket, large, for bead bar multiplica-
tion

baskets. yellow rimmed. 3. for
problem tickets
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D. Division:
0.096.A0
0.138.M0

0 142.D1

0,142,F1
5.595,50
5,595.51
5.597.00
5.600.00
5 603.00

felt mat for multiphcation with bead
bars

pencil:
red
regular

problems. folded tickets. on yellow
card stock, 3 sets

division board with skittles and beads
box containing 20 sets of bead bars

from 1 - 9. individual beads
dwision charts with the blank chart

and box of answers
four oox with plastic chips
division tables per ream
division tables booklets per 5 (order 6)
quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x11"
quadrille paper 3/4" sq. 8.5x11"
quadrille paper 1/2" sq. 8.5x11"
baskets. blue rimmed. 2. for problem

tickets
cup for 81 beads
pencil, regular
problems. folded tickets, on blue card

stock. 2 sets
ruler. 6 inches

VI. THE PASSAGE TO ABSTRACTION - PROBLEMS
A. Small Bead Frame:

0.093.00 small bead frame (order 3)
0.153.01 paper for small bead frame'50 sheets

(2)
pencil, regular

B. Large Bead Frame:
0.094.00 large bead frame (order 2)
0.132.A0 wooden geometrical hierarchy of

numbers (may be borrowed from
the elementary class)

0 154.01 paper for large bead frame 50 sheets
(2)

pencil, regular
C. Division with Racks and Tubes:

0.095.00 complete division material
0,095.A0 individual plastic tubes for replace-

ments (10)
0.09520 100 green beads for replacements
0.095.61 100 blue beads for replacements
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0.095.82 100 red beads for replacement's
0.097.00 set of 100 skittles for replacements
5 597.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x11"
5 600.00 quadrille paper 3/4" sq. 8.5x11"
5.603.00 quadriHe paper 1/2" sq. 8.5x11'

pencil. regular
Fractions:
0.097.00 set of extra skittles (as above)
0.113.00 skittles. one undivided, the others

divided into 2, 3 and 4 parts
0.113.A0 stand for skittles
0.114.00 fraction circles
0.114.A0 stands for fraction circles
0.115.00 nine squares
0.116.00 four triangles
1.666.00 small fraction cabinet for storage of

above
5.605.00 fraction labels
5.606.00 fraction problems
5.607.10 fraction equivalence research sheets

boxes. plastic. 3. for fraction labels
(5.605.00)

boxes. plastic. 5. for fraction problems
(5.606.00)

pencil, regular
E. Measurement:

1 Length:
English measure ruler
meter stick
metric ruler
yardstick

2. Liquid Volume:
English measure containers

3. Weight:
9.124.00 ten weights in a wooden

storage box
9.128.80 balance scale. metal
bathroom scale in pounds
brass English measure weights

4. Temperature:
thermometer in Fahrenheit

5. Clock:
3.101.01 clock exercises in box
3.102.00 clock and box with movable

figures
3.105.00 rubber stamp of ctock
dock with gears
ink pad
paper

6. Money:
money. real
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE PRESCHOOL
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

0.027.00 numerical rods
0.028.14 sandpaper figures. cursive. U.S.A.
0.028.A0 box for the sandpaper figures
0,030.AM box with bead stair 1-9 and 9 ten bars,

individual beads (2)
0.030 03 Seguin boards and numerals, print. teens
0.031.03 Seguin boards and numerals. pnnt, tens
0.031.AM box with 9 ten bead bars and 9 unit beads.

individual beads
0.032,04 spindle boxes. cursive. U S.A
0,032.A0 extra spindles (10)
0.03220 box for loose spindles
0.033.04 printed figures. cursive, U.S.A. (3)
0.033.A0 box for printed figures (2)
0.034.01 plastic counters, red
0.050 01 dot exercise. anchor
0.050.A0 dot exercise sheets
0.069.A0 box for large number cards (4)
0.069.00 large number cards 1-1000, printed on plastic

(box must be ordered separately)
0 070.A0 box for small number cards (10)
oxaco small number cards 1-3000. printed on plastic

(box must be ordered separately) (8)
0 071 CO small number ca-is 1-9000, printed on plastic

(box must be ordered separately) '2)
0 072 CO large number cards 1-9000. printed on plastic

(box must be ordered separately) (3)
0.074.00 individual wooden hundred square (order at

least 211)
0.075.00 individual wooden thousand cube (order at

least 45)
0.076,M0 box with 45 golden ten bars. individual beads

(12)
0.077.M0 plastic box containing 100 unit beads.

like individual beads (3)
0.081.00 wooden tray with unit cup (order 15)
0.082.00 stamp exercise
0.085,M0 golden bead cube with individual beads
0.086.M0 complete set Dead material (cubes. squares.

chains), individual beads
0.086,130 boxes with arrows. 20
0.087,00 multiplication board. cards in box.

100 red beads in box
0.092,00 addition strip board with strips
0.092.A0 subtraction stnp board with strips
0,093.00 small bead frame (order 3)
0 094.00 large bead frame (order 2)
0.095.00 complete division material
0,095.A0 individuai plastic tubes for replacements (10)
0.095.130 green beads for replacenvInts, 100
0.095,131 blue beads for replacements. 100
0.095.82 red beads for replacements, 100
0.09610 division board with skittles and beads
0 097.00 set of 100 skittles for replacements
0.113.00 skittles. one undivided, the others divided into

2. 3 and 4 parts
0.113.A0 stand for skittles
0.114.00 fraction circles
0,114.A0 stands for fraction circles
0,115.00 nine squares
0 116.00 four triangles
0.138.M0 box containing 20 sets of bead bars from 1 to

9. individual beads
0.142.A0 addition charts with the blank charts and box

of answers
0.142.80 subtraction charts with the blank chart and

box of answers
0.142.C4 multiphcation charts with the blank chart and

box of answers
0.142.D1 division charts with the blank chart and box of

answers
0.142 Fl four boxes with plastic chips (of problems with

answer tiles) for addition, subtraction.
multiplication and division for use with the
finger charts and blank charts

0.153.01 paper for small bead frame50 sheets (2)
0 154 01 paper for large bead frame50 sheets (2)
0.190.M0 box with 55 bead bars from 1 to 10.

individual beads (order 2 boxes)
0.252.M0 introduction decimal system. individual beads

(2)
0260.00 box wwooden signs for addition. subtraction.

multiplication. division. etc
0290,M0 snake game, addition, individual beads
0.291.M0 snake game. subtraction. individual beads
1,660.M0 wall frame for bead matenal
1 666 00 small fraction cabinet
3,101.01 clock exercises in box
3.102.00 dock and box with movable figures
3.105.00 rubber stamp of clock
9.124.00 ten weights in a wooden storage box
9 128.80 balance scale. metal

NOTE New dems (not on order sheets published
before February 1990)

0.081 AO units cup, golden color
0 084 AM one golden bead square
C 252.A1 introduction decimal system. tray alone

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5.580.00 numerals 0 to 10 (6)
5.582.00 stamp exercise paper. 6 problems (2)
5.583.00 stamp exercise paper. 15 problems (2)
5.586.00 beginning math paper (3)
5,587,00 chart problem paper (2)
5.588.00 circle problem paper (2)
5.59521 addition tables booklet 1, per 40 (2)
5.595.22 addition tables booklet 2. per 40
5.595 23 addition tables booklet 3. per 40
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0

5.595.31 subtraction tables booklet 1, per 24 (3)
5.59532 subtrachon tables booklet 2. per 40
5.595.33 subtraction tables booklet 3. per 40
5.595.41 multiphcahon tables booklet 1, per 40 (2)
5.595A2 multiphcation tables booklet 2. per 40
5.59543 multiplication tables booklet 3, per 40
5.595.50 division tables paper per ream
5.59531 division tables booklet, per 5 (6)
5.596LO quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x6" (4)

5.597.00 quadrille Paper 1" sq. 8.5x11" (4)
5.598.00 quadrille paper 14" sq. 5.5x8" (4)
5.599.00 quathille paper 14" sq. 8.5x8.5"
5.600.00 quadrille paper 14" sq. 8.5x11" (4)
5.601.00 quadrille paper 1:2" sq. 3x5.5" (3)
5.602.00 quadrille paper 1,2" sq. 5.5x5.5"
5303.00 quadrille paper 112" sq. 8.5x11" (4)
5.605.00 fraction labels
5.606.00 fraction problems
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE PRESCHOOL
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY

Note: All baskets, cups and trays are available from
Montessori Services.

baskets for:
4 sets addition problems (put a red rim around the

baskets)
2 sets subtraction problems (put a green rim around

the baskets)
3 sets multiphcation problems (put a yellow nm

around the baskets)
2 sets division problems (put a blue rim around the

baskets)
bead bars for multiplication with bead bars (large

basket)
memory game of numbers
bathroom scale in pounds

bowls:
small, for formation of complex numbers with beads

and cards
to hold 99 units for the changing exercise in the

collective exercises (2)
2 large bowls (for up to 50 unit beads) for collective

exercises
boxes:

2 plastic, for 50 units for the collective exercises
4 plastic, to hold small numeral cards (5.580.00) for

collective exercises
3 plastic, for fraction labels (5.605.00)
5 plastic, for fraction problems (5.606.00)

1 box for each operation
1 box for a mixed set

clock with gears
cup for 81 beads for division memorization
English measure containers
English measure ruler
Enghsh measure weights. brass

felt mats for:
teen boards
ten boards
addition snake game
subtraction snake game
multiplication with bead bars

ink pad
markers, washable, for the dot board (black and a color

other than green, blue or red)
meter stick
metric ruler
money, real
paper
pencils, regular, for:

stamp game
dot game
bead frames
racks and tubes
fractions
memorization exercises

pencils, colored for:
division memorization, red
dot game (not green. blue or red)

ribbons for:
spindle boxes (could also use rubber bands)
division with the collective exercises, 18 bows of

green, 9 each of blue and red
rulers, 6 inch, for:

stamp game
division memorization

thermometer in Fahrenheit
tickets, folded problem:

4 sets additIn (on red card stock)
2 sets subtraction (on green card stock)
3 sets multiplication (on yellow card stock)
2 sets division (on blue card stock)
1 set mixed on white card stock

trays. 2 large for collective exercises
yardstick
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE PRESCHOOL
MATERIALS TO MAKE

word problems
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE ELEMENTARY
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. INTRODUCTION
Great Lesson - The Story of Numbers
charts (handmade)

U. EARLY WORK: CONCEPTS, PROPERTIES,
NUMERATION
A. Numbers to 1,000,000

0.132.A0 geometrical representation of the
hierarchy of numbers
card material (handmade) in long
wicker basket

B. Commutative and Distributive Laws
0.070.AO box for small number cards (2)
0.071.00 small number cards 19000 (2)
0.074.00 individual wooden hundred square

(45)
individual thousand cube (12)
box with 45 golden ten bars, indiv.

beads (3)
plastic box containing 100 unit beads.

like individual beads
0.081.00 wooden tray with unit cup (3)
0.138.B0 box of color coded plastic chips (3)

(may be handmade)
bead stair in sectioned box, 55 of

each bar
0.260.00 box with arithmetic signs (may be

handmade)
bowl (to hold up to 100 unit beads)
envelopes. small manila
felt mat
paper slips in basket
parentheses (handmade)

0.075.00
0.076.M0

0.077.M0

0.190.M0

C. Multiples
0.086.B0 boxes. 20, with arrows for 0.086.M0
0.086.M0 complete set bead material, individual

beads
0.159.01 multiple sheets. tables A and B
0.160.01 factor sheets. table C
0.161.01 multiple paper
0.190.M0 box with 55 bead bars from 1 to 10 (3)
1.666.M0 frame for complete bead material

control charts for calculation of
multiples (tables A, B, C) (handmade)
felt mat
multiple charts (handmade)
paper. plain
pencils, colored

D. Factors
0.135.00 peg board (3)
0.136.00 pegs for 0.135.00 (3)

paper
pencil
strips. grey (handmade) in long

wicker basket
tickets, white (handmade)
word problems

E. Lowest Common Multiple
0.135.00 peg board (3) (as above)
0.136.00 pegs for 0.135.00 (3) (as above)

small white strips in long wicker
basket

paper
pencil:
word problems (handmade)

F. Greatest Common Factor
0.135.00 peg board (3) (as above)
0 136.00 pegs for 0.135.00 (3) (as above)

blank tickets in basket
pencil
strips, grey, in long wicker basket
word problems (handmade)

G. Divisibility
0.074.00 individual wooden hundred square

(45) (as above)
0 075.00 individual thousand cube (12) (as

above)
0.076.M0 box with 45 golden ten bars, individual

beads (3) (as above)
0.077.M0 plastic box containing 100 unit beads,

like individual beads (as above)
0.081.00 wooden tray with unit cup (3) (as

above)
bowl (to hold up to 100 unit beads)
felt mat
notebook, small
paper
pencil
word problems (handmade)

H. Measurement:
1. History of Measurement - illustrations as

necessary
2 Decimal Fraction Board

0.140.01 decimal fraction board
tickets (handmade) in container

3. Length:
English measure ruler
meter stick
metric ruler
yardstick

4. Liquid Volume:
English measure containers
metric containers (1000 mi. 100 ml,

10 ml)
5. Weight

9.124.0 ten weights in a wooden
storage box

9.128.B0 balance scale, metal
bathroom scale in kilograms
bathroom scale in pounds
Enghsh measure weights. brass

6. Temperature:
thermometers in Celsius
thermometers in Fahrenheit
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7. Clock:*
3.101.01
3.102.00

3.105.00

8. Angles;
0.114.00
0.114.A0
0.124.00

0,125.00

1.665.00
9. Money:

money, real, preferably from several
different countries

newspaper - with exchange rates
10,Word Problems, for all measurement catego-

des listed above (handmade)

III. OPERATIONS: FIRST WORK
A. Long Multiplication

1. Large Bead Frame

clock exercises in box
clock and box with movable

figures
rubber stamp of clock
clock with gears
ink pad
paper

fraction circles
stand for fraction circles
instrument for measurement of

angles
instrument for reduction of

common fraction into decimal
fractions

large fraction cabinet

0.094.00 large bead frame (3)
0.154.01 large bead frame paper per 50 (6)

pencils:
red
regular

2. Flat Bead Frame
0.099.00 flat bead frame (2)
0.13830 box of color coded chips (2)

(may be handmade)
7,701.00 scissors with rounded point -

10A cm. or
7.702.00 scissors with sharp point 10.4 cm.
7.708.00 six scissor storage block

paper, regular
pencil
white strips of paper in long

wicker basket
3. Bank Game

0.073,00 bank game (2)
0.138.B0 box of color coded plastic chips

(2) (may be handmade, as
above)

grey cards with double zero
(hand made)

4. Checkerboard
0.137,01 checkerboard (2)

0.138,M0 box with 20 sets bead bars from
1 to 9 and small plastic
numbers (2)

paper:
graph
plain

pencils:
colored (green, blue, red)
regular

straightedge
B. Long Division

1. Long Division Material
0.095.00 long division material (2)
0.095.A0 replacement tubes (10)
0,09530 plastic box containing 100 green

beads (for replacement)
0.095.B1 plastic box containing 100 blue

beads (for replacement)
0.095.B2 plastic box containing 100 red

beads (for replacement)
paper:

graph
plain

pencil
2. Stamp Exercise

0.082.00 stamp exercise
5.596.00 1" square, 8.5" x 6"
5.597.00 1" square, 8.5" x 11"
5.598.00 3/4" square, 8.5" x 8"
5.600.00 3/4" square, 8.5" x 11"
5.603.0C 1/2" square, 8.5" x 11"

cardboard, strips, in long wicker
basket

pencil
ruler
tickets, blank

C. Squares and Cubes of Numbers
0.086.M0 complete set bead material,

individual beads (as above)
0.190.M0 box with 55 bead bars from 1 to

10, individual beads (3) (as
above)

1,666.M0 frame for complete bead material (as
above)

envelops, 10, containing labeled
squares and rectangles for
numerical decanomial
(handmade)

felt mat
paper:

graph (8-1/2" x 11") and (22"x28")
plain

pencils:
colored
regular

tickets, blank

'These exercises are included for the children who did not master them in their preschool class.
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IV. FRACTIONS
0.097.00 skittles (as above)
0.113.00 fraction skittles (as above)
0.113.A0 stand for fraction skittles (as above)
0 114.00 fraction circles (as above)
0.114.A0 stand for fraction circles (as above)
0,124.00 instrument for measurement of angles (as

above)
0.135.00 peg board (as above)
0.136,00 pegs for 0.135.00 (as above)
0.185.00 box with 5 sets red plastic fraction circles
1.665.00 fraction cabinet (as above)
5.605.00 fraction labels (in pull drawer cabinet)
5.606.00 traction problems (in pull drawer cabinet)
5.607.10 fraction equivalence research sheets
7.701.00 scissors with rounded point - 10.4 cm., or
7.702.00 scissors with sharp point 10.4 cm.
7108.00 six scissor storage block

fraction charts (handmade)
marker, black, that will mark on plastic
paper:

graph
plain paper

pencd
plastic. clear, for making grids
problems (handmade) (in bud drawer

cabinet)
other problems
word problems
straightedge
strips, black, of cardboard in long wicker

basket
tickets. blank, or white strips of paper and

scissors in basket
V. DECIMAL FRACTIONS

0.073.00 bank game (cards from)
0.097.00 skittles (Note. use some as they are. paint

a few others light blue. pink and light
green)

0,114.00 fraction circles (as above)
0,114.A0 stand for fraction circles (as above)
0.125,00 instrument for reduction of common

fractions to decimal fractions
0.138.M0 box with 20 sets bead bars from 1 to 9

and small plastic numbers (as above)
0.139.01 decimal fractions (wooden bawls and

cards for use with 0.140.00)
0.140.01 decimal board (as above)
0 182.01 decimal checkerboard
1 665.00 fraction cabinet (as above)

"candelabra" (handmade)
"crown" (handmade)
felt mat
felt squares
fraction strips, 3 (handmade)
paper.

graph
plain

pencil
paper discs, small. black (handmade)

propeller (handmade)
tickets, blank, or strips of white paper and

scissors in long wicker basket
zero cards, grey decimal (handmade)

VI. OPERATIONS CONTINUED
A. Squaring

o 060.A3 small movable alphabet. red. USA
(same as hsted under language)

0.060.A4 small movable alphabet. yellow. USA
(same as listed under language)

0.060.A5 small movable alphabet. blue. USA
(same as listed under language)

0 060.A6 small movable alphabet. green. USA
(same as listed under language)

0.060,A7 small movable alphabet. black. USA
(same as listed under language)

0.060.C2 box for small movable alphabet. print
(5) (same as listed under
language)

0.073.00 bank game (colored category cards 1
3000) (as above)

0.074.00 individual wooden hundred square (45)
(as above)

0.075.00 individual thousand cube (12) (as
above)

0.076.M0 box with 45 golden ten bars. individual
beads (3) (as above)

0.077.M0 plastic box containing 100 unit beads.
like individual beads (as above)

0.081.00 wooden tray with unit cup (3) (as
above)

0.086.M0 complete set bead material. individual
beads (bead squares) (as above)

0.095.B0 plastic box containing 100 green
beads (as above)

0.095.B1 plastic box containing 100 blue beads
(as above)

0 095132 plastic box Containing 100 red beads
(as above)

0,133.00 small square root board
0.134.00 patterns for square root
0.135.00 peg board (as above)
0.136.00 pegs for 0,135.00 (as above)
0.138.M0 box with 20 sets bead bars irom 1 to 9

and small plastic numbers
0 260,00 box contaimng wooden arithmetic

signs
1 666,M0 frame for complete bead matenal (as

above)
5.604.00 one hundred circle paper

felt mat
graph paper
pencds:

colored
regular

rubber bands. colored
tickets. blank

B. Cubing
0.086.M0 complete set bead material individual

bea,Js (bead squares) (as above)
0.131 00 binomial cube
0.132 00 trinomial cube
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0.138.M0 box with 20 sets bead bars from 1 to 9
(as above)

0.187.00 arithmetic trinomial cube
0.189.00 cube root material
1.666.M0 frame for complete bead matenal (as

above)
felt mat
paper
pencil
tickets, blank, or strips of paper and

scissors
tickets/labels (handmade)

C. Square Root
0M74.00 individual wooden hundred ..quare (9)

(as above)
0.076.M0 box with 45 ten bars (as above)
0.077.M0 golden beads. 100. individual beads

(as above)
0.086 MO complete set bead material. indwidual

beads (bead squares) (as above)
0.095.80 plastic box containing 100 green

beads (as above)
0.133.00 small square root board (as above)
0.134.00 patterns for square root (as above)
0.135.00 peg board (as above)
0.136.00 pegs for 0.135.00 (as above)
1.666.M0 frame for complete bead material

(as above)
chart for square root (handmade)
cup for the green beads
felt mat
paper:

thin strips in container
regular

pencil
D. Cube Root

0.187.00 arithmetic trinomial cube
0.188,A0 box with 250 cubes 2x2x2cm
0.189.00 cube root material (as above)
0.192.00 1000 cubes lx1 xl cm

chart for cube root (handmade)
felt mat
paper
r encil

VII. NEGATIVE NUMBERS
0.029.M0 negative bead bars
0.097.00 skittles (as above)
0.190.M0 box with 55 bead bars 1-10 (as

above)
0.291.M0 snake game, subtraction

cups. plastic. labeled with the
negative sign

felt mat
paper
parentheses (handmade) in container
pencil
tickets. blank, or white strips of paper

and scissors in long wicker
basket

VIII. POWERS OF NUMBERS
0.130.00 powers of two
0.132.AO geometric representation of the

hierarchy of numbers (as above)
0.189.00 cube root material (as above)
0 192M0 1000 cubes lx1 xl cm (as above)

problem tickets (handmade)
strips from the decimal board (hand-

made)
tickets, blank or white stnps of paper

and scissors in long wicker
basket

IX. OTHER BASE SYSTEMS
0.086.M0 complete set bead material (bead

squares and cubes) (as above)
0.095.B0 plastic box containing 100 green

beads (as above)
0.190.M0 bead stair in sectioned box. 55 of

each bar (as above)
1.666.M0 frame for complete bead material

(as above)
boards for other base systems. 2

(handmade)

X. WORD PROBLEMS This section includes word
problems that are aot included in other areas of the
mathematics curriculum.

A. Distance, Velocity, Time
labelslickets (handmade) in container

B. Percent, Interest
0.074.00 individual wooden hundred square

(45) (as above)
0.075.00 individual thousand cube (12) (as

above)
0.076.M0 box with 45 golden ten bars individual

beads (3) (as above)
0.077.M0 plastic box containing 100 unit beads.

like individual be7ds (as above)
0.081M0 wooden tray with unit cup (3) (as

above)
0.097.00 green skittles (as above)

bowl (to hold up to 100 unit beads)
chalk

XI. INTRODUCTION TO ALGEBRA
A. Ratio

0.190.MO bead stair in sectioned box. 55 of
each bar (as above)

geography stamps
labels(tickeis (handmade)
objects in the environment
word problems (hardmade)

B. Proportion
0 086.M0 complete set bead matenal (bead

squares) (as above)
0.114.00 traction circles (as above)
0.114.AO stand for fraction circles (as above)
0.115.00 nine squares
0.116.00 four triangles

- -
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0.130.00
CY135.00
0.136.00

0 .901.40

0.260.00
1.666.10

powers of two (as above)
peg board (as above)
pegs for peg board (0.135.00) (as

above)
bead Mal in sectioned box. 55 of

each bar (as above)
box with anthmetic signs (as above)
frame for complete bead matenal

(as above)

charts handmader
garden
water tank

felt mat
geography stamps
parentheses (handmade)
prepared tickets (handmade)
strips. cardboard (handmade) in long

wicker basket
word problems (handmade)
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PRESCHOOL MATERIALS SOMETIMES USED IN ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATER:ALS FROM N1ENHUIS

Many of these materials are essentially preschool inate-
rots but th9y may be found in some elementary
classes Acco,ding to Dr Montessores advice. pre-
schcor materials should POI be presented to elementary
t .waten except for very specific pieces which are to be
g,:en $17 such a way as to help till any gaps in

rf '4 tedge
A. Concepts

1 Decimal system
0 069 AO box for large number cards (1
0 070 AO box for small number cards (6!
0 0'0 r0 small number cards 1-3000.

printed on plastic (2)
:; 071 CO small number cards 1-9000.

printed on plastic (4)
0 072 CO large number cards 1-9000

printed on plastic (1)
wooden squares (45)
wooden cubes (12)
golden bead 10 bars l _)xes)
plastic box cortaining 100 unit

beads like individual beads
081 00 wooden tray 13,

Stamp Exerc.se
0 082 00 amp exercrse
5 582 00 stamp exercise paper 6 problems
5 583 00 stamp exerci,e paper 15 prob-

0 074 00
0 075 00
0 076 MO
0 077 MO

!ems

Dot E )erCise
0 050 AO dot erercise she.tis

4 Hundred Board
0 180 00 hundred board
0 157 00 control chart for 100 board

s Small Bear] Frame
0 093 CO smlll head frame (2)

153 07 small tread frame paper per 50

t3i
p C.oun'ing

oeF, 80 bones 20 with arrows tor bead
material

C8n:' MO comrt-te head material individ-
ual beads

1 MC, frame for compiJe bead material
CJrr,culum Support Material
5 584 00 math function command cards

B Memorization
7 AdIttfon

I Snake r;ame
0 090 MO short bead stair box containing

ot PaCh beud bar (2) for
replacrrents

, _n1 MO black and white bead stairs for
replacements

090 MO criake game addition individual
beads

felt mat
b. AL:dition Strip Board With Control Charts I

and II
0 02.00
0 142.A0

5.587.00
5.588.00
5.595.21

5.595.22
5.595 23

c Charts III.
0 14210

0 142 Fl

0 190,M0

5.586,00
5 587,00
5,588.00
5.569 10

5.590.10

5 591,00

5 594.10

5.595 10
5.596.00
5,598.00
5.599.00

5 601 00

addition strip board with strips
addition charts including blank

chart and box of answers
(control charts only)

chart problem paper
circle problem paper
addition tables booklet 1. per 40

(2)
addition tables booklet 2. per 4G
addition tables booklet 3. per 40
folded slips of paper of addition

problems (handmade) in pull
drawer cabinet

IV. V. VI (blank)
addition charts including the

blank chart and box of answers
(finger charts, blank chart, box
ofanswers) (as above)

foui boxes with chips of problems
with answer tiles

bead stair in sectioned box, 55 of
each bar

beginning math paper
chart voblem paper
circle problem paper
place holder problems box-middle

(in pull drawer cabinet)
place holder problems box-fiest

(in pull drawer cabinet)
commutative problems (in pull

drawer cabinet)
>.< problem sets in pull drawer

cabinet
>.=< blank problem paper
quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x6"
quadrille paper 3/4" sq. 5.5x8"
quadrille paper 34" sq. 8.5" x

8.5"
quadrille paper ..2" sq. 3 x 5.5"
addition problems, folded slips of

paper (handmade) in container
addition problems, other special
cases. tables (handmade)
parentheses (handmade) in pull

drawer caoinet
pencil

2 Subtraction
a, Negative Snake

0.029.M0 negative bead bars
0.291.M0 snake game, subtraction.

individual beads
felt mat

b Negative b..q.) Board
0 092.A0 subtraction strip boald with strips
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5,595.31 subtraction tables booklet 1. per
24 (3)

5.595.32 subtraction tables booklet 2. per
40

5,595.33 subtraction tables booklet 3, per
40

5,587.00 chart problem paper
5 588.00 circle problem paper

folded slips of paper of subtrac-
tion

problems (handmade (in pull
drawer cabinet)

pencil
Charts I and II
subtraction charts including the

blank chart and box of answers
four boxes with chips of problems

with answer tiles (as above)
bead stair in sectioned box. 55 of

each bar (as above)
chart problem paper
circle problem paper
place holder problems box middle

(in pull drawer cabinet) (as
above)

place holder problems box first
(in pull drawer cabinet) (as
above)

5.594.10 >=< p ble' i sets (in pull drawe.'
cabinet) (as above)

5,586.00 beginning math paper
5.596.00 quadrille paper 1' sq. 8.5x6"
5.598.00 quadrille paper 314" sq. 5.5x8"
5.600.00 quadrille paper 3i4" sq. 8.5" x 11"
5.601M0 quadrille paper 1/2" sq 3x5 5"

parentheses (handmade) in pull
drawer cabinet

problem tickets:
problems. subtraction (hand-

made) (in pull drawer cabinet)
other special ases. tables (hand-

made)
strips of paper and scissors in

lug wicker basket
d. Subtraction Chart HI (Blank)

0.142.B0 subtraction charts including the
blank chart and box of answers
(as above)

o 142.F1 four boxes with plastic chips (of
problems with answer tiles) (as
above)

folded shps of paper of subtrac-
lion problems (handmade)(in
pull drawer cabinet)

3. Addition and Subtraction
5 592.00 missing sign of the operation

problems in pull drawer cabinet
5.593.00 missing sign paper
5.594.10 >=< problem sets in pull drawer

c. Subtraction
0 142 BO

0.142.F.

0,190.M0

5.587.CO
5 588 MO
5.589.10

5,590.10

cabinet (as above)
5.59510 =< blank problem paper

tweive ways to write three
numbers

handmade tickets
special paper

4. Multiphcation
a. With Bead Bars

0.076.M0 box with 45 golden ten bars,
individual beads (5 boxes)

0186.00 table of Pythagoras
0.190.M0 box with 55 bead bars from 1 to

10. individual beads (2)
0.191.00 printed forms for decanomial 121
5.591.00 commutative problems (in pull

drawer cabinet) (as above)
algebraic decanomial (hand-

made) in envelopes
felt cloth, yellow
numerical decanomial (hard-

made) in envelopes
b. Multiplication Board

0M87.00 multiphcation board, cards in
box. 100 beads in box

0.142.C4 multiphcation charts with blank
chart and box of answers

5,595.41 multiplication tables booklet 1.
per 40 (2)

5.595.42 multiplication tables booklet 2.
per 40

5.595.z' multiplication tables booklet 3.
per 40

pencil

c. Multiphcation Charts III, IV and V (blank)
0.142.C4 multiphcahon charts including

the blank chart and box of
answers (as above)

0.142 Fl four boxes with plastic chips (of
problems with answer tiles) (as
above)

0.157A0 control chart for Pythagoras
board

0.181.00 Pythagoras board
5.586.00 begmning math paper
5.58700 chart problem paper
5.588,00 circle problem paper
5.589.10 place holder problems box-

middle tin pull drawer cabinet)
(as above)

5.590.10 place holder problems box-first
(in pull drawer cabinet) (as
above)

5.594,10 >.< problem sets (in pull drawer
cabinet) (as above)

5.595.10 >=< blank problem paper
5.596.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x6"
5.597.00 quadrille paper 1" eq. 8.5x11"
5.598M0 quadrille paper 3/4" sq. 5.5x8"
5.599,00 quadrille paper 34 sq. 8.5x8,5"
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5,600.00
5.601.00
5.602.00
5.603.00

quadrille paper 3 4" sq 8.5xl 1"
quadrille paper 12" sq. 3x5.5"
quadrille paper 12" sq. 5.5x5.5"
quadrille paper 1 2" sq. 8.5x11"
parentheses (handmade) On pull

drawer cabinet)
pencil
problem tickets.
multiplicahon problems (handmade)

(in pull drawer cabinet)
other special cases, tables (hand-

made)
tickets for changing 1st control chart

to 2nd (handmade) on pull drawer
cabinet)

5 Division
a. Unit Division Board

0.096,A0 division board with ....,Uttles and
beads

5 595.50 division tables per ream
5.595.51 division tables booklet:5

cup (to hold 81 beads)
paper for dividend. divisor,

quotient. remainder
pencils

red
regular

b. Mulhplication and Division
0.138.M0 box containing 20 sets of bead

bars from 1 to 9. individual
beads

5.592.00 missing sign of the operation

problems on pull drawer cabinet)
(as above)

5.593.00 missing sign paper
5.594.10 .< problem sets (in pull drawer

cabinet) (as above)
5 595.10 >.< blank problem paper

twelve ways to write three
numbers handmade tickets
and paper)

c, Division Chart I and II
0 142.D1 division charts including the blank

chart and box of answers.
0,142 Fl four boxes with chips of problems

with answer tiles (as above)
5.597.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5x11'
5.600.00 quadrille paper 3,4" sq. 8.5x11"
5.603.00 quadrille p,.per 1 2" sq. 8.5x11"

pencil
tickets. division problems (hand-

made). with remaindeis (in pull
drawer cabinet) without re- cin-
ders (in pull drawer cabinet)

special cases. tables (handmade)
6. Addition. Subtraction. Multiphcahon and

Division
5.592.00 missing sign of the operation

problems in pull drawer cabinet
5.593.0, missing sign paper
5.594.10 >.< problem sets in pull drawer

cabinet
5.595.10 >.< blank problem paper

twelve ways to write three
numbers (handmade tickets
and paper)
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE ELEMENTARY
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

0.029.M0 negatwe bead bars
0.060,A3 small mmable alphabet. red USA (same as

listed ijnder language)
0.060.A4 small movable alphabet yellow. USA same

as hsted under language)
0.060 A5 small movable alphabet. blue USA isame

listed under language)
0 (60 A7 small movable alphabet. black, USA (same as

listed under language)
0 060.C2 box for small movable alphabet. print (4)

(same as listed under language)
0.070.AO box for small number cards (7)
0 071.00 small number cards (1-9000) printed on

piastic (3)
0 073,00 bank game (2 sets)
0.074.00 wooden hundred squares (45)
0.075.00 wooden thousand cubes (12)
0.076.M0 golden bead ten bars (31
0.077.M0 plastic box containing 100 golden beads. like

indwidual beads
0.081,00 wooden tray with unit cup (3)
0.082.00 stamp exercise
0.086.B0 twenty boxes with arrows for 0.086 MO
0.0861.10 complete set bead matenai. individual beads
0.091.M0 black and white bead stairs
0.094.00 large bead frame (3)
0.095.00 long division matenal (2)
0.095.A0 replacement .obes (10)
0.095.B0 plastic box containing 100 green beads (2;
0.095.B1 plastic box contaminp 100 blue beads
0.095.B2 plastic box containing 100 red beads
0.097.00 skittles (50 green. 25 blue. 25 red) (2)
0.099.00 flat bead frame (2)
0.113.00 fraction skittles
0.113.A0 stand for fraction skitoes
0 114.00 fraction circles
0.114.A0 stand for trachon circles
0,115.00 nine squares
0.116,00 four triangles
0.124 00 instrument for measurement of angles
0.125.00 instrument for reduction of common fractions

into decimal fractions
0 130.00 powers of two
0 131.00 binomial cube
0 132.00 tnnomol cube
0.132.A0 yaometncal representation of the hierarchy of

numbers
0 133 00 small square root board
0.134.01 patterns for square root
0.135.00 peg board (3)
0 136.00 pegs for 0 135 00 (3)

0 137.01 checkerboard (2)
0.138,B0 box of color coded plastic chips (5)
0 138.M0 bead stair in sectioned bo.,. 20 of each h ar (4)
0.139.01 decimal fractions (woode., beads and cards

for use with 0,140 00,
0.140.01 deomal fraction board kyellovi decimal boardl
0 154.01 paper for large bead frame 50 (at least 6)
0159.01 multiple sheets A and B
0,160 01 factor sheets
0.161.01 multiple paper
0 182,01 decimal checkerboard
0.185.00 box with 5 sets red plastic fraction circles
0.186.00 table of Pythagoras
0 187.00 anthmetical trinomol cube
0.188.A0 box with 250 cubes 2x2i2cm.
0.189.00 cube root material
01 90.M0 bead stair n sechoned box. 55 of each bar 3)
0192.00 box with 1000 cubes lx1 xl cm.
0.195.01 clear plastic envelopes (25)
0,195.B0 container with vertical divisions
0260.00 box with anthmehc signs (3)
0.291.M0 snake game. subtraction
1 665.00 large frachon cabinet
1.666.M0 frame for complete bead material
3.101.00 clock exercises in box
3.102 00 clock and box with mmable figures
3 105.00 rubber stamp of clock
7.31-.00 pencil holders (10)
7.701.0G scissors with rounded point 10 4 cm (6) isee

language) or
7 702.00 scissors with sharp point 104 cm. 161 (see

language)
7108.00 six scissor storage block (see language)
9.124.00 ten weights in wooden storage box
9.128.130 balance sca;e. metal

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5,596.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5 x 6 (4)
5.597.00 quadrille paper 1" sq. 8.5 x 11" 0)
5.598.00 quadrdle paper 3.4" sq. 5.5 x 8" (4)
5 599 00 quadrdle paper 3 4" sq. 8.5 x
5.600,00 quadrille paper 314" sq. 8.5 x 11" (4)
5.601,00 quadrille paper 1 2" sq 3 x 5 5" (3)
5.602.00 quadrille paper 1 2" sq. 5.5 x 5 5" (2)
5.603.00 quadrille paper 1,2" sq. 8.5 x (4)
5 604.00 one hundred circle paper (2)
5 605.00 fraction labels
5.606.00 fraction problems
5.607 10 fraction equwalence research sheets
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE ELEMENTARY
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY

baskets:
tong wicker. for 8" paper strips (Montessori Services)
assorted saes and shapes for blank tickets. labels.

etc.
bowl (to hold 100 unit beads)
boxes plastic. fori,vord problems. tickets. etc. (Montes-

sori Services)
cabinets. pull drawer. for problems
chalk
clock
colored fell mats

15x30" 2 yellow. 1 green. 1 blue
30x30 yellow

cups. dear plastic
labeled with negatwe sign (2)
or green unit beads (1)

envelopes:
manilla:

3"x5-1 T 6)
3-1 2"x6-1 6' (20)

white
3-1 2x6-1 T (2)

fell mats. plain colors:
yellow
blue
etc.

felt squares (3 inches square)
red. blue. green. pink, light blue. light green

geography stamps
fiquid volume.

metric containers (1000 ml. 100 ml. 10 ml)
Enatish containers

magic marker. black. with fine point, to write on dear
plastic

meter stick

money:
USA
foreign

napkin holders or other holders for envelopes (not listed
m curriculum outline)

newspapers (with exchange rates)
notebooks. small
paper:

plain
graph (8-1 T x 11" and 22" x 28")

pencils:
regular
colored

plastic. dear
pull drawer cabinets. for tickets. labels. etc
rubber bands, colored
rulers:

English
metric

scale. balance with sets of:
English weights
metric weights

scales. bathroom
pounds
kilograms

scissors
stacking trays. 9"x16" (10) for holding various kinds of

papers (not mentioned in curriculum outline)
straightedge
thermometers:

Celsius
Fahrenheit

trays. for scissors. containers with tickets. etc. knot
mentioned in curriculum outhne)

yardstick
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MATHEMATICS FOR THE ELEMENTARY
MATERIALS TO MAKE

boards for number bases (2)
charts, (handmade)

control charts for calculation of multiples (tables A, B.
C)

garden chart with 2 pick axes
history of numbers
multiple charts
squaring and cubing
water chart
history of measurement (find or make as many as

needed for the story)
crown, silver colored
decanomial:

numerical
algebraic

envelopes. 10. containing labeled squares and rec
tangles for numerical decanomial

fraction charts (handmade)
fraction strips. 3 different
label cardsitickets:

binomial cube. algebraic
blank
changing 1st multiplication control chart to 2nd
cubing
decimal zero cards for decimal fractions (grey)
double zero cards for bank game (grey)
factors
fractions
geometrical representation of the hierarchy of

numbers
interest. percent
measurement
metric measures
ratio, proportion
squaring
trinomial cube. algebraic
trinomial cube. numencal

velocity. distance. time
twelve ways to write 3 numbers

paper discs, small, black
paper forms:

sectioned. for division (dividend, divisor, quotient.
remainder)

twelve ways to write 3 numbers
parentheses
plastic pieces. clear, with black fines
problem tickets:

fractions:
addition
subtraction
multiplication
division

spedal cases:
addition
subtraction
multiplication
division

propeHer (to illustrate decimals)
strips:

paper, long white
cardboard. black . 4-1 ,2x1,2" (11)
cardboard, grey, 8-1,2"x1;2" (13)
cardboard, 3. and "candelabra" for the yellow

decimal board
word problems:

distance. velocity. time
divisibility
factoring
fractions
GCF
interest. percent
LCM
measurement
ratio, proportion
etc.
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GEOMETRY

INTRODUCNON

Presentations of geometr3 in Montessori follow the historical devdopment of the subject. Since
geometry begun as a concrete experience with abstractions following at a later time, the children work
through the same :.,equence. At the preschool level geumetr i expeiienced sensoria11 3 through manipula-
tion of both plane and solid geometric figures. Preschool geometric mateiials are listed in the Sensorial
section. These materials foster a creative activity that im olves two and three dimensional construction of
various forms, artistic drawings and ornamentation. The foundation uf the stud3 uf geometr i. familaiit3
through sensorial experience during the preschool years. As much geometry nomenclature is supplied as
the children are able to assimilate during their sensitive period ftx language atmuisition so the3 will be read3
for the geometry work at the elementary level.

Indirect preparation for geometry in mathematics includes senstnial exploration of cube-lint-square
cube, and puint-line-surface-siAid in the work with the gulden bead material and the bead cabinet. Geornetr3,
arithmetic and algebra are interrelated in a Montessori environment as much as possible. Geometry is used
in arithmetic and algebra as a clarifying device to reveal relationships and the logic of various matheniatical
and algebraic processes. The first general implication of geometr3 in multiplication is shown in the
multiplication of a number b3 itself (geometric result is a square) and t,..e multiplication of two diffeatht
numbers (geometric result is a rectangle). This leads eventually tu the logic involved in the extraction of
square root and cube root. Children take great joy in intellectual activity uf this kind during their
elementary years.

Work in geometry makes use of the guided discover3 approach so that the children can disco\ er the
relationships, theorems and formulae themselves. Research is showing that hifunnation gained in this
manner seems to be more readil3 retained in lung-term memor3 than information giv en to children .ind then
memorized by them.

Geometry work is related to the historical development of geometr3. As the children make their e.vn
discoveries, they are interested in learning about the people w ho first made those disci . dies. Ofte:i this
leads to the creation and production of dramatic plays about those discoveries.

Creative expression in art though geometr3 is an integral part of the z,tutt, of geometr3 from beginning
to end. The education uf the eye and hand to shape, form and diment4un is a necessar3 part of the education
of the artistic individual.

In addition to le enjoyment children exhibit in the stud3 of geornetr3, it also provides them with a
stimulus for intellectual development by giving experience %%ith logical reasoning, deductioa. and the
forming of abstractions.

Areas of work in geometry include:

1. Sensorial exploration of plane and solid geometric figures
2. Chzsified nomenclature for lines, angles and polygons
3. Equality, similarity and equiralence
4. Area
5. Volume
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Each of the amas above begins with sensorial experience and proceeds to abstraction. The areas
overlap and proceed in parallel fashion.

Jean K. Miller



CURRICULUM RESOURCES

GEOMETRY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. THE STORY OF GEOMETRY

H. PRELIMINARY EXERCISES

(Many of these exercises overlap with preschool
geometry while others are more advancecL)
0.037.01 geometric cabinet
0.037.02 contents of geometric cabinet
0.038.00 demonstratbn tray
0.038.A0 contents of demonstrahon tray
0.039.00 geometric cards
0.040.00 cabinet with 6 compartments
0.045.00 circles. squares. triangles
0.045.A0 detective adjective triangle exercise

(see language)
0.048.00 geometric solids
0,048.A0 bases with box
0.048.130 basket for solids (2)
0.049.00 constructive triangles
0.049$0 box with 12 blue triangles
5.608.00 geometric cabinet matching cards
5.609.00 geometfic cabinet control chart
5.610.00 geometric cabinet labels
5.611.00 geometric cabinet advanced triangle

labels
5.612.00 detective adjective exercise labels

(see language)
5,613,00 commands for geometnc cabinet
5.614.00 geometric forms and commands for

Venn diagrams
5.615.00 commands for geometric solids
5.616.00 geometry terms illustrated

geometric cabinet number 2 (unavailable
at present)

spirograph
tangrams

IH. EQUAL - SIMILAR - EQUWALENT
A. Concept With Iron Material

0.115.00 squares. 9 plates
0.116.00 triangles, 4 plates
1 665.00 large fraction cabinet

geometric cabinet number 2
(unavailable at present)

geometry charts (handmade)
paper
paper strips and scissors or blank

tickets (handmade)
pencd

B. Concept With Constructive Triangles
0.049.00 constructive triangles (as above)
0.049.F0 blue triangles, 12 identical

geometry charts (handmade)

IV. INTRODUCTION TO POLYGONS
0.194.00 box with geometncal sticks
0 194 AO large working board for geometrical

sticks
nomenclature matenals (handmade)

V. ANGLES
0.114.00
0.114.A0
0.124.00

0.194.00
0.194.A0

1.665.00

fraction circles (see math)
stands for fraction circles (see math)
instrument measurement angles

(see math)
box with geometrical sticks (as above)
large working board for geometncal

sticks (as above)
large fraction cabinet (as above)
carpenters square
compass
nomenclature materials (handmade)
paper:

plain, large sheets
regular, 8.5" x 11"

pencils:
colored (or crayons)
regular

protractor (full circle)
push pins, different colors
ruler

VI. INSCRIBED AND CIRCUMSCRIBED FIGURES
0.114.00
0.114.A0
0.115.00
0.116.00
0.117.00
0.117.A0
0.118.00
0.119.00
1.665.00

fraction circles
stand for fraction circles
squares, nine plates
triangles, four plates
small triangle
small trapezoid
inscribed and concentric figures
triangles inscribed in circle
large fraction cabinet (as above)
paper
pencil
scissors

VII. LINES
0.194.00 box with geometncal sticks (as above)
0.194.A0 large working board for geometncal sticks

(as above)
carpenters square
child symbols, three pairs (handmade)
food coloring
nomenclature materials (handmade)
transparent jars, large (2)
water

VIII. EQUIVAL ENCE
0.049.00 constructive triangles (as above)
0.122.00 equivalent figures. 13 plates
0.123.00 Theorem of Pythagoras. 3 plates
1.665.00 large fraction cabinet (as above)

geometry charts (handmade)
triangles (handmade)

X. POLYGONS AND CIRCLES
A. Polygons

0.049.00 constructive triangles (trianoular box)
(as above)
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0.194.00 box with geometrical sticks (as above)
0.194.A0 large working board for geometrical

stic(s (as above)
carpenter's square
height stand for plane figures (hand-

made)
nomenclature materials (handmade)
plane geometric figures made of

paper, different sizes and shapes
triangles (handmade)
quadrilaterals (handmade)
polygons (handmade)

B. The Circle
0.114.00 fraction circles (see math)
0.114.A0 stands for fraction circles (see math)
0.119.00 triangle inscribed in circle
0.194,00 box with geometrical sticks (as above)
0 194.A0 large working board for geometrical

sticks (as above)
1 665.00 large fraction cabinet (as above)

nomenclature materials (handmade)
paper circles of different sizes (hand-

made)

X. AREA
A. Plane Figures

0.122.00 equivalent figures. 13 plates (as
above)

0,127.00 yellow triangles for area
1.665.00 large (-action cabinet (as above)

height stand for plane figures
paper
parentheses (handmade)
pencil
prepared tickets (handmade)

B. Circle
0,037.01 and 0.037.02 geometric cabinet and

contents (as above)
0.114 00 fraction circles (see math)
0.11&AO stands for fraction circles (see math)
0.118 00 material for inscribed and conc. ntric

figures
0.119.00 triangle insc,,ibed in a circle
0.194.00 box wiih geometrical sticks (as above)
0.194.A0 large working board for geometrical

sticks (as above)
1.665.00 large fraction cabinet (as above)

carpenters square
chalk
circles, paper, diffbrent sizes (hand-

made)
newsprint

pencil
prepared tickets (handmade)
rectangles. paper. different sizes

(handmade)
ruler (at least 18 inches)

C. Relationship Between Apothem to the Side of
a Plane Figure

paper
paper polygons of different types. 3

sizes of each kind. each 10 times
larger than the last (handmade)

pencd
ruler

Xi. SOLID GEOMETRY
A. Prisms

0.024.00 pink tower (borrow from pre-
school)

0,188.00 calculation of volume set
0.192.00 wooden box containing 1000 cubes

lx1 x 1 cm. (see math)
tickets:

blank (handmade)
prepared (handmade)

B. Pyramid
0.128.00 set of 3 metal contaii iers

sand
tickets.

blank (handmade)
prepared (handmade)

C. Solids of Rotation
0.037.01 geometric cabinet (as above)
0 037.02 contents of geometric cabinet

(as above)
equilateral cylinder - diameter and

height the same (har-lmade)
sand. fine grained
shallow tray

D. Lateral and Total Area of Solids
0.048.00 geometric solids (as above)
0 048.80 basket for sohds (2) (as above)
0.049.00 constructive triangles (4 red equilat-

eral triangles)(as above)
chalk
crayon
icosahedron - 20 sided polygon

(handmade)
newsprint
nomenclature cards foi geometric

solids (handmade)
pencil
plumb kne
pyramid made of straws with corre-

sponding paper triangles (hand-
made)

ruler, long
yarn
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GEOMETRY For THE ELEMENTARY
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHU1S

0.024.00 pink tower (borrow from preschool class)
0.037.01 geometric cabinet
0.037.02 contents of geometric cabinet
0.038.00 demonstration tray
0.038.A0 contents of demonstration tray
0.039.00 geometric cards
0.045.00 drcles, squares, triangles
0.045.A0 detechve adjechve triangle exercise (see

language)
0.048.00 geometric solids
0.048.A0 bases with box
0.048.80 basket for sohds
0.049.00 constructive triangles
0.049.A0 empty rectangular box
0.049.F0 box with 12 blue triangles
0 114.00 fraction circles (see math)
0.114.A0 stands for fraction circles (see math)
0.115.00 nine squares (see math)
0.116.00 four triangles (see math)
0.117.00 small triangle
0.117.A0 small trapezoid
0.118.00 inscribed and concentric figures
0.119.00 triangle inscribed in circle
0.122.00 equivalent figures, 13 plates

0.123.00 theorem of Pythagoras, 3 plates
0.124.00 instrument measurement angles (see math)
0.127.00 yellow triangles for area
0.128.00 metal volume material
0.188.00 calculation of volume set
0.192.00 wooden box containing 1000 cubes lx1x1 cm.

(see math)
0.194.00 box with geometrical sticks
0.194.A0 large working board for geometncal ctinks
1.665.00 large fraction cabinet (see math)

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5.608.00 geometric cabinet matching cards
5.609.00 geometric cabinet control chart
5.610.00 geometric cabinet labels
5.611.00 geometric cabinet advanced triangle labels
5.612.00 detective adjective exercise labels tsee

language)
5.613.00 commands for geometric cabinet
5.614.00 geometric forms and commands for Venn

diagrams
5.615.00 commands for geometnc sohds
5.616.00 geometry terms illustrated
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basket, small wicker
box, cardboard. 9x2"
carpenter's square
chalk
compasses
construction paper. colored
crayons:

regular
fluorescent

food coloring
glass to hold soda straws
glass jar, transparent. large (2)
newsprint
paper:

graph
lined
plain, 8,5" x 11"
plain, large

GEOMETRY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY

pencil lead for protractors
pencils:

regular
colored

protractors (full circle)
push pins, different colors
rulers:

various sizes
one at least 18 inches

sand
scissors
soda straws
tangrams
tapestry needle
trays:

small, stacking
large, shallow

yarn
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GEOMETRY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
MATERIALS TO MAKE

area of the circle
child symbols, 3 pairs
equilateral cylinder, diameter and height the same
geometry charts, 61
height stand for plane figures
hexagons, 3 sizes
icosahedron (20 sided polygon)
nomenclature cards and booklets
paper circles
paper strips, 1"x8"
parentheses
plane geometric paper figures, different sizes and

shapes:
circles
triangles
trapezoids
rectangles
other quadrilaterals

polygons
polygons, various types, 3 of each, each 10 times

larger than the last
plumb line
polygons for the sum of angles
pyramids made of soda straws with green and white
triangles
quadrilaterals for the sum of angles
spirograph
stories about geometry
theorem of Pythagoras, extra triangles
tickets:

blank
white paper, 1" square
letters, equal signs, addition signs, fraction line
formula of the area of a circle

trapezoids
triangles for the sum of angles

i, 9't)
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SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

Montessori understood that giving too much in a curriculum could have just as detrimental an effect on
children's development as giving too little. Her goal was simpls to provkle a -means todevelopment" so that
children could use what they need for their self-development.

In the preschool, all of the areas traditionalls called science and social studies are treated as language
extensions into culture. Children are exposed to as mans facts as possible concerning Mat and Where.
When they enter the elementary; this fund of facts makes it possible for them to take off in further
exploration of these areas rather than Ilia ing to start at the beginning. As the "logical, reasoning" mind
t..nerges, the children use the information in new was s, find the interrelationships between and among the
various areas, and expand their know ledge. The elementary children want to deal with 117tm How and
1171en. The accumulation of facts in the preschool makes it possible fur them to begin this new exploration
hnmediately

The elementary curriculum that has evok ed (and continues to evolve) in the Montessori movement
strikes a balance between the two extremes (ufgh ing either too much or too little information) by providing
a skeletal curricular framework that is both open-ended and interrelated.

Science and social science subjects such as anthropologs, astrononiy, biology, chemistry, economics,
geography; geologs, goN ernment, histors, philosophs, physics, political behavion political science, and
soeiology, are not broken dm n into separate subject matters, but are totally integrated within the
curriculum. The development of historical understanding and %ills in mathematics (including arithmetic,
geometry and algebra), language, arts mid cats, music, gymnastics, etc., is integrated a ah the rest of thc
curriculum.

This totalls integrated curriculum is referred to bs Dr. Montessori as cosmic education. Cosmic
education provides w hole s of the integrated curriculum into v hich details mas be placed in their
relatra to the w hole. In this manner, education becomes a wherent w hole rather than a conglomeration of

unrelia bits of information. It sen es the needs of both global and linear thinkers and helps each individual
to relaL, his or her predominant style of thinking to the other style.

Five "great lessons" set the stage for the presentation of this integrated curriculum. The stories deal
ith the do, elopmei it of the unierse, solar ss stem and earth, the development of life on earth, the coming of

human beings, and the development of language and mathenuitics.

A short summary of the contributions of some of the particular disciplines within the curriculum is
given hehn, followed tit a more detailed description of the areasof hi::tor, geographs, science ind biologs,

Montessori history follow s the development of the universe, solar system, life on earth, the develop-
ment of human beings, early ei% ilizations, and recorded histors The child sees the long labor of humans to
accomplish all that is here for us to enjoy in the present.

NlI)iitess4)l1 biolog is structured in such a 11L as to give children a means of classification so thes can
stnicture and relate the faci.t, of blolo*. The studs should reseal that classification follow s e%olution. Thc

ultimate goal is an ecologic-id iew of life and a feeling of responsibility for the environment.
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The study of geography is designed to show how the physical configurations of the earth contribute to
the history of all people. The study of physical geography is the basis fur the study of economic geography
which shows the interdependence of all nations and people.

The fu-st science experiments are designed to gi% e children bask knowledge tt hich w ill make possible
the understanding ofthe de elopment tithe solar system, the earth and it.: configurations. life un earth, and
the needs of plants and animals. Although each individual life on earth (both plant and animal) seems to be
selfishly fighting fur its own sun iral, each takes only w hat it needs and, in its turn, makes its contribution to
the ecological whole.

Additional presentations on the do elopment of language, mathematics, geometry. commerce, archi-
tecture, music and art, as well as the great ro ulution. (agricultural, urban, industrial, and information) all
contribute to the unfolding of the human drama on earth.

The hoped-fur result is that the children will see the struqde of life u develop itselL This struggle and
lung labor has benefited those children and each of them has a place in that de% elopment arida re.pun.ibilit,
to further it.

One especialb important material senes as an organizing center fur the "Human Relations" curricu-
__ lum. This is a chart entitled, "Flmdamental Needs." It is introduced as early as possible in the elementary

school. Preparation fur it begins at the preschool le% el. Discussiuns around this chart help children see that
the needs of human beings in all places on the earth and in all times in history are the same. When children
can see that all human beings share the same needs, thf.r) they can respect and appreciate the Nariety of
way s in w hich the needs are met. This emphasis on common needs helps in the dex elupment of a feeling of
brotherhood and sisterhood with all peoples on earth.

In the stud) of history, the fundamental needs are used as a guide fur the children's research into how
people throughout history met those needs. In biology, the children look at the contlibution of flora and
fauna to the satisfaction of human needds. In geography, the children examine the influence of phy sical
geography un meetin those needs as well as the influence of climate, seasons, natural resuumes, etc. The
contributkns of physics and science are also considered, as are the cultural manifestations of music and art.

The organizing t enter provided by the fundamental needs chart keeps the various areat of the
curricula integrated, drumutes an ecological iew of life on earth, and helps children assume a rest .,sible
place in history

HISTORY THE FOUNDATION OF COSMIC EDUCATION

The study of history provides a chronological framework whicl. gives order to information acquired in
all other areas of study. In this way it provides the foundation fur cosmic edacation. The study of geography,
science, biology and all subjects related to them flow naturally out of the study of history. In the same way,
any beginning point in any tithe various subjects can flow naturally back to history ur to any of t.it other
areas as the children proceed with this interdisciplinary approach.

In order to enable children to study history; we must help them acquire buth an understanding of the
passage of time and the ability to conceptualize time in a linear fashion. This w kirk begins in the preschool
lnd lays the foundation for the work done in the elementary

Preschool actim ities v hich contribute to a concept of the passage of time and its expression in linear
form include various periodic actim ities such as eighing and measuring the children, birthday obsert afloat',
measuring plants, drawing successive stages of plant growth, tt eighing animals, etc. These are best done on
a regular basis if one of their purpose: is to help children acquire an understanding of time.

Activities with a calendar may include keeping a daily record tithe weather on a large calendar which
show s a month at a time. Each day 's passage may also be noted on calendars with tear off pages fur each day.
The pages which are torn off are attached to each other in a line. In the elementary this may be dune u ith
three different sized calendars. The resulting three lines will be different lengths, however, they all show the
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paige of the same length of time. Thi., %Lill help the children undei-stand that one can choose any unit of
space to represent a period of time.

Telling time with a cluck play:, an important part in building a concept of time. When children can
recognize the times un the hour and half hour, a cluck with a rectified circumference may be used to show
that the circumference of the duck may be stretched out to show time in a linear form. Then Mows a series
of time lines:

1. A 24 hour day with the hour as the unit of measurement
2. A week with the day as the unit of measurement
:3. A month with the day as the unit of measurement
4. A child's life %vith the year a:, the unit of measurement. For each year there is une pkture of the child

and a short paragraph about an important occasion during the year. Parental help ill be needed
for this time line.

5. A chart showing the ages of the members of the child's family with the year as the unit of
measurement (if parents will share this information)

t; A line of the child's life with the month as the unit of measurement (birthdays are pmminently
marked)

7. A time line tbr past, present and future which may be used for
sequence pictures (preschool)
grammar exercises using tenses of the verb (elementary)
events chart

Except for the last Mo exercises. the units of measurement represent pmgresshely larger units
of time in order to lead the child toward the time lines fur the zttu.4 of the development of life un earth
and human history.

Then follows the B.C. A.D. Time Line which goes from 2000 B.C. to A.D. 20(X). It shows
elementary age children how the years are numbered. Other way of measuring time are also explored
with the Jewish calendar and the Chinese mlendan

The study of geologic time or natural history begins in the elementary with the story of the
beginning of the universe, the creation of the solar system and earth, the laws w hich determine the
behavior of matter, and the cuanges that have taken place ...011 earth. The Black Strip emphasizes the
immensity of time the earth ha:, existed, in relation to the amount of time human beings have existed.
The Cluck of the Eras shows the relative lengths of time 4.)f the different eras of earth history, and the
Time Line of Life shows the development of life or. earth up tu the coming of human beings. These
materials are impressionistic and do nut give exact dates. Their purpose i tu show the time it took to
furnish the earth and to amuse the interest of the children to explore further.

Next comes the study of human beings from the time of their appearance on earth until written
records appe.z. The zoudy begins with the chart of the Rindamental Needs of Human Beings.
Preparation t'or this chart begins in the preschool through the use of pictures in geography and with
card material hich illustrates the fundamental needs and the way the needs bye been met over time.
A few sets of these same cards are used by the elementary children Lith the time line from 10,000 B.C.
to A.D. 2,000 The children then proceed to research and make their own cards for the time line.

Other materials used in this section include the Hand Chart, two time lines of human beings, and
the History Question Charts.

The section concerning written history goes from the invention of writing to the present day. The
study begins with the Great River Civilizations (Sumeria, Egypt, Indus Valley, the Shang Dynasty,
Aztecs, Mayans, Incas) and then follow:, the development of Western Livilization until it anives at the
state and local area in w hkh the school msides. (If the schuul were in a nun-western nation, the Aucb
would move from the Great River Civilizaions to the nation in w hich the school was locate(I.) History
Question Charts continue to be used as do Migration Charts.
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All of the great lessons described above are given during the early weeks of the fall semester. What

follows in the way of lessons prepared by the teacher is a response to the children% interests. In
addition, the study of the histo* of the state in which the school is located must be included if required
by the state.

GEOGRAPHY
Introduction

The study of geography is composed of several different interconnecting areas which may be
shown as follows:

Economic

Scientific understanding

Political

Physical

Mapping and graphing

The study of physical geography is related to politia geography so that children will understand
hom the physical features of the land contribute to political boundries, location of cities, agriculture, etc.
An understanding of physical and political geography gives children the basis fur understanding the
economic of each count*. Mapping and graphing skills make it possible to record and analyze physical,
politifml and economic geography

One of the ultimate goals is to show the interdependence of human beings and nations and the
greater good that comes through cooperaCion and peace rather than through self interest and m,ar.

BIOLOGY

Familarization with classification schemes found in biology provides anotiLer mental tool for
ordering and relaing information. An understanding of classification schemes also will be relevant
later for computer ?rogramming.

In the preschool, opportunities are provided which farnilarize children with plants and animals,
their needs, parts, and their relationships within a simple classification framework. The more informa-
tion the children accumulate during their preschool years, the mum facts they have to Iork with in the
elementary as they pursue their natural interest in biology. When they reach the element* age, new
mental capabilities enable them to compare and contrast previously acquired information and to
explore the facts of biology in a new way. Without this information they have to begin almost from
scratch. This can be a time consuming process and it can k)ecome tedious when the children would Lave
preferred to be using their new-found mental pow(0- The drive to use a new mental capability is thi
greatest when it is just emerging. When it is not al to be exercised, then it does not develop to its
potential. Fbr this reason it is important that chilo.... be enabled to acquire as much information as
possible at the time in their lives w hen the acquisition of facts can be most easib accomplished. That
time, when children can absorb information in a seemingly effortless manner, is during the preschool
years.
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With a base of real information and their new-found mental powers, elemental) children go into a
more detailed study of plants and animals, their needs and their relationships in both classification
schemes and in an ecologitml sense.

Jean K. Miller
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

HISTORY FOR THE ELEMENTARY (Some Preschool)
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. NATURAL HISTORY
A. The Black Strip

dowel
strip, black (handmade)

B. Clock of the Eras
chart (handmade)

C. Time Line of Life
impressionistic charts
fossils
time line: (hand colored)

blank chart
full chart
separate pictures and labels

II. THE LINEAR MEASURMENT OF TIME
A. The Clock (preschool)*

3.101.01 clock exercise in box (see math)
3.102.00 dock and box with movable figures

(see math)
3.105.00 rubber stamp of clock (see math)

globe
paper:

5.5" x 5.5"
paper, roll (adding machine tape)

pencils:
colored
regular

wooden materials for telling time
B. Days of the Week (Preschool)*

5.541.00 naming days and months
C. Months of the Year (Preschool)*

5.541.00
5.626.00

naming days and months
calendar, blank
calendars:
blank calendar sheets in three sizes,

one page per day
light source
twelve months on one long strip

(handmade)
twelve individual months (handmade)

D. Class Diary
5.626.00 calendar, blank

paper
pencil

E. History of Children's Names
books which give history and mearung

of names such as "What to Name
the Baby"

tickets (handrnade)

'These exercises are included for the children who
did not master them in their preschool classes

IV.

F. Personal Time Lines
glue
paper:

blank
large sheets
one inch strips cut from lined

paper
pencils
photographs
quadrille paper

G. B.C. and A.D. Time Line
adding machine tape
pencils:

colored
regular

symbol for division between B.C. and

A.D.

PRE-HISTORY
A. The Hand Chart

artifacts
strip, black (handmade)

B. The First Time Line of Human Beings
arfifacts
books
pictures

C. Fundamental Needs Charts
impressionistic charts
nomenclature materials (handmade)

D. Second Time Line of Human Beings
artifacts

E. History Question Charts
card material for one culture (hand-

made)
charts

WRITTEN HISTORY
A. The Growth of Culture

impressionistic charts (migration
charts)

pictures
B. Study of Other Civilizations

artifacts
C. Study of Child's Own Civilization

American history time line
blank chart
full chart
movable pieces

artifacts
black strip (handmade)
cards for history question charts
original Americans chart (handmade)
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HISTORY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

0.105.60 command card box (Use for storage of
card material. Quantity depends on
amount of handmade material)(6)*

0.195.01 clear plastic envelopes (6)*
3.101.00 clock exercise in box (see math)*
3.102.00 clock and box with movable figures (see

math)*
3.105.00 rubber stamp of cicck (see math)*

These exercises are included for the children who did not
master them in their preschool classes.

00

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5.626.00 calendar. blank'
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HISTORY FOR THE ELEMENTARY CLASS
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY OR FIND

American history time line
artifacts
boxes:

cardboard
3-1/2"x3-1/2"xl"
7"x10"x1-1/2"

calendars, in 3 sizes, page per day
envelopes, small manilla

3"x5-1/2"
9"x12"

file folders
fossils
ink pad, led ink
paper, loi g rolls, for making time lines
orange stick
stapler
trays

Fx7-1/2"
9-1/2"x12"
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HISTORY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
MATERIALS TO MAKE

calendar sheets, so children can make their own names of the children in the class and tneir meanings
calendars nomenclature materials

charts time lines
months of the year on one long strip
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GEOGRAPHY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. LAND AND WATER FORMS
A. Sandpaper Globe

0.230.00 sandpaper globe

B. Land and Water Form Models
developing trays, 5" x 7"
drying cloth
food coloring, blue
spoon
pitcher
clay or plasticme
oilcloth

C. Land and Water Form Cards
5.500.00 basic land and water forms

(printed on card stock)

D. Land and Water Form Pictures
picture collections:

islands
lakes
peninsulas
gulfs
isthmi
straits
capes
bays
archipelagos
systems of lakes

E. Outline and Waterways Maps
1,626.00 map cabinet for paper maps
5.508.00 world maps, outlines only,11"x17"
5.514.00 Africa outline
5.515.00 Africa waterways
5.517.00 Asia outline
5.518.00 Asia waterways
5.520.00 Australia outhne
5.521.00 Australia waterways
5.523.00 Europe outline
5.524.00 Europe waterways
5.526.00 North America outline
5.527.00 North America waterways
5.529.00 South America outline
5.530.00 South America waterways
5.532.00 United States outline
5.533.00 United States waterways

pencils, colored;
red
blue

F. World Maps with Land and Water Forms
Marked

5.577.00 physical features of the world

G. Land and Water Form Definition Booklets and
Cards

5.500.00 basic land and water forms
(same as above)

5.501.00 land and water descriptions

(same size as 5.500.00)
II. POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY

A. Colored Globe
0.231.00 colored globe

B. Puzzle Maps and Labels
0.176.F0 puzzle map of Africa
0.176.G0 puzzle map of Asia
0.176.H0 puzzle map of Australia
0.176.B0 puzzle map of Europe
0.176.00 puzzle map of North America
0.176.E0 puzzle map of South America
0.176.A0 stand for puzzle maps
0.177.00 puzzle map of world
0.235.01 cards of the world parts
0.236.00 puzzle map of the U.S.A.
0.237.00 puzzle map of Canada
5.506.00 world maps, political

boundaries,17"x22"
5.509.00 world maps, political

boundaries,11"x17"
5.511.00 hemisphere maps and labels set
5.512.00 world unlabeled control map
5.512.10 world labeled control map
5.516.00 Africa political
5.519.00 Asia political
5.522.00 Australia political
5.525.00 Europe political
5.528.00 North America political
5.531.00 South America political
5.534.00 United States state boundaries
5.537.00 compass directions
5.542.00 earth labels (for use with 5.511.00,

5.512.00, 5.512.10)
5.544.00 Africa labeled control map
5.545.00 Asia labeled control map
5.546.00 Australia labeled control map
5.547.00 Europe labeled control map
5.548.00 North America labeled control map
5.549.00 South America labeled control map
5.550.00 United States labeled control map
5.550.10 Canada labeled control map
5.551.00 Africa unlabeled control map
5.552.00 Asia unlabeled control map
5.553.00 Australia unlabeled control map
5.554.00 Europe unlabeled control map
5.555.00 North America unlabeled control map
5.556.00 South America unlabeled control map
5.557.00 United States unlabeled control map
5.557.10 Canada unlabeled control map
5.558.00 continent labels
5.559.00 Africa labels
5.560.00 Aso labels
5.561.00 Australia labels
5.562.00 Europe labels
5.563.00 North America labels
5.564.00 South America labels
5.565.00 United States labels
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5.565.10 Canada labels 0.238.00

5.566.00
5.567.00

Africa country cards
Asia country cards 0239.00

5.568.00 Australia country cards
5.569.00 Europe country cards E. Flags
5.570.00 North America country cards 0.232.00
5.571.00 South America country cards 0.233.00
5.572 00 United States country cards 0233,A0
5.573.00 Continental United States and Alaska
5,578.00 cardboard maps of World, Africa, 5.538.00

Asia, Austraiia. Europe, North 5.539.00
America, South America, United 5.540.00
States,11"x14"

C. Geography Pictures
geography folders for each conhnent
artifacts from different continents and

countries

D. Wooden Maps with Flags
0,179.01 four maps of Europe

control map (handmade)

four maps of North America
control map (handmade)

four maps of South America
control map (handmade)

flag stand complete Asia
flag stand complete Europe
flag stand complete North and South

America
parts of the flag cards
flag paper
parts of the flag descriptions

III. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Days and Months
5,541.00 naming days and months
5.575.00 names of the months

B. Directions
5.537.00 compass directions

C. Hemispheres
5.542.00 Earth labels



CURRICULUM RESOURCES

0.176.FC
0.176.GO
0.176.1-I0
0.176.80
0.176.00
0.176.EO
0.176.A0
0.177.00
0.179.01
0.179.11
0.230.00
0.231.00
0.232.00
0.233.00
0.233.A0
0.235.01

GEOGRAPHY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

puzzle map of Africa
puzzle map of Asia
puzzle map of Australia
puzzle map of Europe
puzzle map of North America
puzzle map of South America
stand for puzzle maps
puzzle map of world
four maps of Europe
self-sticking name cards for Europe maps
sandpaper globe
colored globe
flag stand complete Asia
flag stand complete Europe
flag stand complete North and South America
cards of the world parts

o.
o.
o.
o.

236.00
237.00
238.00
238.04

0.239.00
(1 239.04

1.

o.
o

626.00

puzzle map of the U.S.A.
puzzle map of Canada
four maps of North America
self-sticking name cards for North Amenca

maps
four maps of South America
self-sticking name cards for South America

maps
map cabinet for paper maps

Items not appearing on Nienhuis order sheets before
January 1990

037.A4 knobs for maps and geometric insets
.320.02 set of wooden pieces for repair of puzzle

maps
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GEOGRAPHY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5.500.00 basic land and water forms
5.501.00 land and water descriptions
5.505.00 world maps. outlines only. 17"x22"
5.506.00 world maps, political boundaries, 17" x 22"
5.507.00 world maps, political boundaries &

waterways-17"x22"
5.508.00 woild maps, outlines only, 11x17"
5.509.00 world maps. political boundaries, 11" x 17"
5.510.00 world maps, political boundaries &

waterways-11"x17"
5.511.00 hemisphere maps and labels set
5 512.00 world unlabeled control map
5.512.10 world labeled control map
5.514.00 Africa outline
5.515.00 Africa waterways
5.516.00 Africa political
5.517.00 Asia outline
5.518.00 Asia waterways
5.519.00 Asia political
5.520.00 Australia outline
5.521.00 Australia waterways
5.522.00 Australia political
5.523.03 Europe outline
5.524.00 Europe waterways
5,525.00 Europe political
5.526.00 North America outline
5.527.00 North America waterways
5.528,00 North America political
5.529.00 South America outline
5.530.00 South America waterways
5.531.00 South America political
5.532.00 United States outline
5,533.00 United States waterways
5.534.00 United States political
5.537.00 compass directions
5.538.00 parts of the flag cards
5.539,00 flag paper
5.540.00 parts of the flag descriptions
5.541.00 naming days and months
5,542.00 Earth labels (for use with 11.00, 5.512,00.

5.512,10)

5.544.00
5.545,00
5.546,00
5.547.00
5.548.00
5.549.00
5.550.00
5.550.10
5.551.00
5.552.00
5.553,00
5.554,00
5.555,00
5.556.00
5,557.00
5.557.10
5,558.00
5.559.00
5.560.00
5.561.00
5.562.00
5.563.00
5 564.00
5.565.00
5.565.10
5.566.00
5.567.00
5.568.00
5.569.00
5.570.00
5.571.00
5.572.00
5,573.00
5.575.00
5.577,00
5.578.00

Africa labeled control map
A 'ia labeled control map
Australia labeled control map
Europe labeled control map
North America labeled control map
South America labeled control map
United States labeled control map
Canada labeled control map
Africa unlabeled control map
Asia unlabeled control map
Australia unlabeled control map
Europe unlabeled control map
North America unlabeled control map
South America unlabeled control map
United States unlabeled control map
Canada unlabeled control map
continent labels
Africa labels
Asia labels
Australia labels
Europe labels
North America labels
South America labels
United States labels
Canada labels
Africa country cards
Asia country cards
Australia country cards
Europe country cads
North America country cards
South America country cards
United States country cards
Continental United States and Alaska
names of the months
physical features of the world
cardboard maps of World, Africa. Asia,

Australia. Europe, North America. South
America, United States. 11"x14"
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artifacts from different countries
day or plasticine
developing trays, 5" x
drying cloth
food coloring, blue

GEOGRAPHY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY OR FIND

oilcloth
pitcher
pencils, colored

red
blue

spoon
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GEOGRAPHY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
MATERIALS TO MAKE

geography folders for each continent
First folder kone for each continent) general
pictures which show

- fundamental needs of human beings
- flora
- fauna

Second folder (one for each continent. 5
envelopes in each) which give more
detail of the above

Third folder (country in which school is located)
general assortment as in the first folder

Fourth folder (country in which school is located)
classdied around one topic

Later, folders three and four may be organized for
different countries.

land and water form models (use earthy-colored clay or
plasticine in 5" x 7" developing trays with pounng
lips) Do not paint the forms. Make shapes which
correspond to the forms in the land and water form
caeds (item no. 5.500.00).

picture collections:
islands
lakes
peninsulas
gulfs
isthmi
straits
capes
bays
archipelagos
systems of lakes
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GEOGRAPHY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. ?RELIMINARY EXERCISES
0.105.80 command box, natural finish (3)

for command cards (5.502.00.
5.504.00) for parts of the flag
(5.538.00, 5.540.00)

0.173.01 cabinet of maps of the world parts with
flags, control map and self-sticking
names

0.173.19 set of name cards, self-sticking (for
control maps)

0.195.01 clear plastic envelopes (4) (for 5.500.00.
5.501.00)

0.195.80 container with vertical divisions (5) for
land and water forms (5.500.00.
5.501.00)

0.230.00 sandpaper globe (preschoor
0.231.00 painted globe (preschool)*
0.232.00 stand with flags of Asia (preschool)*
0.233.00 stand with flags of Europe (preschool)*
0.233.A0 stand with flags of North and South

America (preschool)*
1.626.00 map cabinet for 11" x 17" paper maps (4)
5.500.00 basic land and water forms
5.501.00 land and water descriptions
5.502.00 command cards, set 1
5.503.00 land and water form labels
5.504.00 command cards, set 2
5.505.00 world maps, outlines only. 17"x22"
5 506.00 world maps, polifical boundaries 17"x22"
5.507.00 world maps, pohfical boundanes &

waterways 17"x22"
5 508.00 world maps, outlines only. 11"x17"
5.509.00 world maps. political boundaries 11"x17"
5.510.00 world maps, political boundaries &

waterways 11"x17"
5.511.00 hemisphere maps and labels set
5.512.00 world unlabeled control map
5.512.10 woad labeled control map
5.514.00 Africa, outlines only, 11"x17"
5.515.00 Africa, waterways marked. 11"x17"
5.5 i 6.00 Africa, political boundaries. 11"x17'
5.517.00 Asia, outlines only, 11"x17"
5.518.00 Asia, waterways marked. 11"x17"
5.519.00 Asia, political boundaries, 11"x17"
5.520.00 Australia, outfines only, 11"x17"
5.521.00 Australia, waterways marked, 11"x17"
5.522.00 Australia, political boundaries, 11"x17"
5.523.00 Europe, outfines only, 11"x17"
5.524.00 Europe. waterways marked, 11x17"
5.525.00 Europe, pofitical boundaries, 11"x17"
5.526.00 North America, outlines only. 11"x17"
5.527.00 North America, waterways marked,

11"x17"
5.528.00 North America, political boundaries.

11"x17"
5.529.00 South America, outlines only, 11"x17"

5.530.00 South America, waterways marked,
11"x17"

5.531.00 South America, political boundaries.
11"x17"

5.532.00 United States, outlines only, 11"x17"
5.533.00 United States, waterways marked.

11x17"
5.534.00 United States, political boundaries,

11"x17"
5.537.00 compass directions
5.538.00 parts of the flag cards
5.539.00 flag paper
5.540.00 parts of the flag descriptions
5.541.00 naming days and months
5.542.00 earth labels
5.573.00 continental United States and Alaska
5.574.00 country capital labels
5.575.00 names of the months
5.577.00 physical features of the world
5.578.00 set of eight cardboard maps (world,

Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North
America, South America, United
States) (2)

5.625.00 weather symbols matching cards

II. THE BEGINNING
Note: Materials for a particular exercise are not set

up on their own individual tray in the elementary class.
Rather, the children have to think through and get all the
materials they need from the supply that is kept on a
shelf. Chemicals are locked in a closet and are taken
out only under the direction of the teacher. The teacher
remains with the children through the time it takes to do
experiments that require the use of cnemicals that could
cause harm if misused.

A. Great Lesson
ammonium dichromate
bowls. glass, with transparent sides (2)
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
dishes. small metal (3)
glasses or beakers, identical (3)
glass (for water)
hot plate or sterno stove or alcohol lamp with

denatured alcohol
ice
iron, small pk..ce
liquid, heavy (such as molasses or honey)
jar. clear glass. with cover
lead shot
matches. fireplace
oil
paper, torn into small pieces. in small container
paraffin
perfume with bad smell
solder
test tubes

These exercises are included for the chiiren who did not master them in their preschool class
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tray
volcano
water
wax
wood, piece which may be broken

B. Composition of the Earth
chart, impressionistic (handmade)
magnet, large
paper, black
weight, iron
yardstick

IlL THE NATURE OF THE ELEMENTS
A. Properties of the Three States of Matter

basin
bowl, glass, with cold water
containers, dear, of various sizes and shapes
food coloring
glass, empty
hot plate or sterno stove
lead shot. in transparent glass container
lead solder
paper, thin sheet
perfume, bad smelling, in spray bottle
pitcher, glass
pitcher, plastic, with holes covered by removable

tape
objects, solid (some heavy - wood, clay, tile, rock,

brick, etc.)
teaspoon
trays

B. Further States of Matter
bricks or blocks of wood. (2)
Bunsen burner or sterno stove
clay in rectangular shape
eraser in rectangular shape
honey
matches
oil
sheet of clear glass (edges taped) or

Plexiglass (6.5" x 12")
spheres:

clay
rubber
Styrofoam
wood

test tubes
test tube rack
tongs
trays
water
weights, set of
wood, balsa, same lengths but 3

different thicknesses
wood, rectangular piece

C. Different Ways of Combining
absorbent pad
ammonia

beaker
chalk powder
corks
cupric sulfate (powdered)
custard cup. Pyrex
dishes, Pyrex, (4)
glasses, (2)
handkerchief, white
hydrochloric acid
iron filings
lead nitrate
labels, prepared
marble chip
magnet, strong
matches
metal plate
pitcher containing water
potassium dichromate
rods, glass stirring, (2)
salt
sand, clean
saucer, ceramic
spoon
sulphur (or flour)
sugar
sulfuric acid
test tubes, Pyrex
test tube rack
tongs
trays
tray with a heat protected top

D. Attraction of the Earth and Gravity
bowl, large glass
bricks, (4)
cork
honey
magnet, strong
marbles
objects, various:

some magnetic (some heavy)
some non-magnetic

oH

paper clips
ping pong balls
sand, clean
test tubes, Pyrex (3)
trays
water
wood, thin board

E. Composition of the Earth
chart, impressionistic (handmade)
honey or molasses
iron weight
oil
magnet, large
paper, black
test tubes, Pyrex
water
yardstick
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IV. SUN AND EARTH
A. Rotation of the Earth and Its Effects
0.230.00 globe, sandpaper

charts, impressionistic (handmade)
clock symbols, 24
lamp with bulb, no shade
paper, narrow strip
twelve black strips
twelve white strips
weight, iied to a string

B. Perpendicular and Oblique Rays
chalk. white
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
clay, flat rectangle
sphere
flashlight
magnifyir9 glass
paper, black
white
toothpicks

C. Solstices and Seasons
0.230.00 globe, sandpaper

charts, impressionistic (handmade)
clay, sphere
small piece
globe, large
knitting needle
labels, handmade
lamp with bulb, no shade
paper, strips:

blue
brown
green
pink
red
white

pin, straight, with colored head
suns, handmade

D. Protection of the Atmosphere and the Rains
bowl, large glass
Bunsen burner, hot plate or sterno stove
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
hair dryer
pad, heat proof
pitcher, small
sauce pan, small
saucer
spoon, metal
tray
water

V. THE WORK OF AIR

A. Winds
candle, small
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
clay
flask, glass, with rubber or cork stopper with hole

funnel, glass
incense, stick
matches
papi circles
paper spirals
pencils, (2)
pin, stick
pitcher, small
pole in metal base
tray
tube, cardboard, with rectangular piece cut from

one end
water

B. Effect of Heat on Land
bowls, Pyrex (2)
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
clock, watch or oven timer
hot pads
mat, heat proof
metal covering plate for stove
refrigerator
sand
sterno stove
thermometers (2)
tongs
tray
water

C. Seasonal Changes
arrows, red and blue (handmade)
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
sun (handmade)

D. Oceanic Current
basin, large
bowl, transparent glass
brick or rock
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
flask, Pyrex
ice cubes
metal covering plate for stove
pad, heat proof
pitcher, small
sawdust
sterno stove
tubing
water, warm
water, cold, colored
specimens, wind-eroded rocks

E. Wind as Sculptor
chart, impressionistic (handmade)
pictures of rock formations

VI. WORK OF WATER

A. The River
aluminum foil
bowl or pan, clear glass
chalk powder
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
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clay
hose or plastic tubing with funnel on one end
map, North America, with transparent

overlays (handmade)
newspaper
pebbles
river model (handmade)
rocks, small
sand, regular
seves-al different colors and sizes
water

B. Rain
boards on which to build models (3)
chart, impressionistic (handmade)
clay
moss
rock
sand
water
watering can

C. Waves
basin or tub, large
clay
sand
plywood
water
wood, small board

D. Ice
bottle, thin glass
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
freezer
tray
water

E. Water Cycle
charts, impressionistic (handmade)

F. Spread of Vegetation
chart, impressionistic (handmade)
plants, different kinds, live specimens and
pictures

G. People in Different Zones
0.195.01 clear plastic envelopes (6)
0 195.80 container with vertical divisions (3)

charts, impressionistic (handmade)
nomenclature material, peoples of the

arctic, tropics, desert

H. Composition of the Earth
0.188.80 five yellow prisms
0.188.00 grey rectangular prism
0.188.D0 two green rhombic prisms, ends

covered with striped paper of
different colors

0.188.EO two blue hexagonal prisms, ends
covered with striped paper of
different colors

bag, plastic ziplock

bowl, glass
charts, impressionistic (handmade)
coffee grounds
felt of different colors
flask with cork with hole
funnel, glass
hot plate
pictures of mountains of different

types
rock, heavy
teapot
water
wood, small flat piece

VII. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

A. Production and Consumption
5.505.00
5.508.00
5.514.00
5.517.00
5.520.00
5.523.00
5.526.00
5.529.00
5.532.00

world 17" x 22"
world, 11" x 17"
Africa 11" x 17"
Asia 11" x 17"
Australia 11" x 17"
Europe 11" x 17"
North America 11" x 17"
South America 11" x 17"
United States 11" x 17"
state in which school is located
books, source (almanacs, encyclo-

paedias, atlases, agricultural
charts, natural resource charts,
etc.)

glue
paper:

plain
lined
quadrille

pencil:
regular
colored

products, natural resources and raw
materials

stamps
scissors
stamp pad, inked

a. Imports and Exports
The following maps are used to make examples.
5.505.00 world 17" x 22"
5.508.00 world, 11" x 17"

charts, impressionistic (handmade)

C. Interdependencies
0.105.80 command box, natural finish (3)

card material, 6 sets (handmade)
paper, large sheets, white
pencils, colored
pot, small
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

VIII. NOMENCLATURE

A Mountains
0.195.01
0.195.B0
5.505.00
5.508.00
5.514.00
5.517.00
5.520.00
5.523.00
5.526.00
5.529.00
5.532.00

clear plastic envelopes (2)
container with vertical divisions
world 17" x 22"
world 11" x 17"
Africa 11" x 17"
Asia 11" x 17"
Australia 11" x 17"
Europe 11" x 17.
North America 11" x 17.
South America 11" x 17"
United States 11" x 17"
clay
glue
labels (handmade)
maps, outline:
nomenclature materials (handmade)
gaper, heavy, for making models of

mountains
paper, strips
pencils, colored
plywood
scissors
toothpicks
water
watering can

B. Rivers
0.195.01 clear plastic envelopes (2)
0.195.B0 container with vertical divisions

nomenclature materials (handmade)
other materials from "Work of Water"

(see above)

C. Coastlines
0.195.01 dear plastic envelopes (2)
0.195.B0 container with vertical divisions

nomenclature materials (handmade)

D. Inland Land Formations
0.195.01 clear plastic envelopes (2)
0.195.B0 container with vertical divisions

nomenclature materials (handmade)

IX. EXPERIMENTS

cards, experiments (handmade)
file boxes for 5" x 8" experiment cards
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

GEOGRAPHY AND SCIENCE FOR THE ELEMENTARY
SIMPLE INVENTORY FROM NIENHUIS

0.105.80 command box, natural finish (5)
0.173.01 cabinet of maps of the world parts with flags,

control maps and self-sticking names
0.173.19 set of name cards, self-sticking-for control

maps
0.188.80 five yellow prisms
0.188.00 grey rectangular prism
0.188.D0 two green rhombic prisms
0.188.E0 two blue hexagonal prisms
0.195.01 ck-kir plastic envelopes (25)

0.195.80 container with vertical divisions (10)
0.230.00 sandpaper globe
0.231.00 painted globe
0.232.00 stand with flags of Asia
0.233.00 stand with flags of Europe
0.233.A0 stand with flags of North and South America
1.626.00 map cabinet for 11"x17" paper maps (4)
7101.00 scissors with rounded point, 10.4 cm. (6) (see

math)
7102.00 scissors with sharp point, 10A cm. (6) (see

math)
7.708.00 six scissor storage block (2) (see math)
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C URRICULUM RESOURCES

GEOGRAPHY AND SCIENCE FOR THE ELEMENTARY
CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

5.500.00 basic land and water forms
5.501.00 land and water descriptions
5.502.00 command cards, set 1
5.503.00 land and water form labels
5.504 00 command cards, set 2
5.505.00 world maps, outlines only 17"x22"
5.506.00 world maps, political boundaries 17"x22"
5.507.00 world maps, political boundaries & waterways

17"x22"
5.508.00 world maps, outlines only, 11"x17"
5.509.00 world maps, political boundaries 11"x17"
5.510.00 world maps, pohtical boundaries & waterways

11"x17"
5.511.00 hemisphere maps and labels set
5.512.00 world unlabeled control map
5.512.10 world labeled control map
5.514.00 Africa, outlines only 11"x 7"
5.515.00 Africa, waterways marked 11"x17"
5.516.00 Africa, pohtical boundaries 11"x17"
5.517.00 Asia, outlines only 11"x17"
5.518.00 Asia, waterways marked 11"x17"
5.519.00 Asia, political boundaries 11"x17"
5.520.00 Australia, outlines only 11"x17"
5.521.00 Australia, waterways marked 11"xl 7"
5.522.00 Austraha, political boundaries 11"x17"

5.523.00 Europe, outlines only 11x17"
5.524.00 Europe, waterways marked 11"x17"
5.525.00 Europe, political boundaries 11"x17"
5.626.00 North America, outlines only 11"x17"
5.527.00 North America, waterways marked 11"x17"
5.528.00 North America, political boundaries 11"x17"
5.529.00 South America, outlines only 11"x17"
5.530 00 South America, waterways marked 11"x17"
5.531.00 South America, political boundaries 11"x17"
5.532.00 United States, outlines only 11"x17"
5.533.00 United States, waterways marked 11"x17"
5.534 00 United States, political boundaries 11"x17'
5.537.00 compass directions
5.538.00 parts of the flag cards
5.539.00 flag paper
5.540.00 parts of the flag descriptions
5.541.00 naming days and months
5.542.00 earth labels
5.573.00 continental United States and Alaska
5.574.00 country capital labels
5.575.00 names of the months
5.577.00 physical features of the world
5.578.00 set of eight '.";ardboard maps (world, Afnca,

Asia, Australia, Europe, North America.
South America, United States) (2)

5.625.00 weather symbol matching cards
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

GEOGRAPHY AND SCIENCE FOR THE
ELEMENTARY

OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY OR FIND

absorbent pad
alcohol, denatured
alcohol, larnp
aluminum foil
ammonia
ammonium dichromate
antidotes in fixed, unlocked location
bags. Mask zip lock, 10-1/2"xl 1-1;2"
baking soda (for experiments and for emergencies)
balls:

ping-pong
rubber
Styrofoam

basins of various sizes
beakers of various sizes (at least 3 of same size)
books:

almanacs
encyclopaedias
atlases
etc.

bottle brushes of various sizes'
bottle, thin glass
bowls:

foil (3)
clear plastic
metal
glass, large
glass with transparent sides
Pyrex (2)

boxes:*
metal, with hinged cover
plastic, clear
plastic, clear, circular

bread tin, clear glass Pyrex, 4-112"x8112
bricks (5)
bucket*
Bunsen burner and propane
cabinets:

for 11"x17" paper maps
small 10 drawer, for small objects (3)*

candles
chalk, white
chalk powder
charts:

agricultural
natural resources
etc.

chemicals, as necessary for experiments
clay, in covered bucket
dock, watch or oven timer
clothespins, 3 wooden with one long arm (for holding

test tubes)*
coasters*
coffee grounds

containers:
plastic, freezer
glass, transparent, various sizes and shapes

cord, extension*
corks:

various sizes
various sizes with center hole for tubing

cotton palls
cup and saucer*
cupric sulfate, powdered
cups, measuring, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1 and 2 cup capacdy*
cups. Pyrex custard 2 sizes (6)
detergent, liquid*
dishes:

glass, Pyrex (4)
small metal (3)

dolls in national costume
dye
eraser, rectangular shape
eye droppers'
felt:

various colors, 18"x7"
various colors, strips

file boxes for 5"x8" experiment cards
first aid box - in fixed, unlocked location*
flashlight
flasks of varioti-: sizes
flour
food coloring
forceps*
freezer
funnels of various sizes:

dear glass
metal

glass, piece of clear, 61/2"x12" (tape around the edges)
glasses:

small, clear glass (6)
regular sin (2)

globe of woild, large
gloves, disposable. rubber
glue
glue stick
hair dryer
handkerchief
honey
hot pads
hot plate
hydrochloric acid
incense, sticks
ink pads
kon:

bar, 12" lona. 3/8" diameter
st.at
filings
small piece
weight
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

jars of various sizes and shapes
kettle, 3 cup size*
knitthg needle, large
lamp with bulb, no shade
lead nitrate
lead, shot
lid, metal paint can*
magic markers, water base (6 colors)*
magnets:

horseshoe
cow

magnifying glasses
maps, state in which school is located
marble chips
marbles
mat, heat proof
matches:

fireplace
wooden kitchen

metal covering plate for stove
metal plate
molasses
moss
nails of assorted sizes
newspaper
nuts
objects:

brick
clay
iron
non-iron
plastic
rock
tile
wood

oil, cooking
pad, heat proof
pans:*

clear glass Pyrex, 6"x10"
dish

paper clips
paper:

black
graph (quadrille)
heavy, for making mountain ranges
lined
plain, thin
small, torn pieces
white sheets, 8.5" x 11"
white sheets, large

paraffin
pebbles
pencils:

regular, at least 2
colored

perfume, bad smelling
periodic table of the elements*
pins with colored heads

pitchers:
2 quart, plastic, no holes
2 quart, plastic, holes with tape
glass
small

plants, different kinds:
live specimens
pictures

plasticine:
small supply
in ball shape

pole in metal base
pot, small
potassium dichromate
prism
products, natural resources and raw materials stamps
refrigerator
rcck, heavy
rocks, small
rods, glass, stkring (6)
salt
sand: (for experiments and for emergencies)

in pail with trowel and scoop
in different colors
clear, high quality

saucepan, small
saucers:

ceramic
plastic (4)

sawdust
scale, balance, with weights*
screen protector for top of burner*
sheets, heat resistant for stove top protection, 17x19
silverware tray (4 compartments)*
slides for microscope*
slide covers*
solder, lead
specimens, rocks
sponges*
spoons:

soup (2)
with slender bowl
measuring
metal
teaspoon

sprinkling can
stamp pad, inked
stand, metal with perpendicular bar, with metal ring
attachments*
sterno
sterno stove
stoppers*
stove, small collapsible camp*
strainer, small*
sugar
sulfuric acid
sulphur
table knife*
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

tape, mystic*
teapot
terra cotta, broken pieces*
test tubes, Pyrex (9)
test tube holders with space for 6 test tubes (3)
there iometers
thermos, wide mouth, 3-1/2" high, 4" diameter*
thread*
tongs
toothpicks
trays, metal:

12x17" (2)
10-1/2"x15" (4) cookie sheets
11"x14" (4)
9"x12"
5"x7" (3)
with heat protected top

tubes:
clear plastic
shower head at one end, cone shape at other end
cardboard, 12" tall, 2-1/2" diameter with rectangular

piece cut from one end
twine, rough'
water (for experiments and for emergencies)

cold
hot
room temperature

watering can
weight:

set fur balance scale
tied to a string
iron

wood:
balsa, all pieces same length and 3 inches wide, but

3 different thicknesses
blocks, size of brick (2)
boards on which to build models, 18" x 18" (3)
broken pieces
piece to break
plywood 12" x 18"
rectangular piece
small board
small flat piece
sphere
strips, small
strips, 1/4" sq
thin board

yardstick

Materials in the general supply for geography which
are not indicated in the activities and materials list.
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

GEOGRAPHY AND SCIENCE FOR THE ELEMENTARY
MATERIALS TO MAKE OR FIND

arrows:
blue
red

bowl, red, drawing
card material, 6 sets
charts, impressionistic 22"x28" (approximately 100)
circles
clock symbols (24)
economic geography folders
ice
ice cubes
labels:

cities of United States
on 3"x5" cards for results of experiments
for charts
for mountains
etc.

maps:
North America with overlays
state in which school is located, products of
study of a nation

United States, products of
mountains:

clay, with labels
paper, cut out, of the United States
pictures, find and mount

nomenclature materials
paper items:

black strips
circles
spirals
strips
strips for geography chart

blue
brown
green
pink
red
white

white strips
yellow, 3"x2-1/2"

pictures, rock formations
river model
cmokestack (cardboard tube)
spirals, paper
suns
volcano
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

BIOLOGY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS OVERVIEW

I. Botany
A. Familiarization - caring for live plants in the

environment
5.662.00 writing paper blue lined 4.25" x 5.5"
5.665.00 writing paper blue lined 8.5" x 11"
5.667.00 writing paper green lined 4" x 7"
5.669.00 writing paper green lined 8.5" x 11"

Note all of the above paper may be used for drawing
successive stages oi plant growth

fertilizer
garden soil
hght source
mister
peat
pebbles
plants, hve
pottery
saucers or pans on which to set plant pots
stand(s) for plants
vermiculite
water
watering can

B. Needs of Plants
cotton. sterde
garden soil
labels (handmade)
trays
saucers with cotton
seeds
water
watenng can

C. Plant Stories
folders with pockets (diherent folder for each
plant)

labels (handmade)
pictures (find and mount)
text for pictures (handmade)
Who am P sets (handmade)

D. The Leaf
0.041 AO, 0.041.A1 leaf cabinet and contents

(see Sensorial)
0 043 00 leaf cards (see Sensorial)
0 044 00 cabinet with three compartments (See

Sensorial)
5 627 00 botany matching cards
5 628.00 botany control chart
5 629.00 parts of a leaf
5.631 OG botany cabinet labeis

leaf specimens
magnifying glass
plants, Imo
tray
water

E. The Flower
5.630.00 parts of a flower

F. Nomenclature materials
0.195.00 botany cards (2)
0 195.A1 printed names for 0.195 00 (2)
0.195.B0 box tor cards (4)
0 196.00 botany cards set 2 (2)
0 196.A1 printed names for 0 196 00 (2)
0.196,130 boxes: (2)
0 197 00 botany cards set 3 (2)
0.197.A1 printed names for 0 197.00 (2)
0.197.B0 boxes: (2)

defindionsidescriptions (handmade)

G. Botany booKs for additional information

II. Zoology
A. Familiarization - caring for live animals in the
environment

5.617.00 heading cards for sorting exercises
5.618,00 parts of the human body. external
5.619.00 parts of the human body. external

paper
6.620.00 animals and their homes
6.621.00 animals and their voices
6 622.00 animals and their young
6.623.00 animal names
6 624,00 animals and their groups

aquariums and all necessary equipment. as
appropriate

bedding. as appropriate
cages. as appropnate
food, as appropnate
newspaper
specimens

B. Animal Stories
folders with pockets (different folder for each
animal)

labels (handmade)
pictures (find and mount)
text for pictures (handmade)
Who am I? sets (handmade)

C. Nomenclature
0.195.BO - box for cards. 5 (for external parts)

external parts of vertebrates (handmade)
heading cards (handmade)

D. Zoology books for additional information

III. Classification Exercises
A. Living - non-living

real objects
pictures

B. Plant - animal
real plants and animals
pictures

C. Etc., as far as interest allows
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

BIOLOGY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
SIMPLE INVENTORY - MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

0.041.A0 leaf cabinet
0.041.A1 contents of leaf cabinet
0.043.00 leaf cards
0.044.00 cabinet with 3 compartments
0.195.00 botany cards set 1 (2)
0.195.A1 printed names for 0.195.00 (2)
0.195.B0 boxes (9)
0.196.00 botany cards set 2 (2)
0.196.A1 printed names for 0.196.00 (2)
0.196.B0 boxes: (2)
0.197.00 botany cards set 3 (2)
0.197.A1 printed names for 0.197.00 (2)
0.197.B0 boxes: (2)

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5.617.00
5.618.00
5.619.00
5.620.00
5.621.00
5.622.00
5.623.00
5.624.00
5.627.00
5.628.00
5.629.00
5.630.00
5.631.00
5.662.00
5.665.00
5.667.00
5.669.00

heading c:As for sorting exercises
parts of the human body, external
parts of the human body. external, paper
animals and their homes
animals and their voices
animals and their young
animal nam:..;
animals and their groups
botany cabinet matching cards
botany cabinet control chart
parts of a leaf
parts of a flower
botany cabinet labels
writing paper blue lined 4.25" x 5.5"
writing paper blue lined 8.5" x 11"
writing paper run lined 4" x 7"
writing paper green lined 8.5" x 11"
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

BIOLOGY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY OR OBTAIN

animals, live
aquarium(s)

aquarium nets. heater, lights, gravel. etc.
bedding for animals, as appropriate
books, for additional information
bowls, various sizes, various materials*
buckets/pails'
cage(s) for animals
cotton, sterile
fertilizer
first aid kir
flower pots, various sizes and shapes*
food foi various pets and plants in the classroom
garden soil
herbarium'
6af and flower press'
leaf specimens
fight source for plants
magnifying glass
mini set of gardening tools'
mister'
moss. sphagnum'
newsixi?er

paper:black*
in various colors*
plain white'

paring knife'
peat
pebbles
pencils*
plants, live
pottery
sand'
saucers or pans on which to set plants
scissors*
seeds for planting (corn, beans. etc.)
specimens, as interest dictates
stands for plants
terrarium'
toothpicks'
trays - various sizes, shapes and materials
vermiculite
water
watering can

'General supplies, usually not specified in the cumcu-
lum outline.
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

BIOLOGY FOR THE PRESCHOOL
MATERIALS TO MAKE

folders with information and pictures
animals
plants

heading cards
labels
nomenclature materials:

botany
zoology

picture cards and labels:
fish
amphibians
reptiles
birds

mammals
plants
living - non-living
plant - animal
etc.

text for pictures
Who am I? sets

animals
plants

:..*
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

BIOLOGY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

0.041.A0 leaf cabinet (see sensorial)
0.041.A1 contents of leaf cabinet (see sensorial)
0.195.00 botany cards set 1 (2) (see sensonal)
0.195.A1 printed names (2) (see sensorial)
0.195.80 boxes (13)
0.196.00 botany cards set 2 (2)
0.196.A1 printed names (2)
0.196.80 boxes (2)
0.197.00 botany cards set 3 (2)
0.197.A1 printed names (2)
0.197,80 boxes (2)

CURRICULUM SUPPORT MATERIALS

5.617.00 heading cards for sorting exercises
5.618.00 parts of the human body, external
5.619.00 parts of the human body, external, paper
5.620.00 animals and their homes (see Language)
5.621.00 animals and then voices (see Language)
5.622.00 animals and their young (see Language)
5.623.00 animal names (see Language)
5.624.00 animals and their groups (see Language)
5.627.00 botany matching cards
5.628.00 botany control chart
5.629.00 parts of a leaf
5.630.00 parts of a flower
5.631.00 botany cabinet labels
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

BIOLOGY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY OR FIND

aquarium(s)
aquarium nets, heater, lights, gravel, etc.
bags, dear plastic, zip lock
basket, wire
bedding for animals, as appropriate
blotter paper
books, botany and zoology - for further research
bowls, various sizes, various materials
box, file, for botany experiment cards
buckets/pails
cabinet, small pull drawer cabinet for slides, droppers,
labels, pins, etc.
cage(s) for animals
calcium nitrate
card stock in various colors*
celery
coffee cans with lids*
cork board*
cotton, sterile
dissecting kir
ferric chloride
fertilizer
first aid kit
folders, pocket
flower pots, various sizes and shapes
tood for various pets and plants in the classroom
food coloring
funnel, transparent glass
garden soil
herbarium*
jars and lids, supply of various sizes

6 identical
broad mouthed
small
tall

leaf and flower press*
light source for plants
magnesium sulfate
magnifying glass
microscope
mini set of gardening tools*
mister
moss, sphagnum
newspaper
nutcracker
pan, clear glass
paper:

black
in various colors
plain white

paring knife
peat
pebbles
pencil
pictures, different types of roots
pins, push
plant stand*
plants:

aquatic
variety of live plants

potassium phosphate
pottery, broken bits*
razor blades, single edged
rubber bands
sand
saucers or pans on which to set plants
saw dust
scalpel
scissors
seedlings
seeds for planting (corn, bean, etc.)
stands for plants
stone
string
terrarium*
test tube holder
test tubes, glass
tissue
toothpicks
trays - various sizes, shapes and materials
tweezers
vermiculite
water, distilled
watering can
*General supplies, usually not specified in the curricu-
lum outline.

BIOLOGY FOR THE ELEMENTARY - SPECIMENS
algae
bark
bee
branches and/or stems showing:

fungi, bracket or shelf
twining stem
hooked climber stem
tendril

butterfly
cones, pine
egg, bird
ferns
flowers, variety of
fruits, variety of
insects
leaves, variety of
lichen
moss
mushrooms
nuts, different kinds
perishable items, as needed (fruits, vegetables, flowers.

etc.)
plants, live, variety
roots, variety
seeds, variety
shells and other things from the sea
specimens, plants and animals, preserved
tree trunk, cross section
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CURRICULUM RESOURCES

BIOLOGY FOR THE ELEMENTARY
MATERIALS TO MAKE

animal folders (e.g., herring gull, sea lion, chipmunk,
bald eagle, Gila monster)

animal question cards
box with lid and 2 windows
cardboard tubes for rigid vertebral column and flexible

vertebral column
cards:

botany experiments
care of plants in class

charts, 22"x28" (approximately 20)
heading cards
kingdom animalia materials
kingdom vegetalia materials
labels
nomenclature materials:

Note: Complete nomenclature materials are
available for students at AMI elementary courses - or -
pictures and labels are available from Nienhuis
(0.195.00, 0.196.00, 0.197.00), definitions/descriptions
need to be handmade.

zoology:
body functions
external parts of vertebrates

paper strips
picture cards and labels:

fish
amphibians
reptiles
birds
mammals
etc.

question cards
text for pictures
tree of life materials
volcano
Who am I? sets
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SPECIALTY SUBJECIS

CURRICULUM RESOURCES

SPECIALTY SUBJECTS

Montessori elementary teachers are generalist, whose task is tu "sow the seeds of culture." This
means that they are tu expose children to as much information as possible abuut the cultures, inventions,
and know ledge develuped and acquired by human being during the time human beings have been un wrth.
This includes math, geometry, language, histo*, geography, botany, zoology, geology and physics, as well as
music and art. Ideally this is all done by the classroom teacher buth within the cUnfines uf th e. classruum
environment and in the "Going Out" program. r the elementary Children w ho wish tu pursue technical
skills in such things as music should enrull in special musk classes. Ideally these special classes should bu
outside school hours.

Reality clashes with this ideal in twu respects at Greenfield Montessori School, hich is une uf the
Milwaukee Public Montessori School Magnets. First, the Milwaukee Publk School System insists that
Montessuii specialty schools have art and physical education teachers. Therefore, at Greenfield School
there is a halftime art teacher and a halftime physical education teacher. Over a two-week time period, they,
each spend five full days at Greenfield School. The principal arranged fur those twu teachers tu have three of
those days in common.

Second, many families are unable tu afforkl private lessons fur their children ur have nu transportation
arailable fur the free group lessons for a variety uf instruments uffered un Saturdays b.), the Milw aukee
Public Schools. Fur this reason, pianu lessons kind Suzuki ioh lessons are uffered during school hours. This
results in interruptions uf the children's wurk cycle. (See "Prepared Envirunment" fur a discussion uf the
Work Cycle).

In order to protect the work cycle as much as possible, gm and art periods were made longer, and,
henever possible, they were scheduled back-to-back. The result is that elementary children .till receive

the required amount uf gym and art time w hile having fewer interruptions uf their w kirk time. With this
schedule, every elementary class has from 69 to 74 percent uf their 1-.choul days free frum interruptioi i. frum
art and gym.

The following list details the various requests and conditions taken into account w hen making the
schedule ior art awl gym at Greenfield School.

1. The time fur physical education is limited by the lunch period because the space used fur gym ha .
three functions gym, auditorium and lunch room. Gym ends at 11:05 su that lunch tables may be set
up. Five year olds and upper elemental) students eat lunch at 11.30. Luwer elementary studei its eat
at 12:00. Lunch tables are folded up and the fluor cleaned from 12:30 to 1:00. Gym resumes at 1:00.

2. The elementary teachers voted tu have lunger gym and art periods and to have those periuds back
toback whenever possible so there would be fewer (but longer) interruptions overall.

3. Tht.. ?reschoul teachers wanted tu have as much teaching time as possible with the children in the
afternoons w hen only the five year olds were present, therefure, they requested that gym and art for
their five year olds be in the mornings. (Three and four year ulds, who are present during the
mornings only, du nut go tu the gym ur art teachers.) The preschool teachers also requested that their
gym and art periods be at consistent, times. This regularity uf schedule aids the five year olds in their
development uf a sense of time kind its passage un a weekly basis. Both of these request were
possible to fulfill. The five year olds have gym every Wednesday morning and art every Friday
morning.

4. The art teacher requested that elernei itary art periods be relatively lung su that completion uf an art
project could occur during one period. This was possible in the rum lags but not always in the
afternoons.

t ,r)
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5. Both the gym and art teachers requested that all classes un a given morning ur afternoon be fur the
same age level. It was possible to fulfill this request fur all the mornings but nut fur all the afternoons.

6. The art teacher requested that there be art club time fur special projects. Time wa s. set aside fur this
in the overall time plan, but was not written into the daily schedules su the greatest possible
flexibility could be maintained.

The time schedule shms a school day from 8:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Children enter schuul as they get off
the busses beginning at 7.7,5 a.m. Schuul officially begins at 810 a.m. and ends at 2:40 p.m. Busses begin to
load at 2:30 p.m. (see Illustration 1).

The gym schedule show s fuur 40 minute gym periods during the morning, 25 minutes fur lunch set up,
one hour for lunch, 30 minutes for clean up, and two 40 minute gym periods in the afternoon.

The art schedule show s, two 85 minute art periods in the mornings, one 40 minute art periud in the
afternoons, and une 45 ur une 75 minute art periud in the afternoon, depending un hether the art period is
fur the upper elementary NS, huse lunch and recess is over at 12:15 ur fur the luwer elementary w hose lunt.1
and recess is over at 12:45. Art club time fur the luwer elementary age is from 11:15 tu 11:55 and fur the upper
elementary from 12:05 to 12:45. The latter overlaps 10 minutes with upper elementary recess.

The elementary gym and art schedule fur February to the end uf school in June is shown in Illustration
2. Upper elementary classes are designated by letters (A, B, C, D). Lower elementary classes have numbers
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Since gym and art fur the five preschool classes uccur un a regular schedule, unly the blocks of
time they occupy have been indicated un the schedule. Each class receives a copy of this schedule and each
class highlights its ruum number un the schedule. Many elementary rooms have une uf the class "jobs" to
keep track of the art and gym schedule. The child Nit hose jub it is announces at the end of the school day
whether or not there is art or gym the next day and then announces it again the next murning. Under
special conditions, the classroom teachers can trade art or gym periods if necessary.

With a schedule like this it is not possible to give everyone exactly the same amount of time. All
elementary classes, haw 20 ur 21 gym periods. The total number uf minutes fur art per class varies from 955
to 995, a difference of 40 minutes.

Obviously, this schedule is the result of cooperation and compromise un the part of all staff affected by
this schedule. This was possible because all have a common goal of achieving the best possible conditions fur
the children at Greenfield Schuul, and all accept the fact that there will be some variation in the amount uf
time scheduled for specialty subjects.

Jean K. Miller
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MUSIC

INTRODUCTION

In both the preschool and the elementar, Muntessoil music consists of seb en related elements w hkh
include:

Singing
Listening (audition)
Music theory and ear training
Movement (eurythmics)
Composition
Production of music with instruments
'History and literature

The first area, singing, prob ides children with a repertoire uf melodies v hich can be used in the
production and anab sis uf music. Singing also pro\ ides opportunities fur understanding scales, expressing
feelings, and fur understanding cultures in other parts uf the world and eras in music histo*.

The audition ur listening element relates to musical expression. The feeling expressed lb a piece uf
music, such as a folk sung, religious piece, or composition uf a great composer, can be absorbed and
recognized lb children. This in turn leads to quiet listening and contemplation, to expression of the feeling
through movement, tu the expression of feeling in wilting ur in art, to the examining of qualities and
characteristic:, uf different musical instruments, or tu the understanding uf an era or a group uf people
through the music w hich they produced. This nub lead to the study uf style and musical form. The
opportunities for expansion of the idea are limitless.

When language materials are prob ided in response tu children's sensith e periods, writing comes before
reading. This writing should reflect a creatib e expression uf the children. In order tu make this freedom uf
expression possible, mitster, of a number of skills is nee. .-,ar;b. The adult in the Montessori en irunment
helps the children tu acquire these necessa* skills through peripheral teaching su that the children
themselves can explode into true creativity

The same is true fur music. Music theory, ear training, and movement gibe children the necessar3
components uf the *stem. Mastering these components prob ides children with a medium with w hich the'3
ma3 creatibeb express themselves and therelb continue tu expand their self-creation. Whether with
language ur music, the creath it, uf the children is the drib ing force v hich sustains the experience w hich
results in the mastery of a set of skills as an integral part. of their own self- development.

Playing extemporaneously comes before recording one's obvii compositions un Through the
reading and performing uf one's own compositions comes the understanding uf the meaning of notation.
Then follows the reading and playing of the works of other composers.

The production of music initially involves the Montessori bells and tune bars. Later, a munuchurd,
piano, and other percussion and melodic instruments such as the Orff instruments can be used. Exploration
of these ma lead to composition, concerts, accompaniment fur dramatic productions, the scientific stuib of
sound production, etc.

In relation to the entire Montessori program, music is an integral part of the integrated curriculum. It
is related tu mathematics, to language, to science, to histoo, etc., and, therefore, it emerges frequentb in
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the life of the class. In the study uf musk history the children can du research un the development of musk
and express this research in a time line. They ean relak the instruments, composers, musical forms and
literature to the country of origin, art, architecture, and politics of the times.

Additional information on Muntessuti music is available in the doctoral dissertation, The Muntessun
Music Cuniculum for Children up to Six Years of Age, by Jean Karen Millen Many of the actiN ities it
describes are appropriate fur the elementary-age child. It may be obtained from University Microfilms
International, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106; ur 18 Bedford Rm, London, WC1R 4E.J,
England. The order number is 8109598. In the United States, Univet-sity Microfilms has an 800 telephone
numben

Jean K. Miller
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MUSIC FOR THE PRESCHOOL
SIMPLE INVENTORY

MATERIALS FROM NIENHUIS

0.063.A0 bells
0.06320 2 keyboards
0.063.00 1 wooden staff board
0.063.DO 2 wooden staff boards
0.063.E1 box with musical signs and notes
0.063.F0 bell striker (3)
0.063.G0 damper (3)
0.064.00 music strip boards
1.615.00 cabinet for bells
5.342.00 Children's Songs by Sanford Jones
5.344.00 Folk Songs by Sanford Jones
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MUSIC FOR THE PRESCHOOL
OTHER MATERIALS TO BUY

pictures of composers
records - Sanford Jones
music history records - Martha Braedon Jones (NAMTA)
Maccherom card material - Jean K. Miller
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MUSIC FOR THE ELEMENTARY

All of the above materials are appropriate for the
elementary class. In addition the following materials are
needed:

0.100.A0 tone bars
0.100.A1 2 tone bar keyboards
0.100.A2 striker (5)
1.620.00 cabinet for tom: bars
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ART

INTRODUCTION

In Montessori, adults aid children in the development of skills in order that they may creatively express
themsel . es through various media. Children are shown techniques fur using different kinds of art materials,
but they are nut told w hat they have to du with those materials. The activity that ensues is the child's choice.
Fur this reason, one would nut expect to see art projects in a Montessori class w here everyone is attempting
to produce the same thing.

In addition to art expression fur its own sake, art serves as an integrating factor for the rest of the
curriculum. Children may utilize art fur such things as geometrical drawings, geographitml maps, mathe-
matitml graphing, or illustrations fur history, botany, zoology, social studies, geulugy, geography, architec-
ture, physics, etc. With a variety of techniques and media at their disposal, elementary-age children may
choose appropriate forms of artistic expressinn for other areas of the currimlum.

A study of the historical development of artistic exprez,sion i made available within the history
material. This begins at the preschool level and is developed fu-st as an idea by itself; then, as the children
mature, it is related to architecture, religion, music, politics, literature, inventions, exploration, etc. Later, it
is again taken by- itself and studied more deeply: Appreciation exercises are a natural part of the histuriwl
study.

In the preschool, art materials are kept on their own section of shelving. This shelving is usually near an
easal. The art materials are available as a choice as are the rest of the materials in the classroom
environment.

In the elementary; the art studio should be immediately adjacent to, or occupy a secluded section of the
classroom environment. In it should be available the following techniques and media:

Crayons, chalk and other drawing media
Painting techniques

Clays and other modeling media
Textiles
Paper

Structuring
Printing techniques

Inks and dyes
Carving media

The above are detailed in Guidelines fur Art Actiuities by Nell Weniger, available from Nienhuis
Montessori USA (item number 5.673.00).

Jean K. Miller
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1SUPPLIER DIRECTORY

ABC School Supply, Inc.
6500 Peachtree mci. Blvd.
Box 4750
Norcross, GA 30071

Albanesi Education Center
Montessori Resource Dept.
4331 Allencrest Lane
Dallas, TX 75244

All West Pet Supply Co.
4200 Monroe St.
Box 16565
Denver, CO 80216

American Montessori Society
150 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10011

Apple Computer, Inc.
904 Caribbean Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Association Montessori International (AMI /USA)
170 W. Scholfield Rd.
Rochestei; NY 14617

Baumbach
640 National
Mountain View, CA 94043

Beckley Cardy
Box 320
Bennett, CO 80112

Bobay's Appliances, Inc.
1130 W Evans
Denver, CO 8022:3

Butler Paper
Box 5248
Denvei; CO 80217

Cadillac Plastic & Chemical Co.
4990 Olive St.
Commerce City, CO 80022

Cards of Knowledge
Box 653
Durham, CT 06422

Carolina Biological Supply Co.
Box 7
Gladstone, OR 97027

SERVICES

Oak book display rack,
assorted supplies

Picture card reading
materials, materials that
compliment Montessori
curriculum

Will accept POs from Public
Schools

Headquarters for AMS
training, school affiliation,
Montessori supplies, books

Best price for Apple 2 Es
and Macs

Liaison group with AMI in
Holland, center for
Montessori publications,
training and school affiliation
information

Resource for small, colored
plastic drawers

Large assortment of school
and office supplies

Source of two cubic foot
refrigerator

Assortment of paper
supplies

Clear plastic vinyl, 54 in.
wide for covering time
sewing folders, etc.

Colorful, informative Safari
cards

Detailed scientific catalogue
for live zoology and botany

1 :)pecimens
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Chase Ile Arts & Crafts, Inc.
96
45 Gemig Lane
Columbia, MD 21046

Colburn School Supply Co.
999 S. Jason
Denver, CO 80223

Cole
Box 1717
Pasadena, TX 77501

Comite Hispano Montessori
2127 S. :35th Ave.
Omaha, NE 68105

Community Playthings
Rifton, NY 12471

Craft Shop (Save the Children's)
3200 S. 76th Street
Box :33902
Philadelphia, PA 19142-0900

DLM Teaching Resources
Box 4500
One DLM Park
Allen, TX 75002

Education Systems
38:395 Trifone Road
Sage, CA 92343

Follow Me
Box 916
Arvada, CO 80001

Great Books Foundation
40 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611-2782

In-Print for Children
2113 Kenmore Ave.
Glenside, PA 19038

1:3s
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All colors of kraft rolls of
bulletin board paper

Wide variety of school and
office supplies, school
furniture, art easel center

Resource for children's
Spanish paperback books
and records

Group to promote
Montessori education and
Spanish-speaking people in
the USA, Central America
and South America,
Montessori classic literature
in Spanish

Excellent wooden furniture,
nice painting aprons

American Indian crafts and
crafts from around the world

Assortment of reading,
language, thinking mateiials

Spanish sandpaper alphabet,
moveable alphabet, word-
picture matching

Spanish language beginning
books, tapes, picture card
and reading label classified
nomenclatures

Reading series, discussion
leader guides

Muiety of classified card
materials printed on heavy
card stock
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Kaybee Montessori
4717 Chesapeake St. NW
Washington, DC 20016

H. Kamimoto String Instruments
198 Jackson
San Jose, CA 95112

Lillian Vernon
510 S. RI lion Ave.
Mount Vernon, NY 10550

Link the Language Company
1895 Dudley St.
Lakewood, CO 80215

Little Star Montessori
School Supply House
Star Route 38
Winthrop, WA 98862

Marisol Imports
Box 723
Boulder, CO 80306

Michael Olaf
5817 College Ave.
Oakland, CA 94618

Modern Curriculum Press
13900 Prospect Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44136

Montessori Creative Portfolio
Box 15132-L
Cincinnati, OH 45215

Montessori Printing Specialties
29 Ellenhall Square
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M1W 3B1

Montessori Services
816 King Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

NAMTA (North American Montessori Teachers' Association)
2859 Scarborough Rd.
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118

Imported Montessori materials
from Italy and India

Smallest violins for Suzuki

Useful commercial seasonal
catalog of odds and ends

"Big" book resource

Moveable continental drift
globe, nice child's story of
Maria Montessori's life

.Mexican imports

Assortment of books, tapes,
practical life and science
supplies for young children

History and science bi 1;s

for elementary

Many beautifOy drawn
picture card reading
materials primary and
elementary

Excellent quality paper and
paperbooks for various
stages
of penmanship and math

Great assortment of
materials
to support the Montessori
primary and lower
elementary curriculum

Montessori w,orkshops,
journals, media

1:M
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Nasco West, Inc.
1524 Princeton Ave.
13ox 3817
Modesto, CA 95352

Nature Company
Box 2310
Berkeley, CA 94702

National Geographic
Educational Service
Dept. 81
Washington. DC 20036

Nienhuis Montessori USA
:320 Pioneer Way
Mountain View, CA 94041

Par Imports
Isabell Thompson
:3355 S. Akron St.
Denver, CO 80231

Parent Child Press
Box 767
Altoona, PA 16603

Scholastic,
2931 E. McCarty
Jefferson Cit; MO 65102

School Specialty Suppl); Inc.
10844 Clarkson St.
Denver, CO 80233

Shorewood Fine Art Reproductions, Inc.
27 Glen Road
Sandy Hook, CT 06482

Smith & Hawken
25 Corte Madera
Mill Valle; CA 94941

Suzuki Corporation
Box 261030
San Diego. CA 92126

UNICEF
475 Oberlin Ave. S.
Lakewood, NJ 08701

140

Metric scales and weights,
materials for botany, zoolm;
geography, science
experiments

Seasonal catalog of beautiful
nature posters, books,
videos, tapes

Excellent economical
collections of "Books for
Young Explorers," great
globes, maps, books

Recognized manufacturer of
AMI-approved Montesscri
apparatus

Beautiful wall hangings and
crafts from Peru

Montessori books, art
appreciation, postcard
materials

More "Big" books, also
in Spanish

Heavy duty paper cutters,
30-drawer storage cabinets

Complete selection of art
print reproductions and
support biographical
materials

Children-sized gardening
tools, beautiful pots, seeds

Orff music instruments,
rhythm band instruments,
Suzuki violins

Notecards, games, atlas-
world views
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United Nations Gift Shop
G A 45 A
New York, NY 10017

Waterwheel Press
203 - 42nd St.
Des Moines, IA 50312

Waterwheel Press
Box 4
University Park, IA 52595

Wm C. Brown Publishers
Box 539
2460 Kerper Blvd.
Dubuque, IA 52004

Woodlite
1920 Donmaur Dr.
Crest Hill, IL 60435

Wright Group
10949 Technology Place
San Diego, CA 92127

Silk flags and colored
postcards of member nations

Science, nature posters,
cultural studies pints

Student atlases, president
prints, wives of presidents
prints, history booklets

Excellent books

Large parts of animal and
plant card material, large,
bright, lmobbed puzzle

Elementary level reading
books on interesting topics
like "Search for the Past" and
"The Changing Earth"
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LANGUAGE ARTS
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MONTESSORI READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

A special chapter providing an insightful view of Montessori language arts in light of
current trends, including bilingual education.
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THE TEACHING OF READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS
IN THE MONTESSORI SCHOOL

by Mary Maher Boehnlein, Ph.D.

"Role language" or "holistic" approaches to teaching reading that became popular in the 1980s are very
similar to Montessori once controversial integrated reading program.
Public schools are looking at Montessori as an alternative education model but need to understand its
scope and sequence of curriculum to implement it properly.
Integrating Montessori with other methods at variance with the Montessori curriculum can destroy the
Montessori curriculum.
There are critical differences in sequence and activity between Montessori, whole language programs, and
the isolated skill approach.
Special Montessori apparatus, teacherpreparod exercises, and selected literature and reference books are
needed to fully implement the Montessori language program.

INTRODUCTION

Of all the areas in the Montessoli curriculum, the teaching of reading aml the language arts has been
the most debated mid least understood. Until the 1980. and the recent popularit, of the "%v hole language" or
"holistic" approaches to teaching reading. Montessorians had a difficult time convinci.ig traditional educa
tors that the Montessori approach to helping children learn to read through exploration of a prepared
eIr ironment %%as a iable and successful approach. Her emphasis %vas alvkas on meaning first, although
nian of her interpreters focused inainb, on her approach up kaching symbol-sound relationships. Yet as
earl: as 1917 Montessori wrote, "Reading is an affair of tiw intelligenc( [and] iliterpretation (comprehenjon)
alone constitutes true reading" (p. 176).

When Monwssori was reintmluced in the United States in the 1960s, direct phonics instruction
methods %%ere being touted as the best %%:i to teach reading in traditional educrition. This isolated skills
(irproach to teaching reading became firml entrenched and basal readers, used in 90 percent of the
classrooms in the United States, m.,re re% ised to reflect this intensive and isolated phonics all 'roach. The
Montessori approach, on tlie other hand, u as and continues to be an integrated language arts approach in

hich speaking, reading, %%riting, listening, and grammar permeate the curriculum and are taught in
ta aim. In fact, using the words "teach" and "taught" are sumo% hat misleading since Montessori uriginall;,
bad no intention of des eloping pedagogical methods to du either. She %%anted to pro% ide w eru, ironment iii

hich c.hildren could explore thinp of intense interest tu them. She called these items "ke s" or "aids to
life." Therefore, this part of the curriculum is labeled "Language" rather than separating reading and
English, to indicate a wholeness, a facet of the cldld's development.

Dr Maly &sciatica( Chairpermin uftJ u Special ozid Instractlanal Programs at Cletyland Slat( ritiovrsoty aml i.
threctorai ReNevarli fat du North American Mant(i..miriTi(whers Association. RI( tat.s recently mhetol for a h. ((cher
leader's post with the Reading liccorery pragranm of Mio State l'lliemity.
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The teaching of reading never is considered as separate and distinct from other areas of the language
arts in the Montessori curriculum. This ivy\ of the language arts, that it must be presented tu the child as an
integrated whole, now has become acceptable and is called w hole language and. or literature-based reading.
There are differences between the Montessori approach to language and the current whole :Inc- .age
approach, however, which are elucidated later in this chapter.

Public school personnel wishing to implement the Montessori curriculum need to know the scope and
sequence of the curriculum, the materials needed to implement it, and most importantly, the instructional
theory in w hich it is based. Without this understanding, there may be a tendency to superimpose or overlay
a method of instruction w hich is philosophically and psy chologkally at variance with the Montessori
approach. An example is the use of a basal reader sy stem as the main reading approach and using
Montessori materials to supplement or for reim iforcemei activ :ties. This approach can destroy, a Montessori

Public school personnel wishing to implement the Montessori curriculum need to
know the scope and sequence of the curriculum, the materials needed to implement it,
and most importantly, the instructional theory in which it Ls based.

curriculum w hich depcnds upon the Montessori language component as a unify ing thread throughout the
preschool and elememaary years. All areas of the Mom itessori curriculum are dependent amid imiterdepemidemit
un language skills and language appreciation learned at the developmentally appropriate age and in
correlation with the rest of the curriculum. Geometry, mathematics, science, social studies, music, art, and
movement are interrelated with the child's understanding and skill in reading, grammar, writing, and
history of language. To impose a reading sy stein foreign to the Mom itessori approach is to weakeim the entire
elementary curriculum.

This chapter w ill describe the Montessori language approach and its similarities to and differences
from mime w hole language and isolated skills approaches currently used in United States' schools. Also
described are the practical aspects of materials acquisition and cost of implementing a Montessori language
curriculum in a public school setting.

MONTESSORI LANGUAGE THEORY

According to Stephenson i198(;), Montessori stressed that language must mit it be related to learning to
read and write but related to the development of the child the child must be ghen the opportunity to
develop language. Children are born with the potentiality for learning a language and for absorbing the
particular language ur languages spoken around them. The child, according to Montessori, has to acyire
language to be a full member of the society. What Monks..ori called potential is similar to w hat Noam
Chomsky (1968) called the Language Acquisition Do itt I LAD). LAD convey s the idea that certain
tendencies are inherited by all children w hich cause them to begin to use words in essentially the same
manner. Chomsky 's research on childrer from all ov LT die world concluded that all children seemed to
develop grammar that was similar in sequence and content. While research carried out since Clammsky 's has
not clearly substantiated his claim, there is mounting ev idence to substantiate the difference in the
grammar of beginning speakers and that of children w ho hmr.e acquired the rules of language usage.

Montessori's observations of language dev elopment also are consistent ith results of recent language
development research amid convey knowledge needed li adults to prov ide an env immanent that is language
stimulating. Linguists agree that from birth to age five the child constructs a w orking language. Of all
Montessori's sensitive periods, the times w hen a child is most receptive to specific ty lies of learning and
during w hich the child can learn effortlessly, languag:. is the longest during the first plane of development,
ages birth through six. Vygotsky, the Russian linguist, called the preschooler a linguistic genius. By age
three the child has already made Ja. discovery of the sounds of the group language, the v ocabulary, the
grammar, syntax, sentence structure, and uses language for cognitive processing. While Piaget refers to
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this stagetif cognitive development a., preupemtlmal, Ripple. Biehler. and Jaquish (1982) point out that the
two to five year old is capable of forming and modifying schemes at an impressive rate.

Vocabulary acquisition is an example of the forming and modifying of cognitive schematic structures.
With each new word a scheme is learned that reflects awareness of a particular idea or variation of a bask
idea. According to Carey 0977), the vocabular of a six year old ranges between 8.000 and MOO words. That
is an impressive amount of cognitive acti it in the first five years of life. More impressive, according to
Piaget. is that preschoolers are unable to decenter and therefore must concentrate on one quality at a time
yet they ha% e modified their schemata of language to include that fantastic number of words and their
meanings.

Montessori khew the child was fascinated with words at thi, young age and included mitiy uppur
tunities in the preschool curriculum to learn new words. Her method included concrete materials isual
aids to enhance the child's understatiding of the meaning:, of the words. Thc ba.ic material she de% eloped
was nomenclature cards with word, and picture.. In working cvith the numencLA ure materials, the child
also begins to categorize and organize the new vocabulary into schemata.

TIIE IMPORTANCE OF MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL EXPERIENCE
TO LANGUAGE LEARNING

Montessori obsemed that the .ix 3,ear oli ith the Montessori preschool (Casa) experience already
possessed the rudiments of w ritten language. Without this Casa expelience, noted Grazzini (1981), the task
of learning written language will be more difficult but certainly nut impossible. Hu further explained that
the needs of the six year old are different from the Casa child. The preschooler doesn't really know he is
going to school but the six year old know s it. This may in itself make him fearful. Also, b age six, the
sensitive period fur language is mer :unie of the concrete materials used in the Casa may nut interest
the child enough to ensure the necessary repetition of acti% ity. "The child w ho comes w ithout this precedi.ig
Montessori experience is a child w hont we could sit.% is handicapped because he is depril. ed. This4lifference,
this passage from deprivation to wealth, cannot be filled in with the same procedures used in the Casa
because the sensiti% e period is past and this passage then fur a child of six has to be filled in with remedial
methods" (Grazzini, 1984 Special %city s of teaching are necessar. when a child has nut acquired learning
w hen it was originally presented. It implies a missed opportunity to learn during the most sensithe period.
The material or concept., must be presented in a more enticing as w ell as in an instructionall sound manner
because the child must make a conscious effort to learn, unlike during the sensithe period when learning is
almost unconscious and absorbed effortlessly.

THE MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL LANGUAGE CURRICULUM

In the Montessori curriculum fur the child age three to six there is stress on %ocabulary enrichment
through words connected vi ith the sensorial materials and their attributes, through clatssified nomenclature
relatin to plant and animal life, and all other areas of the curriculum. Integrated with this are the earl,
stages of brim.fing grammar and s ntax to the child's consciousness through the study of how words functkai
in a sentence and how simple sentences can be analyzed. The child hears poetry, stories, rhymes, and
cum ersation. Every thing in the classroom has a name w hich the child eentually learns to read, and
demonstrates comprehension of by placing the labels on classroom objects. A unique charactoistk of a
Montessori preschool is the atmosphere w hich encourages and provides constant upportunit fur the
children to use oral language and to experience an adult model of responsible and humanel sensiti% e use of
language.

Through work with tile sensorial material. Ole child's muscles are prepared for the act of handwriting.
Use of the knobbed c;., finders and the metal insets allow s the child to de% elop muscles in the three fivers
used in the prehensile grasp tithe vi riting instrun lent. The work %vial the pink tomer helps the child acquire
a firmness of wtist, particularl placing the lightest and smallest cube. When using the plane geometric
insets, the child follows the outline w ith tviu of the fingers needed fur riting and absorbs a muscular
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memory of basic shapes. Placing the insets on the outline cards calls for recogthion of the shape. The
practical life :kirk ity of washing the hands finger b finger increases the blood circulation which increases
sensitivity to tactile material as well as calls the child's attention to the hand. Lightness of touch is developed
through the use of the sandpaper touch boards and N% ith the two finger tracing of the sandpaper letters ai ul
numerals. Even the sound C.N linders NN ith their particular shape enhance the flexibility of the NN rist "If the
child has had an enriched Casa experience, he has prehension, hands that are firm and stable, lightness of
touch, admirable and loose; a hand that is ready to write" (Grazzini, 1984

Finally, in the CaNI, stated Grazzini (1981), "there is also the development of a line fin. language in all
aspects; the desire to speak and listen, the desire to communicate, and the technical or mechanical skills
given by, the sensorial material." Luce of language is encouraged by presenting the story of the alphabet at
the beginning of the elementary lo el. The child is gic en the story of the alphabet not only for information
but to :ippreciate this great gift.

In th- Casa children play sound games hich help them 'alentify the sounds of their language. When a
child can differentiate sounds, the symbols for the sounds are introduced through tracing sandpaper letters.

The letters are introduced thnnigh their formation or shape and thcir sound. Thus handwriting is
integrated N% ith thc learning of the sy mbul and its sound. Since the child at age four is at a preoperational
stage, letters and sounds are presented in isolation. This approach of Montessori certainly seems to match
the child's do elopmental needs according to Piagetian theory that the child can only concentrate un one
quality at a time. The sound of the letter becomes ingrained through the simultaneous cocalization of the
sound w ith the muscular tr...ing of the shape. The highest frequency, sounds are presented in this manner.
The sandpaper letters are never used to blend sounds into words as this would imply a synthetic approach to
reading. Rather, Montessori proposed an analytic approach to reading just as the w hole language propo
nents advocate today. Building on the analy sis of sounds in 1N ord:, used in the sound games, Ow child is led to
analyze ur hear sounds in NN urds through the use of the muc cable alphabet. The sequence of learning is
hearing sounds, then connecting symbol and sound, and finally, analysis of sound w Rhin words through use
of the moveable alphabet to compose the child's own language. Later in reading the child N% ill analyze and
synthesize simultaneously as do all good readers. These early experiences Yelp the child acquire the idea
that reading requires both analy sis and synthesis and is Away s aimed at obtaining meaning from print.

The child uses a moveable alphabet to compose NN ords, and this activity requires that the child dimly
words into component sounds. This is a critical difference between the Montessori aliproach to reading and
the isolated skills approach, vriting and reading are integrally related. That is, the child comes to reading
through analy, sis rather than sy uthesis. The child is not asked to articulate and sy nthesize isolated sounds in
wor(ls w hen composing, but instead is asked to h-ar the sounds of the word and choose the correct cut-out
letters to represent the sounds. The child disco ers or "Imrsts" into reading w hell it becomes olk ious that
he or she and others can read N% hat he or she has ritten and read it silently. Thus, the child becomes
metacognitively aware of w hat a person does N% hen reading. Allow ing children to discus er the reading
process through their personal w riting pro% ides a powerful incentic e to w rite and read to communicate.

The preschool curriculum includes many (Alter actiN ities and materials to mild out the reading and
v. riting experiences of the children. There are beginning experiences in spelling, use of the dictionary,
punctuation, capitalization, and the learning of high frequency non phonetically regular words know n as
puzzle words. Beginning word analysis of suffixes and prefixes, the study of compound words, and reading
in all other subject areas are also included, particularly through the use of classified nomenclature card sets.

According to Miller (19S));

Accommodation of different learning st.% les comes w ith the extenshe section f the language urriculum alled
chtssified nomenclature. This c011144.1-, of mam, sens of pictures and %%ord cards, each set constructed annuli] a
central] theme (i.e, animals, objects in the kitchen, transportation on land, sea, air, tools, clothing, etc a Children
are taught the names of the objects prtured. It' the don't aireath lam them, b the teacher or hi tither
children in the classniom. The then can do an exercise of matching the label to the picture. Chihlren e. ho tel al
tmards an auditor;+, appnutch to reading such as sounding ords can usuall sound out the first loco ,ual
intuit the rest of the cord ii using the picture as clue. Children c% hi are noire isual learners nt,1 lot us on
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the configuration of the %vord. The wt., )1" clicssified nomenclature haw a built in control of error either a
separate picture with its label attached. or an identical label on the back of the original picture. The am meth
im oh ed v ith the matching of the pictures is also helpful to the kinesthetic learner. Additionally, the use of a
central theme for each set of nomenclature citrds helps children buihl thcirabilit to relate oltk.ts with an idea
or concept mid to categorize and classify

In the Casa, by age six the majority of children read simple sentences and sonic are able to read short
tooks with full comprehension. They also ean w rite sentences and short stories and make use of haunted

spellMg for more lengthy words.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MONTESSORI AND
OTHER BEGINNING READING APPROACHES

There are critical differences in set luence and activity of the Montessori language curriculum from the
w hole language and the isolated skills approach because of the age and cognitive stage of the child, the
philosophy of learning, and psy chology of the child. Whole lammage proponents believe that just as
language is learned through actually using it rather than through practicing separate parts and later
synthesizing them, the child will learn to read and w rite quite naturally w hen these processes are learned
incidentally and out of the need to communicate. Altwerger, Edelsky, and Flores (1987) describe w hole
lammage as a set of beliefs, a perspective rather than a method. Like Montessorians, w hole language
proponents state that belief shapes teaching practice. According to Altwerger et al., w hole language is not a
phonics approach, :a w hole word approach, a re% italized language experienct approach, or another type of
open education le lanpage dues not make use of exercises in reading and writing but rather relies
heavily, on Rem or other en% ironmental print to naturally stimulate and motivate the child to want to
learn to read and write by acthe engagement. This is similar to the Montessori belief that true reading is for
meaning and the children will learn to read 1,3 reading w hat they luau ritten or w hat they want to read.
Montessori believed that once pro% idyll the % isual key, the alphabet, the child would w rite and reading would
follow quite naturally

Howevei; for the w hole language pnoponents, there would be no isolated introduction of the sounds of
the language nor the ..%mbols. Nur would there be any contri% ed language materials or acti% ities. Symbols
and sounds would be learned from enriched experiences ith print and by the adult scribing for the child.
As the child sees the spoken word v rit ten by the adult and then attempts to read it, the child w ill come to
recognize symbol-sound relationships. Montessori does ha% e sonic prescribed reading and w riting acti% hies
but considers them filly key s to get the child started. This appears to lie the major difference but w e.oi the
two approaches.

1311th the w hole knguage and tl w Montessori approaches differ from the isolated skills approach +the
significantly in both philosophy and child psychology. The isolated skills approach is allied w ith tta
behaviorist approach to learning w hich espouses a iew that learning is done in bits and pieces anti later
synthesized. This approach to reading is characterized by isolated skill drills, elaborate management and
evaluation plans, and use of large amounts of work sheet ty pe exercises. Less emphasis is placed on reatihig
quality literature o: material with a sustained story line, and more emphasis is placed on reading short
segments of text of,en lacking the richness and complexities of nat aral language. The child is % iewed cs
dependent. Reading is something Imgild to the child rather than hwriud by the child. There is little true
integration of reading and composition and the other language arts, all are studied in isolation.

Proponents of this approach cite learning theory un overlearning and time on task to support their
approach. The proponents are behawrists ho iew learning as a series of reactions of tlw learner to
positive or negathe feedback from others. The child is expected to master many bits and pieces of
information and through carefully sequenced steps eventualb w ill synthesize the infiormation into a
meaningful whole. Believers in this approach do not view the learner as proactive.

Children in the beim ioral approacli to learning tend to do well on standardized reading tests because
the exercises they practice are similar to standardized test items isolated bits of information. Studies of
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independent reading, Mterestmd motivation to read for pleasure or information of Lhihlren v ho learn to
read in this approach, indicate little enthusiasm fur reading in 441* form. Whole lat.guage and Montessori

oo_a !Leasure and information and LN 6.4 !Inducestudies, on the other hand, describe children v+ hit read for I 1.1 I

much composition work.

THE MONTESSORI ELEMENZ1RY LANGUAGE CURRICULUM

Chen the aboe exiilanations of the ve.a) in cs hich beginning reading is approached in the Montessori
curriculum, public schools vishhig to adopt the api)roach must give careful consideration to the starting age
of the children, the admission of children beyond kindergarten leL el, and the autonom. gh en the Mot itcssori
teacher to implement a Munte:.,sori curriculum rather than a 1-114rid curriculum. As stated abuse, the Casa
program was designed to be developmentally appropriate fur the three to six year.old child, it is not
appropriate for the first through third grade child and %OH not succeed Lt ith children of that age.

Public school administrators ids° should be aware that the elementaD Montessori teacher nia not
have full training in the preschool methods and therefore should not be asked to imple.nent a preschool
program at the Llementar level. The elementar curriculum demands a solid base in Lc ritten eommunka
tion if the child is to successfulb, benefit from it. Without this solid base, the elementar teacher most
employ a special approach to beginning reading; ever, the child's access to the richness of the rest of the
curriculum is limited until reading strategies are acquired. Because of this, it is strongly recommended that
public schools not begin Montessori programs that do not at least admit four , ear olds and preferabb three
yer ulds.

Prwided the child has experienced a rich Casa program, the elementao lanl.zuage curriculum consists
of the following areas of study:

Hishwy toanguage
cy'specch

Sentence anal ysis
Written comptsition
Reading
Literature study
Oral language
Creat ire drama

Basic to all the aboLe is the art of listening and the Casa experience of the use of language to help in the
pnice...s of adaptatilm to the life of the famil) and the small societ of tlie classroom. Stephetison 419stit stated
that one major aim at the elementaD le el is to build on the Casa experience and then to encourage the use
of language in the process of reasoned thought. Elenientar children need a command 44f reasoned languagc
in order to communicate to societ. and to understand their part in it because the elementar child is now
moving into the larger soeiet beyond the famil. and lassmom. For this reason silent %% orkiiig and silence
are not requirements of a Montessori class. Children are not asked to cc hisper but rather to learn to control
their voices so as not to interfere with others. Only through oral interaction will children extend their
vocabulary and become self-assured when speaking to others.

Within the Montessori elementary curriculum there is emphasis on discussion, free speech bounded
onb b, the rules of social cum ention, and on oral reports given on various indh idual and g+.oup project:..
Children are helped to make these reports interesting to others, to teach others, and to expand the v+ ork of
the class. According to Stephenson, the oral report helps the child to appreciate and understand respon
sibilit to society. The reports are the result of seriousb planned in& idual and small group research.

Other areas of oral language in the elementary curriculum are prepared speeches around a self
selected topic, debates, particularb at the nine to tccehe lewl, the recitation and reading of poetry.
preparing and presenting dialogues such as between two historical characters. dramatic presentations
which involve interpretive reading, and finally the writing and producing of plays.
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WRITITN COMPOSITION AND GRAMMAR

The Muntessuii curriculum, with its emphasis on du_ integration of the social sciences and the
humanities, provides rich opportunities fur both 9:a1 and written language. Children read, write, and speak
about their study in all these areas. The means to du this successfully are ensured by a continuous study of
language through reading, word analy sis called word study by Muntessurians, and the study of gramanu:
This interrelated IR* chulinguistic approach to the study of language is a unique contribution of Montessori
that has gone quite unrecognized by traditional educators.

Montessori devoted much research to the development and testing of grammar material, that helped
the child integrate the study of grammar with reading comprehension. In hychugrammar Muntes..-mi
said, "The study of the function of words is a way to penetrate language w hich already exists in the child and
it is a means fur perfecting and fixing the shape of his language. Therefore, it is extremeb useful to the chihl
who is organizing his language at that time" (Grazzini, 1982).

At the elementary level grammar is studied as an aid to reading comprehension. Therefore, grammar
is preparation for reading and the child need nut be a proficient reader to study grammar. The sti4 of
grammar also will help children express themselves better in writing. The goal of grammar study is to aid
reading comprehension and skill in writing. Montessori said that the study of grammar Auts s the reading
process but in the end it increases the undersLanding (Grazzini, 1982).

Unlike traditional grammar exercises, the Muntessuii materials are highly motivating and interesting
exploratory exercises that allow the child to dicuver Is hat he or he actualb performs in speaking, writing,
and reading.

GRAMMAR STUDY

The t;tudy of grammar begins in the preschool with the function of words or in the traditional
curriculum, parts of speech, w hich are presented very dcamaticalb with concrete materials. Later in the
elementary; children are given stories of the etymology of the names of the parts of speech. In addition,
Montessori imented symbols fur the parts of speech, each with its own meaning and story. Throughout this
study, w hich continues into the early elementary years, words are always studied within the context of
meaningful sentences. Syntax, the order of words in a sentence, is learned EQ. using cut-up sentences and
making permutations to discover whici, order makes sensible sentences.

A lery important elementary Montessori material con:ists of grammar boxes. Grammar boxes isolate
and focus attention on the parts of speech and their qualities. They lead the child to make his or her own
abstractions concerning the function of the part of speech. Follow-up activities include exploration of the
etymology of the words in sentences, categorization of words by part of speech in sentences, word study of
the rout form of the words, and later trcing the history of changes in the meaning of words over time.

The grammar boxes are considered keys anti du nut teach the w hole of grammar. Later, at ages nine to
tw eh e, the child w ill use traditional grammar books and study w hat linguists have said about the parts of
speech. The :44 at this age becomes mum technical and will be better understood because of the solid
fimndation given by the work with the grammar boxes. In addition, the child discovers that there are many
more cases than the grammar boxes presented.

Grammar box work, although isolating parts of speech, uses complete t,entences. The child always goes
from a w hole sentence to the z,ttat of a part of the sentence. Through this anab sis the child gains greater
comprehension of w hat is read and learns quite naturally how choice of words helps one write clearb and
effectiNely. The command earth, that accompany the boxes provide opportunity fur the child nut only to learn
the syntax of the language but also pro\ ide practice :n reading ttimprehension of passages ttf more than une
sentence in length. The purpose of the commands, according to Montessori, is to help clarify the meanings oi
words in context, the context uf the total meaningful sentence. Often the oil-mantis are dune cooperatively
by groups of children, and thus !JA ide opportunity fur discussion and resolution of meaning and
interpretation.
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Sentence Analysis

At the same time the child is exploring the functions of words. another material. sentence analy sis, is
introduced and used from preschool through the elementary grades. This material helps the t.hihl learn the
parts of the sentences such as subject, predicate, direct object. indirect object, clauses, and the types of
sentences such as simple. compound, complex, and compound-complex. The material, consistiag of set eral
parts, is used throughout the elementao years to lead the chihl deeper and deeper into the understamling
of the relationship of words to parts of sentences, and finalb to in-depth study of the noun and its attributes
and the verb and all its tenses and moods.

Written Communication and Creative Dramatics

Concurrently to the children's study of language through reading and geammar. the total Montessori
curriculum requires independent research and sharing of that know ledge and information through mitten
composition. oral reporting. or through dramatic presentations. Since the children are allotted to choose
areas of exploration, they usually are eager to seek information and to k arn hot% to communicate it to their
peers. The teacher serves as a guide and does not impose a writing curriculum in any preconcehed
sequence. Rathei; wi itten tvtirk is guided individualb by the teacher with help git en on any aspect of
writing as the child needs it. Children learn the process of writing quite nautrally in a Montessori Llassntom.
and with multi-age groupings children hate other competent writers older than themseles ho can help
them. They also learn by helping the younger children. 13, ith hand and computer generated ttritteit tt (irk is
produced in Montessmi classrooms.

The cultural life in a Montessori classroom pros ides great impetus to creathe expression. Musktrt.
and drama are integrated into the regular life in the classroom and are naturally interrelated ith all other
areas of the curriculum. They are also experienced, a:, childrm ta tent. community functions as a group. In
the classroom they experience quality literature and poetr,. read to them by the teacher and read by
themselves. Teachers also tell stories and encourage celebrations and the learning of cultural and historical
aspects of communication. It is no %%under that they ask to write their own play s or mw-ical pniductions.
Heathcote, the well known dramatics educator from Great Britain, said that

Dramatizing makes it possible to imilate an t. ent 1r to compare t int. et ent vtith ,trit ither. to It tt ik at etents that
hate happened to other people in other places and times, Iterhaps. or to look at tale's taut everience after the
event, within the safety of knowing that just at this moment it is not reall happening (Kahn. RN).

The use of creative dramatics allow s for creatit e expression as well as for sAidifying know kdge and
feelings learned through the Montessori curriculum experiences. Creathe dramatits. Jones tIPS-D s'ated,
helps in the development of a healthy imagination that soles to integrate the personality:

In a Montessori classroom, children write their own pltty s and often write their ttw n music for musical
productions. These productions, Jones noted, "become the focus for integrating other kinds of actit hies-
such as researching characters and the period of history. using the grammar symbols on the portions of the
text they write, and learning voice projection, articulatit fn. and expression. Finally, children learn poise and
the value of group cooperative effort. Through creative drama, written and produced I ty the children, all the
language arts skills are practiced in an integrated manner.

Reading

Reading in a Montessori elementary classn tom is thine thniugh trade I-Hnihs. info math 'nal materials.
and classic literature such as the Junior Great Books program, rather thaii through a basal reader irogram.
Children learn to read as they read to learn. Children set their ottn purposes for reading w hen they decide
to do an oral or written report.

There is no need to purchm-e a basal reader series and no advantage to hat ing them in the & Mmentary
classroom. Any reading skill to be learned can be learned through the use of trade books and through
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content area reading materials. Furthermore, these skills w ill be learned eitsib, and with more interest if
they are needed by the child tu understand material fur self-selected research projects ur through self-
selected quality children's literature.

Public schools hich require the Montessori classrooms tu teach reading through the imposition of the
basal reader program lose the ad \ antages of the holistic language approach as well as impose a teaching
time restraint w hkh interferes with the LA:1 -riplementation uf the Muntessini curriculum. Teachers and
pupils spend time in artificialb npused instructional sequences and less time reading t-,ustained text with
high mutiNation. Far fewer imli \ id ual and group research reports al al less creative writing are accomplished
because of the unnecessar group reading insAruction. In addition, this imposed pace of the basttl instruction
actually slim s the acquisition of reading strategies because it is nut individualized according tu the
child's needs.

Lynch (1987) states:

Because the basal stories am %ritten to inwrporate a specific skill, nut to engage a child's heart and mind, the;\
are nut ver;, interesting. These short stories du nut allow children to experience -he purpose and pkasure of
mal reading. Books, intemsting boas, are often available to our children oIil as rewards, after tfm, have
finished their w urk. And as a resuit fluent readers practice readii ig and become more fluent, hile less fluent
readers are deprived of du. practice thi o need. Tim, are gh en more lessons, more workbook pages, and
more tests. Th* expenence more loss of self esteem and come tu look upon reading as ;,umething tv be aLuided
(p. viii).

Reading in the Montessori elementary classroom is taught mainly through a print enriched environ-
ment by a trained Montessori teacher w ho understands the reading and writing processes. The Great
Lessons and Ke Lessons given in uther areas of the curriculum pro ide inspiration and stimulate interest
in learning through reading. There is a 1N ealth uf resource material at various reading levels provided in the
classroom as well as in the school library If the child needs more than this, going out into the communit;i,
environment tu a local library is arranged. At the elementar, level the child learns tu read by reading tu
learn in interesting material rather than in basal reader material.

The classroom and school libraQ, have single and multiple :vies of children's literature books (trade
books) and all children read during a self-selected time ur during group :.sustained silent reading time. The
study of literary style and content is an important part uf the reoding work dune by the child and uften is
integrated with the above desciibed grammar stud. An individtkaized, literature based program has been
the hallmark of the Montessori elementary curriculum for over fifty years.

Sume teachers add the Junior Great Books to encourage the art uf discussion and tu correlate with the
chikh-en's stuib of histur, and geography. In cininection ith the Junior Great Books teachers and students
learn the art of the seminal.. "The seminar discussion is a conversation conducted in a manner conducive tu
shared ir..,ight. The aim uf the s,eminar i to bring nit ideas ideas in the student" (Kahn, 1985). Usually the
seminar is dune after several children have mad a book, either fiction ur nun-fiction. Through skillful
discussion leading, the teacher and the group deal ith lit&ral tu evaluative thinking, from factual tu
evaluative questions.

The principk f the seminar giL e the Montessori wailer an upportunk to be an explorer of the ntial
Montessori ideas. EH. implicit in the curriculum itself is a great humanist tradition pn!senting the uhfulding
kvelopment of life ahd histoQ,. The curriculum has a logiL hich appeals to the inner logic of the child. It is the
natural tendera of the Lhild towards truth and tlw capack of the child's mind to comprehend the truth that
gives Montessori ekmeritar education its true impetus fur hich the st!minar is a vital aid (Kahn, p.

Reading, then, in the Montessori dernentar curriculum is another means b v hich the child explores
the propared environment of the classroom and the w ider :society outside the classroom. All the skills
identified by reading experis are practiced and learned by children in Muntestani classrooms. The
difference is that the zsltills are learned in a more natural and dynamic w because the child needs tu learn
them to continue his ur her work. Ailother difference is that the s,kills are learned as thQ, are needed rather
than imposed b aime artificial time table. Researi.h of reading skill development in Montessori classrooms
corroborates that children do learn to read well in this approach (Boehnlein, 19881
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MATERIALS NEEDED

Materials needed to fully implement the Montessori language curriculum consist of the standard
Montessori apparatus (core materials) that. can be purchased through authorized Montessori materials
manufacturers (see lists in this book), teacher prepared exercises and consumable items, and literature and
reference books purchased from traditional sources. While initial costs of fully equipping a classroom may
seem high, (A er time the Montessori language curriculum is less expensive than a traditional curriculum
which depends upon basal reader programs and all the workbooks and supplementary materials such as
tests, spelling \ orkboo6, handwriting books, English books, etc. that are bought for each child. In
contrast, only a few duplicates of Montessori materials are provided in classrooms and the material is of such
high quality that it lasts for y ears. The usual consumable supplies such as handwriting paper, notebooks to
keep journak writing and illustrating supplies at e needed annually. In addition, appropriate containers to
hold the consumable materials on the shelves, adequate reference materials, a classroom library uf
informational and children's literature are initial investments and on-going additions and replacements to be
planned for in the budgq.

EVALUATION

Evaluation of children's reading and writing progress is done in a variety of ways but alw ays based on
imlividual student performance. Teachers use daily anecdotal records, children's own records of their \ mit ,

and the child's use of language and reading in real situations. White standardized and cumpetency-based
tetts are used to evaluate children's progress, there is a danger in the exelusiye use of these tests. As Watson
and Crow ley (1988) point out, standardized tests, basal reader tests, and competency tests are designed to
measure a skills model uf reading by testing isolatol skills outside uf their actual use. Language learning is
too complex to reduce to a single numerical score, and a test score provides no information that is useful to
teachers.

The Montessori teacher must know the di-trict expectations and match them to the Montessori
curriculum. While the goals of both the district and the Montessori curriculum are similar, the Montessori
curriculum timetable for achiet, ing these goals w ill %dry from standard practice fur very sound psychologi-
cal and psycholinguistic ieasons. Because of the three year teaching cycle, Montessori teachers will be
evaluating with long-term goals in mind. They \ ill be moi,; ,:oncerned with evaluating children's use of
thinking and problem solving strategies rather than merely evaivating hundreds of subskills. For example, a
district might require that first graders be able to identify short vowels and long vowels at the end uf first
grade. Montessorians Iilw w hole language tvachers, however, would nut be concerned about this as a skill
but rather would consider it a discovery that comes its the child explores spelling and grammar of the
language. Furthermore, although tht child was presented with the spelling patterns that relate to these
\ owe I sound differences in the Montessori prescheol, he or she would neNer be asked to men iorize a phonics
rule since this is nut necessary tu learn to read. This difference in w hat is considered evidence of normal
progress in reading and writing needs to be recognized. The usual te: s reflect the typical public school
curriculum and du not reflect or rmasure the rich, less and depth of the Montessori curriculum. Evaluatiui
instruments and methods shoul 1 reflect the expectancies of the implemented curriculum rather than
dictating the curriculum.

Montessori teachers, however, must help children learn to taltt. ,Landardized tests since this currently
is required by our culture. Children need tu learn the language uf the test, and examp'.es of such lamzuage in
sample test format can prepare children for the test experience.

Evaluation of the Montessori language program must be done on more than pencil and paper tests.
Children's portfolios should be kept from year to year N% ith selected eN idence of continuing progress of the
child. This will be far more revealing than a test :,core. Administrators and teachers need to delineate and
agree on what will be considered valid evidence of children's progress in language learning.
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USEFUL SOURCES OF PROFESSIONAL AND CHILDREN'S BOOKS

American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Boynton/Cook Publishers, Inc.
P.O. Box 860
52 Upper Montclair Plaza
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043

Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books

University of Chicago Press
Journals Division
P.O. Box 37005
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Children's Book Council
678 Irving Place
New York, New York 10003

Council on Interracial Books for Children
Racism/Sexism Resource Center
1841 Broadway
New York, New York 10023-748

Dell Publishing Company
1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
245 E. 47th Street
New York, New York 10017

(Banbury Delta, Laurel Leaf, Standish, & Yearling
Books)

Dial Books for Young Readers
E. P Dutton Publishing Co,
2 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016

(Pied Piper books)

Dormac, Inc.
P.O. Box 270459
San Diego, California 9211S-0983

(Reading Corner books)

Good Apple
Box 299
Carthage, Illinois 62321

Great Books Foundation
40 East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Harper & Row
10 E. 53rd St.
New York, New York 1009.2

(Trophy books)
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Heinemann Educational Books, Inc.
70 Court Street
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801

Holt, Rinehart & Winston
383 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

(Owl books)

The Horn Book
Park Square Building
31 St. James Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

International Reading Association
800 Barksdale Road
P.O. Box 8139
Newark, Delaware 19711

LINK
The Language Company
1895 Dudley Street
Lakewood, Colorado 80215

Longman, Inc.
95 Church Street
White Plains, New York 10604

(Breakthrough books)

National Council of Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road
Urban, Illinois 61801

Penguin
40 W. 23rd St.
New York, New York 10010

(Puffin Books)

Reading Development Resources Ltd.
P.O. Box 365.)1
New York, New York 10085

Richard C. Owen, Publisher
P.O. Box 819
New York, New York 10085

Rigby Education
454 Virginia Street
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014
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Scholastic Inc.
Box 7502
Jefferson City Missouri 65102

ScholasticTAB Publications
123 Newkirk Road
Richmond Hill, Ontario LAC 3G5
Canada

Teachers & Writers Collaborative
5 Union Square West
New York, New York 10003

Teachers Networking
CIO Richard C. Owen, Publisher
P.O. Box 819
New York, New York 10085

Tott Publications
4492 Knobhill Drive
Bellbrook, Ohio 45305

Weston Woods
Weston, Connecticut 06883

Whole Language Consultants
140 Makana Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba 2G 2S9
Canada

Whole Language Newsletter
C/O Adrian Peetom
Scholastic! DkB Publications
123 Newkirk Road
Richmond Hill, Ontario LAC 3G5
Canada
The Wright Group
10949 Technology Place
San Diego, California 92127

The Writing Company
1000 Culver Blvd.
Dept. E2, P.O. Box 802
Culver City, California 90230

Zephr Press
430 South Essex Lane
Tucson, Arizona 85711
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THE MONTESSORI ENVIRONMENT AS A
SETTING FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION

by Alice M. Renton

Bilingual education is of value to both language minority and language nutiority children.
Th e "dual language process" is enhanced by the natural learning of the Montessori prepared environment
which builds linguislic ezperiences through the innate absorbency of the child's mind.
Language proficiency has two aspects: basic communicative tasks and cognitive academic tasks.
Language skills in the first language serve as the base for language skills in the second language.
A trained adult with high proficiency in the first language needs to be available for the minority child.
Initial reading and writing are taught in the first language.
Montessori classrooms provide comprehensive input through an array of developmental materials and
activities and the three period lesson.

0 Montessori provides a supportive environment through smell group lessons, emphasis on tracking rather
than correcting, overall respect for the child, and the three year cycle.

The Montessori environment, from preschool through elementary; can be a model setting fur a truly
bilingual education fur both language minority and language majority children. As uefined by the U. S.
Office of Education, bilingual education is "the use of two languages, une of w hich is English, as mediums of
instruction...for the same student population, in a well-organized program w hich encompasses part ()I all uf
the curriculum, plus study uf history and mlture associated w ith the student's mother tongue." By this
definition, the purpose of bilingual eduk,ation is proficient performance in all aspects of tw u languages
understanding, speaking, writing, and reading a is cummun in many countr.'es of the %vorld. In the
United States, however, bilingual education programs have gh en more importance tu the learning of
English by language minority children than to second language acquisition by English speakers. Current
concerns about "the tongue-tied American" and American students' aby smal ignorance of geography and
world affairs point tu serious deficiencies in second language instruction and cultural awareness. The
capacity tu functiun in more than une language and tu participate in more than one culture is a ital need for
all of today's children.

Ideally, a Montessori model of bilingual education %%mild fully utilize the de l. eloping period fur language
frum preschool thruugh elementary, tapping the language potential of both language minority and English
speaking children IA hile keeping in mind the needs of each group. Fur language n 'purity children, English is
essential for survival zuld success in the dominant culture. they must attain oral proficiency, achiexe
academically; and develop a comfortable biculturalism. At the same time and the younger the dal, the
more critical this is they have an equally vital need tu maintain and develop their first language as an
instrument of personal expressioii, cognitive deelopment, family communication, mid cultural identity. Fur
English speakers, early exposure tu a second language and culture is a key experience in communication

Alice Renkm is Academic Director and lecturer in Monto.sori ph ilmophy fbr Oa Rocky Mountain Montsuri Tun&
Training Program in Boulder, Colorado, and a Weller and ct rtificd IIThHCI in Wily/nal mid in alticaltu pn.schooi
curriculum models.
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and awareness as well as a strong base for future study. For all young children, the dual language process is
an opportunity tu expand their minds and lives during a period of optimum language learning. As Eleanor
Thomis points out:

Children %% ho learn tohmgtiages as %%ell as use them both, in order to learn other subjects, are engaged
in a highb complex process, one %%lach influences their cognithe po%% en their emotional de%elopment, and
their personality. structure. The challenge to educators of young children lies in the preparation of an
educational plan %% inch %% ill guide them safely through the dual language process so that th* are competent,
knowledgeable, and comfortable in two environments and two languages.

The term "dual language process" seems particularly appropriate to Montessori education. The
prepared en% ironment is uniquely suited, in philosophy aid practice, to the conditions identified by current
research as essential tu successful second language acquisition. Montessori has always regarded language
as a process uf acquisition rather than as the result uf direct instruction. It deeply respects the natural

The term "dual language process" seems particularly appropriate to Montessori
education. The prepared envimnment is uniquely suited, in philosophy and practice,
to the conditions identified by current research cis essential to successful second
language acquisition.

absorbency of the child's mind and the guidance of the sensitive periods fur movement and order, hich nut
only prepare fur the emergence uf language but are also intrinsic tu it. The sensitive period fur language is
understood to encompass all of childhood, from birth through age 12, with each development stage focusing
on a specific aspect of language.

The child's process uf acquiring the phy sical capacity tu speak, learning to negotiate meaning, using
accepted forms, and eventually mastering all aspects of language, is analyze(' by Maria Montessori in Thc
Absorbent Mind. She describes it w ith the same awe expressed by contemporary researchers hu admit
they still cannot fully understand it. Montessori regarded this process as the child's indi% idual creation, «ith
the adult facilitating the child's ow n language b pro% iding an ell% irunment rich in experiences and language
modeling. She stressed language as coimnunicative competenc. \ in much the same terms used in today 's
communication-based approach to both first and second language acquisition.

A bilingual ur dual-language Montessori ell% inn unent. communicative competency as a goal, can
cuivruently mesh Montessori philosophy and practice with the basic principles uf current researvb un
successful communication-based programs. Fi% e principles, outlined beltm, are grouped into three areas.
piimary language development, sewnd language acquisition, and stu, lent status ur classroom interaction.

Primry language development is crucial to the success of language minority children, especially very
young ones. It comprises three of the five basic principles below:

1. To succeed academically, language minority children need to develop proficiency in both
languages. A child's primaQ, language is an essential tool in de% eloping such cogniti% e skills as understand-
ing, remembering, ordering, classifying, and reasoning. Ha% ing acquired these skills, the child can then
apply them tu second language learning. Ideally, the result is proficient bilingualism CI ative ur nemsnative
level in Wu languages), the benefits of Iv hich are: superiur levels uf cognitive development, academi%
achievement, and linguistic awareness. How e% er, if the child begins to learn a second language without first
having acquired these essential cognitive skills in the primary language, the result %%-ill be limited
bilingualism. In this case, the child lacks proficienc in either language and cannot achieve awdemically.

2. Language proficiency has two aspects: basic communicative tasks and cognitive academic
tasks. This refers to the Wu skill levels of every language. Social, conversational language is used un an
everyday basis fur informal, interpersonal communication and is first acquired in the family. Academic
language, either spoken or ritten, is used for learning and di.coN,ing abstract ideas and is acquired in
school. Differing amounts uf time are required tu develop these two aspects uf proficiency in a second
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language. Current estimates are that it Likes two years to skelo p social language and eh, o st...N en y ears to
develop academic language.

3. Developing primary language skills necessary for ticademic tasks in the first language is the
base for developing academic skills in the second language. Learning subject matter in the first
language builds background know ledge hkh helps make second lam:;tiage subject matter more cumpre
hensibk. This tpeeds second language acquisititni by capitalizing on the cognitive proficiency alread
establishtd in the first language. Math concepts built in Spanish, fur example, will enable a Spanish
speaking child to transfer them to the same subject in English, w hilt: at the same time acquiring the
appropriate amleinic language in English. This transfer of skills is very clear in reading ties elopment.
mastery of the ritten code only has to happen once. Tlw must efficient Wa.S to English literacy is through
native language literacy. The child w ho reads %Nell in Spanish and has good oral language proficiency in
English is more likely to begin reading English successfully than the child with few or no reading kill in
Spanish and a limited English vocabulary.

These three principles Lae resulted in the following basic guidelines fur successful instruction of
language minority children, Ns hich can be applied to dual language Monte:soli settings:

Language minority children require substantial amounts of instruction in and through their
first language most commonly, 70 percent a the Freschool level, 50 percent in gl'adt.'s 1 to 3,
and 25 percent in grades to 6. In the Montessori p.,0school class, this means that all initial
presentations of materials are given in the first language. !n the elementary class, new subject
matter is given in the first language. Less demanding, muee familiar subject matter may be
introduced in English as appropriate to the child's English proficiency les el (this assuming the
children have had three years of bilingual preschool experience).
There is a trained adult available ith a high proficiency in the first language. This adult (teacher
or aide) gives first lang-uage presentations without translation, models the language, pros ides
emotional and psychological support fur language minority childrtm, and serves as the first
language resource person for the English-speaking adult and children.
The two languages are kept in separate contexts. Preferably, there are two adults available to
serve as separate language models. Presentations are given in one language only, without
trantiation. There is a separate area fur each language, w ith the full complement of Montessori
language materials available in a parallel sequence. Equally attractivt materials in both
languages are available in the reading corner and the listening center
Initial reading and writing are taught in the first language. The Montessori language sequeme,
from beginning oral language development activities through proficient reading, builds native
literacy naturally and organically. It gradually brings to conseiousness the language already
absorbed and develops each skill separately; to be integrated at t.ie child's own pace. The child's
own oral language is the basis fur sound analyAs, word building, and beginning reading.

The fourth principle to be considered from the research applies to all children and clearly defines two
outstanding characteristics of the Montessori eii irunment as essential to successful language learning:

4. The two essential conditions for acquiring communicative competency in a second language
are: comprehensible input and a supportive environment.

Comprehensible Input Children acquire language by understanding messages. The meaning of the
message is embedded in its context concrete objects, actis Ries, or events taking place in the ens irolimel
Fur the content of the message to be fully understood, the miiterial must be interesting enough for the child
to want tu understand w hat it means. It also becomes more meaningful w hen it triggers the child's
imagination and can be explored in intTat:duns ith others. Meaning is also delis ed fruni delis ei y of the
message. It must build on the child's existing knowledge and include familiar language as w eh as IleNS.
Gesture and facial expression, clear articulation, repetition and simplification, and a reduced rate of speet.h
also transmit meaning. Through meaningful mez-sages gh en ill an understandable mannt-T, children absorb
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correct grammatical strut. tures, so adult modeling of correct, precise, and complete language is extremely
important.

It is clear from this description that the entire design of the Montessori ens ironment is geared tu
comprehensible input. "t pros ides the richest of contexts through the entire array of developmental
materials and actis ities. Interest in the content comes from indis idualized presentation and exploration, the
intrinsic attraction of the materials, and the many opportunities fur interaction among children and bass cell
children and adult.. The Montessori teacher is solidly trained in conscious delis ery and use of language.

A classic Montessori technique, the Three-Period Lesson, is a powerful exercise in comprehensible
input concrete, brief, simple, objectis e and an invaluable tool in the dual language process. Through the
succes 1,11 e steps of perception, recognition, and expression it builds the three skills of listening, compreheit
sion, and production common tu any language. The three periods may be used nut only fur gis ing s ucabulary
for a specific experience, but also as a basis fur presentil tg materials and actis hies geared to a specific stage
of language acquisition. Second-period games, such as "Who has ..." or "Bring me ..." give the practice in
recognition essential tu comprehension. Third-period activities like "What du ou have?" or "What did you
bring me?" give opportunties for expression when the child is capable of production.

TheSupportive Environment Comprehensible input is nut in itself sufficient for language acquisition tu
take place. Affective factors enter intu play and either impede ur facilitate the pnicess, acting as a sort of
"affectis t. filter" in the brain. Beneficial affective factors include a non-stressful setting, positi e motis ation,
and selfconfidence. These are all present ill the Muntesseri ens ironment and its goal to "teach teaching, nut
correcting." Again, the entire environment is designed to be Ns holl supportive of the child's work of
learning. Respect for the child's choices, the built-in control uf error Ns hich frees the child from constant
adta correction, and the structuring uf materials and actis ities fur maximum independence aud success
contribute tu this atmosphere, as does the self-confidence des eloped from the daily experiences of respect
and responsibility for self, others, and the environment.

The fifth principle from research is directly related to the suppurtis L ens irunment and the relation-
ships established within it:

5. Positive student outcomes are the result of positive student/teacher and student/student
interactions. This conclusion stresses that teachers must interact positis ely and equitably with both
majority and minority students in specific way s. Examples are listening attentively tu them, offering
opportunities to respond, gis ing them individual attention, talking about personal interests and experi-
ences, and using expressions of courtesy with students. Positive student student interactions result from
minority and majority students being ins-oh ed in cooperative learning techniques w here they are workiiig
together to reach common goals and ress arded fur cooperating with each other. SuLli interactions promote
second language acquisition because a principal factor in this process is intense and frequent contact v ith
fluent second-language-speaking peers. Other pusitis e practices recommewled are offering the minority
language ln second language experiences for majority language children and using it throughout the sLhool
for nuninstructional purposes to establish itS importance. This is seen as part of the care that must be takei 1
to engender feelings of acceptance and equality for all children.

The positive interactions described here are gis ens in Montessori, since it requires the adult tu adapt tu
the needs of the child and stresses cooperation. not competition. The three-year age range in a class
minutes children asking fur and receis ii ig help from each other. Iii the course uf the day there are dozens of
opportunities fur spontaneous pairings and groupings across ages. languagestnd cultures. Small group
lessons easily lend themselves tu second language experiences for all Lhildren. The Nies\ uf the Montessori
..chool as a ss hole in Ns hich eer y part sers es the child supports the integration uf the minority language into
the entire school ens irunment. Respect for the uniqueness of each child is basic to the Montessori
philosophy and brings with it an appreciation of each child's natis e language and cultural heritage, as well as
careful attention to his or her specific language requirements.
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It may thus be safely stated that the Montessori educational philosophy, developmental materials, and
learning and teaching tedmistues pros ide precisely the ens ironment that, research indicates is best suited to
the dual language approach.

Beginning with preschool, the Montessori model is equipped to offer:

An environment rich in developmentally appropriate experiences: practical life, sensul ial,
language, math, art, music, cultural areas, movement.
High oral proficiency in the first language: conversational interactions, Tlwee-Period Lesson,
vocabulary emichment activities, classified vocabulary, children's literature, group actis, ities on
line.
First language beginning literacy skills. "I Spy " and sound analysis games, sandpaper letters,
movable alphabet, reading object boxes, secret messages, three-part cards, sequenced reading
materials.
Intensive oral development in the second language. all oral language actis, ities mentioned under
high oral proficiency above; small group lessons in content areas, giving second language
vocabulary fur concepts already established in first language, balanced use of both languages for
line activities, grace and courtesy, and non-instructional purposes.
Readiness for second language literacy: "I Spy;" new s period, question games, sandpaper
letters, story-telling.
A multicultural focus: integration through practical life, sensorial, math, cultural areas, arts and
crafts, music, food preparation activities, holidays, and celebrations.

A special strength of the Montessori dual language approach is that the three-year cycle pros ides
ample time fur thorough second language acquisition. Monolingual children beginning the dual language
process at age three are taking the first step towards becoming bilingual, a developmental process v hkh
continues throughout elementary school. During each of the three ey des, the3 N% ill progress at their ow II

ad capacity in each language, at both the social and the academic levels. By approaching this process
as a ss hole and using each level of the prepared ens ironment to its best ads,antage, Montessorians can
empower all children to more fully realize their human potential for language.



INTRODUCTION

IMPLEMENTATION

MONTESSORI TRAINING

THE CURRICULUM MESH

SUPERVISION AND ORGANIZATION

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

MULTI-AGE GROUPINGS

OBSERVATION AND RECORD KEEPING

PREPARED ENVIRONMENT

CONFERENCES AND WORK DIARIES

NORMALIZATION

WRITTEN REPORTS TO PARENTS

Becoming a Montessori school is not an event; it is a gradual restructuring of the
school's total approach to education. Because it is a comprehensive program, a step-
by-step process must be anticipated, taking into account physical, administrative,
psychological, and pedagogical components. This chapter outlines a number of imple-
mentation approaches to help school district personnel and proposal write's identify
the requirements of Montessori educational design and implementation.
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MONTESSORI TRAINING

Montessori training in the United States has been in process since 1960. Even though a majority of
public schools require the credentials of the American Montessori Society or the Association Montessori
Internationale, there are an increasing number of training associations, approximately twenty-five, with
different formats, standards, and contents. The Montessori name is generic. When restricted use of the
term "Montessori" was sought in 1967, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Trial and Appeal Board refused.

Eveey district will need to research the various Montessori training methods available as it selects its
training process because each braining association has its own way of definhig Montessori. Some associa-
tions have no pedagogical control at all.

FORMATION NOT JUST INFORMATION

When Montessori is being considered as a program option, the prevailing question is methodological:
How is it implemented? The general assumption is that Montessmi training is information about the
program's matemials, key features, and approaches so that the trainees will be able to correctly implement
Montessori in the classroom. The next assumption then follows: Montessomi training can be conveyed in
increments the trainee is introduced to a limited number of components in convenient study units. The
reality is, howeven that Montessori training m nst deal with change in the adult. In Act, the most important
aspect of Montessori trctinbig is formatioi . of the teachen

ibrmation implies that a pedagogical system has more than technique. Since Montessori is a philosoph-
ical, psychological, and even spiritual movement in its fullest dimension, the process goes beyond a
"component" checklist. As an educational reform concept involving human development issues, mom-al
learning, and personal selfesteem of the learner, the Montessori training must bring about a new operating
perspective which is clear, child-centered, and responsive to the changing needs of an open chissroom. In
contemporary terms, Montessmi training must deal with fundamental, teacher-held beliefs as they pertain
to childrearing and education. Research has shown that dynamic teaching involves perceptions and personal
meanings rooted in the teacher's beliefs about self, the child's personality the hum i task, and making sense
of the world.

THE IMPORTAiNCE OF EXTENDED PRESERVICE

Changing teachers' views of their roles in the classroom is seldom accomplished by a "lay on" program
where new learning objectives are compared to old, where objectives are projected into teacher planning,
and evaluation then proves whether the plan works. Teachers need a shared reference point about
education. Training bonds the teacher to a mission of understanding the child, respecting the child,
believing in the progress of the human pem-sonality, and discovering the universals of nature and civilization.
These philosophical principles are instilled concretely through the "unfolding drama of the Montessmi
materials" integrated with theory psychology and philosophy strategically introduced so that the teacher
anticirates what each material means to the whole. In order to have a sense of the whole an emerging
overview where the (letails of training are connected to an idea structure the trainee will need focused
attention over a sustained period of study prior to going into the classroom.

Preservice training ensures that the Montessomi teacher operates with two overviews:1) the totality of
developmental needs of the child in the context of education, and 2) the scope and sequence of the Montessomi
materials. In the classroom an effective Montessori teacher performs the art of the match the needs of the
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child and the activities provided by the environment. To achieve these overviews and make them effective
requires an intensive period of time because:

Extended preservice creates a community response where groups of trainees build understanding
and practice around a defined set of Montessori ideas and materials.
Extended preservice alEws for personal assimilation of the curriculum scope, sequence and intercon-
nectedness unique to Montessori.
Constant practice, insight, lecture programming, and writing bring to the trainees a heightened
sense of discipline and commitment as they delve deeper into structure and working lmowledge of
the Montessori philosophy and its relevance to the child.
Through the order and philosophical coherence of the materials presented all at once in preservice. a
new constellation of ideas imparts to the trainee a sense of educational responsibility to maintain the
unique characteristics of Montessori.

COURSE CONTENT AND SCHEDULE

The content of the preservice training is substantial: 1) the mateiials have basic uses and variations
which must be presented (not talked through), 2) presentations must be practiced and assimilated, and 3)
theory and methodology must be integrated with the materials.

The Association Montessoii Internationale observes the following preservice requirements:

Preschool

Three hundred lecture hours in Montessoii theory and practice. practical life, sensorial, language
and language extensions, mathemajcs, geography, histoq; biology art and handicrafts, and
music.

One hundred hours of supervised practice with the materials is also required.

Elementary

Three hundred lecture hours in Montessori theory, biology geography geometry, history lan-
guage, mathematics, music, including parent relations, parent education, and professional
development.

One hundred lecture hours for a Montessori preparatory course about the preschool curficulum
in the event that the trainee does not have a preschool diploma.

One hundred fifiy hours of supervised practice with the materials is also required.

Each course requires a minimum of 90 hours of supervised observation of an AMI certified Montessmi
class and a minimum 120 hours of practice teaching in two different AMI classroom sites other than the
teacher's classroom.

COURSE COMPONENTS AND RATIONALES

Montessori comes vary; the desciiptive standards put forth here are generally those maintained 1),
the Association Montessori Internationale.

Lectures

Lectures pertaining to theory and methodology are given by certified trainers or lecturers who
have participated in a regulated Training of Trainers prog,ram. About ten percent of the
elementary course is theory which orients the trainee to developmentA psycholvgy philosophy,
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and world view Lectures presented are documented in writing and reviewed for consistency and
timing by the Association Montessmi Internationale.

Albums

Training albums are summaries of the material presentations written by the trainee. Writing the
album enables the trainee to: 1) internalize the sequence thrnugh writing, 2) focus attention on the
material passages, and 3) see the material presentation as .4. living, demonstrated craft and not a
recipe to be read from a pre-printed manual. Following training, the albums serve as reference
books that advise the teacher of the rich emiculum %-ariations and applications basic to each
material. Three-fourths of 122 AMI graduates surveyed in 1984 felt the album writing helped
them learn the materials in a highly personalized manner.

Practicals

Practicals refers to "hands on" experience with materials presented in lectures. For every three
hours of methodology lectures. one hour of supervised practice with the materials must be
completed by the trainee.

Observation

Teachers keep a timed diary cf various observational tasks which are fundamental to learning
about the child, the Montessori classroom, and basic Montessmi techniques. The observation
requirement consists of a minimum three full weeks, morning and afternoon, in a certified AMI
Montessori classroom.

Practice Teaching

Trainees give lessons to children under the direction of certified AMI teachers. Visiting trainer
personnel make two hour visits, consulting with the trainee and the cooperating teacher
regarding ways to improve the trainee's classroom approach. In order to see good models for
Montessmi practice, it is required that trainees both observe and practice-teach outside their
own CidzSr00111.

Examinations

A total of six hours of mitten examinations three hours on theory and three hours on
methodology are required along with about two hours of oral examinations. The oral exam-
iners are external to the course. Trainers from other centers examine, thereby assuring that the
same high standards and objective eraluation are maintained at every institute.

COURSE FORMATS

Two course options are available: summer training and academic year training.

Academic Year Training Preschool and Elementary

Academic year training is the traditional model which includes a practice teaching and observation
component as part of the academic year. The intensity of the course sequence, the possibilities for close
community, the additional assimilation time, and the more relaxed style of input are all advantages of
academic year training. Public schools usually allow a sabbatical year for teachers interested in the nine
month training.
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TRAINING

IMPLEMENTATION

Summer Training

Summer training allows teachers to continue their work during the year without uprooting the family
for a nine month period. Here are two examples of summer training programs being piloted by AMI and
which are under evaluation:

SUMmERPREPARMORY COURSE
FOLLOWEDBYTWOrSUMIThiR ELEMEMRY,COURSE

Preparatnry ct*udgarirHcü1um
Obeivatióèt
Eleinentaki 1 Eight-week-036mnd anninier

=Three Weeki durmgthefoUowmgacademic
Weekend Senn:sat cfplaierVatiOu experience diningapring d that academic year

. EkMentary 2 Ni*Weekit tirikannMerineludes written eXaminationn,
Practiceteaching-=Retwee14 during,* Slowing academic year
Weekend SeMitiai ReViesii in prepara* for oral eXama
Preaaration for Oral Eitamination. One iveekinvieW
Oral Examinations

TWO-SUMMER PRESCHOOL COURSE

Snerl-lixie weeks first surinner'
obeer*fit Three'irie4s4Ong-tiv,fAlOwink0eadeTienar
WeekendSeinhiar *viesVet bbierirafiOn, due** during spring of academic year
Sianmer2,---f-Nine weeks SeCendMinther includes written '..icarninatiOns
Practice Teat:104 FounWeeks dnring the following academic year
Weekend Sernimir .RevieUr in preparation for oral exams
Preparation for Oral Examinations One week revieW

Although summer training formats require a longer time for full Montessori certification, many
teachers begin teaching after their first summer of primary or elementary training. During the academic
year after the first elementary summer, a total of three weeks must be spent observing two different AMI
Montessori classes. During the academic year after the second elementzry summer a total of four weeks
must be spent practice teaching in two different AMI Montessori classes.

David Kahn
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Appendix 1: "Ten Steps to Montessori Implementation," excerpted from Montessori Public School Consortium Report
An executive summary statement of implementation costs and procedures provides an overvieux 'The general costfor Montessori apparatm is

about $15,000 to $20,000, depending an degree of completion.
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Appendix 2: "A Study of College and University Accredited Montessori Teacher Training Programs," by Mary Maher Boehnlein

Mis compendium of available training programs was published (Summel; 1984) in the NAMTA Journal. Although this study is obsolete, the number of college and
university accredited Montessori teacher training programs presented as options offers ways of developing training formats. Montessori tuitkrafees in 1990 range

from 400045000.

A Study of College/University Accredited
Montessori Teacher Training Programs

Man Maher Ikehnkin Ph D
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both pubhc and prwate Montesson schools in the United States

Montessori administrators and boards of Itits1Ces 31C 3.31C that parents need to
base their children in state chancre(' ckmentary xhools as required by tau State
chattering requires that teachers at least possess a colkgc degtec and that they teem c
state teaching certification

Increasingly, prospectwe Montessori trainees arc interested in recroing colkgc
credit for their Montessori training Among these arc the many public school teachers
whose sxstems base implemented Montessorl or quasi Montesson ptograms 1 hese
teachers wkh to obtain bona fide Montessori training in order to implenient the full
Montessori curriculum and aho need recognized credit in order to obtain sabry mac
mcnts and/or ads anced &pees

Purpose of the slud

Can Montessoti ckmentaty training gain unisetsilytcoIkge credit and state
teachers' certification and still maintain the known mlegro and high standards of ex
celknce of their programs" Can Montessori training programs be Integrated unto col
kge and =heady coutse offerings" (hese tuo questions formed the haus for a study
of current Montessori training programs to determine the feasibility of proposing a
pm( unwersilWontessori AMI elementary teacher training program The study ic
polled here u as part of a larger project u loch studied Montessoir teacher training
needs in the Umted States The study u as funded by (IcschndSiaie Unotrsity. the
Clescland Foundation. and the Ruffing Montessori School of Cies eland

The onus e rsity poi ton of the study sought to answer eight qutshons

I Which Montescon training comes fume been am:edited by institutions of
highe: karning"
2 What was thc process by which the courses "ere apptosed by the insinu
lions"
3 What ksel of ciedit is granted le undergradink. postgraduate or gaduat
4 How many credits are giscn and hou arc these (rats dottibuted m the aicas
of

3 IlltofC1101 (oundations of education tplulosopliy, tattoo of education,
psychology)

pedogogical methods and materials tinslitichonal desclopment and
corncob= theory)

c practice teaching or fidd based experiences with children in actual dass
rooms before granting : iploma

5 Do Montesson courses meet. fail to lett, or esceed the accrediting insult'
lions academic standards of excelknc0

6 Dud Afontesson fasulty encounter opposition in the raining sources from the
accredilmg institution's facuft) and if so, how .3< ii le5015e0

.7 What arc the staffing patterns of the courses'

8 What are the financtal and Ludgetary arrangements between the claming
onorses and the accrediting institutiors1

In addition to these quesuons, the studs sought to deter mine Mulch Institut/OIL base
granted transfer credit to independent Montessori naming cote's" and if any of the
states recognized mdtpendent Montcstm naming 015un" for etrpficatron purposes'
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Methods

All Montessori elementar teacher training programs al filiated with the Association
Montessori Internationale and the American Montessori &Kiel) were identified
through In fornljtion directories of these organizations Fist preschool programs w hitt
has been in opeotion at the college kid for nod) twenty sears nett also included to
garner additional information from their many >ears of experience

Brixhures and other promotronal or &seriphs e materials from the courses welt ex
amused A questionnaire w as deselOPed as the ham:outline for a phone mterview to he
(,011dils RN/ wilts the elementar training program directors The rntersicw was tested
and Men toned [hen, program dues tots werecoritacreshaniirntersioweUil the) were
willing When the niters lesser was unable to reach a director after three attempts the
program was elinunated front the sanipk

Data from the questionnaires was summaries d nee fable Band tompated to similar
data I 01/4%0 ion AMS Os I urner 11915 him preprimat naming programs and ma list
Oi C.Oltcps and unisetsdies 'Mitch had gotta credit for A MI preprintar) training cons
piled In the Atlanta Montessori Institute bee Table 21

bell of the timed States certification officers in the states and territories was asked
for their certification requirements and to Indicate if tires recognized independent
Montessori training courses for state teacher certification requirements

Rein! is

hits four it 4i institutions, were de/HM(4 as granting credit for Slontessori training
4.0,1fses 24 for A MI courses and 10 fot AMS courses Of these clews were ek
melons tosher training programs operating in ihe United States Of the efts en training
progrants, seven t7i offered college of unisersit) credit simultaneously with the Mon
lesson training All semi program, were contacted hut only four blIpartictpated in the
intersiew process No irainet refined to participate in the stud) when contacted hut
three were unable to be reached or did not IOW phone messages because the> were
teaching during the stay or were doing held obsersations of student leathers

In addition to the four elemental programs, four gtcprimacs prOZranw with uniset
siti of college aftilation were included iii the data !hese were chosen because of their
long affiliation with colkges One additional elementary program was chosen because
students hail recencd transfer on independent study credit for then count While the
total sample CS Wall It Is considered representaust geogr sphically and in terms of >ears
of exotense Both public and prisate unisersitres or colleges are represented also

r Mb one Vsill piograin was dire, it) similes ted ma sinners* or college, the mew
mats i 1,1...larn at Asila ( ffege in Kansas & in, Missouri Another AMI course had
heen al (Mated watt a college Udgecliff hut shine to change to independent status
Soto out of ten ANIS eterrentar programs VC affiliated nub colleges of universities

[bar 1, trie IOntesv ri srinnrss are printed in the institution %catalogue, (often necec
sirs 1ors redil rn be transferred between schoold and their faculty in MO casCv are dig
rt,le for tenure o base tenure al the institution lhe rest are considered adjunct las
ohs out) mil their programs operated as independent training institutions with the
opnin for the student to pa) exua fees to register simultaneously in the Montessori
cont...., and to obtain college or unisetsity credit towards a degree

Mixoniiirri credit granted was nitro alent Ma full aodcmic year of studs in about 16
quarter hours or 24 semester hours In nearly 915% of the Wes. the Montessori tom
ing is granted both undergraduate or graduate credit. St. hrcheser the student prefer,
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Undetgraduale slat how eye( was possible onh if the student was s intently enrolled
at a unisersity or college and acme!) seeking a degree usually in teaches e Motion
The Credits were applied to a student s poignant in a sawn of ^s a as Some colleges as
cepted it onl) as deem e credit while otherssucti as !osier I nisersits and Seattle Idni
won consider the Montessorr mimes as emits aknt to traditional early shidhood or
elemental) methods courses, with mine slight exceptions as discussed later in this re
port One fas tor which seemed to determine if Montesstni soursec timid substitute for
traditional onuses was the facult) status of the Monte 'son rograin director In the
two schools mentioned abose, the director 5 hold ph thell equisalent and are
part of the tenured fawns Additional!. , the Monre,cori mogiant at \ aster original!s
was offered in the Bstellology department but noes is in the I kpa tummt of ( docation
and the (iraduate School, thus coming m the back door, so to speak

Of the nme programs included in this stud>, six offened state certifisanon and the se
mauling three felt the) would qualify if their states offered a preschool struts, ite Stu
dents %Wring toobtain gate certification in addition to thi Minuessinsilipliima ate IC
quired to take specified tradmonal methods courses amounting to between I I to 10
semester hours id credit In esti) Instance, students w ere le011fed tri like the tradi
tional mathematics methods course and the traditional readinglanguage arts methods
coins< The margin) were also required to take a traditional student teaching expert

net but there had been a MI/MeV/NI internship the sequined traditional student teach
ing hours Nene reduced ba 50%

In Montessori training programs the Course IS (011Skleted as an integrated eirlit1 and
not &sided into traditional courses Isy credit hour When aligned with a unmoor% or
college. Me distribution of credits of the Montessori program showed great sancta but
in general the courses titles included

I. philosophy fpsychologatchild des elopment 16 semester louts

2 curriculum methods and materials mcluding
practice with materials 112 semester hour,

3 obsersations and supervised praslice teaching 6 Ift semester bouts

[he process of apposal of the Montessori CrItlfSCS ant progonis was fiat il) the
same at OM Institut won and followed the usual collegial pattern of submitting the
course descriptions amh program to a departmental faculty cuff nulum committee who
then recommended approval to the departmental faculty who in turn recommended
approval to the appropriate dean All of the AMS gainers reported that thes used the
apposed collegial lomat fot writing the program description hut found Mat the retort
dont to obtain approsal from the Accreditation( omit ;I for ( luldhool Itiusatrumn Spe
mkt Schools IA( ( [SS) was also asceptable because of its thoorighnen

Trainers w ere set> coniplimentarii concerning the coope lawn and suppott recessed
from the colleges and umsersitres and none repotted anus interference with ours, son
lent or staff lug All mstitu lions recognized Sfontessorr trainer, a, has log (quo atm no
at least a Master's foci and often considered this as a terminal itegnee in the
Montessori held thus allowing them to teach graduate COUITSC, trainers 011 tenure
tracks at mummies dud possess a doctorate or a master s degree Pant time Writer,
howesm could possess onl) a bachelor s degree plus the Montessori training and were
hired as guest lecturers rather than adjunct faculty

Staffing patterns of the courses followed a pattern of bonging in guest les Writs at
the beginning of the program with full time staff gradual!) assuming test suiitiit> for
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teaching 311 of the cut rhulum methods Sonic training centers with laboratory schools
ori .itilned the school staff as part tune lectuters, also Specta lists most often
brought in were Mate and art

Maintenaoce of the um, ersits or college academic standards presented no proc 'env
the inlets tesns tes OW that the Montessori training was perceived as coal to and in
mow ono, more stringent and demanding ol excellence than the traditional programs
'framers stated that sY hen their first students moyed into the traditional teacher educa
iron courses the modems performanye was so superior that professots beanie mon in
(crested on the Montessori training and OA to obsers c and &ells, ii with the train
ems Adlnionalh, excellence asststed by the sheer number of class hours which in
niost cases fat exceed the amount required for the colkge credit granted and by the
lengthy otal and written examinations

Only in three cases did trainers report opposition to the Montessorr programs by um
serntts or college faculty In one ease this was Neatne the colkge was under st,crc ft
nanonl strain arid eyentually stwed The Montessort program was unable to cut their
budget and thus sy as perceived an a drain On resource, In the other 1550 eases, had,
tronat faculty were oinscined that the Montessori program would attract students
from the traytmooal programs and cause enrollment to decline When the opposite
(-surrey! modems mu ills wished to compkte their degtec and thus enrolled on the Ira
&Meal (Mine< as welt oppOotion ceased With the recent decline in enrollment in
teacher training pr 4r arm, trainers report kologen and uno.cmes af e more hospitable
and Vase trolled the Montoson courses nt herome a part of the college in order to
bcost college enrollment Other opposition in the form of myths and misunderstand
mg< still printed ni traditional textbooks or roans conyescul to soidents by unknow
ledgeabs professors has been doodled by the presence of a Montessori expert on the
fly iNs attl has resulted in mutual understanding and repo t between the traditional
and NIontessori training programs

An interesniig aspect of tutisersits aceredilation of Montessori training is Mat er

al centers reported that their courses were hong granted transfer credit ton number of
ddlefent Montrone*. Of solleges /See lable 2o Portland, Oregon (or example has been
apposed by both Portland Unnersus arid Mar Om rut College and the ( v10111130 itti
dents were able to MC then (Mine work for credit at Udgediff ( ollegc or Unis natty of

inunnati I his arrangement allows a program to remain independent of esoIlege of
university yet 'Mt base their sonnies he accepted as if the program were an accredited
teacher training program

Srare Mao allol ReqWeMeillt

11,e oar yes of serufnarion requirements ,f the states and territories brought re
sc,,te from all hot Arkaasas Ihsinct of f. olvmhia (hegon Porto Rico and South
( arolina at the time id writing this repott °finer, replied that if Montessmr train
mg so..., were 1.,sognired by 3 onlyersity or college teacher naming disown then
the stare also wootri assert them through the college of unn MOS transcript No state
yy,,(04 resogrwe Montessori elementary if 'rung indeOcodeoth of 3 leasher training
instaiiigut some 'tat, however do resognive the Montessori preschool naming pro
part,
Programs Or Sody

Sample progr MIS of strnly from Seattle UnlYersity OkIthonva University, Portland
Unisersity and ayier I irsersits were en Immed All of the Mauler s leset mot am
required a summon tune of all tandklates which included one wins(' each in history or
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Waal rotten of education. testa rch or statistics philos.opha of education, andone in
foundations of education or curriculum course Montessori couises, then comprised
three ((worths of the student \ 'pewit/anon

Itoth Seattle and XaY ler had Amato c progiaill sentoennes for Verson who held 3
bachelor" degree and who untied to obtain both a state elementary teachingcreden
hal and the ;Montessori preschool or elementary diploilla Seattle also had a Bachelor ,
of I ducation ttr harly C. hildhood in which the Montessoricounts substituted tor had,
!tonal education requirements Xas ter has designed prowl:is forperson, untying to
cons ert an Ohm kindergarten primary s crobeate to a ntale elementary tertilnate and
aln0 obtain the Slontesson elementary diploma simultaneously I he state allows tbeni
10 tiO this within the Mantel', proortarn who, to is Inghls unusital All students onediop
CertifiCationhs cons et ting 3 liberal arts or Bachelor of Science degree. Inns es ef ttiuit
hane completed the fleCennars gencial education tequirements at the undergraduate
kyel Drat is, these courses must he taken in addition to the Manter program and ale
unisersally reginted of all teachers In tti slate

Com limons

hseri .1111 the binned sample of programs inter stewed it in eynlein thal Montessori
training eolirnen lime armorial clear agreements with minnows or colleges %Muir al
low students to obtain credit and allow the training orograin to maintains in integrity
and standards It also was ey Men( that colleges and Unis Mines are more flexible than
they were twenty sears ago in aCtepling hlontessori training programs for credit and
that they respect the Montessori trainer's edmation and espeoeme

Bayed on our interviews it appears that the \ fontesson programs %loch arc Integral
with museums or college programs !lase been well accepted arid hair. helped
Montessori education niose min the mainstream of the profession %Slidenone of the
programs reported doing a ns foltons op studs of the gradoates all agreed ibis shookl lie
done to he able to prostyle es Oen, e that the training is of high quahts and of gnus tical
utile IN, then would help new training inograms present Ones toe cy Wens c to s ol
feges and unlyersines of the value of offering Morilensan training as an option of Xi
elective area to the traditional teacher naming

The longer program had been it existerne 313 intis cm( sm colfere the outer it was
hi add the elementary training 10 the premiums program Abay teus bmfget (roes were
reported by programs that were supported an I subsidired by universities oi colleges
Benefits that acsrue from being part of an accredited tollege of urns e (sit y or coVege 1ft
Chide

I students sin carn credit troyards a degree

2 students Inas he able to obtain state teashers certdnation simultaneously
with the Montessori diploma

I students tan qualify for financial ad arid yeterans benefits to subsidice the
cost of then education

4 students are able to Mare the fiill fenournen ttt the college or 'amends
which often esseca those of the independent rrainng grogr iii parlicotif Is If
tunics renOUrce centers hit material making arid gymnasiums

5 the training program may he MOre stable financ lath and thus he able to enio
fOr longer periods of time

6 the (Mining pf °grain tan obtain greater nubby exposure and ha, e girder in
thence

(4
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It appears from this studs that Montessori elementaiy training can be structured so
that sithltilis cart obtain both the Montessori diploma and state leachers` pertification
and still maintain thc integrity of their progiam

'I Ale I
linisersitt Muds ittpiirt

Montessori leacher Training Project
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CURRICULUM MEM

IMPLEMENTATION

THE CuRgicuunw MESH: MONTESSORI AND DISTRICT
REQMREMENTS

Each Montessori teacher that arrives from training at the public school must relate to the curriculum
requhements tithe school district and the state in which his or her mirk is to begin. Moet districts require a
curriculum doeinnent which represents the Montessori progrmn goals, performance objectives, scope and
sequence, time allocations, and correlation with the &strict curriculum. When curriculum content is
recorded sod compered to the district and date requirements, the Montessori program can usually find its
counterpart in the traditional currieuhan. Sometimes teachers need to incorporate requirements when
certain currienhan items that are not in the Montessori sequence are mandated.

'The l'on paper" currieuban statement does not necessarily mean that implementation et Montessori
programmingmust reflect the various unit by unit, objective by objective, sequence by sequence, minute by
ninute guidelines indicated by the documents. The documents are an overall description of equivalences
that dictate the content d the pmgram and not .aiessanly the mode of butnaction. They are used as
verification dcontent correktions, not necessarily is wirldng docianents. Generally speaking, the worldng
curriculum guidelines are the Montessori training albums written by the teacher during training.

When instituting a Montessori progrmn, most systems require that the administrator or program
coonfinator create these afinernentioned curriculum documents. However, it is most helpful for faculty to
take part in the curriculum conelations so that they can compare Montessori goals for student achievement
with district and state goals. Curriculum correlations should only be attempted when Montessori trained
persoonel and experienced curriculum resource people who know the traditional programs are available to
oversee the process. (See Chapter Fbur, Appendix 7)

Program goals must be reviewed by new faculty and emphasized from year to year so that the entire
faculty recognizes their responsibility in relation to program development. A well defined curriculum builds
dialogue and unity d perspective, but should not necessarily impose sequential pefonnance objectives on
the students. The MontessOri teacher must be permitted flexibility in his or her presentations saick should
be made in /dation to the ckildb manifest needs and interests and not atconling to pmscribed courses of
stud* It is also key that the district not apply testing over short intervals that would be so specifically
geared to curricuhim objectives, scope and sequence, that teachers would be penalized for departing from
the sequential structure of the district cuniculum.

Certain school districts (Denver, Milwaukee) treat Montessori as an "experimental curriculum" placing
little or no emphasis on the curriculum correlations, hut rather accentuating program achievement tests,
retention, attendance, and other generalized criteria which establish the efficacy of the program at the end
of a three year cycle apart from isolated academic skill levels along the way

MID DOUBLE CURRICULUM APPRWCH

When the district curriculum is mandated along with the Montessori curriculum, lesson plans may
reflect both curricula. This is quite cumbersome for Montessori trained teachers who are not familiar with
the district curriculum. At the very least, there should be formal orientation to the district curriculum for
Motitessorians who are new to the district. Usually for the public school teacher who has subsequently
become a Montessori teacher, the traditional approach which is most familiar will dominate if buth curricula
are required.The double curriculum approach creates a hybrid result which dilutes both the district and
Montessori approaches so that there is really no clear educational format. A mediocre conviction on the part
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CUMUCULUM MESH

IMPLEMENTATION
of the district about curriculum definition can produce confusion and general lack of coherence from both the
district and Montessori points of view. Faculty who sustain a double curricula usually find the task
overwhehning and eventually diminish the Montessori component in order to make their jobs manageable.
Theiefore it is important to keep Montessoii the primary content of the program. District curriculum
should be included only when district required content is not included in the Montessori format. and with
careful consideration not to obscure the Montessori vimpoint.

AWHD MONTESSORI AS CURRICULUM ENRICILMENT

Many times, when Montessori curriculum is partially implemented with partially trained teachees, the
program utilizes the district curriculum as the mainstay and uses the Montessori apparatus as a "manipula-
the" material to "enrich" the traditional curriculum. This presents enrichment possibilities for the current
district nwriculum which will undoubtedly improve the district curriculum. Why then worry about the
consequences of this alternative use of Montessori pedagogy as a curriculum supplement?

Supplementing with Montessori materials undenniiies the full use of the materials. Montessori
materials interconnect. Each piece of equipment isolates key difficulties, each building a sequence for
dismwery, each adding new passages leading to more complex information and process. The cannibalization
of Montessori materials demeans their function and gives the user the impression that they are implemen-
ting a Montessori education when, in effect, they are implementing a piece of Montessori equipment.
Montessori manipulatives enhance learning and should be regarded as essential experiences rather than as
a ieward for doing 'dull" academic work.

An analogy might be the use of computers strictly for video games; they were designed for much more
than video games. The full signifigance o f the Montessori materials relates to the psychology o f the child;
the materials are part of a sequence that corresponds with a developmental sequence in the child. Each
material' has numerous applications which, when connected to other materials, increase the possibilities for
child development In short, the full power of the material is extensively diminished when used out of the
context of the whole Montessmi cuniculum

TEACHER PLANNING AND CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

Montessori is a comprehensive curriculum because it deals with the whole child and it must operate in
direct response to observation of the whole child lb some degree management-by-objectives, where the
teacher identifies preconceived competencies and curriculum content levels by grade level, may serve to
prejudice the teacher's ability to respond to the spontaneous interests and needs of the child.

UNDERSMNDING MONTESSORI PASSAGES

The Montessori approach has its own structure and organization which might be desenbed as
"passages" or "pathways." 'Like the game of chess, which has specific mles, the Montessori materials have
many creative applications within the limits of their use. Each Montessori material has implicit to -its
mechanics a serieS of manipulations and verbalizations which are reflected in the mastery of each passage.
Fbr eicample, the bead frame introduces a rational approach to multiplication with two digit multipliers
including expanded notation, the function of multiplying times ten or multiples of ten, the function tithe
zero in the partial product, etc. Through observation, the teacher can pinpoint which passages have been
experienced and mastered by each child This type_of sequential list of material passages is a useful way to
look at curricukun objective-S. They allow the teacher to chronicle intellectual progress and each child's
unique response to those learning experiences. Such a record is for internal reference only serving as a
framework for organizing individual children's work and group lessons.
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Cincinnati Public Schools 3rd Grade Math Program

WHCLE NUMBERS

CIMS TESTI/
GRADED COURSES OF STUDY

31 Count rationally ts 1000.

31 Count by hundreds and by
thousands.

IONTESSORI ACTIVITIES:

Long chains, golden beads.

Golden beads, bead frame, checker board.

31 Name the number bef,re and the

number after in a .-quence to
5199.

Long chains, golden beads and cards.

Frantion-materials, circles, squares and
triangels.

qolden heads and stamps and division
materials.

DECIMALS

32 Determine the valud-of a group of
coins more than one dollar.

Make change for one dollar for

items costing less than $1.00.

Shelf activities for money:

Shelf activities for money problems.

NUMRATION

WHCCE NUMBERS

31 Read and write 4-digit numerals
to 9999.

Read and write Roman numerals to

XX.

FRACTIONS

33 Name and write fractional part:

of regions.

Golden bead cards, bank game, stamp game.

Presentation on Roman numerals.

Fraction materials and labels.

Identify and compare fractional
parts of objects written as tenths.

Compare halves with tenths.

Decimal board, decimal dheckerooara.



Subject Math

lesrnine Objective

Numeration

* Counting-skip

Lower Elem.
Grade Level_2nd year

Criteria Component Conditions Asseisment

*Fluent skip counting abstractly *Oral/written on
blackboard

*Teacher quizzes both oral
and written

* Writing numbers to a million

*Category Identification

* Converting A. 'bic to Roman
Numerals

*Able to recognize aniread
numerals

*Able to write numerals in relation
to command

--
*Sight recognition of units, tens,

hundreds, thousands, ten
thousands, hundred thousands,
millions

-

*Reading and writing Roman
numerals

* On paper with mixed formats and *807 computational accuracy
operations

* Concept problems (story problems) *Can lesson independently

*Oral/written material *Utilization of the
*Hierarchical material materials

*Dictation/review
*Oral dictation

*Large bead frame
*Checker board
*Golden bead frame

*Teacher quizzes

*Loose card material *Laycdt of equivalences
*Timeline of ceaturies *Teacher dictation

*Problem cards
*Problem' sheets

*Mental drill
*Prlblem sheets & homework

*Problem sources
*Oral drill

*Coaching

Multiplication

* One digit multipliers
* Two digit multipliers

(multiplication)

*807. accuracy at about 3 minutes
a problem abstractly

*Large bead frame
*Checkerboard
*Gold bead frame
*Problem cards
*Problem sources

*Problem controls
*Sequence advance
*Homework
*Coaching in class

*Understands function of multiply-
ing x10, x100, x1000

*Abstraction (independence) from
the materials

* Layout of "decanomial" *Formatting of the facts
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SUPERVISION AND ORGANIZATION

IMPLEMENTATION

SUPERVISION AND ORGANIZATION

Academic supervision refers to the on-site guidance of Montessori teachers which_ ,allows the Mon-
tessori pedagogy to take root and become operational within a school. In general this requires a full-time
curriculum resource person for each building as well as staff leadership and cooperation to make the project
work. The role of the building principal is to make sure that the implementation process as described is
protected from the bureaucracy of the central curriculum while developing its ount identity. A principal can
take Montessori training to enhance administration, but it is most likely that the building administrator,
unless he or she teaches in the classroom, will still require an experienced Montessori teacher to direct the
implementation process.

PHASING-IN MONTESSORI

The first requirement for developing a Montessori school is a wholehearted commitment from the
building principal to implement Montessori at all levels of the school organization parent education,
curriculum, material resources, evaluation, and pupil progress reporting. Most essential is the underlying
belief that the school will become a total Montessori institution and that comprehensive Montessori
implementation without the burden of mixed curriculum goals will minimize confusion during a transition
period. Two models for progressive Montessori implementation are outlined below. The phasing-in process,
never instantaneous, generally takes from five to seven years.

Phasing-in Montessori, Phasing-out the Traditional Program

The following model is derived from a history of Greenfield Montessori School which began in 1983:

Year 1

Three classrooms are devoted to Montessori. Each class has a mixture of children ages three and four.
Each room has one class in the morning and a different class in the afternoon for a total of six classes. The
traditional part of the school has first through sixth grade, but no kindergarten. This provides a gap of one
year between the Montessori school and the traditional school contributing to the separation of concepts.

Year 2

New three year olds are added to the Montessori program and three more rooms become Montessori
rooms. There are no more double sessions. All six rooms have three, four and five year olds in the morning.
The three and four year olds go home at noon and the five year olds stay all day. The traditional school has
grades two through six.
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SUPERVISION AND ORGANIZATION

IMPLEMENTATION

Year 3

Three lower elementary classes begin with six year olds. There are still six preschool classes. The
traditional school has grades three through six.

Year 4

There are still six preschool classes. The elementary classes now have five classes of six and seven year
olds. The traditional class has grades four, five, and six.

-
Based on retention patterns, the school progressively phases out the traditional concept while

establishing Montessori classes one year at one time (see graph below). In all cases the Montessori classes
phase in Montessori immediately.

IDEAL MONTESSORI PHASE-IN PLAN

PROGRAM
YEAR

1

Montessori

Traditional

F3
2

[-133-1

IP41

1115.1

1

2 2
3 3 3

3 4

17 3

P4
P5

n

1133-7

1P4.

F'5

5 6 7 8

7.31P3, 1773 P3
P4 P4 P4 P41

P5 P5 P5 it
1

2
3

4 4 4 4

5 5 5 5 5

6 6 6 6 6 6

n -
4
5

Note: P = preschool

4

5
6

Conversion of School With Existing Staff and a Mixture of Montessori and Traditional Pedagogies

When constraints of funding or lack of planning necessitate immediate conversion of Montessori
classes, traditional teachers, in the process of trait ling, may not be able to make a clean departure from their
established teaching approaches.

Montessori training is only the first phase of becoming a Montessori teacher. After the intense training
received during the Montessori course, the trainees need an opportunity to practice Montessori as
presented to them in the course in order to solidify Montessori expertise and make it their own. Trying to
mix traditional and Montessori methods will find teachers with a traditional teaching repertoire unable to
make a real transition to Montessori.

If the existing traditional classes are changed into three year age groupings before Montessori training
is fmished,an additional burden is placed on the tenher because he or she must now govern three grades
worth of traditional curriculum while trying to implement Montessori education thereby creating condi-
tions for overprogramming and overexertion.

Therefore, when &stricts demand total conversion, 0,- following suggestions may be helpful:

Establish a clear timeline for conversion, to the Montessori conventional multiage groups which
include ages three to six (preschool), ages six to nine (lower elementary) and ages nine to twelve
(upper elementary).
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If training is being provided in stages, maintain traditional grade classes until training is completed.
Men training is completed, convert traditional single grade classes to Montessori multi.age
clusters and begin Montessori implementation in fidl. (Keep gender, relationships, race, age
groupings in balance.)

Once multi-age group clusters have been developed, a novice Montessorian needs help in planning
the year for cycles of presentation. Often an experienced teacher is needed to develop an annual plan
with each teacher in order to better respond to the needs of a multiage class.

Sudden Conversion Plan

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

A0111111- -441110

EARLY IMPLEMEN1RTION GUIDELINES

Teachers implement Montessori differently and at different rates according to their individual abilities.
The extent of implementation should be guided by experienced Montessori professionals such as a trained
principal, resource teacher, an in-house consultant, or any other experienced Montessorian appointed to
help. When specialized help is not available, the principal may wish to select a group of faculty which
possesses some Montessori implementation experience as a leadership team. The following procedures are
utilized in almost any kind of early implementation situation:

Encounter drift from the Montessori curriculum. Many times teachers are selective about which
Montessori lessons they do because some are "too difficult" or "the children do not like the
presentations." The teachers show loss of faith in the Montessori materials by omitting materials or
including too many materials. Sometimes teachers drift away from Montessori materials back to
traditional approaches. Monthly implementation meetings can bring drifters back to key Montessori
lessons through shared faculty pmo,mtations, special trainer visits, and in-service workshops both
local and national.

Eliminate competency-based requirements of the district curried, am during early implementation
so that the teachers can implement their Montessori programs without concern about documenting
grades, lesson plans, and eraluation data for programs other than Montessori. Adopt internal record
keeping for Montessori passages geared to reporting pupil progress over three years time.

Orchestrate implementation resources. Well organized material orders, classroom inventories
parent education events, handmade materials production, etc., make a difficult transition period run
smoothly

Util ize the monthly "walk about" to look at the extent of implementation, special needs of children,
degree of satisfaction, negative remarks, space and equipment problems, and teacher techniques in
practice. Feedback can be given in writing utilizing an Extent of hnplementation record form which
reviews present and future progress (see Appendix 7 and 8). Active coaching includes observing
individual lessons, group lessons, and the prepared environment, with an occasional demonstration
of a lesson to the children when requested by the directress.

Treat resisters with respect. Resisters are teachers who have not taken Montessori training or who
are not actjusting to the school's transition to Montessori. They exist in every building. Some may be
won over; others will transfer out of the building. The principal may wish to involve the resisters in

182 special decision-making roles pertaining to non-pedagogical aspects of the building such as staff
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social activities, school fundraisers, and school beautifimaion efforts in order to overcome feelings of
exclusion, especially if they have chosen not to take Montessori training.

MAINTENANCE OF MONTESSORI

Usually when magnet funding ends, the support system for curriculum maintenance is eliminated.
Institutionalization of Montessori implies that the suppor *-. structures for the continuation of the curriculum
remain in place as part of the operations of the school. The following are important aspectsthat will aid in the

institutionalization process.

New staff receive training and orientation in the curriculum, record keeping, collaborative revieNg

and senvaluation.
Montessori curriculum is fully represented in the lesson plans and record keeping.

A calendar cycle of in-services is structured annually

Replacement materials are ordered each yean

A seasoned teacher team is dedicated to Montessori maintenance which avoids depending too much

on change agents, outside consultants, and trainers who are on-site for a limited period of time.

MONTESSORI TEACHER GROWTH

Montessori training provides a new conceptual base for organizing instruction and introducing new
content. Continuing education is required and involves several areas of studyparticularly for the elemen-
tary level:

University or museum courses in geography geology, botany ecology natural history anthropology
evolution, paleontology; and humanities, philosophy the history of education, and research.

Montessori in-service in classroom management, preschool and elementary interface, observation,
creative writing, interpretive reading, music, art, implementation skills in practical life, reading, writing,
math, etc. These inservice programs are offered through national Montessori associations.

Elementary Montessori teachers need to implement open-end areas of training by reaching consensus
about: 1) providing classrooms with math problem sources, particularly cultural story problems, 2) outdoor
education, 3) literature study including the art of discussion, 4) integration of grammar and creative writing,
grammar sentences with sciences and social science topics, 5) advanced sentence analysis, 6) usage
grammar in speaking, 7) physics, 8) timing of materials upper and lower elementary 9) American history
10) great civilizations, 11) spelling rules, 12) vocabuhuy skills, 13) cursive handwriting conventions 14)
geometry extensions, 15) diagnosis of special needs. These are typical areas where teachers can work in

peer brainstorming groups.

Observations of good classroom models bring out peer discussion and comparison.

LIMITING TEXTBOOK ADOPTION

Many times well trained Montessori teachers will shun workbooks, readers, and other textbook
sources. This is a positive response to training which focuses on the importance of teacher generated math
problem sources and exercises which are geared to the Montessori materials. Teachers should be encour .
aged to order and prepare Montessori handmade and ?in publ ished materials before they oiTler commercial
source materials which. may supplant rather than support the Montessori curriculum. Limiting textbook
purchasing not only preserves the Montessori program, it cuts. costs.

It is possible, however, to conceive of some creative uses for textbooks pal ticularly to help prepare
children over nine for different learning formats. Textbooks, especially if their formats help prepare the
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children for c, mpetencybased testing, c2n be cut up or indexed for their problem clusters and used on an
indivkluafized basis. A textbook for every child is not necessary; five or-six books per class will pmvide
pmblem sources for a small group lesson or for individualized wl3rk. Ideally several current textbooks
should be available to children so that different formats and explications can be judged by the children as
they use different textbooks. Total reliance on textbooks and workbooks, however, can displace Montessori,
which has its own especially designed cuniculum mpport materials (see Chapter Two for a listing of
materials by subject area). Some materials will need to be handmade.

INDI V IDCALIZED INSTRUCTION*

-Individualization of instruction is based on the observation that children learn at varying rates and is
encouraged by our social milieu that stresses individual liberty" (Lewis). The conventional material for
irufividualized learning has been "pmgranuned learning" which is self-correcting, sequential, highly mo6va-
tional, computerized. etc. The materials are attractively packaged with programmed cards pmviding such
standardized activities as fill-in-the-blank, multiple choice, and, on occasion, playful grids. crossword
puzzles. etc.

Montessori irufividualization is not -programmed." This is readily perceptible to the novice when
visiting an established Montessori class because there are varieties of acthitieS which are unique in the
following ways:

Montessori materials have an open-ended quality with v._ lous layers of exploration and meaning
which cannot be captured by one-word or multiple choice answers. Children ran use the materials in
(lifferent ways in keeping with individual learning styles. For example, a child may need (or wish) to stay
with the checkerboard verbalization of multiplier functions rather than move to the golden bead frame, or
the child ran go to abstraction with the bead frame instead of the checkerboard.

Montessori materials lead the child to discovery at many levels, moving the child's activities from
concrete to abstract passage:: ' ?timed by watching the teacher's presentation. Then the_child repeats the
presentation. sometimes _coaciwd by the -teacher. The learning process involves human interaction and
information exchange: self-eva uation, obserVation, goal orientation. control of error, acceptance of mis-
take:4, representation. etc. Revtition of activities is not prescribed, but rather is stimulated by the sensorial
logic of the materials and the dming of the teacher's intervention.

The materials provide an overview for the child, moving from the general to the specific in analyzed
steps, introducing one difficulty at a time.

The activities are reflective and interpretive there is not one right answer. In this way an emphasis
can be placed on rel.ationships between each exercise and extensions of increasing complexity.

The child's introduction to a new material is guided by the dynamic observation of the teacher in
relation to the child's individual interaction with the "prepared" environment. Progress is contingent
on social and emotional behavior. Children teach each other and are observed accordingly.

Sequence is not rigidly controlled. Materials have parallel applicitions with the same concepts and
skills. Therefore, the sequence of the materials to some degree relates to the perceived interest of the child
and the l.Iscretion of the teacher The sequence may be revised for each individual.

Individualization also depends on the teacher's knowing each individual challenge that allows the child
to broaden his experience without feeling either overextended or underestimated.

*This sectknt is derived in part from an article written by Larry Lewis entitled, "Individualized
Instruction Is It Montessori?"
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MULTI-AGE GROUP DYNAMICS

Multi-age groups (ages 3-6. ages 6-9, and ages 9-12) enhance the Montessori dynamics by the following:

Reducing competition A variety of ages means that children will be more likely to find peers
among a mixed group based on a variety of social, emotional, and intellectual levels not necessarily
related to chxonological age.

Broadening human perception Where there is diversity of ages. incidental perception of children
at different developmental stages provides the teacher and the children with a greater range of
insight.

Providing a social atmosphere Children of different ages generally- humanize each other in a
caring and affectionate manner. The atmosphere isfil

Intensifying learning The older children model learning for the younger ones and may actively
teach the younger children. By assuming leadership in teaching, their own learning is reinforced.

ELEMENTARY CIASS GROUPING

Although there is no established procedure for grouping children in multi-age elementary group
settings, it is clear that regrouping children from time to time can expand their social contacts and prevent
segregation of abilities and behaviors. Generally, two kinds of grouping occur at the elementary level:

A three-cycle approach with children stmtegicahy placed according to ability and mterest, but with
basic curriculum presentations managed according to grade level. In other words, there is a first year cycle,
a second year cycle, and a third year cycle. Although these divisions exist in planning, in actual practice it is
important to plan smaller groups of children from different levels which change daily or weekly based on
interest and teacher discretion.

The Great Lesson approach presents inspired lessons to the whole class with the children doing
independently inspired group and individual work derived from their interest in what has been presented in
the great lessons. This applies to work which is greater than the normative levels of work required by the
district

In most cases, the cycle-oriented approach is selected in the public sector since it can be more easily
correlated to traditional curriculum objectives which are divided by grade. It is often easier to visualize
multi-age group settings, especially in the context ot public schools, if one documents areas of curriculum
presentations as part of annual cycles for each grade level. This does not exclude inspirational class-wide
lessons or the Great Lesson or Key Lesson approaches which should be incorporated at the same time.

OBSERVATION, RECORD KEEPING, AND EVALUATION*

In restructuring-schools, the record keeping system must reflect the aims of the pedagogy Paten
suggests the following:

keep records of presentations and activities that have been introduced to the childien each week

keep a monthly or six-week diary on each child's social development

write up brief general notes on each child at the end of every term

In the preschool, the fundamental approach to Montessori evaluation is observation. Patell writes:

From the Montessori point &view, the purpose of observation could be thought of as the cornerstone of our
Work. It is the indispensible part which makes our work come alive and become meaningful. It is a tool which
enables us to follow the child's spontaneous manifestations not with the aim of studying the psychology of the
child, but in order to refine our own thinking and understanding so as to be able to give the life of the chikl the
help that it has the Ight to receive.

*Special acknowledgement to Hilla Patell, AMI Trainer Emeritus, London, England fa,. this section.
(Phoenix, 1989)
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At the dementary level. ol)servat ion of each chihl is onr.bined with individual conferences, designed to
assist the child in becoming a m-evaluator of his or her development both academically and socially
Montessori calls for the making f a ''sk-ientific instrument that could measure the ''psycnical manifesta-
tions of the chihr based on the -repetitions of the actions:" and -the polarization of attention" (Spmrkureons
Activity. p. 7:h A da-zi-;ical record-keeping appmz.ch enables the teacher to note patterns of interest and the
ability of the child to sqstain interest (see Appendi(es 12. 16. 17. and 1?.. this chapter)

The materials hi ld the attention of the chih I and represent the means by w hich the chih I can ad upon
his environmert. When the (-ink!, in response to the nmterial. begins tn n mcent rate. he is giving his full
attention to zui activity He is- teaching himself.

Observation. in.-iz.b. Patd1. must be done on the joti. One must gather (lata patiently and objedively
reflect on id( irritation gathered. and take appn ynate steps upon arriving at a conclusion.

In building an unden4anding of the chill. Patell indicates that to judge the child is not the objective in
the Montes.sori class,

In rIer to be .bjective we should ntlt alhm ..ur rvtptIn t. heel nne doudI h ina1 preferences and
prejudices, nor b:t personal expectations. It is a mai struggle %then one is trying to be objective not to allow
past expenences to overshadow the observation of the moment...A useful practical discipline for oneself
while obsening is to keep awareness in the piwent this simpletut effective technique allows us to gather
the nece&sary information without judging, a&urning. lab4ling situations or individuas or reading to
situations.

The fundamental principleof Montessori pedagogy then. is the Montessori attitude. The directress or
director gains understanding of the child through a watchful thoughtfulness. The directress then offers the
child challenges with assurances of success.

THE PREPARED ENVIRONMENT

Montessori materials do not make a clwroom a Montessori environment.Miss Patel in examining the
functions of the prepared environment which make possible valid observations of -the child, poses the
following questions:

Is the focus within the prepared entimmnent on the development of the whole personality, taking into
account. the child's physical, social, emotional, intellectual and spiritual needs, or is it on gaining sldlls and
acquiring knowledge?

Do the children have the,freedom to fulfill their developmental needs?

Are opportunities provided whfeh allow the growing child to achieve successive levels of independence in
thought and in action?

Does the environment afford a place where the child can act for himself, direct his or her own life, and
thereby become conscious of hi: or her own growing powers and abilities?

Are the children given theresponsibility to contribute to the care of the environment so that they feel a sense
of belonging a sense of self-worth?

Do the children have the opportunity to acquire social skills through constant interaction within a commu-
nity situation?

Are we aware of the many facets of order that should be prevalent within the prepared enviromnent.
including the directress who preszents with exactitude?

Do we keep in mhul the principles of moving from simple to complex experiences with an added challenge at
each stage?

In summary Patell reminds us that:

The materials are not intended just to provide instniction, they-represent a means by which the
children can act upon their environment. They are aids to the children's self-construction. By responding to
sensitive period.s and tendencies. the materials provide the right stimuli in order to capture the children's
attention.
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CONFERENCES AND WORK DIARIES*

When beginning a Montessori elementary class, the daily journal or "work diary" kept by
each child makes the child a partner in his or her own assessment: this imwess helps the child
assume a feeling of responsibility and ownership of his or her education.

The journal is.., simple log of the the child's time and activities for the day It is important that
journals are kept current and that the children are in the habit of using them daily This may
require scheduled times at the beginning, such as before lunch and before afternoon dismissal for
Bing out the diary

The journal is used in a personal conference between child and teacher w hich takes place
weekly or bi-weekly depending on the child's needs. The child brings all work done since the last
conference.

At the conference the child discusses work that is completed and new directions for the
future. The child may ree.uest presentation for hich he or she feels ready, and the timing of the
presentations in the upcoming weeks is scheduled right onto the teacher's planning :.heets. If
there has been work in one or two particular -,ubjects, the child and the teacher may decide to
schedule presentations in subjects which have been inactive. Also, productivity and work habits
can be discussed. For example, when a child spends two hours doing four multiplication problems,
it may mean that he needs to have the lesson repeated or that he needs help with motivation, self-
discipline, time management, and social life.

NORMALIZATION

Rindamental to Montessori curriculum implementation is the concept of normalization.
Normalization is a process where a child moves from being undisciplined to self-disciplined, from
disordered to ordered, from distracted to focused. The process occurs through repitition on some
piece of work that captivates the child's attention and represents an "inner change" which may
take place quite suddenly and leads to deep concentration. Inner change refers to an impact on
the child's whole aspect of behavior characterized by a sense of order, a love of work, profound
focus, love of silence, working alone, sublimation of the possessive instinct, power to act from real
choice, obedience, independence, initiative, and cooperative learning all in the context of freedom.
Education is the means to normalization which implies "a harmonious growth of all potentialities
of the child, mental and physical, according to the laws of his being" (Montessori, 1964).

WRITTEN REPORTS TO PARENTS

\Witten reports to parents are a supplement, not a replacement for parent ,.onferences.
Written reports communicate academic and classroom progress in the context of Montessori
philosophy They are important tools yet many Montessori programs do not tike the opportunity
to educate parents through the written reports.

More than half of the fifteen districts submitting used conventional report cards to convey
relative levels of success in Montessori curriculum.

Several programs summarized Montessori sequences of materials with checklists and
coded entries.

Other report cards relied heavily on anecdotal reports and blank areas for academic
progress lists where Montessori programming could be represented.

*Speckd acknowledgements to Diane Haldane, Green_field Montessori School, Milwankee,liisconsin and
Phyllis Rottish-Lewis, Corte Madera, Californiafir this section.
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Although under ideal circumstances report cards- should reflect characteristics of the Montessori
program. it is imperative, however, that they do not reflect itemization of program requirements that are not
Montessori. A detailed listing of reading sldll inventories, for example. would require that teachers report
on components no longer relevant to Montessori pedagogy thereby obstructing communication of Mon-
tessori standamIS id confusing parents. In such cases eeport cards need to be modified.

Parent emferences provide the best kind of reporting, focusing on inthvidual learning styles. interests.
social interaction. emotional growth in short, a well documented portrait of the chit& personality as a
whole, with learning as but one facet of a total picture.

Written reports are part of a communications tradition, and to some extent guarantee a minimum of
information to parents. Insofar as they include grades or evaluative codes t he are not in keeping with
Montessori tenets which ackmowledge that_self-motivation is derived from the intrinsic nature of the child::
work and not-from a system of rewards or penalties.
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Mathematics

ACQZLINILIZZIENCLLUABI

taTERIALS
III._Zmairtina.Pf bat= Students will be able:

To solve first degree equations
in addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication & division

PLAILIMEMMIL Students will be able:

To calculate the volume of Volume Material
rectangular prisms

To measure the circumference,
area & sectors of a circle

To derive the formulas for
volume calculations

V.JianallealkEUCUIL Students will be able:

To study special topics in
science it geography

To continue third level
study of; distance, velocity,
time, percent, interest

To solve word problems
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Appendix 7: "Montessori Program Coordinator/Resource Teacher" excerpted Rom the Montessori
Public School Consortiwn Report,1988.

An experienced Montessori trained professional is essential tp the fostering of a mature Montessori program.
Montessori values and standards are maintained with each succeeding generation of teacher by an
authoritative indiVidual.

MANAGEMENT

MONTESSORI ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP:

Montessori Program
Coordinator / Resource
Teacher
(Adapted from Milwaukee Public School Job
Description)
The MPSC stresses the importance of a profes-
sional* trained MOnlesson supervisor The
Montessoti Coordinator is directly responsible
to the ptincipal. The basic function of the Montessori
Coordinator is to assist in the development, coordina-
tion and implementation of the pm-kindergarten
through grade six Montessori program. It is recom-
mended that the Montessori Coordinator have Mon-
tessori training and experience at both the preschool
and elementary levels. The major responsibilities of
this position are to:

Assist in recruiting and hiring Montessori-trained
teachers and assistants

Order materials

Establish and supervise Montessori classrooms
including planning and record keeping

Develop and maintain parent education

Oversee the preparation of Montessori materials

Organize parent volunteers

Coordinate staff development activities with
teachers and assistants in and out of the
classroom

Plan and execute the creation of additional levels
and components of the Montessori program

Complement the principal, elementary educa-
tional administration, and central administration
in the pursuit of the development and implemen.
tation of the Montessori program

Maintain a flexible schedule capable of multiple
task undertakings and spontaneous adjustments
tu circumstances as they arise

4. Remain available for a variety of short-term
activities that may present themselves on a day-to-day.basis

Attend conferences, Workshops, in-services,
meetings or classes as needed to support the
development of the Montessori program

5

Assist the principal in the preparation of periodic
reports on the development and implementation
of the Mentesson program

Draft correspondence to teachers, admin-
istrators, parents or community, and proposals to
foundations, as needed, to support the Mon-
tessori program

Provide leadership and direction in regularly
scheduled staff meetings

Act as a liasion between magnet school, public
school, administrators, and community
organizations

Develop Montessori-specific eveluation materials
which also take into consideration district evalua-
tion criteria

Montessori Resource
Persons Recommended
by the Consortium
Of the many knowledgeable people involved In Montessori
public education, the following Montessori trained people have
agreed to sena as MPSC resource persons until more formal
networking programs can be established. Conault the directory
for phone numbers and addreiees.

Paula Biwer Pzincipal of Mitchell Montessori in
Denver. Colorado. She gained extensive experience in
curriculum coordination and devslopment while employed
by the Milwaukee Public Schools and is currently directing
a research project measuring, in particular, the impact of
Montessori on the family.

David Kahn =Executive Director of the North Amid.
can Montessori Teachers' Aseociatirm and Project Director
of the NAMTA Public School Study. Prior to assuming the
leadership of NAMTA, he served twelve years as a teach-
ing principal at a large, private Montessori school.

Jean K. Miller; PliD. Curriculum Coordinator for
Greenfield Montessori School in Milvrauke3, Wisconsin,
Jean has excellent understanding of Montessori cunico-
lum as well as a broad based education background with
special expertise in Montessori music.

Phyllis WilPams Principal of North Avondale School
in Cincinnati, Ohio. Ms. Williams has been active in the
Montessori public school education movement since 1973
and has a sense of how to develop dynamic Montessori
p:ogramming using parent resources.
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OBSERVATION FORM EXTENT OF MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL

Center Date Staff present
Total Enrollment Children present Volunteers present
Weather

AIMS CMAMACTIRISTIC ZXTIMT or MKPLOWNTATION
Comments

Physical Environment Fully Implemented=FI
FI

Materials Aesthetic envirorment
Materials easily accessible to
children
Matenals color-coded
Materials organized in baskets,
boxes or on trays
Materials not stacked
Materials visible where apprquiate_
Amount of materials appropriate
for time of year
Line on the floor for movement
Materials, shelves dustdirt free

Arrangement Environment ordered so children
can participate in necessary
Cleaning straightening activities
traffic pattern doesn't disrupt
Children working
Environmental design enhances
self-control
Individual tables/rugs for working_
Limited visual distractions on walls
at eve level of children
Teacher can see over shelving
APProPriate tables/chairs, child-sized
SafetV Practices observed
Room and-materials organized bv areas
Outdoors utilized and integrated I

into the dav

AREAS CHARACTERISTIC EXTENT OF IMPLEMENTATION

amount of different materials
available in each area: excexcessive adq.adequate incwincomplete

exc adq inc comments
ractical life

sensorial
math
language

history
geography
art
music
non-Montessori

Materials Not in Use in Each Area

practical life

sensorial

math

language

biology

history

geography

art

musi
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AREAS CHAPACTERISTIC EXTgNT OF IMPLEMENTATION - COMMENTS
Fully Comments

Implemented
Children's Children demonstrate care of
sense of materials
order Environment well-ordered at

beginning of day
Chairs pushed in when leaving
tables
Children clean up after themselves

Collective Uninterrupted time allowed for
Grouping individual activities (3 hours)

Large group activities appropriate
for developmental level of children
Large group activities of an
appropriate_time_duration (5-15 mini
Provision made for giving lessons
without interruption
Teacher able to work individually
while managing_whole_group

Large group activities:

Small group activities:
Record Records document children's
keeping progress systematically

Lesson planning for individual
children
Lesson planning for developmental
age grouPs
Planning for periodic enrichment
1.2/Al2L1
Descriptive records:

checklist of activities by children
anecdotal observation nOteS 1 -

observation graphs

AREAS CHARACTERISTIC EXTENT OF IMPLEMENTATION - COMMENTS
Fully Comments

Implemented
Degree of Choose, use, return materials
independence Fix mistakes, take care of
demonstrated problems on their own
by children Use adults and child:en as

resources
Initiate activities
Select challenging work
Degree of concentration
Continues to work in
teacher's absence
Work without external
mards or praise
routines reflect independence and
integration of individual procedures

snack
tclesErFig,
hand washing

Child/Child Children help each other
interaction Children teach each other

Children work in commuhity
atmosphere
Social problems resolved mutually
with consideration of individuals
Respect shown for people, activities
and property

Adult/Child Adults encourage children to
Interaction solve their Own problems

Eye level contact used when
speaking to one child
Adults use quiet voices
Adults initiate activity when,neededl
Adults speak to children
personally and individually
Adults provide and model lessons
in grace and courtesy
Adults are able to observe the class
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OBSERVATION FORM EXTENT OF MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
MONTESSORI ELEMENTARY

Center_ Date Staff present
Total Enrollment Children preaent Volunteers present
Weather

ARIAS CRARACTERISTIC ISTSINT Olf TXPLIMMITATION

FI - Fully Implemented Comments
FI

Physical Shelving is clean and organized I I

Environment Key_books are_accessible for research
Timelines are available/disPlaved I I

Cultural materials are prominent I

AoRdemic areas are articulated 1

Group and individual work areas
available
Non-Montessori mater,als
few in number
Specialty sub3ects set up for
ch ld's independent use
Wall displays respectful
of_leysgolects
Safety praCtice_a_ observed
Goisa_gmL_Isesented
Variety af Problem sources
Overvieu of class_ POSSible
Group lesson table wIth blackboard
Traffic'pattern sensible

Care of the Childr...n put away their materials
Ervirorment Envircnmert well ordered at

beginning of day
Children participate ir maintaining
the invironment
Chiliren keep their work areas neat

ARIAS CSARWTZRISTIC EXTZVT OF IlIPLIKESITATIONI

Child/child Children help each other
Interaction Children are aware of ground rules

Environment is contention free
Conflict is resolved sensitivulI
Children_reaneCr each others work

EI COMMENTS

Adult/Child Adult soud%c out as a resource
Relationship Adult observes children solving

problems before interacting
Adult establishes eve contact
Adult shows individual sensitivity
towards each child
Adult shows grace and courtesy
Adult shows respect;
proceeds gentlY

Group GrouP leaSons are frequent
Management Children were attentive and animat'a

Adult was inspiring
AdUlt was aware of group needs
Adult was aware of different levels
Evont_a_Ct in lesson was good
RaPPOrt in lesson was good
Interruptions minimized
Group lessons utilized
key materials

Children seemed engaged

201
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IMPLEMENUTION

194

-

CHARACTERISTIC EXTENT OW INWLENENTATION

Independent Children seemed sJie cf *their
Work CAILVti

Children worked with a sense-Ca-
pnloyment
Work Is purposeful, detailed, and

12-C-Vara--
Children work without d.irect
adult SuPeivISion
ChIldren initiate work
Children help each Other
Children work together kiiTing
socializing In moderation
ChIldren show.sustained
ConCentratiop

LT. COMMEN/1

Record Records kept which document
keeping children's,progress

Lesson planning is evident for

Implemen- Age of shild entering
tation aualllencv of attendanC
Difficulties Training of the teacher

willinpess of the teacher
to do Montessori
Length of seheel year
Iengy,:h of school day
Protection of work cycle
Agmlni,trative csoneration
Background of children

CULAACTEMISTIC

Amount of Different Materials

EXTENT Of IMPLEMENTATION

adgwadequate incwincomplete

exc adq inc
1 1 1

Available in Each Area: excwexcessive

1path

language 1 1 1 1

D.121= 1 1 1 1

history

geography

art I I 1 I

music I I I I

non-Montessori 1 1 I 1

Materials Not in Use in Each Area

Math

language

hi2192.4__

histo-y

geography

ast
music

non-Montessori

comments

_911,0



Appaidix hoplensestatioa Checklist Seif-lbaluation, Rita BO WI* AMI Trainer
A list to kelp novice teachers keep in ,ind thMouLesiori barks in the fhOry o f starting up.

Rita Schaefer 1917

Checklist for Functional Independence
me Child Can Manage:
The Morning Entry:

Din the personal greeting to the guide.
Oin changing zre.: 1. ging up clothing (wraps, aprons, etc ).
Din putting away personal articles neatly
C in cleaning and beautifying his own work area

During the Work Period:
O. the sequence of using a chair and replacing it.
Ethe sequence of asing a rug properly

using the special interest table (or nature table)
Clan identifiable work pattern for at least the firs! 45 minutes of the day

Walking os the Line:
Din taking off and putthr on shoes (except for bows)
Din watching from the designated place and corning to walk according to your

signals.
Oin prepanng and arranging the space for the exercise

Silence Exercises:
Of I sitting silently and without tension.
002 concentrating on distant sounds.
013 cIncentrating on particular nearby sounds
004 corcentrating on hearing his own name

Daily Life of the Group:
0 snack time.
Olunch time
Onap time.
C using the bathroom

The Afternoon Departure:
Om straightening the objects on one shelf.
Oin searching the floor for foreign objects.
Oin straightening out one's own clothing
Oin arranging hair neatly.
Cm checking for clean hands ar J face.
Oin carrying articles properly (scraps, books, papers, etc )
0 in putting on wraps.
Oin personal goodbye to the guide.

At first the children are dependent on you for many of these things Our manner
of showing them how to do it gives the possibility for you to be less active as the
children take over more and more.

If freedom is to be learned, the guidance IS indirect through pacing limits and re-
presenting whenever necessary

203
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Excerpted fron SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY IN EDUCATION
by Maria Montessoria

week
Frame Pis Anima

Salto"
chisiemes

404006-

Chart 1 Page 100

1.145 op -- -------------
quiesesece

ition6 ers oe

the sta.r ,--
Coloues

guteecrwcc

Chart 2 Page 108

7:ouches PArdes
rh letters

Line ofSule scence.

Reacts the slips

Chart 3 ?age 103

Roita46en:h46,,t

Chart 4 Page 106
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IMPLEMENIXTION

Atitisadht Mt Weekly Lesion Plan Sheet, Whole Class Diane Haldane, Milwaukee Public Schools,
_ lipper-Eleinentarg Milwaukee, Witoonsin

Ons know** sheetVdied out with Indivithaalisold lesson* the whale week. This takes about 1.5 hours each weekend.
1111mthe1ssiais is ghat tt is undilliaset, Children mil um Ms attest b their work options. Lessons not given are entemd
osi*e weak kiiindiesi am sang*. of teacher ticords kept of students 'it a Montessori

ifilowenbet thilthesi exhibits are merely amoples tone Amber's devekpmmt d a -suitabk
agstem.The thinkingandratlection itemiser mart undertake to devise and maintain a recordkeeping syst-m
'to her providing a genuine Montessori arrivoninent.
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New Orleans Public Schools
Audubon Montessori School

428 Snialwm
New Odesiie LuilIn. 7011S

1._ - 111_

LOWER ELEMENTARY PROGRESS REPORT

STUDENT GRADE

TEACHER

TO PARENTS OR GUARDIANS:

The teachers and the principal of this school, and all the other School
District Personnel working to help your child learn, have a single goal that
your child succeed in school now to prepare fa success In later life Your
child will succeed if you share in the goal of your child's success

I have asked you to come to the school to pick up your child's report card
I have done this to give you a chance to discus* with your child's teachers
how you and they can bestwork together so that your child will succeed

I hops you will continue h be involved in your child's education The
home and the school working together is the best guarantee of your child's
success,

Everett J Williams
Supenntendent

Days Present

Days Meant

Times Tardy

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE

2 3 4 Total

EVALUATION KEY:
,ntroduciory presentation X having difficulty /making progress
has mastered this skill has difficulty completing assignments

A Minh sows mouses this skill was not addressed this term

Amode
2 3

LAMS1111101E

Work omit Montessori meterims
Alphabet sounds

tong rowels and phonograms

Correct menemons

Synonym& homonym& antonyms

Semple nomendatummsht meding

Prefixes suitors ane root monis
1

1

Punctuation

Grammy beams

wias IMItylse
Stoll Demkipment

Coordination for print letters
Gunny* lienthinting

Sounding me snort towel uonft
Budding long rowel words
Phonetic reading

P arte of speech

Use of Me dictionary
Crgelme siding and cornposibon

Summary and book moons

Spelling and dictation

heeding moriprehension

MOMENT&
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SOCIAL STUDIES CONTINUED
Periods

2 3 4

Puzzle maps capitals

Puzzle maps flags

The charts Fundamental needs of man I

The history of the needs of man

Timeline of develoPmeffl of life

Work without Montessori matenals
Memorization of maps of continents

Countries

Capitals

Rags

History of development of life

History of development of man

History of one's country
SCIENCE

Work with Montessori materials
Botany nomenclature

Zoology nomenclature

Invertebrates and vertebrates

Animal classification

Work without Montessori matenair
Classification of IOCks

Classification of plants

Classification of animals

Science experiments

MINCH
ART

MSC
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

IIIHAVICM. ATTITUDES AND SOCIAL INTERACTION

avalliallea Key
X very weak having difficulty /making progress Str Ong

Periods
2 3 4

Follows directions

Moves with purpose

Works independently

Attention span

Compietes work

Attentive in group lessons

Positive response to requests

Periods
2 3 4

Works without disturbing

Sett-motivated

Chooses challenging work

Worts for own enioyment

Respects properly of others

Neatness and order _

ADDITIONAL COMMENT&

Nelson Card Masa Pensea Slassattre

2 2

3 3

4 4

is recommended for grads for

the school year

Teacher's Signatui

Principal's Signature



New Orleans Public Schools

Audubon Montessori School
428 Sroodwity

Noy Or Now Louisiana 70118

It__ - 19_

UPPER ELEMENTARY PROGRESS REPORT

STUDENT 1RADE _ _

TEACHER

TO PARENTS OR GUARDIANS:

The teachers and the principal of this school, and all the other School
District personnel working to help your child learn, have a single goal that
your child succeed in school now to prepare for success in later lite Your
child will succeed if you share in the goal of your child's success

I have asked you to Come to the school to pick up your child's report card
I have done this to give you a chance to discuss with your child's teachers
how you and they can best work toget.,er so that your child will succeed

I hop* you will continue to be involved in your child's education The
home and the school working together is the best guarantee of your child's
success

Everett J Williams
Superintendent

i

Days Present

Days Absent

Times Tardy

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE

Periods
I 2 3 4 Total

,

-i-

EVALUATION KEY:
* introductory presentation

+ has mastered this skill

)( having difficulty /making progress

has difficulty Completing assignments

A blank space indicates this skill win not addressed this term

Periods
2 3 4

LANGUAGE

Work with Montessori materials
Word study

1

I

Exercises of lOgical agreement
4

Grammar analysis with grammar boxes

Sent@ INA analysis

ikill Development
Handwriting

t

I
Dictionary

Composition

Punctuation f
i

4,

Spelling
4

i
Parts of speech i

i4----i
Oiagramming

Reading 1

COMMENTS

MATHEMATICS

WOIll with Montessori ',starlets
Addition

T-
Multiplication

Subtraction



Division

Periods
2 3 4

Multiples and factors

PlITO Numbers

rection Equivalences
4

,

Operations with fractions

Complex operations with fractions

Binomials and RolynOmials
1

Study of powers with beads

T H+----
Square root with golden beads

Square root with pegs

Study of decimals
_

4 4The metric system

Algebra

Trigonometry

Calculus
__

Work without Montesorn materials
Addition with carrying 4
Multiplication-with carrying

Subtraction with borrowing

Long division with one digit -.--
Long division with two digits

4--Long division with Mrs* digits ---4
Lowest common multiple

Highest common divisor

rection equivalences
4--

Operations with tractions

Binomials and Polynomials

1--
Square root

Computation of powers

Algebraic equations

Decimals

Cubing

Computation of percentage

Computation of average

Ratio and proportions

Problem Solving

COMMENTS _ _

Periods
2 3 4

GEOMETRY

Wort with Montesson materials
Protract°,

Stud at PenITOOr4

Second Wet of cOnstructiye triangles
Theorems of Pythagoras and Euclid

Bosi or small cubes

I

4 ,

4

4

1

Yellow material for the study of VOIUTO -4
Work without Montessori Materials

Measuring angles

COnitruCtion of figures with compass

SSSt:tidudludly
Clf040f c70mnuitrlivara:86::

4-- ,1

1

SOCIAL sTuons
"".Work with Montessori matsiialr

Geography cabinet

Clalisrherl nomenClattire of georeaphy

Timeline of life history

Timeline of man a history

Timeline of civilizations

History of OM a country

History of one's state

Socio-econormc geography

SCIENCE

Botany

Zoology

T
1

1 t t
4-- 4

1

Physics -1--

1

¶ 4
Scientific inquiry

4_._
FRENCH "TH

IANT
--1--

1 f
4

rum
11.111.1.,. Nina

-4.

i

--t-
14

+
1

4
-I

OR. ATTITUOrl AND SOCIAL INTERACTION
lyalualksi Bay-
X eery weak flaying difficulty /making progress Strong

Periods
1 2 3 4

Follows directions

Moves with purpose----------- --+
Works independently

.41.et 09_



IMPLEMEMATION

SEHAVION. ATTITUDES AND SOCIAL INTERACTION CONTINUED

P. rods
2 3 4

Attention span

COMpiefel Sort

Attentive in group Winona

Posititi-responsit lo requests

Works without disturbing

Self.rnotivated

Chooses challenging work

Works lOr Own entoymen1

Respects Properly of others
Neattete end Order

ADDITIONAL CONVENTS:

4

Ihr

Report Cerd Dates: Parents Signature

3

IS Wormy-mended tor graje for

school year

Teacher $ Stgriature

inCipal s Signature



IR If emoNum Mut WHOA EDWARD A. MCDOWELL MONTESSORI SCHOOL

ELEMENTARY REPORT CARD

PUPIL _ (Agin 6 12) School Ylbar 19 _ _ lo 19
PRESENT PLACEMENT ROOM __

DIRECTOR _ DAYS TARDY
PLACEMENT NEXT YEAR DAYS ABSENT . _.

READING LEVEL
1 , , 3.4,5 6

AI of above
Bolo*

The er,P044 he1T.'4 me 14Ohtearke, R4Dort Caw 0 lo erolruato the ondrvreuel Ohne C Wor wrehoul corn
perreer to the ether chkeen Cho rreen re to deechbe the chr10 s pee.. A check ,heees 0.01
eat thvoherel In Met meson AN everualron try I *TSCtO 0 ,11 ,

LANGUAGE I .2

COMMENTS

MATHEMATIC' AND GEOMETRY

LOMMENT,

1 2 3 4 5,6

1ST REPORT

1,2,3, 4 5,9



PUPIL

CULTURAL STUDIES

COMMENTS

I .2.3,4 S, ¶ 2 3.40.0

THE GOALS Of PERSONAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT They are Wed below tor is relemowo Ms child and Ms weft

Chows appropreas ROM
Concentrales on chow work
Shows ordw III thew work
Works IreletwderMy *Mout supeodsron
ACcepls respoosibiley to accomplish Mee academic needs
Is sefklirecied
Convenes work

COMMENTS

Works COOPeretivety anO COnStruCtively in groups
Respects ores and property of "Hs
Cann los tho miasmas and ths wwiroomine
Shows WORM in Sett-COntrO
Oboorvos keel and procedures
Is sensit vs tO the needs of others
Uses grace and counissy
Lobes anti guides their ClassmateS

THE REPORT CARD ENVELOPE MUST RE SIGNED BY THE PARENT AND RETURNED TO THE DIRECTOR COM
RENTS BY PARENTS OR STUDENTS MUST BE WRITTEN ON A SEPARATE PIECE OF PAPER PARENTS MUST HAVE
CONFERENCES WITH TEACHERS AT LEAST 2 TIMES A SCHOOL YEAR

PARENT:TEACHER CONFERENCE

Attended ,

1ST REPORT
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111219115 _AOLREI1A5Sti

SKILLSIELRESEALEINIC.
oithanto:
ports of bral

Ulmer
racycleraell
card catiterais
Dewey Dacha& System-.__----
rate Mem
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INTRODUCIION

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

BEGINNING MONTESSORI AT AGE THRFF:

ALL FIVE YEAR OLD MONTESSORI
KINDERGARTEN

EARLY CHILDHOOD FACT SHEET

INTERIACE- PRIVATE PREKINDERGARTEN
WITH PUBLIC KINDERGARTEN

SUPPORT FOUNDATIONS

PROMOTION

PARENT HANDBOOKS

JOINT VENTURE SPONSORSHIP

HEADS7ARMONTESSORI RELATIONS

Not evem school district, or even full-day kindergarten, is structured to support
Montessori preschool. Researchers and government policymakers concur that early
childhood education is a dynamic factor in a chant educational life. This chapter
shows a variety of ways to integrate different finding sources so that early chiklhood
Montessori can be supported within a school district that doe.7 not normally provide
pre-kindergarten services.
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BEGINNING PS AGE THREE

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEGINNING
MONTESSORI AT AGE THREE

by David Kahn
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Only about one-third of Montessori Public Schools progratns in the United States are available to three
and four year olds. Dr. Montessori designed her curriculum to start at age three, not at age five. Most early
childhood educators concur that there are distinct advantages to beginning preschool at age three, whether
for Montessori theory, contemporary follow-up studies, or for the early childhood education sources at large.
Significant research nationwide (the Perry Preschool Project, the New York University Preschool Project)
cites higher literacy, greater rates of employment, and more education beyond secondary as outcomes for
those who start school at age three. Keeping children in school reduces the likelihood that they will become
delinquent and require expensive incarceration and remedial treatment programs. The Children's Defense
Rind budget has indicated that monies to remedy problems such as teen pregnancy drug addiction and
criminal activity are about six times the cost per student of preschool programs. Yet only 16 percent of our
nation's children are served by early childhood pmgrams. It is critically important that school districts
consider funding preschool programs, including the Montessori preschool option. The Montessori educa-
tional mncept is a time-tested approach to teaching young children, and research documents its successful
impact over time. Rtrther research evidence indicates that elementary children who have Montessori
preschool achieve at significantly higher levels than elementary peers who have not had Montessori
preschool experience (Takacs and Clifford, 1988).

Sensitive Periods

From a Montessori point of view starting school at age three is indispensable because it provides an aid
to the developing sensitive periods of language, order and movement. Indeed the three year old demon-
strates a greater intensity than a five year old in the acquisition of a native tongue, the awareness of the
order of the surrounding environment and willingness to maintain that order, and the perfection of body
movement, especially in everyday actions. For this reason the beginning motivation for writing. reading.
and for developing- spoken language occurs well before mandatory school age.

Teacher-Child Relationship

In addition to skill competencies. the issue of starting school at age three is fundamental to the teacher-
child relationship. Three year olds by their very nature seek out an intimate and close bond with the
directress. Young parents of a three year old are more open to suggestions and direction for parenting ideas
and also establish closer relationships with the teacher. The full Montessori preschool program was
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designed to involve the same teacher over a three year time penod in a deepening relationship with the child
and the family Over three years the teacher learns the vital signs that tell her when a child needs a
challenge, an encouraging word, or an exact statement of feelings to resolve a social conflict. The personal
history of each child becomes second nature to the teacher's way of interacting.

Social Leadership Can Evolve

Abrk intensity is gradual, at the child's own pace and with maximum choice for the child. When there is
choice and uninterrupted tune the child builds better concentration and works for longer periods of time. In
a three-to-six age grouping only one-third of the class is replaced each year, allowing the children's patterns
of leadership and knowledge to remain in place as a new group is initiated. Older childrea prmide social and
academic models for the younger children. The maturing child finds a developmental variety of classmates
and can identify with different ages according to personal needs. The multi-age group setting provides more
social options and more academic options because a greater variety of children are working on a greater
rariety of activities.

Kindergarten Means Yearly Turnover

In cor.trast to the three year Montessori program, the single year Montessori kindergarten class
means complete classroom turnover as twenty-five new children enter each year These children bring a
variety of educational expe,iences and must learn the routines and traditions of the class. Although personal
development is import; ore energy needs to be devoted to developing skills and to teaching subjects
that prepare the childre. Aontessori elementary Class-wide demand for the same pieces of equipment
requires expensive duplication of Montessori apparatus. Sometimes classes of five year olds are staggered,
with groups of children assigned to respective equipment in order to not overburden any one material.
These artificial constraints impose on the freedom of the child for the sake of access to the materials and are
not necessary in a multi-age setting.

Kindergarten Means Language and Math Orientation

With a Montessori kindergarten (age 5 only), the curriculum focus is usually on language and math.
Athough practical life and sensorial materials are reviewed, five year olds seek mathematic and linguistic
competence and will not exhibit that natural repetition that Ls so much a part of the three year old's
exploration. Lack of repetition also diminishes the role of self-correction; the teacher provides the control of
error. The children need more "monitoring" and sequencing of work by the adult. Five year olds learn
differently than three year olds. They proceed using reasoning skills and, because of this, require more
formal presentation time. Although high expectations result in high skills, the Montessori emphasis on
intrinsic motivation may_be lost.

Kindergarten: Discipline External, not Internal

With a three year old it is easier to use personal modeling as an educational influence. The teacher and
older children can have a great impact just by showing the desired work and behaviors. Five year old.s
without preschool experience are frequently less socialized and less organized in their personal habits and
outlooks and require more remedial approaches to dLscipline than children who have had preschool
experiences. Ground rules for the five year old without Montessori background must be stated and require
exterral enforcement. By contrast, the starting three year old responds to the order of the environment and
can internalize expectations without a great deal of verbal commentary

913
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Conclusion

The Montessori preschool learning environment is designed forthree-to-six year olds. With the t hree
year old the development is centered on the child, not on subjects. The Montessori teacher can focus on the
child's whole personality by growing up with a child and his or her parents over a three year period in the
context of a family duster which is the Montessori multi-age group setting. The Montessori preschool
teacher is trained for this orientation, the pedagogy is designed for it, and the child benefits from a process
which is natural and gradual and embodies the right mix of freedom and discipline.

The appendices for this Chapter offer a variety of funding solutions for pre-ldndergarten programs that
are especially useful when school districts cannot provide preschool funding.
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I.IntrAuction

The va:Dowell Montessori Parent and Staff Involvemen Group

The Parent and staff Involvement aro,* hereby presents a

.,nmary of investigative worm completed by the Education Committee.

This work pertains to the Implementation of three-year-old primary

level c lassos as well as an extended day primary class for f ive-year-

olds in the Montessori Specialty Program.

In November of 1976, two proposals were submitted to the Super-

intendents Office and the Board of School Directors for ,onsideration,

one written by two AM! trained directoresses, the other written by

the MacDowell Montessoel Parent Group. These two proposals outlined

the basic needs of establishing a credible Monteasori Instructional

Approach Specialty. Many of these needs have been met, Including the

establishment of the Montessori Co-Ordinator position, the elimination

of a 'school within a school' situation and the first-phase plan of

classroom enlargement.

However, there are also two other basic requirements which have

not teen instituted yet, and they are the reason for thls proposal.

As o,t1 tiled in the philosophy and ethodology of the Montessori in-

stru-t tonal approach, the inclusion of three-year-old primary level

c,asses and five-year-old extended day classes is essential to the

.erall succels of the program.

We therefore submit this proposal to the Superintendent's Office

aid ask that serious consideration be given to instituting these two

additional aspeotx of the Montesaori program.
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I:. Reitrate for Inclusion of Three-Year-Old Children

in the Momtessori Specialty

ronenty years ago br Monte.sori began e.,-lcing with and telling

tho worll atoh' 00 need, of the three-year-old child. She 'RIO this

age -I' early nIllnood a, the age when tot childia "ahsorhent mind" was

tne strongest. up stated that the nears three to six are a part-

icular'y se rerimd lu our grawth, during whieh the child can

benefit estsrmo. 'a frrm experiences In a prepared learning environment

%he all wed ' 'or-year-olds 'h work witnin this prepared environment.

deigned to 'Atilt e maximum or the "sensitive periods",

which ne,uped in le,ti g trip enild on a natural path to self-mastery

ant In lop.ndenr,

The pnra,e "sensi'ive periods In development" was first used

by pug, de Vrtem wit, his research in the development or certain

animal , In tart:, tlar from the life htstory or certain insects

ant , coo hrmF, metancrTha,i, La'er, Montessori applied this

hloao irve;tontrt The -tudv of tne sensitive periods

lel he- 1, urieellsnilng of the cnild's mental growth,

m, ele ttl defined a en,itive period as a "special sensi-

1,11i.,, ant'l at ire a:ttutres in its infantile state, white it

il Ir a tl I Cr ev, lution It Is a transient dIsc.osition

ani f, .ne nr a particular trait Once this troit

,,V1c'rci, .1 heen acquired the special sensthility disappears

, 14v 'he', " a child., 1,j-hic development does not

'IN, ' rt,-e, that 11 doe, uot originate In external stimuli(

;side I i rah-, I, 0, en0it, I lit ie..;
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while the child develops, he passes through certain sensitive

pet.i.ds Each sensitive period is like a temporary instinct whicl

gIdem the child to use certain elements in the environment to

'leo him deve1.1 a certain trait The child is attracted to certain

environmental elements for a definate and limited time (only as long

al the sensibility is present), pursuing those elements-with an

"irresistable impulse"and a "well-defined activity". At the peak of

'he ,ensitive period the child's mind is like a searchlight that focuses

on certain aspects or the environment to the exclusion of others, en-

abling the child to choose from his complex environment what is suitable

and necessary for his growth. He is sensitive to some things but in-

different to others. Such attention is not the result of mere curiosity,

It 1, more like a burning passion, setting in motion a marvellous creat-

ive setivIty i rt eontact with the outside world, tnus building up con -

sciousne,s

The child has a real need to learn ahd acquire experience in

the area in which he is sensitive. If the child's need is Satis-

fied, hp learns Ioyfully, easily and without fatigue Each effort

brings an Increase of power His being flourishes on experiences

that oati,f, need of his sew 'live period. After working under-

thr gut JAM, of thls Inner urge the child feels better, Stronger and

calm", because by means or Such work he has been creating himself.

The rhIld ronstrurts his personality through the establishment and

perfection or function or characteristic he develops in a /lentil-

t rind

If a thIld is not alIoWed to satisfy the heed a sensitive period

creates in him, he May become unhappy and frustrated; damage can be
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to his de,elopment, Montessori states, "a child has a special inter-

ior vitality which accounts for the miraculous Manner in which he makes

his natural conquests, but if during his sensitive stage a child is

confronted wlth an obstacle to hls toll, he suffers a disturbance or

even warping of his being, s spiritual martyrdom that in still too

little known, but whose sears are borne unconsciously by most adult,

The tantrums of the sensitive periods are external manifestations of

an unnatlsfled nerd, expresniots of alarm over Is danger, or of something

being out of place. They disappear just as soon as there is a possi-

bility of satisfying the need or or eliminating the danger...Adults

have no direct influence on tnese different states. But ir a child

han not been able to act Recording to the directives of his sensitive

period, the opportunity cf a natural conquest is lost, and is lost

for good."

The sensitive periods are transient. They help the child

acquir . certain functions or determined characteristics. When

this aim is accomplished tne special sensibility disappears

and 13 ofteo replaced by another dnd quite different one. Once

a sensitive period pa3ses it never returns. But the benefits a child

acquit's, curing a sensitive period last a lifetime.

It Is true tha' a child will nevertheless grow up even without

having made USP of this or that sensitive period in his development,

but he will be a "diminished individual" by comparison with what he

might have leen, And should have been With each sensitive period

that we miss, we lone an opportunity nf perfecting ourselves in some

particular way If the child misses some of his sensitive periods

during his development, he will stis, grow up into an adult. But that

2 CI

adult will not be so strong nor so perfect an individual as he would

have been if he had been able to avail himself of their construc-

tive power. Many of us adults are aware of our many awkward traits

and weaknesnen which may have been our better points if we would have

hwi the right experiences at the right time.

While this in not an attempt. to prove or disprove Dr Montensori's

educational insights, the following must be pointed out Within a

funetioning three to six year old Montessori classroom, the children

beginning at three build upon an internal need for order and self-

mastery so choose his/her own tasks, work at their own pace and pro-

grenn Individually an well RS 'socially. Dr. Montessori demonstrated

that through thin type of freedom within a controlled environment,

children would become independent and self-disciplined learners.

Not onlj does this lead to growth in general intelligence, but

It also develops within a young child coping and competency skills.

Follow up studl s of different early childhooe toadels are ncW show-

ing thot the child's ability to work independently, to be self-dinci-

plined and to feel positive about oneself are traits that the child

carrien out of a good "pre-school" experience into the rest of hls/her

life. The ontablinhment of these bar c value tkills are more important

than thP temporary gains in "measured Intelligence", which tend to

even out after third grade

When we Rnk for three-year-olds to be included in MacDowell Mon-

tensori primary level classes, we are simply asking to be able to re-

spect Dr Montessori's own Insights and demands for a Montessori

nrhool Dr. Montessori outlined a comprehensive view of child dev-
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elopmert and schooling in which the three-year-old child plays the

important role of hying the cornerstone for further education.

251

Other Milwaukee Public School Three-Year-Old Progrinas

Including three-year-Olds In an official curriculum class setting

la not unprecedented In the Milwaukee Public School System. There

nre two federally funded programs that enroll tnree-year-olds In their

curriculum. Title I-FSEA Preschool Program Project and Headstart

Pr.arnool Prugram.

The Title I Preschool Program Project was instituted in Milwau-

kee It. 1)71 after extensive research indicated that pre-kindergarten

children show a great rapacity to learn from their environment

and establish a great percentage of their intelligence during te

first three lc four years of the life cycle.

The proviam was designed to expose educationally disadvanteged

llten to an enriched learning experience for the purpose of ore-

qentIng the deselopment of future educational problems. Statisticti

Nom the 19,6-17 Preschool Program testing results reflect s perceptible

In -,atte,tin PR pointa, which is a ,orclusive indica ion

that tne Prefect succes%fully met its objectives.

The Milwaukee Puilic 5ch001 Headstart Program was established

In 14th tn 'connote an enriched learning curriculum for low Inc mu/econ-

wirmily disrdvanteged et ildren and their families it50 three to five-

tear-olds are wrentli enrolled in the program which includes those

nhIldten In the twe Mentesaorl Headstart classes at MacDowell.

Further indlottion that three-year-olds are being accepted into

inwlic 1.n,o1 setting is recently established Special Educational
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Needs (SEN) program. This program is funded by tne Wisconsin State

Department of Public Instruction and currently serves 120 three-year-

old children.

253
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III Rationale for the Extended Day Program for Montessori 5-Year Olds

Within the Montessori view of child development the five-year-old

ehild is in a transitional period and this extended portion of his/her

srhool day is meant to foster this transition. What it means in

practice is that all five-year-old children attend school all day

They spend their mornirg in their primary level (3 and I and 5 year

old kindergarten) class with a teacher and an aide. In the afternoon

they year-olds) remain with their teacher in the extended day pro-

gram.

Dr Montessori saw the fifth year in a child's life as being

one between that stage called the absorbent mind" where the child is

constantly building his/her own self as a person independent from

others. In the next stage from six to twelve the child develops social

values, finding where he/she fits within society and how different

sort,,t1,5 rIt within a cosmic, interdependent world.

this rontext, then, the extender. day program allows t.e

flye-yeor-old to do the following things

a) dives the child time within the Montessori classroom frame-

work to make transition from primary level to Junior level.

b) The extended day program allows them the time to develop

the necessary reading and math skill levels to function

well within the Junior level (6-9 year old) class. There is

important reading skill work done during this period which

is not being achieved in our persent dual session kinder-

garten approach to Montessori. In the primary (3-6 year

olds) class the five-year-olda chosen task is one of the
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t.,acher-tIrlper to the younger rhildren.

Pr M'n.e9Yori pointed out long ago that in an ungraded/multi-

tov,1 ,lanyronm environment a child at certain levels of

dryr,rpment needs some intensive time alone with their

peer grour in the classroom.

romm,nalit101 for nilaents Wi.o Took Part

In last Year'a Extended Dav Program

Actualiced hia/her potential academically hecause of the

length timr at 000001

Developed maturity due to responsibility given them. Examplea .

lunehroom experience, playground experience, nil day field trips.

Fulfilled the need of perfecting their work with cultural

Auhjerty, reading, writing, math, and fine arts.

4. rhild war at.10 to do more challenging-work due to the exposure

In the extended day program

Arquired ohility tn dn indepth research in cultural areaa.

1,0nefitted academirally and socially from multi-age setting

(with .hlidren who wore o der than they were.)

7 They herrins models this year for incoming, first year junior

level 4Indentl because of their extended day experience last ysar.
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Other M1lwauke, P4l1c Sot1001 All-Day Kindergarten Programs

Ah extend,' dly prograM for five-year-old children is not new

situation te toe Milwaukee Public School system. Findings for the

year' loco.1-117 r r to. all-Da2 XIndergarten Pro!ett

iplitat. toy occ su oPs3C4Ily met their stated objectiveo where the

oto Ic't woo paptcrented to proposed. It vats also concluded that this

Proiert .15 ,dosily regarded by parents as shown thrir involvement

to ilo A.fIVItIel ant throu0 their gt-neral auppor, of the pr,,-

411M Urr.,0 enr lIrwr In th, Pit Ic I Al. Ltay Kloderrar'en Program

1.

113

2:7)7
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I(. Alternative Sources ot Funding

The Education oommlitee of the Montessori Parent and Staff

Involvement Group frellt the best source of funding for the implement-

ation -f this proposal would be through local board funding. The

following public Orhool Montessori programs are board funded

11 Monoevtrartt Montessori. Buffalo. N.Y.

nyraeuse City District Special Projects, Syracuse. N Y

ti,lievet. considering the present demands on the Milwaukee Public ',ehool

vi to cut expenditures. we suggest the following alternative sources

a- sac to support the implementation of our proposal to gain admit-

'so, or thrre-vosr-olds and provide an extended day for five-year-olds.

A Tit,. VII Funding from this sourc could be obtained by

aIPIVIog under

I Muphet School Grant

lowvative 'pet-Salty Proerams Grant. a subpart of the

Title VII NIS!, Grants

Title 1 Funding could be applied for to support a Title I

MIntessori Flteoded Day Kindergarten. The fillowing Sbdow-

s.. rt pohl1c uchools currently are funded by Title

poog ile-ehtarv, Detroit. MI

dehoil. Grand Rapids. M7

i Smell, fathar. Montessori Vanguard School, Dallas. Texas
(and Title VII)

ate' Wellness Demonstration Grant Program. This

Prsot la offerei ty the :State of Wisconsin Department of

heil,o ant 3,,eial '.ervices. It is newly estarlishel

graft wIth a budgt of $98).)no for the 1979 fiscal year.

.111117 scale 6ssIs t° Support the thre..-vear-
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,1 z.,...nd,or to. extend, i day prfraln fThr

roolov is an example of an estallstied

nit ently ty tO.. (Hint ;awl C1:ma:n.1 leo.. 1

. 4 .1. t IS 14-: land Avenue , Kt The rigor.,
7..111 I tuition rate. MI.:talent nave alreadj

t 0 1.

,

t o reflect the half-tExte

1, to Our program.

HIMPEN ttl Et: P, 11I :11.,

fee scow-Jule

(10 'I ) tp, ;k;-i-

:video a, Al 1

kkck sei

1,10 - 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 25 0 0 it 0 3

).; /yr . 75 50 25 0 0 n 0 0

6,000 - 6,000/yr. 100 75 50 25 0 0 0 0 0

1,0.00 - f,100/yr. 125 100 75 50 25 0 0 0 0

k 000 - 8 000/yr. 150 ;25 100 75 50 25 0 0 0

- 0,000/yr. 188 150 125 100 75 50 25 0 0

- 10,900/yr. 225 188 10 125 100 75 50 25 0

oo _ I /jr.. ..63 225 188 150 125 100 75 50 25

1 ,,,on,vu 100 263 225 188 1513 125 10 ,5 5,1

_ I 1,91.6/) I 3 ) 300 263 225 188 150 125 11,1 15

- 'yr. SOO 350 300 2) 225 188 15,3 12'. 10 u

- n 4'0; 400 150 300 d63 225 189 1,..1

500 450 400 350 300 263 225 1138

1 / ,q00'yt . 570 454 400 350 300 263 225 lea
ih,.00'vl '00 500 450 400 350 300 26i 2.5

; o 1 1 4.4; Int- 1'111)11r rt",01 Monter.r.ot I programs ,orreot rept! r.
t,It t ton and/or sliding scale

I ) 11,66464 I1e S hool, Pocatello, Idaho
?) ArlIngton Public Schools, Arlington, Vrrtimi,
3 ) Grand Rantds Public Sehools, Grand Rapids, Micipan

(20; hf student. population that are not Title I)
1), heart! ng lull op Community School Reading, Ohio
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Appendix 2: Fisct Sheet High /Scope Educational &Source Ebundation, Ypsilanti, Michigan

Fact sheets provide longitudinal studies supporting early childhood and child centered curriculum u solid statistics.

Fact Sheet

CHILD-INITIATED LEARNING
ACTIVITY IS CRUCIAL

High SC1//34. PR'S( hool
( Writ ninon Stu&

SM-Heporied
k Findings

I r 5hr. 't I' ;cm

4, I
r r, 1, , 111 141 ,1

: I

( hanged I t, II,. I It. t 01 Ow IN, n. P2
1 ...Mt 4 e2. 19

,1 2 Par rs, Itc.c.1 1 tom VIM./
Th/rough ;or lit

hddrers Jos A. to '11,11m.s1 Prro.
I du. anq,

Fact Sheet

GOOD PRESCHOOLS FOR POOR
CHILDREN ARE COST-EFFECTIVE

Is 0.1.1.0 hordIoloosplor Artasseirs, csead/lsod
ky16/2. Oefdlor &saw imesamout awn Mel *awl le
wewlsoolprognessr Ow osl.rise childrew

ceemositser

I.
lErestaa.r Dontiorporms

..21.3.5,1 km, 1911irrr, 19143

,L,7411, " K1 tar., h , ,: Pr` .4"
I 'T.% ". - van-. r

4.

It tr.sk p
,j7
" "

4n. r

gl
or. ^ t r1,-, t

High Scopv Perm PTeschool Studs Age-19 Findings

P 1
n e

11,,r2A1s.
HetAr.1.11 s

515 311: SO: 12: 1/2: 21:
t .. I nrm I 55$.,,d t 44.1.

4.41..r. ... 1.1k, I
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Appendix 3: Interface of Privately Supported Three and Raw Year Olds with PUblicly Supported Five Year Okla by Phyllis Wi Marna,
North Avondale School, Cincinnati, Ohio

This summary statement provides abasis fcn- integrating privately supported pre-kindergarten with publiadly supported kindergarten.

The fo.low.ng information explains how a 3 to 6 class was
funded at North Avondale Montessori School. Saads Montessori
hos a a.fterent neaps for furd.ng Its class.

1.-:ILLL211

All three and tour-year-old students were enrolled as tui-
tion-pay.ng stadents ($900.00 a year). Therr tuition primarily
covered two-thirds of the teacher's salary and some materials and
equipmert. Two-thirds of the students in the three to six class-
es were three and foar-year-olds. The tuition payments were made
to the Concinrati Public Schools where a budget director was
assigned to marage the bookkeeping, pay the teacher's salary, and
provide a monthly badget report to the :GCai school principal
(i.e. North Avondale principal).

Scholarship

The local school raised necessary funds for annual scholar-
shops. The fandialsing efforts were orimarlly done by parents
troth much lealeratip from the princ. -.. Each year fund, equiva-
lent to sox ' scholarships were allocated to .aw-income appli-
cants.

f.ve-fear-O.ds

Parents of f.se-year-old students were not requ'rcd to pay
tu.t:cn because the students were eligible to attend kindergarten
In the schacl district. The district received the usual state
furalrg accordang to average daily attendance for all five year
olds; thus, some general fancs were available to supplement the
teacher's salary for those five year olds in attendance.

Becaose of the huge success with taition papment and local
fandraisano efforts, ,he three to six program was self-suffi-
c.enr. The d.str.ct, in essence, saved money by not being
strapped by paying any of the teacher's salary. There is a
gentlezan's agreement that the district will provide financial
assistance and services where possible (i.e., available furni-
ture, Oanstorlai service, school psychologist, visiting teacher,
maintenance and amprovement of classroom environment, all in-
otrictional sumplles normal.y available for servi-Ing five year
o.is) Die to surplus funds accumulated through tuition and
fundraisirg, a tru,t ford has been established throagh Cinc.nnati
lablic

.rstrictor AssIstant

A :re_ructo- Assista,.t has served in the three to
m ass a:.ni wit% some parent so. m, ,rs. Initially, the

recsc- sorrond .h tl.s pos.t.n was funied by- Cancinhat. Pubilc
ttoo.s to set, .n 4 ti 12 class. The 9 ta 12 teachers agreed
"0 rel.,. ,te 1-51roor Assastant posit.cn to less than full
t. ;:to- .r.c-ease the ser:Ices needed in the 3 to six
-145,
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Instructional Supplies Aa4 Equipment

Instructional supplies and equipment are primarily furded
through fundraisers and tuition.

Prior to the opening of the first three to six class, local
fuundatzons and school fundraising projects enabled North Avon-
dale to accrue over thirteen thousand dollars to aid start ap
cost. Needless to say, cooperation and support from the 6 to 12
teachers were necessary for program success. The school district
provided necessary funds for equipping an approved Montessori
classroom for five year olds.

I opted to couple a fully funded five-year-old class teacher
with a tuition funded three to four year teacher. Together they
shared students and resources. Each teacher received the same
salary and benefits. Each teacher had a fully equ'pped classroom
with a full-time Instructor Ass:stAnt.

Local School Eramm Liman

The assistant principal or a designee is necessary for
managing three to six program enrollment, tuition, recruitment,
scholarship applicants, and pareat involvement.
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Appendix-A: Process Pow Developing the Site-Based Notasr,Prollt Swart Fbundation ancinnati Public Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio
7his is an early letter in the process qo,anizing a school foundation. The infrmation is still pertinent today although budget amountsare outdated.

June 14, 1984

Cincinnati Public Schools
Dr. William A. DuPree, Area Director
230 E. Ninth Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202

Dear Dr. DuPree:

Members of the Local School Advisory Committee, North
Avondale School Foundation, North Avondale Montessori Parent
Association, and the Montessori Preschool Parent. Association
unanimously endorse the establishment of a Montessori Preschool
Program at North Avondale School beginning September, 1984. To
date the following accomplishments have been made in order to
make possible a September, 1984, starting date:

1. November, 1983 - North Avondale Elementary Montessori
parents and interested community representatives met to
form a Montessori Preschool Steering Committee.

2 The Preschool Steering Committee recruited students and
solicited funds

3 The Local School Advisory Committee met with the
Preschool Steering Committee to clarify the role it could
play and to approve assisting the Preschool Steerirg
Committee with plans for program proposal.

4 The North Avondale School Foundation was organized to aid
with soliciting funds for the proposed Montessori Pre-
school Program. Attorney Marvin KrauS volunteered to
pro,,Ide all legal services without charge.

The Foundation Cowaittee Chaiiperson, LSAC Chairperson,
ard the School Principal rn with Mr Lynn Goodwin,
Treasurer, Cincinnati Public CChoolS to discuss policies
and prooedures for operating a trust fund for monies that
have bees restricted for preschool When appropriate he

draft an agreement to be supported by all parties
involved.

6 Through the efforts of the Nortn Avondale Neighborhood
Association (NANA) we have received a One Thousand Dollar
01,000.00) check from The Jewi,- Federation, a committed
Five Tho.sica Dollars ($5,000 00) from the closing of a
real estate Investment and NANA is prepared to provide
netch.ng funds up to Five Hundred Dollars IS5iv.001.

1,
T. mr. Moss White, Director, Chapter I Programs, Dr. WiliiaM

DuPree, Area Director, Mrs. Vella Ellis, Montessori
Alternative Program Manager, Miss Mary Lewis, CurriculutA
Supervisor and Mrs. Phyllis Williams, Principal of North\
Avondale School have met with Mr. Jim Clingman, Associate\
Director of Community Action Commission,Programs and Mr. \
Raymond Brokamp, Assistant Superintendent, to discuss the \
possibility for providing a Headstart Montessori
Preschool Program for economically disadvantaged stu-
dents.

After some discussion and research the administrators of
the local Community Action Commission perceived the idea
as being not only ideal; a similar system is in operation
with full support in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin Public
School System. Limited funding was the source of concern
because the North Avondale Preschool proposal was not
included in the 1983 fall request for program funding.
One plausible idea discussed was to exchcnge the present
Chapter I Preschool Program for an existing Headstart
Preschool Program since CAC is the common source of
funding for both programs. Unfortunately, Chapter I
nrogram policy does not permit three year olds to be
included. We are waiting for final word (hopefully one
of approval) for CAC funding.

8. In December and May Dr. DuPree and Mrs. Williams met with
the Board of Education Facilities Committee to discuss
preschool proposal.

9 An integrated group of parents have filled out applica-
tions and paid thirty dollars to demonstrate commitment
to having their children enrolled in a North Avondale
Preschool Program. More have indicated an interest once
the Board of Education gives approval At a May meeting
the parents agreed to pay a seven-hundred ($700.00)
tuition fee. Most of the tuition would cover the salary
of a certified Montessori teacher who would receive the
on-going salary as specified through certified personnel

The parents discussed the need to have a Cincinnati
Public School sponsored program rather than a private
program, renting space at North Avondale School. The
idea is one that could be replicated at Sands School or
any new elementary Montessori Program. The advantages
for a district sponsored program are obvious.

(a) The correlation of curriculum with the elementary
program would be facilitated as a1 staff members
work together.

%7,1 AVONDALE SCHOOL IS NOT ELISIBLE FOR FEDERAL FUNDS
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al :Se insoivement of preschool parents with existing
suhsol-parent community organrzations would exist.

(su The .rtegrated preschool Montessori Program would
feed into the existing elementary Montessori program
tnns cuntributind to the desegregation plans.

(dr Ultimatu)y early childhood education would exist with
cf raising, achievement scores on the

elementary eveS

.0 Vo)unteers from the Preschool Parents Association met to
inteiview Montessori teacher applicants and decode on 2
oholi_es one of whom could be funded for a Headstart
class These teachers are anxiously awaiting for Board
of Education approval because their outstanding talents
are being sought elsewhere For this reason, time is of
the essence

11 Atter meeting ahd/or dialoguing with various CPS Board of
Education members, and Central Uftsce Administrators, the
various groups who have worked to make real the Idea of a
Montessoro Preschool Program in neptember, 1984 have
disOussed the role ea-h ..uld play on suppormg prGgram
iripl(re'it at i ork

Fauniat.on

CP3

N A Stho,1

If:At

Pres..hool

-)NCINNATI PITI1C SCHOOLS
sp,nsor the program (3-5 year olds) bi providing
ada.niattatove services, facilities and existing
elo.pment where passible, and hire staff

and maraue toiticn through trust fund

a-as at wit), recraitmsnt of st ,dr-to thraup alterra-
prcgrams and 9ead,:er..

s-t . st t, cover number of S year oli students
or .o the 3-5 presihoos classes

ma,. 1001:a0le p0;:: i.ar:._nnel services when neces-
sary
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- provide opportunities, evaluation of program and
student achievement.

- provide transportation through CAC funding for econom-
ically disadvantaged children and charge a fee for
tuition paying parents.

seek and provide funds using state and federal grants
that would allow for innovative piescnc 1 implementa-
tion

NOTH AVONDALE 10(291

FRINCIPA4 would coordinate all parent-school community
groups, administer the preschool program and communicate progress
ith Central Office Administrators,

THE LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE would support program
implementation, advise as a source that correlates all interest
group activitieS; advise in order to perpetuate team work without
duplication or roles; prioritize needs for disbursement of funds;
assist Foundation with seeking and monitoring of funds and
providing quality control (or evaluation of and auditing of
contribution fund, resources and uses). The LSAC would annually
conduct goal setting and program evaluation activities

THE Iginft AVONDALE FOUNDATION COMMITTEE

Review needs for additional funds.

:reek funds.

Monitor and manage accounting system for incoming
monies

- Respond to LSAC in providing quality control through
or-going evaluation of funding sources, and uses as
planned.

- Communicate with District Treasurer refgarding
policies and procedures for use of Trust Fund ear-
marked for Preschool

Receive and record Cultic, or funds received by Treas-
urer of PresChool Parents Association

11213/li AVONDALE PRESCHOOL PARENTS ASSOCIATION

Assist Foundation Committee with seeking funds.

- Volunteer with classroom assistance and parent educa-
ticn Assist teacher with instructional needs.

4
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- Serve as representative* on the LSAC, Foundation
Committee and the North Avondale Montessori Parents
Associa..on.

.e Assist with recruitment.

Executive Committee established to manage program
needs and make recommendations to LSAC and Foundation
Committee

support groups for the Montess:ri Preschool agree there
! provisions made to include low economic students whose
:an't afford the seven hundred dollar ($300.00) tuition
lonCern is how can this be done t'.ot first ,ear if there
Inds available though the Commuaity Action Commission for

following possibilities listed in priority have been

Total funding through CAC for Aeadstart A.M and P.M.
classes.

partial funding frdm CAC for 10 low economic students.

The North Avonda.e School Foundation would raise as
much es it can by September (Including $1,000.00 from
the Jewish Federation plus the committed $5,000.00
through mr. Weiland) and CPS would advance enough
muney tO cover remainder of the needed seven thousand

0t3 00) Mr Welland is actively working
.3 d'.1.1. a goal of $20,000.00 for the preschool by
toe et.a f 1984 This would allow for financial
ass.s.an,:ft ising Headstart ecohoml,: scale guidelines.

Pr0vide a s.iding Acale tult.cn using Headstart eco-
co-lc gu.Jelines

-uition Free S,holarsOtp of 17,000 00 to cover
f0r 10 low income students Adm.nistrators
ar.p.icarro5s

pr 4,0sel t,Jget too Mealstart funding rec,mmenas a
itL4120,0l which .rt_ludes transportation. In order t,

e intel,Ation of low economic students, transportation
,essar. During to f,ist year of the program, lOw
stude't with., walk.ng distance and who may rave accessrat ttuld te recrgited This wogld allow time for

t- te.hcitted tht,,,711 "Ac fcd 1395-80 funding

r At least 10 low o,oromic students who Will
Tij, 1 let,.54 dr..: 1 ir,e II:St yt.ar should be

7 A 1,11,4, sl-d.ng scd:e tultion, Or

nr,-4itb

1984:
The Proposed Minimum Budget for a single class in September,

Teacher $20.0042 2J, :rinne benefit. Jj 21 salorvl

Instructor Assistant 18.000.00 piml flimg benefits
(or parent volunteers)

Equipment $3.000.00

Materials $3.300.0Q

Scholarships $7.000.00

TOTAL $42.000.00 with Instructor Assistant
$34,000.00 with Parent Volunteer

Respectfully Submitted,

PrinciiiiT, North Avondale School

Local School Advisory Committee

North Avondale Montessori Preschool
Parents Association

Ncrth Avondale Montessori Parents
Association

North Avondale Foundation Committee

North AvondaTe Neighborhood
Association



Appendix 5: Articles of Incorporation and By Laws North Avondale Public School Ebundation, Cincinnati Public Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio

Legal documents providing the purpose and framework f the school fmatdation am be utilized for general school purposes
with the Montessori preschool as one facet.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

OF

NORTH AVONDALE SCHOOL FOUNDATION, INC

The undersigned incorporator. citizen of the United

States, desiring to form a corporation, not for profit, pursuant

to Section 1702.01 et Seq. of the Ohio Revised Code and Section

501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, does hereby certify:

LIM, The name uf said Corporation snail be North Avondale

School Foundation, Inc.

Second. The place in Ohio where the principal office of the

Corporation is to be located is 615 Clinton Springs, Cincinnati,

Ohio 45229.

Third. T,le purposes for which this Corporation is formed

are exclusively educational and charitable within the meaning of

Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, including

for such purposes the making of distributions to organizations

that qualify as exempt organizations under said Section. The

Corporation intends to support and promote the welfare of chil-

dren and faculty at the North Avondile Elementary School in order

to raise and maintain high standards of academic achievement,

athletic performance and administrative efficiency; and to pursue

such other reasonably related purposes permitted by law, with all

authority permitted by Section 1702.12 of the Ohio Revised Code.

fourth. This Corporation is intended to attract substantial

support from contributions, directly or indirectly, from pre-

parents, parents, alumni and friends of the North Avondale Ele-

27u

mentary School (owned and operated by the Cincinnati Board of

Education) in tne City of Cincinnati generally and within the

community of North Avondale specifically. It has not been formed

for pecuniary profit or financial gain, and no pa.t of the net

earnings of the Corporation is distributable to, or inures to the

benefit cf, its directors, members, trustees, officers, or other

private persons, except that the Corporation is authorized and

empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered

and to make payments and distributions in furtherance of the

purposes tet forth in Article Third as permitted by the Ohio

Nonpr,flt Corporation Law. No Substantial part of the activities

of the Colporation shall be the carrying on of propaganda or

otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the Corpora-

tion shall not participate in or intervene in (including the

publishing or distribution of state.lenta) any political campaign

on behalf of any candidate for nkblic office. Notwithstanding any

other provision contained in the Articles, the Corporation Shall

not carry on any other activities not permitted to be carried on

(a) by a corpotation exempt from Federai Income Tax under Section

501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code or (13) by a corporation,

contributions to which are deductiLle urder Section 170(c) (2) of

the Internal Revenue Code.

FIFTH. Upon the dissolution of the Corpw'ation, the Trustees

shall, aftet paying or making provision for the payment of all of

the I.abilities of the Corpotation, dispose of all of the assets

of the Corporation exclusively for the purposes of the Corpora-

tion in such manner, or to such oionization or organizations

organ,zed and operated exclusively for charitable and educational

2



purposes as sha.I at the tome gualofy as an exempt organization

or organizations under Section 50110) (3) of the Internal Revenue

Code, as the Board of Trustees shall determine. Any such assets

not so oisposed of snalI be distributed to the Cincinnati Board

of Ecuhation

oIxTh The ilovong pervons shall serve said Corporation as

initial Trustee, antil the first actual meeting or ctner meeting

uallei e.e,t Trusees:

Sase AqUell

SEVENTY. Wherever sections of the Internal Revenue Code or

of the Ohio Revlsed Code are referred tO on these Articles, they

shall include future corresponding pr0vosion4 of either code or

of any eimilar body of laws.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name as

Incorporator this ,, of 1983.

John Doe, Incorpv.ator
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OnIGIMAL APPOINTMENT OF STATUTORY AGENT

The andersigned. being at least a majority of the incorpora-

tors of NORTH AVONDALE MONTESGORI SCHOOL FOUNDATION. INC. hereby

appoint JOHN DOE, a natural person resident IL this state, upon

who,- any piocess, notice cr demand rehired or permitted by stat-

ute to be serred upon the corpdration may be served. His com-

plete address is 911 Clopay Building, .15 East Fourth Street,

Ham.itcn County, Ch.o 45202.

John Doe

Ciminnat., Ohio

December 14, 1983

NCR:. AVONDALE MONTESSORI SCHOOL FOUNDATION, INC.

Gert'emen: I hereby accept appointment as ageht of your mrpora-
tic- upon whom proceas, tax notices or demaLas may be served.

John Doe

4
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NORTH AVONDALE MONTESSORI $CHOOL FOUNDATION, INC.

BY-LAWS

NAM: The name of the corporation shall be North Avonda.e

montessori Seloo. Foinlation. Inc. (MANSE) as is filed with the

office of the Secretary of State. Sherrod Brown, in our Articles

of :noorperation under Sections 1702.01 et seg., Ohio Revised

Code and Section 501(c)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code.

PURPOSE: Thv purposes for which this Corporation is formed

are exclusively educational ind charitable within the meaning of

Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. including

fo: such purposes the making of d.stributions to organizations

that qualify as exempt organizations under said Section. The

Corporation Intends to support 4 promote the welfare of children

and faculty of the North Avondale Elementary School, in order to

raise ard maIrtain high standards of academic achievement, ath-

letic performance ard administrative efficiency; and to pursue

such otter reasonably :elated purposes permitted by law, with all

!-e a-tr...c.t ). permitted by Section r02.12 of the Ohio Revised

Code.

ARTICLE III

MEMBEd04:P: Ai. persons who are pre-parents of students,

parents of st.derts, faculty, staff. &Lanni and friends of the

North Avondale Elementary Schol.
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EMIL:

Section 1, The property, business and affairs of the

corporation shall be managed by a Committee which shall consist

of individuals of the corporation who shall be chosen as her-in -

after provided and who she., hold office for a one (1) yeas term,

or until their Successors shall be chosen and qualified. It is

understood that a Successor's one year term shall commence upon

date of appointment.

5ection L. §LECTION:

Officers shall be chosen from members of the

Committee at the annual meeting by a majority of those MOONIMS

preSent and voting. Any vacancy in the OffiCbt ally be filled by

a majority vote of those Committee members present and voting at

any regular or special meeting.

Section 1. COMPOSITION:

Composition oi the Cimmittee will be made up of

ten representatives from interested persons who are pre-parents

of students, parents of students, faculty, staff. aluini and

friends of the North Avondale Elementary School.

The North Avondale Elementary School principal

will be an automatic foundation member.

The total Committee should not exceed ten (10)

members, and it should reflect vari us points of view, and the

ethnic and social diversity which exist within the community.

atal2D 4- MEETINGS:

Regular meetings of the Committee shall be held at

least once per month. Special meetings may be called at any time

6
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by the Presidert or by a majority of the Committee and shall be

called by t. :resident upon the written request of a majority of

the Committee. Such special meetings shall be held at The North

Avondale Elementary School and reasonable notice of each such

meeting shall be given to each Committee member by mall, tele-

phone or personaily.

.211 1.

Except as otherwise prohibited by law, or by these

by-laws, fifty-one percent of the Cor, members Shall COnst:-

tate a quorum for the transaction of all business. The act of

the Committee members present at any meeting at which there IS a

quorum shal. be the act of the whole Cammittee except as provided

by law or ty these by-.aws.

Itillaa j 3I51TTEES:

Tne President may ConStitt,te and appo:nt such

s,bnomm.ttees as needed and with such powera and au:For:Ay as the

Cnmmittee sna des.gnate.

ARTICLE V

Sectial 1 FF:CERS:

The execut.ve comm.tte of Committee shall be

Presidert, Vioe-President, Secretary and Treast.oer. President,

1.-ice-Pres.de-t, Secretary and Treasurer shal. be elected by the

Committee t: %old office for one-year terms. The Committee may

at a-y Lime f.. ary vacancy in such offices and may from time to

t.me elect or appcirt such other off.cers and agents and employ-

ees 33 it ma, deem proper. All :ft.cers and agents and employees

sea:: te s.iloyect to rerova. by a ralcrity of tee total Comisittee
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at any time.

Section /, BOVA& QL Q2UH5MEL MUM:

A Committee member may be removed if he/she ski aes

more than three consecutive meetings during the calendar yesr.

Alternate Committee members are permissable providing they do n t

serve in the alternate position more than three consecutive

meetings.

Section 3. Rom Am DUTIES 2.E. OFFICERS.:

The various officers shall have the powers and

duties which customarily appertain to or are incident to their

respective offices, including those here and after provided for

and, in addition, such powers and duties as The Committee may

from time to time designate and confer..pm0'

president: T1e President, as the-principle executive officer

of the Committee shall preside at the meetings of

the Committee. He/She shall be an ex-officio

member of all subcOssaitteeS.

Vice-President:

;.The Vice-President shall perform the duties end

have the powers of the President in the absence.

Inability or arbitrary refusal at the President to

as determined by the Committee.

Secretary_ The secretary shall act as secretary of all meet-

ings of the committer. and shall keep the minutes

thereof and se* that all notices required to be

given are fully given and served.

arAEALEL: The Treasurer shall have the care and custody of
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the funds and securities of the Foundation, and

anal handle and disburse the sam, under the

direction of the Committee. The Treasuier shall

seep or cause to be kept, proper books of accounts

stowing all monles received and disbursed and ali

assets ard liabilities of the Foundation. Ail

funds of the Foundation shall be deposited in such

ba-ks as the Committee shall designate. An inde-

pendert audit stall be conducted at least once

every twelve months.

ARTICLE VI

MISCELLANEODS:

Section 1. Execution of Instruments: All checks, drafts and

other Instruments for the payment of money and all instruments of

transfer of securities shall be signed in the name and or behalf

of tne Foundation by the treasurer or by The President. All

instruments of trarsfer of personal property other than

securities, all 1,5truments of conveyance of real property, and

all contracts and agreements shall also be signed by the Treasur-

er cc President.

Sect.pn 2 INDEMNIFICATION:

The Committee may indemnify and reimburse each

rember 5f th.s Foundation and any person engaged to perform

services f5r tn.s Foundation.

ART:CIE VII

AMENDMENTS

Section 1. GENERAL:

Except as provided below, these by-laws may be

adopted, amended, repealed or added to by the affirmative vote of

a ma7ority of the Committee present as any regular or special

meeting of the Committee If notice of the proposed adoption,

amendment, repeal or additional be contained .n the notice of the

meeting.

ATTEST.

Adopted this day of , 1985
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APpendix 8: Pre-Kindergarten Brochures Thiladelphia and Mihcaukee Public Schools
Excellent graphic presentations ofpreschool options, including Montessori supported by Ilcadstartfunds. This sampleis includedto show how the Montessori

preschool option canbe incorporated into Headstartprogramming tmd can be selected as an optionamong many
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EDUCATION

LIM STRICT
MODEL

rhe bank Street Model emplmudes
the developmental appoorh Rs
ultimate olOottare ts to enable
children M their emb school Yea%
to become deeply trovolvmd And
mil detected in thew teaming Thm
ovoids first a posittee nit smog,
Yid( Audi. as lemon and more
generally as porton

Prekondergarten Head Stdrt
r lawmen., are condor re to suc h
growth and oder chtldren varlets
of otal constructive challenging
and pleasurable covenantees In
which theb whelps* MINctivaly
The Casedown is organded onto
actnity areas ncluding
housekeepin g. warm, sand water
hbrary corner woodworking and
quiet tattle games oolong ri an
important element td this model
The children help read the
iogrechenta needed lot hood
preparation and rtwasum the
required amounts These cooking
experiences pomade opportl naves
for learning Arithmetic reading
and nutrition hut they also allow
tor me galizabon and ergot men!
bank Street teaches arc aro ouraged
to c date materials instead ol using
cornmerc oaf podia-Is and to
involve paerits in the pod ess

ICILMIION ANALYSIS
1001C1

I ht lerlar. gnat,. 'Yodel do
madentwaas based with ernPhaos
on des elmabent in the area, of
readtog caging math and sot col
behavior learning ts encouraged
tt lough Plosttgve reinforcement
techniques ( ruldren ad taught in
small groups durtng Caen ref ord,
orrnfrt fr5p0,01 and sot bil
behavoor are retntorced or -.sodded
by car r holdran toltrn, and

rtlial praetor The tokens are later
co-hanged tor An a toot, of the
risk! s choice doling Spend
Periods thus utilizong entrinsd
orOlisation Te hers aides and
parents ad honed to work
together and coordinate this
cornet/WTI Consultant, sort the
centers perlodk ally for follow up
meetings and evaluatton n4 model
onplementatton Parents plat An
important role m the behoaor
Atomism, Nadel nand., of them
are Mao named to become parent
itrholalls on a pald basis The model
mes MO stymied cornmen tatty
prepared matenals

CHILD DEVELOPPIENT
PIODeL

The (nild Deselopment Mode, is
often called the Open C WWI olfT1
OrA It takes Its throortrtal New
front the work of tean Magri 1010
heliesed that Nay is the hild s
ot learnong The model uses At
eclectic approach on uhir 11 reM hers
are hee to c reale and des ekm
"'Menai` aPPeoproate tor the treed,
trid rnteregs of the c hildren
fullest development of the whole
r Mid is stressed classniorns are

h env nonments where folder n
may c Imam from a cadets of
act!sltie. spend.. Mut h tulle at
them As theo wish end ther mos,
on to others. r apiorat ton
problem soh Mg and dowocers are
haw to the I Inkt Development
model

I ne role of the teacher is to br
aware of eirO slUdenl progress
end fear ntng gyre and to clad*
horn her to alivtties and materials
hest waded log individual grenith
development and interest
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It floily circuestances require schedule d nt fr.0 any of the shove Cleo*.
potent.: /Mould request a confrence with the principal tA &Irania an vproptifite
payment Schedule. Monthly payment* may be arranged tel thaw with Identified need

IIMDIVIdde hOlthaMi

Sc00014 will *beery. the following schedule .4.4n oirotie fell behind in their child's
taltlen payments:

I If perunq ie not received 11 bays after the due date. 4 notice $hould
be elven by the school.

2 if paysent le not received 10 dsys ttttt the due date. the parent will
be advised that t/w account ill in rrears and the chill may be con-
sidered rot withdrawal fr.0 the program

If payeent 4 not received 49 days after the due 4.1s. the child will
be withdrime from the program.

4 05101,15 who are In wreath because of finencial difficulty :should
requost conference with the principal to disc..* adjuoteenta
to 11*1..11 fee or payvent schedule.

011111111111.101 CI CUMIN

each clatie of Montsseori will be eatablianad with minimum of IS student* regietered
taw O cloe. The returnins four year olds. tht.thing five-yer olds VIII ot
O03*301 CM the day Of school. 1111 otcer new three and Nut yar old students
will be Memel-in within the nest four some. The phase-in premed spill be
cooperatively developed by the isontessori tea(her and the principal ot the echtml.

The mewl tuition fee tat students phased-in during the flirt tom weeks .411 lat
reduced 0)0.0 and those phased-in durine the *send two evoke will be reduced 1110.00

Gleam. will be conducted for three-hour ...anions. with each teacher respoosible for
ottatna and Oh 4fterftem class.

ttttt ts Of pre-kindergarten childten ntollot lh 001140.011 CIOSO*0 &CO responsible
for their safety and tier...port/nice/ to and fro. echool. Bus tianeportation I.

provided for children of kindergarten ego who live in the center school district.

tIMWM11.2111

PaChhf -teeth*, oonferencee 400 echoduled by appointment in OCtOtiof and Notch Thee.
co'ference. provide 4n opportunity for patentn and teachera to vsloate a tudent'a
nieveeent nd pidon euntr Jct 1 vaLy 01 III contlhoad piogres Wllttan fopOf to at

iauad 10 JdnUdify and at Cho cl of school in June

310

110811111 11111011141101

Th Oamtent of the program will so adapted from the Mentegeoii Internatiomele Methoe
and will Iselin the follovieg rums of instreetieer ptactielil life, amatory
perception, thageoge/reeding, writing, mathematics, geography, mimeo, art, moth mid
movement. Specisl sweaty& sad materials will Ile provided m Implement
ihstroctim. the program is dmelmeental in astute mad is 401110101 to memerage
independent thosght ard maim within roam childten aad te give them the eanfidowee
and skills magesary fft mmemsful perticipstion is latee thereleg metronomes.

of children I. Nemtemwri cheeses will he offered the epticm of their
childree's contirwed entollowat I. the Maatoesori pregrem defies the birderverten met

00101100n1 111 the regular kingergettea program.
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Marotta
Montessori
School
653 East 109th Street

CWMend Olvo 44108
1218 249 8421

A JOINT VENTURE FOR A MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL SYSTEM
FOR CLEVELAND'S ECONOMICALLY DEPRIVED CHILDRLA

Prolect Summary

The long range goal of the Marotta Mbntessori School, since its
inception in 1979, has been to provide an urban Montessori
preschool model in the City of Cleveland to serve economically
deprived children during the critically formative years of ages
three to six. This urban model of Montessori education would
ventually be "incorporated into an inner city school system".
At a meeting on April 25, 1955, participation letters sere
signed by the City of Cleveland, the County, the Cleveland
School District, the Cleveland Catholic Diocese, and the
Marotta school for establishing a new not for profit
corporation: Marotta Montessori Schools of Cleveland ("HMSC")
dedicated to expanding the successful school operated by the
Marotta Sohool to five sites over three years. Since the Board
of MSC would consist of tvo persons appointed by each of the
principal FArticipants (as well as tour persons from the
community at large), the project rrpresents unique, creative
joint venture among these key groups.

Since April, Executive Director Alcillia Clifford, working
ardently with her board, has secured funding from the County
and City and has secured building classroom space from the
Cleveland Public Schools for the first expansion site. In
addition, )OISC has been approved by the Council for Economic
Opportunity ("CEO") with respect to a proposal for funding by
CEO of prograa operations for one of the rive sites, subject to
the receipt by CEO of an expansion grant for this purpose. As
a result of these efforts, IIMSC has become the most developed
preschool initiative for inner city children available,
supported by Cleveland's mein agencies for educational
opportunity.

Objectives

Utilizing the support mnd guidance from its composite board
(see Articles of Incorporation attached as Exhibit C), Marotta
Montessori Schools of Cleveland endeavors to bring authentic
Montessori education to Cleveland's children by achieving the
following objectives by 1992:

A. To build a curriculum spiral and expectations which in
turn will provide 04V StiadlUs to tle development of
elementary education in the Cleveland Public Schools at
Ricks Montessori School and elsewhere.

M. To serve as delegate agency for Montessori
Roadsters programs providing Reeds:Arm agencies with
a new curriculum option building a base of support for
Cleveland public Schools.

C. To expand MSC's successful Montessori preschool
operations to four additional sites selected by
statistical analysis and census tracking data
provised by participating sponsors. By 1192, the
total operations will serve close to five hundred
children city-wide.

D. To provide salf-study documentation as to the
educational effectiveness of the prograo as well
as follow-up data indicating Adocational success
after the NWSC program.

I. To provide a family education cosconent with
publications video programaing, and discussion
groups involving families in both educational
principles and child rearing principles.

F. To begin planning for future programs for parent/
infant care for teenage mothers, and for pre-natal
education utilizing Montessori training sodels in
conjunction vs= tne Ohio MOnteSSori Training
Institote and Cleveland State University.

N. To provide other cities with the urban Montessori
model and joint venture structure and related
documentation.

MMSC envisions, as a result of its effectivene4s and
documentation of the same a new level of service and quality for
Cleveland preschool educat.un for disadvantaged children
Supported by federal, state, city and private funds.
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MC:IL FOR ecomcrac OPPORTUNITIES IN GREATER CLEVELAND

1989 REAL START EXPANS:CN

PROGRAM YEAR 24

Mallets:
The Council for Economic Opportunities' 1987 Head Start

Need: Assessment Statistical Analysis documerts the gaps in
service to poor three and four year old children in Cuyahoga
County. According to analysis, Head Start serves a smaller percentage of
poor children today than it did In 1980, and has oniy increased
its Head Start slots by 1.9; In eirt years.

The service gap has not been filled by county funded Tit.e
XX day car_ or preschools in Cleveland Public Schools, as areas
that have historically been underserved have experienced a steady
growth in poverty Populations. Even when the Title XX day care
and Cleveland public preschool child development program- are
taken into account, over three-fifths of the 12,106 poor three
and four year old children in the county were not served by
publicly funded programs.

The Council for Economic Opportunities in Cleveland (CEOGE)
has reviewed the time-tested Montessori Method and its
effectiveness in improving the probab.lity of educational success
for low-Income children over the long term. (Bennett, 1988.
Exhibit). Research has indicated that low-income families benefit
from Montessori programs including Banta (1966), Sciarra (1974,
1976), Miller (1984), Karnes, Swede., and Williams (1983), and
Karres and Teska, and Hodgins (1970). There are also established
precedents for Montesscri/Headstart collaboration In the sixties
and se,enties.

wlstorv tont,es50L1 81.51110 jo Lis/1124.g

Ncrtreast Ohio, with twenty-five Mentessor. schco.s, nws
jeer a certer of Montessori pract.ce :r the United States sirce
19'7, The Marotta Mentessori Enloe., 'estatlisned in 1979, is an

exper.er,ed urban Mantes:or schecl aro' therefore IS perhaps (nest
rele.art to C000C. In addition tn triS pr.iate.y funaed school,
E.e,e.ard "as sJpportea Montesocri e.ementary edweat.tn :r tre
c.evelanl pwt..c Ennicls s.rce 1,8 ,. Set.: t'e Nortr Anericar

M.trtestcr. Teacners' 0rd tre .crtet.tcr. Tra.r.ri
Irst.tate are locitne in I.e,eiano arct are srf.iiatec .1tn tre

.at.:n Mcntettcr. :rternat.cra.., (Leg ar crgclrl
s Jrne of autnert c .crter-t3r_ teacrer tra.r.ng .--ceryice.

Tre Marotta mcrte,50r: Cceool .1 lel.caten to previc.ng fcl,Y



developed montessor, education to low-income, primarily black,
families. Tne Marotta program was f.rst oorce.ved by Robert Wolf
of the FAMICOS foundation who, in nis work witn Sister Heruietta,
C.S.A., endeavored to meet the housing, nutritional and
educational neeis cf poor families. Mr. a...1 Mrs. Vincent Marotta
provided tne fwnding for this unique pilot program supporting
lictn exdellent Montessori teacning wrile mairtaining nutritionas
and health services simultaneousiy. Tne Marotta Montessori
Scrod:, at tre reart of its operat.ons, embodied a developmenta.
program esuipped to service needy reignbor' ids with implicit
headstart op,ectives.

Under the direction of Its principal, Alcillia Clifford,
Marotta Montessori School has proposed a Montessori expansion
program designed to service economically deprived children in
conjunction with the Cleveland Public Schools. In April 1988, the
officials of the City of Clevland, Cuyahoga County, Cleveland
Public Schools and tne Cleveland Catholic Diocese established a
new non-profit corporation: The Marotta Montessori Schools of
Cleveland (MMSC). MMSC, as it looked to its expanded mission,
approanned the Courcil :or Economic Opportunity of Greater
Cleveland (CECGC) for funoIng and expanded services.

After several meetings with Mrs. Clifford and after
reviewing her staff's detailed study reconciling Montessori and
Head Start performance standards, MM5C and CECGC eleuted to seek
xpansion funds. MMSC has cooperated with CECGC for the
establisnment of a pilot program serving 8C children which will
prof/tie an opportunity to build an integration of Montessori and
Head Start procedures. MMSC projections call for Coon operating
sites of four classes each by 1991 includ.ng toe MMSC/CEOGC
proposed expansion of two sites.

Litsectep, DenefdlIA

Fesearof Includes a 1988 Cleveland Ctate University follow-
of Parotts students That dtudy ard oth.rs indicate

trat tne vcrtesscr. prescncol experiences are beneficial to
c' ..dcen ..vtng .n Lou sprit-en:runic envircrmerts, With
espec.a.., f.rd.ngs ds,inentirg rigner perfdrmance at
the a:varced e.erectar, and rIgr scrucl ,e/e.s MNSC programming
prcv.,pc rct :r., w ntesscr, C.gr standards, tut also an empnas.s

cdmpetenc.es, nelf-Irage ennancement,
acade.: and ucmr.n.cat.cr s....s, ed.:at:Cr and ruman

t ;,r plan acd heartily
- an eet e in..,er, f.oten f'r a.. Head

,

' 4 rt
r
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--Successful expansion of child development and educational ser-
vices *0 areas of unmet need documented by the census
data cf CEOGC.

--An ext.ensiye family education program including parent
discussions with video and publication support.

--Academic success which stimulates higher expectations
for elementary education in Cleveland Public Schools.

--Research and documentation approacres built into pro-
gram design.

--Special planning functions for new programming for parent-
infant care for teenage mothers utilizing Montessori
models.

--Planning and research for state funding of preschool
education.

0
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activity from 9 00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Children from four and a
nalf to five will stay for afternoon sessions from 1 p.m. until
3 p.m. The variation in center attendance supports thK
Montessori technique of encouraging older children to teach
yoanger ones, while preparing them for transitior to the public
school Kindergarten. The older children who attend "extended
day" sessions will receive more Individual lessons reinforcing
their math and language skills. The classrooms vacated by
children in the afternoon will be used for structured training
for parents of the children in the program, ircluding group
discussions which give parents the opportunity to interact and
learn from each other. Babysitting services are provided clarirg
parent education sessions by the school staff.
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Ohio Montessori Training Institute
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SSILD BEIlLAIMIAI ASSOC= SOMFLTIMCI ALUMS

C411112tella 1
IA 11111611111 A IALA. MAilibl. LASCAIDA Lnaranatat

1. haaLlanal ALAI ASIA

The condidets is treinod to provide s sere environment to
Prevent sad reduce injuries.

man= COMM= AILMAAMS

1.31EL

Montessori Students will be able to demonstrets understanding
ins

1. the prepsred nvironment sleeting with child's use of
motorists, eleer evoilebility 01 otorists, workspeces
delineates by tables end rugs, the taking of turns,
the prosticel life esersisse etc.

2. the rote of the teacher la assisting the child in the
use of the otorists.

3. the erreng t of the ateriels to stebtleh sociel
rotations and the right use of the motorists for
sets intersetion and woeful sexistenee.

jititat-V!!!::11-11:4-aelfli"Li
1. Dr. Montessori's Life

2. Mumsn Tendencies

3. The Absorbent Mind

4. The Process of Adaptation

S. The ?revered loci

6. The lots of the Tescher(Di tttt )

I. Freedom end Discipline

S. Devistlons

9. Work end Mormatftztton

O. Socist Development end the Child

11. Ob tttttt ion of Children

Weekend Seminar-1969

1. Precticel meets of discipline with re 00000 ibility

2. A elsseroom environment thst leeds to normsltsetlon
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2. IMULLOMS ALMA

Candidate is trained to promote good health and nutrition and
to provide an nvironment that sontributes toss prevention of
illness.
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2.MtALIK

Students will demonstrate the followings

1. skill is bserving and recording ehildree's growth sod
developenent within the eatest of the prepared
environment.

2. integration of the eseroises of pre/Aiwa life with
the nutritional seeds of the children (1.6., healthy
sneak, Coed preparation, seeking ete.)

3. skill in presenting prinelples of nutrition sm4 gond
voluntary food habits to ps

4. integration of the study of food with the study of
matures

Umtata ItkedulaiSubliat Li I
Suosor 1- -Juue 20-July 2E, igil
1. Nuns. Tendeneies

2. The Prepared Savirenment

3. Preliminary [Beret/se (Orientstien to the Environment)

3. Spooning, Pouring, Folding

4. Core of Person/Dressing Freses

S. Core of gsvironment

6. Orace sad Courtesy

T. Deviations

S. Work sad Normalisation

3. Observetion

10. Development of Movement

11. Freedom and Discipline

Weekend 3iniesr--1626

1. Discussion on Snviromment and Normslimation

Four Weeks Prestige Teaching-4366-133O
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3. Emnslional Irtal LSACCLAg EnzIrsnant
Candidate IS trained to use space, relationships, materials and
routines as resources for constructing en interesting, secure,
and enjoyable enviro nnnnn tna encourages play, esploration,
and learning.
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LLE111116.111/110111Ell

The Student will demon ttttt e theory, stills sad
attitudes about the following:

1. the understanding that cognitive sad affective growth
Is promoted by o child's in t ion with peopfe and
appropriately designed materiels sod activities.

the understanding that childrea's learning is often
incidental rather then with specific 1 ttttt to learn,
and therefore, the environment must provide 0 natural
Setting, purposeful practical life sad sensorial activity
for the child to alllow for ladireat preparation for
later academics.

3. the understanding that the child 1 ttttt se a whole
being In a holistic nnnnn and that motor, cognitive
and affective development are integrated requiring that
the child have freedom of movelIent sod choice.

4. the stages of development (places of education)
and their relationship to learning emviremments

S. the role of the teacher im assisting the child
within the prepared envIreeeent

6. the scope and sequence of the Mon nnnnn ri practical
life, lel, language, math and cultural materials
(110 n 1 ateriels for development)

All lectures given in the Primary CoUrSO apply to this
section.
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Appendix 13: Early Childhood Minding Appropriations Guidelines Rid Sheet
Marotta Montesiori Schools, Cleveland, Ohio

These guidelines provide state officials with a one page introduction to critical Montessori issues.

FARLY CHILDHOOD FUNDLNG APPROPRIATIONS GUIDELINES

FACT SHEET

Support Montessori Education in Ohio
Montesson educanon has operated for eighty years internationally and for thirty years in the United States. There are two
outstanding systems of teacher and school certifcanca in the United States: Association Montessori Internationale (AMI)
and tbe American Montessori Society (AMS). Both AMI and AMS operate teacher training courses in Cincinnati. Columbus
and Cleveland. Them are approximately 100 Montesson schools educating approximately seven thousand children (about
half of whom are of preschool age) in the State of Ohio. (An up-to-date census will be available by January 1). In order for
Montessori schools to be recognised and funded by state sources, tie following general prognint characterisdes need to
be protected under die law:

Support Montessori Teacher Training
Monmon training (AM! or AMS) includes chdd psychology, educaaonal theory. matenal demonstrations. supernsed
practice with Montesson apparatus. observation, supervised practice teaching and over sever hours of wruten and oral
examinations. Montessori training is recognized by selected colleges and universities at both the undergraduate and gradu-
ate levels. Pre-service training usually invoives close to three-hundred hours of lectures.

Suppport Montessori Curriculum
Montessori is a total curnathun approach that is integrated and sequennal. Unlike many existing early childhood pro-
grams. Monteuon programming is a child-centered, cogmavely based preschool program. Activities are child initiated
within a prepared environment created by the teacher. Extensive research is available which documents thesuccess of
child-centered, developmental approaches in general, and Montesson programs specifically.

Support Cram Age Groupings
Cross age groupings (ages three to six) are supportive of development by reducing competition, maximizing cumculum
options, providing a family atmosphere that plays a vital role in socialization, and perriutung older children to model ad-
vanced work for younger children.

Support Adult-Child Ratios up to 15:1 for the Montessori Preschool
Montesson preschool programs for children ages three to six have adult-child ratios of from 12:1 to 15:1, relying on the
specific expertise of the teachers to link the ca.' to materials which develop skills. Utilizing the prepared environment, the
named Montesson tea.ha Is able to foster independent learning skills at maximum levels with the aforementioned adult-
child mos.

Support Full Day Montessori Programs
Montesson full day progams (six to eight hours) are an established practice and provide day care and educationaloppor-
tunities for cluldren which are uniquely supportive to families, especially working families. Full day programs allow for
extended academic activities integrated with community building activities suchas meal preparation, outdoor play, care for
plants and animals and personal hygiene. In addition. Montesscri schools offering full dayprograms recognize the emo-
tional needs of children who are away from their parents and their homes for extended periods of time.

Support Private, Not-For-Profit Programs
It is hoped that the State will consider different options for utilizing the extensive network of private Montessori schools in
the State of Ohio Regulations should permit public school districts to subcontract with Montesson schools to establish new
Montessoa programs which service preschool children with very low tuition or no tuition at all. It is also hoped that inde-
pendent Montessori schools with certified teachers may apply for direct state funding.

CONTACT. Mead, CLiford, Marone Mask:son Schools of Cleveland, (21)20

Prepared by THE NORTH AMERICAN MONTESSORI TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
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FIVE-YEAR-OLD-CLASS

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

FOR THE TRAINED MONTESSORIAN:
ADJUSTING 10 THE MONTESSORI KINDERGARTEN
CLASSROOM OF ALL FIVE YEAR OLDS

by Hildegard Solzbacher

In the beginning the Montessori kindergarten will need t be directed
.111 impassible kr children to make up in one year What other dsildren have done Iii three years or more.

While making up kr lost time, Maitessori five year olds must be academkally challenged without
compwnisbig Mei r self-motivation.

This article does not recommend classrooms of all five year olds, but rather provides emergency
advice for those confronted with this compromise.

Two-thirds of Montessori public schools begin their Montessori programs with five year olds. The
following guidelines may help trained Montessorians who may have to adjust to five-year-old-only
Montessori classrooms. Hopefully, such an adjustment is temporary

When you place five year olds without previous Montessori training in a Montes.Ori environment, you
must realize that you cannot expect a group of children with the same reverence for the environment and
eagerness to be busy all the time that you find with three year olds. In many cases, five-year-old children

Yet, first and foremost, the role o f the directross is to bring the child to a level of inner
discipline. How can this be done?

without Montessori backgrounds have experienced long periods of boredom, a lot of television, and may not
have been held to appropriate behavior within a social context. Yet, fu-st and foremost, the role of the
directress is to bring the child to a level of inner discipline. How can this be done?

In the beginning the five year olds need to be directed. Start class-wide group lessons with many
presentations so that children can be independent as soon as possible. Present exercises objectively stating.
"this is how we do it here." Make sure that the rules are simple to understand and consistently enforced by
every adult in the environment.

For the first three to four weeks presentations should be group oriented, but not always class wide.
Smaller groups may emerge relative to abilities, allowing children who are ready to work on their own to do
so. Small group lessons are essential in order to make sure that the five-year-old child can be busy
independent and constructively engaged. If the children are not challenged, they will become bored and
difficult to-manage. Group lessons can diminish when children are able to choose their own work, work
responsiblg and put materials away. Each class of five year olds will have different rates of readiness.

Hildegard Solzbacher is the Director of Training at the Midwest Montemn, Institute. She has over thirty years
experience in Montessori education as a lecturer, teacher trainer and examiner
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F WE-YEAR-OLD-CLASS

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Include activitie.s that will build Ow group spirit of the class. These group games and songs include

such activities as storytime. They will add to the liveliness of the group and will give you another perspective
on the children.

Practwal-life (in-group lessons) is_a good starting point. Present those practical life exercises which
entail responsibility for the environment. Simple exercises without a sequence of actions, such as simple
pouring exercises, do not excite five year olds.

More interesting exercises might be: the lacing and tying frames, washing exercises, and polishing.
Once the exercises are introduced, stress that they are individual, that each child will do his or her own work
alone at first. At the beginning the whole group must be involved watching many activities such as
dusting shelves and preparing snack because you cannot have children choosing work without knowing
what to do. Also in the beginning, blocks, puzzles, and simple toys can provide children with activities while
they are raining skills using the Montessori materials.

Grace and. courtesy lessons are practiced daily. Children are shown how to say "I don't want to be
disturbed." Presentations are given in expressing emotions and in dealing with social relations. Already
many children are expressing whom they like and dislike; these children need role-playing demonstrating
desired behaviors.

Group presentations on spoken language, vocabulary enrichment and the sandpaper letters prepare
the child as quickly as possible for the explosion into reading and writing. The movable alphabet can be
introduced soon after, with two or three children working together.

Sensorial exercises are also appealing. Matching is an important preparation for reading. With the
second color box and the geometric cabinet, emphasis should be on vocabulary related to these exercises.
All of the spoken language lessons related to the sensorial materials should be given, utilizing in particular
the game extensions. Language activities and memory work will be the foundation for reading later in the

Children need to be academically challenged, but not at the expense of their inner
development.

year. The sensorial materials provide a foundation for mathematics. It is important to expose the children to
extensive use of the sensorial materials before introducing the math materials. If the math materials are
introduced too soon, the sensorial materials will be abandoned, and the value of the indirect preparation will
be lost.

The metal insets mtroduce tiw pencil grip and the lefl-to-right as well as up-and-down movements u,ith
the pencil. The geometric cabinet prepares children for writing, providing the teacher with key information
as to competence in visual perception. Writing comes last.

Mathematical materials can be introw wed after foundations in the .sensorial inaterials are estab-
lished. Since the children are older, that mil- tit be in about four weeks.

In conclusion, the teacher should not be overly concerned with the Montessori timetable for reading,
writing and math skills. It is impossible for children to make up in one year what other children have done in
three years or more. It is more important for the children to be "helped" by the adult than to force a higher
level of learning. The children must be helped to take charge of their own Work so that when they encounter
the wider elementary environment they can handle the greater freedom. Montessori is a helping pedagogy
and therefore excludes pushing and pulling simply to achieve learning goals. One of the most important
aspects of the Montessori preschool is that children are sensitive to their own needs. This is what makes a
Montessori classroom, and not a classroom of Montessori materials. Children need to be academically
challenged, but not at the expense of their inner development.
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INTRODUCTION

SPECIAL EDUCATION

MONTESSORI AND THE SPECIAL CHILD

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

RESOURCES

MONTESSORI AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

Mainshraming the child with special needs into the Montessori classrocem has been
successfully accomplished throughout the Montessori community both in the United
States and abroad. 'Whin the public school context, continued financial support and
staffing of Montessor, special education can expand the practice so that more chiklren
with special needs can be included.
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INTRODUCHON

SPECIAL EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

MONTESSORI EDUCATION AND THE SPECIAL CHILD

One of the tenets of the Montessori approach has been the integration of disabled and non-disal;led
children worldng together in the same learning environment. Contemporary "mainstreaming" is in
agreement with the Montessori approach which "has always placed important emphasis on the benefits
gained through involving children of different abilities in the same environment" (Osterkorn, 1982).

In the case of disabled and non-disabled children working together, Helbrugge (1978) highlights the
social and cognitive benefit& The non-disabled child makes a cognitive and social leap when communicating
with a handicapped child who may be physically different and who communicates differently The hand-
icapped child benefits from having non-handicapped- c iildren model language, behavior, and movement
which research shows has much greater impact than the adult model.

In the past eighty years of Montessori practice, Osterkorn (1982) cites successful application of the
Montessori approach with blind children in Padua, Italy (Leonardi, 1957); with brain igjured children in
Washington, D.C., (Ara 1965); with mentally retarded children in Milan, Italy (Attias, 1977); with physi-
cally disabled children in Munich, Germany (Ockel, 1977); with learning disabled children in Toronto,
Canada MIMS, 198U with cerebral palsy children in Hellerup, Denmark (Hoff, 1966); and with emotionally
disturbed children in Dublin, Ireland (Jordon, 1977).
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HISMICAL OVERVIEW

SPECIAL EDUCATION

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF MONTESSORI SPECIAL
EDUCATION

by Muriel W Adcock

etamiUMintamed hems her wee* with @Minas at the amid aglow he am& She deerted Mot thep
werekteeppilreftentightlasiallp.
She dersliped aledexedi on lint sueemeildlp ehlkbeis donsilarsi weedieeeble 6 Men
woad* anditiowne Ihetrievi dawmpsivect
The Atilktordlwil qumesat and Oat p.m! aseiniumust ihothped by De- Mantemeti help childnat
with and withast ifluddithe 6 Matt acedundoella easelkaafilo ailed oddly.

INTRODUCTION

Dr. Montessori has stated that her work is founded on a "science that transforms the personality....
Whereas the ancient pedagogy in all its various interpretations started from the conception of a 'receptive
personality' one, that is to say, which was to receive instructions and to be passively formed, this scientific
departure starts from the conception of an active personality reflex and associative developing itself by
a series of reactions induced by systematic stimuli which have been determined by experiment"
(M. Montessori, 1965, p. 731

This concept of children having an active personality remains fundamental in the Montessori approach
to the education of young children with and without special needs, and is why Montessori principles and
practice can be particularly beneficial in classes which are mainstreamed and integrated environments
where the children have a variety of abilities.

HISTORY

In 1896, after she graduated from medical school, Dr. Maria Montessori began working for the
Psychiatric Clinic of the University of Rome. It WAS during this year that she began her work with children
from the mental asylum of Rome. As a physician at the Clinic her duties included seeking out subjects for
treatment. This involved visiting the asylum, Mas,itomio di Santa Maria della Pieta. At this time in
history the conditions there were bleak and dehumanizing. All the adults and children, which included those
who were insane, physically ill, mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed, shared the same living
quarters. During her visits to this unfortunate place of human suffering, the patients themselves went to
her and asked her to help the children. On one occasion she observed the children in their dark, empty room

Muriel Adcock received her AMI Primary Montessori Diploma in 1980 and her AMI Special Education Diploma in
1985. She is currently a masterk degree candidate in early chi.,.nood special education at San Francisco Stale
University and is completing research on the development of friendship between preschool children with and without
disabilities. Ms. Adcock is also a .fis11.0me Montesson primary directress with a special interest in the area qf education
and culture.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

SPECIAL EDUCATION
playing with crumbs on the floor and it occurred to her that these children were not starved for food but
were hungry for meaningful activity. Tlwy were handling the crumbs for lack of any other form of mental
-ztimulation This obserration so moved her that she began to research all prior literature regar(ing the
education ((young mentally retarded children using the works ofJean M. G. hard and Edouard 0. Seguin of
France. who had done pioneering work with people who were hearing impaired and mentally retarded.
Through intensive obserration and direct work with children, ::he developed new education piinciples based
on experimental psychology hich incorporated her prior knowledge a.s a physician.

In 1Sf4l3, Dr. Montessori became t he Diivctor of the Seitohl Ortotrenwo (Orthophrenic School) in Rome.
This was a school for retarded children as well as a teacher training institute. It was here that she began to
develop her materials and tn work with the children in a learning envimnment. The children came to the
Orthophrenic School from the regular :Achools uf Ronw whem they were unable to ilarticipate. She spent
two years at this school developing and Mining her methods. Gradually it became apparent that something
very special was happening in the classrooms. Children who had been deseribed as uneducable began to

"Any conbibutions which we can make towards the training of deficient children
beings who have been excluded as it were from society to become uselid citizens is of
immense importance" (Dr. M. Montessori, 1932).

learn new (4kills and increased their level of c(mipetence. When these marded children were given the
normal primary grade exams for regular children. t he were able to pass, and some scored higher than the
normal children. These amazing results led Dr. Montessori to mnsider w hat would happen if normal
children were educated by these same nthxl.

In 1W1 Dr. Montessori returned to the University of Ronw to :4tudy philosophy She believed that the
work of Seguin, with its emphasis on :-(ensorial learning and his idea of teaching abstract thought through
concrete sensorial materials that children could see and touch, was based on psychological principles N1 hich
couhl also he used in thv e(lucat ion of nom al chih

In 114(a in Rt any she (iiwned the fi t regular Montess( ri '4.11+,014 'asa th Bo min?' oanti began her work
with nonml hildren. Gradually as the nem:: of her success :.:prva(1. more and more schools (Tyne I. She Was
then invited to other continents to (pen scho(ds and give lectures as interest ill her method mntinued to
extend t hrough((ut the worhl.

These princitiles devehTed by Dr. Montessori pro\ hied ( ipp( irt unities for learning to children with
disabilities through (arefully designed educational tasks in a imepared environment of sensorial materials.
Her research showed how even the :.(eNerely disabled child is able to learn and achieve a greater level of
in(hTendence through interaction ith the envinmment using specifically designed instructional tasks.
Her Work also Showed how psychological deviations could be overcome through this nwaningful activity in a
inigured learning envin (nment. The "active lwrs(m:dity" ((f the child liarticipates n i a psych( (logical pn
of self.construct ion I oy means (4* interaction ith the external envinminent.

Dr. 71(mtessori wrote many years later:

th ery I ((gininilg in ni (%ork %% it h (hficient hiblren I Mt that the met /1( %% huh I UN'Il had in them
n ntmtei I t4111. in-trurt ton (4*f he rttan k4 I. I I whe t hat t he c mtamol prInOph, num,
ra, ':ai t han t ho.e iii u- I c.ittle 01M Inced t hat llnilar met hsl appheil to normal ehtldrei % Ohl t free
their iwr,onaht And -urpri,ing numner

CURRENT APPLICATIONS

"Any contributums hich we c:in make t( (wards the training of deficient chihhvn beings N1 ho have
bee, excluded as it were from wiety to bemme useful citizens is of imnwnse importame" (Dr. M.
Montessori, 19:0.



HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

SPECIAL EDUCATION

The Montessori classnEm allows each child .o work individually at his or her own pace and level with
the careful guidance of the teacher. Through detailed observation of each child's active personality and
learning process, the prepared and highly trained teacher is able to provide appmpriate instructional tasks
which will nurture the child's physical, intelk)ctual, and emotional development. This individualizatio,
within the learning environment helps children with and without disabilit ies to benefit both emotionally and
socially: The order and structure of the Montessori prepamd environment offer a sense of security for the
child. This external structure and consistency allows the child to develop a sense of trust. in the environment
as he or she experiences predictability in daily events. This sense of security can help the child with
disabilities feel more confident and thus more comfortable with learning new concepts. The social organiza-
tion of the classroom is non-competitive. Each chiid %%orks at an Mdividual pace so that there is no
psychologically threatening pressure to perform at-the same level as .)t her non-disabled children.

The Montessori classroom also incorporates a special attitude of respect for each child as an-individual
with potential. This respect nurtures self-esteem and joy in learning in all children. The beauty and nature of
the prepared environment encourages relaxation and concentration as %%ell as respect for living thingy..
Gradually the children will begin to internalize the external order of the environment and thus enhance
their ability to take in information and order it in the mind. This mental ability is of particular importance to
children with disabilities who (I() not take in informat;'m a.: clearly The emotional atmosphere of the
classroom supports the emotional development of the children in it. The teacher participates in this pn
through skilled observation techniques and intensive specialized pretrairing %% hich provide him or her with
a sensitive understanding of the needs of each child.

THE MATERIALS

The Montessori materials help provide order and structure in the classroom and may assist in motor
development and perceptual functioning. The attractivei...ss of t he material encourages the child to develop
attention, interest, and concentration. The instructional w.sk.: provided in the materials give the child a
sequence of movement, form, and symbol appropriate to each child's individual level which forms a
foundation for classifying and categorizing information which in turn helps the process of generalization a
critical skill for knowledge acquisition and therefore of special importance to the child with special needs.
The self-correcting quality of the materials provides the child with opportunities for success without adult
intervention. This quality is especially important fin' childrer with special needs who often have more
difficulty acting independently and feeling successful.

It is the structure. individualization, and opportunities fer success pro% hied in t lie Montesst tn prepare( I
environment which allow for the education of children %% itn vcr different needs and abilities within the
same classroom.

SOME CONSWERXI IONS

In ( )r( ler to integrate or mainstream children with disaHities, the in( liv idual children lu.ed to be
assessed. The uulividual program needs to be piannwl so that the child's alaties and disabilities can be
identified. Staff training and prior experience with children shouli tlt be considered as the success of the
pnwram will be related to the appropriate training and the inner re.-ources of t he adults in the environment.
It is also important to know what resources are available iii the cummunity for children %%it h special needs
and for teachers who would like further information on various .lated subjects. The physical design of the
facility and daily routine sh(mld be evaluattml along with the availability of outside professh +nal services.
Children with disabilities will need to be itssessed On an Ongoing basis. The adults who %%ork with the
children need to have an understanding of what normal devehyment is before they work with chili Iron %% ho
have special nee( Is so that they may better un(hArstand speci:d nee(ls and int lividual difference. The staff
should also be prepared for parent education regarding chihlren %% it h special needs.

There are many different tnies and degrees of disabling conditions. Teachers % ill need specific
information about their individual stw lents. The introduction of r%v chili ken into a class %%ill need to be
planned. All children netll to feel accetted and valued as indiviclulls.
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HISIURICAL OVERVIEW

SPE CIAL EDUCATION
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR PARENTS, ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS

Alexander Graham Bell
Association for the Deaf
:3417 Volta Pl. NW
Washington D.C. 20007-2778
.202) 337-5220

American Cancer Society
4 W. 35 St.
New York NY 10001
(212) 736-3030

American Coalition of Citizens
with Disabilities
494 Westchester Ave.
Yonkers NY 10't07

American Council of the Blind
1010 Vermont Ave. NW
Suite BOO
Washington D.C. 20005
(202) M3-3666
(800) 424-8666

American Juvenile Arthritis
Organization (AJAO)
Arthritis Foundation. National
Office
1314 Spring St. NW
Atlanta GA 30309
(404) 872-71(K)

American Printing House for
the Blind
1889 Franklurt Ave.
P.O. Box 6085
Lmisville KY 40206
(502)895-2405

American Society for Deaf
Children
814 Thayer Ave.
Silver Spring MD 20910
(301) 585-5400

Association for Children with
Learning Disabilities
4156 Library Rd.
Pittsburgh PA 15234
(412) 341-1515

(412) 341-8077

Association for Persons with
Severe Handicaps
7010 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle WA 98115
(206) 523-8446

Association of Birth Defect
Children
3526 Emerywood Ln.
Orlando FL 32806
(305) 859-2e21

Asthma and Allergy Foundation
of America
1302 18 St. NW
Suite 303
Washington D.C. 20036
(202) 293-2950

Compassionate Friends Inc.
(child has (lied)
Box 3696
Oak Brook IL 60522-369(i
(312) 3V-5010

Congress of Organizations for
the Physically Handicapped
16630 Beverly Ave.
Tinley Park IL 60477-1904
(:112) 532-3566

Epilepsy Foundation of
America (EFA)
4351 Garden City Dr.
Landover MD 20785
(301) 459-3700

(-
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Foundation for Children with
Learning Disabilities
PO. Box 2929
Grand Central Station
New York NY 10163
(?12)687-7211

Immune Deficient, Foundation
WW1
PO. Box 586
('olumbia MD 21045
(34)1) 46143127

National Association for
l'arents of the Visually
Impaired
PO. Box 1KNA;
Austin TX 7871S
(512) 459-1i(51

National Association of
Mothers of Special Children
9079 Arrowhead Ct.
Ciminnati OH 45231

National AssoCiation of the
Physically Handicapped
1601 N. College-71
1.1)rt Collins CO 80524

National Center for Education
in Maternal and Child Care
38th & R Streets NW
Washington D.C. 20057
(202)(25-8400

National Center for the
Prevention of Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome
330 N. Charles St.
Baltimore MD 21201
(SIX)) 638-7437

National Down Syndmme
Congress
1800 Dempster St.
Rirk Ridge 11,606084146
(312) te3-7550
(800) 232-6372
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MONTESSORI AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

by Rae Rosen

The Sdneathit dal Mandkippod Mime Act (PL St-iastipeixtes the hondicopped children are
wselleitsaW, iffpniwiskpbablie wirtstka.
Skate PL ma there harken inermed awireseess, accoantability, and the nenhostsvandaY of hand-
hipped childeambeto dam eIntahandiampatWaves.
ilastettoriedradion lea wave wortmlig bowel the needs of handiceppod Whim.
Dowel Ark disatinseri Center in DRAW pale& school await
ainenthaptognoto in Re baNdlny.
Nanderwi elesald be cansidend
Allem tiw schwas.

sacceoshdly incemorated special

swims floss ~me option iN neeet the special needs of handicapped

The Education far All Handka pped Ch Wren Art. commonly known as PL 94-142. is a landmark piece
of legislation stipulating that all handkupped children, aged three to thirteen years, are entitled to a free,
appropriate public education. The mtior requirements, which must be adhered to by every state and its
hvalities. include:

assurance that special education is pim ided to all handicapped children in the "least restrictive
environment"

a:surance of the nutintenance of an individualized educat ion iwrogr im (11:P) for all haiu licapikd
ehildren, developed jointly with their parents or guardians

assurance of early identification and of "full service" goals (i.e., provision of all the related servi-es,
such .!.1.s speech, physical or occupational theram needed by the handicapped child1

PL 94-142 also included a special incentive grant of $30(1 per child to encourage the states to provide
special education and related services to its preschool children, but it will not be until the 1990-91 school ear
that public schools in ust . provide a free, apt wopriate educational program for all three. to fiveyear-ohl
children with handicapping conditions.

The most obvious results of this mandate have been an increased accountability for refeml, evaluation,
placement and review procedures, an emphasis on staff development to create greater sensitivity and
awareness of children with special needs, and an increase in "mainstreaming" (i.e., integrating a child with a
handicapping condition wit h non-handicapped children for all or part of the day).

The rights of handicapped children were also expanded as a result of court-ordered desegrcotion
plans. Advocates for the handicapped joined civil rights plaintiffs in several large urban school districts to
assure greater acces.,s and equity for their clients.

Montessori education presents a unique opportunity to meet the needs of handicapped children. Maria
Montessori did sonic of her most significant work at the Orthophrenic School in Rome, ltal y. follm ing her
graduation from medical school. The Orthophrenic School was a state institution for the "feebleminded"

Rae Rosen is Prouval E nwrit ns °filen roll Itirk. Montessori Center in BuituIo. Neu ,. litrk foul I., eu row tly trrela
consultant fin. Monte:own schools
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(probably a generic term for the handicapped). Building on the work of two French physicians, Edouard
Seguin and Jean Marc-aspard hard, she sought to humanize the institution and elevate the _are of
children to something more than custodial management. Montes:ori- achieved a :4tufining success! Her
pupils were able to make remarkable pmgress in learning basic skills although they had been assumed to be
unteachable. She developed many unique methods and materials that roused the children from their
lethargy and stimulated their curiosity for learning. This legacy still challenges us.

Montessori later began to train teachers to use her approaches, teaching them how to "take their cues"
from the child. She showed them how to match the materials to the child's developmental needs and how to
individualize instruction thmugh their observation of the child as he interacted with the materials.

The respect for the child that is so inherent in Montessori's approach inevitably leads him to develop
respect for himself and others. It is through this respect, granted automatically and unconditionally to the
child, that he learns to trust himself and the environment. Trust is also established through the permanence
of the materials on low, accessible shelves. They appear in their predictable order and in their predictable
space. The child comes to depend upon them as familiar aids in his own growth and development.

Theresa Hahn (1977) urged Montessorians to help meet the needs of handicapped children soon after
the enactment of PL 94-142:

I have seen Montessori work for the handicapped child and at the same time watched the normal chihl
benefit from contact with those children who need their line and cmpassion. With the current national
legislation enforcing a mainstreaming approach in the public schools, we as Montessorians :;hould open our
hearts and classrooms to those kimis of children who once inspired Montessori in her initial wiirk, educating
the human potential.

The Bennett Park Montessori Center, one of the Buffalo Public School's magnet school programs. ha,.
successfully incorporated a special education program within its building. The school, opened in 1977, houses
600 children aged three to thirteen years. There are approximately sixty children with handicapping
conditions attending the school and receiving a Montessori education.

Montessori education presents a unique opportunity to meet the needs of hondkapped
children.

A primary consideration in implementing the special education in ogram- at the Bennett Park was
teacher preparation. A preschool Montessori training program (3-6 T. level) had been initiated in Buffalo
through the joint efforts of the Montessori eommunity public school officials. and teacher education
professors as part of the preparations for desegregated schooling. The Buffalo Board of Education initially
agreed to pay for the staff development costs before opening the school. sir,;e there were no teachers in the
school district who held a ralid Montessori credential. Several Special Education teachers volunteered to
participate in the training courses offered by the Buffalo Nhmtessori Teacher Education Program in 1978-$0.

Two self-contained primary level classes for children with emotional hara heaps were begun in 1979. the
third year of the school's existence, and a class for the educable mentally retarded was implemented the
next year The Department of Special Education allotted sufficient funds to equip these classrooms with a
full complement of Montessori mawrials and to -ztaff each cla .v. with an appnwiately trained N14)11-
tessori /Special Education teacher and a full-time aide.

Although these classes were adequately staffed and equipped, there were many obstacles to establish-
ing a successful program. 1.1)r one, the children were assigned by the placem(nt office of the Special
Educat ion Department. often justl)efore the opening of school. The re t of the school population is drawn by
lottery after parents have made application to the program, :Assuring racial and sexual balance. Fixed
assignments to the Special Education classes were &ten made solely on the availability of space. This
precluded any contact with parents prior to the anival of the children at school. They usually appeared
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alone, coming by bus, with no idea of what to expect. Parents had been given no orientation to the school and
had had no opportunity to participate in the decision to place their children in a Montessori environment.

The handicapped children thus placed at Bennett Park were often as old as nine, although it had been
stressed that t he probability of success was greater if they entered the program at a much younger age. The
pupils were almost always boys and were predominately minority children again, noticeably different
from the heterogeneous classes throughout the school. They most likely had been newly identified as
handicapped, had previously experienced many negative interactions with adults and peers, and usually
appeared to be more aggressive than many children in the school. When several new students arrived at
once, it was very difficult for them to adjust to the new expectations for their work and behavior. Each time a
neu child appeared, the tenuous newly established patterns of the others slipped back and old habits
resurfaced. Fortunately, the staff has learned to recognize and anticipate these situations and they have
developed much greater sensitivity to the needs of the children.

One way the placement problems have been reduced is by identifying chiklren with handicapping
comfitions within the existing school population. Through skilled observation, children are occasionally seen
as needing more support and attention. Every effort is then made to meet the child's needs in the regular
classroom, including spending four years instead of three at the preschool level. This is not perceived as
failure, but is comparable to the non-graded primary programs of the '60s, when children were not hurried
to complete predetermined or inappropriate objectives. If this extra time does not result in reasonable
growth. the child may be referred to the ('ommittee on Special Education for evaluation. Resouce Room
service is usually recommended for such children since they usually display less severe learning and
behavioral difficulties than those who require placement in a self-contained Special Education class.

Today there are two Resource Rooms and two self-contained classes at Bennett Park. There no longer
is a class for the retarded. Most of the children are labeled as learning disabled (LD) or emotionally
disturbed (ED). There also are two visually impaired students and three children with physical handicaps
placed in regular classrooms and receiving itinerant service.

All of the Special Education students are thoroughly integrated into the daily life of the school. Many
travel to and from school on the regular school buses. not on those transporting only the handicapped. They
participate in all the school activities, performing in plays, singing in the chorus. going to camp overnight
and learn ing.

Mainstreaming is a goal set for each Special Education r:tudent. It is begun as soon as possible by
utilizing the school visiting policy: any child of my age may visit in another classroom for a day, as often as he
likes, if it is mutually agreeable to sending and receiving teachers. Special Education c'aildren visit, too.
They may invite friends to visit them. When the handicapped child's teacher anticipates asking for a
reclassification from "self-contained" to "resource mom," she works out a "trial mainstreaming" period
with a teacher who has been accepting him as a frequent visitor. He now becomes a "regular visitor,"
spending a portion of every day in the same classmom. The host teacher may include him in a reading or
math group or invite him to join a cuhural subjects lesson. Both teachers confer often to assure that the
child's experiences are positive ones and that growth is continuing. If this trial mainstreaming is successful.
the parent will come in for a conference to discuss the re-evaluation process and to participate in the decision
to ask for a change in the child's placement. The parent and the teacher both attend the CSE meeting to
suggest that the child remain at Bennett Park if resourcv room service is recommended.

Support is then pn wided for the teacher as well as t he child to assure a successful transition to a tAitally
mainstreamed environment. The Resource Room teacher will visit the classroom frequently (luring the
first few weeks of school. offering suggestions for classroom management. learning strategies and support
materials. She will offer advice to the child on how to manage time more effectively, try to help him devdop
better study skills and support his efforts to make new friends. If the child experiences difficulty in the
transition to a regular classroom, the teacher may request a "Case Conference."

The Case Conference is a weekly meeting of the support staff (i.e.. Special Ed Resource Ro4 m
teachers, Speech Therapist. Chapter I specialist. Program Cimirdinator, s(-hool a(lministrators) to discuss
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children with special needs. The classroom teacher may ask to join a session and share her concerns about a
mainstreamed child or anyone who is experiencing difficulty in the classroom. The Ca-se Conference group
reviews the child's background and school history perhaps providing some new insights for the teacher, and
suggests strategies for meeting the child's needs. A parent meeting may be arranged as a result of the case
conference to enlist help in working with the child. Counseling may be suggested to the parent as a way to
provide additional support. For a child who js not presently identified as handicapped, an exploratory
psychological evaluation may be in order The paren;.,:nust agree to this before the school can request the
evaluation. however. There may be a need for further testing and, eventually, a referral to the Committee on
Special Education, but this is always a joint decision between home and school.

Bennett Park is currently exploring the "consultant teacher" model as a new direction for its special
education program. A specially trained teacher (one of the present Montessori / Special Ed staff) would
assist a classroom teacher who would have twelve handicapped children as well as twelve "at-risk" students
in the same classroom. The identified children would not be severely handicapped but would still require
mnsiderable support services. Since many Gf the Special Education students are so well integrated into the
Montessori mainstream, this new concept may prove beneficial to them.

The challenges posed by children with special needs are difficult and sometimes overwhelming. The
opportunities that Montessori educa'lion provide in a prepared. respectful and peaceful environment are
unsurpassable. Montessori education should be looked at seriously by every concerned educatot.
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MONTESSORI AND THE CHILD WITH
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

by Nimal -Vaz

Chlidn with developmental disabilities may- go undetected, sometimes kr too long, because of the
absence ofeontantitmalseeptoms dame.
Sabi diedilifies be childhood no the risk of teuzeingiato asegier disabilities In adokscence.
1k Arentasstel believed that "psychic deviations" amid be normalized through vork chosen by the child.
In the Iliontessori daemon; childrenleine to use the miental capacities theg hove.
High qua* early intervention and a cunicedum and services that minimize eviakness may eventually
prevent karribey disabilities.

Let us at the outset try and find out who are these children with developmental disabilities. An infant
may sometimes experience slight damage to a part of his nervous system before birth, during birth, or soon
after birth. A young child may also experience some damage to his nervous system by an accident. The
resulting insult may not be iminediately observable. Later on, however, as the child matures we would notice
that he is not functioning as he should. Kinsbourne tells us that:

It is the failure of the normal timing of development of the relevant function. The function which is involved
will develop later and more slowly. There will be a de'elopmental lag with respect to the function to be
subserved by the damaged area, irrespective of the etiology of the damage. So what we see after perinatal
trauma or other insult is that a rarticular skill comes in late. With respect to that t;kill the child behaves like a

normal younger child.

IDENTIFYING DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

How can one identify these children? When is the onset of the neuro-developmental &ability? The
onset can unfortunately be at any time. Some mothers can even talk of the baby being very active in the
womb. Others comment on difficult babies who are whiny, don't sleep well, and have temperamental traits.
The onset could also be during the toddler years. It seems possible for developmental disabilities to occur at
any time from 2 to 22 years. If the child is an only child, the behaviour manifestations of developmental
disabilities may be discovered late as he has been the centre of attention foi a while and nobody notices
anything. On the other hand, if the chi14-comes from a !arge family, d'iscovery will also be delayed in all the
commotion caused by the other sibling s.

Recent research seems to show that some attention deficits are obser -able early in life. But deficits in
attention that result in selective learning disabilities are usually apparent after entry into the sch()ol setting.
School makes certain demands on the child which the chiid may not be ready to meet. Some children exhibit

Mrs Nitwit Wiz was grathiated from the University of Ceylon She earned her A.M 1. diphnna in 1964 and later her
M.A tn Special Ethicahod at Arizona State University She gained teaching experience in both Ceyhm and the I S
and since 1972 has directed a cla.s., tar children with Learn nig Msabilitie.s at Good Samaritan Hospital. in Phoenix,
Arwma. On the death of her aunt, Dr. Lena Wkramaratne in 1982, she took fwer the direction of the A M 1 Training
Centre in Phoenix Arliclereprinted by permission (if the withor
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learning problems as soon as they begin to receive formal instruction. Others may not be discovered until
they reach elementary school.

The reason why many children with developmental disabilities tend to go undetected sometimes for too
long is because of the absence of conventional symptoms of disease. In examining the nervous system, a
distinction is made between hard and soft signs. A hard sign is something that tells a physician that it is a
sure sign of a disease like an arm that is paralyzed. We all know that this is not a normal development. A
soft sign of developmental disability is one that you will not be able to tell for certain, unless you know the
age of the child. Keep in mind that the developmentally disabled child has the added invisible handicap of
looking normal.

Dr. Marcel Kinsbourne puts it this way: a soft sign represents a persistence of a primitive form of
response on the one hand, and represents a failure on the other in a certain performance "the child fails to
do something which at his age he ought to be able to do."

Over 70 years ago Dr Montessori had the same view Speaking of psychic deviations she tells us that
deviations from physical normality are easy to recognize because of visible malformation. Deviations from
mental normality do not advertise their presence very clearly. As a child develops, according to Dr.
Montessori, the two streams of energy the physical and mental should be balanced and expended in
voluntary movements. The two streams should never be operated separately. Should the two parts of the
psyche, mind and body, be separated instead of being intimately bound together, the result is deviations
from the norm. This is exactly what we find in the child with neurodevelopmental disabilities today.

Dr. Melvin D. Levine, Professor of Pediatrics of Harvard University and Boston Children's Hospital,
gave a presentation in Phoenix on "Attention in Childhood A tension in childhood." He was of the opinion
that longitudinal studies have realized the high preralence of low leverity handicaps in children with
developmental lags These subtle disabilities in childhood run the risk of turning into major disabilities in
adolescence. He brings together many of the characteristics of children with developmental disabilities
under the heading "attention deficits." These deficits have been grouped under four basic "lesions": altered
focus, distractibility, unintentionality and impaired feedback.

ArFENTION AND ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDERS

Before discussing the characteristics of children with attention deficits let us takea moment to dwell on
the normal process of attention. All of us are constantly bombarded by various incomingsensory stimuli. As
I am talking to you this afternoon, there am various stimuli competing for attention. The central nervous
system is inundated with the possibilities ot auditory stimuli, visual stimuli, memories and associations. The
central nervous system can take in only one or two selected stimuli at a time. Therefore, it is a major human
competence to select what one's primary attention should be. Attention has to be continuously reinforced.
For a child with a central nervous system that is damaged, this presents a very real problem and results in
neurodevelopmental disabilities. These children find it difficult to:

select the stimulus set which contains the most knowledge.
select the stimulus set which gives them the most pleasure.
select the stimulus set which will lead them to a new product.

At the present time we see a growth in the popuhition of our children who are continumisly selecting
the wrong stimulus sets. This is called an attention deficit disorder and relate; to the four basic areas:
altered focus, dkractibility altered intentionality and impaired feedback.

Altered Focus

The first characteristic of altered focus is the child who always seems to be selecting the wiimg stimuli.
It is almost as if you have a TV turned on with no channel selector. A child who has his circuitry jammed is
a child unable to maw a decision beciaise he has trouble selecting the sensory stimuli for attention. This
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child also has difficulty with detail. He can get the big picture, but not the little details. This is the child who
does very well grasping the -functions" of the decimal system but makes many careless mistakes in working
on individual math problems. He can probably teach a math course hut will get the answers to the problems
wrong. This child is also the glib talker, who talks his wa: out of any situation. He ven prohably w ill not be
identified as a developmentally disabled child until he reaches elementary school.

Because of the child's altered focus and his inalolity to select suitable stimuli he tires very easily He
manifests the symptoms of fatigue. He yimms, st retel les, scratches and fidgets. He also shows symptoms of
early burnout. The I probably has a history of difficulty in falling asleep, from infancy to adolescence
The sleep pattern is a \ er fretful, disorganized one. The observation is made that the child seems to be
running around all the time, trying to keep awake. This is true, because as Dr. Levine says, the reticular
activating cerebral cortical system seems to be stuck at midpoint in these children also causing inappropri-
ate time allocation. This leads to a dysryt hmia of nocturnal balance which means they are night people
up and going all night. Once the child is an adult he will do well, but unfortunately what are to do in the
meantime? This causes a major management problem at home for the parents. Some physicians in these
instanceit recommend phannacotheraliy The drug Ritalin seems to control the behaviour of 'these children,
however it does cause some undesirable side effects.

The child, because of his failure to prioritrze appropriate stimuli, is excellent at incidental learning. He
seems to have an encyclopaedic knowledge of irrational things remembers the room number of a motel
t he family stayed in during a visa to Disneyland three years zigo but does not remember a telephone number
or the number of the page of homework. The parents will tell you that he has a wonderful memory In reality
it is a poorly selected memory Another common characteristic of this group is inappropriate time allocation.
He may perseverate on a task or be impersistent.

Distractihilit)

The next bask attentional dysfunction is distractibility Dist ractihility presents in four basic modalities:
sensory, free flight, insatiability social. Here is a brief review of each of these characteristics as it applies to
children.

Sensory distractibility may he visual or auditory This child's notion of visual saliency is usually
irrelevant observations. Montessori comments on this fact in her obserai.ions of very young children in
Secret qf Ch ildhood. In older children, however, this constitutes a developmental and learning disorder This
is the child who could have problems discriminating foreground and background areas, who cannot
differentiate correctly between the black letters and white spaces on a page of the printed word. This child
h:ts problems with the position of letters in space, reversals and inversions.

Auditory distractibility is prevalent also in the children w ho are so finely tuned to sounds that they can
hear a fly walk on a window They cannot hear the teacher's voice for the hum of the air conditioner. These
children are difficult to deal with at school because it is demanded of them to put forth sustained attention to
auditory stimuli. This deficit is not so noticeable at home, as the same demands are not made of the children.

We now have the characteristics of free flight flights of fancy w here the child's mind drifts away on
daydreams. The child is constantly tangling with tangential relationships (looking out the window he notices
kites flying, remin(Is him of an airplane, New Ihrk, t c.). He could also be d'ist ractet I by insatiability hy his
own appetite. He seems to have constant trouble delaying gratification. These children could end up having
serious problems as adults. This is the child who is also chronically restless and is a Most intolerable child
when it comes to equanimity and peace. His behaviour patterns lead him to provoke people all the time so
much so that it becomes a serious issue for parents. Siblings take the brunt of the child's behaviour. Here is
the child who cannot tolerate the present hut is always looking ahead for something else to do. In time he
will probably end up as the president of a Fortune 500 company Meanw hile, we need to channel his energy
Because of this child's extreme social distractibility he has great iwer awareness. Man children are tuned in
to other children For this child the pressure is so intense that he absolutely cannot seem to he able to leave
other children alone. He is not good at shuing )ff s cial vilies. How ever, in the Montessiiri classniom,
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constantly reminded of the main rule that he may not disturb other children at work, he is not allowed to be a
constant provocateur.

Altered Intentionality

The third major lesion is unintentionality Most of us do things intentionally Our actions are intentional
and purposeful. These children have attention-intention deficits. Most of us think before we act. These
children do not have an editorial board review ing their actions before they perform them. They say what
most people only think. Their candour constantly gets them into trouble. They embarass their parents most
of the time. They are tactless. This is the child w ho is very impulsive he is liable to hit out first and think
later The child will usually tell you that "it just happened." Hi, impulsivity also makes him do things
hurriedly in order to get them over and done with. These children substitute haste for diligence, do their
work poorly, quickly, and present many careless mistakes.

Performance inconsistency is also a marked characteristic of these children. Now, here is something
impossible for teachers to comprehend. How can the same child do something well one day and be unable to
do it the next? But, as Dr Levine tells us, "this is a comfortable conclusion in medicine" as symptoms, for
example, in asthma come and go. In the field of sports too this is a well understood concept. Schools will do
well to understand this.

Neturmotor disinhibition is another phenomenon. The normal child is neuromotorically selective. The
child with neuromotor problems is not selective. This applies to associated movements, overactivity,
fidgetiness, and whole body hyperkinesis. This child is not able to dose his hands leaving two fingers out. He
either closes both hands or leaves all fingers out. As the child matures motorically his motor overflow
pi& dem begins be contz oiled. This is also the cad who, when he writes, stick: his tongue out. As he
develops, his movements will become more skillful and precise.

These children can also be hyperactive or hypoactive. Earlier, it was thought that more boys than girls
were learning disabled, because more boys presented as hyperactive. Today we know (hat many girls with
attention deficits are mostly hypoactive. They get lost in the classroom because they are quiet and do not
trouble the teacher. The danger here is that they may not be picked up and diagnosed until it is too late. The
issue seems to be, therefore, that these children have a problem with attention and not hyperactivity
Speaking of hyperactivity Dr Kinsbourne identifies three types of hyperactive children in the classroom:

1. The child who doe,4 not understand w hat the teacher is saying. This may be because of a language
problem or due to the fact that their mental capacity cannot handle the task.

2. Children who are constantly anxious, beset by emotional problems, are hyperactive.

3. The real h yperaetwe the young organically hyperactive child. This child is happy and hyperactive
in any situation. Unlike the earlier two types, his hyperactivity is not situational,

The cure for the hyperactivity is control. The child is taught to control, himself. The ability to control
one's attention and focus it develops slowly even in normal children. In our school the child is gradually
taught to control and concentrate. Dr. Kinsbourne also is of the opinion that 'hyperactivity is rare in the
Orient." While this may be genetic, he says that traditional societies may make these children so anxious
that they somehow manage to control theinselves. Medication sometimes makes prod management of the
hyperactive child and sometimes not. Threats and punishments are surprisingly ineffective. They usually
resort to the child spiralling into a frenzy of disobedience. For this reason Kinsbourrie says bell:, , lour
modification is relatively ineffective. What we find to be very effective is the controlled structure of a
prepared environment such as the Montessori classroom.

Task impersistence is a common characteristic of these children. In talking about a broad spectrum of
children we see that many children seem to suffer from attention deficit disabilities. The child with a
language disability may tune you out. If the child has trouble processing language th( same t hing may
happen. Children who are chronically anxious due to emotional problems or home environment, may have
attention problems that make task-persistence difficult. Dr. Montessori, over 50 years ago, recognized,
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understood, and knew what to do with this problem. Quoting from Standing let me say that: "It may
surprise some readers to learn that Montessori also includes in her list of deviations that marked instability
of attention which most psychologists regard as an essential feature of childhood" (p. 172).

Impaired R%edback

Impaired feedback is a common characteristic of these children. We see children who have uneven self-
monitoring systems; children who do not learn from experience; cause and effect have to be repeated too
many times before they get the message. Socially they are imperceptible; they have little social knowledge;
they seem to be unaware of many hidden rules in society. They are unable to read rules of a social situation
and fit into it. They are not able to reinforce the good initiative of their peers, nor are they able to pace
themselves in a relationship. Generally, the child with the developmental disability will be controversial,
neg'ected. or rejected outright by his peers.

MONTESSORI'S TERMS FOR ffTENTION DISORDERS PSYCHIC DEVIATIONS

Many of these characteristics are common in most children. Dr. Montessori, in fact, describes each one
of these and more in her chapter on "Psychic Deviations" in Me Secret of Childhood. Many of us. ourselves,
have some of these symptoms in isolation. Those of us who have isolated problems are resilient and we can
overcome them. However when a child has more than one of these problems or a cluster of symptoms, that is
when a real learning disorder surfaces.

Let us at this point look at attention disorders in the light of Dr. Montessori's "Psychic Deviations." We
are all aware of the fact that the so called normal child is a figment of "statistician's" imagination.
Montessori, writing on "True Normality" in her book The Secret of Childlwod (p. 108) tells us: "Develop-
ment has been arrested or, rather, been turned into a wrong direction in all children in childro . of every
social condition. The spread of our schools over the world, among every race, will prove this child conversion
to be general fact, common to all mankind." She goes on to say: "Thus at the origin of life, in the small baby,
errors are constantly being made, deforming the natural psychological type of man, and leading to an
infinity of deviations."

Dr. Montessori's list of the characteristics of psychic deviations reads almost like the list of characteris-
tics of the child with attention deficits that I gave you earlier. Here is Dr. Montessori's list: destructiveness,
disorderliness, disobedience, laziness, greediness, selfishness, quarelling, naughtiness, and also the so-
called creative-imagination-delight in stories, affectionate attachment to persons, submissiveness, play and
so on.

In the psychic deviation called a "fugue" the child's mind flees into a fantasy; movement is disordered
and purposeless. In the deviation called "Barriers," the mind of the child has withdrawn into a defence
against the world. Intelligence has been supressed instead of fleeing, it has withdrawn within itseW
Montessori tells us: "Here is one of the plainest signs that the deviated child has a diminished intelligence,
for he does not possess his mind nor can he lead it forwards in full development." This particular deviation
Dr Montessori feels is the more difficult to correct.

The psychic deviations of the dependent child, in Dr. Montessori's writings, remind us of the develop-
mentally disabled child who is hypoactive. Here is Dr. Montessori's description: "Tft y are ready to
renounce their movements and obey every inhibiting command on the part of the adult who finds it very
easy to substitute his own will for that of the child. The child docilely giving way in everything. Thus there is
a grave danger of the child's falling into apathy, that apathy that is called idleness, and sloth. The adult
welcomes such a state of things because it does not impede his own activities but it is really the extreme
to which deviation can reach."

The characteristics of the psychic deviations of the possessive and power-craving child bear a resem-
blance to the distractibility of appetite-insatiability described by Dr. Levine. We also have the deviations
cited as those of the inferiority complex the child full of fear and the one who lies all the time.
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NORMALIMTION THROUGH WORK

How are we to correct these problems? The One cure for all the deviations, the process of normalization,
says Dr. Montessori, is only through work work that the child has picked on his own, using his own hands,
the organs of his mind and will. The child works within his environment to build himself: The more actively
the child is engaged with using his hands in manipulation, the more his memory and concentration are
involved. "The first spontaneous spell of concentration" is the beginning of his salvation. Since these are all
attentional deficits, it stands to reason that the beginning of the ability to attend, to concentrate, is the key
that will lead the child to normality However, before the child is able to concentrate we hope to be sure that
his mind and body are working in unison. Those of you who have listened to Dr. Osterkorn's lecture on
"Movement, Manipulation and Maturation" and Mrs. Palmieri's lecture on "The Cosmic Plan of Develop-
ment," understand Dr. Montessori when she tells us that: "To have a vision of the cosmic plan, in which
every form of life depends on directed movements which have effects beyond their conscious aim, is to
understand the child's work and be able to guide it better."

Movement

Therefore, what we initially ann to do in our Montessori classroom, in the hospital programme, is to
educate Movement. We do this by taking the child through all the simple exercises of practical life and by
placing a lot of emphasis on the eNercises of practical life. By placing a lot of emphasis on the exercises in
social relations, the grace and rtesy exercises allow for efficient movements as well as developing
harmony of mind and body between the individual child and others. In our position, working with children
with developmental disabilities, we cannot leave anything to chance. We try to cover all bases, hypothetical
social situations are play-acted and correct social responses are given. The children are carefully shown how
to act in given circumstances. We do these activities daily The walking on the line and silence games are also
part of the daily routine for developing complete control of mind and body Besides these exercises, the other
real practical life exercises are gone into very thoroughly The children are always moving, carrying,
opening, closing, moving. In this %uw we see the gradual development of independence, self-control and
concentration.

Choice

In Dr. Montessori's doctrine of "Centre and the Periphery" she stresses the fact that in order fir
concentration to develop the child has to choose the activity himself The child presents us with two aspects
of the individual, the centre and the periphery The centre is the innermost secret part of the child's mind,

Dr: Montessorit didactic materials, beginning with the materials to educate the
senses, help the child); natural tendency to explore his environment. Mese materials,
because of their scienlific accuracy, careful gradings, and the exceptional manner in
which the stimulus is isolated, air a special boon for the child with attention deficits.

the periphery is the part of the child's personality that comes in contact with the outside world. Through the
constant interaction of these two factors, the centre and periphery we can see a gradual development of the
child's mind as it grows in concentratkm making for a unity in the personality of the mind.

The same is true with the senses. Our senses are being constantly bombarded with stimuli. We can
control our senses. It is we who choose to look, to see and to act. As active beings we can express if we do not
want to see we close our eyes. When we do not want to hear we shut our ears. The child also chooses
through his senses. In the case of the neurodevelopmentally disabled, this is something that needs to be
carefully taught. It is Dr. Montessori',; view that the child takes in images through the senses and
movement, this is: "accomplished by the manipulation of objects, by a continuous muscular activity"
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Therefore. in order to help the child to develop concentration. especially since we let the child free to choose
his activities, our role as Montessori directresses is to always "feed the periphery" We do this by preparing
an environment ready to meet the natural human tendencies of the child. The child explores the materials
we have placed at his disposal. By doing so he evlores the world anti abstracts his own ideas. These ideas
are then built into his own mental system. which is the great w'ork of the centre. This is what we mean by
structure in the Monwssori prepared environment. The choice of objects and Montesson materials is
carefully a:zsessed and placed at the child's disposal by the Montessori teacher. Here again, the children are
not only able to look at them but the manipulation of each acti:ity of each piece of matenal. is carefully
pmcisely 1)resented to the child. This is the structun, of the environment that is so beneficial for the child
wit h dec elopnwntal

Materials

Dr. Mtmtessori's ihdactic materials. beginning with the materials to educate the senses. help the child's
natural tendency to explore his environment. These materials. becaune of their scientific accuracy careful
gradings, and the exceptional manner II: which the stimulus is isolated. are :;pecial boon for the child with
attention deficits. The child with a developmental lag has trouble mastering concepts. What we do in the
Montessori classroom is to help the child use the mental prc)cesses he has. We are showing these children
how to use appropriate ::trategies for learning on a developmental basis. We do this by not only showing
them the materials, but by presenting each piece of equipment, individni.ly if necessary so that "each
material calls forth a isible movement, at the periphery," we try "never to give to the eye more than we give
to the hand." So we see children who are successful and are capable of learning at their own gentle rates,
because once more the mind and hand are united in building up the personality of the child.

An important factor for consideration in our work in the hospital pmgramme is that we have more
successes with the children we work with below the age of six. In reviewing the literature on learning and
developmental disabilities over the past twenty years, one is impressed by the evidence that points to the
fact that early assessment and intervention of learning disabilities is both necessary and possible. Writing in
"Current Topics of Learning Disabilities." Karnes and Storeburner say: "It is reasonable then to believe
that handicapping conditions such as learning disabilities can be prevented through high quality early
intervention, based on an ongoing assessment which delineates the child's strengths and weaknesses. and
provides a curriculum and services enabling the child to overcome or minimize weaknesses."

This is the hope that the MonWssori nwt hod holds out to the developmentally disabled young child.

Note: This lecture was presented at the First International MonWssori Forum held in San Juan.
Puerto Rico in February. 1984.
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INTRODUCTION

STARTING A SCHOOL

DEVELOPING A PROPOSAL

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS

MAGNET SCHOOL FUNDING

TASK FORCE DEVEWPMENT

School districts need clearly laid out development plans for Montessori implementa-
tion. This is very important for Montessori school advocates who must counter any
misconceptions about Montessori pedagogy circulating within the educational estab-
lishment. Included are cost audits from two well established Montessori schools in
Cincinnati, which demonstrate high achievement and with pupil costs comparable to
public school costs. Many times start-up costs are covered by magnet school funds for
the one-lime cost of Montessori materials.
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DEVELOPING A PROPOSAL

Research has found that approximately two-thirds of existing Montessori public school programs have
been initiated by school districts as voluntary efforts at desegregation of racially or economically imbal-
anced districts or as responses to educational reform movements. The remaining one-third were founded by
Montessori teachers and parenth who sought public funding for their efforts. Whatever the genesis, it is
important that the initiators of Montessori programs in public schools be informed about a number of key
issues before they undertake this responsibility.

PROPOSALS AND FIRST STEPS

When developing a proposal for the public school district the following issues should be mnsidered:

Needs Statement

Emphasize current concerns of the district early childhood education, desegregation, explicit
achievement, and individualized instruction to assert the needs of the district. A needs statement should
consist of several paragraphs indicating the challenge Montessori programming will face, as well as
information regarding the ways in which such programming will be of benefit to the district.

Program Summary

The program summary should respond to the needs statement, indicating the solutions implicit in
Montessori programming. Each district has its own trends and surrounding conditions for curriculum
innovation. A discussion with district curriculum supervisors will allow the program description to speak to
regional curriculum issues. Also, a personal visit with the superintendent to promote the comprehensive
nature of the curriculum may secure the high level support needed for the program's unique requirement for
total implementation.

Parent Involvement

A traditional approach to starting schools in the private sector is to hold monthly "study groups."
These groups discuss Montessori philosophy of education and are usually led by an informed parent or
Montessori professional. Suggested books by Montessori for these discussions include the SPeret tf
Childhood, The Absorbent Mind, and The Child and the Rimily.

In the early stages, parents may form a not-forprolit "Friends of the Montessori School." This parent
not-fonprofit group is often willing to raise funds for special capital items for the school, to plot out a course
for school expansion with the intention of raising money, and helping the building principal achieve
community support for various plans.

A "task force" committee made up of parents, teachers, and the administration of a new school is often
recommended by the court in desegregation cases to guarantee timely completion of the school planning
(see Appendix 4).
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Initial Publicity Program Descriptions

Initial publicity should illustrate the unfolding reality of the school, including the mission of the
program, parent involvement, the needs to be met by establishing a Montessori school, the location of the
school, and the timetable for school development and related meetings.

Staffing

Staffing is the most critical part of starting a Montessori school. If a i;chool begins with a :itnall staff
developing a year at a time, teachers may be sponsored for training programs. Ideally, preparation of
teachers should comnwnce two summers prior to the school opening date so that training is completed prior
to the opening. Sponsorship contracts encourage staff retention by an agreement to stay with the program.

In many cases, a school which is designated to become a Montessori school may require that the
current faculty 1- that building either choose Montessori training and practice or transfer from the building
after a predetermined period of time. However, it is important not to force training o.1-faculv Interested
faculty should train first. As they practice their expertise and receive their Montessori apparatus, other
faculty will develop interest and may decide to enroll in the next cotue. It is ideal to alit for the baal
conversion of a buikling over a period of four to 1.4x years.

Facilities

Projections regarding enrollment require choosing a facility. Usually a discrete building wing or annex
works best to lend a sense of identity to the program. Many times in the first stages, the Montessori
programs are "schools within a school." This provides the new Montessori program with an established
building and many related resources, as well as an experienced building principal. "The school within the
school" will then relocate to an autonomous Montessori site when numbers reach maturity (see Relocation,
Chapter Ten).

Another approach is to establish a "progressive" Montes.sori program which gradually displaces the
tradit;onal portion of the school. This particular method of starting requires very experienced administra-
tion to modulate the tensions between expanding Montessori and diminishing non-Montessori staff (see
Implementation, Chapter Four).

The least complicated approach is to begin a program in an autonomous building, but such conditions
may not be feasible relative to projected enrollment or space availability.

Facility requirements are also included in Chapter Ten: Expansion, and should include funds allocation
so that the building can be brought up to specificatiGns.

Enrollment Projections

Anticipated numbers by grade should be projected for five years. This will permit space and material
alk ..ations to be budgeted in accordance with the number of children being served. Staffing needs and multi-
age classroom groupings should also be projected amrdingly

Montessori Inventory Mr Classroom

Montesscri materials should be purchased for those teachers who have Montessori training and know
how to use them. Careful inventory must be maintained from the beginning with each classmom teacher
responsible for his or her own set of Montessori apparatus. Materials ihared from class to class tend not to
receive the same degree of quality maintenance as those materials in the custody of individual teachers.
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Evaluation and University Partnership

The terms of evaluation of the Montessori program should be negotiated in advance. Most programs
require some testing mechanism; Montessori schools perform very well on annual standardized achieve-
ment tests. However, competency-based testing with a specific set of timed skills should be avoided as this
type of test tends to prescribe curriculum other than Montessori. At least one-third of the existing public
school Montessori programs have recehed exemptions from competency-based testing.

University involvement in pre-testing and post-testing research projects utilizing rarioas instruments
and interview formats can ease district concerns regarding accountability (see Evaluation, Chapter Eleven).

Program Audits

Various "audits '. from programs in established districts indicate that Montessori program-per-student
costs equalize once the up-front equipment purchases are made. Many districts write magnet school grants
to cover their equipment start-up needs. Other statistics in audits show excellent desegregation results as
well as academic achievement (see Evaluation, Chapter Eleven).
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COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS SCHOOL DISTRICIS HAVE
ABOUT MONTESSORI EDUCATION

.Wontessori is rigid and does not permit integration of the district curriculum.

Montessori curriculum is a comprehensive prc gram in its own right. The inclusion of other curricula
impact on its intei disciplinary structure, it.: iiitricate system of indirect preparation, and the clarity of
educational goaLs in both the mind of the teacher and the child. It is not that Montessori is rigid: rather
Montessori is both self-assured and self-sufficient in its curriculum pathways. Montessori curriculum goals
and objectives can be outlined along wall district curriculum goals and objectives to demonstrate
correspondence.

Montessori is elite because it demands special materials and special teachers.

Montessori schools require special teachers and special equipment as does any magnet concept. A
computer school needs computers and computer literate instructors. It should not be surprising that a
Montessmi school needs special apparatus and training. Magnet schools by definition offer a unique delivery
system which must be supported with both the right kind of staff and equipment.

Montessori is too expensive. Both bylining costs and material costs are prohibitive.

Materials are expensive, but when comparing costs of textbook: and workbook: with Montessori
materials there is an equalizing of costs over time. Montessori materials, if cared for, can last ten to fifteen
years or longer. Montessori training is not more expensive per trainee than Child Development Associates.
Headstart training or a conventional Master's program at a private university Once established. Montes.son
costs per pupil are generally less than conventional schools.

MI Montessori implementation is too expensive. He, will ham a Montessori enriched program
with partial training and partial equipment.

Montessori works because it is a curriculum spiral with an internally consistent view of the child.
Piecemeal programs beget piecemeal effects. When a district chooses a comprehensive approach such as
Montessori, it Ls dealing with many levels: the preparation of teachers, the content of the learning materials.
testing methods, and evaluation technique. Failure to establish planned priorities for the whole curriculum
system may leave the students worse off than before Montess pi programming was adopted.

Montessori is for gifted children and does not serve children from lower socioeconomic Wets.

Frequently this is said about Montessori because it has L.,en maintained in upper class situation:. in the
private sector which may project an image of eliteness and giftedness. However, Montessori began her ork
with normal children specifically to meet the needs of a group of lower income children in a housing estate in
Italy In the view of Montessori, every child is uniquely endowed. Utilizing individualized learning, isolation
of the difficult. manipulative materials, and a strong emphasis on connection between language and
experience, every child can be helped in a Montessori school. Research hzLs vindicated this matter
repeatedly (see "Research and Evaluation of Montessori Programs," Chapter Eleven).

Montessori teacher training and pedagogy is narrow. Montessori programming should take into
consideration other pedagogics and techniques that work with the children.
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Montessori teachers are confident that their pedagogy will work. The cohesiveness and interlocking
nature of the curriculum parts need to remain uncluttered by the infusion of commerical sources of
textbooks, teacher manuals, workbooks, etc. Many times Montessori teachers who are trained to prioritize
Montessori programming in order to establish a coherent and well defined developmental approach to the
whole child, will avoid the fragmentation and confusion of random supplementary sources.



Appendix k An Alternatiire Education Program Proposal to the District &Columbia Public Schools

This first chapter of the proposal offers a holpficl timeline and an articulate statement of purpose and design. Also included is an "executive summary "which
provides a quick synopsis of the contents of the proposal. (This may be ordered from the Montessori Public School Consortium, 28.59 Scarborough Rd.,

Cleveland Hts., OH 44118.)
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SEC:ION I PURPOSE AND INTRODUCTION

A.PURFOSE

The proposal seeks the commitment of tPe District of Columbia Public

Schools to the provision of Montessori education and funding for

expansion of the current Montessori programs v.a incorporation into a

model school

B SCOPE OF THE PROPOSAL

This proposal suggests a phased development of the Montessori Model"

School

September 1986 Continuation of the existing Montessot.

classes in their current locations, under

the direction of a single Montessori

Coordinatot (described in a later section

of this proposal)

Building, principal and core staff identified

for the initial phase of the school

Section I Purpose and Introduction
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primary classes, ages 3 t u 6, four junior classes, ay, t to

f 'or element ary c lasses, ages 9 IC 12 DP sihur 1 veal 12/ 8, .11,

f Ina] Model' school would Terve 900 to 360 student s aud so 1 / 1, 1, 1,

all the imenit les of a t rad it ional sahool , u e 11), ins , e il
music, counselling, etc mesl ing ifl the must apprupriste f 1.1th

the Montessori approach The faiulit l e S and s t a f f f c r the

described in detail later in this proposal

C ITATE81FNI 03 THE FEtabl

This prcp, sal attempts ro address a two ft .0 problem

First , while the current program has been ext reme 11, so, aessfu. it nas

no Structure nt Status within the District of Columbia Sabobl system.
('tilake other programs sdch as off fed arid talented, spei ial eat _at bor
Banneker Academic High School eta , the Mont et. sari t gram has not
been recogt, zed as an ongoing coon at i cilia 1 alt ernat ive Etraause the

program has a dif f trent met bud and appt mali, .t requires di f fez ent
guide I ones arid anal) sis as Set tort h by the As).0n i inn Mot, e SS ,1

Internat lotiale I eiY1' ), yet it is riwt 11-1Cnnipar ihie with publ, S. inn 1

lust vac t lonal programs In 1- it les Shch Is Milwaukee , )wisitIhs

buf falo, Nes. ork Dallas, Texas, Cunnni'itna'i Ot,10, and 8pu8are

Washington, Montessori put lie school programs are thriaing ttome of

Section 1 Purpose anct lotroduc.i-o
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these programs were initially patterned after the Burroughs program

Their difference lies in the extent to which they are recognized,

respected, and supported by their public school system

The second part of the problem involves the limits of the current

program Many parents who are desirous of a Montessori edU.AtiOn Are

concerned At ot their Lhildren s eduiation beyond the third grade

The Montessori curriculum for the 9 12 year old continues to hoild on

the firm toundatrun established in the primary and jutior classes

The logical expansion of A true alternative educational program is

addition of the elementary level

elementary instruction has been

Burroughs program, many parents opt

While a consistent quality of

asallable in the 1r...111101,11

to transfer their ,hildren after

third grade to either p-ivate Montess(r1 schools. prisate tradit,onal

schools with Strong aiddeolt programs ot to other pub], s(houls Ynewn

for their high Academ,c standiris The development of a Model

Sr/1-.1, serVing students tlruogh bth grade would lessen this problem

and offer students an alternAtice ediAAtIonAl opportunity

n HI Tuft', GI :Ill M 4 1 IF ,i(kbl IN 11'1 D ( PI F, IC s ft 01 S

The Mont essorr I rog am has bee., oper it roe al ir, t Ice D I cc; :lc h o.ls

Sect ion 1 Par-pc se and Int r idiot ion

8
3 6 5

since September 1971 The program began at the John Burroughs

Elementary School, the second school system in the nation to have such

program (The first were Drew School in Arlington, Virginia and

Benjamin Franklin School in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) The Program

was originally funded as an experimental program using Title III

funding under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act After its

first year of operation the Burroughs Program was awarded the ht Id

Medallion for Excellence in Programming by the V Public Sthools and

became the 'model pre school for the entire District of Columbia

The current program u45 designed and adapted over its history to meet

several needs

1 need for quality pre s hool education in hard 5,

2 need 10 IllaYe the opportunity for Montessort edutatiun
available to those s.,0 co.ild lot affcrd it privately and A

3 need to continue to consistently educate the rrimArY

graduates as they continue to the Junior level

Since 1m/4 'he Montessori pcograle has been funded through tht rigular

public school budget The trugram also receives Additional farding ih

fees rollected from the Fareras 4roop These fees pa) tor eAperiSeS

nor It luded in the public school budget, such as classroom aides

salaries, specialized Montessori materials eti

Section 1 Purpose and Introdurtion 11
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In 1.75 after t ir years of meeting Association montes,ari

Internationale AMII gaidelires, tilt Burroughs Montessori Program

became the first public_ _school in the nation to ,,btair AMI

certification

tre Or ,,IAM began A, Bwrri.ughs with Ore pr.nars class

Then, in 11,3 a .ransitional class (grades h .1) was aded t-

accommodcte st.'i .1 frcrn the primary class Ir 157- the program uas

exparied to another promars class In ivf'i the program grew

to .n,lude r , _rimaro, class at Fort Lincoln ton elemertars

:lasses (grades 1 ') at EI,rroughs The prrgrim -..Irre-1) has t.ree

01 primary classes Ituo 1,cated .n d31: Bwrroughs and .ie 1-caied .0

Fort Lircoli, at,d too e.enenIary 0.asses located at l,hn Proc. ghs

-he program has derfOrSZTA.ed A h..' al.t: -f sacress ." tea -ling ,of

learning as Car be so,,,art. .ts g-ou h test Sores .

monitoring [COT moo: at -ns and -stroll sot-vess of st d'etts L C

began their edicatiOn , .s prigiam :n a:dio on the pr gram ha,

been used repeated, to toe eiih.ng:.ti Mittessor ins',t te as one ,f

rhe tra.n.hg s,tes f,t Its tut ire .ea.hers Aside firma ts s,00As1 .n

terms et as' snores and evaluato n o'oe drer, have prcer tnr,

exposare to tie ode ,,r. . syc a tnc.r s. es, o iorsylrat.

life ird.re e t 1,Lorb e.,0 f

(orrent Iv t'oe pro gram, `-or. , s. 01 in a t rad, t Inf a so e ern

Is sera inao of 1,1ce, four and t ne e tr iii lo t r

c`..assrm-ms at m leg ars, 0-15 'oe v, I got tf sc.! o

Seityan I F -pose ard

3G7

individual child, the four and five year olds are .ns.ted to

participate in an afternoon sessaon of more Intense ins.ruct.sr

These afternucn sessions serve 2G 30 ch,ldren There are two ;-ri.or

classrooms. ages 6 throagh 9. that serNe an additional y5 children an

all day sessions From time to time, specialist, nave been avai.able

to the childen and teachers in the areas of art. mas.c Spanish ar.d

swimming The art prugram. conducted by the parents has been so

successful tnat rne traditiorsai school rel..ested to part.cipaie 1- los

GsaSSeS

The current program ',3S outstarding commumts support and insoinement

The "ontessori Parents Assoolat-o- was begon ir 1921 and incorporated

urrter D C Law in l0fiC as a :on profit corporation ihe

WAS responsibie for creating the commu-sty adscoa,y necesso-v to the

development if the program and ni,..rles tO be act,vely involsed w.tr,

many of ,ts lances and its re

E 5E=D F)p bps. PR'),FLA!"

At hnth 1,rt I.nor'. and horr,GvIs tnere na.e. .radit.ona.lv toe.,

wa,ting lists of primar) stidenrs Earn year. there has also been

aporthensiq, a', t a_romm,tai.na I.i roe h Idren oom eting rr.mais

ant m wing Into the tauinr ,asaes To,s hal beer a sp....al screce ,f

sect ion I Foorpese ar I tr.°, 1; rise 9
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frostratIon frr For:. parents 6:s, ',aye had rls a.scra-.e

t'esr prl,.-0 Jrc uc,:d :Int sp.ce In the P-rr -gns

:lasses

fr red - cat .^n in pl., ate s no, Is has ." ',Jr,. to

g.ng fo-m 1-1 2, to are tne ; the-.

s A e r- !o ea Dss.r.c: of r.s e 5 .ere a

cr 1 t.,e ,

s' 'ed mans f .e -e -

. 14 oe ,"ml-g , 'ne m.1..

cts reoes'ea rse- 4-d .ner whoa,- '1 I's -.r. ca

tee , -....red aa.ree .-e a :.a--tage ,

, ^r , .rserse t-e .e41 4. . -c

i s " e 50 -e- e Irs

sr sa . .sa f re.

It: es e le-co. ' c e the r,. a,, r

as .t s 1 syl.em, a reel f-- m're

ex e 'e e ae .d be a ggl...: s-ep

h . .1. neeled

aLieniate Or ccxi sting rt r,em. we' h ale 'acised by tne 141 I, of

re ogr'-r1 rnirare and *he tie.tel s -pc ef ,ne. existing pr,grams

Section I Purpose and Introductton 20
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1 Stabil.ty and permanerce of _the Pr?gram

Parents who presently have their ch.ldren e-rol.ed In the

program hare no a,- -ance from year tc rear that the pr-g-ar

will continue uninterrup-ed Parents need to kno, that the

prog.n- w.11 centinne regardless of changes 1- tea ,er

personnel and or admtn.stratfon

2 ReprLting

Tne ntesserl prngram L:Illges a different apr-o.ch to

accomplish the same co:e-v.ves as ootli-ed b' the Clmpeterro

Based Cur .rs fa .U2S (s-Bl Howe .er the specifIc ski ..s are

oft, defoned dafferentln or c.ror on a different tsmetatle

SI-Ce ,or-ent report cards It, bast d or. the ,B,7 0. 1 -is

checel.st. they are r,' a genafne eeflert.on of the s

pot ertial. strengths or wea'rnes Ses Th^ pa tx and eache TS

need a repor..ng system that acctrately measures the ch.sd s

progress. along witn a spe,ial checi,list retating that

pr-gress to the ,_PC guidelines It is 1:so extremely

Important for the child leaning the progsam to carry with them

a drcumen. that 'cnt ,e'eslairs f,r proper sIa.rmen.

In their new environment

As -trance of AMI Certified Teachers

Only teachers with Association Montessori Internationale (AM)

Section I Purpose and Introduction 21
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certification should be hired to teach Montessori c:asses

AMI certified teachers who are not certified by I IPS

should be allowed 5 years to complete cerzificat.-r

re ,urements (This as in compliance with ex.sting

regdlatisns I Any teacher hired ..nder such circumstances

would then be assured of being rehired each year until

probationary Status Is acq,ired, r-nsided he she meets the

tea.Fing standards of theDCPS.teMontessori Program and

obtains a satisfactory performance appraisal Further and

most important:v. the parents would be gua-i 'eed an adeq.at,

n,mber of Mortesscri teachers for the program on a 25 1 bas.s

.s co-sistent uithDCPS policy

4 of 2.- or E.eme-'ary Prngram

C.Iree,t:! the ..nv.con.re-t 4.es not fa:1 imr.eme-'a..,

of i. Mo-'essorl apor-ach Adiit.oral t.me st-c,.4 be lowed

to address the g-ing c.t V'',45V of the Montess,ri aprrca.h

c. it is defined as :earning 'side of the .lass--om .

exploration of s- tety. ha. it is made hnu. .t ns and

uha' .s its purpose The child s wcck inside ans on's de cf

the , ass- ,m Tics, be comilemeo-a-y Se.ther is :50; ete

It is th.s 'uo f-ld --e-st. - 'hat is m 50 ,a 'rsr

the r -rwr. br3tram ird 3s (ne of sresE

enslr,nme't. of the materiai of the aork of

%dr.,. NI the ter t- .f we Irrirme-'

of :he lass really

Se '.nn I I and lit-

di,fs-ence of tne

tne child and the

'his a, rs on

371.

operation of their psychological characteristics

5 Incorporation of cep

In the Montessori program as It currently exists there is o

tome to comrare and incorporate the CBC irto the Montessor

curr.cul-m An overview of the CDC indicates that the skills

can be incorporated into the Montessori method and curricolum

Tes'ing should be dune once per year, rather than frequently

during the school year to allow for the individual child s

absorption of the concepts and to Allow for the differences ir

teaching approach between Montessori and trad.tioral The

program school should recogrire that the e-td resUlt

demonstrated by the ,h.ld s performance and learning is the

important factor rot ir this case, how ore gets to that end

t ThE "IN-ESS)FI A.TFP.54'1.E

The bas... .lea in the of.....soini of ed.(catior 3s

esers child wl'h.n the person he or she

ber Ole in de+ e or their physical inteller t us I

spiritual powers to the fullest, they must have freedom

freedom to be a,h.eved through rrder ahl self discipl.ne

that

u.11

and

The

world of Young children is fr 11 of s.ghts and sounds ut.tch at

Section I Purpose and lntrodu,,ion
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fir t appear chaotic From this char,, they must gradually create

order, and learn to distinguish among the impressions that assail

their senses, slowly but surely gaining mastery of themselves and

their euvironment

Dr Marta Mortessori developed what she called the prepared

environment

children to

capacit les.

rhich already possesses a certain order and disposes

develop at their own speed. according to their own

and in a nv .vmpetitive atmosphere in their first

school years hever let a child risk failure, until he has a

reasonable chan.e of Success. said Dr Montessori,

understanding the neress.ty for the_acqdisition of a bast: skill

before its use in a competit.ve lear-ing situation The years

between three and six are the years that children most easily

learn the ground rules of human behavior These years can be

constructively desoted to civiliz.ng the children freeing

them rhro_igh the acqiisit.on of good manners and habits, to take

their plaza in :Le, culture

Ch.leren whc have had 'he benetit of a Montessori enyironment are

freer at a later age to devote themselwes.more exclusively to the

de,tiopme,t t the,- incellettoal ta,ulties The method by uh-ch

children are taught ir the Montessori school m.ght well be called

programmed learning The stru,ture of Montessori learning

involves the use ot many didactic materials with which the

ch.ld-en work indivi,lua,ly In eer, phase cf this learning

the tea,htr.g ma'er.al is designed to test understanding. to

Section I Purpose and Intr,dtatirn 24
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correct errors and to prepare children for the next step

Dr Montessori recognized that the only valid impulse to learning

is the self-motivation of the child Children move themselses

toward learning The teacher prepares the environment, programs

the activity, functions as the reference persor and exemplar,

offers the children stimulations, butit is the children who

learn, who are motivated through the uork Itself (not solely hy

the teacher s personality) to persist in their chosen task If

Montessori children are free to learn, it is because they have

acquired from their exposure to both physical and mental order, an

'Inner discipline This is the core of Dr Montessori s

educational philosophy Patterns of concentration,

stick-to itiveness, and thoroughness established in early

childhood, produce a confident ane competent learner in later

years Schools have existed historically to teach children to

observe, to think, to Judge Montessori introduces children to

.he Joy of learning at an early age and provides a frameuork in

which intellectual and social discipt.ne go hand in hand

It is Impossible to make a case for any type of alternatIve

education program uithout some mention of test scares The

follo.ing graphs Indicate that Montessori students tend to perform

at least as well as, and usually better than, those of the larger

population

The evidence of test score achievement through the implementation

Section I Purpose and Introduction 25
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of a qaality Montessori program is all tle more remarkable in

light of the difference in thrust between the Montessori and

traditional methods The Montessori elementary curriculum

requires that subject area4 be integrat,d rather than isolated.

that skills be mastered rn the process of application to a task

rather [ha, taught as goals In and af themselves let tests often

measure s4mple skill mastery

the (mretus ad mativar.on

thorooghly 5ed, or a

:Me (II i,thrn The

exteroal ree.rd r pra se cr

only In the Montessori classroom,

to a task well done, a question

problem carefully thought "hrough

child rather than from a desire for

from a desire to compete with fellow

s de'rs (te curricular goal is the grouth and

re.e. pr d" t 'he u' le (cIld s rospeter.ce to become a mature and

nrs.tle ad It The .c.:dren rhos, do not study for the

te.' cr sere t. p,A1, "(e A tut :earn far the sake of leas,Ing

'Fete in tve I C P.Fr,c C hods the rnmher of students in the

.weiSclr E.E.11Witarc pr,gram tating standardized tests sucn as

'he (PS a, the Grlie 1 leselr

67 no, 7 stode,ds In SI P. 851

nil. bee, implemented up to the

sever'', (rt., Olen ots

is ,crv small (9 s' .1e,ts in SY

Also ere elementary program has

third grade level since SI 83 84

for C) 81 64 and SI 84 95 are

..mhared to th n,w, 511,1-7,oaritIV 1'. e d.ffete,e

Is shown : and

on ,".ter.rn referen 4' te4's sun as the (Pl in s ,(: e

c, lot, age A-t, a fa,nr r" le ,-en1 ar snri cii he rije t, tn

I F at, lttr,', In

3 ",

city-wide and building wide (Figuies 3 and 4) It is only

because more city-wide test data was not available for tlis

proposal that more comparisons are not made here (such as scores

on CRA, CIE or DPI tests for other years and subject areas)

Since the local sampling is small and limited, it would be

valuable to examine a sampling from a significantly larger

population The city of Milwaukee. Wisconsin is known for .ts

"Magnet School" system At present, two of its elementary schools

utilize the Montessori method The following test score data was

prouided by the Milwaukee Public Schools Department of Educational

Research and Program Assessment Using 13 serially select,.

schools (to protect the anonymity of the individual schools those

sampled have been assigned a number code with #1 being the

MacDowell Montessori Sc'aol The selection was done by personnel

in Milwaukee for SY 83 84 We asiid only that one of the school.

be the MacDowell School) a comparison was made as follows

Percentage of students scoring in the 'High Performance

category in vocabulary, reading and math (77 through 99th

percentile)

Percentage of student, scoring in the Aserage Performad,eI

category in vocabulary. reading and math (23rd through

(6th percentile)

Perrentage of students sroring In th, Low Performanre

Section I Purpose and Introductio, 27
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category In vocabulary, reading and math (1st through 22nd

percentile)

Figures ,, and show the comparison uf students in Grade 2 in ail

categories and in all subject areas F,gures 8, 9 and 10 show the

,:ompaiisons tor Grade 5 (The Iowa Test of Basic 50,115 is

administered in MilwauMee on these grade levels rather than the

G.-,mprehenstoe Test of Basic Skills g.ven in Grades 3 and 0 here in the

District of Columbia ) The f.,cus of this study will be on the school

w i t h the C L Number I, the Faward MaDowell 5,uoul, which implements

the 4,1.1[e...sort prog-am f.tm P., school through Grade 6 'popu.ation

s, siehtt)

Fig,re shows ..he percentige of students in Grade 2 who scored in the

ca.egorv of Hig, ,'erfotmance' In all areas tested, School 41 snows

perceatai, h,gnet 'Ilan the national norm ,22%1 the

cit, wide nnre, and the other s,hools shown

Figure compares st ideats in the "Average Perfarmance category

Sahool #1 has a lower per.evtage nf students than city-wide o.

nat_unal norms 5,4%1

glre coo- nor to PertIrman,e ottegaries It IS

nernaps here the f,[1.1 tgs Ire me,' siorifirant ror s hool el a

mere 2 percent ot students in math scored In this category, compared

t o 21 pe oent 1 ),1 and I.!, par -ert ,.2nlv 1 per'en

,ere In read,mg ,nd ho sr s-o-e, he.ow average th the

Section I Plepnse and 1.'17,dnr,ion 28
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area of vocabulary

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show equally significant findings on the Grade 5

level

It must be pointed out that an analysis of grly body of statistics is

subject to variety of interpretations, particularly those with the

limitations and variables of standardized achievement test scores We

must, therefore, exercise caution in drawing sweepidg conclusions from

test results

Section I Purpo, and Introduction 29
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Eggraw
Program Description
For Proposal Summaries
When wng Wooten e wren= pvpostek, concise po-
grom description an sea i by the snake. The foiloP4ag
way be teed or notified for proposal parposes:

Introduction

Momemori's philosophy ot education is bad on

Ike pasorlity, a Monomials pow* cliff pmentialides of
the dolt mail and physical, scanding m the Ma of its
being.: (Mormon, 1964).

Mammon mmed Bat children hove nasal lendencies
award Imam the stages of Maim Mx fix which thae
should te carropaing alacationd arriummais
maimed machos who *pram the envinimann.. Me child
lemons indepeadeady using the comments of the environ-
maa die lea:Mama= aml observes die child who chooses
Wier activities. 'The maw is doe link between the child
ad the envistaam

The Wan environment cajoles isdivehmlization, free-
dom of choice, CONCentration. independence. Rohl= solving

'abilities, social imeraction, inserdisciplitury breadth, and
competency in basic Ada.

The Montessori Preschool
Environment (Ages 3-6+)

The Momessori cassroom is allying mom for children.
Chikken choose their mamas from open shelves with self-
correcting materials and wait in discrete work areas. Over a
period of time the chikken develop ink, enormalized
community- waking with high concenamion nod few max-
ruptions. The program includes the following components:

I. The practical life exercises enhance the devel-
opment of task organization and cognitive order
through care of self, care of the envinanetu,
exercises of grace and courtesy and refmement of
physical movement.

2. The oensorial materials enable the child to order,
classify, senate and describe sensory impressions
in sciatic length, width, temperature, mass, color,
etc.

3. The Montesson mathematics through the marup-
ulative materials, allows the child to internalize the

1

concepb ot number, rabol. sequence, operstions
and memorizadon of bale facts.

4. The languor work Mhos oral language devel-
opment, wales exprosion. reading, the study of
gramma, aeadve dramatics ad drildren's im-
am Basic skills in writing mud reading ale de-
veloped Baugh the we ot mapper Mas .
alphabet at-oat a. ad vaious pmentations allow-
ing children ul effortlessly link sounds and letter
symbols and so expo= their thoughts though
writing.

5. The child is also pascad with geography. hear
ry. and We sciences, music, art and movement
education.

The mewed environmem unifies the psycho-social, physical,
and academie functioning of the child.

The Montessori Elementary
Prepared Environment

(Ages 6-9/9-12)

The elementary pogrom offers a continuum which builds on
die ratschool experience. The environment reflects a new
stage of development and offers the following

I. An anagram of the as, sciences, geography,
May, and language evokes the native imagma-
tion and abstraction of the elementary child.

2. The presentation of knowledge as pan of a large
scale narradve unfolds the origins of the earth, of
life, of human communities (agricultural al
urban), of empires, and of modem history, always
in the context of die wholeness of life.

3. The promotion of formal scientific language of
zoology, botany, anthropology, geography, geolo-
gy, etc. exposes die child to accuraie, organized
information which respects the child's intelligence
and interests.

4. The use of umehnes, pictures charts, and other
visual aids provides a lmguisuc and visual over-
view of the first pnnoples of et.ch discipline

5. The mathematics curriculum is presented with
concrete materials which simultaneously reveal the
anthmedc, geometnc and algebraic correlations.
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6. Mostemori-trained rinks are able to integrate the
mathing of all athjecu, not u isolated diciplines,
but as part of awhole inselleaual tradition.

7. Tie napkins on open-aided much usd in-
depth study uses primary ad seconcluy sources
(books) as well as other insterials.

8. "Going out: entub the ongobg we of communi-
ty resources beyond the four walls of the dia-
tom

Parent Education and Parent
Involvement

The pout of a Monsessori nudes will have an opportunity
m be involved is the Mammon program. Parents will learn
about the propsru by:

I. Attenang orientation meetings to explain the
Program;

2. Malang meetings where the unique aspects de
particuar classroom u well ai the specifics of
Monesson curriculum are presented;

2

3. Attending class level open houses where the
children, as the host/bones: to their parents and
siblinp, present their favorite activities;

4. Attending went discussion groups dealing with
aspects of cbikkearing, home CIM113111111131, and

child psychology;

5. Observing the clam and discussing their observa-
tions with the Montessori psofessiond; usd

6. Receiving a regularly-published newsleur which
includes a calendar of significant cyan', infosma-
tion on major developmeas at the school, book
reviews, and a lin of needs and requests for help.

In addition to Parma Education. which ig designed primarily
to orient the new went and keep the retuning parent in-
formed, mesas may form pran asnociations which coordi-
nate yahoo:: activities, pion and carry out hmdraising pro-
grams and lend =ppm to school staff.



MAGNET SCHOOL FUNDING

STARTING A SCHOOL

SECURING MONTESSORI MAGNET SCHOOL FUNDING

By David Lerch

The greatest single source of federal and state discretionary (competitive) -funds for public school
instructional improvement during the next decade will be based on "choice." Public school districts will
develop programs that allow students to choose a school or educational program based on interest or need
rather than on mandatory school assignment.

The single largest federal program that currently supports "choice" is the Magnet Schools Assistance
Program. Successful applicant school districts are awarded up to four million dollars for two consecutive
years to establish and operate schools with special themes capable el attracting students from throughout
the school district or region.

As a result &these incentives, public school officials look for unique teaching or education approaches
to make school programs attractive. The Montessori concept, which has a different education appmach
and a unique teaching methodology, is growing in popularity among public school educators developing
magnet themes

Since 1984, the Magnet Schools Assistance Program annual appropriation has grown from sNenty-five
million to over one hundred thirteen million dollars. Federally funded magnet school programs have proven
to be successful as a school desegregation tool, a means of instructional imirovement, and as programs that
support the popular political concept of "choice." As a result, Congress will continue to pmvide large federal
appropriations for magnet schools during the next decade. The Montessori concept. used for magnet
themes in public school systems, will receive more federal resources for training, equipment, and materials
than have ever been available in the private sector. Because of this, public school systems using federal
magnet school grants are the future for Montessori education.

Public school districts that wish to seek federal support to establish a Montessori school within their
district should review the current Magnet School Program legislation as the current major federal source of
funds for such a project. It is an extremely competitive program and school districts should look closely at
eligibility requirements before committing district resources and personnel to application development.

A district with racially isolated schools (those exceeding 50% minority) that has a representative
distribution of both minority and non-minority students has the competitive edge. Smaller eligible districts
can be successful by creating an application package that is responsive to the Magnet School Assistance
Program regulations. To be successful, applicants must develop strong proposals that include all of the
following elements:

Enough information about the school district and the population it serves so that anyone reading the
application becomes familiar with the area.
A clear description of the need for a magnet (Montessori) program including evidence that it has the
ability to attract students from different racial, ethnic, and economic backgrounds.

An outline of the organizational structure of the school district and how it can be used to establish a
successful magnet program.

Mr Lerch is a Resource Demlopment Officer at Wright State Universztg Dayton, Ohio.
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MAGNET SCHOOL FUNDING

STARTING A SCHOOL

Qualifications of the district personnel and others working with the magnet program and their
experience establishing new and unique programs for students from different racial backgrounds.
Specific program objectives that include a timeline and evidence that each can be accomplished using
district resources.
A reasonable budget based on activities described in the application.
An evaluation plan based on the described objectives along with methods for quantifying the
measured results.

Although the grant application document requires more information, those that do the best to describe
those items listed above will receive the highest score.
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Dayton Public Schools

The Jefferson and Franklin Magnet Schools will be full-time magnet

programs for students in grades K-6 The Montessori thame Is based on the

philosophy of Maria Montessori who believed that children should be taught

using the five senses The Montessori method stresses motor coordination

self-motivation and non-competition Children develop at their own rate.

wtthout competition through guided Individual interest in learning The role of

the teacher is to prepare the environment that encourages the student to

explore and investigate The teacher acts as a facilitator The student

progresses at his/her own rate based on individual motivation Each child IS

allowed to work undisturbed at each task throughout the learning experience

Through teacher gwdance and self-directed learning, the student learns

mouvation and concentration

Prowant Design

Students will be heterogeneously grouped by class in both the Jefferson

and Franklin Montessori Magnet Schools However, they will be grouped by age

rather than by grade. into one of three strands The Montessori philosophy for

this type of grouping Is that younger students learn from older ones Children

wtll have the ft eedom of chotce in the classroom In the first strand or youngest

group students are provided total freedom to choose an activity and remain

wth It. uninterrupted as long as there is trnerest Within the second strand,

more formal lessons are ,ntroduced. and the student has less opportunity to

choose activities A balarce between choice and assigned tasks is determined by

the teacher based on the Individual student's motivation curiosity, aid self-

discipline During the third and final strand, children are assigned tasks with

the responsibility to complete them The teacher helps the student deal with

problems related to work that IS not done correctly. or when materials are

50
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Layton Public Schools

misused. Students do not receive report cards Instead, parent conferences are

held regularly to share observations and to discuss indiv.dual progress Each

spring. students will take the California Achievement Test. Forms E and F to

compare individual yearly academic progress and to show comparative gains of

the groups of students in regular and other magnet classes.

St./dent Pardcipadon

Although the MO( IteSSOrl approach to teaching is quite different at the

Jefferson and Franklin Magnet Schools, students are provided a rigorous

program of studies in the basic courses of instruction Including reading.

English. writing, science, mathematics, history, including geography and

government. Student receive alternate days of art and/or music, physical

education and/or health Students will spend at least six hours daily in

classroom instruction and participate in special field trips related to classroom

studies Classes be balanced racially and by gender without regard to economic

status Classroom assignments for each of the magnet schools will be based on

lists derived from student application forms that will be distributed on June 2,

1989, and returned by July 14. 1989 Students selected be assigned to classes

so that the racial composition reflects the district-wide student ratio

Program Personnel

The magnet school teachers at the Jefferson and Franklin Magnet

schools will be certified Montessori teachers Since Montessori certification

differs from elementary certification in the state of Ohio. Montessori magnet

teachers must have both Each teacher must apply for a position in the magnet

school regardless of whether he or she was at the magnet school site the

previous year Each will oe selected on the basis of interest and special skill The

8 I
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Utlyton PuOltC Scnools

racial composition of the teaching and administrative staff for the magnet

program will be consistent with the racial balance of the student enrollment.

approximately 63% minority and 374 non-minority for the 1989-90 school

year. All staff members must have demonstrated experience using teaching

strategies that have proven classroom success for teaching groupiof students

from different economic, racial, ethnic, and social backgrounds. In addition.

teachers must be knowledgeable about Instructional strategies for the

mainstreaming of special education students Into magnet classes Montessori

teachers must be willing to plan and conduct special field trips and work with

parent advisory councils, administrative personnel, parents and irtstruchonal

specialists to plan. revise, carry out and promote the magnet school program

They must also participate in parent/teacher student progress conferences.

work with the parent advisory council, and instructional specialists to plan.

revise, carry out, and promote the magnet program

The Montessori Resource Specialist will be responsible for providing

expertise in the area of th Montessori teaching methodology and will act as a

resou.ce to classroom teachers helping them to provide students with a strong

academic program in a very structured environment The Specialists will

coordinate all field trip activities. participate in parent/teacher conferences and

develop activities that include parents and other valuable community resources

that are available to the school.

THE MIDDLE AND HIGH SOKIOL MAGNET SCHOOL PROGRAMS

The secondary magnet school curriculum is being designed to provide

choices to students so that they can concentrate in specific flelds of study while

conUnuing to receive a strong academic nrogram The intent of the districts

magnet school program is to offer students a strong foundation in the basic
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I. STATEMENT OF INTENT

Faxon MOOLOSIOri EIMINK.tery School has beer established to provide
children with the opportunity for academic xcellence through cost-
fr., alternative method of instruction developed by Or. Maria
Montessori. The Montessori method of leerning is a specialized.
individualized method which will help children. beginning at age
three. to develop a healthy self-concept end love for learning.

II. MISSION STATEMENT

Faxon Montessori Elementary School will become operational in
September of 1988 os a magnet school in the Kansas City Missouri
School District. The mission of the school is to peepers the learner
for life. The school will seek to create a desegregeted educational
and social environment in which the child will be encouraged to be
self-motivated learner. deve'oping such qualities as ardor.
concentration. coordination, and independence. The Montessori
environment will enable the child to maxiise his or her potential
for MACS'S in leirning and acquiring life skills.

AII. PROGRAM GOALS

1. To develop skills and attitudee that prePare the learner
for life.

2. To create oesegregated environment in which ethnic
backgrounds are honored.

3. To supoort independent learning as a preparation for
self-motivation.

4. To assist children in develooing order. concentration.
cooedination, and independenc.

5. To Provide learning experiences that help each
child maximize his or her potential for learning skill
develooment.

6. To provide opportunities for parent and communi.y
involvoment.

7. To assist parents with application of Montessori heory
in this home.

S. To Provide mixed age classroom env.ronments based on the
Montessori theor, of child deve;opeene.

392

IV. RATIONALE

A. rho following are reasons for the establisheent of Faxon
Montessori Secolt

-To attract wide range of students

-To offer xcellence in education through student-clentored
environment

-To attract students from the private schools into this school

-To ailou students to begin their formal education at age three

- 70 make use of the accessibility of the Faxon are*

-To assist the rejuvination of that area

- To offer no-cost quality education for people who cannot afford to
send their children to a Montessori private school

-To offer program which will enaote students to learn more
quickly



E 3ordocrti.e In'ormat.an

I. Loc.' '^terest enC SJOPOrt

,:nmun,t, SuPPOrts early learning e.perienoes -,.s .s suids-,so
ty the more tman 14 privste MonteSSC.-, SChcc 5 the na,SeS
a-ea

Apo Itert response tO the MOnte550r, wegre. -as nee^ at t^e -are
-ea- 'y aPp iats to esc, D'ecene^t-

9esew-tr 5-ipport

Scnco he.e draun ethrica,', m..ed 000,'etyor,
mono, s mo-tessor. 30m00 o. 9a e.gn. '-o enrol,ed students
a races wimn a 20-80% miror.tr. ,On-Minor,te ratio.

3 JemograPmlcs/Statistics

4hat IS needed to mese the New F]xo- Morte55Ori Schoo! possible:

1 A temporary site that .111 meet t,e needs of young children.
2- Ova ...ed Momtessor teachers.
3- Instructional aides.
4 Inservice and ongoing stem. dee,pmemt .or teachers and staff.
5. P.,n, equipped classrooms of montessori mate-lals.
6. Paremtal end ::0MMurity Support
' reSourte teachers
e Extended day.

Consu'tants w.t, Montessor. expent,se

CURRICuLUM CE,E,2PMENT

A. Curriculum Emphasis

Basic ard Magnet curriculum will be integrated so hat idemtificat.on
o. separate time segments sill nOt oe neC sssss y. District and state
obJect:,ts will be identified and co-related to Montessori
-urrriculum. Differences in scope and sequence will be noted.
-urric.,lum writing will take place by the end of 1988. The
Curric.,um sill be written by a team consisting of the prinCipa'. the
instructional ass.stant. resource teachers, classroom teachers, and
d.str.ct resource personnel

B. Staff,ng Requirements

Because the Montessori program is not an addend to the traditional
curriculum. teachers will need complete age-apProPriate Montessori
training beore entering the classroom. Teacher aides will be sought
who have experience in Montessori classrooms as well.

Sta.' Position

Principal
Instructional Asst.
9esource teachers

Pre-K teachers
K teachers
First Grade tchrs.
Second Grade tchrs.
Third Grade tchrs.
Fourth Grade tchrs.
Fifth Grade tchrs.

Certificated staff will be recKired to have a
Montessori dip'oma. AMI proferrwd. The resource
tenchers will require an AM1 Montessori diploma.
Al, placement in the school will give preference
to Montessori experienced applicants.

1988-2P 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

4 4 4 4

6 4 3 3

2 3 3 3

1 2 2 :

0 1 2 2
0 0 2 2
0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0

1

1

4

3

3

2
2

2

2
2
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C. Stmf4 Recruitment
I. April -Distribute notices to District

-Mail 1500 notic s nationally to
Montessori teachers

-Co -sPonsor Motional Montessori in th
Public Conference as Port of
recruitment on the 29th and 30th

2. Ploy -Complete hiring of qualified applicants
certifted teachers of Montessori

training options

3. Develop re-certificotion Program at UMAC in
Early childhood certification for AM1
MonteSSOri graduates

D. Staff Development

I. Staff will need Montessori Certification above
the aide

2. The staff develoPment will be conducted using
the approved Association Montessori
International standards for resource trainang
and support

3. Inservic will be hold according to the
Following schedule:

4. Areas

Year I 80 hrs. P rrrrr vice
30 hrs. insrvice

Year 2 40 hrs. preservice
30 hrs. insorvice

Yar 3 30 hrs. inservice

New teachers will begin Year I
schedul.

of emPhasis:

District curriculum
MO,t4PS9Ori aCtiviti ,
Extended day acttis
Parent/public relations
GrouP dynamics
Test analysis



!, Summer ,orasmoa preservice

August 1 to 5. and August 8 to 12

The staff development plan will be
coordinated by the principal. He ,111
Plan the details with the Instructional
Assistant. resource teachers. and
school based curriculum group. It

be their responsibility to give
inservice training and find Qualified
Persons to help support the staff
development Plan goals.

Follow-up will occur on an individual
P eels with each teacher ssssss ing
individual needs. Each teacher will
Pursue various inserwice training
activities which will be Planned with
the Principal. The coaching and
feedback wit occur in the classroom
e nd will come from peers, the resource
teachers, the instructional assistant,
e nd the Principal.

O. Resource Support - Internal end External

:nternml resource Support will be Provided by
the teachers, resource teachers, instructional
assistant. Principal, end specialists in the
district.

Exte-nal resource suPPort will be Provided by
Association Montessori Internationale. the
North American Montessori Teachers
Association, and the Kansas City Life
Insurance Company.

3S 8

E. Leadership/Management Structure

1. Organizational Chart

Reho,crce

Teai'ers

cuperirtendenc

_Rucit

Area Superinterdent

_DLinci al

lei tat]-7------771T7hcri,rac
od Service

,unsel,r

:Ibrarian

4,s'atarl

Classroom Teacher

Art. Music. p F ir

rapr.f.als ....,

2. General Guidelines for Staff Team

Provide strong academic focus.

Understand the elements of effective Mcrtessori instruction

Stimulate the use of the community es a center F.,r learning

Promote the understanding of child development as guide
for learning

3E9



S1.2SEN" E\PCL0.EN"

A Admissiors Criteria

As per the Pink Plan, some students should not be
admitteo if it appears that they require un.,sual
emphasis on structural learning and assistance.
Initially. this determination should be made
through interv.ews ,Ith apP,Icant students and
their parents.

Cue to the special nature of the program.
students should enter the program early. .n grade
one at the 'atest. with later admissi,:n a' owed
only for students with prior Montessori
eyperience elsewhere

No chiftl, regardless of race, se., or religion, will be
prohibited from applyng to attend the New Faxon Montessori
School. Arplicat.on procedures must be fol)owed througF
the .:ansas C,ty Missouri School Cistr.ct Magnet Office.
Appropriate recut, balance determine placement by the
Magnet oAfice.

B Enrol'ment 3ca s

A9-69 99-90 90 91 91-92 92-93

9,e-K 12,1 100 erm. 60 60
,,i-dergarte, 40 10 60 60 60
Fist Grade , G ac ac 40 40
Second Grace 20 J0 40 40
3rird Grade 3 dc 40 40

:rade 40 40
Srale C 0 dO

Tote, 190 2-2,7 243 2E0 320

three specla educat.or, ry.,ms of ten st,dents ea-, wii be
uPon ,:omp'etlor of the ne,,, 6,11ding)

added

One grade level per year wi'l he added eac' year _rt.; ,,e pr3gram
e.tercs through the fifth grade
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C. Recrvitment Plan

Because of the extended day Program in Faxon Montessori
School. end the need of Parents for early childhood
assistance in ducation and care, the recruitment for the
first Year will be very moderate. Magnet school recruiters
will Provide brochures and phone information.

If the lementary grades need additional studente in time.
Parent Involvement in thn school will be the best school
advertisement. Recruiting elementary age Montessori
students from private Montessori schools can be considered
if necessary.

401



vII. OTHER SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

A. Community Participation

The New Faxon Montessori School should develop positive
reciprocal relationships with the local community. These
ralationshiPs could be develoPed through several avenues
including:

1. Use of the school building for general
community Purposes

2. Ihwitation of local groutail to assist and
participate in various activities and
projects.

3. Community involvement in groindbreeking
and dedication.

4. Involvement of Kansas City Life Insurance
Come/any and Others in these activities and
fundraising.

5 Enlisting support from Private Montessori
schools in the community.

B Specialited Needs

The New Faxon Montessori School building will need to be
furnished completely whi. n its temporary location as
well as in its Permanent Site. Specialized Montessori
equipment must be crdered to prouide adequate Montessori
exPerience.

Teachers must be trained in Montessori The District must
assist in fundlrg Special teacher trot, ng in order i.or the
future teacher reeds to be wet.

Orientation to the School Is important for young children.
They need tO be brought Into the classrooms in a Quiet and
reSpectful way.

Parent orientatt , programs could include ohtlosophy of the
school and teaching method, rules and ,egulations, Suruers
of parent interests and duties, learning goals for the
Children. Parents could get involved at whatever level
the,' are wish to be.
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VIII. Evaluation

A. plan/Design

The evaluation of the individual action schools will be :,esigned
around four program areas. The information to be collected
within the four areas will be based on the ob]ectivimg developed
by each magnet school's Site Task Force. This information will
provide decision makers with evidence regarding the progress
being made toward achieving these program objectives.

1. Demographic data

These data will include enrollment, ethnic balance, and
other related data and will be obtained from both the
central office and the school site.

2. Implementation of the magnet school as planned

Inforuation will be collected primarily through site
visits which may include observations of activities,
interviews with school personnel and the dOcvnentation
of other elements related to program implementation
(e.g., documenting the availability of nemsesary
materials, the allocation of program funds, or the
extent of staff development.)

B.

3. Student achievement outcomes

Ach, eeeee nt data will be collec-ad for reading, math,
and language arts as well as for the magnet these.
These data will be collected using standardized tests
(e.g., Iowa Test of Basic Skills, state criterion
referenced tests) and, when appropriate, eeeee ments
that match the school's curriculum.

4. Perceptions of the program

Through the use of questionnaires and interviews,
perceptions of the magnet school program will be
gathered from school staff, students, parents and ap-
propriate central office personnel.

Types

1. Formative

As described In the Long Range Magnet School Plan
("Pink Plan.), program evaluation during the first two
years of the program will be formative. lnformation as
outlined above will oe collected and 'ed back to each
magnet school and other district personnel with the
purpose of Identifying aspects of the program that are
working and those needing improvement. Information
will also be communicated to the Board of Education and



t-e C.:urt Cesegregstion Monitoring Committee on tns
progress that is being made.

2. Sualiative

After the third year ot amoral& implementation
sweetly. valuation will be written. During this
third year evaluation intormetion will still be
used in a (creative manner, i.e.. to teeter
progras improvement. but at the end et the year
mphasis will be placed on determining the
ettectly 00000 ot the program in achieving its
ob)sctives.

troced4re

Eveluetioe *tiff will coosult math the prlocipel to laterals@
indicators of eccosoltshsent for each of the seals sal to Slocum.
possible evaluation strateglea for the ismItegrors prier Co
devlopment ut the detailed evaluation deelgs.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 17
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the teaching profenion. The invalidated license may he revali-
dated if the applicant satisfactorily complet es 6 semester credits or
the equivalent as described in sub. ;21; hi during t he 5-y ears imme-
diately preceding his or her application for revalidation.

4) ONE-YEAR LICENSE. A one year license may be issued as follows:

I. To an applicant who has completed an approve.l program in an-
other state but who has minor course work defietencies under this
chapter.

2. To an applicant who has not met the cont moinv education re-
quirement for renewal of a regular license under iil,. 31 ie.. This
one-year license may not be renmved. Fur rr,we.aI 4,f the regular
license, the applicant shall meet the requirements under sub. (3)
tc t.

3. To an applicant who meets the liceove reipurements onder tins
chapter. but who has not been repaid; emote:ell t teaching
profession within the 5 conserute lllll 41 only preceding
application for tlw lirense or renew.d_ open the tt. rut ten request of
an employing school district ad tttttt ist rat or. Fer iselianee or re-
newal of the regular license, t he applicant shall meet t he refresher
work requirement under sub. t 3.

(51 EMERGENCY LICENSES. ( a ISperml lici,ntc. I . I license which
authorizes a licensed teacher to tench in au .1 moment other than
that for which he or she holds a lireMe nrp p,stiol fur "no cperific
assignment._A special license issited Tinder Ow serf (on is valid for a
period not to exceed one year and explrel on .11111...1tP. unless an ear-
lier expiration date is specified in the special becire

2. The district admimst rat or or desienated tif t ht. employing
school district shall request a special I i'-rir-' in e. rit.ne wit
explanation and just eficat ion iii f he Ube rcoiet shall state
that a search was conducted for a kilt lieele-ial le:teller and an ex-
planation of why any fullv-hcened es :tyre not acceptable
for employment.

3. The district admmist rat I if. I ir tell nil-11'1,11;4 t he employing
school district may request that a renewell. The
special license may he renewed if, bet teeett t he it tic of "-finance and
the proposed renewal date. the 3pplieant - ili -Lc turdy eompletes
at least 6 semester crellits toward r ttttt t lun uf .10 ipproveil pru-
gram. The request for renewal shall he in tt rut mg and shall include
a full explanation of t he need for renett al

4. The state superintendent may mile or dent a sreeial license The
state superintendent shall deny a -lie, nil en-, to an applicant
who has not met the requirements in ,z PI t t1I 7 if I he applicant
compIeted the initial professional etlorahoo pt "or:11N un or after
August 31, 1992.

(Li) Perna 1. A permit which authorizes t he holder I o be employed
for one specific assignment may he issued to a per-on who has a
bachelor's degree Net does not-meet the license requirements under
this chapter. A permit issued under this subdivision is valid for a
period not to exceed one year and expires on June 30, unless an
earlier expiration is stated in the permit.

Remoter. Erhroary, 19119, No. 398
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GENERAL FUND

NORTH AVONDALE
CENTER NUMBER 00000001620

F I f

CINC NNNNNN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BUDGET VS PREVIOUS TEAR ACTUAL

FICS 69500 FOR 6-30-88 ISSUED 9-12-88

DOLLARS
1987-88
ACTUAL

1988-89
BINGE IED IIFFERENCE DESCRIPTION

CERTIFICATED

1987-88
ACTUAL

1988-89
BUDGETED DIFFERENCE

2.00 2.00 .00 ADMINISTRATION-SCHOOLS 82.442 91.259 8.817
4.00 4.00 .00 TEACHER-KINDERGARTEN 113.899 123.819 9.920

20.83 21.30 .47 TEACHER-ELENE o 604.341 685.433 81.092
1.00 1.00 .00 TEACHER-BEADING RESOURCE 36.238 38.124 1.886
1.00 1.00 .00 TEACHER-SPECIAL EDUCATION 28.109 30.530 2.421
.00 .00 .00 TEACHER SUBSTITUTE 9.667 13.521 3.854
.00 .00 .00 OTHER 1.642 5.150 3.508

28.83 29.30 .47 TOTAL CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL 876.338 987.836 111.498

CIVIL SERVICE
2.00 2.00 .00 SECRETARIES AND CLERKS 26.780 27,577 597
21.78 24.00 2.22 INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANTS 186.641 210.299 23.658
4.79 5.00 .21 CLEANING AND HEATING 88.067 100.218 12.151
.00 .00 .00 SUBSTITUTE 1.553 4.836 3.283
.00 .00 .00 OVERTIME 2.821 2.028 793-

28.57 31.00 2.43 TOTAL CIVIL SERVICE PERSONNEL 105.862 344.758 38.896

.00 .00 .00 FRrNGE BENEFITS 268.314 306.500 38.186

57.40 60.30 2.90 TOTAL PERSONNEL 1.450.514 1.639.094 188.580

NON-PERSONNEL
.00 .00 .00 SUPPLIES AND SUNDRY 0 0 0
.00 .00 .00 SUPPLIES/BOOKS AND MATERIALS 45.902 14.844 31.058-
.00 .00 .00 OFFICE SUPPLIES 5.870 1.230 4.640-
.00 .00 .00 REPAIR EBUIPNENT 1.590 2.020 450
.00 .00 .00 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 409 4.691 4.282
.00 .00 .00 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 9.775 9.150 625-
.00 .00 .00 STUDENT AC llllll ES 120 150 30
.00 .00 .00 MAINTENANCE 2.809 2.000 809-
.00 .00 .00 FUEL AND U llllll ES 40.915 46.815 5.900
.00 .00 .00 OPERATIONAL SUPPLIES/CONIRACIS 4.492 3.865 627-
.00 .00 .00 PUPIL 1RANSPORTATION 194.989 258.245 63.306
.00 .00 .00 ALL OTHER 173 0 173-
.00 .00 .00 10IAL NON-PERSONNEL 307.044 143.060 36.016

57.40 60.30 2.90 10IAL GENERAL FUND 1.757.558 1.982.154 224.596

OINER LOCAL.STA1E II, FED PROGRAMS
2.76 3.17 .41 FOOD SERVICES 67.909 92.930 25.021
1.07 2.00 .93 CONTRACT INSTRUCTION 36.288 34.508 1.7/10-

.00 .00 .00 ESEA I / ECIA I 0 0 0
AO .00 .00 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION U 0 0
.00 .00 .00 MAGNET SCHOOLS ASSISTANCE ACT 9.687 0 9.887-

S.85 5.17 1.34 TOTAL LOCAL.S1A1E AND FEDERAL 114.005 127.438 13.353

61.73 65.47 4.24 GRAND TOTAL 1.871.645 2.109.592 237.949
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SCH"'L PROFILE

WRIT S0100L6i 64-65; 6546: 86-81

Instructional Level 2-6

Program Offerings
Basic Education Program
Reading_frogrem
Cinti. Instructional Mgmt._Syetem
Developmentallillanitritpped
1_111124LIBIssbilities
Montessori Preschool

39

Program Capacity
2 mfil.efon -88_

ENROILKENT PROJECTION (OCT 1988)
Regular Students

Kdg Actual 73 PT? 37

(rade. 1-12 429

Tntal Regular 71.0

SpeciI Tatra ion
Vocational FIT

Total School _=477
Fed Pre School

ar Healstart

T AMER PROJECTION (OCT 1966)

Standard Alraation
(P/I ratio foreule)

trig

Grades I 17

Taal
additional Allncation
(Program Purposes)
Alternative Pr.grae 4.50
Special Program (See Above)
Sperta Fdacation i 1-4

1.50

to,atIonal Education
V F , Art, and Muriel
Other'

i5P4 1.00

Iota! Tea. he I n (General Fund) . ib

1::56

I. Inclades ...learnt. reacher* of all
kind..., coordinating teachers, FSP

sdalnistraors
2 Teahers w/o hatoroomm, part time.

1o lode. athletic director. &Ivor
education.

4 Ir. index Reading Resurce 'leaner,
I Ionnalor, S,hoo) Nora

LOCATION 615 Clinton Spilmgm_Alrenue 45229 PRINCIPAL Phyllis Willises AREA II ASS'T SUPT Ellie

SUMMARY STATAMENT

The total budget for this elementary school is higher due to
Transportation and Support Staff as explained In the right hand
column.

HISTORICAL DATA
1965-1966 1666-'961 1967-1968
Schl Avg Schl A5I hl

Avg Daly Memberehip
(ADM-Oct) Regular 412 466 426 454 457 503

Specie! 76 26 21 25 II 26

Fed Pre-Sch/Hd -- 19 -- IS 13

Avg Daly Attendance
(ADA-2 Annual)
Reg A Spec 95.3 93.0 96.0 93.4 97.5 93.6

Serial 'Balance
2 Slack 70 4 57.5 60.3 57.8 56.7 58.7

Children/Low Income
Pasiliea Percent 51.6 66.1 46.7 65.6 39.3 65.8
Rant all schools 50th 53rd 64th

Student Mobility
t Trensfealng to
this chool

Days Absence per

cert. employee

Student Achievement
st or above

national median

Reeding
Math

5.3 15.2 4.3 14.3 4.3 15.0

6.5 10.5 9.4 10.3 11.1 10.0

75.7 56.5 73.4 56.4 66.9 40.5
76 0 62.2 77.7 62.6 70.0 46.4

Esurrlm, sx14.1 - (atm To AIIINDIA A)

GRADE 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9-12

Reading 2 80 99 93 94 93 76

110.11 2 96 95 69 68 96 92

Pre-Algebre

1967-86

Thie School
Actual vs Budget

(1)

17.3 17.9

Difference -046

(2)

$ 2060 $ 2059

Difference 9 +21

(3)

$ 1019 $ 1006

Difference $ 411

(4)

$ 136 $ 125

Difference 2 ell

(5)

2_103 2_102

Difference $ el

(6)

2_ 41.7 2_ 359

Difference 2i56

SUDGET PER PUPIL AXALYSIS 1966-69

Comparable Schonl
This School
Difference

3264

4155
767i

SOME CRITICAL FACTORS CONTR1SUTINC
TO THIS DIFFERENCE AA!

(1) Pupil/Teacher Ratio
Similar Schla 1844 This Seh 11.5 Diff -0.9

Normal Difference

(2) Average Temeher Salary.

Similar Schls $2162 This Schl $01 Diff 24149
Due to P/T Ratio 84115 Due to Eeper/Trng $ 636

Morsel Difference

(3) Support Staff:

Admin., Clerical, Custodial, lame. Assts.
Similat uhl. $608 This soa 21126 Diff 24516

Support staff is high due to sdditionel staff
required for the skarn OOOOO program.

(4) Supplies - Equipment:
Similsr Schle 60 Thie Schl 2 67 Diff 2_71

Norma Difference

(5) Facilities.
Similar Schls $ 174 This Schl 2 110 Diff $ -611

Hormel Dif foresee

(6) Tranaportation.
Similar Schl $ 266 Thia Schl $ $41 Diff $4273

Tranaportation is high due to the Cost of

transporting students for the Alternative
Program.

*MIMI FOR SCNOOL EICKLUNCI

The Dealer, fnr School Pecellence Program (DSE) recognises schools publicly for their achievement nf excellence
The ten OOOOO measured Include, reading achievement, uarbemarice achievement, student attendance, writing astery,
staff attendance in rrrrr cial understanding, discipline, parent attitude about the school, student attitude, and
area attitude. To be declared s lames N. Jacobs Merit School, merit imams suet be achieved in ...laity of the
categoric. including the mandatory four reading achievament. who...tics achievesent, stadenr attendance, and
Inr lal underaanding.
This school achieved writ status for the 1965-86 school yea in the following categories

Heading Achievement Student Attendance Student Attitude
Mathematics Achievemat Stft Attendance Teacher Attitude Discipline

lel Und ding ttttt t Attitude (Fut more Information, refer to APPFNDIX C)

410 411



GENERAL fUND

SANDS
CENTER NUMBER 00000001800

CINCINNATI PUBLIC SCHootS
BUDGET VS PREVIOUS YEAR AC TOT

FICS 69500 FOR 6-30-88 ISSUED 9-12-88

1987-88
ACTUAL

1988-89
BUDGETED DIFFERENCE DESCRIPTION

CE FFFFF CATED

1987-88
ACTUAL

1988-89
BUDGETED DIFFERENCE

2.00 2.00 .00 ADMINISTRATION-SCHOOLS 81.649 92.401 10.754
4.00 4.00 .00 TEACHER-KINDERGARTEN 109.680 T24.T06 T4.426

24.90 26.30 1.40 TEACHER-ELENE RRRRR 76T.751 853.544 91.793
1.00 1.00 .00 TEACHER-1EAD1N6 RESOURCE 35.38T 57.221 1.840
1.00 1.00 .00 TEACHER-SPECIAL EDUCATION 30.336 36.747 6.411
.00 .00 .00 TEACHER SuSTITUTE 13.041 13.694 653
.00 .00 .00 OTHER T.806 5.150 3.344

32.90 34.30 1.40 TOTAL CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL 1.033.644 1.162.865 129.221

CIVIL SERVICE
2.01 2.00 .01- SECRETARIES AND CLERKS 27.129 28.517 1.388

26.55 29.00 2.45 INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANTS 229.952 255.291 25.559
.00 .00 .00 SECURITY ASSISTANTS 0 0 0
.00 .00 .00 SPECIAL EDukATION ASSISTANTS 0 0 0

4.78 5.00 .22 CLEANING AND HEATING 92.877 101.792 10.9E5
.00 .00 .00 OTHER 0 0 0
.00 .00 .00 0 : TITUTE 1.903 5.226 3.323.00 .00 .00 OVE,TINE 7.919 5.344 2.575-

13.34 36.00 2.66 TOTAL CIVIL SERVICE PERSONNEL 359.780 398.170 38.390

.00 .00 .00 ERINGE BENEFITS 316.282 359.041 42.759

66.24 70.30 4.06 TOTAL PERSONNEL 1.709.706 1.920.076 210.370

NON-PERSONNEL
.00 .00 .00 SUPPLIES/BOOKS AND MATERIALS 28.399 30.385 1.986.00 .00 .OU OFFICE SUPPLIES 5.551 1.517 4.034-.00 .00 .00 REPAIR ElluIPNENT 1.399 1.999 600.00 .00 .00 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT 623 5.079 4.456.00 .00 .00 ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 12,496 4.905 7.591-.00 .00 .00 STUDENT AC TTTTTT ES 150 T50 0.00 .00 .00 MAINTENANCE 236.300 63.200 173.140-
.00 .00 .00 FUEL AND U TTTTTT ES 40.397 50.076 9.679.00 .00 .00 OPERATIONAL SUPPLIES/CONTRACTS 5.707 3.943 1.764-
.00 .00 .00 PUPIL TRANSPOITATION 244.876 254.585 9.709.00 .00 .00 FIRED CHARGES 0 0 0.00 .00 .00 ALL OTHER 37 0 57-.00 .00 .00 TOTAL NoN-PERSoNNEL 575.995 413.819 160.156-

66.24 70.80 4.06 10104. GENERAL EURO 2 .28% 701 7.835.915 30.214

OTHER LOCAL.SIATE 1 FED PAJGRANS
2.07 2.13 .76 FOOD SERVICES 17.166 67.868 30.7022.00 .00 2.00- CONTRAC1 INSTRUCTION ii,o615 0 33.666-.00 .00 .00 MA I / EtIA I U

0
0.00 .P0 .00 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION U 0 04.07 2.31 1.74- TOIA1 LOCAL.STATE AND FEDERAL 70.832 67.868 2.964-

70.31 72.61 7.32 GRAND IOTAL ?t1SA 0 2.403.783 47.250
112
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SCHOOL NAME Sand.
.110,11 -

MERIT SCPOOL4. 84-8S; 8S-86; 86-87

Inetr,ctional Level K 6

Pr..gree Offerrng.

Mont 1 Pro am
Cintr. I *****

_Learning DlesbilltIes
Monteesoti Preschool

FACILITIES.
Age of 814. 76

Program Csparlte

Otilieetion

ENROLLMENT PROJECTION (OCT 1988)
Regular Student.

ItrIg Actus1 75_

Grades 1-12

Tots1

Special Education
V....trona]

Total
Fed Pro-School
nr Head

IKALHERI POOJECTION (OCT (788)
Standard AllocstIon
(P/T ratio formol.)

ltd.

Crsdee 1-12

FIE 48

532

Regular

School IO

((NATION 940 ropier Street 45214 FS1NCIPAL Sandr. J. Soamet AREA I ASS T SIFT 8arlmger

SUMMARY STATEMENT BUDGET PER PUPIL ANALYSIS

The totsl budget for this eleuentary school le high due to Support
Staff and n portation se explsIncd in the right hand column.

HISTORICAL DATA

---f60Trrr-f786-1781 1787-1788
Schl Avg Schl Avg Schl A

Avg Doily Mesber.hlp
(ADM-Oct) Regular 5711 486 572 454 5112 503

Specie! II 26 V 25 I 26

Fed Pre-Sch/Ndstsrt 17 -- 18 13

Avg Deily Attendsnr.
(ADA-2 Annusl)
Rag 6 Spec 78.3 73.0 78.2 7).4 78.7 73.6

Racier Selene,
2 Slack 47.1 51.5 51.0 57.1 90.0 5E7

Children/Loy [meow
Fsmilles Percent 40.3 66.1 40.7 65.8 40.8 65.8
Rsort - all school. 61rd 60th 62nd

Student Mobility
2 Trsneferring to
this ochool 1.7 15.2 2.1 14.3 2.2 15.5

Days nnnnn ce per

cert. employs. 8.7 10.5 7.0 10.3 8.5 10.0

Studnt Achrevemmt
I st or above
notional moll.

2.00 nnnnn ng 74.2 56.5 72.7 S...IKR Math 80.2 62.2 77.1 62.8
Totsl -ii:Uo

Additional Allocation
(Program Purposes)
AI rrrrr tree Program

71.9.9

Specisl Program (See Above)
Specter Education i 66
Vocational Educa 0

P E Art, and Mos
ocher')

F50 1.00

Total Teachers 1.0 1 Pund) 'SETO

I. Includes Ci4.6r00111 teacher. of .11

kinds, coordinating teschers, ESP.
Erciudes nnnnn istrator.

2. Teachers 0/0 hoeeroom., part tl.e.
1 Inclocies thletic director, &feet

education.
inriudes Reading Resource Teacher,

librarian, CounseInt, School Nurse

-iii7 -88

This School
Actual vs Budge'

(I)

17.1 17.2

Difference .1..

(2)

$..121.1 $ 2160

Difference 1-173

Comparable School
This School

328.

3,511

675

SOME CRITICAL FACTORS CONTRIOUTINC
TO 111111 DIFFERENCE ARE

(1) Pupil/Teocher Ratio:

Similar Ochre 11.4-this Sch gl) aiat -0.1

Normal Difference

(2) Av nnnnn Teacher Salary:

Slmilsr Schls 12162 T111. Ochl 12234 DIff 1 .72
Due to P/T RatIO-1-.16 Due to Reser/Troll loVe

Morsel Difference

(3) (3) Support Staff:
1 71S $ 153 Admi.., Clerical, Custodial, Imo". Aosta.

Similar Schls $ 6041 This Schl 11020 01ff $4-412
Difference 4 -38 Support staff la high du, to the 00000 uctor

0101 unfree in the al 000000 iv.
program.

(4) (4) Supplies - Equipment:
1 82 1 73 Stoller Sad. 1 67 This Uhl 74 01ff 1 .5

Difference 1 .1 Norse! Differ...

63.7 0.5 (S) (5) Ferilities:
611.7 46.4 1 476 1 112 Slmllsr Schle 176 This Schl 1 1711 Diff .25

ESSENTIAL SKILLS - (RIPER TO APPENDIX A)

GUDE: 1 2 3 4 S 6 1 8 7-12

loading 2 75 71 71 87 86 II/

/lath I 11. 73 70 67 86 IA

Pre AI ebra 2

Difference 1346

(6)

1 413 1 460

Diff $ .32

Normal Differing.

(6) rrrrrrrr tette".

troller Mehl $ 268 Thi Srhl 1.4$11111ff 10164
Trnsporttlan Is high duo to the coat
of rrrrr porting tudemt for the
1 ive program.

CSIIGS PC* 1142001.

The Deelan for School Excellence Program (DSC) recognises schools publicly for their achievement of xcellence.
The ten rrrrr murmured include. reading Nebr....moot, emtheuatics achievement, student omen/enc., writing uaatery,
staff sttendsnce, I lel understanding, diaripline, p bout the school, etudont rr e, sod
staff attitude. To ke declared James N. Jacobo Merit School, reit oust I. achieved im majority of the
categories Including the mandatory four: reeding schievernt, Seth...tire schievenent, rrrrr nt sttendanre end
rr 181 understanding.

This school achieved merit etstue for the 1785-86 school year in the following categories:
Nstimmtice Ochre...met rrrrr mg Achieveeeat Staff Attendance V rrrrr g Mastery

lel Und rrrrr Ming Student Ott...lases Attitude DiscIplime
Teacher Attitude rrrrr mt Attitude (For eore Informar.on, refer to IX C)

1
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INTRODUCIION

ADMISSIONS

ADMISSIONS AND RECRUITMENT

NON-SELECTIVE ADMISSIONS

MAGNET SCHOOL RECRUITMENT

PROMOTIONS

ADMISSION APPLICATION
PROCEDURES

Admissions policies in Montessori public schools must avoid tendencies to select only
families already familiar with Montessori education. The admissions procedure needs
to inkrm applicants about Montessori so that parents make the right choice for the
right reasons. The admissions process sets the tone kr the family); relationship to the
school and is the starting point for &lure parent involvement.
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ADMISSIONS AND RECRUITMENT

ADMISSIONS

ADMISSIONS AND RECRUITMENT

Results of a 1988 NAMTA survey of Montessori Public Schools throughout the country indicated that
there are a number of different approaches to handling admissions. Approximately 25 percent of the
Montessori public schools utilized a screening process including a teacher interview in their admissions
process, 47 percent operated on a first come, first serve basis, while still another 30 percent used a lottery
method. Race, gender, and prior Montessori schooling constituted mkOr factors for both selective and
nonselective admissions. Special needs classification, economic or linguistic disadvantages, geographical
location of applicant, had little or no bearing on the admissions process. Almost a third of the programs had
extensive waiting lists. The following procedures characterize most magnet programs:

Prior Montessori schooling usually means that Montessori children are selected from private
Montessori schools which feed into the kindergarten year of the public school. Admitting private
school children is regarded by some districts as elitist because it gives preferential treatment to those
who can afford private school tuition. Other school districts appreciate the infusion of well prepared
private school children as they offer a more balanced class composition.

Magnet schools usually develop advanced promotional material to keep their schools competitive
with other magnet programs. They also distribute handbooks with well defined expectations in order
to discourage those parents who may not have the interest or time for extensive parent participation
that many Montessori schools require at the outset.

Screening is largely used to determine whether the family is willing to Nvork with the school. Parent
involvement and mvareness is oftentimes initiated with a parent observation in order to bring t he
parent immediately inv the Montessori experience. At the time of observation, an interview with a
Montessori trained representative or the principal is (Iesirable as part of the recruitment and
screening process. (See appendix for interview forms and recommendations for prospective parents.)
The primary purpose of the interview is to convey Montessori principles and approaches at the point
of entry and to enlist the parents' support.

Mmissions in most Montessori public schools follow conventional cut-off dates for the entranw age
the child (e.g. you must be there by a specific date Oct(N.r 1). It is recommended that the
admittance of children over age four without Montessori experience should be limited to oik. or two
children per classroom annually for best results.

A few districts utilize recruiters to screen applicants who, like the school administration. can
measure their :Auccess by those who make a long-term commitment to the school.

332
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NON-SELECTIVE ADMISSIONS

ADMISSIONS

ADVANTIGES OF NON-SELECTl E ADMISSIONS

by Timothy Duar

116NOnuti ainiadeas a, Wier selective r miworiedive kt their *kg aimkgium
Me owdawn, MIIHNIIIICalt innikessat ,Nums Mont Munk

The intent of offering Montessori magnet schools as well as other magnet specialties in public school
systems is_to provide options pivviously denied to public school parents and to promote choice, diversity.
desegregation, and increaser; equal educational opportunity in the public domain (Coleman, 1981; Uchitelle,
Harris & Libros, 1984;_Rossell, 1985; Hentschke, Lowe & Royster, 1985; Levine & Eubanks, 1986), Flr this
reason, the type of magnet school increasingly being used is a "nonselective magnet school which has a
distinct curriculum or instructional mode and is open to a broad range of students, not just a select group.

Blank (1983), in a federally funded national study of magnet schools, looked closely at the issue of
selectivity. Selectivity was classified into four types: (1) student self-selection, which is inherent in the
magnet concept; (2) Market focus, which is expressed in the ways magnets are advertised (e.g., as when a

Equal education opportsudig is maintained by an active out-reach ~fun which
hams on Mtn.* and knowing ap on parents who may mt have Lie skills, the
towage, r the conunanity ties to adequately complek the registndion poems kr
school Median.

magnet Ls presented as a rigorous and accelerated program), (3) applicant screening, which may include both
behavioral and academic standards for admission; and (4) postPntry mechanisms for transferring students
who do not perform or behave in accordance with the magnet's standards.

Nonselectivity was defined by the study as magnet schools that: (1) admit stud0nts on a first come, first
serve basis or by means of a lottery, with no consideration of anything but interest in the theme; (2) do not
remand students for any remon; and (3) host lower-spectrum-nee& students (e.g., learning disabled,
emotionally (listurbed).

Mara( recommended that nonselectivity be used as part of the ideal design for cities implementing
magnet schools.

Several cities have established magnet schools which are formally selective through the use of entrance
requirements. Other cities have developed nonselective magnet schools which use open enrollment through
lottery schemes to admit children of all abilities. Access for students on the basis of voluntary preference
and lottery is an attempt to ensure equal educational opportunities for children and avoids the outright
tracking of children based on academic ability or behavior. School systems using tracking have been
successfully challenged in court (Rayvirid, 1985),

Thnothy Dula uwrks in adminuilmtum Ind research wilh the Milwaukee Pub lir &Iwo Is.
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NON-SELECTIVE ADMISSIONS

ADMISSIONS
When imlementing nonselective magnet schools, lottery selection is intended to deal tiuitably with

programs having overennillment due to popular clemand. Lotteries are designed to maintain the ethnic
balance of the overall public school population. In school systems where it is used, parents are informed well
in advance thmugh city-wide mailings of availability of programs and their descriptions, and are given
registration forms to mail or to iiresent to either the particular school. a parent advocacy offke, or the school
system central office. Parents are often asked to select second or third school choices. The lottery c.an consist
of two or three "rounds" in which parents are given their second or third choices as particular prc)grams
become filled.

Equal eclucation opportunity is maintained by an active outreach program which focuses on informing
and following up on parents who may not have the skills, the language, or the community ties to adequately
mmplet the regkration powess for school selection. This is especially the ease when magnet schools offer
innovative programming such as Montessori early childhood education, since many parents may not be
aware of the necessity of early registration for young chihlren first entering schools.

The use of open enrollment based on voluntary preference, lottery selection, and community aware-
nem through outreach can result in formation of equitable, quality magnet schools. Public Montessori
magnet schools have already been establi.shed which are nonselective, provide a service to the school
systems of which they are apart, demonstrate strong academic achievement, and educate in a stimulating
environment a broad spectrum of diverse children.
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RECAVITMENT

ADMISSIONS

CASE STUDY:
MONTESSORI MAGNET SCHOOL RECRUITMENT

by Martha Vincent

*Many amnia" whams.* Menitamect ateamtalrmai aloe adrallios. The oveniler kr a
Notakalatipeamm heap* Availloa ghee* L
la the pnilitingrithohingew with yreopediva parLJ. lb hipirientia awl ait-en and. spina*
about e psevntis liketOka, entree autexpechilens,anitylride them billkiesetsrliasas.

For the past eighteen months I have been employed as a recruiter for magnet schools in a public school
system. The magnet school plan for the district was designed as the remedy in a federally court-ordered
desegregation case, and it gives protection to the proper implementation of vecial themes Montessori in
particular. The Montessori program is self-contained a school in its own right not merely a program
within a school. Administrators and teachers are required to have recognized Montessori training as %-ellas
state certification. Students are admitted to the program only after an interview with the principal or the
teaching staft After the start-up year, only new three year olds are added with the occasional fouror five
year old to fill any vacancies. Applicants for the elementary program must have Montessori preschool
experience in order to be eligible for placement.

Recruiting br this particular Montessori magnet school program was not difficult. Most parer.s
applied without even seeing the building or meeting the principal and stall There was a tremendous rush of
applimtions over a thousand for 180 student slots. The biggest problem was scheduling the prerequisite
interview for the first 300 applicants. Because of the time constraints, the opening year did not allow for
much counseling or screening of parents.

Montessori programs can meet the needs of most every child; meeting the needs of parents is more
difficult. It is important that each parent visitor be welcomed to the school with warmth and hospitality. The
same grace and courtesy lessons demonstrated to the children should be used with all visitors to the
building. In a preliminary interview with a prospective parent, it is important to find out as much as possible
about the parent's lifestyle, valu2s and expectations. This is not to screen out any child or parent, rather it is
helpful information when informing the parent of the philosophy and goals and expectations of the
Montessori program, and when giving the parent an overview of the kind of support and involvement the
school needs so the child will have the best Montessori experience possible.

From the beginning interview it is important to explain the scope of the full primary and elementary
Montessori experience to the parents of preschool age children. It is a challenge to retain children who come
to a Montessori program simply for the preschool or daycare aspect of the program. When a parent who has
made the choice to stay only for the "kindergarten" year decides to continue in the elementary program, it is
clear the interactions with the parents were successful.

The work of recruitment for a Montessori program is really one of retention. It is not particularly
difficult to attract students to fill a primary program, and grievous as it may sound, it is not really all that

Martha Vincent in a magnet $chool recruiter for the Kmaras Citg Missallri Public SchooM.
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RECRUITMENT

ADMISSIONS
important that they come for the "right" reasons. It can be a concern LILA parents choose Montessori to take
advantage of a few hours away from their preschool children or that they need a "socially elite" daycare
center. In reality however. what Ls important is what we have the opportunity to offer the children. not what
brings them to Montessori initially In many cases the child would have no other chance to realize
independence. positive social development. acadenic tools, and life skills without the experiences a
Montessori program offers. Socioeconomic levels aside. many parents simply do not understand the special
needs and developmental stages of their children. Montessori is one of the few educational philosophies that
deals with the vk bole child.

No matter what motivates the parent to choose a Montessori program, "right" or "wrong." it becomes
the responsibility of the school to educate the parent as well as the child. The parent must understand the

The parent most undendand the gating philosophy dike Montessori Method and be
given the opportunity to become Itmeiblor with the pow= goals and expectatams .

guiding philosophy of the Montessori Method and be given tlw opportunity to become familiar with the
program goak: and expectatioos. Parents need to observe the child in the Montessori environment. Then
they must be gently encouraged to align their own goals and expectations with a new awareness and
understanding of the needs of the child.

Parent education is not only desirable. it is esseoLi..1 to the survival of a public Montesmri school. In a
district wnere choices are encouraged and pmgrams become very competitive for students. the largely
misimderstood Montessori program can thrive well at the primary level then lose students rapidly in the
elementary years. particularly at the kindergarten-to-first-grade juncture. It is the job of each administra-
tor. classroom teacher, recruiter. and admissions counselor to provide information to make parents aware of
the tremendous scope of a fully-developed Montessori program that will allow the parent to make an
infiwmed. intelligent educational choice in the best interest of the child.

:336
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Parental Involvement

In order to realize a successful Montessori
Program iarental inyolyement is encouraged
Parents are urged to assist in whateyer syay
they can to support the program and are asked

to communicate Ykith the Leacher on a regular
basis regarding the progress of their child

Registration Proceckwes

Registration is usually on a first-come basis
(provided that vacancies are available)

In order to facilitate organization of classes,
registration of students for the ensuing
school term should be completed between
January-April of the corresponding school
year

Late registrations are accepted proyided that
room is still ayailable in the program

The Whisking criteria are considered on
registration

Ayai lability of space

2 kancouyer district oodents own
preference

3 Siblings) in the program

4 Suitability of the program for the child

5 Parental commitment to the Montessori
program

fi PreY ions Montessori experience is not

required for children enrolling at
Kindergarten and (;rade 4 leyels

Registration forms may be obtained at the
school offic ariytime during regular school
hours

TYEE SCHOOL
3525 Dumfries Street

Vancouver, B C. VSN 355

Phone 875-8397

Prepared by
Information Services

February, 1989

Montessori
Alternative
Program

-In the words a the child
I hear and I forge(
I see and I remember
I do and I underhand

PR MARIA MONTESSORI
11879 1952)

e)g' VANCOUVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
1.' NO BETTER PLACE TO LEARN I
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Montessori Alternative Program

In February 1985, the Vancouver School Board
approval the Montessori Alternative Program
for a three year pilot which negan in
September. 1985 This district program was
located at \ ightingale School until June. 1988.
'Nee Elementary became the new site for the
program in September 1988. enrolling
students from Kindergarten to Grade 4 The
program continues to expand

Historical Perspective& Philosophy

Maria Montessori. born in Italy in 1870, was a
pioneer in early childhood education After
becoming Italy's first woman doctor, her
interests turned to the education of children
and began her lifelong pursuit of studying
child development Her own educational
method evolved The essential elements

include the child, a prepared environment and
guided use of manipulative learning materiak

Maria Montessori believed that education must
be developmental in nature. Her ottservations
indicate that teaching techniques and
curriculum materials must be geared to the
inthvidual child.

She maintained that under her approach
children beconw self-disciplined. orderly, and
iovful about their schoohng Further, she
contended that education was accomplished by

a child's self-motivation resulting in an
intrinsic natural curiosity and a continued love
for the learning process

Teacher's Role

Maria Montessori referred to the teacher as a
"Directress" or "Director" who directs or
channels the child to pursue his/her
educational goals. This procedure follows
Montessori's principle that a child learns
through experience The teacher in a
Montessori classroom endeavors to fulfill the
following roles

1 to understand and be supportive to the
child...

2 to be an observer of the learning
atmosphere...

3 to be the initiator of the **prepared
environment"...

4 to be an "exemplary" hgure for
students...

5 to be the key link between the child and
the environment...

6 to be the liaison between the child, and
the school community...

Some General Prindpies of
Montessori Education

I It is based upon the belief that a child's
natural instinct is to love learning
Children must learn for themselves

2 It encourages self-discipline through the
development of concentration, sequenced
learning activities, problem solving
opportunities as well as frealorn (not
license)

3 Opportunities are provided for mutual help
within the learning environment (multi-
age groups allow the children W learn
from one another)

4 A non-competitive atmosphere is

encouraged The children progress at their
own rate
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Mitchell Elementary School

"Education should no longer be mostly imparting &knowledge, but must
take a new path, seekingthe release of human potentialities "

Or. Maria Montessori
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an integrated schaM environment
a solid academic foundation
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a ooned and responsive faculty
a iuppertive community
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DODSON MONTESSORI MAGNET SCHOOL
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION

NAME DATE CLASSROOM TIME

REASON FOR OBSERVING

PARENT AGE OF YOUR CHILD

(Your position) ADMINISTRATOR TEACHER STUDENT

SCHOOL'S NAME (if student)

OTHER

WELCOME !! We are please that you want to observe in our school and we hope the
visit will be enjoyable and meaniful. Toward that and, we offer these guidelines
for visiting the classroom.

1. In order to have a good view of the natural activities and atmosphere you
need to be as incomsipicuous as possible.

2. Remain seated in the chair provided for observation.
3. Do not engage the children in conversation, example: I'd like to watch

you work.
4. Remember that any child's behavior may be a reaction to your presence in

tne room. This is particularly true of your own child.
5. Make notes of any questions that come to mind and discuss them with the

coordinator after your visit.

A prepared environment has many aspects. So that you may gain a better under-
standing of what is developing in our Montessori classes, we offer these goals
which represent some of our ideals for the Montessori child.

INDEPENDENCE:
1. Initiates own activity
2. Terminates own activity
3. Evidences self-help

RESPONSIBILITY:
1. Returns work to proper place
2. Care Zor environment: Maintenance, clean-up after work or accident, and

care for equipment and supplies

SOCIAL SENSE:
1. Respect fur work of others
2. Adapting to group needs
3. Participating in group activities

INDIVIDUALITY:
1. Selects work to satisfy own needs and interest
2. Works at own speed and for as long as attention lasts
3. Follows own rate and sequence of development

Please stay forty-five minutes to an hour and return this form and the clip
board to the office before you leave. The coordinator will be happy to talk
with you at this time.

THANK YOU FOR VISITING US !!!

435



Appendix 4: Application Them Tyee School, 'tincou4a4 &KM Columbia

Application forms should be simple and sintightforward,

VANCOUVER SCHOOL DISTRICT #39

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

MJNTESsuh: SLIERNATIVE PROGRAM

In order to be ac,:epted into

Kindergarten, a child must be
5 years old on or before Dec.
31 of the year of entry.

THIS IS NOT A FORMAL REGISTRATION FORM

NAME OF CHILD

ADDRESS

Date

(family name) (full gisen legal names1

DATE OF BIRTH SEX: box girl

,.ear T, day

birthdate confirmed by school personnel (birt. certificiite)

LANClAGE SPOKEN IN HOME

NAMES OF CHIOREN PRESENTLY ENROLLED AT TYEE

(date and initlal,)

NAMES OF CHILDREN PRESENTLY ATTENDING COMMUNITY MX-TESSORI TRESCHOOL

NCMBER OF CHILDREN IN FAMILY

NAME OF P1RENT;GIARDIAN: MOTHER
name,

DAY PHONE

FA:riER

(iamil\ nwle)

PPO\E

'.10N1ESSOR1 BACKGROUND (na-ne uf Mdntes-,r1 pre-chD,Ir

name)

PPW;F

(given name)

'E\CL\IN.. PHONE

SCHOu! LAST ATTILV)I:,

uRAD.. IOR SEPTEMF'ER L9

On12.:

As,Igned t-) Gr. Div. reacher list

PR CARD MED CARD S1000

"'YEE SCHOOL
P.'PMEG STREET

VANC,...q..VER, B.C.
1/5e,4 3S5

d



. - 2 -

WHY ARE YOU CONSIDERING MONTESSORI FOR YOUR CHILD?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - ON CONFIRMATION NOTICE

1. kill ou need BEFORE and'or AFTER School Care'

2. Are you interested in registration for :.Junger

3. Are you interested in KINDERCARE"

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (school use only)

s11-ings in the Pre-School'

BRA. !1RE MAILED (if app'---1'-1 r),Ite

CONFIRM:NG IETTER PO PARENT Date

CONFIRMING PHONE CAL TO PARENT Jac,:

437
'
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Thllow-up checklists are usually necessary to the completion o f the admissions process.

Office ofthe Principal

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Public Schools of the District of Columbia
FORT LINCOLN COMMUNTIT SCHOOL

31st & Fort Lincoln Drive, N.E.
Washington. D.C. 20018

FROM: JEROME SHELTON
PR INC IPAL

SUBJECT: MONTESSORI PROGRAM

DATE.

THIS IS TO INFORM YOU THAT YOUR APPLICATION FOR YOUR
CHILD TO ATTEND THE MONTESSORI PROGRAM
FOR SCHOOL YEAR HAS BEEN RECEIVED.

ALL FORMS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AID YOUR CHILD'S NAME WILL
PLACED ON THE WAITING LIST

YOUR APPLICATION IS NOT COMPLETE, AND YOUR CHILD'S
NAME WILL NOT BE PLACED ON THE WAITING LIST UNTIL THE
FOLLOWING FORMS ARE FILED IN THE SCHOOL OFFICE

COPY OF YOUR CHILD'S BIRTH CERTIFICATE
COPY OF YOUR CHILD'S IMMUNIZATION RECORD
PROOF OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA RESIDENCE
CLASS V1:-ITATION BY PARENT HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED
PLEASE CALL THE SCHOOL OFFICE TO MAKE AN APPOINTMEN1 TO
VISIT THE MONTESSORI CLASS

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PHASES OF THE APPLICATION PROCESS MUST
BE COMPLETED BY MAY 31, 1989 FJR ENTRANCE IN THE FALL OF
1989



from the outset dot participating in school activities is expected.

PARENT SURVEY September 15, 1988

Dear irents of Tyee Elementary (Montessori Alternative):

As a group you enjoy an enviable record of involvement and commitment
to the Montessori program over the years. Your continued support and the
support of new parents to the program is essential to our school. As we
follow the development of your children as learners, we need to work
together. Please complete this suzvey and return to the school as soon
as possible.

A. This section of the survey will help us collate information as to
your areas of interest so please complete the form (tonight, if
possible) even if you have already contacted us personally. A de-
finite commitment at this time is not necessary. Please feel free
to contribute to more than one group/activity.

1. Preferred Activity:

a) classroom helper a)

b) making materials (home, school) b)

c) driving on field trips c)

d) special events (fundraisers, etc.) d)

e) musical/drama assistance e)

f) sport assistance f)

g) art assistance g)

h) most activities h)

i) library helper i)

j) lunchtime volunteer .1)

2. Preferred Year Level:

3. Preferred Times:

a) available at a regular time each day Hours a)

b) available at a regular time each week Hours b)

c) available at irregular times, difficult to pinpoint c)

d) available on an "on call basis" d)

4. We are also interested in providing a variety of experiences for
the children. Please indicate if you have an occupation or an
interest w'lich you might share with them ;i.e. calligraphy,
filmmaking, driving, -ooking, a cement truck, etc.).

SIGNATURE

TELEPHONE

349
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Appendix 7: Interview Form John Burrough's Montessori School, Washington, l).C.
Th s pre-interview questionnaire offers excellent folking poin (Ow a sehool-pairntadmissions interview:

,

1.4
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ADMISSIONS

21. Is your child restricted in any physical activity?

22. Has your child ever been seriously ill? Hospitalized?

23. Dcats your child have any problems with: sight, hearing,
speech? If yes, is he currently under treat-

ment

24. Is these any additional information that you think would help
us to knuw your child better?

Thank you tor giving us the above information. It has been said
that the MonteSsori environment is one that usually meets the
needs of all children; however, it may not meet th neds in a
particular situation -- for xample, a child with a disabilityor
a home environment that is incompatible with the classroom nvi-
ronment. In such cases it may be advisabl to enroll the child
on probation. If your child has difficulty adjusting, we will
make every effort to work with you in helping him. However, be-
cause of the large number of children in ach class and the young
ages at which we accept them, we cannot guarantee that every chid
will be able to make this adjustment. If a child becomes a
disturbance to the other children or otherwise unduly disrupts
the orderly atmosphere of the classroom, we may have to ask that
he be withdrawn temporarily or permanently, depending on the
nature of the problem.



INTRODUCTION

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

THE CHILDREARING MODEL

AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

DISCIPLINE

CLASSROOM TOUR

TELEVISION

NUTRITION

SCHOOL MODELS

ATRISK FAMILIES

Research has shown repeatedly that parent involvement correlates with student
achievement. To win parents over; the school must communicate clear understandings
about Montessori pedagogy and philosophy through media and meetings so that the
home can play the vital role needed to complement Montessori education. The Mon-
tessori magnet school builds community through decision making and goal setting
established by parents working with administrators and teachers (Advisory Councils).

353
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THE CHILDREARING MODEL

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

MONTESSORI: THE CHILDREARING MODEL

The family is the center of human development. Montessori has, implicit within its philt)sophy. a school-
based family support In-0gram which promotes child developnwnt ideas in the home.

THE PREVENTIVE MODEL

Montessori is a developmental model. It takes into consideration the extreme sensitivity of the child
to the actions and expectations of the adult. The principle is that the child wishes to be in the company of the
adult, to imitate the adult's voice and actions, to belong to the community

Many times, there are attempts to supersede the sensitive balance of Montessori discipline by
introducing different discipline pmgrams including Arent Effretiveness Training, RthenMazlish Ginatt,
Dreikurs, Assertive Di.scipline, Thsitive Threnting, etc. However, as part of its comprehensive plan,
Montessori has a distinctive discipline mode which it uses to help the child become more self-motirated in
the classroom.

Most parents have been raised in the habit mode. This might be described as controlling the impulses
of the child and directing the child's behavior through rewards and punishments.

In contrast to the habit mode, the adult in Montessori educatior woi ks in a helping mode. The adult
assumes that the child has the innate tendency to find a level of activity at each stage of development.
Parents, then, receive training by the Montessori school in methods to aid the child in expanding activity
while the parents observe from the sidelines.

Traditional Montessori
(Habit Mode) (Helping Mode)

I. Correct the child's behavior, or misbehavior will I. Consider the emtaions, fears, reactions, and
persist. anticipations d the child.

2. Social training is necessary in order to complete 2. Children have a natural ability to self-perfect, to
proper development of the child. learn.

3. Children need to be dominated in order to obey 3. Children obey out of low.
Punishment and reward are effective
motivators.

It is important to convey Montessori discipline and its parts to parents: freedom of activity; choice,
adult intervention and its limits, observation, responsibility, and perception. One frequently utilized
technique in a group meeting is the discussion of the child's point of view. Regular meetings can bring the
collective wisdom of the group to bear on everyday problems, providing they are described concrete:y to the
group. Bedtime, dinner, getting ready in the morning, taking responsibility for chores, putting toys away; all
are practical issues which often can be solved by using the helping mode looking at the childs-need for
independent activity and simultaneous adult involvement. The independence of the child does not imply
abandonment by the adult, but rat her interdependent community functioning.

3,54



THE CHILDREARING MODEL

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

MONTESSORI THEMES FOR PARENTS

The Montessori educational system works best with the involvement and understanding of parents. It
is for this reason that parent education is such an important part of its pedagogical design. The style of
discipline, the non-competitive approach, the order of the prepared environment, and the exploratory
independent work need the enlightened involvement of the home. The following themes provide the
framework for a well-rounded parent education program and exert the highest e.rpectations on the parent's
role:

The Child's Prepared Environment

The home can be adapted so that the child can participate in the activities of the household. "A child's cm-ner"
in every room allows the child to coexist with the adult while maintaining his or her own activities.

Discipline

The child works in order to belong to a community and needs to be supported in activities which enhance
development. We must model attitudes and activities for children and show them how to cultivate a friendly
feeling towards error. Rewards and punishment offend the spirit and are external to true discipline.
Independence should be a natural outcome of discipline.

Language

The child absorbs the language of the environment the names and classification of living and non-living
objects in the world. Language can be presented to the child in ways which enhance confidence, expression,
and interpretation. There are ways to encourage the thinking and responsiveness of the child that the
parents can ::;e in the home to complement the work of the school.

Literature

Literature is part of our culture that can enhance development in different ways depending on the particular
stage of development. Selected books should lw in the environment and read regularly

7 e Child in Nature

The relationship of the child to nature is at the same time sensorial, linguistic, scientific, and can result in a
fundamental sense of identity sexual, human, and ecological.

Movement

Movement is indispensable to development, both mental and physical. It is manifest in all a..pects of
learning; it is an antidote for passivity, and it is the key to early sdf-confidenee and productivity

Television

Television watching in any amount means a reduction of movement, language, reading, and real experi-
ences. The very nature of the Wlevision experience, whatever the conWnt of a )rogram, can have detrimen-
tal effects, especially for children under six.

:355



THE CHILDREARING MODEL

PARENT INVOLVEMENT
ibod Habits and Nutrition

A variety of good foods, arranged so that the child can choose what to eat, will build good eating habits and
better human reiations naturally. A child needs to be included in as many facets of meal selection.
preparation, and clean-up as possible.

Montessori Itdagogy in the Home

In order for parents to participate in the learning experiences of their children, it is essential that they
be informed rewarding the special classroom materials and philosophy of Montessori education. Suggested
areas of programming are: the three period lesson, asking questions, the academic areas, handwriting, the
initial sounds, how to read with a child, memorization of math facts, the meaning of self-motivation and
interest, the relationship of the whole to detail, the skills of research and the differences between toys and
Montessori materials the latter incorporating qualities of isolation of the difficulty, sensorial discrimina-
tion, and aesthetic qualities.

Prepared by David 'c 1989
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PARENT INVOLVEMENT

SUGGESTIONS TOR ACTIVITIES TOR THE PRESCHOOL CHILD

INTRODUCTION

Mak, ERE-.1'ET trips t. the library for books and road A LEAST
ore bcck t cur child -very day. Discuss the book wher yu ar
fini hed and re.lew the vocabulary in tho bock. Repeat :cabu-
1az Jr.g thr weok to be sure cuncepts are clear. Sorre booKs
th.a' ire I: d and special strauld be read many many imoc 'fur in
the s rr- eh. Although you may tire of the same book, y: i !

rover .111. Please read only factual and true-to-life
f i-, tales or fantasy books aht 11 the .1! 1 -

a -a' . _ yoars old.

be se'ec 1-e at-u TV viewing. A preschool child shoull flCt
mcre than a total of one hour of TV a day. It is prefera-

blo th it ho watch NO TV inless there is a vory special r r
Do ri,t tr:e T- tocomo your babysitter.

Sugion'l ft: l',1.1L'ref (chores) around the house:

setting and learing the table
tilling 'al- s,,akor-, ano' Jgar bowl-
cleanin j si..ks
dusting and polishing furniture
sorting silver.are from ilshwashor
emptyihg wa-o '-,
making beds
f ; lau Iy

I tral ; .eees f laundry
t-a n 'Sr r I ,

r,13hOnIng
pourin iir k-
Tak j ; ple nches (t.e., toast, spr, 1,41: r. ' :" '1
^ ire; while prent washes czt-, af.nroaki. k of cp.cia' ' l

tld magazines
Fl3r1!Iti.7 and aeed1-1 3 lard;-_n

,.! ; ! at, in,r a r: 4e; ^

I. hil In yo,ir pro;ec'1, k 1, and
h 0 e- 'or. I hT lie of --pa ;r' c,

I , r M

o 1i(ie cur n ur qh4pIn1 t r ir ard
talo ar,..q, the , u see. Eamiliar.z, lim 1 w

cf ai,1 vegetablcs, oc al I , t

whIeh u ray not ti' essar ii y buy, tut he, -' 0 11

al 0, he r ,
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Appendix 2: Discipline: Objecthes and Goals of a Montessori School Milwaukee Public Schools, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
A rery nice encapsulation iphe Montessori (!pprixich to psychologg discipline, and gmund rules tor parents a itd teachers.
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NARIk NOMMSORI'S RUMS

Listed below ale Dr. Montessori's rules tor the treatment of the child
by the directress in school You w.11 find them useful in ;our own
rela1i0nship with tne ch.ldren,

I. Never touch the child anless is a:tea ray firn cr Ler (in some form
or the otherI

2. Never speak ill of him in his presence or .n his absence

3 Concentrate on developing and strergthening what is good in him.
Take meticulous and constant care ot the e-iirchment. Teach proper
use of 'hirgs and shuw the place whe' ethsi are Kept.

4 :te ad.At .., to be active when help! a the &LIld to establish
relarbn wl' his environment aLd rema.r ogrwgrlly passive but inward-
ly aLtive wt,e- this relation has bee:. est,r .shea

I. Tne ddolt gst respect the kh,ld who mares a mrsnaKe w...hout
ccrrec,ing .t airek..y Put te hhe m0st stcp a j MISJWS 0.- the envi-
rommemt and a"y action which e-dirgers ch.Id or tee other members
of tte csmm..ult,

b The aaa, aIda, he .er 1, , ,wer hte ca., it the ch.ld who
sta0as am re,d I ,r'n/le r ihu atwa,m .1%.1 re 4 to the child
whm appeals ta tt,e l_eacher

-. The ada.t p,s' respect tf.e wh, rcs, au, wa,,Les others
work.sq anu 1 _t d.st_ab the chl,j, se.ther tall nor : gue tim,her to

I act..,.ty

help tt-,se w: sear' c act.v.ty

adt.. 0, here: ae, h. , r.nr .ci.eat ; lesennat ions
w', yet wt,, need ut,

;2 are 17nerftect ;Dr: It a' ,b-l et 0.r, rarn, with care,
a_rr Ii. 1..cr,i W tr, mi.; a a, 1 ar.l.° a . presence

abr n'or Wi l,is f

aiwayg t, a,', :re _f

a -4

Huk ADULTS SHOW LACK ot RESPECT

VOICE
Condescending
Angry
Loud

OVER-D1RECTION
Not allowing children a chance to make their owL ...,c:,serles Direct-
ing what they say and how they say it.

LOKS
Angry
Disgusted

UNNECESSAR1 HELP
Staying too long with a child for a lesson
Doing something for a child rather than helping tte child learn how
Doing things in the classroom rather thah lettirg the children do
them, in order to expedite things

PHYSICAL THINGS
Bodily moving a child
Dragging him or her around, hold ,1 or to it cr her

CORRECTING E4RORS
Correcting their speech
Changing letters on uheir paper,

FIXING UP WORK
Tidy.ng up work .hat's laid out
Putting paper!, .h hrder for them ih a book
Throwing away wurh "not good enough" to take 1.!me
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PARENT INWILVEMENT

Appendbi & Discipline: Conduct Sheet North Avondale School, Cincinnati, Ohio
An effective communkation device for situations which require positive reinforcement at home.

*** NORTH AVONDALE MONTESSORI SCHOOL ***

CONDUCT SHEET

FOR

STUDENT: ROOM NUMBER:

This sheet i co be looped at by you each day and signed. This is a
report on your child's behavior, and if you have any comments, please
write them below and return daily.

WEEK OF
/ /

..

CLASS
TEACHER
COMMENTS

PARENT
COMMENTS

MONDAY

Signed:

Signed:

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Si ned:

THURSDAY

Signed:

FRIDAY

Signed:

363
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Appendix 4: Code of Disdpline (1988) North Avondale Montessori School, Cincinnati, Ohio
A simple contrast of Montessori discipline 'under normal conditions and extreme misbehavior and its consequences are presented in this memo to the parents.
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A Primary Montessori class is coaposed of
children between the ages of 2 1/2 and 3
In the midst of all the movement and con
versation, mach individual is cresting the
person'he is becoming.
Most lessons are given individually. Once
a child has received a lesson, he may take
it from the shelf and wo..k with it as long
as he/she likes. The activity cycle
completed by returning the activity to its
special place. ready_for the next person.

Entering the class at 2-1/2 or 3, the child
is introduced to the lessons of Practical
life. These activities aid the child
in developing uscular coordination,
concentration and independence.

Care of the person ectivities include various
dressing frames which isolate one difficulty
at a time snapping, buttoning, tying, and
so on. mar.-

Pr
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Polishing activities are appealing to young
children. They enjoy applying polish to an
object and unc.vering a shiny SurfaCel

rewlk

The washing activity consists of a lengthy
sequence of ovements. intense concentration
results as tt.e eater and the bubbles absorb
the child's attention.

-

a/.
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Dirty polishing cloths are scrubbed and hung
to dry.

Handwashing is another water activity which
is enjoyed by the yotaig child.



The bells trai -. the ear for work with the music scale.
With the first exercise, the child pairs Identical
sounds.

With the touch boards, the child feels rough
and smooth surfaces.

Building the broad stair, the child experiences
tbe differert dimensions of each prism.

&CIO



tj,

Primary colors are introduced with the first bc4
of color tablets in a simple matching activity.
Later, with box 3 of the cloor tablets, the child
lines the tablets up in gradation.

Preschool children construct the binomial and
trinomlal cubes as purzles.

g



Since the preschool child's approach to life
is through his senses, the Mmtessori Sensorial
Material provides xporismee which sharpen the
child'd observation porrors.

Tracing the shapes of the geometric cabinet
prepares the child's hand for writing while
connecting the hand and tha mind in uscular
emory. The vocabulary prepares the child
for the study of geometry.

'..ylinder blocks help the child to discriminate
size. The control of error is in the material.
If a mistake ia made, the child will recognize
it and correct it himself.

With-the geometric solids, the child is given
the language for each solid as well as the
opportunity to fosl-oach figure.
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The study-of geography opens many new interests
for the children. Preschool children are intro-
duced to the names of continents and countries
through the puzzle naps. Once the child is able
to read. he labels the salmi.

sw...:,

Montessori education consists of a trianglei
the interaction of the child. the teacher. and
the materials. The children create themselves
through their environment. coordina.e their
bodies. stimulate their minds, and develop
life long happy attitude towards the world
and the joy of learning.
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ha sibendsnce of Language materials aro provided
which enlarge tbd child's vocebalary and knowledge
of the world.



The phonogramms combinations-such as sh, ch.
end oo are explored with tho movable alphabets
isolating the phonogreses mound and helping the
child to Do aware of tam combination.



Tussle words, words that do not follow any roles,
suet be memorised. Children mmke a game out of
quizzing soh other.

The preschool child is introduced to the function
of words attivities with the farm. fhe,adjective
activity includes. for example, the phrase. nh.
little pig'. fIrmsmar symbols are used to represent
various parts of-speech.



The preschool.child's math esperiame begins
with the number rods. As he places his hand
on each colored pigment, he counts the quantity.

The child learns the number symbols by tracing
the sandpaper numerals. The tactile sense'
connects 1k. head and,the mind and prepares
the Child for mating.

The spindle boxes introduce the concept of
zero. The child places the quantity of
spindles repreeented by the symbol in each
compartment. The zero compartment is-left
empty.



,

The golden bead materials introduce thedesimal
systss. The quantity is given first. unit, ten,
hundred. thousand. Then the symbol. Then the
quantities and aymbels together. The material
is weed to intredese addition. sabtractien.
aultipliaatien alA divisism.

_

After ostensive work with the golden bead
material. the child works with the stamp
gene. The children perform ail math operations
with this materiel. It is a little sere
abstroct than the goiden bead materials the
child must understand the written ymbols
on the stamps.
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In a multiplication exercise, the child lays
out the bead bars of 8 to represent the 8
times table. For example, 8 x 2 is represented
with a ten bar and a six bar.

Preschool children keep a simple record of their
weather observations.

§, 489 490



Appepdit 6: "Television: It's Not whatiou %kb" -= Matte/sod Mks to Rirents (194).
&rents need rentinders as to just how harmful television_isfor children. Available fart-75 per copy front NAMA, 2859 Scarborough Rd.;

Cleve1nndlits.,DH34118.

MONTESSORI
TALKS TO PARENTS

NEWSLETTER

TELEVISION Volume No. 1

It's Not WHAT You Watch (excerpted from the Plug.lx-Dnig)
Toe the pear If was, scao/ogras

echeoant .g.td Aso. .4.4
the emu of felesdlort .0,2,1,e off tato:
ttOdsto Ther e et e moo., threcom ermottl
she toolemre premien., AN Nino., pro.
trommore ond the Nohnst motrommtotom
thmthOemott them peopmeett of
mem penh000m telmetow memo,
'Armed mehmg,..e4Mtve mmom,
nthell Some mirth. Arm* tometote
tram tem telemoon Mae wee of moo.
MON,. OW, 5onery OM, etch-re, tooteh
Mot rsOltroDf r m
;mt.', fp. 05 W.,* Mew Cgo.

Moot.* deal toilk Melt of enr.tot
Anplos fakers Iwo the ogle

Arnhem MOP. ommthate cr3 went
fon.. Mould be hOT ow the effeots
soma Mho., from whet a hem oh lefe.
tom+. Dot AVM+ ow the effect of Me tele
toto I4001500* ad/ The ferrly "refer*
Ode expertehre" ontradxeorr s, A,Ve
Wk, Iffeenraj so the methoo: 0.041.0011
foe o 101e7j (MN Li of OW Insai of
ettploreot end orpthehong ho work:
posh om trod KIM VW It AU ka,kts ond
somoth- An mommees awl mate pullet.
pate loth m thstommtotthe mot teochl The
mon; ththl lehmt ht mom*.
'mutate/oily, toga. Ittl fVfrierten
Of &food( hemming home') to the temItt
from imassghts bode steettrk Tot".tt
hookworm, ehd pommel., to devektome
ins akflect (ton ohm IA...VI rekvstron
pops,. .s nOevenew a, NW
oh* I bemuse motor tiro men e whops
P. from kni ft hmuttatet 05. ,11710.41

sTriOdo or phrwallr on, e o tette
cod moloe NAM Me more thtld /MOM a
eater

The follows: nom, extrtpted from
Nene Nem s reasered *ore, The Plog.LI
Dem. gamin the um, of telettoo cod
err c Oaf on tie Mold It tomemporom
me, yet tendril 54 a r4.0,11, fOl the
demltiment of the <ha SN

by Made Winn

Concern about the effcap [demean
on "linen has centered alma/ ttchasels

oo the comma of the mamas Adana
*etch Me say nava of Me alum. ex
prom., as opposed to the commis of lac
programa, as rarefy comakend coma by
avocalyta" tankers of the Metultan
salloof who focus on the &tad come-
Matian of the tcleanon espersence rather
Man WO Haas on sedoulual dlealopenal
Pahaps the mashangmg array of sights
and nand. consols on of the tna.tnne
ha *Al variety Of I54453 sfeetitt the e)e
and the barrage of ham, and -Iteleloart
ti3er41 temtung the eat loom the sna
wool a ,aholoototom for lawman It
IS easy to +Partook a deceposety smote
fed onee amyl salkaing hies Waist.%
Ofse It oUCIWIStelt.15600 rather than hilr
tOg WIT othe °mance

Kasha the roam. b.es *woad a
' sesame Same' or ' itaierman."
%smear of klue" CM 'Toone." there . a
sealant of el pewee aboin OIl alcatuon
aching. Carman spearia phyuckinal
nachannins of the eyes, ears and brawl
wood to the sneak (enamel (55, ta

tamaanto screen regardless of the 0050005
COMM, of the CeOrostD. Is D I
Isa.100. Mg Mann la lame aef
paacadar sensory mama an a pannutst
say, no mann ohm the 'Palatal might be
Thar n. rodent no other openeoce ID
cudd's life that masts ware so nada
nate *hale demandsng so fink an flo*

Prnahoal MAW, are the ante largest
alesaon a Aka. so Amrsk.. sorattng a
yeast number of total barn and a greater
peomoreon of then *grog day sarclung
triennial than any COO( age poop, Ac
OrtUng IC ore sone), nudf Ill 1912. Oa-
dem an the 2 ios group spend an average
of WI boom Mk *eck watching tele,
sts106..hik charm in the All groat
spend 10 hours *what. Sod mat sue
lea agent figurn up to 5-6 kens *ea
for preschool amen 150, the most con
1011105 eVoklitet andacate VW preschool
efuldreel In Amok, are spendag more than
a dad of these name barn *archmg refs
anon

Mc childcare wens and adsnas
Amason parents have noose to depend ca.
la Dr Spats, the Dr 01110{I1, et al . Roe
itraced the alms., camerae almod
...alertly In spor of the fat thal tele.
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the dame' Indeed telemmet as a papac
anutuneta of image and load kads to
"%loch of the attar and has a &same
effect on learning. Su Montessori abo
sic* at the matertatuation of aformation
about the *odd al Mutual* to the cfuld's
dare to Inv* and to Aare The Oman"
tug clsJd needs to go 0111 1>M...I his
hatmettlate place Montessori csteaskh Nth
muse Commas *No rim amassed of the
me/Clovedia sat 'Amen represenung
evelyttmg that Pules oP Me *odd

Telesnoon is a supplement to the imapa
awn sAl hke Commas brags to the add
a wider ar* of his planet ad We's form.

nanny lust teammate. spectra's axe%
I. man subs:note for "'dome. Moan.
soa a long hat ago tor* CI% ISSeetW
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.1 child needs to
be Included in as
man) facets as
possible
surrounding
meals It gives
lam a tremendous
sense of
accomplishment
and ads In his
independence.
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The Home Eating Environment
by Sue Newman

Meal gestation end &nine Moe!, d br
JUI end / re front tension ihe crold
should be aerohed the plertnine rhe
owe, end Mould reit port in Me
OWaleriene.

Malone C. Dam
mow ...mu. Co..Wa

sna....1 teen.

Emo ta the busiest of households. the
Utahro often the gathenng spot fot
fund), ate. Children and patina come
t WM!" foe coon maned 404 contact. the
focal poem bong the PrePeration
of reeds. What shoukt be quiet pad.
torsranon of lose and eon.. is ottert
reduced to tense and axiom eapenences
foe both parents ad &Oren Meals do nc4
get eaten .4 congenial conversation
replaced nels "No's" aod mwecr.
Patera fret end foss ma the tut of food
going into their clukt's mouth, to sen,
nothing of the troths and mum they enni
as feed drops to the tableeloth, the cartel
oe a bp. The only Mena iet Ibex worn.
sawn ts the fund, deg, poised to devout
the month that escape the plate,

flaunt the home envooninent ts crew
al to the mans before snd duting meal.
times. Acclaimed child Psyded.a. Do
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much to do nth the success of Ware of
eating. The child aims Ott as to km
capecipes and ahosyocranes, It is unto the
+dull to be den to thew cues and to respect
the duld's Woofs and dames." Me
rha nit Ye on of Wes The hey aord is
muse. A Odd needs to be induded lit as
may facets as possible surrosioding oats.
It pm luta a tremendous sense of sc .
eolopinhateot and Ws in ans independence
Was the hope of mhosol some of the
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foe preparing the home/techro ensirom
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IS. Inviti the duld lately dear away the
dishes after the meal. He could pn the
plates In the dishwasher after pod rime
them. re.

These weedy soene of the many ways to
ad a child's tanag hatets.Setues the aro.
Re Rang the table. is a imtalal fader
in meal preparation. Comma. this tont
throughout the meal is the key to emoyuble.
stress Ira farndy eating. You art the
tather by the Mat* you set. Asoul
oasts...est ounces and edglat,', iade:
d'aare eet regard ra Mtge 41 the table.
Allow the chsld to eat his food in an
atmosphere of rdeation. Often, the
uneasiness of children at oseahlrne and thou
rehearice to eat n directly correlated to
these racoons to the table converses. ant
to the whole atmosphere surrounding the
real. Be patieu. and consistent wads your
expectations of your child's manners snd
habits at the table. A young child tnes his
hadest to do the best he can at Mat
OK411011 Do na atom mom. He val Peo
pea according to Ns rhythm. not yours.
Cent1y remind your Mud to my. "Please"
when Ldtlag foe Someltiog and "dna.
you" +hen radvms. A soft 'doper is his
at n a worn alternative to tepeuntodtog
hum 10 Iowa of the family, Rouen an the
family nicathers to say "excuse me" "h,
they art relished !SIMS and nab to km
the table. It so Wrath f or a youngster to to
quietly what he wags for the adults to
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awed?" er111 firtree tertunstable sums
Oft everyone. Masud C. Dan, a food snd
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National Red Cron. soros up this way:
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Wendt the cantooMeot ad the materials
foe developon goal habits to mety phase
of thing. Good food habits lard table rnan.
nos) do not happen:they must be taught."

The suggestions noted above follow the
gegeral purposes of Practical life menus
in the Montessori dastroont. Holdfally.
the hoax/techtn emuonment 54154 the
child to a myriad of says. to pet hien
experience and nuncio.. in everyday
activities. to emphasize the soloaste asd
order necestatl tor the Pal
cassette!. of task. to Plow the ch2d
mamma. Worthen, foe irdependem,
purposeful scanty, and to enhance further
development of fthe motor control. These
ant all quantal found in a Montessori
meritoomea. Dr. Mornessod graphed
freedom foe the add as reabOitig Nos

"his hit, the obstades which caa lat.&
nomad development. The freeing of scidd
consists In reosenng so for . Pa./te the,e
obstacles through dem and thorough
study of the tam net* of cab' ehrlahood
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ChddiShe pet no to say that dults beet a
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and proeneelly, (shreds to the enema, Oa
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furenthed with chdd-onereed atintiessthsch
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determined pod." Ilse duld monied pain.
tas he the likdien a toble ends dual.
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Wow "These actIntimfavite adult to do
menethag. to carry out a teal task with
prams) goal to De obtanted." An
iiiirOggiegt that frees the child to 6, such
oak oot poly helps lameove the chid's
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The home eanroament an "adapt" to
the needs and rendenad of the child, just
as the Montessori classroom anemias to.
sPoctlicalty in the Practical Life area, The
enevonment, then, keyto the atmosphere
arsd atimide surrootolog the chdd's eating
babes. Simple yet imponent Peettanhoas

the 'kitchen cars mate foe dellghtfid
tepast where good m.00's computhte
indeed a complement to. good tames II

"Infants ifft frOM AV months of age on to choose their own food
from a wide Selection soon began to eat exactly Mace foods which
were most nourishing. They were perfectly happy and well
nourished, while they made their own choices, with no interference
from adults, among meat, eggs, fruits, and vegetable

Did Y011 Eat" See a Fat Salami
Ruth Adams
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Appendix 8: Northrop Npws Splash -= Northrop Montessori School, Minneapolis, Minnesota
A sample newsletter with good ftwts, interviewsartieles, calendar, and news foal build a sense of parent

belonging and involvement in the school.

382

Science Fair April 13 &14...Talent Show April 29

Northrop
ews Sprash POLIPIO

Vol 2, No. 8 Northrop Montessod School, 1611 E. 46th St.. Minneapolis, MN 56407

Terra Girard, Editor April 1988 Ted Pollard, Principal

Survey Finds Strong City-wide Montessori Support
Minneapolis parents have an
extremely positive opinion of
Montessori programs according to
a survey presented to the Minnea-
polis Board of Education Wednes-
day April 6.

The survey done by Minne.ota
Opinion Research (MOR) was
designed to measure response to a
recent task force report that
recommended parents be allowed
to choose with certainty the

Montessori
openings would

need to quadruple
to meet demand

elementary program their children
attend, but have far less control
over the choice of huibling to
which the child is assigned.

MOR surveyed 660 Minneapolis
parents. 340 with children In
Minneapolis elementary schools.
320 with preschool but no school-
age children. Only seven parents
with children in Montessori
programs were part of the survey.
and there is not indication which
of the two schoolsNorthrop or
Han they attended.

Survey
Continued on Page 9

POSITIVE INTERVENTION
Lora Plain

My position is actually two
Jobs: Intervention, which is
working with children who are
at risk to fail the Benchmark
Test: and Achievement, which
is working with 2nd graders
who were retained I give
them a seperate reading and
math program.

I take small groups of children
out of the classroom and work
on basic skills. I like having a
more individual relationship
with each child, and can indi-
vidualize the program for
them.

Onads
ELC ReportsPage 2
Classroom Reports Pages

3, 4
CalendarPage 5
Minutes of March 1 Meeting

on the Montessori
Teacher Shortage 6

Meeting NotesPage 7
Cam Gordon on

MontessoriPage 8

I have taught 1st through 3rd
grades. I am not really trained
for Montessori, but I am
learning. I talk with the other

Lora
Continued on Page 10

1

Jill Carlson,
I work with students who are
at risk for not passing the
Benchmark Test. mostly 2nd
and 5th graders who scored in
the lowest 25th percentile last
year in Reading and Math. I
do work with 4th and 5th
graders, because we are nnt a
Title 1 school. and I have some
extra time to cover these
grades. I am not trained in the
Montessori Method. I concen-
trate on Benchmark skills. I
take the children out of the
classroom for half an hour at a

J111

Con.inued on Page 10
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BENNET PARK MONTESSORI SCHOOL

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

THE BENNErf PARK
MONTESSORI ASSOCIATION:
A COLLABORATIVE MODEL
OF HOME-SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP

by Rae Rosen

Bull blob Montesoori magnet developed a home-school partnership bginduding parents in setling objec-
lives, developing piodlies, and *Maths kschool akivities.
Aires* purticiPate in the Monthlt Meeting and Mod seven subcommittees to address Specific nee*.
Arent* ittainlidn a &lip presence at the schOel and volunteer in many capacities such cp computer
literacy, newsletters,-the hunsanities curriculum social services, etc.

INTRODUCTION

Thc Bennett Park Montessori Association (BPMA) was established in 1977 when Buffalo's magnet
school program was first initiated. The school adminstrator suggested the development of a true home-
school partnership as an optimal goal for the group. That is, parents were invited to join tho staff and the
administrator in setting objectives, developing priorities, and initiating activities that would enhance the
learning climate and maximize the opportunities for the growth and development of every child. Since
parents were now able to choose a particular school program for their child, enthusiasm was high, although,
the uniqueness of the Montessori option still raised some issues of concern.

It was decided early in the BPMA's history not to affiliate the group with the PTA. because parents
wanted everyone to "belong," whether or not they paid the standard dues required for PIA affiliation.
Membership became automatic upon enrollment of the child at school. Since both the administrator and the
parents visualized "participatory democracy" as an appropriate model for their meetings, a formal
organizational structure was vetoed, in favor of a "steering committee" in which (tveryone was welcome to
participate. The steering committee was viewed as the decisionmaking body with other committees to be
formed as needed. The steering committee (currently referred to as "The Monthly Meeting") is managed by
a rotating chairperson. A member volunteers to take minutes at the meeting one month and then serves as
the chair the following month. The Monthly Meetings are held at the school in the evening. The agenda
usually consists of reports by the ongoing committees and a short presentation by a faculty member on
some aspect of the curriculum.

Rae Rosen is Principal Emeritus of Bennett Park Moniasori Center in Bufiblo, New 1brk and is curreidly a freelance
consultant for Montessori public schools.
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PARENT COMMITTEES

Several committees evolved as needs were identified and discussed. Some hue accomplished their
goals and disbanded, while others will continue to meet as long as there is still a need for their focused
objective. Among these subcommittees are:

Playground Committee

Goal: to establish a play space for primary children. Parents originally tried to design and build the
playground themselves. This proved to be an overwhelming task, so assistance was sought from city
officials. Accomplishment: enough money was raised to pay for the architect's drawings, and the Board of
Education and the Common Council provided funding for building the structures. A parent was awarded
the contract for construction of the playground.

High School Study Group

Goal: to establish a high school to follow Montessori. Parents from BPMA and three other magnet schools
met to pursue the feasibility of an "open" high school, one which would have an innovative philosophy
compatible with that of all the schools. Accomplishment: a "Humanities" high school (dubbed Leonardo Da
Vinci School) was established in 1987, primarily as a result of the Montessori parents' persistence and effort.
Its philosophy is congruent with Montessori's, 2.nd it offers some opportunities for independent study.
Several Montessori graduates have selected it as their high school option, and their parents seem satisfied
with the program thus far.

Computer Advisory Group

Goal: to develop computer literacy in each child. Parents interested in this committee convinced the staff
that there should be at least one microcomputer in every classroom to teach word processing and logical
thinking skills. They encouraged and supported the Chapter 1 Math Resource Teacher in submitting a
proposal to the Apple Computer Company. Accomplishment: Apple supplied the school with ten microcom-
puters and the school district purchased the site license for the "Logowriter" software and provided staff
development to implement a "Logowriter" project in four classrooms of 9 to 12 year olds. The BPMA
allocated funds to purchase three monitors for computers that had been accessed at another school. Chapter
1 funds were used to provide another five computers and these were matched with school district funds to
acquire five more computers. These computers were distributed to every age level except the preschool.

Humanities Committee

Goal: to integrate arts-in-education projects for children at every age level. Interested parents wrote
grants, lobbied for additional funding from local arts organizations, and convinced district curriculum
personnel to find funds for arts activities. They purchased the supplies and got the district's tradesmen to
install the artwork. They tapped their own artistic talents to teach each graduating class how to design and
silkscreen T-shirts to be reproduced by a parent with a commercial printshop. Presently they are writing a
grant which will involve 60 to 70 students in designing and casting a bronze sculpture that may ultimately
grace a public space near the school. Acwmplishment: the arts occupy a central role in the overall
development of the students. Many teachers participate in an arts-ineducation project which brings
teaching and performing artists to the classroom and gives children the opportunity to enjoy new
experiences in the community.

Communications Committee

Goal: to improve home-school communication. The parents on this committee revised the school handbook
and readied it for publication. One parent, an administrative assistant at a district vocational school,
arranged for the printing majors to do the photo-offset. The committee members also publish a monthly
newsletter soliciting children's work, classroom news, and school information. The high school students
photocopy the newsletter and Montessori students collate and distribute it. A monthly calendar reminds
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parents of school and community events. Accomplishment: parents look forward to the newsletter and say
they feel better informed about the school activities.

Family Wellness Project

Goal: to provide support for families in crisis. This group grew out of the administrator's concern for a
number of children in the school who had experienced a severe trauma before the age of five and who were
now at risk for learning development.ally appropriate tasks. She invited parents who were mental health
professionals to brainstorm ways to support parents in gaining access to community services, since options
within the school were either too limited or totally non.existent. Support for teachers was also needed
because these children experienced many difficulties in the classroom. Accomplishment: parents developed
strategies for linking parents to appropriate agencies for help. They developed a list of useful resources and
contact people and organized workshops for parents and staff members to describe sources for help and how
to make use of them.

Montessori Study Group

Goal: to increase understanding of Montessori philosophy and how it is implemented at Bennett Park. The
newest committee arose in response to a crisis. Parents recognized the lack of understanding of the school's
philosophy when a handful of students and parents tried to change the long-standing prohibition against
locks on students' lockers. They successfully fought the attempt, arguing that it violated the school's values
of respect and trust. The incident led to the realization that the study group needed to find ways to help
parents strengthen their commitment to the school's philosophy Accomplishment: parents who attend the
study group seem more secure in their choice of the Montessori option.

These diverse committees offer a variety of involvement possibilities and allow many parents to
actively participate in the life of the school. Other types of participation include volunteering in the library
and classroom. Parents shelve books, help children do research, read stories to the younger students or do
clerical tasks. They also accompany classes on field trips, share their expertise with children in special
activities or classroom lessons, create materials, and locate interesting resources. 'fir,, are encouraged to
visit their child's classroom as often as possible to experience the Montessori enviro, ment. The unlocked
school doors symbolize the openness with which the school welcomes parents as full partners in the
educational process. Their involvement is limited only by time and energy

Despite the increased number of working mothers, single parents, and families in crisis, the presence of
parents in school is a daily occurrence. Parents are employed as classroom assistants or tutors, whenever
possible. Several parents who began as volunteers have become paid employees. Sometimes this employ-
ment enabled them to get off the welfare roll and become more independent, self-actualized adults. Of these,

About a third of the pmfessional staff at Bennett Park ate parents of children in the
school. Having a child in the school increases their commitment and involvement and
strengthens home-school communication.

some have gone on to take the Montessori training, to return to college for a teaching credential, and then to
become "real" Montessori teachers. About a third of the professional staff at Bennett Park are parents of
children in the school. Having a child in the school increases their commitment and involvement and
strengthens home-school communication.

Not every parent is actively involved in school activities, but large numbers can always be counted on to
support the school in times of crisis. A case in point is the year when budget cuts resulted in the loss of
teacher aids, and staff members agonized over the compromises being made. Parents joined together to
demand the reinstatement of the aides and pointed out that the presence of an aide in every classroom was
required by the district's desegregation order, which could not be ignored. Another crisis occurred when the
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school was nominally attached to a neighboring school as an administrative device. Parents again suc-
cessfully coordinated an effort Zo insure the school's ability to function independently without compromising
the Montessori philosophy Most recently, the "locks issue" united parents in their resolve to preserve the
integrity of the school and to resist the pressures of a small group that held vt.laes inconsistent with those of
the school.

An ongoing problem for the parent association has been the relative lack of participation by minority
parents. Only a few minority parents attend the Monthly Meetings. Fewer still am actively involved in a
committee. While minority parents do visit school, attend parent conferences, participate in field trips, and
come to school-wide celebrations and performances, they seldom choose to be involved in decision-making
opportunities. Attempts to hold meetings in homes or during school hours have been only minimally
su:ressful. Even when parents personally encourage others to attend a workshop or join a committee, the
respunse is limited. Minority parents express support for the school in many ways, but attending meetings
does not seem to interest them. Nonetheless, the association remains committed to seeking new ways to
involve minority parents and continually explores avenues of communication.

Equally difficult to resolve has been the lack of active participation of the teachers. The administrator
had envisioned ajoint partnerzhip between home and school. Mile teachers do work hard to develop strong
networks with the parents of children in their own classroom, they show little enthusiasm for the joint
decision-making advocated by the school's administraton Teachers will choose to work on a particular task
alongside parents, such as organizing the school playground or planning for a new high school, but the; like
many minority parents, may neither have the time nor the energy to return to school for a meeting.

Parent involvement is alive and well at the Bennett Park Montessori Centel; and it is an immensely
rewarding and enriching experience for those who exhibit so much devotion to the well-being of the school.
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ONTE SCHOOL'S STORY
ABOUT PARENT INVOLVEMENT

by Sandra J. Sommer

Parents we the childifirst and most important teacher& Meg are keg to impkeinbta da Montessori
program
The ColdinTriangle *the child, teacher; ankpeed workkeg bipartite's* ac4U kelp the child to ifouriah.
At Sands, school involvement kg paresis is considered a lesponsthilitit. Upon menet*, menthe** in
the Pienst Omani:task Is antonsatk.
At Sands, parents volunteer in the dosivem, seek lindbeg, set program goals, ovenwe the beigerand
tramportatien wok" and attend Bowl of Ethocatka meetings to provide a achool-Boani lfófi
Rued: are wondernd sakipensont with must consmunity and business connections that can help the
school devekp effective partnenthips.

INTRODUCTION

Sands Montessori is a Cincinnati Public Alternative School Program. The 740 students that attend
Sands Montessori range in age from three to twelve. The students come to school each day from all 36
communities of Cincinnati. The school is racially balanced, gender balanced and represents all socio
economic backgrounds. Sands Montessori enjoys Merit School status in high achievement scores, high
student and teacher attendance, good discipline, interracial and intercultural understanding, and positive
attitudes toward school as evaluated by students, teachers and parents.

WHY PARENT INVOLVEMENT IS KEY TO A MONTESSORI EDUCATION:
THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE

Parent involvement is the key to Montessori implementation; it is analagous to Montessori implemen-
tation in the classroom. Parents provide the first environment and are collaborators in the process of
children "building" or "constructing" themselves. Tile emotional, social, intellectual, and physical growth of
the child is fostered in the home. Parents are an "aid to life" for the child. It is the role of the school to support
the higher principles of parenting the transmission of care, Imowledge, love, language, respect for life,
democracy etc., from one generation to the next.

Parents look to Montessori schools as an extension of their child rearing. They show an attraction to the
Montessori principles and seek out information about Montessori with every opportunity They look to the
"natural" learning of the school process; they contrast their own traditional education as 'notbeing natural.
They see the difference between memorizing facts, figures, and dates to be recited, with the Montessori
approach of learning how to learn. They sense the personal interest of the teacher in each individual child.
The parent feels a kinship to a school that is personal and r.atural. The "golden triangle" is formed: the

Sandra J. Sommer is the Principal ofSands Montessori School in Cincinnati, Ohio. c..nd amember of the AMS Roan! of
Directors. Sandra Sommer was named outsttmding principal bif the Cincinnatus Association in 1989.
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parent, teacher and child are united in a partnership of school and home which lends a fundamental purpose
to the operations of the school.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT AT SANDS MONTESSORI

Parents usually help schools in two ways: rust, relating directly to the school, and second, assisting at
home to aid their children. In the Cincinnati Public Schools we believe that parents are children's first and
most important teachers and that the school becomes a partner with the parents in the education of their
children.

The Sands Montessori Parent Organization (SMPO)

All parents are members of this umbrella organization. Once a child is enrolled at Sands Montessori,
the parents automatically become members. Parents do not pay dues to the organization, rather member.
ship in the organization is a parental responsibility.

It is the pule of the school to support the higher pthcipks of parenting the buns-
mission of care, knowledge, love, language, respect for life, democracy, etc., from one
generalion to the next.

The SMPO implements three main fundraisers each year: a candy sale, a Walk-AThon, and a raffle at
the school's annual carnival. The money raised is returned directly to the children's classrooms for materials
and equipment.

The SMPO recruits and trains parent volunteers for the following programs that enrich the amdemic
and social program:

a. Great Books
b. Everybody Counts (a program to increase sensitivity toward people with handicaps)
c. Young Authors (children's writings, published twice a year)
d. Picture Person (teaches children about famous art and artists)
e. The Enrichment Program (one-time programs that emich and enhance the cultural subjects)
f. Extended day activities program
g. Soccer
h. Material-making committee
i. Room parent organized special events for children
j. Playground and Beautification Committee (B.E.S.T. Beautiful Environments for Sands

Together plan and implement outside landscaping for the school, a creative play environment,
and provide funds for the exterior sign mounted on the building)

k. Building committee (parents make minor repairs and improvements to the physical plant, class-
rooms, playground, etc.)

I. Sands Montessori Reporter Committee (monthly newsletter)
m. Volunteer in the classroom (tutor, resou'rce provider, cook, teacher of a special talent or interest, or

special trip supervisor)

The Sands Montessori Foundation, Ine.

This committee provides funding for long term projects for the school. The foundation has provided
encyclopedias for each classroom, computers for the lab, replacement of Montessori materials, and has
helped fund a trip for parents and teachers to visit private and public Montessori schools to research e.venth
and eighth grade Montessori programs. In addition, the foundation provides legal advice to the SMPO, the
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principal, and the preschool organization. It is the vehicle for most grant proposals for funding from
established foundations within the Greater Cincinnati region. Recently, the foundation has provided the
seed money and volunteers to start an alumni organization and newsletter.

The Sands Montessori-West End Preschool Foundation, Inc.

Parent involvement unique to the preschool includes: scholaiship committee (the committee selects the
candidates for scholarships), laundry volunteer, snack and phase-in coordinator, hospitality committee,
publicity and recruitment committee, and liaison to the SMPO Sands Fbundation.

The preschool parent group has been so successful that at the end of the first two years of implementa-
tion the preschool will expand from one classroom (40 children two half-day sessions) to a second
classroom (80 children four half-day sessions). This expansion includes the building of two new classrooms,
bathrooms, indoor play area, and storage area.

The Sands Montessori Governance Board/Local School Advisory Committee (L.S.A.C.)

The L.S.A.C. is a group of five parents, five teachers, five community members and two administrators
who give input to the principal on future goals and objectives. It conducts a school/parent/community needs
assessment each year; identifies successes and problems, and sets goals for the following school year.

The Local School Budget Committee (L.S.B.C.)

This sub-committee under the Governance Board/L.S.A.C. looks at the school budget and determines
how fmancial resources can best be used.

The Local School Transportation Advisory Committee (L.S.T.A.C.)

rAnother sub-committee of the Governance Board/L.S.A.C., works with the transportation office to
define and refine the transportation needs and concerns of the school. Each parent on the committee is
responsible for approximately three bus routes (out of a total of 15). The parent volunteer learns the bus
routes, their stops, and which children are involved. In addition, the L.S.T.A.C. conducts a yearly parent
meeting, trouble shoots any problems, and keeps parents up-todate about transportation issues through
articles in the "Sands Montessori Reporter."

Parents at Sands Montessori are also involved in the newly formed seventh and eighth grade
Montessori committee. This committee, which also involves parents and teachers from all three Montessoii
schuols (Carson Montessori, North Avondale Montessmi and Sands Montessod) will help give direction to
the Erdkinder project as it develops.

BOARD OF EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Other parents like to work for Sands Montessoii by involving themselves in the activities of the
Cincinnati Board of Education. Several parents attend board meetings and meet with board members when
an issue or curriculum item affects the school. These parents are Sands Montessori's liaisons to the
members of the Board of Education and the superintendent.

An even larger community group concerned about education in Cincinnati is the Otizens Active to
Support Education (C.A.S.E). Sands Montessoii parents give input and direction to education at large.
They actively work to pass school levies and promote citizen involvement for all schools.

The Partner in Education Program seeks businesses to become involved with schools and children.
The Partners in Education aid children to see that skills they learn in school will be needed in the world of
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work. Sands Montessori's Partner in Education is Riverfront Coliseum. Show business personalities come
to the school and relate how reading, writing and ciphering are necessities of their profession. Children visit
the Coliseum to experience first-hand careers in action, from the president of the Coliseum to the marketing
director to the engineers to the plant operators. Students can experience all the behindthe-scenes work
that must take place before, during, and after an event. At Sands Montessori, our Partner in Education also
underwrites the "Sands Reporter" each month and gives us access to their outside light sign to promote our
activities and fundraisers.

THE FRIENDS OF SANDS MONTESSORI

Developing community resources, business and corporate funding, and in-kind services is another
aspect of home/school/community/parent involvement. This collaboration of business with schools must
start from a philosophical point of reference. It is my belief that many aspects of a school must be run like a
business. In fact, schools are big business. Cincinnati Public Schools not only purchases services and goods
locally and from around the country it is one of the biggest employers in Cincinnati.

I believe learning is serious business. I believe Sands Montessori must be administered in an efficient
yet productive manner just like any other business. You might say that a business sells a service or a
product. That is true, but before that service can be rendered, or the product manufactured, there is a
process the company goes through to produce their service or product. Schools sell process. In fact a
Montessori school, probably more than a traditional school, sells process. If the process is based on sound
principles, then the product or service will be of high quality. Sands Montessori, like all Montessori schools
private or public, provides a quality process as evidenced by all the indicators of success (test scores,

The principal must set the tone for the whole school and that includes how the school is
perceived by the parents and the general public.

attendance, school climate, etc.). Our "product" is of high quality when it leaves the 9-12 class. It is from this
theoretical base that I operate when I ask for help from community resources or businesses. I explain that
Sands Montessori is a viable school, just like their business; that Sands Montessori's students come from all
over the city just like their customers; and that our students will someday be the ones implementing their
service or manufacturing process.

Many "Friends of Sands Montessori" are developed from s'Ources that parents can provide. As the
principal, I cannot know all the community resources or business connections in the city. Parents can provide
the extra help to "spread the word" that Sands Montessori is in need of a particular service or support.
Parent networking combined with a good old fashioned "don't be afraid to ask" attitude will often lead
successfully to a source. Parents are wonderful salespersons. They !mow first hand and on a daily basis just
how their child is progressing and can communicate that to a "Friend of Sands Montessori." Often sources of
help come from unlikely connections and collaborative efforts.

When developing your "Friends" it works best not to ask 'for money, ask rather for service that the
company can provide. For ex.auple, if I need new brochures to advertise the school, I go to a printing
company. I have found most businesses want to help schools, but expect the principal or representative to
guide them in how they can help. When you ask for the same service that they render to their customers on a
regular basis, your request becomes one they often can accomodate easily.

One last word about fundraising my motto is: "Life is one big fundraiser."
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SAYING THANK-YOU TO PARENTS

Saying thank-you to parent volunteers and others who help the school is certainly part of a good
administrator's job. I try to say thank-you directly with formal letters but in other ways too. Here are some
of those ways:

1. I have provided the parents with a room of their own. The Parent Room is a place where the parent
organization can keep records and supplies. Parents can meet there, bring their younger children,
and not disturb classes. The art prints for the Picture Person Program are stored here and the Great
Books program meets here. They ctm make materials and duplicate letters and flyers to the general
parent group. The parent room is used as a parent multi-purpose room.

2. Whenever Sands Montessori parents have helped in any way they are recognized in the monthly
"Sands Reporter" newspaper. When parents or alumni are featured in the news for an honor or their
work, they receive recognition from the school. I write numerous thank-you letters and letters of
congratulations each month. Articles about parents and alumni are also put in our yearly scrapbook
that is displayed in the front hall.

3. Major projects deserve major recognition. Often we will have a plaque made and placed in our front
hall. Upon completion of the landscaping project, not only did we dedicate the landscaping project
with a plaque honoring all the donors, we also had a sign made that hangs outside thanking all the
businesses who donated their service or product to make the project a success.

4. I hold a volunteer tea each year as a formal thank-you. Parents, community volunteers and business
persons are invited.

5. I often make calls and send notes, in addition to a formal thank-you letter.

6. The most important way of saying "thank-you" is by taking a personal interest in the parent's child. I
am the advocate for every child at Sands Montessori, currently 740 students, preprimary through
9-12.

SUMMARY

The child is paramount. Everything is done for the children presently at school and those who come in
the future. Many parts must come together to make a whole. The job of the principal can be compared to
that of the leader of the orchestra. It takes various musical selections to form a great musical work and the
principal is the conductor.

The principal must set the tone for the whole school and that includes how the school is perceived by the
parents and the general public. Parent involvement in a Montessori school is extremely important. It can
change a school into a community and ultimately into a family At a recent Board of Education meeting one
parent approached the podium, introduced herself, and began her speech with, "I am part of the Sands
Montessori family" It was one of the proudest moments of my;life.
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PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN A
MONTESSORI PROGRAM:
THE DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOL EXPERIENCE

by Ana Maria Villegas and Paula Biwt r

Continuity between home and school must be developed and strengthened to improve the quality of
education.
Parents should be irwolved both at home and at school.
Various activities include the orientation sessions, parent-student open houses, classroom observations,
parent teacher conferences, parent education nights, school information nigkt, etc.

The school is the institution that provides members of our society with a formal education. Recently,
however, we have come to the realization that regardless of how much money is channeled into public
education, schools alone cannot ensure that children will reach their greatest potential. Thr the improve-
ment of education, schools need to develop partnerships with other institutions in society, such as the family
(Banks, 1983; Goodlad, 1984).

The role of parents in education is under discussion (Bennett, 1986; Epstein, 1986; Henderson, 1981) as
more educators have become convinced that the continuity between home and school must be developed and
strengthened in order to improve the quality of education. One way that educators can achieve this
continuity is by developing provisions for parent involvement in school programs.

This article deals with the comprehensive effort to involve the parents of children enrolled in the
Montessori program in the Denver Public Schools during the 1986-1987 school year. It consists of three
sections. First, the literature on parent involvement in the educational process is reviewed. Different types
of parent involvement activities are described and their consequences examined. Second, the Denver
Montessori program is described, with particular attention given to its parent involvement component. The
third section provides a summary and conclusion.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

There are different opinions as to what constitutes parent involvement in education. Gordon, Olmsted,
Rubin, and True (1978) proposed a framework to explain various types of activities that are included under
the rubric of parent involvement. According to them, there are two broad categories school-related and
home-related activities.

Among the more popular school-related activities for parent involvement are the following: (a)

DI: Ana Maria Villegas was Assistant Professor at the University of Colorado at Denver, where she taught courses in
nzulticultural education, linguistic and cultural issues in testing, and communicative competence in the classroom.
Currently she is a research scientist with Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey. Paula Biwer is
Montessori Program Coordinator for the Denver Public Schools where she helped design. and implement the Mon-
tessori program at Mitchell School in. 1986.
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participating in governance groups that establish policies for the school or program; (b) attending parent-
teacher conferences to gain information about the child's progress; (c) observing the child in the classroom to
obtain first-hand knowledge of his or her pattern of participation; (d) volunteering services to the school,
such as participating in fundraising efforts or preparing instructional materials; and (e) attending parent
education sessions that provide information about the instructional program or ideas for recently received
empirical attention because the school can play a major role in their effective implementation (see Comer,
1986; Stevens, 1985).

The second category suggested by Gordon, et al. (1978) consists of parents working directly with their
children at home. The literature contains numerous examples of parent-child interaction that have been
fornd to contribute to children's learning (see Brown, 1981; Cattermole & Robinson, 1985; Walberg, 1984). In
each case, the parent assumes the role of teacher. Interactive situations at home include meal times, getting
ready for school, reading and discussing story books, reviewing homework, and planning cultural activities,
such as visits to museums.

Research has shown two major benefits are associated with parents' active involvement in the
education of their children. First, there is a positive relationship between parent participation in school
activities and student achievement (Comer, 1984; Epstein, 1986; Henderson, 1981; Herman & Yen, 1983;
Seefeldt, 1985), that is, the greater the extent of parental involvement, the higher the academic gains,
although this relationship is at best indirect. More specifically, through participation in school activities,
parents gain knowledge and skills that enable them to help their children to learn at home (Bennett, 1986;
Epstein, 1986; Howley, Rosenholtz, Goodstein & Masselbring, 1984; Schmitt, 1986).

Second, involvement of parents in school is significantly related to their satisfaction with instructional
programs. According to Epstein (1986) and Herman and Yen (1983), participation increases parent knowl-
edge of the educational program and gains support for it. Similarly, Merlaragno (1981) found that parents
who participate in school activities become more at ease with the school setting, and better able to
communicate with teachers and administrators about instructional issues. Corner (1984) showed that this
involvement reduces parentg misunderstanding about and distrust of school programs. He concluded that
the presence of parents in the school conveys a message to the children about the importance of formal
education.

Parental involvement is a variable that, when used to advantage by school personnel, can make a
difference in pupil achievement.

THE DENVER MONTESSORI PROGRAM

Montessori education programs are generally identified with the private sector, however, since the
early 1970s, they have been introduced increasingly into the public schools in efforts to promote voluntary
desegregation. Williams (1987) estimates that there are approximately fifty such programs in the United
States.

# During the 1986-1987 school year, the Denver Public School System initiated its own Montessori
program. In the first year, 175 three-, four-, and five-year-okl children of various ethnic backgrounds were
enrolled at the preschool and kindergarten levels in Mitchell Elementary School (see Table 1).

The minority groups were represented in proportion to their total numbers in the district at large:
forty-eight percent of the student population was of Anglo background, twenty-seven percent Hispanic,
twenty-three percent Black, and two percent Asian. This distribution conforms to the desegregation
guidelines used by the district, the goal of which is to have an equal number of majority and minority
students in every program.

Plans are to add one grade each successive year until 1992, by which time the entire school will utilize
the Montessori system and serve children of ages three through twelve.
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Table 1

Ethnic Distribution of Students in the Denver Montessori Program
(September, 1986)

Ethnic Group Number Proportion

Black 41 .23
Hispanic 47 .27
Anglo 84 .48
Asian 3 .02

Total 175 1.00

The goals of the Montessori program are is follows: (1) to mve ethnically integrated classrooms; (2) to
provide instruction that will (levelop a strong academic foundatin. (3) to foster positive attitudes toward
school; and (4) to provide a classroom environment rich in instructional activities that will help chiklren
develop the learning-to-learn skills and behaviors associated with school success.

In designing the program, special attention was given to promoting strong parent involvement,
including a wide variety of activities.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT COMPONENT

In the Montessori educational programs, parent involvement in the teaching-learning process is
considered crucial. According to Maria Montessori, children learn from their environment. Adults promote
the learning process by serving as the dynamic link between the environment and the child. That is,
learning is not seen as the mere passing of information from the teacher to the student. Rathei; it is the
process through which the child gains insight about life from daily experiences, whether at school or
elsewhere. Thus, teaching is a joint responsibility of the school and the family.

In keeping with the Montessori philosophy, the Denver program strives to maintain continuity
between the school and the home. To attain this coronuk; a varied series of parent activities was developed
and implemented during the 1986-1987 school year. They included an orientation session, a parent-student
open house day, classroom observations, parent-teacher conferences, parent education nights, and school
information night.

Orientation Session

The initial parent activity was held on the first day of school. A parent, guardian, or relative attended an
orientation session as a requirement for placement. Parents brought their children to the assigned
classroom and were introduced to the teacher and other students. The children stayed in the classroom for
approximately thirty minutes while the adults attended a meeting in which an overview of the Montessori
program was given. The prime of the orientation session was twofold: to begin the exchange of informa-
tion between the school and home, and to make it clear that parent involvement is critical to the success of
the children in the program.

Parent-Student Open House Day

The open house day was designed to promote parent understanding of classroom work. Each student
invited his or her family to visit the class. During the visit, the student chose a set of instructional materials
to demonstrate, thereby giving parents insight into their child's interest, social relations, and general
attitude toward the learning environment
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Classroom Observations

Parents were invited to spend an hour observing in their child's classroom during the Pall semester
The observations were scheduled just before the initial parent-teacher conference to provide first-hand
knowledge of their child's activities in the classroom and as preparation for a productive exchange with the
teachers. A notice stressing the importance of the observation was sent to the parents. To maximize the
benefits of the visit, the parents were asked to remain seated and not to interact with their child. Theywere
encout-Pvd to write down questions and discuss them with the Montessori program coordinator after
the via

Parentaacher Conference

Thrmal parent-teacher conferences were scheduled in the fall and spring, but they also occurred
throughout the year at parents' or teachers' request. The conferences provided parents with specific
information about their child's academic. progress as well as his or her social, emotional, physical, and artistic
development. The teacher also explained and demonstrated the materials used in the classroom to further
understanding of the Montessori curriculum.

Parent Education Nights

Education nights provided the opportunity to inform parents about the Montessori philosophy,
curriculum, teaching and learning modes, learning environment, and the role of the teacher as the link
between each student and the learning environment. Through presentations and discussions, parents
became actively involved in their child's development. To maximize attendance, childcare was provided.

Three parent education nights were held during the 1986-1987 school year. At the first, basic principles
of Montessori education were outlined, and suggestions were given for promoting children's growth at
home. The dialogue between parents and teachers that began that night continued throughout the year in
both formal and informal meetings. At the second parent education night, key features of Montessomi and
traditional education were compared and contrasted to help parents develop a deeper understanding of
Montessori education. The final session dealt with the issue of discipline in the classroom and home. Parents
were urged to coniemplate their own disciplinary styles and encouraged to employ the disciplinary
strategies used in the Montessori classrooms, thereby ensuring greater continuity between home
and school.

School Information Night

This meeting was a review of the accomplishments of the Montessori program during the first year and
a planning time for the 1987-1988 school year The meeting was led by the coordinator of the Montessomi
program, who encouraged parents to comment on the plans and cffer suggestions for revisions as a wav for
parents to gain ownership of the program.

A variety of attendance strategies were employed: an invithtion was extended at least a week in
advance stressing its importance. Those parents who did not respond were sent a second notice and/or
called by the teachers as a reminder. Childcare was provided during nAjor events. Specialarrangements
were made for parents who could not attend conferences with teachers or observe their child's class at the
regularly scheduled times.

The strategies used to involve parents proved successful (see Table 2). Students in theprogram were
well represented at activities occurring during school hours, with attendance in the range of sixty-two to one
hundred percent. More specifically, the high attendance activities were the orientation session (100 percent).
classroom observations (83 percent). and parent-teacher conferences (with 82 and 87 percents for the Pall
and Spring semesters, respectively). Evening activities were also well attended; however the attendance
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pattern for night activities was in the more moderate range of twenty-five to fifty percent, as is evident from
the totals for the three parent education nights and the school information night.

Table 2

Relative Frequency Distribution of Students Represented at
Parent Activities by Ethnic Group

Activity

Ethnic Group

Total
(n =175)

Black
(n = 41)

Hispanic
(n =47)

Anglo
(n = 84)

Asian
(n = 3)

Orientation session 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00

Parent-student
otoen house .49 .66 .65 .67 .62

Classroom
observations .78 .74 .90 1.00 .83

Parent-teacher
conferences

Fall .78 .70 .89 1.00 .82

Spring .73 .91 .92 .67 .87

Extending
Montessori
into the home .34 .45 .62 .33 .50

Activity

Ethnic Group

Total
(n =175)

Black
(n = 41)

Hispanic
(n =47)

Anglo
(n = 84)

Asian
(n =3)

Montessori and
traditional
education .37 .38 .48 - .42

Discipline .15 .09 .38 .33 .25

School information
night .15 .11 .48 .33 .30

A detai ed examination of the attendance data for ei ch ethnic group reveals differences between
majority an( minority participation. Proportionately, more Anglo students tended to be represented at
parent activities than Blacks and Hispanics. This was particularly noticeable during classroom observa-
tions, the parent-teacher conference held during the fall semester, the three parent education nights, and
the school information night. Despite these differences, the data shows that Black and Hispanic parents
attended the scheduled activities in high numbers. According to the school principal, attendance of minority
parents at Montessori program activities was more than double that of the previous year before Montessori
was implemented. This is a significant accomplishment. Currently, strategies are being devised to increase
participation even more during the 1987-1988 school yew:

In light of the research findings, the high level of parent involvement in school activities suggests that
the Denver Montessori Program is well on its way to success. Parent s:.asfaction with the program during
the first year is a significant indicator of its popularity. A sample of fortyeight parents was interviewed
regarding their perceptions of the program. Forty reported high satisfaction and gave numerous examples
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of positive changes they had observed in their children since their enrollment in the program. Among the
changes mentioned were that the children were: (a) happier; (b) more independent and self-confident; (c) able
to concentrate; (d) more accepting of responsibility; and (e) more expressive of their feelings and thoughts.

Across the ethnic groups, the overwhelming mujority of the parents was highly
satisfied with the Montessori program.

The relatively low attrition rate during the 1986-1987 school year attests to the high level of parent
satisfaction and the effectiveness of the parent activities. Table 3 shows that in spite of the usual difficulties
encountered when a program is initiated, only twenty-three percent of the total number of original students
did not return for the second year. While this figure seems high, the reader is reminded that the program is
located in an inner city school which has generally experienced an average of seventy-five percent turnover
in the student population from year to year. Thus, the Montessori program has added stability to the school
and continuity of instruction for many of its students.

Table 3

Attrition in the Denver Montessori Program during the
1986-1987 School Year by Ethnic Group

Ethnic Group Number Proportion
Black 14 .84
Hispanic 10 .21
Anglo 16 .19
Asian 1 .33

Total 41 .23

An examination of the reasons that parents removed their children from the Montessori program
provides additional insight into the dynamics of the school. Table 4 shows that the most frequent reason for
discontinuing the program was relocation beyond the district boundaries, whether outside the city state, or
country. Moving accounted for fifty-six percent of the total attrition of forty-one percent. Interestingly this
factor accounted for ninety percent of the loss among Hispanics, for whom the mobility rate is highly
affected by their immigration status. Thus, over half of the attrition rate was beyond the control of the
school. Among the other reasons that parents withdrew their children from the program were: disagree-
ment with the Montessori philosophy desire to keep siblings together in the same school, commitment to
the neighborhood school concept (opposition to busing), and transportation problems. The last three
concerns accounted for most of the attrition among Anglo students.
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Yable

Reasons for Leaving the Montessori Program
by Ethnic Group

Reason

Ethnic Group
Total

(n = 41)
Black
(n = 14)

Hispanic
(n =10)

Anglo
(n =16)

Asian
(n =1)

Moving .50 . .43 .56

Disagreement
with program
philosophy .29 .10 .06 1.00 .17

Transportation
difficulties .25 .10

Keeping
siblings
together .14 .13 .10

Appeal of
neighborhood
school concept .07 .13 .07

Total (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

During its first year of implementation, the Montessori program in the Denver Public Schools made
great strideo. tnwnrd 'increasing the educational opportunities for students in the district. A significant
aspect of the program was the potential for parent involvement through a variety of activities. The program
staff employed different strategies to ensure high attendance at those activities, including advance notice of
the events, systematic follow-up for parents who did not respond to the initial invitation, special arrange-
ments to accommodate parents' schedules, and childcare for selected activities.

The data show that every activity was well attended, but more parents attended those held during
school hours than the ones in the evenings. More Anglo students were represented at the activities;
however, Black and Hispanic students were relatively well represented. In comparison to previous years,
before Montessori, the attendance of Black and Hispanic parents at school activities was improved
significantly.

Across the ethnic groups, the overwhelming majority of the parents was highly satisfied with the
Montessori program. In their view, the children were learning and program personnel were responsive to
their needs. They considered the parent activities interesting and instructive. While some parents acknowl-
edged that problems existed (e.g., delays in transportation, not having all siblings accepted into the
progranA they generally felt that the benefits of the program outweighed its drawbacks.

The history of the Denver Montessori program is brief. Based on the data collected during its initial
year, it is clear that much has been accomplished, particularly with regard to involving parents in the
education process. Additional time, however, is needed before the impact of the Montessori program can be
determined, but it is evident that a strong partnership between school personnel and parents is being
formed.
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MONTESSORI IN THE CITY: WORKING WITH ATRISK
FAMILIES

Alici llia Clifford, a prominent black educator; has over sixteen years' erperience working as a
teacher and school administrator in the inner city of Cleveland, Ohio. She has worked witkeeenomi-
call,/ disadvantaged families from a number of difkrent cultural groups and has found Mist certain
characteristics of life style tend to transcend ethnic and cultural groups. Write it can be unfair and
inaccurate to generalize about all urban families, Mrs. Cliftbryl believes that in order to best serve
families of any populaan, it is important to be actively aware of lifestyle differences as well as
similarities.

Kahn: The first thing I'd like to talk about is the development of teachers in the urban environment.
What are their skills when they come from their training and what is the sequence for bringing them to a
performance level that is satisfactory to your operations?

Clifford: Wilen teachers come in from training, they have a bachelor's degree, at least, and an AMI
Diploma. With those credentials they usually can understand the basics of early childhood education and
child development. What they lack is specific training in dealing with the special problems they will
encounter in the urban setting. Here at Marotta we give them what they need to know in a series of in-
service meetings. We thlk about the different strategies that can be used in the urban classroom. For
example, we look at the home environment to try to come up with clues for teachers on how to speak to the
child in a clear manner so the child understands and doesn't misinterpret what the teacher is saying,
especially in the area of discipline.

Kahn: Give me an example.

Clifford: Sometimes in the urban environment you find that it is loud and noisy in the homes.
Instructions are commonly given four, five, even six times before the child thinks about moving. When this
happens in the classroom, the tpacher needs to go over to the child and, at the child's eye level, repeat the
instruction. In this way the child learns that it is expected that instructions are to be followed immediately

Kahn: So eye contact will take care of it?

Clifford: Eye contact is a start, it brings your voice to their attention and they learn to separate it from
other noise in the classroom.

Kahn: What do you tell your new teachers who have no experience working in the inner city about
discipline in the classroom?

Clifford: The most important thing to know about discipline is that the child is acting as he normally
acts at home. If they understand this, that he is not acting out, then they can explain the rules of the
classroom. The children need to loow that there are different rules in the school environment than there are
at home. But teachers should not expect these children to change their home rules right away because these
are survival rules, and first and foremost we must all survive.
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Sometintes the children curse. This might catch the teacher off guard because the child might not even
be able to pronounce his name well. It is important when this happens not to look surprised. This is what
they want. They don't really know it's wrong to curse but they do know they get a reaction when they do it.
The best thing to do is to correct the pronunciation, ask if they know the meaning of the word, how to spell it,
the same things that would normally be done with any other word. Then explain very clearly that it is
inappropriate to use this word in school.

Kahn: What about other areas of discipline?

Clifford: We can always expect to encounter episodes of hitting, punching, biting and so on. First the
teacher has to let the child know that we use words to convey our feelings, not violence. Oftentimes the
children don't have enough vocabulary to express themselves appropiately. They have to be taught to say,
"Would you stop that because I really don't like it," "Would you leave my work alone," or "I don't want to
work with you because you have me upset." You must help them build their vocabulary If you think about it,
subr,ban children have the same problems, they just use words.

Kahn: That really relates to Montessori grace and courtesy lessons. How would your training be
different in this area?

Clifford: Grace and courtesy is actually emphasized in the urban classroom. Whenever the child does
the slightest thing for you, bring it to the attention of the entire class. Say, "thank you." When there is a
birthday party and yeu are serving the children, make it a group lesson using the proper words. Say "excuse

The most important thing to know about discipline is that the child is acting as he
normally acts at home.

me." You can't be subtle. Their words for kindness might be, "Get out of the way, stupid."

Grace and courtesy is handled as a group lesson at the end of the morning, although at the beginning of
the year it is done first thing in the morning to set the stage for working togethen We also use role playing
and modeling to teach grace and courtesy in parent meetings.

Kahn: How do you convey "grace and courtesy" to parents?

Clifford: We do it, primarily by modeling at the parent meetings, again ovenemphasizing politeness
and the use of appropriate words. "Hello, good evening, would you like to come and work here?"

Kahn: I see. You present the classroom materials to the parents when they come to parent meetings.

Clifford: That's right. You put them in the role of the child.

Kahn: So in the presentation style you convey these principles of politeness and grace and courtesy
How about another aspect of discipline?

Clifford: One that worries most of the teachers is the way the children act out when their family splits
up. When this happens, the best thing is to try t6 gather as much information as possible from the parent. So
call home immediately If the dad and mom say they were in jail over the weekend and the child is acting out
because of this, then take the child aside into a private conference area and talk about it.

Kahn: So you always assume there is an underlying cause and you seek out the family for that
information and then talk to the child to make sure he can communicate it properly. That makes a lot of
sense. What about the child who comes from a terrible situation and there just doesn't seem to be any
support at all?

Clifford: When the child comes from this situation you go to the parents. The parents may be nineteen
or twenty and may not have any conception about what you're talking about, or about anything except their
personal needs. What you do is give them a prescription, as a doctor would, that this is what the parent
should do for the day Then you give them a phase-in program.

Kahn: Who generates this prescription?

Clifford: That's between the teacher, the principal and the parent. Usually the young parent, doesn't
know what's going on and is rather lost and will agree with you that the problem happens at home, too, and
that they don't know what to do about it either. So the threb of you come up with a suggestion which might
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be, "Let's start getting the child to bed on time. This week bed time will be at 8:30 every night. The child
should start getting ready at 7:30."

Kahn: I assume that you send a reminder note or checklist home every day which the parent signs, e.g.
John went to bed on time, to maintain a visible communication.

Clifford: That's right. That's with the parent. Now with the child in the classroom, you put a checklist
on the wall. On the checklist are five chances. Ea...h day the child doesn't comply he or she u:-.: up one
chance. When the fifth chance is used the child is out of the school. The consequence has to be harsh, and the
child has to know this.

Kahn: The child is sent home for the day?

Clifford: That's right. Then you decrease the number of chances the child gets over the next four weeks
until the behavior becomes appropriate.

Kahn: So you give checks for misbehavior rather than positive reinforcement for good behavion Have
you ever suspended a child?

Clifford: Yes, we have. And when we do, it is done immediately and abruptly. If you can't get the
parents then you get the grandparents and you emphasize the importance of their actions. If they want the
child to come back to school at all they have to drop everything, look at the child's needs, and get him or her
right then. This way there is no misunderstanding on anyone's part. The child's actions will not be tolerated.

Kahn: Why is it a five week program? Why doesn't itjust diminish as the child diminishes the activity?

Clifford: Because both the parent and the child need to see some positive response, to see that they can
do it. So for the first five weeks we work on maybe two major things. One is to get the child to bed on time
instead of at twelve or one o'clock because that child is tired in the morning. The child might be working on
trying to choose work.

Kahn: So in a way the sheet shows a positive action. In terms of the limitation of time, is this so things
don't just go on forever?

Clifford: You can only keep the parents interested for five weeks. You can't keep them interested for
longer than that; we've tried.

Kahn: What happens if results don't come through?

Clifford: Then we're back to the conference again. One way or the other, at the end of five weeks we
have another conference. If we're lucky we can talk about how well things went. If not, we're back to, "Well,

The first stage is survival. This is the stage when they might be shocked by the way the
parents look, what they say, when parents might hurt their feelings even though they
won't mean to.

you know it didn't work. Why do you think it didn't Work? " Maybe they'll say "NNTell, you know my
grandmother's the boss. She tells me what to do and my child what to do and I'm not happy." So the child is
like the mother, rebelling against someone else. So we go to a deeper stage of the problem. Usually if there
isn't a positive change within the five weeks there is something else going on.

Kahn: So it's a way of dealing with pathology or serious family problems.

Clifford: And you know, it may come to a time when we can't fix the problem. That's when we call on
our social service resources. But we do always try to handle the problem first ourselves.

Kahn: The next step is referral for teacher support and the last step is referral for family support.
Doesn't that encourage the teacher to get in too deep?
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Clifford: This is true. But if you're in the city, in the urban area, you're already in deep. You're in deep
from the time you arrive at school to find a spine or bullets on the playground. You're in there so you might
as well go,for the long run.

Kahn: So, if I can summarize, you're saying that as opposed to the suburban situation where the
problems are referred out when the teachers feel they can't handle them, here you have to encourage the
teachers to go as fitr as they can without relying on social services.

Clifford: Yes, because social services are looked on as a threat by most families. These families are on
welfare; their health care is such that they have been passed from person to person and they feel that nobody
cares. Their self-esteem is really low. Montessori works because the same person has three whole years to
work with this family and this child. They eventually come to trust us.

Kahn: In terms of stages of development, how do the teachers finally come about in their formation?

Clifford: There are four stages that teachers go through in tneir development. The first stage is
surthxd. This is the stage when they might be shocked by the way the parents look, what they say, Nvhen
parents might hurt their feelings even though they won't mean to. The teachers worry about how they are
going to make it. VArough the yean At this stage they need a lot of onsite support.

Once they get through the surviral n:ode they are on to consolidation. They have withstood the initial
pains and have learned to listen a little better. They have learned how to obtain and use colleague support
and how to use outside resources.

The third stage is the renewal stage, which takes about four five years in the urban area. Suddenly
the teacher realizes that the first three-year class has gone all the way through the program, the classroom
has settled down, and the children can really work. Now only a third of the parents are new to the school and
to the teacher, and it's not so bad anymore. There are only seven new parents and maybe only one or two of
them are difficult. So the teacher feels renewed. It's during this time that it's important to get to professional
meetings like the ones NAMTk gives. They need to go to Montessori workshops to increase their
Montessori shills, and they need to join professional groups so that they have colleague support. If there is
an urban public school movement they need to get involved with that, to hear other people talk, Co read
magazines, and to start finding out about research.

The last stage is maturity. I'd say it Lakes ten to twelve years to reach the maturity level. At last you are
comfortable with what you say when you talk to a parent, and you're comfortable when you see a child who
has a problem. You just know what to do. If the teacher hasn't increased his or her degrees by this time, this
is the time to do so, to increase the level of base lotowledge and not become stale. They need to avoid the
bulletin board syndrome, to come out with new and fresh ideas for the children.

Kahn: So here you are dealing mostly with teachers at the survival and consolidation stages. What if a
teacher develops a ldnd of paralysis? What sort of intervention techniques do you use with teachers who
seem to be in the middle of combat and freeze up?

Clifford: You have tO make yourself available for that person, not just across the desk during school
hours; you have to be a person they can call in the middle of the night. It's difficult for the administrator, but
if they seek your help and advice they are trying. Some mightjust quit. If your car has been stolen, money is
missing from your in,. se, you've been cursed out by a parent, and you have a child that can't stop ldcking and
biting and hitting all the time, you can't compound that with an administrator who won't listen. The other
thing the administrator can do is to go into that teacher's classroom and work with him or her as an assisLant
all day, maybe for a week. After that you continue to drop in to give them support.

If the teacher is doing something inappropriate you talk to him or her about it, give a warning for the
second time, and if the behavior continues despite your intervention, the teacher is released.

Kahn: What techniques do you use when the parent acts out?
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Clifford: Dr. Jlontessori talked about this. When a parent puts a child in the program he or she must
respect the director and directresses, the environment, and must respect the rules and regulations of the
school. Then she gave a list of rules and regulations for the children's house.

If a parent comes into the building and threatens a teacher, uses swear words, etc., we let them have
their say and then tell them to leave the environment. To confront the penson then is a mistake. The next. day
the office prepares a letter that is given to the parent when he or she drops off the child and a conference is
held vith the parent at that time.

The entire staff has to be put on notice that a parent has acted out and that that parent must b taken to
the office because the parent will try to avoid you. All classmoms have a phone for security purposes, so if
the parent refuses to go to the office, the teacher or assistant calls the office right then. I make it my
business to go and confront that parent. If the parent is still acting out and disturbing the classroom, I stand
close to the parent to help diffuse the anger and I tell the person in a very low voice that I want them out of
the building nm Usually they take their instruction and go. I walk them tomu-ds the door and invite them
to talk to me in my office. I alert my secretary to call the first line of security, our custodians, and, if the
person is intoxicated, smells of drugs, is overly aggressive. inform the secretary to call the police. There
should be a mini-precinct nearby with which the school has an ongoing relationship and from which you can
expect a quick response.

Parent acting-out can also happen in the form of lies. A parent will talk to different teachers about one
particular teacher that they don't like, or want to get rid of. or that they feel is prejudiced, or other
unfounded things that they might have going on in their head. When this happens the entire staff is
instructed not to hold convemitions with parents who are not from their classrooms. They can say hello and
should be polite, but if anything is said about a child or anyone else, they are instructed to direct that person
to the office immediately. This stops the person from gossiping.

Sometimes the parent acts out toward the other parents. You have to be careful of this because it
spreads like a cancer. If a parent accuses another parent of child abuse, you call the Fr-k, president and
report the matte!: You then call the parent and tell him or her that you don't want to hear this from anyone
else because you will know that they are spreading rumors, that it's sabotaging the school. anu it's grounds
for dismissal.

This is a good time to reiterate the rules about threaten:ng a teacher and using swear words. They get
only one notice for this because you have to protect the teachers. You don't want to lose a teacher because a
parent is having home problems. Encourage the parent to talk to you about the problems. Sometimes the
husband has beaten up the wife and she comes to the school to beat up on me. It is the principal's place to
help the parent solve the problem. You really have to get into it.

Kahn: What do you mean by that?

Clifford: Meaning you can't say you -ant to hear their problems and then not be there to hear them.

Kahn: In other words you have to take the time to really listen....

Clifford: ...and show that you really care. When they see that you do care, their attitude begins to
change.

Kahn: What's the warning notice that you give the parents? Do you have a written notice that you give
them?

Clifford: We have a written notice where we quote Dn Montessori regarding behavior. We put it with a
dismissal notice that says if the behavior continues they will be put out of the school.

Kahn: Compared with other schools, how do you structure parent conferences? How would you
characterize the different relationship between your parents and the school?

Clifford: Here we try to become confidants to the parents, friends they can talk to about a divorce,
family problems, anything going on in the household, and not feel ashamed. Because this is our goal, we
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intensify the family part, of the program. We meet with the families about three times a month. We have
regular educational workshop meetings that are held Saturday or Sunday evenings when most parents can
come. We talk about areas of parenting skills using Montessori in the home such as orderliness, lining up
shoes, that sort of thing. We give examples of how to utilize a small space because most of these homes are
small with a lot of people in them. We emphasize the child's need for his or her own space. We show them how
to use crates and cartons, shoeboxes and objects they have at home for storage of the child's belongings or to
reach the counters so they don't have to spend money This is really just sequencing, order and organization.

We give them tips on how to talk in a positive way with their children and how to reinforce good
behavior. We talk about how the words we use may hurt the child's feelings and lower his self-esteem. The
way you do this is to make the parents feel so comfortable in the group that they start coming out with these
Nwrds during the meetings. The children use them at school and you know they are coming from the home.
So we ask the parents how they feel when someone says, "Girl, get your ass across the room." That's a whole
different thing than just saying, "Come here." The way to make them comfortable is to sit next to them, or
on the floor, and share problems with them at their level, not in an authoritative way; but just as another
human being. In this way we get them thinking about their children.

Another aspect of the parent groups is that we try to get the parents to take responsibility in the
school, to nmke decisions and to run things themselves. I might say "I notice that, the classrooms need more
books"; or "I see the coat racks are down. How about if we build them up?" You want them to start becoming
a part of the school. hi most schools parents come to help out in the environment at the sthge when they read
the notes sent home. Our parents read nothing but two-liners. When they first come in, they don't notice
things. They have to be called about every field trip because they don't read the notes sent home. When you
do write a note it must be short, and to the point, preferably only a sentence or two.

The next step is to have the parents come into the classroom after an open house for cooldes and punch.
They get a chance to go through the environment and we give them a group session on what the children are
doing in the classroom. They go around and handle the materials and finally sign up for individual
conferences with the teacher. At their conferences, the teacher goes over the academic areas and then
carefully gets into whether there are any problems going on in the home, especially if a change has been
noted in a particular child's behavior.

Kahn: What do you mean, change in the child's behavior? Do you mean in terms of the child's
improvement to be reported on, or do you mean the desired change to happen, or all that?

Clifford: I really mean neither one. What I mean is that the teachers ask the partmts to let them know
if there are any changes in the home that might affect the child's behavior. The family might move three
times in one school year and remain in the same school. Some of them run from bill collectors constantly The
male may go in and out of the home or a new male person may join the home, that, happens a lot changes in
boyfriends and the child changes as this happens. When the teacher learns of particular family problems
she lets me know and I make it my business to talk to the parents. The act of letting them talk and maybe
cr.; with me just listening, seems to make them feel betten

Kahn: How does nutrition and teacher preparation become an active part of your operation in working
with people?

Clifford: First, the teacher has a hand in what is ordered for the kitchen. There are certain things they
don't want because they are not nutritious. Second, at the beginning of the year we have a nutrition seminar
for the parents where we talk about what food does to a child and the child's body We talk about caffeine in
pop, we thlk about sugar, This year we did what we called a Montessori commercial about insecticides used
on foods and how to mish and cook foods. Then we give the parents a list of things that are nutritious to eat
and they sign up to bring in nutritious snacks for the class.

Kahn: In terms of the Montessori Method, you have oftentimes said it is difficult for these teachers to
adjust to the urban environment. You told me some things already about eye contact, swear words, biting,
hitting, acting out, dealing with extreme conditions in the home, etc. But in terms of the actual presenta-
tions themselves, have you modified the pedagogy?
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Clifford: No, there have been no modifications of any pedagogical AMI methods at all. Modifications

cause problems. If you change something, adapt it for a child, it's almost like saying the child can't learn, and
that's not true. The child can learn anything. In fact, I find that I must stay on the teachers about not
modifying anything not breaking down the vocabulary. Don't call the trapezoid anything but what it is.
There is an ongoing controversy over changing standarized test questions to accomodate the urban dialects.
If you do that, what are you doing? You're changing the criteria for people and people are supposed to be the
same no matter where they are. So just because we have children from an environment where they might
not see and experience all the things that other children see and experience, that means that it's up to us to
see that they experience it. We have lots of field trips. Once a month we've got to get out of here and see
something or else they won't get to see it. In three years the children experience a lot. We set up scholarship
programs with other areas as an alternative measure. But I am totally against modification.

Kahn: What do you do about child abuse?

Clifford: We give the teachers two in-service meetings where outside agents come in and talk about
identification of children who have been abused. There are different kinds of abuse: sexual abuse, verbal
abuse, and physical abuse. Teachers tend to be reluctant to make out a report on a child who is acting out in
school because they don't want the child to get a beating at home and be in worse shape than before. We get
to the point where we just say to the parent, "Now I know you're not going to go home and give this child a
whipping becalm he doesn't deserve one, but I wanted you to know that he's doing these things." Then you
give the parent a suggestion of what they can do in the home to deal with the problem. A lot of parents,
especially black parents, tend to feel that if you spare the rod you spoil the child. We talk to them about how
this affects the children to the point where they won't do anything until you holler and spank them because
that's all they're used to. The first year parents have the most trouble with this. If we find a child who we
think is being sexually abused, the teacher informs me and I have a conversation with the parent. The
teacher and I make a determination as to whether it should be reported to an outside agency. If I do call,
they usually do go out and investigate.

Kahn: We've talked about child abuse and your work with parents. What is your ultimate goal as you
work with families here at the school?

Clifford: The ultimate end is to try to improve the family's understanding that education helps
integrate the family into society and to attain a better life. We try to build confidence and teach skills to help
parents improve their roles. It's hoped that through the parent workshops the parents will gain a better
understanding of go od nutrition for the child, build a network among themselves, build community support,
and find resources places to take their children. They learn they can't leave children on their own just
because they're ten or they look older and aren't babies anymore. They gain a sense that they can talk to
teachers, that they can be friends. They can and should follow their child through the educational process
like most suburban families already do. This is what we try to do. Research shows that the three years of
Montessori training at the preschool level and parent education workshops set a model that parents follow
throughout the child's education. They actually initiate contact with teachers.

Kahn: How then do you maintain the idea of this mission with yourself and your staff? How do you keep
the urban mission in sight?

Clifford: You keep it in sight because you keep them in sight. Instead of being an administrator to the
teachers I am a friend to the teachers, they are a friend to the parents and I'm a friend to the parents.

We have events once a month last night we just had the Community Chest which we have every fall.
We have canapes and cake and an educational workshop to start up the year. I met great-grandparents and
all kinds of extended family members. It's nice to touch them, give them a pat on the shoulder, give hugs to
the people who need hugs. One motherjust told me that she was so happy because she got an extra hundred
dollars today and that she'll be able to pay on her tuition. Just to think that she wants to do that for her child
is really admirable because there were clearly other things she could do with a hundred dollars. I think we
keep the mission clear because the closer you get to the families the more you know that they really need
and appreciate what you do.
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I also think telephone calls are important and that home visits play a role. When children drop out we
call to find out the situation and try to get them to return. Sometimes I have to make a call after the teachers
make calls. The parents appreciate this and it keeps me in touch with them. They know that this isn't just
another program that stops with the child. We care about them and we are always here for them.

Kahn: How do you get everyone, including yourself; to keep the urban mission in sight?

Clifford: We are turning out independent, intelligent, capable human beings who will add new
dimensions to a new world, and it's the productivity of those children that really 'motivates the staff. They
can see the change within two years, both with the child and the family. The community also changes. I saw a
ninth grader the other day. He said, "Hey, Ms. Clifford." I looked up and he was so big I didn't know him.
And then all of a sudden his face came back. He was one of the children I had over on the other side of town in
my kindergarten class. And here he was at a Junior High School over here and doing OK. He's polite and
mannerly and coping wit:, the streets, not necessarily as a part of the streets, but he can deal with what's
going on. I asked him what he was doing. I had seen his mother earlier and she had said he's just not
challenged enough at school. I told him he just had to challenge himself. So now he drops by after school to
say "hi" and I ask him what's up. It's nice to know that older youngsters realize they have a role model to go
back to. It also makes you aware that the whole community can and is changing because there's one little
place where children learn in their formative years. Their behavior then influences others.

Kahn: It's importznt what you said about the extended family your influence goes beyond the
immediate school and family scene.

Clifford: That's right. It's the seeds that Dr. Montessori talked about. We are sowing seeds.
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Montessori expansion requires a slou; year-by-yean phase-in approach. Because Mon-
tessori cannot admit older non-Montessori chikbwn, enrollment projections must be
formulated carefully. As program grom rekcation and independent administration
may become necessary. A comprehensive planning document can ensure a successful
transition.
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EXPANSION

EXPANSION: PLANNING PROPOSALS

The national statistics in a 1988 review of Montessori research (Kahn, Boehnlein, Villegas, 1988
NAMM Study) indicate that almost seventy percent of Montessori public schools predict expansion half
by grade level and half by adding buildings. Only four percent of the schools indicate that they are shrinking.
The survey shows new programs are being established at the rate of about six to ten school district
programs per year in 1988 and 1989. In relation to use within the districts, Montessori is in great demand,
with two-thirds of the Montessori schools claiming to have waiting lists ranging from fifty to over five
hundred children.

USEFUL PRINCIPLES FOR MONTESSORI EXPANSION IN TIIE PUBLIC SECTOR

Multi-age groups

Montessori programs conventionally start at age three with multi-age groups expanding one year at a
time. Expansion worlds best if multi-age classrooms are maintained as much as possible and consolidated
within Montessori conventions: preschool ages three to six; lower elementary ages six to nine, 'upper
elementary ages nine to twelve. The admittance of children over age four without Montessori background
should be limited.

Pyramid Structure

Student attrition after age four cannot be replaced in a Montessori system. This is because Montessori
has a rigorous curriculum of indirect preparation which assumes certain habits of learning, independence,
and special understanding of the materials. Although successful admissions of two or three students per
class without Montessori background can be facilitated, latecomers to Montessori must be screened
carefully for both social and academic skills so that they will not be excluded from the established pace and
social constellation of the class.

Generally Montessori schools deal with their attrition by utilizing a pyramid structure where,
proportionate to the school pupil retention patterns, the lower levels of the program have more students in
order to feed the declining numbers at the upper levels. This provides a maximum servicing of new entrants
at the starting level and allows for natural attrition to occur without compromising the program with late
entrants who do not have Montessori experience.

Curriculum Planning

Although curriculum is internally consistent within the AMI Teacher Trainer program, expansion
should consider some advanced program planning. There will be some variety of training backgrounds
which should be balanced by curriculum dialogue and presentations among the faculty as to scope,
sequences, and skill levels within the school's Montessori program. If a school is expanding one year at a
time, general curriculum goals should be committed in writing ahead of the school year to guarantee full
Montessori realization appropriate to expanded levels. This assumes that the existing Montessori program
is already establishing clear curriculum goals which still allow for classroom interpretation related to
individual children.
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PLANNING PROPOSALS

EXPANSION

Personnel Management

Montessori teacher-hiring requires careful planning. Expansion sometimes requires hiring Montessori
teachers without sLate teaching credentials. Fbr this reason, it is important to arrange a grace period with
personnel offices for obtaining a state teaching license. Grace periods extend from about eighteen months to
two years or however long is necessary; as long as a minimum of six credits towards the sLate credential
are taken each year. Teacher unions can present obstacles when hiring Montesssori trained teachers over
more senior teachers within the system. It is essential that unions recognize Montessori training as an
indispen&able qtafication for doing Montessori education.

It is also important to be aware of national training timetables in order to establish enough lead time to
train teachers. Many schools utilize summer training programs which may Lake more than one summen
Partially trained teachers may need to rely on pedagogy other than Montessori in their classrooms until
they have the complete Montessori point of view (see Chapter Fbur: Implementation).

As elementary programs expand, it is common practice that faculty move with the children to evch
successive grade. The current teachers, who know the children and who are experienced, are preferred
candidates if they are perceived by their principal and parents as suited to the older child. The nine to twelve
class requires considerably more preparation time and organization, and the more experienced teacher is
better qualified to accomplish the work.

Building Conversion to Montessori

In mrtain situations, Montessori expands within a building by converting a non-Montessori section
year by yean Montessori teachers and non-Montessori teachers must work as one sLaff while maintaining
separate parent meetings, curriculum discussions, and schedules dealing with unique Montessori issues.
Although Montessori may have distInct advantages over the building curriculum approach which it is
gradually &placing, it is best not to oversell the program with non-Montessori sLalf present. Fbrthermore,
nonMontessori staff many times become interested in Montessori and may desire Montessori training.
Making such an option available improves overall building morale.

Materials

Since expansion involves capital expenditures of close to $25,000 per class including furniture, careful
projections should be made to make sure that the district will accommodate the anticipated "start-up" costs.
Program expansion may also have hidden costs, which include more books, additional specialty teachers,
adtlition al office personnel, etc.
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RELOCATION

EXPANSION

RELOCATION

When a Montessori school-withinaschool comes of age and its numbers appear to be increasing
beyond what a mother school can accommodate, it may seek to relocate to its own facility A case for
relocation can often be made if Montessori split locations existing throughout a city can come together
under one root

Relocation is a positive move which will allow the program to develop a unique Montessori identity by
being at one site. Staff teamwork, goal setting, program continuity and clarity of mission are supported by
the Montessori program having its own building. The program is removed from the stress of comparisons
and pettiness which might occur when a Montessori and non-Montessori program compete for resources
within the same building.
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IMPORTANT RELOCATION FACTORS

Program Size

When consolidating as one school, the developing Montessori program may require more support
than its program enrollment can justify in terms of library assistant staff, a full-time principal,
auxiliary services, fine arts, etc. Yet initially, as an experimental program, it may need special
exemptions to accommodate upfront costs of materials, expanded program supervision (see Chapter
Four, Appendix 7), and consultation. The Montessori program must gain the credibility that comes with
fully equipped operations that resemble other public schools in the district while still maintaining the
uniqueness of Montessori programming. To fully anticipate all needs, the program size must be
projected over five years in order to justify allocation of msources.

Relocation Site

The choice of location must consider the convenience of present and future clientele. Pinpointing
neighborhood . sidences of current families and private Mnntessori schools will help justify the
relocation site. Simple demographic studies should include neighborhood racial statistics to encourage
voluntary desegregation, existing early childhood programs, nearby private schools, housing projects,
church organizations sympathetic to early childhood education, and political contacts. The location of
the new school is dependent on individual district needs.

Budget

A five year budget corresponding to enrollment projections needs to anticipate staffing, new
classroom materials, library, and building refurbishing including shelving, office equipment, science
lab, athletic equipment, and audio-visual needs.

11-: 1 ...7
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RELOCATION

EXPANSION

Facility Description

Most buildings will accommodate Montessori. The facility description will need to consider
desired outdoor area, size of classrooms, window height, restroom accessibility media accessibility etc.
Although Montessori programs do work in open classroom spaces, self-contained class., ooms still
provide privacy quiet, and minimal disruption which some teachers might prefer over the aesthetic
advantages of the open classroom. Private cloakroom space, wet space with water source, and low
windows are excellent features for a primary program (see Environment, Chapter Two).

Other

If the program is expanding into new levels (lower elementary, upper elementary), a description of
mission, orientation, and curriculum for the advancing level will enhance the request for physical space.
(You may wish to include the curriculum programs included in this publication.)

tP--0 t
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Appendix 1: Alternative Montessori Program Relocation Brief Vancouver Public Schools, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

All planning aspects of an expansion program are included in a ckar stalentent of programming weeds, physkal environment needs,
elementanj goals, retention and growth statistics.

by
Olybia ommeciotion of mextmssnri Parmats

INTRODUCTION

On March 10. 1906 the USE Montessori Advisparu Committee
was informed by Facilities ServiCus. ....that the Present
site would accommodate a maximum of 3 classes ...
OxpAnSiOn would require a complete program re-location.'
There are now 3 clarmeS at tho Present site and exPannion
in sChudo led for next year.

At the Montessori Ad,1L7ry Committee meeting October 20.
1906 the Possibility of remaining at Nightingale for the
1107/00 uchool term wan broached. TwO options for
1.roviding classroom UPACO were mentionegi use of the art
room and relocation of the district CSL clans. Concerns
regarding these two options includes

- the Possible adverse Ottnntn %Anon the entire
school's art program in order to accommodate the
additional Montessori clasu

A one year Postponement of relocation might
adversely affect Nightingale's enrolment if the ESL clans
is removed in 1907/00. followed by the Montessori program
in 1900/09. Also. Students within Nightingale's
catchment area would likely Continue to enrol in this
alternative program, further reducing enrolment in
Nightingale'S other dormers.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, the program has had difficultu
attracting iiitudents with previous Montessori experience.
Parents have stated that they elected tO keep their
children in Private Montessori programs until a more
central location is identified with an assurance of
exparmion. These factors (location and Assurance of
expansion Potential) are of Concern if the V0 8 10
interested ih attracting children from the Private
sector. Tha ideal %Ito therefore, would provide adenuate
dasstroc, space for future expansion libould the USD
incorporate this program on a permanent basis. This
would encourage enrolment during the final guar Of the
pilot project, and provide a long term stabilizing
effect.
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CONSIDERATIONS

In response to the Facilities Services report and the
Concerns raiSed bu Montessori parents, the Columbia
Association of montesSori Parents (CAMP) would like ta
request that the MontesSorl program be relocated in
September 1907 to a location in closer prOximitg to the
majoritg of Montessori pre-schools whiCh are potential
feeder programs. (see location man page. 15)

Relocation considerations include the following xeg
areas/

1) the short and long term needs of the Vancouver
Program (page 5)

2) the Phusical environment reguired for an
elementary monteSsori Program (page 7)

3) the goals of Montessori elementarg education
(page, 0 & 9)
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SHORT Amp LONG TERM NEEDS or THE VANCOUVER PROGRAM

This is a diStrict alternative program. The majorit,4 of
the children enrolled in the Montessori ClaSseS reoaire
transportation to and from school. Families commuttr from
all over Vancouver as well as adjacent municiPali,ics

At the present time most of the parents
are emPloged, mang are single Parent families or families
in which both parents work. Servep repultt; indicate that
66.57. of the children will need out of school care and
63k of the children have gounger siblings who will be
attending Montessori preschool and will later enroll in
tho alternative Program.

A questionnaire was diStributed to parents in an effort
to asSess the needs of the MonteSsori Program as thug
relate to the anticipated relocation of this Program.
The following points summerize the findings:

1. Pefore- and after-school care for children of working
parents

2. On site Pre-school faCilities tor Siblings (to help
keep the famild unit intact)

3. One central site, capable of accommodating all future
expansion Projections. (Repeated relocationS would be
detrimental, resulting in an unstable atmosphere.) The
Ideal site would have Classes phasing out as the
Montessori program expanded.

4. Long term Planning tor a gradual, controlled growth
Pattern -

5. Supportive and cooperative atmosphere

G. ACcessibility to aS manu Public transportation route,
a.. Possible, to allow older students to commute

7. Access to support services (LAC, Teacher/Librarian and
ESL)

O. A location with drop-off and parking areas

9. The ideal location would have access to a communite
centre to a) low swimming and skating Programs tor grades
1-7.
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PHYSI(AL ENVIRONMENT NEEDS

The .ideal' site would have:

space for individual, small group ape claSs
learning activities

mobile furniture with
tables

both grout, and indiigual work

adequate shelving for display of materials

low sink units

Pin-up boards at children's eye level

easy access to a Public library fOr extensive research
Projects at the intermediate level in addition to a well
established school .library

- adequate facilities for art, science experimentation
and a full nutrition program

outdror area largo enough to aCcommodate rigorous
Physical activities and other outdoor education programs
suCh as gardening

- close proximitu to Parks or wooded Area tor nature
,tudies

GOALS IN SUMMARY

- to help children develop their perSonalitieS in
accordance with their nature and potential at their own
Pace. The aim is always the formation of the total
personality. not of independent functions or Processes.

- to achieve the oPtimal relationship between the child
and the adult as described by Dr.Montessori

- to provide an environment in which comontenCies are
fostered through repetitive experiences of Success:
failure is not emphasized

- to respect the self-directed activity of the child

- to strive tOwardli a cultural environment which will
enlarge the child.% cultural horizons to allow
intellectual as well al; moral development

- to allow freedom of movement, and encourage vigorous
physical activity and outdoor work

- to encourage intrinsic motivation and self-education

- to encourage cooperation and accept (but not encourage)
competition

- to develoP an interdiSciPlinary curriculum to meet the
need4 of the growing child

- to Promote a home/school environment conniotant with
the Montessori Philosophy

c.. 1



(,OALTt OF MONICST,OI1I ELEMENTARy EDUCATION

The following uxcerptu are from 'Looking Ahead to
Montessori Elementary' and 'Identifying the Cretary
Lnvironment' by David Kahn. Vice-President of the North
America Montessori Teacher% Association (NAMTA).
(underlining has been added).

The Elementary environment refluctO a new plano of
education for the Montessori Child. Thu environment
should strike the imagination and lead to abstraCtion.
The adult (teacherldireCtor) function% aS the link
between the prepared environment and the child. 'The
curriculum is interdisciplinary where concepts of
biology. geo ogii and history Converge on the study of
life's evolution from the origin of the universe to the
emergence of man and civilization. The Child's studies
stem from spontaneous humaniStiC questions whiCh (Dr./
Montessori thought were universal to all children. Who
am 1? Where do I come from? What iS human about humanS?
What are universal human needs? How do 1 CooPerate with
the world?

'The curriculum is open endue, but the ClaSSroom defines
itself through certai, key materialS whiCh utilize
scientifically classified feet% a% a means of widening
the abstract outreach of the Child. Each key detail
relates to the whole. The keu then becomes an aSSoCiated
fact. 'The natural ScienCe's lead to the soCial and
Physical sCienCes. Math and geometry ConCePts flow from
baSic number operations moving through CuClidian geometry
to solid geometry always on a fully integrated basis.
Language beComcs the final synthesis of all experienCeS
with creative writing and grammar analysis built on the
Cultural content of the curriculum.'

Dr.Montessori observed that the elementary Child is
ChareCterized socially by a marked development of the
'Clan. instinct. They enjoy group aCtivitieS.
Intellectually the program moves away from the ConCrete
emphasis of the Prcr-sChool year% and strive% to allow
abStraction and tho imagination to reaCh its fullest
Potential. The indoor environment Points to the outside
world and the exploration of the outdoor environment
encourages further research indoors. Freedom of movement
and outdoor work in a Safe, Secure and orderly Setting
are enCouraged.
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CONCERNS ADOUT GROWT11

CAMP haS COnCerns regarding the growth of this Prodram.
Idealle there would be Controlled growth with monitoring
Of Student distribution throughout the grades. The
Proposal on the following page demonstrates such a growth
Pattern. This example:

, deal's with attrition

- allows for intake of Students without Montessori
experienCe at the kindergarten and grade 4 level (the
beginning of the seCond three year elementary cycle)

- attempts to Control the size of the Program

- insures stability within the Program by Suggesting a
maximum number of students at eaCh grade level

- allows for intake of Students with Montessori
exPerienCe during the 3 year CyClu5 (Gr.1-3 and 4-4.0
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PROJECTED GROWTH OF MONTESSORI PROGRAM (proposal)

250

200

>t,.4.4ti

ioo
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0
1 2 3 4 3 t 7 8 S 1011 12 1314 13

W Pregr.in

CRA0E1 K 1

TOTAL ENROLMENT,
INTAKE AND GRADE OISTRIBUTION

2 3 4 5 6 7
NJABER Of

YEAR

1985 15 9 1

INTAKE

_

ENRULmtNT
_ _

CLASSROOMS

24 24 1

1586 24 25 10 27 59 3

1587 31 28 28 10 )8 97 4

1988 22 31 28 28 12 24 122 5

1989 72 27 31 28 30 12 28 150 6

1590 22 25 27 31 32 30 12 29 179 7

1991 22 25 25 27 32 32 30 12 25 205 8

1992 22 25 25 25 41 32 32 30 39 232 9

1593 22 25 25 25 30 41 32 32 27 232 9

1591. 22 25 25 25 32 30 41 32 29 232 9

1995 22 25 25 25 32 32 30 41 29 232 9

CLASS GROUPINGS (once naximum of nine classes is reached):

One kindergarten (transition)

three primary classes (grades 1,2.3)

f.ve Intermediate classes

c'e34

EXPANSION OF PRIVATE MONTESSORI SCNOOLS IN VANCOUVER

III I I
8

s

1972 1975 1980 1982 19 49 5 s

YEAR ESTAILIONE0

566

Students

VANCOUVER PRIVATE MONTESSORI PROGRAMS:

ys.11.,_scL. student capacity

I. Vancouver Montessori 1545 W. 62 ave 1972 171

2, Montessori Dayeare 2091 V, 8 ave 1975 25

3, Family MOnteSSOri 1099 sltka Square 1980 40

slte 2 3996 V, 17 ave 1984 40

5. Ivy Montessorl 1811 11,16 ave 1982 40

6. " slte 2 c/o Gordon Elem 1985 40

2896 V. 6 ave

7. Cc:meaty montessorl 2740 Guelph st 1985 40

8. Plum Blossom Daycare 619 V. 45 ave 1985 25

9. Vestside montessorl 4157 Oak st 1986 40

10, East Vancouver 4850 Gothard st
Montessori Daycare 1986 25

11. marpole 811ingual M. 1296 li. 67 axe 1986 40

12, KerrIsdale Montessori Arbutus 28 aye 1986 40
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Appendix 2: Montessori Enhancement and Expansion Proposal Lorain City Schools, Lorain, Ohio
An, excellent funds development proposal for training support froin.foundo.t ions for Montessori teachers, this pnaposal requests almost $200,000

for start-up in wake ofnon-renewal ofmagnet school ficnding.

Montessori Enhancement and Expansion Project

for the

Lorain City Schools

January 12, 1990

PROJECT ABSTRACT

Between 1986 and 1989, the twain Oty Schools established two Mootessort Schools-Pern and
tincoln AcademieS whIch Presently serve a tall Ci 245 children In a racially balanced setting These

schools were designated montessorthie Insofar as federal ard district funds could purchase only
Minimal training and partial materials krt its twelve Montessori clawooms. tiecause of the already Ime
proved educational results and strong popularity of the programs, the twain City Schools have decid.

ed to provide fully certified Monteucti teachers ard materials foe Palm and lIncoln Academies and to
add Os additional Class,COTZ for a total of eighteen Montessori classes, As a result of the proposed

enchancement and espansion Protect continuous Montessori progranenIng will be made available to
the district for children ages three to twelve years. The expansion design includes four montessort
preschool classes (ages 34), one of which will be a pilot Spanish bilingual Immersion class Ilhe
montessod.hle approach would be presently retained for three additional bilingual doses, which are
rsot Included in the eighteen ccond The schools vnil reach 111.1ainn" MOnleSSOri enn011nYnt 01 490
pupils by 19914992.

Objectives

the toraln City Schools. with the support of conumnity foundations, will endeavor to complete the al
ready Initialed Montessori programs at Palm Academy and tintoln Academy foe children ages three to
twelve years by;

providing certified Montessori Training by the Association Montessori Internationale, through the
auspices of the Ohio Montessori Training institute, for fifteen teachers at Palm Academy and
ttncoln Academy.

providing supervisory sersornel with Montessori curriculum knowledge and management dulls
to nurture and oversee the projcs,

establishing the first public montessori preschool dasSes In northern Ohio

establishing a model bilingual moriessort preschool class to ;fermium friglish as a second Ian.
guage at an tarty age for more natural and effective hnguishc growth,

providing a successful curriculum mesh snaring monsessori and Daum outcomes to be torn.
pared and integrated,

equipping Montessori classes with the full complement of Montessori manpulatnes

The Need Montessori for an Economically Disadvantaged Community

The twain City school Dana Is located In an economically depressed metropolitan area with a limited
us base. Yet toren residents have supported fourteen alternative education programs throughout the
cny. Including an expanding muntesson program for children at the prescisuol and elementary level
the continued well being of the moniessou Om is diminished however, because;
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the leeching staff hes received VA), lonaici.m4s3uSe Vatting and has an incomplete knowkdge
niontesson technique and materials.

cd a 21% us base roduction (from $609 million to $466 million), the tarry portion being indus.
vat ungble penonal property tais reductions,

cd the loss ci a $3.7 melon federal ',signet rant due to a 2 year fsandng cycle.

Pained montesson teachers are not available due to a mt.:anal shove of Montestori teachers,
For this reason. the twain City Schools most proode training for their montessorl teaChers oda.
if% a 10Cliatd training mon

the district Is suffering a &mescal crisis and cannot ssipport the cne.tirne veining and illSterlal purchase

Costs that the project starbup requires In order to [coin,* Kt Innovative city based program Ice
desegregation and wategic rewirctunng of curriculum, the limia will need to bong Its developing
Montessori model to completion

The Solution

the Lorain Onr Schools, in COnslosCVOn woes the Ohio Montessori Training institute and Cleveland Sute

Unsersity. is Seeking funding to support certified Montessoo counework for fifteen teachers, two
incipals, and one supennsor In addition nine asfistArds, support personnel, and counselors wits

tecvve owed covs,work, C,a1 kg, unpiementaton and on.ute su,ervisiOn is NsCluded so the
tuning package

The Requell

The Divots needs outode fundms in Otdef to equip the Montessori school and sponsor Montessori

Panting for itS Cussent Nathan sUff los thus reason, the twain City School Conlon emPectfulle

requests of the Nord Family Foundation a twoyear rant in the A.M.! Of $41.800 to be used to
acCompfish this goat as Oullosed on the Wowing cissa,lesj propos,s1
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To date. the District has espended S95,069 for monressoi equipment and 14Ples. The anual COSI

cd staging the Montessori peogr am fin 1990.91 figured is $731.046 This coo Includes leathers and

teacher aides; Wilde% costs and adminStrative CM are not Included,

the loan Cny School Nola Is commiced to meintaining the Montessori program tage 3.121 as a
means d providing students with an alternate type cd education w an enrichment opportunity that
tads to be moved for epper economic or academic level. Illaiardy families, and primarily evedable
only in private school setfings w a cnilthcentered envistiAmeni where students can continuously

progress at the chiles Individual (Alt an ideal Seamus; ernmcomeni at4ssls Chadren. Me Chstrict's

financial aisis is real, the $10,511 cost for teacher Substitutes which will be needed to release the

Montessori teachers during their patticum espenence which, unlike the summet tramsns sessions. Is

held during the school year = will be absorbed Internally. The remaining MI.000 must be sought
elsewhere

The twain Cny School Dstott Is formally requeqing a grant from The George Guild Foundahon, in the

amount of $56,000, to help Supp04 the Montessori Age 6.9 Component. Such funding w,tl proncle

the $16,100 needed to support the tranNnt of Seved leathers and the $19,600 needed no purchase

supplies and Milefials for the seven age 6.9 classes, Due to the lfr &Mire dthqs request and the tri

Summer tra"ng schedule. it is suggested that fundrig be considered en a 3 year basis. 35% for each

of the 1990 1991 summers and the remaining 30% for die summer of 1992

ISTIMAttO Ft/NDI NC SOVICIS ANTICIPATIO ittQMSTS

WW1 Oty School Diana

Hord Famly Foundation

The Cone Gund Fosesdasson

The Martha Haden lessfiingS loondoon

The Community foundation of
Greater torain County

Substitutes $30,544

Preschool Component 40,800

Age 6 9 Component 56.000

Age 942 Component 54,000

MonteS1ON Ovenetew 4,000

The Stotkee FouNiat01 MonttildNa OvtlYitw LAN

Total 5192.344
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INTRODUCTION

The Loraon City School Donna is one ol a small minter of public schoels natormode that ernphasses

the Montessori approath to classroom onstruchon. Two schools. Palm and Lincoln, have been estabs

tithed as morstesson Magnet Academes. The successful operation col these magnes is crsioal in Wee-

wag Loraon Cay School's unoque onstructional environment and in complying woth Fedral carton
dered desegregahon.

Pains Academy not only pondes for the desegregation of Hi SpamC students. but also ofrers (rogrosh for

Hapanc du:then in need and Spanish immersion - as a foreogn language - for all Montessori sorderes.

The Structure of Lotion's Montessori Program is such that a multtage, racially balanced preschool for

3,4 and S year olds snll be developed (through the auspices ol this proposal/. Ater completion ni this

preschool unit, the children will then progress through the primary grades (14) al Palm Academy. and

seed Montessori intermedate grades (4-6) at linCOln Academy. The traditional grade levels will men.

tually be restructured so that all Montessori students wal be rn a multosge learnmg environment consosi

tent with montesson philosophy (1.6 year olds and 6.9 year olds will anend Palm Academy and 942

year oils u..al amersj Lincoln Academy) In cyder to achieve-these goals, sox new snots need to be estab-
hthed for the 199041 school year foot for 3 to 6 year olds - one ol which vial be bolongual Spanosh -

and two for 9.12 year cads.

few montesson emoted teachers are avarlabie to Co Loraon's needs. The Diana emPloyS many excel-

lent teachers who, wrth further training. Can Med the needed cenotkason Criteria, Three Of the tweiVr

One MonteSSOn teachers & acimmostrausrs needed to accomplosIs program obiechves possess such ere-

dentals Eghteen need to be trained at Me apprOpriate level A troisurnmer montesson teacher training

program is being offered by the Ohio Montessori Training instrtute in cooperation wah Cleseland gr_te

lausersay specofically for loam Cay Schools tos exchange for partompating in such trainong, teachers

woll be required to mate a commarnere to remain with the Donnct for a mod ol 2 to 5 year&

The development Of new programs require material purchases beyond the scope of everyday needs

Ao.tesson matenals and supplies are not readily available; the ',Wordy of the items are imported (rpm

the Netherlands by Nienhuis Montessori of California and are costly. The District hr expended
$95 089 to daze foe such materoals and supplies. Outsode resources must ha secured for the remaining

amOunts

LI order to mem the above goals. Foundaton support rnust be sought foe

the creation Of 3 MOnteSSOri preSChoOl facii Ty and educahonal nopportuna es for
three and four year oids.

tho Program exParaorth of Montessori taws (6) at Palm Academy 5 preschool and
1 age 6-9,

the program expansion of Montessori tmas (2) at Lincoln Academy. and

d.e egablishment °la 3 summer traonong program for 18 Teachers/ So.pervosors,

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The lora., City School oistrscy rich irs Cultural heritage. Is unique among urban donne's. Even though

the System IS in the more economocally depressed metropolotan area of the courty. its residems have

chosen to dersoncrate support for desegregation through the estabhshment of a maret schools pro-

cess which Fulfdls a Federally courtordered Consent Decree. Palm and Lincoln Academes are two

such magnet schools which are based upon the montesson school of thought. The curricular goals.

however. erend beyond the total MOrrieSSOri experience to include language lonmersoon and Wing:al

education (Spanish for all Montessori nylons and English as a Second Larguage (or Hispanoc children
In need. respectively),

Palm Academy had been a closed balding for two years and was reopened as a MomessonSolie and

bAngual language magnet in September. )986. Due to continued community keens:. the morcessoo.

Lte prograrn was expanded to the higher grade levels during the 1988-89 and 1969-90 school ran.

In the Initial year. 2 grade four classes were em blushed, in 1989. 2 grade Eve classes svem added This

expansion incorporated Lincoln Academy inao the corthnuses.

The moraessonilike program was incoaity compnsed of two classes eath of an alliday kindergarten.

grade one, grade two and grade three The newly concewed preschool componera would change thus

to Pve classes each consisting of a omultvage onethalf day progam for three. Four. Pse and sox year

cads (one G.: whoth would be for preschool bilingual students in need of Enghsh as a Second Language

skollil. The fnelux year olds would then remain for a full day session, hence the contins.ation al the

fultday lundergarten program. Inonruchon. &tithed to meet the curricular requirements of the Lorain

City School Donna. Is Snort:armed into the monaesson program methods. This enables a chold to eat

oly adapt to any SChccil sem% AldiOugh children have been successful when emering at the kinder.

garter level. according to the Morxessori pholosopisy it is desirable that choldren veer the school expen

ence at the age of three; therefore, the preschool concept.

Studems re selected for Palm & Lincoln Academie, by using 3 district wide lottery process (new en.

trantS are limited tO the preschool and age 5/6 (Kindergarten) levels). This process accepts voluntary

applications from all Interested parems. Applications are first coded by grade level, rthnooty and se .

qatrsce of receipt to ensure that all eligible applicants art rven an equal opportunity to fill magnet
school operungs. Although there rs no ngd criteria tor selection, uudent interest prxemial for normal

achievement, suitable aptitude, and the ability to &dap, to the Montessori environment are considered in

the selection process.

The comet proram, and each classroom is balanced by race and ethnicity according to
chicon proportions. 56 6% .21.4% 22%. representing white. Black, and Hispamc populations re

spectmely Students number 24 in eads Montessori classroom: at the present rime, there ye 182 sto

dents on grades IC.3 at Palm Academoy, and 63 grade four and rove students at Lincoln Academy (the

program will be expanded to grade sox !Or the 1990-91 school year) Lincoln Academy's enrollment of

63, as opposed to a full eivoilment of 96. is due to edition from the thord grade at Palm to the lOurth

r



grade at Lincoln. The addition of new toms at Palm will increase the number of Montesson studems

pamopating in the continuum 6orrs age 3 through 12 resulting in UI Lincoln enrollmem.

ks Lorain City School's effort to become volurnanly integmed, the Morsessorl-hke opportunity enabled

two. schools, historically of Hispanic enrollment, to aoaln a balinCed racial composition, u well an, Offee

an immune program well adapted to both a muhicultixal seeing and to a new educational approach

Ein public schools) foe low and midtge sodoecomonsic chidren.

(creature indicates that the Montessori technique achieves positive results - that (orain Cny School's

magnet test scores show a significarn percentage ol studeets gonng In the 'high performance catego-

ry. sn vocabulary, reading and math. This is also substantiated by the nationallymormed
Comprehensive Test ci Bas.c 904 fCT8S) scores from Palm Academy. Spring 1989 CT8S results show

second graders, who had been in the Montessori program since kindergarten, scoring in the 82nd pen

ceetile in Reactng, the 83rd percentile in Language, and de 94di percentile in mrhernaucs.

The following page is a visual representation of Lorain Cny Schools' Mcntessori program. Each teacher

on this chart represenm a class of I...my-five students.

Inn chart is followed by a demographe presentation of Lincoln and Palm Academies. It should be
noted that

42 1% of Lorain City School students are economcally disadvantaged (based upon
the accepted criteria of free g reduced lunch count),

SS% of Palm's emothriern and 81 6% of Lincoln's emollmem are economically &sad.
rxaged,

36 6% of Palm's MOreeland enroPment and 47.0% of Lincoln's Montessori emit-
Mere are eCOonnkally disadvantaged, and

the ethme composition of both academes closely parallel the Dienes ethmc comp.*
salon
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PALM MONTESSORI ACADEMY
% Economically Disadvantaged

% Neighborhood Students

District %- Low Income
%Palm - Low incoms
% Montessori Low income

El %from neighborhood
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30.011

20.0X

10.011 -

0.011

PALM MONTESSORI ACADEMY
Ethnicity

V. Montessori White Female
V. Montossori Black Femsis
V. Montessori 14Isponle Female
V. Montessori White M.I.

0 V. Montessori Bieck M.I.
V. Mont...oil Hispanic Maio
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F.

100 OX -

ao.cot -

60-0X -

40.0X -

20 OX -

0 OX

LINCOLN MONTESSORI ACADEMY
% Economically Disadvantaged
% Neighborhood Students

District %- Low income
% Lincoln- Low income
% Montessori Low income

O % from neighborhood

548

40.0X -

30,0X -

20,0X -

10OX -

0,0X

LINCOLN MONTESSORI ACADEMY
Ethnicity

IIII % Montessori Whits Female
NI % Montessori Black Female

% Montessori Hispanic Female
Ea % Montessori Whits Male
0 % Montessori Black Male
NI % Montessori Hispanic Mate
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Appendix 3: New Faxon Montessori Magnet School Site Plan Kansas City, Missouri
Formulated by parents, teachers, and community members, this short document, published here in fottd, contains one organization's planning, scope and time-

table for a school. Although a nunther of references such as size of the kindergarten, separate classrooms for Special Ed., and computer lob are not in keeping
with Montessori philosophg the document is a concise and complete example of a magnet school site plan.

Please consult Implementation: Chapter Four, for cost and implementation suggestions for the real standards and needs.

Project Management Team
konsas Cy M,ssov, Sahoo*Cslcat
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el 46 Montessori

The Elementary School Montessori Magnet is desived to
provide an erwiroraon0 40ndu.ivo 00 self-motiaated
continuous.progress learning Each classroom shall be a

se1f.contaired. ood.00ta ti.00 spas* capable of
fossering a varlet, of interact:a. and exploratory
experiences for stadents

91 45.01 Xindergarten Classrooms (Ages 3. 4, E. 5)

A Spaces

1 The maximam number of students allowed in
kindergarten classroom is 20

2 Montessori kindergarten age children are involved in

both movement and rest acr,l,ities Areas shall be

provided for the following three ma,yor activities

a quiet AVqVitiOS Requirements include hard
surFact floors (10,1 compositson tile). 400
throw rags fos rest and cabinets for book storage

Play ActIsitios ia-es p..irola and novae:ant

actioltleS Pecalret,oto include herd surface
floors (;itvl conpoSitisr tile) 4n1 aboluirg for
t,s

o Cr,ative AC0ivities Arts and crafts. science
experitents eto Peg.iro-e-ts include low tables

for 1.2 c.ildren with c-airs and cabinets for

storage of crafts and sol,--se nan.rials Floss

shall I. ,in,; cSopsitasx (or eas, ,leanIng

) &isiceylctan, Stotents oit,l ,sto ,lth set* live

animals (fish, gerbils reptiles ati'nihie.S. birds)

which will require counter space for aquariume,
tercari,ns, trc.tators a-d Coeo Stll'OLts will also

work with plarts and co.nter space will be reloired for
potting. planting leaf clea-irg watering and
naintenarce Storage shall A. proaided f,r n.oroscopos

and mieroprojectors

Ftis;:s S.oaderts slit watch test;',ers reIttrn

sCir.Ce 0,pers-ents es sell ss perfonning irdividoal
oApOTitOtts Stordg. space shall be ;sonded for
etultiment such as mscroloopes beakers rook displays.

etc

5 Art Studenrs s2all 5a-e initial eoperiences with a-t
within the classroom such as flouter painting.
csiortr,g, etc Stadents will learn to develop control
Over various tips oi media

FCISD
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6 Music Students shalt have initial experierces lath
music within the classrocm such as sing1rg rhythmic
exercises with wood blooks and sardpapor blacks. etc

7 Cutdoor Activities Access to the 0.4tIOOr envircnnent
Is very important to the Montessori prograt Students
develop the responsitilit; reluirel to pla/ outdoors
safely

Direct access to o,:door areas is mandatory because
without It teae*ers ha-. ro 4....ncro1 A oo.rtiard ard
protected area is preferatle in an urbAn roighborhood
Protection fro- -A Is important

Adjacercles

1 Kindergarten classrooms shall te located on ch. ground
level rear the administration area ard close to ch. main
ertramce of the tuildirg Kindergarten outdoor play
ateas stall be directly accessible from kindergarten
classrooms

2 Isolate classr.ots frit rot.v aotivities sick as gym ard
oafesori,v, as ,ell As mechanical systems

1 Isolate olassr'oes from vis.al distraotiors

x(eolAl Regyirevests

1 Virtergarten Classrooms 41 2)) s f each)

A Sn esch olassr.om spaoe soall be pro:Ided for two
ot!..stable ,aaght folliso-leg tahles O x 72'
kith six xhaits os:r Spa:. for eight chairs shall
to pro:iced for tre reight of 1 ,yrar old children
il) in ) A.I foar C'Aits for 4^5 ',mar old reIghts
(12.102 in ) Tables OA/ tO ustl At oppssite erts
of :he classroom for separate aotivities Chairs
5',.11d be vood in lieu of pldstio or metal

t In eaoh olassro,v spa:e for tveloe 20 " m 15."

tsdioitvol tables be pryzsted These tables
Stoll to A carieto of sh.nes 0.y:hi A, IroOOAOgIOS,
tralogles clroles o-als Ard trerooSo Spade
for ight C.Airi s',411 be pr.:sited for the height
of ,OAr onadre, 4.0 Is', art f.ar orairs for
v.d year oll tefghts (1242 in ) Chairs shoald
te vox$ in lieu of plastic or metal

Coe glecs' ard on. boys toi/et roov in each
olassro, Toilets shall be sired ts A.connodAte I
year old onildren (1) Snores hi(h) Looate a

toys:est:5 vitt two sis'as direotlo ootslfe
toilet r .ovs Cse sirs ssall be $ .o . for the

XCMSD
SEC)1 . 58
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height of I year old childron 425 in ) and shall be
stainless steel With A goose:coca faucet with canop,
elbow handles and shall have an acid draln with
removable trap dre sink shall to sized far the
height of 3 year old children (2) 1-ches taghl and
shall be stainless stet: with cetop: elbow
hand:es S:rks shall havo hoc and cold r,nnIrg
water The countertop shall be 4 .0. long and
covered with acid-resistant material similor to
plastic laminate Formed top is desirable with 7

inch rourd hole In center for towel disposal with a
wastebasket directly below Countertop(a) shall
slope to sinks ard have a 12' minimum backsplash of
the same material Floors and walls shall tit

waterresistant materials Provide OAe paper towel
and soap dispenser rear rte sink a: height of 3
year old children (20 inches)

Cno drinking fountain in ever/ classroom at the
height of 3 year old children (20 in high)

Provide open shelving arourd the perimeter of each
classroom at 33 year old childron'a heights Also
provide frtestamding shelvtrg on oascors to enClos
the Activice areas Maximize amourts of shelvirg

Cre wall clook (quartz to-ement) shall be mounted
ato the ft...iv :he clock is An Int.gral

part of isstruction and stall to located In a
highly visible spot

Storage (von 2C1 s f S srall be prxs.del for wood
blooks teaoher-mAde vatoriels, !iontessori
cluiptert. art MAtoriAlo eassoat es.tp-ent etc

Children at this Age ri-ge from Sx' to I)" 111
furrishirgs, egalpsest Art vssolow heights shall be
desigrod far the children

All wall sorfaces rot utIli:el for cabitets.
chalPtoards Oyoro or wirdods s all be finished
both taok sarfac, sAter.A1
materials stall te ,sed

Collings stall tO AiOuirlOal tilt ty red.oa scise
1esels

Windows 0.111 be operable NAtosal 1.ght is

desirable vitt vied:, treatvent for 'blaokoat" for
aadi:vioyal presentations

YCnD
SEC'S 50
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rout0 hole toe ze-ter for rowel dispose. with A
wastehasbet direr:Ty be:o. Co.ndertsps, shell
slope tw %Inks ard ha., a 12 bef.splash of
the sat. materiel Flosrs a-2 walls stall be
warer.res.storr materials Pro..Ze or paper true:
ard sup dtsy-sor rear c.. strk at mo.n.m..n hetshm
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C-e Crirking (..ttain in *eery olassrs, a: :he
height o: a oh:.d of east a(e gro.p
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e.ASStt,, At V.,. Z.1,173,3 hetet of a child of earh
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C4SforS tO 4^4110 tO4 alttvity atlas MAX:=1110the atovet of shelving SbeleIrs for bsoks shall
els) be pros:let adjarert to teacher's aSeA

Cne wall olcok (quart; mo.enear) shall be mounted
above :he floor

Pro..ide a sinitios of. 263 $ f of storage for
'Sorters ori ruiptent and teacher or staent
me-erials

Firs: stale criltren raes- le he:eh: fro, 32' to
23* Seford grade aei r- rd grade chiltren ra-ge
ie height frso 35 co Fosith art' fifth grade
children zees in betgoo - »5" to t.- Minimum
tswntieg teikht for shaotsards Is 25' zits.. the
floor for fsr.-. Stestt at: third grade ohildren
Miring, heisht :sr char-boards Is 3C'
sboze ...le I - for f..rth and fifth grade
children A.. Sarrishi-sf es.ip-ert aer wIrdow
1,s,1;hts S-4.: t. Cesikeed tor t', ra-F4 .7: height
of. tne shildrer .f ea,n cIissr..1

First secord, third, fo.rth a-d flits grade
classrecn :lost's shall 1,4v. spors.l.a.aly 561 vinyl

fll. ard .6t fatez.c Art aed sr:test
areas. . I As areas sr...el sio.. reod ossnrers.
s7all rs s 1 cf-positio,

All 1e7 reyir.-enrs ar, s.-..a, t) il-Cergarten
classrs,e.

4, 01 0;..ist £,Latstt,,, dIsso

A:' s 7:1 t-, ts , ft 2 utth tte
,.--4 ton hst 2 00 ,c ,-..t be 4.t
,-f til0 1-I t

)1 el,3,
37611 . 62
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91 :5 C. Learmirg Resocrce Censer

All requirements shall be the saw as Seffstl 32.3 with the
ecceprion fhif floors shall be carpeted

9:4505 Cf.stasit.

All requiremenrs shall S. th. safe as Section 91 4 with the
follswimg exceptions, A Settle: for each sex shall S. locate:
adjacent :o and directly accessible from the gynnesium
Provide additional electrical outlets for aadinvisualquipmenz No scoreboard will be necessary In the
gymnasium Provide a projection screen whieh mai be attached
and detsched from gym:as/um wad, as required Vinyl
composition tile shall be provided on the gymnasI,m floor

91 .5 05 Art

All requiremenrs shall be the same as
followIrg exception All furnishings
LeIgh:s shall be desIsred for a child
olC,

.1 .5 03 74.41c

All requirements shall be
is:towns enter:ion All
co.shts shall be designed
old'

SectLon 91 5 with the
equIpmers and winde.
45' Ln height (6 year

t!,* sAra As Section 91 5 with the
fshirms equipmeet and window
for a child 45" in height (5 year

91 .4 0,4 Comparer Lab

9:1 toy:relents shall S. the SA-A as Sermion 31 7 with
fo/ic.irs enceptioes The CO.tt,fsf vtIl 'be ,,sed Sc
e-t.r. classes (class size 26 sv-dent plus 1 teacher)
Proolde one ;hone ilne °or conster moCen tsok-ps w.f.h other
schools

91 45 69 Adoin:SfrAtivot Sulfa

All reguiraterts s-all be the oar.. as Soot:or 91 $ with the
following exceptions Provide for fss staff In the
Cecretary/Clerical Arta Provide for s psttdon of tPe
rereptIsn co.nr.r to be the correct heIgh: for . first grad.
ohad 01 In ) (This cal also he alconplished with e
p.sa.rhea rwiegIns door In the counter) The majority of the
coon-er shall be the carrel:: height for adults (42 Ln)
Teacher's Uorkroan shall have tables ard cs.nters with
storage underreath fsr c.azrer's materials Provide three
phs-e a:res. two oatsiCe ard one dedicated lire for computer
mode, took,ps aed District's networked CttpuVO: terminal
Three persoral computers and o-e District networked computer
tereiral will I. lstered in the Secredari66IerIcal Area The
District terniral Is persenel resputer site Provide

03/02680
SEC91 63
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EXPANSION

mirLx,m of three grot.rded double-duplex electrical outlet's in

the Teacher's U'orkrrem, Provide counterspace for a la-qra:or

in :he Teacher's 17orkrcom, Provide a mlmixum of three

grounded double-duplex electrical outlets in the lorge

L,cate :he ;rincirsl's offloe to allow flr s.rervlst,n ef
busses loadirg ard -nloadirg 'rem :he office

.6 11 C.tdar:e Courselimg,Ilealth Cen-ftr

All relutremeets shall te the same AS Set:15n 41 1

"4 4. it af:IrivM

C 5'.37.1 he the same ss Cetei., 47 fr'

'4 A 12 Maln:ena-ce ard eperatlors

rellire-ents shall be the sa-e as Settl,r =1 11

.4 11 '71rralatton Mechanlcal.Eleotriral

all rel.:r.-er.s shall be the sat,' as Sect!c* 41 1:

- I. Pecra:loral Facllitles

zel,:re-en-s shall he Vot SA^A a-

51!e Ctrlulltion

s,slt ca-. as s 11
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INTRODUCTION

EVALUATION

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

SOCIALIZATION IN MONTESSORI CLASSES

EVALUATION

RESEARCH

MONTESSORI EVALUATION APPROACH

School improvement is predicated on goal setting and evaluation. Research provides
information as to whether the school is achieving its goals. Me document induded
here (as an example of comprehensive evaluation) is unique because it represents
Montessori goals articulakd in non-Montessori terms. The planning document orches-
trates ea:Illation in the following areas: integrated school environment, academic
founda: tons, parent participation, staff rejuvenation, and community partnerships.

The articles and case studies by Ana Maria Villegas in this section are part of the
integrated school improvement data collection at Mitchell Montessori School.

431
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MITCHELL SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

EVALUATION

MITCHELL MONTESSORI SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
PLAN

INTRODUCTION

Instrumentation for planning, evaluation, and research in the public sector is critical because it
allows the Montessori school to measure its impact on diverse student pepulations and to speak the
language of the district regarding its successes. The combination of planning, evaluation and research
allows the Montessori school to provide information to the district, parents and public, while institut-
ing pmyram refinement and excellence through research-informed planning.

Featured in this section is a comprehensive, integrated plan for school improvement which has
developed out of a current project sponsored by the Mitchell Montesiori School in Denver: Principal,
Paula Biwa; and Researcher; Ana Maria Villegas, chose to document a Montessori school from the
inception of the school in 1986 with the intention of not only influencing district decisions about the
future of the pmject, but entering the national educational forum with new research data and
literature. Ms. Biwer reters to her plan as a mad map to the future. The uniqueness of the document
and its related study outcomes is its ability to integrate Montessori concepts with public school
organizational firrmats. The result of this work will be a new comprehensive planning and evaluation
approach for both the private and public sector:

INTRODUCIION TO
THE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

This plan has been prepared by staff, parents and community participants to guide improvement
activities at Mitchell Elementary School between now and the end of the 1990 calendar year.

The plan was developed in a participatory process that included needs a.s..essment, goal setting, and
implementation planning. The process has heightened our awareness of who we are and how we can best
help the students. parents, and public we serve.

October 18,1988

The Process

An important part of the planning process has been the analysis of needs, the review of school
effectiveness literature, school reform and improvement literature. and Montessori philosophy and pedag-
ogy The School Improvement Planning Committee, the Mitchell faculty, the principal. and an educational
researcher met several times to list and discuss needs. Twenty-three needs were identified by the
committee with input from staff, parents, and community members.

Needs were identified through the following sources:

Analysis and evaluation of ITBS scores for 1987-88
Recommendation of teaching staff
Recommendations of building School Improvement Accountability Council Committee
Discussion with Parent Teacher Student Association Board
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Feedback from parent conferences
Recommendations of Director
Recommendations of Montessori consultants
Recommendations of clerical and custodial staff

After the needs were listed, the committee, with the assistance of the researcher, helped prioritize the
needs using a process to identify the most important and manageable ones. We were able to include all of the
identified needs by organizing them under the five goals of the program. A brief rationale statement
introduces each goal and provides the context for our improvement plan.

Mission Statement

The mission of the Mitchell Montessori program is to enable all students to develop strategies for the
acquisition of knowledge, Wills and values they need to participate meaningfully in our pluralistic society.

Consistent with this mission, the program strives to reach five goals addressing the following areas:

A. Integrated school environment
B. Academic foundation
C. Parent participation
D. Staff rejuvenation
E. Community partnerships

The rationale of the program goals is listed below along with the objectives thereby making the
program philosophy more explicit.

A. Integrated School Environment

From a Montessori perspective, the cultural, social, age and individual differences evident in our
society are assets that should be cultivated. Accordingly, the best education possible is one in which children
from diverse backgrounds are free to interact and learn in an atmosphere that respects their differences. In
keeping with this view of society and education, the Mitchell Montessori program is carefully designed to
offer students an integrated school environment. The commitment to integration is embodied in the
following program goal:

Goal I Te provide parents in the Denver Public Schools with the opportunity to enroll their
children in classrooms that are integrated on the basis of ethnicity, social background, age, gender
and cognitive differences.

Objectives

1.1 The Mitchell Elementary School program will select students in accordance with district policy
regarding ethnic integration.

1.2 Each classroom in the program will mix students by ethnic group, socioeconomic level, age,
gender and cognitive ability

B. Academic Foundation

According to Maria Montessori, no human being is educated by another person. Rather, children learn
through their own efforts from their environment. Adults promote the learning process by serving as the
d3mamic link between the environment and the child. That is, learning is not the mere passing of information
from teacher to student; it is the process through which the child develops strategies for the acquisition of
knowledge and skills.
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The important task of schools is to provide students with a general foundation that will enable them to
acquire more specialized knowledge and skills later in life. Such a foundation is a prerequisite for meaningful
participation in a rapidly changing society and world and serves as the best deterrent to the school drop out
problem. This concern informs the second goal of the Mitchell Montessori program.

Goal 2 To provide a carefully planned and stimulating instructional program to help children
develop within themselves a strong academic foundation.

Objectives
2.1 Teachers will implement the Montessori curriculum

2.2 Students will develop the following skills as reported on a teacher pre/post rating scale:
a. a positive attitude toward school
b. inner security and sense of order
c. pride for the physical environment
d. abiding curiosity
e. a habit of concentration
f. habits of initiative and persistence
g. the ability to make decisions
h. a sense of independence/self-confidence
i. self-discipline
j. a sense of responsibility to other members of the class, school and community

2.3 Students will develop proficiency in the following basic skills areas and will achieve at or above
the district average on the IOWA Test of Basic Skills:
a. listening
b. speaking
c. reading
d. writing
e. mathematics
f. social studies
g. science
h. art appreciation
i. music appreciation

2.4 Teachers and principal will adopt a written report form to keep elementary school parents
informed of studen& academic and social progress

2.5 Staff and parents will develop procedures to identify at-risk students
a. developmentA screening for all preschool students
b. at-risk profile on each student

2.6 Staff and parents will provide students who are identified at risk with successful learning
experiences and additional personal support

2.7 Parents and faculty will work together to maintain high student attendance rates

C. Parent Participation

Research shows three major benefits associated with parents' active involvement in the educationof
their children. First, children tend to attain higher achievement gains when parents participate in school
activities. It is thought that through such participation parents gain knowledge and skills to help their
children to learn at home. Second, parent involvement in schools generally increases their satisfaction with
the instructional programs which leads to greater support of those programs. Last, the presence of parents
in the school conveys a message to the children about the importance of formal education.
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Parent participatioa in the teaching-learning process of their children is crucial in Montessori educa-
tional programs. Since children are thought to learn from their environment, whether at school or
elsewhere, teaching is necessarily a joint responsibility of the school and family In accordance with the
Montessori philosophy, the Mitchell program includes a parental component in which activities are guided
by the following goal:

Goal 3 To promote and maintain continuity in the learning process between home and school
through an active parent education program.

Objectives

3.1 Implement a varied series of parent activities including .
a. orientation session
b. parent-student open house
e. classroom observations
cl. parent-teacher conferences
e. parent education nights on topics of Montessor: 9urricula

3.2 Sustain high rate of parent participation at Mitchell School events

3.3 Establish a strong and active Parent-Teacher Organization and School Improvement Account-
ability Council

D. Staff Rejuvenation

Quality instructional programs must necessarily make ongoing adaptations to meet the evolving needs
of a diverse student population. Additionally, maintenance of quality instructional efforts requires collegial
support. Given these concerns for the establishment and maintenance of educational excellence, the
Mitchell Montessori program has planned staff rejuvenation activities. The goal of the activities is as
follows:

Goal 4 To provide support to the Mitchell Montessori program staff in order to refine and extend
their ability to deliver quality instruction.

Objectives

4.1 Montessori principal will observe in classrooms, provide feedback to the teacher and assistants,
and support their professional growth.

4.2 Administration, teachers and assistants will observe other Montessori classrooms in Mitchell as
well as other Montesari schools.

4.3 Staff will attend regional and national Montessori conferences, workshops, and other staff
development activities.

4.4 Staff will attend weekly meetings that will address:
a. curricular issues
b. primary and elementary level concerns
c. program planning issues
d. program implementation procedures

4.5 Teachers and assistants will meet periodically to coordinate their instructional efforts.

4.6 Parents will recognize staff excellence through appreciation activities.

E. Community Partnerships

The school is the institution that pnwides members of our society with a formal education. Recently,
howevei; we have come to the realization that schools alone cannot ensure that children will reach their
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greatest potential. For the most effective education possible, schools need to develop partnerships with
other agencies and organizations at the local, state and national levels. This realization has led to the fifth
goal for the Mitchell Montessori program:

Goal 5 To develop meaningful partnerships with local, state and national agencies and
organizations for the purpose of strengthening the Mitchell Montessori program.

Objectives

5.1 Promote the involvement of community resources at Mitchell School.

5.2 Inform the community about the Montessori program at Mitchell and promote positive percep-
tion and interaction.

5.3 Form partnerships with business agencies within Denver.

5.4 Nurture district-wide understanding , ',Id respect for the program.

5.5 Program administrators and faculty will serve in leadership roles in local, state and national
educational efforts.
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ACTION PLAN

Goal Objectives

Sourcr of Data Data Collection Responsibilities
Descripthe
Narrathe

Profile/
Fbrin

Inten iew
Teacher

Interview
Administrator

Classroom
Observation

Teacher
Rating/
Forms

Test
Iowa

Principal Hiculty Researcher Parents/
Community

Intel7ation Ethnic integration
schoobvide(1.1)

Integrated cimsrooms 02)
X
X

X
X

X
X

Academic
Foondation

Teacher implement Montemori
curriculum (2.1)

Student outcome non academic
(2,2)

Student outcome academic
Iowa (20

Student outcome amtdemic
report form (2.4)

Staff and Parents develop
identification procedures
for students at risk (2.5)

Staff and Parents develop
additional support for
identified students (2.6)

High attendance rates (2.7)

X

X

X

X

X

X X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X X

X

Rtrent
Participation

Implement a %-ariety of
parent activities (3.1)

Sustain high levels of
parent participation (32)

Parent.teacher organization
SIAC (32)

X

minutes with
events Idates

members

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Staff
Rtjuvomtion

Provide supervisory support
(41)

Observe other Montessori
pmgrams (4.2)

At tend regional/national
conferences (42)

Attend weekly meetings (4.4)
Coordiaation between teacher

and as.iistant (.1.5)
Parent recognition of

staff excellence (1.6) X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Community
Partnersiiips

Involve community resources
(5.1)

Inform community about
program (52)

Partnerships with business
(5.3)

Nurture districtwide
respect for program (5.4)

Administration 'faculty will
serve leadership role
local. state, national
Montessori community (55)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X
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DATA GATHERING FORMS

The following forms were utilized in establishing accountability and a measure of goal realization.
Outcomes are published in the chart formats which make the information easily accessible to the faculty,
administration, and district officials.

GOAL 1 INTEGRATION

STUDENT DISTRIBUTION BY AGE, ETHNICITY AND GENDER FORM*
(By Classmom)

AGES AS OF
SE PTEMBER

ETHNIC GROUP
NATIVE

AME RICAN
BLACK ASIAN HISPANIC ANGLO/

OTHE R
TOTALS

3 year olds

4 year olds

5 year olds

6 year olds

7 year olds

8 year olds

9 year olds

Totals

Key: Gif...; are at the bottom right triangle

Boys are at the top left triangle 1/1
Class /I

*This form is used to compare classroom populations. The prncision of this instrument tows for maximum fine tuning in
constructing class composition.
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MONTESSORI ASSESSMENT MEASURES

Montessorians in the public sector need to develop assessment measures that reflect the very special nature
of Montessori education and its impact on the emerging personality Through a review of Montessori
literature, discussion with parents, staff, and researcher, the following ten qualities were identified as
critical indicators of a student's healthy and normal development in a Montessori classroom. W. believe that
these personal, social, and emotional attributes are the basis for foundation skills for all learning and should
be respected as a legitimate measure of program success.

GOAL 2 ACADEMIC FOUNDATION

XTTITUDES TOMRD SCHOOL FORM*

STUDENT
NAME

*7 3
r!...' g

= =
4

=

:cs ::
=

Z ;=.1

: -.

E
=

c...)

1
Lt

a: =
rs ,-t

Q0 =
> c.)

.4= E

0

= F.;= 5

'
Q
Q
=
GO

v c
Z

12""
=

= t 4
'""

4
"- '
"e7,

...........

E* =
--0

=

-,?1. vs am asked to rate each student in their class in tenns of develop wnt of basic attitudeg toward school and karnim, m.ing
a scale of 15 (1 = lowest level of development and 5 = highest level of devdopment, See Attributes of th Learner, ext mage, for
sample indicatorsl
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In discu;ion of this new assessment tool, the Montessori staff and researcher believed that all evaluators
needed a common basis on which to rate students. The researcher, principal, mid a teacher met to create a
list of sample behviors, "Attributes of the Learner," that were understandable to the raters. This working-
through process helped to thing meaning and a measure of reliability to pre- and post-ratings. Pre-ratings
were done within the first six weeks of the beginning of the academic school year and post-ratings were done
within the last three weeks of school. The analysis of findings from this assessment is being compiled.

ATTRIBUTES OF THE LEARNER

Attribute Rating Sample Indicators

e Attitude
toward hool

(I) Signs of fear and pank at separation from parent ;.uardian; anxious behavior;
hysterical behavior
Shows signs of fear fseparation, but displays confidence in overcoming fear of separation

(5) Signs that child looks forward to going to school; strong desire to be in school; t:dks to parents
about what occurred in school

IIMPr SCCnrity ( I ) Someone who constantly needs physiod and/or utwbal reassurance from adult; blind to t he
sense (f order envirmunent; work done caeles.sly and incompletely

(3) Completes work that has been mstmwd; handks materials properly
(5) Child go s readily to work; spontaneously cams for the work and the nvironment; high evi.

denc( of organization in work

Pride in Physical
envinminent

( I Carelessness; not returning Materials to proper place; taking more than hisiher share; not
cle:mhig up

(3) Compkting uork and nmintaimng good (wder
(5) Care and !ove of the envinmment; selfless owner:hip of the environment; contribute to en% I.

nuunent brMgNg oltieds from home)

( I) Passive disinterest; far to try; obfivious; out of touch; lowdevd reaction to stimulus
Of niatrials

(3) Choosing to use materials; Iving innilved to the point of interest with the mated.As
Raising questions; deep search; sense of uomler

I hilnt of il i Easily distracted; hypenictMty; interrupts other:
concent nit ion (3i Conetl)trated%nwk without lx.ing totally absorbed; controlled work; focusd work;

eenter: oa uork
(5) Total absorption in activity, kading to contemplation in older Mid; satisfaction

Initiative ( ) Chihi is dependent on adult or other children; scattered attention: flighty
Follows t Mough with uork; compkting %vork atifactürily

(5) Slfarecte(1; wide range of interest; displays an inner motivation; dinit aigliness in
Nfecting tasks

Ability to mak 1 I ) ( 'had cannot make choices; liee(mies imictive Nmuse het she cannot !mike
decision . dedsnms; fear of failure

(3) Making iippropriate choks uithout (wet ling adult direction
(5) Selfassured; risk.taking; disinterestedjudgement (making decisions based on umept ion of

what is right)

Sc'df.nnifitlen(x.
:iim (if indeiNlidellce

Timidit); uninvolvenwnt; dpendency on others
13) Child displays lividness. intrestedness, involvement; can uork alone
(5) Expressivenes:; courage; takes on challenges: sets out on his, her Own; :alventurous

Selfdisdpline I I ) Child misbehave.i; disruptiv(. behavior
13) 1., (phig up svith work; uorking on his her own; getting along with imem
(5) In control of slf in diffrent settings; highly focused; in harmony u it h th group

Stan,e of I I Iliv:tility: ego-centric; (.4.1fishness: aggression toward others
revon-iNlity (3) Peril wins clas,sroom joN; shares with others
otheN

170 (Iguimnatie leadership; onninitment to goo(l uorks; commitment to social c:mses
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1.

Child's Name

GOAL 3 PARENT PARTICIPATION

ACTIVITIES INNOLVEMENT FORM*
1989-90

Activity Mother Father Guardian/
Grandparents

Date

Get Acquainted
Picnic

Parent-Child
Open House

Parent Education
Meetings

1.

2.

3.

4

Grandparents'
Day

Guided Student
Observation

1st Semester

2nd Semester

Parentaacher
Conference

1st Semester

2nd Semester

Cinco de Mayo

Voluntary Activities

*Each class' master sheet is compiled from these forms which remain in each student's file. This information enables the teachers
to promote greater participation, if necessary
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NAME-

GCAL 4 - STAFF REJUVENATION

STAFF DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPATION FORM

1153E- EVENT: TIME-
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GCLAL 4 -- SE4FF REJUVENATION*

This form is useful to assist the recordkeeping task required by the Denver Public Schools. Each
principal should observe each teacher three times per semester and document feedback and topic discussed.

SUPERVISORY SUPPORT SUMMARY FORM

TEACHER CONFERENCE
II4TE

TOPIC OBSERVATION
ME

TIME

.

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

*Each box contains ow teacher's name per box in alphabetical order. Keep the pages on a clipboard where it is always handy to
record supervisory activity. It provides ajournal of sorts to refer to when conferring with staff.
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GOAL 4 STIFF REJUVENATION

OBSERVATION FORMS

Faculty Member

1. Obserration of other Mont&,:sori Classrooms in Mitchell program, or other Montessori programs.

Mitchell Other Date Comment

2. Attendance at Regional/National Conferences.

Conference Regional/National Comment
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GOAL 5 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

NURTURE DISTRICIWIDE RESPECT FOR PROGRAM FORM

Activity Date

445
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-

GOAL 5 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

INFORMATION TO COMMUNITY ABOUT PROGRAM FORM

Type of Information Recipient
of Information

Date Means of bissemination

446
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GOAL 5 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

PARTNERSHIPS WITH BUSINESS FORM

Business Type of Partnership Date(s)

M.
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GOAL 5 COMMUNITY-PARTNERSHIPS

INVOLVEMENT OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES FORM

Agency Date Type of Involvement

*This form and the one on the next page are designed to keep the recoriling task simple and well organized.
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GOAL 5 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

ADMINISTRATION/FACULTY LEADERSHIP ROLE
LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL MONTESSORI COMMUNITY FORM

Adm. /Rm. Local /State/National Describe Role
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CHARTS GENERATED BY Dm GATHERING FORMS

Data collection can provide clearly reported information for annual reports by utilizing a chart medium
which school districts can readily understand.

GOAL 1 INTEGRATION

STUDENT ENROLLMENT AT MITCHELL SCHOOL BY ETHNIC MEMBERSHIP
SEPTEMBER, 1988

AGE
GROUP

ETHNIC MEMBERSHIP
Native American Black Asian Hispanic Anglo/Other

3 Year Olds 2 17 3 16 27
4 Year Olds 1 14 4 13 27
5 Year Olds 1 18 2 17 27
6 Year Olds 9 3 13 38
7 Year Olds 7 1 16 28

Grand Total 4 65 13 75 147
Percentage 1% 22% 4% 25% 48%

PROJECTED STUDENT ENROLLMENT FOR FALL '89 AT MITCHELL SCHOOL
BY ETHNIC MEMBERSHIP

APRIL, 1989

AGE
GROUP

ETHNIC MEMBERSHIP
Native American Black Asian Hispanic Anglo/Other

3 Year Olds 15 2 15 26
4 Year Olds 2 17 4 16 27
5 Year Olds 1 14 4 13 27
6 Year Olds 1 18 2 17 27
7 Year Olds 11 3 15 41
8 Year Olds 7 1 h 29

Grand Total 4 82 16 92 177
Percentage 1% 22% 4% 25% 48%
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IOWA TESTS

This year it was mandatory to give the IOWA tests the day after a change to daylight savings time.
Students, families, and teachers were disoriented and the entire district's scores dropped drastically from
the previous yean We also realized that six uut of eleven teachers had never administered an IOWA before or
the level WaS new to them. Finally as our program grows, we service an increasingly Hispanic and Asian
population whose mother tongue is not English who tend to score between 0-20% on the IOWA. Througha
more detailed analysis of the pounds of IOWA computer printouts, the researcher was able to highlight to
the staff and ultimately to the parents the areas of greatest measured academic performance, the areas that
needed improvement, and measured out that we had still accomplished our goal of having students score at
or above the Denver Public School average.

Based on this very thorough analysis, our staff has decided to focus next year on strategies that will
better prepare and enhance our students' ability to respond to the test-taldng situation and the actual test
with greater ease and preparation.

GOAL 2 ACADEMIC FOUNDATION

IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS: COMPOSITE SCORES FOR MITCHELL AND DPS
By Grade Level (SPring 1989)

Grade Mitchell %ile DPS %ile

Kindergarten GI 47
First 57 52
Second 52 52

GOAL 2 ACADEMIC FOUNDATION

TOTAL LANGUAGE /Tom MATH COMPOSITE
IOWA SCORES

Years
Grade

K 1

1986 14 24 27

1987 36 42 31

1988 77 75 31

1989 64 57 56

AVERAGE HAHN ATTENDANCE
(In Percents)

Years

1986-87
1987-88
1988-89

Attendance
95.4
90.2
95.0
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GOAL 3 PARENT PARTICIPATION

PARENT ACTIVITIES*

DATE

08-27-88
09-22-88 &
10-116-88

1st Semester
1st Semester
10-20-88
11-04-88
11-28-88
12-03-88
01-12-89

02-16-89

02-26-89

03-06-89

03-13-89

0343-89-
0347-89
04-26-89

2nd Semester
05-03-8a
05-05-89
0546-89
05-16-89
05-23-89 &
05-25-89
05-26-89

AC'TIVITY

Get Acquainted Picnic
Parent-Child Open Houses

Parent Observation of Student's Classroom
Parentaacher Conferences
Parent Education "Parenting Is.iues"
Grandparents' Day at Mitchell
Pall general PTSA meeting
Transportation Appreciation Breakfast
Parent Education "The Special Child in

Each of Us"
Parent Education "Montessori as an

Aid to Life"
Parent Education "The Psychologit-al

Development of the Child in the First
Three Years of Life and its Impact
on Personality"

Elementary Parent Education
Montessori curriculum

Primary Parent Education Montesso:i
curriculum

International Studies Week
Parent Education "How to Make Home

Experiences ' iirning Experience'
Parentaacher Conferences
New Parent Orientation Meeting
Cinco de Mayo Celebration
1st Annual Student's Science Pair
Spring General PTSA Meeting
Spring Suzuki Violin Concerts

"New Cooperative Games" Field Day

ATTENDANCE

500 +
500 +

447
341
115
79

118
100 +

48

44

100 +

42

65

450 +

75
325
62

609
435
85

700 +

465

*1938-1989 lbtal enrollment is 300 students.
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GOAL 3 - PARENT PARTICIPATION

PROPORTION OF STUDENTS REPRESENTED AT OPTIONAL PARENT EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
BY ETHNIC GROUP

(SCHOOL YEAR 1988-89)

Activity
Ethnic Group

Total
(n 4)Nat. Am.

(n =4)
Black
(n = 65)

Asian
(n = 13)

Hispanic
(n =75)

Anglo/Other
(n = 147)

Pare. ,ing Issues .50 .26 .15 .21 .. .26

The Special Child in
Each of Us .25 .02 .23 .08 .19 .13

Montessoii as an
Aid to Life mo .09 .31 .08 .14 .19

School Information Night .25 .14 .15 .09 .31 .21

PROPORTION OF STUDENTS REPRESENTED AT MAJOR PARENT EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
BY ETHNIC GROUP

(SCHOOL YEAR 1988-89)

Activity
Ethnic Group

Total
(n ..= 304)Nat. Am.

(n = 4)
Black
(n =65)

Asian
(n = 13)

Hispanic
(n =75)

Anglo/Other
(n = 147)

Parent-Student
Open House .50 .55 .62 .51 84 .68

Classroom Observations 1.00 .71 .62 .63 .94 .so

Parentaacher Conf. - Fall '88 .75 .85 1.00 .76 1.00 .89

Parentgeacher Conf. - Spring '89 75 .73 .8,5 .81 .95

Get Acquainted Picnic .50 .20 .38 .07 .55 .35

Cinco de Mayo .50 .54 .23 .61 .69 .72

*This form gives figures on proportional representation at events by ethnic group and enab es us to target areas for future
mprovement. Encouraging target group participation in the planning process leads to more meaningful and better outcomes.
Elementary education requires a less formal reporting on parent involvement: date, event, number of participants. Mitchell used
total school data to report the required information,
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GOAL 4 STAFF REJUVENATION

IMPROVED TEACHING METHODS
PLANNING, INSERVICE AND CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES

Date Activity

08-20-88 Entire Faculty (teachers & paraprofessionals) social & school
planning retreat

09-14-88 Dr. Ana Maria Villegas pmsents status of Montessori research
te faculty

10-06-88 Computer in-service begins for elementary staff
10-20-88 Begins a series of lectures by nationally prominent

Montessorians (Judi Bodi, Sanford Jones, Dr. Silvano Montanaro)
11-17-88 In-service on cooperative games
01-09-89--
01-13-89 Intensive week of afternoon Montessori training for

paraprofessionals and support staff
02-08-89 Inservice on classroom discipline strategies
02-18-89 Music & Movement daylong workshop
03-02-89 DPS Aids Curriculum Instruction In-service
03-07-89 Elementary teachers plopping meeting for 1st Science Fair
04-04-89 Staff & parent meeting for planning Cinco de Mayo
05-13-89 P.E. staff planning for New Cooperative games on Field Day
05-31-89 Dr. Atm Maria Villegas Faculty in-service on IOWA results

A SAMPLE OF ADDITIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT ACFIVITIES
PURSUED BY INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP STAFF MEMBERS

ABC Conference Special Education
Art Appreciation
Autoharp lessons

Colorado Educational Media Association annual conference
Conflict management

Creative writing
Elementary Montessori Review Course Cleveland State University

Grant Writing DPS in-service
Manipulative mathematics

Minority Students three-five years olds CEC sponsored
Montessori Association Montessori Internationale Study Conference

Montessori Mirth American Montessori Teachers' Association
Montessori in the Public Schools conference

Orff music workshop
Project Wild

Self-esteem workshops
Spanish as a Second Language in-services

University of Colorado Storyteller's Conference
Vision Therapy Conference

Whole Language: Reading and Writing

/
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GOAL 5 COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

Community Relations

RECOGNITION

Black Education Advisory Council Certificate of MPrit for Academic Achievement (Spring 1989).
Denver Public Schools Science proposal selected for Chapter 2 funding (Spring 1989).
Denver Public Schools Public Relations Department Acknowledgement of the Montessori early childhood
program as featured in Mill Levy promoticnal video (Pall 1989).
Mayor's Office Education Project for school year 1(389-90 (Spring 1989).
Neighborhood Housing Services in Cole Acialowledgement of Mitchell School's impact on neighborhood
revitalization presentation of 100 flower bulbs and thme trees (Pall 1988).
North American Montessori Teachers' Association AcIniowledgement of Mitchell Montessori's program
contribution to Montessori in the public schools filmed program as part of national documentary (Spring 1989).
Public Education Coalition Selected to participate in the League of Pilot Schools Literacy Project
(Spring 1989).

PRESEMTIONS
8-1-88 Association Montessori Internationale presentation "Montessori in the Public Schools"
1-10-89 University of Colorado at Denver presented the Montessori philosophy and curriculum to graduate

classes
2-17-89 Colorado Partnership for Educational Renewal presentation "Alternatives to Standardized

Testing Student Portfolios"
2-23-89 University of Denver presemed the Montessori philosophy and curriculum to graduate classes
4-5-89 Colorado Forum Mitchell Team (principal, IMC specialist and three parents) do a slide presentation

and panel discussion about Mot itm-ori education.
4-28-89 North American Montessori Teachers' Association presentation "The Importance of Research in

Montessori Schools"
5-30-89 Denver Department of Social Services presentation to Family Opportunity Program case workers:

"Parent Empowerment/Participation"
7-26-89 Colorado Department of Education Mitchell team presentation at "Strategic Options Initiative"

SUZUKI VIOLIN PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

Date Place Date Place

974t/S8 Mitchell Back to school night 3/17/11 Mitchell International Week
1011188 West Pines Psychiatric I lospital 4118/89 Heritage Club
11/4/8S Mitchell Grandparents Day 4/130S9 Citywhle Honor Concert South High School
11/21188 Steck Fnementary 5389 Utradon Hall
12/11E0 United Airlines 5/123.1 Godsrnan Elementary
IV2188 Hope Center 5170 St. Martin Plaza Senior Citizen Home
12/14/88 United Airlines 5122w Gilpin Ekmentary
12/1538 Colorado National Bank 5/'. Mitchell Primary spring concert
12/16M Mitchell bus driver breakfast 5125x) Mitchell Elementary spring concert
1/24/S9 Mitchell Channel 9 filmed here for "Pwitive Colonulo" 5/31/89 Mitchell North EastChildmre Center
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INSTITUTIONS OE HIGHER LEARNING
Metropolitan State College participated in the Youth/Early Childhood Development Project.

Colorado State University participated in the cooperative extension vegetable gardening project.
University of Colorado at Denver participated in a three-year research/evaluation project.

CHARITY SUPPORT
March of Dimes "Walk-Anon" with United Airlines
National Multiple Sclerosis Society "Read-AThon"

COMMUNITY /BUSINESS PARTNERS
Close relationship with United Airlines
Friendship with the Colorado Forum

INTERESTED FOUNDATIONS AND AGENCIES
Center for the New West

Family Star
Piton Foundation

Public Education Coalition
United Way

MARIA MITCHELL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MONTESSORI PROGRAM BOARD OF EDUCATION

Edward J. Garner, President

Dorothy A. Gotlieb, Vice-President

Sharon Bailey

Naomi L. Bradford

Marcia Johnson

Thomas Mauro

Carole H. McCotter

RICHARD P. KOEPPE

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Paula Biwer, Principal
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THE SOCIALIZATION OF CHILDREN
IN A MONTESSORI CLASSROOM

by Ana Maria Villegas, Ph.D.

To be successful in the classroom, students need to be socially as well as academkally competent.
In addition to the correct answer to the teacher); questions, students need to recognize and understand
different directives, informatives and elicitations.
Traditional classrooms develop a hierarchical order in which "low groups" are more tightly controlled
than "high groups."
In a Montessori classroom the roles of teacher and student are less marked than in typical public schools.
In a Montessori classroom students are not grouped by abWly. Because they do not compete kr grades they
are open to cooperation with their peers and helping others learn and grout
Montessori children make individual choices with an understanding of situational constraints tempered
by a sense &social responsibility.
Montessori develops productive future citizens. The public school sysiem has much to learn fn9m the
classroom socialization used in the Montessori system.
Case studies bear out the effectiveness of the Montessori system. (Two examples are included.)

Educational success and failure is a topic of major concern to teachers, parents, and the public at large.
No doubt this interest stems from the documented fact that educational attainment in the United States is a
fairly accurate predictor of an individual's future (Blau & Duncan, 1967). How well a student performs in
school has profound implications for his or her adult life.

Traditionally, educational success has been measured in terms of academic knowledge and skills.
Students considered academically successful are those who have learned the factual content of the
curriculum, mastered the basic skills of decoding and computing, and developed higher-order thinking skills.
Generally schools measure academic competence with standardized achievement tests.

Recently, an emerging line of inquiry has produced convincing evidence that educational success
involves more than academic knowledge and skills (see Hymes, 1972; Gumperz, 1981; Mehan, 1979). To be
successful, students also need to know with whom, when, and where they can speak and interact in class.
Said differently, pupils must be socially competent in the ways of the classroom to gain access to instruction
and to display their knowledge. However, this social dimension of learning is generally ignored by educators.

To understand the broad implications of educational success and failure, one must examine schooling in
relation to society One of the functions of school is to prepare children for adulthood. Undoubtedly the
society of the future will need individuals with a solid academic background. To this end, our country invests
heavily in curriculum and materials development, teacher education, student program development, and
educational research. However, of equal importance are social skills and attitudes that enable one to live in a

Dr. Ana Maria Villegas was Assistant Professor at the University of Colorado at Denver where she taught courses in,
multicultural education, linguistic and cultural issues in testing, and communicative competence in the classroom.
Currentlg she is a research scientist at Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey.
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diverse and complex society. Unfortimateb; our investment in this important social dimension of schooling is
minimal. The failure to recognize the significance of classroom socialization is certain to have §erious
repercussions.

While attention is given to the academic dimension of school life, this chapter also emphasizes the often
neglected socialization process that occurs in classrooms. Specifically it reports the findings of a study of the
socialization of children in a multi-ethnic Montessori primary class. The purpose of the study was twofold
to describe what the students needed to do to be considered competent members of their class; and to
illustrate how qualitative research can be used in planning for the future.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Our understanding of the social dimension of academic success and failure owes much to qualitative
research methodologies. During the past 15 ye:trs, classroom studies have appeared under the rubiics of
context analysis (McDermott, 1976), micro-ethnography (Erickson & Shultz, 1981), constitutive ethnography
(Mehan, 1978), and conversational analysis (Gumperz, 1977). Each of these qualitative research approaches
treats classrooms as social systems or communities organized into different instructional events by teacher
and pupils. Examples of events that routinely occur in public school classrooms are "reading time,"
"mathematics group," and "science lesson."

Micro-ethnographic studies, the broader term for this line of research, describe the interactional mrk
of teacher and students that constitutes instructional events. The studies reveal that the actions of
participants do not occur randomly. Rather, the ways of talking and acting in the classroom are governed by
rules of appropriateness. The function of the rules is to regulate the actions of the participants, thereby
facilitating an orderly exchange. To the extent that learning is a function of the pupil's ability to engage in
and sustain interaction, competence in interpreting and using the rules of different learning situations
determines educational success.

Micro-ethnography has broadened our understanding of educational success by showing that students
must learn not only to do well academically but also to act in ways that are appropriate to the academic
environment. Additionally, this line of investigation provides insight into the socialization process by
describing in detail the social skills students must have to succeed in a variety of classroom situations or
events.

While the micmethnographic approach to studying classrooms is relatively recent, the literature
includes a number of studies describing the interactional work of teacher and students during specific
events. Among the events analyzed are the reading lesson (Au, 1980); the procedural meeting (Bremme,
1976); the mathematics lesson (Florio & Shultz, 1979); the teacher-directed lesson (Griffin & Humphrey 1978;
Mehan, 1979; Villegas, 1986); the reading group session (McDermott, 1976); game playing time (Shultz, 1976);
preparation for reading (Van Ness, 1977); and circle time (Florio, 1978). No study of this nature, howevei; has
been conducted in a Montessori classroom.

TEACHER-DIRECTED LESSONS TRADITIONAL CLASSROOMS

Villegas' (1986) study of teacher-directed lessons 'Al be used to illustrate the ethnographic tradition.
The study was selected because teacher-directed lessons occur frequently in public schools today. The
findings provide insight into the type of socialization students generally experience throughout their school
career.

Villegas collected and analyzed videotaped data of,' teacher-directed lessons with high and low reading
groups in a second grade classroom. She found that thE lessons conformed to the structural model reported

exiously by Mehan (1979). Specifically the lessons were organized into opening, instructional and closing
phases, with the opening and closing phases consisting of directives and informatives. Directives from the
teacher required action from the pupils that supported the academic exchange. For example the utterance,
"open your book to page 59," was a request for action. The act was completed interactionally when the
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pupils complied with the teacher's request. Informatives from the instructor provided pupils with informa-
tion. They in turn were expected to attend to the teacher's utterances and acknowledge their content. The
major portion of the lesson, however, was the instructional phase, which was developed plimarily through
the teacher's use of successive elicitation sequences. Each elicitation conveyed academic information among
the participants, and consisted of a question from the teacher, a reply from a student, and an evaluation from
the teacher.

To be successful in these lessons, students had to satisfy the teacher's criteria for academic accuracy.
Mditionally pupils needed to recognize the different interactional demands placed upon them by the
teacher's directive (carrying out her requests for action); informatives (attending to her as she provided
information); and elicitations (responding to the topic initiated by the instructor; and knowing how to gain
turns at talk and what to do once the floor was given). Fbrthermore, if students wanted to interject their own
topics during these lessons, they needed to time their statements to occur precisely between the end of one
interactional sequence and the beginning of another Students who lacked the skills to interact during the
lessons were virtually blocked out of the academic exchange and lost opportunities to display their
knowledge to the teacher and fellow classmates. In brief, this study shol;s that lessons involve much more
than knowledge of the correct answer to the teacher's questions.

While the structural organization of the lessons was the same for all groups, Villegas found important
differences in the teacher's treatment of high and low achievers. Specifically, the teacher paced instruction
more slowly for the less advanced pupils and exerted even tighter control over their actions.

In brief, the students in this class were being socialized to submit to the teacher's authority. This was
evident from the instructor's tight control over the pupils' actions, which accorded them little or no
responsibility for their own learning. The teacher had full command of the pacing and content of the lessons.
Additionally, she controlled turns at talk and determine(' which answers qualified as correct. Moreover by
dividing the class into high and low "ability" groups, the pupils were being socialized into accepting a
hierarchical order in which the actions of members of the "low group" were even more tightly controlled
than those of the "high group." Over time this type of socialization is likely to develop the attitudes that
authority is not to be questioned and social hierarchies are natural and unproblematic. These attitudes seem
to contradict the basic tenets of a democratic social system, the survival of which depends on thoughtful and
questioning individuals.

THE STUDY

The study reported herein is a micro-ethnography of a class of three- to five-year-olds attending a
Montessori public school in an urban district. Montessori education is generally associated with the private
sector; however, this approach has been used increasingly in public schools since the early 1970s to promote
etlmic integration. Williams (1987) estimated that there were approximately 50 Montessori programs in the
public schools throughout this country. Just one year later Kahn, Boehnlein and Villegas (1988) reported
over 90 such programs. These data suggest that the use of the Montessori approach is expanding rapidly in
inner-city public schools, a phenomenon which makes the Montessori classroom of special interest to urban
educators.

The Classroom

There are 31 students in the classroom examined in this study Of these, 13 were Anglo-Americans, 5
were African-Americans, and 13 were Hispanics. The ethnic distribution conformed to the desegregation
policy of the district, the goal of which is to have a near equal number of majolity and minority students in
every school and whenever possible in every classroom.

Bertha, a pseudonym for the classroom teacher had five years of teaching experience using a
Montessori approach. She was assisted in the classroom by Maximiha (a pseudonym), a woman of Mexican
descent with ties to the local Hispanic community.
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The classroom was on the ground floor of the school building. Upon entering the room, one encountered

a lively environment, decorated with attractive colors and equipped with inviting materials. The child-sized
chairs, tables, stools, and shelves made the room comfortable for the pupils.

Bertha had organized the room into five general areas practical life, sensorial, language, mathema-
tics, and culture. The practical life section included a variety of materials intended to involve the children in
the physical care of the environment. Among the activities were: putting lids on jars, powing water from
one jar to another, transferring grain from one bowl to another, using tongs, polishing bowls, vacuuming and
mopping the floor, and scrubbing tables. Breakable materials were used to teach the children to handle them
with care and to convey the message that they were trusted in this classroom.

The sensorial area contained materials designed to lay the foundation for complex mathematical and
language concepts. These included rods, cylinders, color tablets, bells, and sandpaper letters.

The language, mathematics, and cultural areas contained materials intended to develop academic
knowledge and skills on the part of students. These included sandpaper letters and numbers, letter and
number cards, metal inserts used to trace geometric shapes, a variety of card sets used for learning initial
and ending sounds, and a library amply stocked with children's books, puzzles, maps, and globes.

In brief, the child-sized furniture and the beautifully designed and carefully arranged materials
conveyed the message that this environment was created for children.

Methodology

Observational data were collected from August through December of 1988 by two trained observers.
The class, which met every weekday morning (from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon), was observed on 35 days for the
entire half-day session. The data were collected in two phases. Dwing the initial phase, which ended in mid-
September, the observations were broad in focus. Notes taken at the time provided a general account of the
sequence of events in a typical day. When the notes or descriptive protocols were analyzed for patterns, they
revealed four recwTent events "greetings," "doing work," "clean-up time," and "group time at the circle."
Each evcnt required different social strategies on the part of the students.

Observations became more focused in the second phase of data collection, during which time attention
was given to the interactional work comprising each event. Six three-year-old students served as the
primary subjects. On each visit, the observer took detailed notes describing the sequence of actions for one
of the six target students. Because the observer focused on one student per session, these protccols reveal
the more detailed aspects of interaction that were overlooked during the initial phase of data collection. The
detailed protocols were analyzed for patterns in order to determine what pupils had to do in order to be
considered competent participants in each event. The results of those analyses follow.

FINDINGS

The data from the protocol analyses showed that this Montessori classroom was an interactionally
differentiated environment in which four recurrent events took place "greetings," "doing work," "clean-
up time," and "group time at the circle." Members of the class used these names to refer to their activities.
Each event progressed in an orderly fashion. Underlying that order were rules that guided the teacher's and
pupils' actions.
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Greetings

Greetings occurred after the teacher and/or the assistant brought the children from the playground
into the school building. Before entering the room, the students were expected to hang their coats and
backpacks in the hall on hooks that were assigned to each of them. As students completed this task,
sometimes with the help of the assistant or other students, they were greeted individually by the teacher

The teacher sat on a small chair by the door to the classroom, positioning herself at eye level with the
student in front of hen Before enteling the classroom, each student spent 15 to 30 seconds conversing with
the teacher. Dining these conversations the instructor greeted the pupil while shaking hands, and t iey
spoke about a personal topic. For example, Bertha might inquire about a new pair of shoes or a :;:t,lorful shirt.
Additionally, she often asked pupils about what work they would like to do when they entered the room.

Students who remained silent throughout the exchange were not urged to speak. The teacher
respected their silence, but there was a subtle expectation that the polite behavior during greetings was to
respond to her inquiries, especially when it came to stating their work preference. The teacher was never
observed telling the students how to engage in greetings; howeven by participating in the routine daily,
students were indirectly socialized into the expected behaviors. By October most students had internalized
the rules of greetings.

Greetings functioned as a transition between playground and classroom activities. This event guaran-
teed at least one daily point of communication between the teacher and each student. The communication
was important in this highly individualized learning environment. As will be described next, it was possible
for a child to go through the entire day without speaking to the teacher again.

Doing Work

"Doing work" began as the students entered the classroom at 9:00 a.m. and cu:ltinued until 11:15 a.m., at
which time Bertha typically rang a tiny bell to signal the end of work. During the work period the children
were free to move about the room at will. There were no seat assignments, and time was not divided into a
formal schedule of language, mathematics, science, and geography lessons. The only requirement was to
begin and end work at the appointed time.

Broadly speaking, the students' work was to learn, and this occurred in a highly individualized manner.
Students were expected to make numerous decisions daily regarding the selection of work, the length of
time spent with each material, and whether to join in group lessons or to accept the teacher's invitations to
engage in individual lessons. Still, the teacher did not abandon the children to the environment. To assist
them with their decisions, Bertha had established an orderly environment. Materials were grouped in
practical life, sensorial, language, mathematics, and cultural areas. Within each area, the materials were
placed on the shelves in the order of difficulty beginning with the easiestones. Only one set of each materials
was provided, and it had an assigned place on the shelves. At the beginning of the school year, only a few
materials were made available for the students to use. By limiting the iepertoire of materials the teacher
narrowed the students' choices, thereby simplifying their decision-making process. As the students learned
how to use other materials, these were added to the shelves, thereby increasing their options.

Students were expected to engage in a series of individual work cycles. A cycle consisted of three
phases choosing and preparing work, doing work, and returning the materials to their proper place. Each
of these phases was complex, making different demands on the pupils.

The initial phase of choosing and preparing work was highly demanding, especially for the three year
olds. Because the children were expected to handle the materials properly, their choice was limited to those
involving familiar materials. Since many materials were available to them, tie, studenth had to distinguish
between those they knew how to use and those they did not. Students learned to use the materials in three
different ways: (a) by receiving an individual lesson from the teacher, who would model the use of a specific
material; (b) by participating in a group lesson during which the teacher would demonstrate the use of the
material; and (c) by observing other students (usually the five year olds) use the materials properly
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When students struggled with decisions about work Bertha would assist them. Fbr example, on one
occasion she noticed Ken (a pseudonym for one of the three-year-old boys in the class) standing by the
practical life shelves and staring at the materials. She approached Ken and reminded him of the lessons he
had completed. Then she asked, "Would you like to pick some work now?" Ken remained silent, so Bertha
suggested the following alternative: "Would you like to work with the rice (a pouring activity) or with the
beans (another pouring activity)?" Ken chose the beans. Bertha's inquiry conveyed two separate but related
messages to Ken. First, during work time, students must do work. Second, students must choose their
own work.

After choosing work, the students were responsible for preparing their work environment. This
preparation entailed deciding whether to work at a table or on a rug. Those students choosing to work on
rugs had to select one from the designated shelf and place it on a vacant spot in the classroom. The initial
stage of the work cycle ended when the student chose his or her work and prepared to engage in it.

The second stage consisted of doing work. During this phase the students were expected to use the
materials in the manner they had learned either during lessons from the teacher or by observing other
students. This entailed using strategies that were specific to each set of materials. Once satisfied that the
work was completed, the students brought the activity to a close. That is, students were responsible for the
pacing of their own work.

The final phase of the work cycle consisted of cleaning up and returning the material to its proper place
on the shelves. It was expected that the materials would be returned in serviceable condition for the use of
other students. If the pupils spilled water or dropped beans, rice, etc., on the floor, they were obliged to clean
up. Additionally, the students were responsible for pushing their chairs in and putting rugs away which
contributed to the order of the environment.

Students engaged in differen numbers of work cycles daily and gave different amounts of time to each.
It was not unusual for three year olds to engage in four to seven individual work cycles. The time spent on
each might be as brief as one minute or as long as 30 minutes.

"Doing work" involved work cycles as described previously. Additionally, it entailed participating in
individual or group lessons, or observing other students at work. The age range of students in the class
provided ample opportunities for peer learning. It was not unusual for a three year old to watch attentively
as an older classmate worked. Thus, the older children served as role models for the younger ones. The
teacher encouraged the students to observe one another, as long as they did not interrupt work in progress.
The five year olds had internalized this rule, and it was their responsibility not only to demonstrate the use
of materials for their younger classmates, but also to teach them not to interrupt. For example, Howard (a
pseudonym for a three-year-old student) watched Junior (a pseudonym for a five-year-old classmate)
working with a set of mathematical material. At one point Howard tried to manipulate the material, and
Junior reminded him in a stern voice, "No, Howard, no. This is my work. If you want to work, go get
your own."

Students received individual lessons either by requesting them from the teacher or by accepting her
invitation. There was no obligation for students to accept Bertha's invitation to have a lesson. Duringa
typical lesson the teacher demonstrated the proper use of material and observed the student practicing with
it until she was satisfied that the student understood its use. At that point she would leave, and the student
was free to continue practicing alone or to put the material back on the shelves.

Most individual lessons were initiated by the teacher; however, students would occasionally request
lessons. In order to be given an individual lesson, the student first had to secure the teacher's attention
without interrupting her work. This was not easy, because the student was required to (a) identify junctures
in the sequential flow of the teacher's activities; (b) position himself strategically to be close to the teacher at
those junctures; (c) use proper procedures to let the teacher know that he was waiting to speak to her; and
(d) wait patiently until the teacher acknowledged his overture. Only then could a student request a lesson.
While these tasks may appear simple to an adult, they were highly problematic for the young children in this
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class. The most chaliwing aspect appeared to be that of waiting for the teacher's acluiowledgement. Given
their thief attention span, it is conceivable that a few seconds seemed an eternity to the three year olds.

The pupils most skilled at getting the teacher's attention had an advantage over others in the class in
that they exerted greater controls over their own learning. When they were ready for new work, these
students could make the teacher aware of their need immediately, instead of waiting for her to notice them.

The importance of knowing how to secure the teacher's attention is evident from the case of Catherine,
a pseudonym for a three-yeanold Anglo-American girl. Catherine was an expert at getting Bertha's
attention. She knew when to approach the teacher, how to situate herself near her, and how to wait. A
review of the teacher's records revealed that by Novembei; Catherine had received many more lessons than
any other three year old in the class. In this case, Catherine's social skills resulted in academic advantages
for her.

Bertha used group lessons mostly as a tool for classroom management. Typically she initiated these
lessons toward the end of the work period when students became restless and began to lose concentration.
The teacher invited the least-focused students to join her for lessons. The children were not required to join
the lesson, but those who accepted the invitation were expected to pay attention and to comply with the
instructor's directives.

During work time the students had two overriding obligations. First, they were expected to engage in
focused activity, whether through individual work cycles, observation of other students, or participation in
lessons singly or in groups. This interactional work was described previously. Second, the pupils were
required to respect the work of the teaeher and other students. This was shown by adhering to the following
specific rules of courtesy: (a) talk softly so others can concentrate on their work; (b) avoid running because
others may become distracted; (c) walking around the room is acceptable as long as it does not interrupt the
work of others; (d) avoid walking on work rugs; and (e) do not interrupt others as they work.

Clean-up Time

The end of the work period and the beginning of clean-up time was indicated by Bertha's ringing a bell
at approximately 11:15 a.m. When the bell rang, students were required to "freeze" and wait silently for the
teacher's directions. Typically, Bertha would ask them to stop their work and to clean up.

During ckan-up time, which usually lasted about 15 minutes, the five-year-old children were expected
to perform the jobs for which they had volunteered earlier in the school year. For example, some students
swept the floor, others cleaned the tables, and still others made sure that materials were returned to their
proper place on the shelves. The five-yeareld children chose younger classmates to assist them in carrying
out their tasks. Thus, all of the children were engaged in cleaning up.

Bertha was also responsible for a share of the cleaning. Moreovei; she monitored the work of the
students and, when necessary reminded them of their responsibilities through statements such as the
following "I'm going to look around in case someone forgot to do his or her work." On one occasion, a five-
year old complained to Bertha that Maria (a pseudonym used for her three-year-old partner) was reluctant
to help. The teacher approached Maria and asked her softly: "Is it possible that you don't want to help?"
Maria looked sheepishly at Bertha and remained silent. At this point, the teacher invited Maria to be her
helper for the day an invitation that the young ghi accepted readily As- these examples sho% Bertha
expected all students, regardless of their age, to assume responsibility for the care of the shared
environment.

Once the students were finished with their tasks they were to sit in a circle in an open space near the
front of the room, thereby signaling their readiness to engage in the last event of the day "group time at
the circle."
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Group Time at the Circle

Students who had finished their cleaning tasks would wait for teacher in the circle. They were
expected to sit with their legs crossed in order to avoid tripping or stepping on others. While t hey waited,
the children had to solve problems that :Pose (e.g., argmnents, competition for a particular spot in the circle,
and pushing). The general rule was that if someone bothered a child, he or she was to move to a different spot
on the circle.

The event got underway as soon as the teachen the assistant, and all of the students were in the circle.
The time together was used for group conversations and singing. Conversations generally dealt with
seasonal themes (e.g., Thanksgiving). At other times, and especially duithig the earlier portion of the school
fear, Bertha guided the students in discussions of classroom procedures that seemed problematic for them
(e.g.. returning materials in serviceable condition to their proper place on the shelves). The one-speakenat-
a-time rule was in effect during these conversations, and pupil: who called out while someone else was
speaking were reminded not to interrupt.

When preparing for singing, Bertha invited the students to choose songs from their repertoire. Once
the selection was made the teacher would lead the group zn song. Everyone was encouraged to sing, but.
those students who preferred to remain silent could do so.

Socially. "gyoup time at the circle" stands in sharp contrast to the three other events described
previously in that it was the only event in which all the members of the class participated as a group. That is,
to be successful, students had to orient their actions to a collective order.

DISCUSSION

To succeed in the Montessori classroom described above, students had to combine academie and social
competence. Academically they were expected to lay the fourdation for future learning. The initial stage
entailed gaining a sense of inner discipline through sustained engagement in the comigetion of work cycles.
To this end, students were required to work with the materials in the classroom, pirticululy in the less
cognitively dem:Wing practical life exercises. The basic pal of this stage was to have the children
internalize the concept of the "full work cycle," which consisted of choosing appropriate work, engaging with
the chosen inatee.al until completion of the exercises, and returning the materials to their properiAace once
they were finished with them. Mastoy of the work cycle prepared the children for the more cognitively
demanding sensorial, language, mathematics, and cultural materials. In essence, learning in this classroom
occurred through self-discovery

Socially the pupils needed to coordinate their actions with the demands of different classroom
situations. These demands, which v:uied by instructional event, prescribed when and how the pupils were to
interact with other members of the class and with the environment. In a sense the social dorands of the
classroom are the "hidden curriculum" of schools in that they cultivatn the social skills and attitudes children
will manifest as adults. Sadly; this link between classroom socialization and long.term social pattern: is
rarely considered by those who plan educational programs.

Miomethnography is a means of exploring classroom socialintion and hypothesizing about the
implications of social patterns for the future. In turn, such analyses might allow us to consider alternative
ways of organizing classrooms so that the socialization occurring therein may match our goals for the future.
Data from the Montessori classroom described in this chapter will be used to illustrate suchan analysis.

The boundaries between the roles of teacher and student were less marked in the Montessori class
studied than in typical public school classrooms. Admittedly the teacher was the authority figure in the
Montessori classroom, as she established and enforced rules of behaviot Even so, the students had
considerable control over their own learning, and while they were required to "do work," they were allowed
to make choices regarding it. They chose their activities from the many possibilities available to them,
controlled the pace, and could refuse the teacher's invitation to participate in lessons. Additionally, the
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pupils were encouraged to learn from one another, and indeed they did, the older students often serving as
role models for the younger ones.

The hierarchical structure of many public school classrooms, as evident in the popular practice of
grouping by "ability," whether between or within classes, was not present in this Montessori school.
Students were praised for their individual talents and were not ranked within their own age group on the
basis of a uniform criterion. Because students did not compete with one another for grades, they seemed
open to cooperation with their peers and helping others grow and learn.

A strong sense of individualism was promoted in this class. The children worked at their own pace,
unhampered by whole-gToup teaching that imposes the same pace of instruction for all students. There was
no formal schedule dividing the day into discrete units of instruction (e.g., mathematics lesson, gnoup
reading thric) and the only obligation was to work. Flirthermore, students were required to assume a fair
amovnt of responsibility for their own learning.

Coraemporum society stands to gain from the union o f individual empowerment and
sodal commitment being cultivated in tids Montessori class.

The strong individualism promoted in this class was balanced by an equally strong sense of community.
Because there was only one piece of each type of equipment in the clwroom, students had to wait their turn
if the equipment of their choice was in use. They learned to respect one another and not to interrupt those at
Nvork. They taught each other and shared responsibility for maintaining order in the cla.ss. Additionally,
during group time at the circle, they learned about the constraints of the collective orden

In brief, given the way in which the teacher organized this Montessori classroom, the children were
being socialized as to the importance of making individual choices with an understanding of situational
constraints. Moreover, the sense of individualism was tempered by a sense of social responsibility.

Contemporary society stands to gain from the union of individual empowerment and social commit-
ment being cultivated in this Montessori class. Our society needs citizens with solid academic preparation
and critical thinking skills. Additionally, and of equal importance, it needs individuals who are prepared to
make decisions in the service of the communit.y. The threat of nuclear destruction and permanent damage to
our envil-onment, among other social concerns, calls for immediate action. As a society we cannot afford to
ignore the importance of socialization experiences in the classroom and their implications for the future
generations. I am not suggesting that all public school classrooms be made to conform to the Montessori
model. The merit of a Montessori education in preparing the citizens of the future needs to be examined
more carefully, and longitudinal studies are needed. However, on the basis of this evloratory study, I see
that public education has much to learn from the Montessori system, particularly in the realm of classroom
socialization. The main point I want to imike here is that we need to explore alternative ways of organizing
classrooms and to consider those alternatives in light of our goals for the future. Certainly, the Montessofi
approach seems highly suitable for contemporary society and ought to be considered an option in the public
school secton
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THE CULTURE OF A MONTESSORI CLASSROOM

Summary

A. Events
1. "Greetings" teacher greeted each student imlividually and invited him/her to enter the room to "do work."

2. "Doing work" students were expected to engage in individualized or small group learning activities.

3. "Clean-up lime" students were expected to assume responsibility for maintaining the order of the classroom.

4. "Group time at the circle" only event in which all members of the class participated as a group. To be successful,
students had to olient their actions to a collective order.

B. Doing work There were two overriding rules: (a) to engage in work; and N to respect the Work of others.

1. Engaging in individual work cycles

a. Choose set of material to work with

b. Be fanuliar with materials chosen

c. Use the materials properly

d. Face own instruction

e. Clean-up

f. Return materials to proper place on shelves in serviceable condition for others to use

2. Observing others at work peer teaching/learning
a. Do not interrupt the Work of others

3. Getting a lesson front the teacher

a. Students were free to accept or decline the teacher's invitation to a lesson

b. Once a student accepted the teacher's invitation, he/she was expected to be attentive

c. Students could request lessons from the teacher, but to do so they had to secure the instructor's attention
without interrupting her work. This consisted of: (i) identifying junctures in the sequential flow of the teacher's
activities; (ii) locating themselves strategically near her at those junctures; (iii) signalling to the teacher that
they We re waiting for her; and (iv) waiting patiently until the teacher ackmowledged them.

C. Socialization what attitudes were the students internalizing?
1. Strong sense of individualism

2. Sense of social responsibility and group cooperation

3. Devaluation of strict hierarchiml structure

4. An awareness of the necessity of making choices of their own and of acting on those choices, with an understanding
of situational constraints

5. Cooperation rather than competition

6. Value of diversity
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TWO SAMPLE CASE STUDIES

by Ana Maria Villegas, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION

The case studies presented herein were_prepared with a twofold purpose. First, they provide qualita-
tive descriptions of the development of two students and complement the quantitative analyses contained in
the main body of this evaluation report. Second, the cases illustrate the concept of academic foundation
which is considered by the Mitchell Montessori staff to be crucial to children's development. Specifically, the
development of the two pupils selected for the studies is explained in terms of the variables comprising the
concept of academic foundation. Before presenting the case studies, a review of this concept is in order.

The concept of academic foundation builds on the view of learning shared by the Mitchell Montessori
teachers and principal. From their perspective, learning is not the mere passing of information from teacher
to students. Instead, learning is considered to be a process by which the child develops strategies for the
acquisition of knowledge and skills. Thus, the important task of schools is to provide students with a general
foundation that will enable them to acquire more specialized knowledge and skills throughout their school
career. According to the Mitchell staff, this academic preparedness or foundation is comprised of ten
variables:

a positive attitude toward school
inner security and sense of order
pride in the physical environment
abiding curiosity
a habit of concentration
habits of initiative and persistence
ability to make decisions
a sense of independence and self-confidence
self-discipline
a sense of responsibility to other members of the class, school, and community

These ten variables served as the organizing framework for describing the growth of the two children
depicted in the case studies.

Three sources of data were used in preparing the case studies descriptive notes of the pupils'
classroom behavior; interviews with one parent of each child; and the teacher's pre- and post-ratings of the
children for each of the academic foundation variables. Observational data were collected from August
through December of 1988 by two trained observers. Each child was observed on seven separate occasions,
four of those observations extending throughout the entire half-day session attended by the three year olds.
During the observations, attention was given to the interactions of the student. The interviews with parents
were conducted in May 1989. During the interviews, the parents were asked to comment on changes they
had noted (if any) in their child regarding each of the ten academic foundation variables. To the extent
possible, parents were asked to provide specific examples of these changes. Finally, the teacher's June 1989
academic foundation ratings for each pupil were compared to the September 1988 ratings to determine her
perception of their growth. These three sets of data were combined to produce the two profiles that follow.
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CATHERINE

Catherine is an Anglo-American girl of middle-class background. Catherine was three years of age
when she started the Montessori program in September 1988. This was Catherine's first year in school;
howevei; the school experience was not totally foreign to her because she has an older sister who had started
school the year before. FIrthermore, Catherine's mother and father, both professional educators, reported
having spent a portion of the summer of 1988 preparing their daughter for the Montessori program. As part
of that preparation, the parents frequently drove by Mitchell with Catherine to show her the school.
Moreoven they often spoke to the child about the schooling experience. Thus, the parents facilitated the
transition between home and school for the young girl.

Positive attitude toward school

When the school year began, Catherine seemed ambivalent about school. According to Catherine's father,
the school schedule was very demanding for her initially, and it was not until December that the three-yean
old girl began to handle the demands with ease. Catherine's father reported that by December his young
daughter began to "look forward-to going to school daily." The classroom observations lend support to this
assessment of Catherine's shifting attitude toward school. Fbr example, Catherine seemed tired and lacking
in focus initially; however; as the school year progressed, she seemed more energetic and became more
focused on work. By December she appeared very comfortable in the classroom. She looked happy, and
exhibited curiosity and interest in work, which indicated that she was developing a positive attitude toward
school.

Inner security and sense of order

According to the teachen Catherine made important gains during the school year regarding her inner
security and sense of order. At the beginning of the school year, Catherine was able to complete work
previously presented to her by the instructor. While doing so, she handled the materials properly. As the
year came to an end, the teacher reported that her young pupil displayed a more open attitude toward work,
more spontaneous care of the environment, and greater organization during activities. The field notes
support the instructor's view of Catherine's growth. By December Catherine seemed secure. This sense of
security was evident as she interacted with adults and other children in the room. She handled materials
adeptly and carefully In brief, Catherine had internalized the rules of the classroom. She seemed to know
what was expected of her and acted accordingly.

Pride in the physical environment

The information gleaned from the classroom observations, interview with parent, and the teacher's pre- and
post-ratings suggest that Catherine began her schooling with a highly developed sense of pride in her
physical environment. According to the teacher, Catherine completed her work and maintained good order
consistently throughout the year. Catherine's father praised her organization at home, and as an example
cited that "her room is always tidy" Analysis of the field notes reveals that the young girl was cautious and
meticulous about her work. She handled materials purposefully and carefully, and always returned the
materials to their proper place on the shelves.

Abiding curiosity

Catherine's curiosity expanded as she became more secure in the classroom environment. The field notes
show her to be highly curious. She frequently sought new work. She worked intently and in an engaged and
focused mannen She often took the initiative to request new lessons from the adults in the classroom.
Usually transitions between activities were brief because her curiosity quickly attracted her to new work.
In the teacher's view, Catherine was involved with the materials "to the point of interest." According to the
father, Catherine's sense of curiosity is reinforced at home consistently. For example, her parents encourage
her to ask qiiestions and speculate about matters of importance to hen Thus, it seems that the teacher and
parents both strengthened Catherine's sense of curiosity.
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Habit of concentration

According to the teacher, Catherine made significant progress over the span of the school year regarding
her habit of concentration. As the year began, the three year old demonstrated limited concentration and
was never totally absorbed in her work. In contrast, by June of 1989 the instructor perceived her pupil to be
nearly totally absorbed in and highly satisfied with her work. The observations confirmed this change.
Initially, Catherine seemed somewhat distracted and not focused on work. As time progressed, she became
more centered, increased her attention span, and rarely became distracted: This was evident during both
individual work cycles and lessons with the teacher. Catherine's father noticed considerable progress in her
ability to concentrate. In his own words, "she is more focused now than when she began school. Here at
home, she attends to and completes tasks with greater ease."

Habits of initiative and persistence

In the instructor's view; Catherine began the school year lacking somewhat in initiative and persistence.
Her attention seemed scattered, and she was dependent on adults. However, by June 1989, the teacher
considered the young girl capable of following through with work and completing it satisfactorily The field
notes suggest that. Catherine was more advanced in this area than the instructor assumed. Analysis of the
field notes reveals that Catherine initiated most of her own activities without adult assistance. She
frequently initiated contact with the teacher, but typically did so to advance an activity that she had chosen
for herself or to get new lessons from the instructor. When seeking the teacher's attention, she was
persistent. She knew how to situate herself near the instructor, make eye contact with her, and wait
patiently until the adult responded to her. Unlike most other three-year-old children in the class who
generally gave up trying to get the teacher's attention if she did not notice them within a few seconds,
Catherine was willing to wait her turn. Consequently, Catherine nearly always managed to engage the
teacher when she sought to do so. Her persistence in seeking the instructor's attention gave her an academic
edge over other children. For example, by November, Catherine had received several more lessons than any
other three year old in the class.

Ability to decide

While initially hesitant to make decisions, Catherine soon expanded her ability in this area. In the teacher's
view, she learned to make appropriate choices without adult direction. The field notes show that decision
making was one of Catherine's major strengths. She wasted little time choosing work, as was evident in the
brief transition peiiods between work cycles. Additionally, she made her choices independent of adults or
other children in the room. Catherine's father saw major progress over the span of the year regarding her
ability to make decisions. As he explained, before Catherine began the Montessori program she was given
many opportunities to make decisions at home, but was often hesitant to do so. By the end of her first year in
the program, Catherine was able to make decisions on her own with greater ease. Her father attributed this
change to the girl's Montessori experience.

Sense of independence and self-confidence
,

Catherine's father considers her to be highly independent and self-confident. This view is shared by
Catherine's teacher who describes her as being happy, interested, involved, and able to work alone. The field
notes substantiate the claims made by both the father and teacher. RI. example, Catherine rarely hesitated
when approaching older students whom she did not know At times she joined group lessons given in
Spanish, even though she did not, speak the language. She was brave, confident, and independent.

Self-discipline

The instructor considered Catherine to be consistently self-disciplined. In her view, the young girl kept up
with work, moved at her own pace, and got along well with her peers. The observational data support the
teacher's impression. Catherine monitored her own work. Her behavior was purposeful and controlled. She
seemed highly focused and in harmony with the group.
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Sense of responsibility to others

Both Catherine's father and teacher concurred that the young pupil has a fairly well-developed sense of
responsibility given her age, but neither noticed significant changes in this area over the school year. At
home, Catherine was helpful to her parents and sister. In school, she performed classroom jobs. The field
notes show that Catherine was highly responsible for her own behavior but took limited interest in the work
of others. However, she acted in socially appropriate ways. When joining groups she was quiet and polite.
When group tasks demanded it, she cooperated with others.

Summary

The data presented in this case study show that Catherine expanded her foundation for learning in
significant ways during the 1988-89 school yean The young student improved her attitude toward school as
she became accustomed to the demands of the school schedule. Her inner sense of security increased as she
became knowledgeable of the rules of the classroom. This knowledge augmented her sense of order and
fostered her curiosity. With time, Catherine enhanced her abilities to concentrate on work and to make
decisions. Additionally, she became more persistent and took more initiative. Growth in these areas
strengthened Catherine's sense of independence and self-confidence.

The data showed no major changes in Catherine's sense of pride in the physical environment, self-
discipline, and sense of responsibility toward others. However, both the father and teacher reported that she
had begun the school year already highly developed in these three areas.

Catherine is an example of a highly successful young student. In her case, one can see the profound
impact of the home-school link. Specifically the ten basic attitudes toward learning and school valued by the
Mitchell Montessori staff were valued by Catherine's ptwents as well. This close match in values led to
similar socialization experiences in the home and school contexts, and supported her academic devdopment
throughout the school yew:

HARRIET

Harriet is an AfricanAmerican girl of lower middle-class background. She began the Mitchell Mon-
tessori Program as a three year old in August 1988. Her parents learned about the program by reading an
advertisement in the local newspaper inviting interested parties to inquire about special educational
options in the Denver Public Schools. At the time, they had no first-hand knowledge about the Montessori
approach to education, but were well aware of its high level of success in the private school sect= Fbr this
reason, Harriet's parents submitted an application to the program on her behalf.

Ptisitive attitude toward school

Harriet's father reported that the young pupil looked forward to going to school even before beginning the
program. In his view; Harriet experienced no fear of separation from home. Once school began, she talked
frequently to her parents about what had transpired during the day. The field notes lend support to the
father's assessment of Harriet's early positive attitude toward school. For example, nearly all three-yeanold
pupils in the class, particularly those of minority background, cried during their first day in school. In
contrast, Harriet seemed happy to be there, and appeared ready and eager to participate in the planned
activities. Thus, (,:ie interview and observational data suggest that the young girl was positively predis-
posed to school from the beginning of the school yetn: Harriet's teacher, however, noted some signs of
separation anxiety at the beginning of the year which disappeared with thne. In the instructor's view, by the
end of the year the child demonstrated a strong desire to be in school.

Inner security and sense of order

According to the teacher, Harriet made some progess regarding her inner security and sense of order over
the span of the school yean In her assessment, the young girl constantly needed verbal reassurance from
adults at the beginning of the school yew: She seemed blind to the environment, and she performed her
work carelessly and incoawletely. By the end of the year, the teacher reported that Harriet typically
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completed work that had been presented to her. Additionally, she seemed to handle the mateiials properly
As was evident from the observational data, Harriet frequently sought attention from the adults in the
class. Without this attention, the child lost interest in her work and became distracted. Her own sense of
order seemed to clash with what was expected of her in the classroom. She bad difficulty attending to tasks
and appeared unable to work independently Her behavior was observed to be inapropriate on many
occasions. She interrupted the work of other pupils, and was frequently observed not attending to a task.
Howeven as the school year progressed, Harriet became more work-oriented and her behavior conformed
more closely with the rules of the classroom. Harriet's father noticed a slight improvement in the young
child's sense of order over the school year. While aware of Harriet's difficulty in this area, the father seemed
at a loss regarding the kind of help he could offer his daughter at home. In his own words, the problem
stemmed from "differences in the way things are done at home and in school." However, he was unable to
pinpoint what these differences were.

Pride in the physical environment

Harriet's teacher noticed little progress throughout the year regarding her pupil's sense of pride in tilt:
physical environment. In the instructor's view, Harriet was somewhat careless, and she had to be reniinded
often to return materials to their proper place on the shelves. The field notes also show that the physical
environment was not a high priority for Harriet. She often failed to put materials away after using them.
She jumped over work rugs and generally moved around the room carelessly. Harriet's father reported an
improvement in the girl's care of the home environment as a consequence of her participation in the
Montessori program. For example, at times she told her parents that it was important for her to be orderly
thereby demonstrating the impact of her socialization in school. Howeven her home behavior lagged behind
her expressed concern for order.

Abiding curiosity

The observations show that Harriet was very cmious about social matters, but less so regarding academic
concerns. She seemed more interested in chatting with other students in the class than in doing work. While
Working directly with the teacher, Harriet appeared curious and asked many questions of hen Howeven in
the teacher's absence, Harriet seemed relatively disengaged from her work. According to theint.tructon the
young student was fearful of trying new work and rarely became involved with the material to the point of
interest. It is interesting to note that the school data revealed little improvement in Harriet's academic
curiosity over the span of the year; however, the girl's father reported significant growth in this area. As he
explained, midway through the school yean Harriet began to ask more complex questions at home.
Additionally she persisted with the questioning until receiving answer:. that were satisfactory to hen

Habit of concentration

The field hotes and the teacher's assessment of Harrict's habit of concentration suggest that tlw young girl
was weak in this area of academic foundation. Harriet was easily distracted, and she often interrupted other
pupils as they worked. Very slight progress was observed in Harriet's pattern of concentration throughout
the yean In contrast, the girl's father reported considerable improvement in her ability to concentrate on
tasks undertaken at home. Specifically he mentioned that his daughter's attention span had increased
dramatically over the year. He attributed this behavioral change to the girl's Montessori schooling.

Habits of initiative am ersistence

When academic tasks were concerned, Harriet demonstrated little initiative and persistence in the
cla.ssroom. In the teacher's view, the child was highly dependent on adults, her attention was somewhat
scattered, and she rarely completed her work. There was little evidence of change in this pattern during the
school year. However, Harriet's father had a radically different opinion of the girl's habits of initiative and
persistence. While at home, Harriet initiated her own activities and persisted until attaining the goals she
had set for herself, regardless of the complexity of the task.
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Ability to decide

At the beginning of the school year Harriet struggled with making decisions .n the classroom. In the
instructor's view, Harriet was inactive because she lacked the ability to make decisions. Part of the problem
seemed to be the child's fear of failure. By the end of the school year, Harriet had made significant progress
in this area. hi the teacher's assessment, the young girl was more at ease in making choices without needing
adult direction. Progress in the area of decision making was evident at home as well. According to the father,

Tarriet was more assertive when deciding. Additionally, she monitored the decisions made by her parents
Id at times pointed out inconsistencies in their logic.

Sense of independence and self-confidence

Harriet rarely seemed timid when interacting with the students or adults in the class. However she was
highly dependent on others to get work done. When it came to work, she appeared uninterested and
uninvolved unless others assisted her with the task. This behavior changed over time, however. By the end
of the school year, the teacher reported that Harriet was able to work alone for longer periods of time, and
seemed more engaged in her work.

Self-discipline

Progress was noted during the school year regarding Harriet's self-discipline. Initially, the young girl
displayed disruptive behavior and failed to conform to the rules of the class. As time progressed, she became
more focused on work and learned to get along better with peers. Improvements were observed in Harriet's
home behavior as well. Fbr example, hex father reported a decrease in arguments with other children in her
home environment. However, he admitted that his (laughter needed to work harder to improve her self-
discipline.

Sense of responsiblity to others

Positive changes in Harriet's sense of responsibility toward other members of her class were evident to the
teacher. Specifically, the young pupil frequently interrupted the work of her classmates at the beginning of
the year At times she displayed aggressive behavior toward other students. By the end of the year however
she was more likely to perform classroom jobs and to share with others.

Summary

A consistent picture of Harriet's development emerges from the classroom observation data and the
teacher's ratings of the child's academic foundation. A significant improvement was noted in Harriet's ability
to make decisions. Moderate progress was detected in the child's attitude toward inner security and sense of
order at school, independence and self-confidence, self-discipline, and sense of responsibility to others
Lastly, little or no change was evident in Harriet's sense of pride in the physical environment, curiosity
regarding academic matters, and habits of concentration, initiative and persistence. In brief, Harriet
experienced moderate growth in academic foundation dining the 1988-89 school year

It is interesting to note that the view of Harriet's development derived from the classroom observa-
tions and the teacher's ratings clashes with the father's impression of the child's development, as observed at
home, in all but two areas decision making and self-discipline. In each discrepant case, Harriet's father
had a more favorable view of the young girl's progress than that held by the teacher and/or evident from the
field notes. At one point during the interview, the father expressed his awareness of differences in the way
life is organized at home and in school for Harriet. While he was unable to expand upon those differences,
the fact that his assessment of Harriet clashed with the school's assessment of her seems to substantiate the
claim.
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CONCLUSIONS

The findings from the two me studies point to the importance of the home-school connection in
students' school success. As appears from these data, the strong link between home and school experienced
by Catherine seemed to have supported her development in school. In Harriet's case, it appears that the
home-school connection was weaker. Haniet's father seems less aware of the expectations of the Montessori
classroom, and imagined differences between home and school. These differences may account for the
slower progress made by Harriet during the school year.
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RESEARCH AND EVALUMION SUMMARY
OF MONTESSORI PROGRAMS

by Mary Maher Boehnlein, Ph.D.

Early research gives evidence that the Montessori method and environment are beneficial to,low and
middle SES children.
Current research corroborates the early findings, in particular; the importance of Montessori preschool
experience.

4 Of specific importance for best results long-term are: the fidl three-year preschool program, trained
Montessori teachers, and multi-age groupings.

Public schools considering the implementation of Montessori programs need some assurance that the
time, effort, and money invested will yield positive results, if not better results than other programs.
Schools also will want to monitor their own implementation through within-district research. This chapter
provides a brief overview of research of the Montessori zipprcoch and describes current public school
research procedures.

INTRODUCTION

Between 1913 and 1985, 244 studies of the Montessom I approvh were conducted. Of these, most were
conducted between 1970 and 1980. Fbrty studies were of academic achievement, twentyeight of teachers,
schools, and the effects of teacher training, twenty-three were concerned with the effects of the Montessori
method on cognitive or intellectual functioning, and twenty-five studies we..e of low socioeconomic status
(SES) children exclusively The remaining studies were of the history and philosophy of the method and the
other curriculum areas. In an analysis of Montessori research, Boehnlein (1988) focused on several areas of
the research of interest to public schools. The analysis is summarized below.

Do low socioeconomic children benefit. from Montessori preschool programs?

Few of the reported studies were of full three-year Montessori preschool programs yet the analysis
revealed that low SES children benefitted significantly Often the significant differences in competence,
social and academic, did not appear until later in the child's school careen Longitudinal studies by Kamer
(1969, 197" & 1983), Miller (1970a, 1970b, 1971, 1975, 1983a, 1983b, & 1984), and Stodolsky (1969a. 1969b, 1970,
1972, 1973, & 1974) showed nonsignificant differences immediately after the program but in subsequent
years the Montessori children exhibited increased competence, better achievement, and a more positive
attitude toward school than their peers from other preschool programs. Montessori children did show
significantly superior performance on measures of autonomy and curiosity after one year of Montessori
preschool. Karnes' studies showed significantly higher numbers of Montessori children completing school.

lb: Mary Boehnlein is Associate Proliwor and Chabperson ofSpecialized Instructional Nograms at Clereland State
l'niremity. She has thirty years teachhig experience at the elementary, secondary and university levels.
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Stodolsky's work showed that low SES children used preschool environments differently than middle SES
children. The data indicated that low SES children do benefit from a structured, cognitive or academically
oriented preschool rather than the traditional preschool emphasizing socialization.

Does Montessori preschool experience increase low SES children's ability to benefit from traditional
educational practices during elementary and secondary school?

Without a doubt, Montessori preschool experience had a positive, lasting effect on low SES children.
particularly in academic achievement. This was true even when the Montessori subjects' intelligence test
scores were similar to children in the other experimental programs. Karnes, in particular, noted that in her
sample the Montessori children's intelligence test scores were lower than those of the other groups, yet
more of them persisted in school and more completed high school. Both Karnes and Miller attribute to the
Montessori program the development of certain attitudes and work habits that are needed to succeed in
school including an "I can do it" attitude reflective of high self-esteem.

Do middle SES children benefit from Montessori school experience and in what way(s)?

Again the research results were in favor of the Montessori program children. In particulai; Montessori
program children demonstrated higher achievement, better language skills, more initiative, better mathe-
matical skill, and better higher level thinldng and memory skills. Back (1977) found that Montessori children
showed an intellectual aggressiveness characteristic of highly intelligent children. They requested more
cognitive information from the adults yet still socialized more with peers than did the British Infant School
children. Fleege et al. (1967) found that Montessori children increased their intelligence test scores
significantly more than non-Montessori children and also evidenced the acquisition of positive learning
traits more definitively His subjects made significant gains in verbal ability

Does the Montessori experience aid in social development?

A persistent criticism of the Montessori preschool program by traditional educators is that the
individualized nature of most of the activities is deleterious to the children's social development. The
analysis of 20 studies in this area demonstrated rather strikingly that Montessori children are as much, if
not more, socially developed than children in other programs. Regardless of the limited duration of the
Montessori experience or the aspect of socialization studied, Montessori children fared very well. They were
described as having high levels of selkonfidence, participating in imich more social interaction with their
peers for longer periods of time than their non-Montessori peers. They were as self-reliant as other
preschoolers, showing equal internalization of social mores and selkontrol and seekingas much interaction
with others (Baines & Snortem, 1973; Berk, 1970 & 1973; Berger, 1969 & 1970; Goldberg, 1975; Karneset al.,
1978; Stodolsky & Karlson, 1972; Thtem, 1977; Reuter & Yudnik, 1973; and Wirtz, 1976).

Does Montessori experience enhance curiosity and inventiveness?

Studies such as Miller and Dyer (1971 & 1975) and Fleege et al. (1967) found that Montessori children
showed significantly increased perceptual abilities, curiosity and inventiveness, all abilities thought to
contribute to success in the academic environment.

Do Montessori classrooms differ from those of other programs?

Miller (1970a) asked this question in order to attribute differences in results to differences inprogium
implementation. She found that Montessori trained teachers realized and articulated their goals better than
other teachers, were less verbal with the children, and that their classrooms reflected their training.

6 I) 6
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Do children use the Montessori program differentially?

Consideiing the richness of the Montessori environment, several researchers were interested in how
prese;oolers responded to that environment. Of particular interest was how the child used the environment
given freedom of choice. Banta (1970) and Stodolsky (1973 & 1974) found that children, whether low or middle
SES, differentiated their time among the choices of activities in the Montessori classroom. Banta's study
showed that given the opportunity to choo. resting work, children do become autonomous. Stodolsky
also found autonomous behavior inclln task orientation than among children in other preschool
environments.

In summary, the research gives evidence that the Montessori method and environment have unique
characteristics that aid both the low and middle SES child in development of cognitive, social, and academic
functioning. Howeven because of limitations in some of the studies, many questions remain unanswered or
partially answered. Given that most of the programs studied were of short duration and the children did not
have the benefit of a complete three year cycle of a Montessori program, the research is quite positive. The
current research discussed in the next section provides positive evidence of the benefits of an authentic,
three year Montessori preschool program and of the complete elementary program.

CURRENT STUDIES

Denver Public Schools

In 1976 the Denver schools initiated the Mitchell School Montessori program beginning with three year
olds. They simultaneously initiated the collection of data to report the results of the program. Three studies
have been completed to date by Villegas and Biwer (1987) and Villegas (1988 & 1989) that demonstrate the
power of using quantithtive as well as qualitative research methodologies such as microethnography The
qualitative approaches are able to quantify the social systems operating in classrooms and describe the
interaction of teacher with students and students with students. Villegas is the first to use these approaches
to study Montessori classrooms, although earlier studies by Miller analyzed video tapes of classroom
activity

Villegas and Biwer (1987) evaluated the success of various strategies to involve Hispanic, Black, and
Anglo-American parents in their children's education at the Mitchell Montessori school. Strategies imple-
mented were designed to maintain continuity between the home and school environments and to encourage
joint responsibility for the education of the children. Attendance, participation, and satisfaction of 175
parents with the parent involvement program were studied. Various strategies were attempted and
included special orientation sessions, parent-student open house days, classroom observations, parent-
teacher conferences, parent education sessions, and school information nights. Ethnic group response to the
programs indicated that the most highly attended activities were orientation sessions, classroom observa-
tions, and parent-teacher conferences, with a range of 82 to 100 percent parent participation. Moderate
response was obtained for evening parent education sessions. Anglo students tended to be represented at
parent activities more frequently than Blacks and Hispanics, but the latter attended in higher numbers
than parents of children in non-Montessori programs. Parents indicated a high level of satisfaction with the
program which was corroborated by the low attrition rate from the school in a district that generally
experiences an average of 75 percent turnover of its student population.

Villegas (1988) studied the process by which threeyear-old Hispanic, Black, and Anglo-American
children were socialized into a Montessori classroom at the Mitchell Montessori School. Mitchell's particular
focus is on promoting ethnic integration among students. Villegas defined skillful classroom competence as
involving academic knowledge and skills as well as the ability to use socially appropriate ways of gaining
access to and displaying academic content. That is, to know with whom, when, and where they could speak,
and how to act at any given time. Observation data were collected over a period of six months, and the field
notes were analyzed for recurrent patterns. She described what students needed to do to be judged
competent in the classroom community how the students learned the social rules of the classroom including
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descriptions used by various ethnic groups of children, and implications for the socialization of young
children into other Montessori and nonMontessori classrooms.

Villegas found that to succeed in the Montessori classroom students had to combine academic and
social competence. Students gained a sense of inner discii.-.1e through sustained engagement in and
completion of a work cycle, choosing appropriate work, engaging with the chosen material until conVetion
of the exercise, and returning the materials to their proper place once finished with them. Acquhing this
inner discipline appeared to prepare the children for more cognitively demanding materials that promoted
learning through self. discovery.

Socially, the children had to adapt to differing classroom situations. Howeven in the Montessori
classroom, Villegas found the boundaries between teacher rald pupil roles were less marked then in the
typical public school classroom. Although the Montessori teacher was an authority figure, the students had
considerable control over their own learning. Pupils were encouraged to learn from one another, and the
older students served as role models for the younger children. Villegas found no grouping by ability and no
competition for grades. Rather she found promotion of cooperative learning yet also a strong sense of
individualism. Because there are not multiple sets of materials in Montessori classrooms, children learn to
wait their turn and to respect one another by not interrupting anot:ier's work. There was evidence of shared
responsibility for maintaining order in the classroom. This sense of social responsibility and community
service was considered as imirmtant as solid academic preparation.

In another study Villegas (1989) used a case study approach to provide qualitative descriptions of the
development of two students to complement the quantitative analyses of a larger study In addition, the
cases illustrate the concept of academic foundation which is considered by the Mitchell Montessori staff to
be crucial to children's development. Learning is considered to be a process by which children develop
strategies for the acquisition of knowledge and skills. Villegas studied the ten variables enumerated by the
Mitchell staff providing students with a general foundation that would enable students to acquire more
specialized knowledge and skills throughout their school career. The variables studied were:

a positive attitude toward school
inner security and a sense of order
pride in the physical envii ,mment
abiding curiosity
a habit of concentration
habits of initiative and persistence
ability to make decisions
a sense of independence and self-confidence
self-discipline
a sense of responsibility to other members of the class, school, and community

Villegas reported that differences in the progress of two children could be attributed to the home-
school connection. One child seemed to have a strong link between home and school experiences and made
better progress than the child whose father seemed less aware of the expectations of the Montessori
classroom. However, both children made significant progress towards the acquisition of the above listed
variables.

Milwaukee Public Schools

Duax (1989) conducted a follow-up study of children who had attended the McDowell Montessori School
in the Milwaukee Public School system. The school had been in operation since 1976 and has been recognized
by the Association Montessori Internationale for making signifiamt strides toward the full implementation
of Montessori theory and practice. The school has a complete Montessori program beginning with three
year olds. Duax's study is one of the few studies of Montessori elementary school experience and provides
valuable data for schools considering the implementation of a Montessori program.
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Duax used a relwesenthtive sample of graduates of the promm who were then in the middle school
program in the district. Fifteen children were randomly selected and matched the total population of 84
graduates of the classes of 1987 and 1988. All children had entered the program at age four. Thirty-six
percent were eligible for free hot lunch and 50 percem were minority chiklren.

Children's scores on the Iowa Test for Basic Skills and a survey questionnaire completed by twentp
seven middle school teachers were used to collect data. The results of the standardized test showed that the
Montesmi children achieved high scores; 84 percent scored above the 50th percentile. The survey asked
teachers to rank the Montessori students on such aspects of school performance as responsibility, multi-
cultural awareness, understanding of global issues, fundamental human needsrand displaying leadershilx
On a ten point scale every Montessori graduate scored above tile 5.5 rneain. Particularly high were: the
ability to use basic skills to succeed in middle school, responsibility, enthusiam for learning, individualistic
attitudes (not afraid to be different from peers), and demonstration of multicultural invarenes.s.

Marotta Montessori Schools of Cleveland

The Marotta Monte$$ori Schools of Cleveland did a follow-up study of 58 graduates of its preschool
program currently attending kindergarten through sixth grade in the Cleveland Public Schools. 'Macs and
Clifford (1988) compared the standardized test scores of 58 chiklren in leading and mathematics with the
building grade averages in the 27 schools the children attended. Comparison to national percentile norms
also were nmde. Their teachers were individually interviewed using a questionnaire which as.t:cs,...pfl
aspects of Montessori schooling hypothesized to be related to achienn._ent. Correlations bet ween teacher
ratings and differences in test scores were examined. Compared to classmates bussed from the same

In summary, recent studies corroborate earlier findings andpwentstmng evidence of
the value of Montessoriprograms to childmn's sockd and academic development.

neighborhoods to the same classrooms, Montessori trained children achieved one stanine higher in reading
achievement and 75 percent of these low SES children scored above school norms on the California
Achievement Test. Mathematics achievement was one4mlf stanine above compmison peers. The strongest
correlations between teacher ratings and achievement were with regular attendance and parent involve-
ment. Length of time in a Montessori presehool (six months to three years) was significantly Mated to
autonomy and pursuit of a task beyond the minimum. The longer the preschool experience the Mort'
autonomous the child.

Franciscan Montessori Earth School

Glenn (1989) did a longitudinal assessment of graduates of a private Montessori school compared to
public school counterpal ts. Among other things measured, Glenn asked children to select, an occupation
they wanted to punme when finislied -vith school. The Montessori gnmp chose occupations that me
considered investigative such as being a botanist, computer prognimmer or t;cientist while the comparison
public school group chose socialtype occupations such as being a teacher or social worker. Glenn also found
that the longer the child stayed in the Montessori promm, the greator the academic achievement,
particularly in the language arts, and the higher the creativity level. As in Miller's studies, Glenn found that
males were rated significantly higher in reading ability as compared to females.

CONCLUSION

In summary, recent studies corroborate earlier findings and present strong evidence of the value of
Montessori programs to children's social and academic development. In particular there is mounting
evidence of the important contribution the Montessori preschool experience makes to children's sustained
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cognitive and affective development. The recent studies Nvith inner city children from more complete
Montessori programs ralidate the small number of earlier studies which examined children from minimum
Montessori experiences through a vaiiety of later school experiences. What appears to be emerging from
this research is solid evidence that the Montessori preschool and elementary environments help to develop
sustaining habits and attitudes necessary to social and academic success. There appears to be an appropri-
ate blend of freedom to choose engaging amd self-directed, developmentally appropriau l:sarning activity
within a supportive and natural (multi-aged grouping) social milieu. It must be noted that these stmg
results are coining from schools with fully trained Montessori teachers, unlike earlier studies which ;ten
used non-certified teachers. If research is to inform education decisions, public schools considerhg the
implementation of Montessori schools should heed what past research has discovered:

1. A complete three-six year old program provides the best results long term.
2. Montessori trained teachers are vitally necessary to implement the program.
3. Multi-age grouping and the full complement of Montessori apparatus and materials are essential.

The above characterize the schools in the current research studies. Continual research on a wider scale
will provide schools with the data needed to implement programs of excellence.
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TOWARDS A MONTESSORI EVALUATION APPROACH

by Lakshrni Kripalani

Montessori evaluation seeks to tmnscend testing and external accountability pressures and involves the
child as an effective partner in his Or her evaluation.
In a multi-age gimp setting, each child is an observer and recorder of the other; the teacher* evaluation is
enhanced through the eyes of the children and their interaction.
The "control of error" allows the childrmto evaluate their work and correct their own mistakes. This
process of mastery of the materials is mvlianical and therefore only part of the evaluation process.
In order for the teacher to evaluate, he or she ;:nr,st continually vet* the learning process which occurs as
the child proOrsses from one materiallo the n. It is the application of the work by the child that
measures the child* real ability. This is implicit in the child* degree of exploration, discOvery, generaliz-
ing, researching, and ability to apply what he knoivi.
The child* ability- to present to and correct other children demonstrates a measure of competence, a
process that eliminates self-conscious testing.
Meaningful record keeping does not need to be a, detailed checklist, but rather a summary of skills
mastered. This is demonstrated by activities completed; knowledge and aPplications in the advanced
activities determined by which activities the child seeks out and completes Successfully and with true
understanding.

INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to meet the demands of teacher accountability educational experts and professionals
have presented numerous evaluation approaches. Faced with a multitude of options, school districts demand
accountability from experimental programs. It is the teacher who must meet the changing demands for
accountability as programs develop. How can the Montessori teacher stay focused on his or her unique
educational mission and still meet demands for institutional information and evaluation by standardized
tests?

Montessori reminds us that, no matter what direction we take, we have to continually keep the child in
focus...the child who has the capacity and the potential to educate him or herself. Without the cooperation
and active participation of the child in the evaluative process, teachers will fail to reach their goals. Parents,
too, must share in the responsibility Educators are becoming so reliant on the mechanical information
acquired through testing that they fail to look at the cnild's true formative characteristics.

Montessori educators today are faced with many difficulties, including:

1. How to transcend the narrow limits of testing and to evaluate the intrinsic value of the child's own
work;

2. What format to use in record keeping;

3. How to meet school district demands for standardized testing without interfering with Montessori
work;

Lakshmi Kripalani is a Montessori teacher, trainen and consultant based in Montclair, New Jersey. Ms. Kripalani is a
first generation Montessorian who trained with Maria Montessori.
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4. What to expect from the child who is entering the elementary class; and

5. How to direct the child who hasn't had a Montessori primary expolence or the child who lacks
exposure to an emiched and complex environment.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EVALUATION

Evaluation is the essence of life. Whatever action we take is an outcome of the process of direct or
40 indirect evaluation that may take place consciously or unconsciously. We evaluate every aspect of our lives.

We compare ourselves to our siblings, our friends, our neighbors, our co-workers, our community Our own
personal evaluation makes it possible for us to be secure or insecure and feel good about ourselves or others.

.,Our yardsticks of measurement vary from individual to individual, from group to group, from time to time,
ailture to culture, and from nation to nation. It is not merely the group or the culture that demands different
standards at different stages of development. It is each of us who changes our own standard of evaluation
according to the changing times, environment, and personal needs.

The current crisis in education hils created a mania for accountability for educators. It is like a mouse
trap for all those concerned with education. Parents, politicians, educators, and administrators are going
wild in a maze of alternatives for the educational process and for the means that would make the teachers
accountable for the children's success. 'What is forgotten is that children themselves are an essential part of
the process of education. It is overwhelming to note that with the approaching twenty-first century we are
still confused by the idea that children are empty capsules to be filled with knowledge that can be poured out

Let us now examine how we can put into practice the process that will he4) the
educator transcend the narrow limits of merely getting a subject across and then
testing the subject content.

on demand to prove if the capsules are empty, half-filled, or full. We have lost sight of the basic issue: that it is
the responsibility of all concerned to be equal partners in this process. The educators can function effectively
only with the equal partnership and direct participation of the children in the decision-making process. The
children have to be aware of why they are being educated, and they have to be actively involved in their own
observations and record keeping. In this way, they will share the responsibility for their own success with
great pride. Parents must also shoulder the same load of participation.

'When any program becomes, in itself, more important than those it sets out to serve, then that
program proves to be worthless. To succeed in the educative process, it is pertinent that we follow an
evaluative process that reflects the intrinsic task of the learner; that does not merely respond to those in
authority. Evaluation belongs to the teachem; the parents, and most importantly to the children themselves.
If the child does not experience the value of the educative process within him or herself, then any amount of
mechanical motivation provided from without will prove to be ineffective.

Let us now examine how we can put into practice the process that will help the educator transcend the
narrow limits of merely getting a subject across and then testing the subject content. Montessori said,

We know how to find pearls in the shells of oysters, gold in the mountains and coal in the bowels of earth, but we
are unaware of the spiritual gems, the creative nebulae that the child hides in him& when he enters t his world
to renew mankind.

Absorbent Mind, translator's
note 1958, Claude A. Claremont

Di: Montessori's vision of the future was not of people taking tests and proceeding on the results of the
tests from one grade to another, from primary to the university. She talked about the individual passing
from one stage of independence to a higher stage by means of his or her own potential effort and will, which
constitutes the inner evolution of the individual (From Chiklbood to Adolescowd
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EVALUATION THROUGH THE CHILD'S INTERACTION

In a Montessori classroom, the teacher's role is that of a constant observer who records and analyzes
details of the work of each child and provides the necessary tools that each child needs at a particular stage
of development. This is considered a monumental task for any one individual dealing with a multi-age
setting. Yet, paradoxically, it is even more difficult for the teacher dealing with a classroom of children who
are all approximately the same age. In a classroom of five year olds, it may be very difficult for the teacher to
give individual attention to one child because each individual child demands attention simultaneously. In a
mixed-age group where children have learned to work independently, they are enabled to teach each other.
The children, so prepared, take on some of the leadership role otherwise provided solely by the teacher.

Homogeneous groups provide fewer chances for development of leadership qualities than do multi-age
groupings. Multi-^ge groups are more likely to provide a rotating leadership, which enables children to learn
from each other in a positive way Generally children perform better in some areas than they do in others. In
a multi.age setting, there is less competition between students since they are used to seeing the uneven
development of both older and younger children. Children are more likely to recognize the unique attributes
of each individual than are adults. The development of leadership enables the children to teach and to learn
from each other.

The teacher's role, then, is to record his or her own evaluation of the progress of each child. This is
successful when the observation is clinical and active. Generally, observation is classified as subjective or
objective. Subjective observation occurs when the observer interprets the behavior of the observed from his
or her personal experience and point of view, which may or may not reflect the true feelings or abilities of the
observed. An objective observation is primarily a mech. lical recording of activities and events. If no action
is taken on the findings, then objective observation is .lassive; it merely classifies the individuals or
behaviors into categories.

Objective observation, however, can be analyzed clinically. Then direct and indirect activities can be
provided to help the progress of the individual. This is the meaning of active clinical observation. The
process of active clinical observation, starts with parents from the day the child is born and with the teacher
from the day the child is interviewed for the piimary Adults utilize this process without being actively
conscious of it. Teachers must train themselves to utilize this inborn sensitivity of observation and
evaluation in order to be of any help to the children.

EVALUATION THROUGH THE MONTESSORI MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES

The Montessori educative process is developed so that in many pieces of material and many activities
there are built-in controls of error. In the early stages of learning this may be very mechanical, lirmted to the
beginning explorations of the materials by the children. When the children have some experionce, they
begin to search for their answers and control of error in books, in the dictionary and finally in the research
media available in the libraiies. As children learn to utilize a greater variety of materials they become more
independent, learning to be self-reliant and capable enough to realize when to seek help from another child,
from the teacher, or from an outside source.

The very first sensorial materials that the child handles are the knobbed cylinder blocks. At this stage,
the control of error is mechanical. If the child puts a small cylinder in the large cavity, one of the large
cylinders will be left out. The teacher does not intervene. Through trial and error, the child succeeds in
replacing all the cylinders correctly. This forces the child to look and make judgments. At this stage the child
does not become cognitively aware of the differences in the various sizes and shapes. Only after the child has
succeeded in replacing the cylinders correctly is the language of dimensions (length, width, height,) given.
There are other pieces of material that convey the same concept without boiing the child. In the third period
of the three period lesson, we find out whether the child can associate a correct object with its correct name.
For most teachers, the process stops here and the information is entered on a chart or individual record
booklet indicating the child knows the material.
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This, however, is merely a mechanical, passive evaluation, and is parallel to traditional record keeping.
However objective it appears to be, it fails to give any depth of information to the teacher or to the child. It
does not give information to the authorities or to the parents. Most importantly such an evaluation gives no
direction for further exploration, either to the child or the teacher. When the emphasis is solely on the
presentation of materials, the principles to be learned are often overlooked. Each item in the Montessori
environment should be presented with a clear idea of what learning has preceded this lesson and what
principles need to be developed in succeeding lessons. In the example above, the child may give you the
correct object or the correct name every time you ask for it. However, this does not prove that the
information will be of practical application in another learning situation. In this case, such evaluation is as
worthless as our current system of testing has proven to be. Nor does this type of evaluation enhance the
teacher's perspective or the child's ability to progress.

If, however, after sufficient work with one set of materials that conveys the same concept, we follow up
with games that are progressive in nature and in difficulty children will be challenged to explore and to
discover what other aspects can be perceived and experienced. Exploration and discovery is then followed
by questioning, generalizing, and researching. One of the earliest games is to bring from the shelf another
cylinder that has the same height or base; later the child is asked to find all the cylinders that have the same
base. etc. Once the child catches on to the concept, he or siat, will continue to explore how many other
cylinders have the same height or if there are any other objects in the room of the same height. The teacher's
role is to spark the enthusiasm. Children will ignite other children accordingly When children discover that
there are three cylinders that have the smallest base, they may excitedly share the information with others
and each one will search to discover other kinds of similarities. This encourages questioning and reasoning,
and later on, even generalizing. Caution must be taken by the teacher to let the children do the exploration
by themselves and not provide all the information. With enough exploration, the child finds out how one
cylinder differs from another and exactly in which block each of the cylinders belongs. The child then may
proceed to find other objects in the eiwironment that have the same dimensions for comparison.

Now you can imagine that if this type of exploration is initiated, how much excitement there will be
when the children are presented with the colored knobless cylinders. The child who arrives in the
elementary class with these experiences is armed with all the tools to acquire further knowledge. The child
with this sensorial background is ready to receive lessons which explain the height, area and volume of the
cylinclen Because the child has already compared the cylinders for size and shape, he or she is ready now to
do comparisons in mathematical terms, e.g., the children may start to find the area of the table by measuring
the width and length of the table, or the area of the floor the table occupies. Other computations might be:
the area of the distance between the two tables, the total area required to put eight tables two feet apart
from each other, how many thbles can be put in a room of 500 sq. ft., or how many children can comfortably
work in a room of 750 sq. ft. with so much space occupied by the shelves, doors and windows. The difficulty of
the practical examples increases as the ability of comprehension and application of mathematical concepts is
acquired.

Simple or complex problems such as these can be solved and scored according to the child's ability. This
type of scoring helps the child to evaluate his or her own progress. Parallel activities can be easily initiated in
other subjects that reflect reasoning, thinking and judging different aspects of life whether in history,
geography or science. After the initial introduction, the children acquire the ability to create their own
problems in a multi-age grouping. In a cosmic approach to education, it is inevitable that the curriculum
broadens and manifests itself in all areas. It is practically beyond the scope of one teacher to encompass
everything alone. If the process of creating and solving problems is initiated even with a small number of
children, the rest of it proceeds spontaneously. The children thus direct, create and maintain the record of
their own progress and achievement through journal writing. The teacher's role, then, truly becomes that of
a director who observes and initiates new challenges according to the potentiality of each child and guides
those in need. Most of the guidance comes from the experienced children, who help the younger ones. The
cumulative journal thus maintained can then be easily transformed into some type of scoring system that
supersedes onethne mechanical testing. Caution has to be taken by the teacher that these problems are
progressive in natum as the children mature in their ability to think and solve problems.
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These experiences are not out of the ordinary The only caution to be taken is to initiate the right
activity at the light moment and at the right- stage of the development of the child. It is through active
observation of each child, along with the teacher's understanding of child development, that the teacher
1w9ws the appropriate timing for the introduction of new materials.

Exercises in guided discovery not only enhance knowledge, but this type of experience is never
forgotten. Flirthei; children who have already experienced eNploration are ready to introduce activities to
younger children who arrive laten When children are graduated to elementary classes, they have mastered
the knowledge to such an extent that they can help new students who arrive without primary experience.
Because of this sharing of information among peers, the number of new children in proportion to those with
experience has to be controlled. Otherwise there will be an imbalance for the-children as well as for the
teacher.

Record keeping of the above activities provides clinical analysis of the child's progress and comprehen-
t,ion of the concepts thus experienced. The teacher knows that the child has not merely mastered the
activity but can judge the extent to which be or she is ready to transmit the knowledge to another child and
is able to work within a particular group; generalized remarks, combined with the child's portfolio, will give
a true picture of the child's progress. It will also satisfactorily fulfill the need for accounthbility

The teacher does not need tedious and boring forms to mark down each activity that the child touches
such as phonogram ch, phonogram sh, and ph, cl, gh, th,...to infinity What we need is the summary of the
achievement in general terms, such as, "the child has mastered the ability of recognizing and taking
dictation of words with almost all the combinations of phonograms." If the class is functioning with all the
rariations of the above activities, the results and the continuous record kept by the children and the teacher
will reflect each child's involvement and progress in the class. The enthusiasm of children researching from
books and libraries on their own time, and their interest in solving quizzes, puzzles, problems, etc., will
indicate the progress of the learning that is taking place.

The difference between the preschool and the elementary class in student evaluations is that, early in
the preschool class, the evaluation starts with games that reflect the assimilation of concepts and simple
problem solving and relerant questions that involve thinking. In the elementary classes, the evaluation
continues to be reflected through problem solving that enhances the thinking process combined with the
research activities and written work portfolios of each child. The data acquired from the cumulative
progress record, as referred to earlien can be summarized by the teacher during weekly or bi-weekly
conferences to enable the child to be aware of his or her progress and shortcomings. This not only enables
the teacher to continuously evaluate a child's progress, but the child becomes master of his or her own
prcigress and proceeds confidently to cross over the hurdles without being trapped in the concept of failure.

It is the teacher's role to give generalized problems as necessary to classify the levels of difficulty to
vary the format, and to make them meaningful at all times. Mwiety eliminates the potential for mechanical,
boring work. Relating math to practical life situations at home and at work will promote challenge and
curiosity for progress.

The simple example given above was chosen to dr.Anonstrate the process of evaluation by the teacher
that commences from the moment the child entem the class. Using careful, analytical observation that is
clinically active at all times, the teacher has a living description of the child's progress. The example
illustrated starts with a very early sensorial expoience of the cylinder blocks and progresses to abstract
mathenmtical experiences. Arther, it clarifies the direct as well as the indirect acquisition of meaningful
knowledge that can be evaluated in concrete ways. Parallel concepts follow in the language area: simple
phonetic three.letter words, phonograms and sentences, gram, an sentence analysis, and synthesis of
sentences. Language continues with simple reading and writing to dramatic reading and comprehension.
This same basic principle is followed in history geography and sciences.
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ST4NDARDIZED TESTS

A survey of private Montessori schools reveals that in most cases the Montessori programis carried on
as usual. At the end of the year, the children are introduced to tests. They either take the state required
tests, California Test of Basic Skills, Iowa Achievement Test, or Standford Achieve»zent Thst. 'rest taking
techniques are not usually taught. The majority of the private Montessori schools surveyed reported that
their children tested better than the local public school children (Kripalani, 1989).

At present, we mist continue to enhance our understanding and application of techniques of Mon-
tessori philosophy and education. We must answer the demand for accountability and satisfy the authori-
ties, despite the fact that results of their tests may not reflect an accurate evaluation of our work. At the
same time, we must be on guard that we communicate what is uniquely Montessori, assess our goals, and
maintain our standards in order to achieve these goals. If the Montessori approach is put into practice, then
all we need is to introduce the idea of testing to the children. The rest will fall into place. We do IA need to
"teach to the test." We do, howeven need to teach the kind of thinking process objective tests require and
how to respond to objective test items: otherwise the children are at a disadvantage.

When the children share the responsibility of educaUon and evaluation, the teacher will experience the
joy of directing the process and will be less likely to be overtaxed by the end of the day or burned out by the
end of the year.
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